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Although the initial impetus for this study was the evaluation of Navagero's descriptions of Islamic
Spanish gardens and their influence on the Renaissance garden, aspects of his work, letters, and villas
have forced a further reevaluation of Venetian villa life and its sources. Among the more significant
results of my research on their impact are: a recasting of the early modern Venetian approach to the past,
a recognition of a scientific component in villa agriculture, a discussion of the importance of a rustic
vocabulary for certain villas, a transmission of the ideal of learned farming to provincial nobles, and a
subsequent exercise of villa ideology in the service of the Counter-Reformation in Verona. The powerful
image Navagero created of a fruitful and refreshing Moorish landscape did, indeed, reinforce the
importance of water within the garden. More importantly, his firm belief that a profusion of ideas about
gardens and agriculture offered by these and other sources could be integrated by him and his colleagues
into the tradition of villa patronage.
In his letters from Spain, Navagero praised the “Moors” gardens and their scientific approach to
agriculture. Similarly, while there, Navagero received and recounted news of discoveries in the Americas
and carried home to Venice exotic specimens and wonderful tales of the New World. His receptive
attitude indicates that Venetian intellectuals were increasingly willing to expand the realm of authorities,
mainly the autori antichi, beyond its traditional classical boundaries. In the case of his villas, Navagero's
interest in the historical world beyond Greece and Rome supported his transformation of the villa garden
into a locus for learned farming. Navagero's adept synthesis of this expanded antique with villa culture
and the development of the Venetian mainland influenced not only his immediate circle of friends, but
also the titled nobility of the province of Verona and a number of bishops of Verona.
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ABSTRACT
EXPANDING ANTIQUITY: ANDREA NAVAGERO AND VILLA CULTURE IN
THE CINQUECENTO VENETO
CHRISTOPHER J. PASTORE
RENATA HOLOD

AN N KUTTNER

This dissertation examines a number o f aspects o f the history o f the Venetian
villa. In particular, it documents Andrea N avagero’s influence on the nature o f
villeggiatura in the sixteenth-century Veneto. Although the initial impetus for this study
was the evaluation o f N avagero’s descriptions o f Islamic Spanish gardens and their
influence on the Renaissance garden, aspects o f his work, letters, and villas have forced a
further reevaluation o f Venetian villa life and its sources. Am ong the more significant
results o f m y research on their impact are: a recasting o f the early m odem Venetian
approach to the past, a recognition o f a scientific component in villa agriculture, a
discussion o f the importance o f a rustic vocabulary for certain villas, a transmission o f
the ideal o f learned farm ing to provincial nobles, and a subsequent exercise o f villa
ideology in the service o f the Counter-Reformation in Verona. The powerful image
Navagero created o f a fruitful and refreshing M oorish landscape did, indeed, reinforce the
importance o f water w ithin the garden. More importantly, his firm belief that a profusion
o f ideas about gardens and agriculture offered by these and other sources could be
integrated by him and his colleagues into the tradition o f villa patronage.
In his letters from Spain, Navagero praised the “M oors’” gardens and their
scientific approach to agriculture. Similarly, while there, Navagero received and
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recounted news o f discoveries in the Americas and carried hom e to Venice exotic
specimens and wonderful tales o f the New World. His receptive attitude indicates that
Venetian intellectuals were increasingly willing to expand the realm o f authorities,
mainly the autori cintichi, beyond its traditional classical boundaries. In the case o f his
villas, Navagero’s interest in the historical world beyond Greece and Rome supported his
transformation o f the villa garden into a locus for learned fanning. N avagero’s adept
synthesis o f this expanded antique with villa culture and the development o f the Venetian
mainland influenced not only his immediate circle o f friends, but also the titled nobility
o f the province o f Verona and a num ber of bishops o f Verona.
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Introduction
The Venetian author and statesman Andrea Navagero (1483-1529) traveled to
Spain and France in 1525 as an ambassador to the court o f Charles V .1 Despite the
pressing weight of affairs o f state, he visited many o f the most prominent Moorish
gardens, and he described them in splendid detail in a series o f letters to his friends,
Pietro Bembo (1470-1547) and Giambattista Ramusio (1485-1557) who read them in
N avagero’s garden on the island o f M urano in the Venetian lagoon.2 This study began as
an evaluation o f Navagero’s descriptions o f Islamic Spanish gardens and their influence
on the Renaissance garden, but aspects o f his work, letters, and villas have forced a
further reevaluation o f his influence on Venetian villa culture. More specifically, this
dissertation will examine the voracious appetite o f the class o f villa owners for
information about country life, gardens, and agriculture that led them to m ove beyond the
standard list o f classical authorities and consider the monuments, literature, and practices
o f other cultures such as the historical Moorish population o f al-Andalus and the exotic
prim itive tribes of Hispaniola.
The idea of an “expanded antique,” which I am introducing, will also be
connected to Renaissance architecture and theory. In fact, the early m odem Venetian
interest in a multitude o f landscapes forces a reevaluation o f the traditional understanding
o f Renaissance garden design. To date, m ost studies o f the Italian garden claim that the
designs reflected the alteration o f medieval types under the influence o f Rom an literary

1For a biography o f Navagero and an analysis o f his career and works see: Emanuele Antonio
Cicogna, D elle vita e delle opere di Andrea N avagero: Oratore, Istorico, Poeta Veneziana d el secolo
decim osesto (Venice: Tipografia Andreola, 1855).
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descriptions o f ancient gardens.3 This argument places an undue emphasis on texts and
discounts the supreme importance o f careful visual analysis o f surviving examples by
artists and architects. This dissertation contends that the search for visual aids by Raphael
Sanzio (1483-1520) and his contemporaries led to the ultimate acceptance o f studying the
Islamic garden, which was replete with otherwise unrecoverable features o f the ancient
garden, as an intermediary classical type.4 Certainly, the growing weight Raphael placed
on surviving monuments to illustrate classical treatises prompted his archaeological
investigations. Using the physical remains o f Rome as the key to interpreting Vitruvius
was fundamental to Raphael’s practice and would have been the inspiration for their visit
to Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli in 1516.5 The argument is supported by the relationship o f
Andrea Navagero, Pietro Bembo, and Raphael Sanzio. Raphael’s archeological bent,
which survives in the remarkable letter to Leo X the artist co-authored with Baldassare
Castiglione, would have impressed upon the scholarly Navagero the need for similar
evidence in his parallel efforts to design and plant gardens true to the Roman models he
knew from his reading. N avagero’s well-documented responsibility for the design o f his
gardens and his attention to the idiosyncratic features o f those he saw in Spain reveal his

2 The letters were collected and published posthumously: Andrea Navagero, II viaggio fa tto in
Spagna et in Francia da l magnijico M. Andrea Navagiero (Venice: Dom enico Farri, 1563).
3 On the Italian Renaissance garden see: Claudia Lazzaro, The Italian Renaissance Garden: From
the Convenetions o f Planting, Design, and Ornament to the G rand Gardens o f Sixteenth-Century Italy
(N ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1990); Monique Mosser and Georges Teyssot, eds. The Architecture
o f Western Gardens: A Design H istoty from the Renaissance to the Present D ay (Cambridge: MIT Press,
1991); and Terry Comito, The Idea o f the Garden in the Renaissance (N ew Brunswick: Rutgers University
Press, 1978).
4 On Raphael’s approach to archaeology and architecture see: Richard J. Betts, “Archaeology and
Architecture,” Raphael and the Ruins o f Rome: The Poetic Dimension (Urbana-Champagne: Krannert Art
Museum).
5 The visit is mentioned in Pietro B em bo’s letter to Cardinal Bibbiena (April 3, 1516). See Chapter
Two, note 31.
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absorption o f Raphael’s concerns and the subsequent effort made by Navagero to find
links to or memories o f the Roman landscape.
The villas o f Navagero and his friends, Bem bo, Ramusio, and Girolamo
Fracastoro (1478-1533) were simple and elegant testaments of their devotion to the gentle
rhythms o f country life. More elusive and intangible in these gardens is particular
evidence o f a special interest in the M editerranean landscape, and more specifically the
exotic beauty o f the Spanish Muslim garden. A re these villas then only generic replicas
o f ancient Roman concepts? The architecture and ornamentation o f the surviving
structures embrace the prevalent all ’antica style o f the Renaissance country house.6
Where these villas depart from the norm, however, was in their use. While each villa
became the main residence o f its owner, each m an never ceased to remind correspondents
that they wrote in villa and that the country house was, o f course, an alternative to the
town house retained by Fracastoro in Verona, by Ram usio in Venice and by Bembo
either in Padua or Venice. The acquisition o f these villas pre-dates Navagero’s travels in
Spain, but they continued to be used and enjoyed until the deaths o f their owners in m id
century. Their patrons, recipients o f N avagero’s letters detailing the splendors o f Islamic
Spain, were the stewards o f his three gardens during his years abroad. Considering their
close relationship to Navagero, the sharp focus on scientific agriculture or botany in their
gardens makes sense in the wake o f N avagero’s detailed presentation o f the value placed
by Muslims on industrial agriculture, a point we shall see he made as he disparaged the

6 On the a ll’antica villa see: Christoph Leopold Frommel, “Living a ll'antica: Palaces and Villas
from Brunelleschi to Bramante.” in The Renaissance fro m B runelleschi to M ichelangelo: The
Representation o f Architecture, Henry A. M illon and Vittorio M agnago Lampugnani, eds. (N ew York:
Rizzoli, 1997), 183-204 and Paul Holberton, P alladio's Villas: Life in the Renaissance Countryside
(London: John Murray, 1990).
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new generation o f Spanish landlords. The implication that the Islamic world must be
considered under the classical umbrella (an argument based on trends in Italian sixteenthcentury historical analysis and on the practical conflation o f all sorts o f ruins and
remnants into one category: antique) helps m ake sense o f the striking juxtaposition o f
a ll’antica architecture with garden spaces and features borrowed from Islamic
monuments.
What sets this group o f villas and a num ber o f other villas in the Veneto apart
from the conservative type refined in the Quattrocento is their increasingly intense
agricultural identity. The prototypical villa featured a balance between comfort and
cultivation.7 M any accounts o f Roman villas argued for the retention o f farming as the
appropriate business o f the villa owner.8 During the period best known for villa building,
however, even the Romans had begun to distance themselves from labor at their villas.
Republican Venetians looked askance at the degraded state o f the later villa, choosing
instead to model their own investment properties perhaps after the simple, working farm
complexes described by Cato. The mean and uncomfortable situation the reactionary
Cato enjoyed, however, offered little attraction to well-read and well-funded Venetians.9
V arro’s villa provided a possible alternative to the excess o f the imperial villas and the

7 For similar arguments see: Denis Cosgrove, The Palladian Landscape: G eographical Change
and its Cultural Representations in Sixteenth-Century Italy (University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1993) and Kurt Forster, “Back to the Farm: Vernacular Architecture and the Developm ent
o f the Renaissance V illa.” Architectura 1 (1974): 1-12.
8 On the ancient Roman villa see: Alfred Frazer, “The Roman Villa and the Pastoral Ideal,” in The
P astoral Landscape, John Dixon Hunt, ed. (Washington: National Gallery o f Art, 1992), 49-61; and Ian M.
Barton, ed., Roman D om estic Buildings (Exeter: University o f Exeter Press, 1996), esp. John Percival,
“Houses in the Country,” 64-90.
9 Descriptions o f the villas o f Cato and Varro were available to Renaissance readers thanks to the
recent publication by the Manutius press o f a new edition o f Columella, Cato and Varro in 1514: D e re
rustica, Fra Giocondo, ed. (Venice: Aldus, 1514). The three agricultural treatises had also been published
as a collection by Nicholas Jensen in 1472.
4
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squalor o f the republican farmhouses. As a champion o f the agricultural villa, Navagero
could have simply recreated Varro’s fascinating complex. He clearly cherished Roman
ideas. He also had the choice to imitate the dramatic forms he saw at H adrian’s Villa
during his trip to Rom e.10 Neither o f these villas, however, reflected the principles that he
associated with villa life. Thus, he chose not to imitate any specific classical villa at all.
Instead, he built simple structures that provided a stage for the serious business o f
botanical study and occasional philosophical debate.
Steeped in natural philosophy, history, and geography, Navagero inspired his
contemporaries to experiment with their villas as they followed his lead in experimental
botany and agriculture.11 In turn, his descriptions o f Spain’s wondrous gardens, which
invoked the m ythic landscapes presented in viaggiatori accounts, served as inspiration for
those developers o f the early m odem Venetian terraferma who were no longer interested
in replicating a Roman villa. These erudite men were fascinated equally by the historical
M editerranean and the exotic New W orld. The properties o f Navagero and his circle
m ight be considered the second generation o f Venetian Renaissance villas. Their villas,
developed after the tragic conflict with the League o f Cambrai had been settled,
combined the simple farm and the luxury retreat into a single unit where the intellectual
energies o f the patron class could turn equally to poetry, profit, and science. This delicate
balance achieved by the Cinquecento Venetians ushered in a period where applied natural
philosophy turned literati into gentlemen farmers. The learned farming practiced by

10 On Hadrian’s villa see: William L. Macdonald and John A. Pinto, H adrian's Villa a u d its
L egacy (N ew Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1995).
" For a more detailed discussion o f natural philosophy in Venetian culture see Chapter One, esp.
“P ietro Bembo, D e Aetna, hot fe e t and eyewitness testim ony” and “Botanical Gardens, Research and
A gronom y in the Veneto.”
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Navagero and Ramusio proved economically beneficial for the republic and provided
nobles and cittadini with a source o f capital based solely on land ownership, an issue
prim arily because o f social and political proscription o f industrial or craft activities. The
villas o f Ramusio, Bembo, Fracastoro, and Giulio Della Torre (148 l-c.1558) were
witnesses to the transformation o f the Venetian economy fostered by the cultivation o f
productive villeggiatura. In a matter o f decades, the Venetian country house was itself
transformed. As a result, their villas remained suitable for leisurely lunches even though
they had became laboratories for the introduction o f new crops brought to Venice by her
merchants and statesmen from Africa, the Indies, and the Americas.
The first chapter o f this dissertation will argue the m anner in which early modem
Venetians had begun to explore the concept o f a more heterogeneous antique. The
expanded antique followed a Paduan trend to question the authority o f the Latin and
Greek canon o f natural philosophy and medical writings that corresponded with the
defense o f Islamic treatises used for university texts in the face o f strong attacks by
proponents o f Hellenism.12 The result o f the debate over the relative merits o f Avicenna
and Galen in the Veneto was that every source required scrutiny. In addition, the
fundamentals o f Aristotelian thought resonated in Padua’s curriculum .13 As a result, the
Venetian intellectual was, for the most part, less attached to the brand o f Neo-Platonic
philosophy often promoted as a powerful influence on Renaissance culture.14

12 On Hellenism in medical faculties see: Jerome J. Bylebyl, “The School o f Padua: Humanistic
Medicine in the Sixteenth Century,” in Health, medicine and mortality in the sixteenth cen tw y, Charles
Webster, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979), esp. 339-340; and Siraisi 1990, 190-191.
13 John Martin, “Salvation and Society in Sixteenth-Century Venice: Popular Evangelism in a
Renaissance City,” Journal o f Modern H istoiy 60 (June 1988), 205. On Aristotle and Padua see: Antonino
Poppi, Introduzione a l l ’aristotelism o padovano (Padua: Antenore, 1970).
14 Although scholars have more recently begun to downplay the role o f Platonic philosophy in
Renaissance art, earlier art historians such as Kenneth Clark characterized Renaissance intellectual activity
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Furthermore, with Aristotle providing a powerful classical model, many Venetians were
prepared to ask questions and base their opinions on information gathered through
observation. Chapter Two will expand the discussion and characterize a general spirit o f
inquiry that prompted Venetian travelers to search for answers, an enterprise that
dovetailed with the astounding arrival o f information about far-off places in the wake o f
the discovery o f the Americas and the latest forays into Africa and Asia. Moreover, this
impulse to observe, compare, collect, and catalogue can be linked to contemporary
theory. Andrea Navagero, according to Girolamo Fracastoro, proposed a fascinating and
catholic standard o f beauty, based in the comparison o f as m any items as the artist might
catalogue.15 As it turned out, beauty - in both poetry and architecture - was qualitative.
Furthermore, the most beautiful creations flowed from the m ind o f those who had learned
the m ost about their world. In other words, science and the arts were served by
exploration and inquiry, and the villa developed into a repository for new discoveries and
innovative architecture, which was better able to convey the image o f villa life espoused
by Navagero.
Navagero’s garden provided a lush laboratory for the cultivation o f rare botanical
specimens that he added to his catalogue o f beautiful things. Unlike contemporary
pleasure gardens, Navagero promoted the idea o f a working garden, which we might
describe as a green, respirating treasury o f nature comparable to the studio or library of
his learned colleagues. Pietro B em bo’s famous villa and garden in Padua, which will be

by its participation in “the predominant Platonism” o f the time (Kenneth Clark and Martin Kemp,
Leonardo da Vinci, rev. ed. (N ew York: Penguin Books, 1993), 128). B y contrast, Paoletti and Radke do
not single out Neoplatonism as a significant influence on art, a point underscored by the absence o f the
term in the index o f their A rt in Renaissance Italy (N ew Jersey: Prentice Hall, 2002).
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discussed in Chapter Three, combined the two in a suburbano recognized by visitors as a
sublime haven for the study of literature and plants in an atmosphere positively reeking o f
scholarly otium ,16 The gracious introduction to B em bo’s suburban villa through a
rusticated portico flanked by similarly rusticated gates, which led directly to the gardens
to the rear o f the house, enunciated the pastoral allegiance o f the villa despite its location
within the nominal perimeter of the city o f Padua. Taking his cue from Raphael, B em bo’s
architect, Cola Bruno, used rather refined rusticated elements to transform a dilapidated
town house into a proper villa.17 Since none o f the architecture o f Navagero’s villas
survives, B em bo’s suburbano and the other villas o f his close friends that are the focus o f
Chapter Three serve as stand-ins for his demolished country houses. It would be
presumptuous to contend that Navagero had also used rustic orders in the logge that
flanked his garden on Murano. The choice o f rusticated columns and pilasters by Bembo,
Ramusio, and Giulio Della Torre to dignify their villas, however, suggests that
N avagero’s circle favored the rough character o f the rustic style for non-urban
architecture.
This Venetian villa building campaign evidences a passionate embrace of
terraferma investment. The patrons’ frequent retreats has made it easy to categorize these
villas at first glance as generic all ’antica country houses suitable for poetry readings and
dinner parties. The explicit association o f these particular villas both with the

13 This material is covered in more detail in Chapter Two: “N avagero, Beauty and Garden
T heoiy” and is based on Fracastoro’s dialogue, Naugerius sive d e p o e tic a (Venice: 1555). I have relied
upon a modem translation by Ruth Kelso (The University o f Illinois Press, 1924).
16 On Bem bo’s Paduan residence see: Lionello Puppi, “Le residenze di Pietro Bembo “in
padoanaP L 'arte 7-8 (1969): pp. 30-65.
17 On N icola Bruno see: Vittorio Cian, Un medaglione d e l Rinascimento: Cola Bruno M essinese e
le sue relazioni con Pietro Bembo (J480c.-1542) Con Appendice di documenti inediti (Florence: G. C.
Sansone, 1901).
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b o n ifica zio n e o f the V enetian hinterland and w ith b o tanical research separates th em from
th e elegant and, p erh ap s, arrogant country h o u se s that sprung up th ro u g h o u t C in q u ecen to
Italy. W h en N a v a g e ro incorporated science into h is v illa gardens, h e established a m odel
fo r a d iscrete b o d y o f villa patrons, w hich a lso extended bey o n d his close circle o f
friends. In th ese v illa gardens, th eo ry and p ra c tic e m et and conspired to pro d u ce v ib ran t
statem en ts o f th eir p a tro n s ’ em brace o f an art th a t th e y identified not sim p ly as g ard en in g
b ut as refin ed an d scien tific agriculture in w h ic h artifice tem p ered n atu re and w ro u g h t o f
it a n e w and im p ro v e d nature.
C h ap ter O ne, thus, exam ines the nature o f gardens. In particu lar, I w ill fo cu s upon
the id io sy n cratic g ard en s o f V enetian villas as rep re sen ta tiv e s o f w h a t w as argued to be
an a lte rn a tiv e “th ird n a tu re ” created b y the h a b its o f h u m an activ ity and the app licatio n o f
h u m an reason. D u rin g the sixteenth century, V e n e tia n in tellectu als co n stru cted m u ltip le
theo ries o f a h ie ra rc h y o f natural and m an -m ad e - o r artificial -s u p p o rte d by lin g erin g
affectio n fo r A risto telia n natural p h ilosophy at th e U n iv e rsity o f P ad u a, the state
u n iv ersity o f th e V enetian R e p u b lic .18 A m ong o th er things, the facu lty o f m ed icin e and
natural p h ilo so p h y at P ad u a reinforced the co n trib u tio n s o f Islam ic or A rab scholars
w h ile raisin g d o u b ts about the reliability o f G re e k and L atin a u th o ritie s.19 V enetians, by
the turn o f the cen tu ry , cam e to be frequently c ritical o f canonical sources, based o n th eir
d irect o b serv atio n o f n atu re th ereb y reflected a m o re em p iricist m in d se t akin to m o d e m

18 A c co rd in g to John Martin, the U n iversity o f P adua “w a s h o m e to a radical A ristotelian
tradition.” John M artin, “S alvation and S o ciety in S ixteen th -C en tu ry V en ice: Popular E v a n g elism in a
R en aissa n ce C ity " J o u r n a l o f M odern H is to iy 6 0 (June 1988): 2 0 5 . O n A ristotle and Padua se e H eik ki
M ik k eli, An A ris to te lia n R e sp o n se to R en a issa n ce H u m a n ism : J a c o p o Z a b a re lla on th e N a tu re o f A rts a n d
S cie n c e s (H elsinki: S H S , 1992); L. O livieri, ed., A ris to te lism o ve n eto e sc ie n za m o d ern a (Padua, 1983);
and R andall 1961.
19 On A rabic m ed ica l contributions see N a n cy S iraisi, M e d ie v a l & E a rly R en a issa n c e M e d ic in e :
A n In tro d u ctio n to K n o w le d g e a n d P ra c tic e (C hicago: T h e U n iv ersity o f C h icago Press, 1990), 11 -1 3 .
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experimental science. Paduan science was matched by a paradigm shift in garden history.
In particular, the Veneto witnessed the establishment o f a new archetypal noble gardener,
Cyrus King o f the Persians, whose popularity as a model helped educated upper class
Venetians to justify their new interest in scientific agriculture.20 For the early modem
Italians, all o f the old Roman models for citizen farmers and villa patrons remained in
force. Cyrus and other model farmers including the M oors o f Spain and the aborigines o f
Hispaniola, however, became their colleagues in a universal effort to alter nature and
improve the quality o f m an’s environment.21
Chapter Two focuses more specifically on Andrea Navagero’s travels in Spain,
his gardens at his villa on the Venetian island o f M urano and his villa near Treviso.22
Navagero’s M urano garden provided a prototype for the new scientific garden and set the
stage for the development of a new approach to agriculture and the villa. In this chapter, I
will discuss N avagero’s description o f the gardens o f M oorish Spain that he visited as a

20 The appeal o f Cyrus was so widespread that Francesco della Torre referred to Xenophon’s
paradigmatic ruler as a model for the ideal Counter-Reformation Bishop in a May 8, 1544 letter to
Benedetto Ramberti about della Torre’s biography o f Cardinal Gianmatteo Giberti (Lettere Volgari di
diversi nobilissim i huomini... (Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1564), Bk. 2, 35). Cardinal A gostino Valier, a
successor to Giberti as Bishop o f Verona, applauded Xenophon for writing “things useful to the citizen.”
(Valier, Memorial to Luigi Contarini on the studies befitting a Venetian Senator, 1574, a work cited by
Oliver Logan, Culture and Society in Venice, 1470-1790: The Renaissance and its H eritage (N ew York,
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1972), 62). The Spaniard Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo discussed his friendship
with the conquistadors, Almagro and Pizarro, in a letter to the Real Consejo from Santo Domingo: “as a
friend o f both, I write that they believe what Xenophon wrote, that Cambyses counselor to his brother
Cyrus, king o f Persia, said ‘that it is better to conserve health than to cure infirmity.” December 9, 1537
(Coleccion de Documentos Ineditos Relativos al Descubrimiento, co n q u ista y organizacion de las Antiguas
Posesiones Espaiiolas d e America y Oceania Sacados de los Archivos d el Reino y muy especialm ente d el
de Indias (Madrid: Manuel G. Flemandez, 1864), vol. 1, 537.
21 On the Spanish Moors see: Navagero 1563, 25r. On the native American farmers see Oviedo,
“D elle naturale e generale istoria dell’Indie occidentali di Gonzalo Ferdinando d ’Oviedo,” in N avigazioni e
viaggi, Giovanni Battista Ramusio, Marica Milanesi, ed. (Turin: Einaudi, 1978), vol. 5,341 ff.
“ On Navagero’s villas and gardens see: Mario Cermenati, Un diplom atico naturalista del
Rinascimento: Andrea N avagero (Venice: Carlo Ferrari, 1912).
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m em ber o f the Venetian embassy to the court o f Charles V in 1525 and 1526.

These

descriptions can now be situated in the history o f the Italian Renaissance garden as the
careful observations o f a villa owner and garden designer who studied the remnants o f alAndalus as carefully as he might the letters o f Pliny the Younger.24 In the process, we
will discuss Navagero’s influential role as a catalyst for the development o f botanical
collecting and scientific agriculture in the Cinquecento Veneto, interests that would color
the reclam ation or bonificazione o f the terraferma.25
Chapter Three will discuss the villas o f Navagero’s closest associates, Pietro
Bembo, Giambattista Ramusio, Girolamo Fracastoro, and Giulio Della Torre as examples
o f the villa as a center o f experimental or scientific agriculture. At their villas, these
patrons transformed Alvise Com aro’s Santa Agricoltura or “Holy Agriculture” into a
practice I call learned farming.26 Furthermore, these patrons turned to recent trends in
all ’antica architecture to guarantee that the spirit o f the working villa was represented to
even the m ost casual visitor. In particular, Bembo and Ram usio’s villas use rusticated
ornament to convey a sense o f romanitas connected with the classical literary tradition o f

23 See also: Cammy Brothers, “The Renaissance Reception o f the Alhambra: The Letters o f
Andrea Navagero and the Palace o f Charles V ,” Muqarnas 11 (1994): 79-102.
24 On Pliny’s villas and their influence see: Pierre de la Ruffiniere du Prey, The Villas o f Pliny
From A ntiquity to Posterity (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1997).
25 On the Venetian terraferma and bonificazione see Roberto Cessi, “A lvise Comaro e la bonifica
veneziana nel secolo xvi,” Rendiconti della R. Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei: C lasse di scienze morali,
storiche e fd o lo g ich e, Ser. 6, vol. 12 (1936): 301-323 and S. J. Woolf, “Venice and the Terraferma:
Problems o f the Change from Commercial to Landed Activities,” in Crisis and Change in the Venetian
E conom y in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, Brian Pullan, ed., (London: Methuen & Co., 1968),
175-203.
26 In the prologue to a Spanish edition o f Andrea Navagero, II viaggio: Viaje P o r Espaiia (152426) (Madrid: Ediciones Turner, 1983), Angel Gonzalez Garcia connects Navagero’s friendship with Pietro
Bembo and A lvise Comaro with the ideology o f “Santa Agricoltura” and the “vita rustica" o f Cicero (8).
There has been no exhaustive monograph on the Sacra Agricoltura movement. Ruggiero Rugolo,
“Agricoltura e alchimia nel rinascimento: U n ’introduzione alio studio della villa veneta,” Studi Veneziani
27 (1994): 127-164, does consider the ideological underpinnings o f the Venetian villa within the realm o f
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country life and now recognized as appropriate for these new country houses. Chapter
Three closes with a look at Giulio Della Torre’s villa at Fumane in the Veronese
Valpolicella to explain the power o f rusticated all'antica architecture to convey the true
soul o f a villa. Renovated and expanded only a few years after N avagero’s embassy to
Spain in the 1540s, the hybrid all ’antica style Villa Della Torre at Fumane was fully
integrated with its garden and agricultural landscape. The new villa, moreover, reflects
G iulio’s interest in the creation o f a casci padronale as a center for the scientific,
experimental learned farming promulgated by Navagero.
Chapter Four moves inland to the Provincia di Verona, where several villas
owned by the Malaspina, Nichesola, and Del Bene reveal the penetration o f Navagero’s
concept o f the villa and its gardens to the heartland o f the terraferma. In addition, the
analysis o f the Villa Del Bene in Volargne raises questions about the attribution o f a
num ber o f sixteenth-century villas and the more prominent role played by the Veronese
architect, M ichele Sanmicheli (1484-1559) in the transmission o f Rom an High
Renaissance style to the region. In particular, Sanmicheli’s use o f virile, rusticated
m asonry and his friendship with a number o f villa owners, including the Della Torre,
Fracastoro, and Ramusio justify a reevaluation o f his influence on villa design.
Finally, Chapter Five will examine two fresco commissions o f the Bishops of
Verona, one for the bishop’s studio in the episcopal villa, known as the Nazaret, and a
second for the audience hall o f the episcopal palace in Verona. The combination o f
portrait cycles and landscapes express the popularity o f the new image o f the active
patron across the Veneto. Furthermore, the bishop who commissioned these frescoes,

philosophy and science that starts to examine the elevation o f a ‘sacred’ nature as a source o f economic,
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Cardinal Agostino Valiero (1531-1606) was a relative o f Andrea Navagero and his
understanding o f villeggiatura as an active practice echoed his appreciation of the vita
attiva and his Counter-Reformation support for changes in the Catholic Church’s
ministry.27 In these landscapes, the Veronese painter Domenico Brusazorzi (1515-1567)
characterized the diocese as productive agricultural land governed by the guiding hand o f
a fully involved prelate. In the process, both the Nazaret, a country retreat, and the
Episcopal palace, a city residence, the seats of the bishop /padrone, become prototypical
case di villa, and expose the attraction of this new villa patron as a model for
administrators. Statesmen, senators, clerics, and businessmen saw villeggiatura after
Navagero as the comfortable blend o f ethos and praxis', and “learned farming” took up a
position as an inherently noble pursuit enjoyed by hereditary conti, dedicated pastors, and
social climbing cittadini across the Cinquecento Veneto.

social and psychological stability.
21 On Valiero’s role in the Counter-Reformation see: Cyriac K. Pullapilly, “Agostino Valier and
the Conceptual Basis o f the Catholic Reformation,” Harvard Theological R eview 85, no. 3 (July, 1992):
307-334.
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Chapter One: Renaissance Villa Ideology and Antiquity

The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries witnessed the revival o f a culture o f country
life that contemporary authors connected with the villa culture o f ancient Rome. The
extra-urban retreat and agricultural development evolved as complements o f the
commercial and political arena o f the city.1 Renaissance patrons acquired country houses
and constructed gardens based on the examples o f Cato, Columella, Pliny the Younger,
Varro and Cicero, the poets like Horace, Martial, Statius, and Sidonius, and historians
like Suetonius. The study o f Renaissance villas has a long, complex history
overshadowed by the promulgation o f the concept o f the Roman copy. Scholarship on the
Renaissance villa has accepted and enshrined the general idea o f a derivative country
house. W riting prim arily about Roman villas of the sixteenth century, Elisabeth
MacDougall presents the Renaissance villa as a largely “suburban” phenomenon in which
the country house was “used for short visits” as “ an escape from the heat.”2 The Veneto
does not conform entirely to this model, a point M acDougall admits; but she is incorrect

1 The scholarship on the Roman villa and the ancient Roman garden or hortus is vast. On the
ancient villa see: Ian M. Barton, ed., Roman D om estic Buildings (Exeter: University o f Exeter Press, 1996),
esp. John Percival, “Houses in the Country,” 64-90 and N icholas Purcell, “The Roman Garden as a
D omestic Building,” 121-151; Bettina Bergmann, “Visualizing P liny’s V illas,” Journal o f Roman
A rchaeology 8 (1995): 406-420; Alfred Frazer, “The Roman V illa and the Pastoral Ideal,” in The Pastoral
Landscape, John D ixon Hunt, ed. (Washington: National Gallery o f Art, 1992), 49-61; Andrew WallaceHadrill, “The Villa as Cultural Symbol,” Symposium Paper, Philadelphia, 1991. Among the more notable
contributions to the study o f ancient Roman gardens see: Elisabeth B. MacDougall, ed., Ancient Roman
Villa Gardens (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks, 1987); W ilhelmina F. Jashemski, “Roman Gardens in
Tunisia: Preliminary Excavations in the Plouse o f Bacchus and Ariadne and in the East Temple at
Thuburbo Maius,” American Journal o f A rchaeology 99 (1995): 559-576; Barbara A. Kellum, “The
Construction o f Landscape in Augustan Rome: The Garden R oom at the Villa a d Gallinas,” The Art
Bulletin 76, no. 2 (June 1994): 211-224; Ann Kuttner, “Looking Outside Inside: Ancient Roman Garden
Rooms, Studies in the H isto iy o f Gardens & D esign ed Landscapes 19, no. 1 (Jan/Mar 1999): 7-35; and
Kathryn L. Gleason, “Portions Pompeiana: A N ew Perspective on the First Public Park o f Ancient R ome,”
Journal o f Garden H istoiy 14, no. 1 (Spring 1994): 13-27.
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when she defines a suburbano as “an estate near a city, that is, in a suburban location,
used solely for recreation and not for agriculture.”3 Indeed, Pietro Bembo and Christophe
Longueil both describe Andrea N avagero’s villa on the Venetian island o f Murano as a
suburbano, even though it was abundantly clear that the M urano garden was cultivated
like a small farm, a point to which we will return in Chapter Two. In any event,
MacDougall argues that Raphael’s Villa M adama, one o f the m ost influential villas o f the
Roman Renaissance, was itself heavily influenced by the “sole surviving accounts o f
ancient villas,” the letters o f Pliny the Younger. Despite the direct line o f descent
MacDougall claims for the Renaissance villa, the Villa M adama was m issing any
agricultural component. Therefore, the Villa M adam a and similar residences may be
better described as country houses.4 David Coffin presents a similar lineage in The Villa
in the Life o f Renaissance Rome, claiming that the villa in the fifteenth century “became
increasingly a retreat for the enjoyment o f a peaceful, private life” based on ancient
Roman examples.5 The issue of retreat central to both arguments does apply to the
Venetian country house; Venetian villa culture, however, reflected the economic and
political pressure on the villa builder to make full use o f their country estates.6 Similarly,
the ancient Roman prototypes carried tremendous weight with Venetians; but their
intellectual and mercantile tradition distinguished Venetians somewhat from their
counterparts in Florence and Rome. During the sixteenth century, the upper class and the

2 Elisabeth Blair MacDougall, Fountains, Statues, and flow ers: Studies in Italian Gardens o f the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks, 1994), 1.
3 Ibid., 10.
4 Ibid.
5 David Coffin, The Villa in the Life o f Renaissance Rome (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1988), 11-2.
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Venetian government collaborated on the reclamation and exploitation o f the terraferma.1
The subsequent conversion o f wasteland into wealth justified heretofore-unimaginable
interventions. This intensive land management found support among historians, scientists
and philosophers who revisited their sources to better understand m an’s place in the
universe and his role in the shaping o f nature.
In this chapter, I will examine the specifically Venetian variables for scientific
agriculture. The experimental fanning o f the mid-Cinquecento Veneto that propped up
the M ost Serene Republic gave distinctive purpose to villeggiatura, or the country house
retreat popular all over Italy.8 Although not every villa built in the Venetian Empire was
planned with an eye toward profit margins, it was the rare exception that ignored the
potential income generation o f cultivated land.9 The inability to find in either universitytaught texts such as Aristotle or popular works such as the Bible complete guidelines for
high yield agriculture required everyone involved to look elsewhere. Following the
examples o f earlier humanists who had begun to examine Latin and Greek sources in the
fourteenth and fifteenth century, proponents of villa life in the Cinquecento Veneto like
Alvise Comaro, Alberto Lollio and Agostino Gallo read classical treatises on agronomy,
Latin pastoral poetry and Roman correspondence. The difference in the Veneto, and the

6 M ichelangelo Muraro and Paolo Marton, Venetian Villas, Peter Lauritzen, John Harper and
Stephen Sartarelli, trans. (Udine: Magnus Edizioni, 1986), 37.
7 On the Venetian Republic and the transformation o f the terraferma see: Daniele Beltrami,
Saggio di storia dell'agricoltura nella repubblica di Venezia durante Veto, moderna (Venice: San Giorgio
Maggiore, 1955).
8 Alberto Tenenti “The Sense o f Space and Time in the Venetian W orld o f the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries,” in Renaissance Venice, J. R. Hale, ed. (London: Faber and Faber, 1973), 17-46.
Tenenti has argued that the Venetian patrician had an “ulterior m otive” for investing on the terraferma.
According to Tenenti, “rich patricians wanted to climb to a higher social level: that o f the nobleman, for
which landed property and a certain style o f country life were the indispensible conditions and
prerogatives.”
9 On Venetian terraferma development see: W o o lf (as in Introduction, n.23).
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focus o f this dissertation, is the willingness in Venice and the Veneto to expand their
horizons beyond the classical corpus. Chapter One will discuss where these men and their
contemporaries looked and what they found.
What is a Venetian Garden? Irrigation Science, Agricultural Treatises and refined Nature
In 1501 the Venetian Republic formed the D ie d Savi ed Esecutori alle Acque
(Ministry for Waters) to restrict independent hydrological interventions that, it was
feared, would destroy the unique saline quality o f the Venetian lagoon.10 Over the next
half-century, a shift in Venetian policy gave priority to the fullest exploitation o f the
terraferma, that is the mainland possessions o f the Venetian republic in the Po river plain
which extended west to Lake Garda and north to the Dolomite m ountains, for agricultural
purposes. In 1556, the Savi alle Acque was partially supplanted by the Provveclitori sopra
dei Beni Inculti (Ministry for Uncultivated Lands) which commissioned surveyors and
engineers to prepare reports on current conditions and planned interventions for the
Ministry. Furthermore, these civil servants also helped implement those projects deemed
essential to land reclamation in the mainland Veneto.11 On the surface, the new
bureaucratic initiative was a judicious response by the Venetian governm ent to
uncontrolled private irrigation or drainage projects initiated by both Venetians and
members o f the upper classes of the subject cities o f the terraferma. Less obvious, but
significant, was the growing appeal to Venice’s aristocrats o f the villa retreat and the
historical and philosophical grounds for country life and agriculture. The importance of
the new ministry was underscored by the decision o f the Senate to fine individuals who

10 Denis Cosgrove, The Palladian Landscape: Geographical Change and its Cultural
Representations in Sixteenth-Century Italy (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press,

1993), 41-45.
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refused appointment to the provedditori and by the selection o f members o f extremely
prominent families to serve on the three-member board o f the ministry in its first years.
Among the high profile m inisters were o f the Beni Inculti were Niccolo Zen (or Zeno)
and Lunardo Loredan. Loredan’s ancestor Doge Leonardo Loredan (r. 1501-1521) ruled
Venice during the traumatic W ar with the League o f Cambrai and the first decade of the
re-conquest o f the mainland provinces.12 Zeno’s illustrious fam ily included the
fourteenth-century naval hero Carlo Zeno and a namesake, Nicolo Zeno, who
commanded merchant galley fleets before his conviction for extortion and disappearance
from public records.13 The elder Nicolo was most famous, perhaps, as the leader o f an
expedition that traveled north o f the British Isles to ice-covered Engroneland.14 The
appointment o f nobles like Zen and Loredan confirmed widespread support for
government supervision o f agricultural investment and indicates that, by mid-century, the
Venetian mling class better understood the benefits o f a managed terraferma. The
mainland provinces offered the promise o f agricultural self-sufficiency, contributed to the
economy, and, perhaps more importantly, promoted political and social stability in the
republic.
The case for villas and intensive agriculture was made not in Venice, but in her
subject city and relatively stable ally, Padua, center o f intellectual life and home to the

11 Ibid., 140-145.
12 Frederic C. Lane, Venice: A M aritime Republic (Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins
Press, 1973), 269-70
13 On N icolo Zen see: Manfredo Tafiiri, Venice and the Renaissance, Jessica Levine, trans.,
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1995), esp. Chapter 1: “Memoria et Prudentia. Patrician Mentalities and res
aedificatoi'ia,” 1-13.
14 Ibid., 281. The voyage o f discovery was published by Caterino Zeno in 1567 and will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter Two.
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official University o f the Republic since 1405.15 Padua, re-conquered less than three
months after the traumatic destruction of Venetian forces at Agnadello in 1509, was one
o f the more stable Venetian “colonies.” The presence o f m any Venetian students at the
university transformed the city into a satellite o f the capital. Moreover, a number o f
Venetian nobles, for example Bernardo Bembo, owned villas near Padua in the fifteenth
century, and their familiarity with Paduans helped reduce tensions.16 In spite o f the
turmoil in the first quarter o f the sixteenth century, Padua played an important role in the
development o f public support for agriculture in the Veneto. Recognizing the pressing
alimentary needs o f the capital city, the Paduan community, or at least the pro-Venetian
Paduans and the large number o f Venetians who lived in Padua and the surrounding
province, argued in favor o f human responsibility for and control over his environment.
This theoretical position justified more practical exercises in hydraulic engineering and
agronomic experimentation, as it steered La Serenissima on a course toward selfsufficiency and a deep-seated attachment to the Trevigiano, Paduan, Vicentino and
Veronese. Prominent Paduan intellectuals such as Alvise Comaro and Pietro Bembo
spoke glowingly o f the rewards o f country life.17 Where they differed from the earlier
humanist champions o f the villa, like the Florentine poet Francesco Petrarch (1304-1374)
and the Florentine philosopher Marsilio Ficino (1433-1499), was in their emphasis on the
villa’s historical connection with agriculture.

15 Logan, 46-47.
16 Tension between Venice and the subject cities was characterized by Frederic Lane as a “lack o f
any national feeling” on the mainland that contributed to the rapid capitulation o f cities from Brescia to
Padua to the forces o f the League o f Cambrai. However, support for V enice was manifested during the
reconquest o f Padua when local partisans met the Venetian army and its leader, Andrea Gritti, at the gates
o f the city, shouting “Marco, Marco” in honor o f the republic’s patron saint. Lane, 243-245.
17 Muraro, 53-57.
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The active role Comaro envisioned for the villa owner, for example, required him
to work his land and, if necessary, make the land fruitful with all the tools science and
ingenuity could devise. The mechanism o f change was human reason. The application o f
reason to the problem s o f malarial swamps and spring flooding, V enice’s special, chronic
concerns, improved nature. In the process, land was brought under cultivation,
refashioned by hum an agency, and recognized as different from, and better than, raw
nature. Although Com aro does not identify a specific tem i for the improved landscape,
choosing to characterize his activity as bonificazione or reclamation, a contemporary term
used by two authors to describe gardens, terza natura, suggests that sixteenth-century
landscape intervention was understood as the creation o f a nature that was distinct from
G od’s first, created nature.18
The problem o f three natures, consisting o f the first or Divine nature and both a
second and a third nature made by men, dominated debate about agriculture and gardens
in the Cinquecento. Two Italian authors, Bartolomeo Taegio (active mid 16th c.) and
Jacopo Bonfadio (c.1500 - 1550), used a new term, terza natura, in the mid-sixteenth
century to distinguish the garden o f a country house as a nature clearly distinct from both
primordial nature and the industrial nature o f man. Taegio published a treatise On the
Villa in M ilan in 1559 that included the term in a lengthy discussion o f country house
culture in early m odem Italy.19 Bonfadio, whom we will discuss further in Chapter Three
as a m ember o f the Bembo household in Padua, was an itinerant scholar from Salo on

18 The Italian term, bonificazione, is now translated as “reclamation,” but its root indicates that the
main feature o f the transformation was seen as the improvement or “making good” o f the terrain in
question.
19 Bartolomeo Taegio, La Villa: diaologo di M. Bartolomeo Taegio (Milan: Francesco M oscheni,

1559), 58.
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Lake Garda who used the term in a letter to his friend, Plinio Tomacelio, in 1541.20 The
designation o f not one but three natures responded to a new theory o f gardens in which
the garden would be defined as a “third nature” that occupied a m iddle ground between
the raw nature created by God and the world o f men. Com aro’s “reclaim ed” lands most
likely fit into the second nature; but the new theory o f a terza natura owed a great deal to
the Paduan cultural and economic elite and the development o f villa agriculture and
scientific farming in the Veneto. For Bonfadio and Taegio, the artifice (artefice) that
created the beautiful (vago) garden justified its separation from G od’s creation on one
extreme, and from the realm o f roads, bridges, and aqueducts on the other. Both authors
acknowledged a problem with this “third nature:” the lack o f boundaries between the
group o f natures. This problem was a result o f the simple fact that m any o f the materials
o f the garden - e.g. plants, stones, water - are themselves natural and the act o f gardening
replicates the ingenuity and labor identified as the source o f “second nature.” Lacking a
term for such an intermediary landscape, Bonfadio and Taegio introduced the phrase
terza natura in their discussions o f the art and artifice o f the garden.
In the twentieth century, the “third nature” has become the focus o f historians’
attention, and they use the term to emphasize the importance o f artifice in the Italian
Renaissance garden.21 In Chapter Three, I will present an argument that associates the
first use o f terza natura by Bonfadio with Venetian villa culture. For now, I would like to

20 Jacopo Bonfadio to Plinio Tomacelio, Lettere volgari d i diversi nobilissim i huomini et
eccellentiss. ingegni, scritte in diverse materie, Libro secondo (Venice: A ldi Filii, 1548). The letter is also
included in a nineteenth-century collection that includes a biography o f the artist: L ettere d i Jacopo
Bonfadio, G. B. Comiani, ed. (Como: Fratelli Galimberti, 1825), 18. See also: R. Urbani, “Jacopo
Bonfadio,” D B IXII (1970): 6-7.
21 See for example: John Dixon Hunt, “Paragone in Paradise: Translating the Garden,”
Comparative Criticism 18 (1996): 55-70 and G reater Perfections: The P ractice o f Garden Theory
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suggest that the Renaissance recognized the existence o f multiple natures, including the
improved nature championed by Comaro. In this case, however, I believe that the specific
situation in the Veneto provided a platform for the development o f a theory o f gardens
that used a theme in Cicero’s D e natura deorum finally to characterize the garden itself.
M uch has been made by historians o f the Renaissance landscape o f the discovery
o f a ‘third nature.’ Alessandro Rinaldi, Alessandro Tagliolini, and Lionello Puppi all
seize upon the term terza natura as a key to the “Italian garden.”22 Unfortunately, the
concepts o f a specifically “Italian” garden and a “third nature” have proved to be elusive.
Historians such as Puppi, for example, suggest that Venetian gardens are quite different
from Florentine gardens.23 Similarly, the Renaissance “third nature,” which was defined
by Taegio and Bonfadio as an alternative to divine nature and m an’s fully artificial
creations, has been defined by m odem historians as being either between, near or
commingled with natura naturans and altera natura: the pair o f natures contrasted by
Cicero in his work, On the Nature o f the Gods.2A According to one m odem scholar, the
garden sits astride a “ridge” between the city and its territory.25 He suggests that for the
Renaissance “the garden qualifies as the keystone and ring of conjunction o f a rapport not

(Philadelphia: University o f Pennsylvania Press, 2000), particularly Chapter 3: “The Idea o f a Garden and
the Three Natures,” 32-75.
22 See Alessandro Rinaldi, “La ricerca della «terza natura»: artificialia e naturalia ‘nel giardino
toscano del ‘500,” in Natura e artificio: L ’online rustico, le fontane, g li automi nelta cultura del
M anierismo europeo, Marcello Fagiolo, ed. (Rome, Officina Edizioni, 1979): 155-175; Alessandro
Tagliolini, Storia del giardino italiano (Florence, 1988), 226-8; Lionello Puppi, “Nature and Artifice in the
Sixteenth-Century Italian Garden,” in Mosser and Tessyot, 47-58.
23 Lionello Puppi, “The Villa Garden o f the Veneto from the Fifteenth to the Eighteenth Century,”
in The Italian Garden, David Coffin, ed. (Washington: Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium on the History o f
Landscape Architecture, 1972), 81-114.
24 D e natura deorum, 11.151-154.
25 Rinaldi, 158.
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so much o f continuity and historical progression, as o f contiguity and a material
translation between nature and culture.”26
In his widely published “Letter in Praise o f the Villa,” Alberto Lollio provided
one o f the strongest historical arguments for “hands-on” villa life in the Renaissance.27
Citing the examples o f Adam and Petrarch, King Cyrus and Pietro de’ Crescenzi, the
Ferrarese author laid out for his friend Ercole Perinato the rewards gained for body, mind
and soul by any who own a villa, design its garden and work its farm. The models
selected by Lollio reinforced the idea that the Bible, humanists, and pagan antiquity
sanctioned farming. The superiority o f the vita rustica is the constant refrain o f the thirtytwo-page letter that underscores the fundamental importance o f ancient Roman
prototypes for modem proponents o f the villa and country life. Indeed, his lecture “In
biasimo d e ll’otio” (Blaming Leisure, 1567) to the Occult Academy o f Brescia echoes the
moralizing tone found in classical authors like Cato, Columella and Varro whose works
were being edited and published in sixteenth-century Venice.28
Despite his focus on the agricultural component o f villa life, Lollio’s letter offers
the careful reader an example o f the overlap between villa ideology and garden theory in
sixteenth-century Italy. In an effort to be comprehensive and convincing, Lollio
wandered at times from the plowed field to the pleasure garden. In one instance he
attempted to classify this most delectable component o f the country house. Unlike Taegio
and Bonfadio, he did not rename the garden. He did, however, emphasize the same

26 Ibid., 159.
27 The letter was included in a collection edited by Dionigi Atanagi: Lettere di diversi autori
(Venice, 1556), 570-602.
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aspects o f the garden that prompted the other authors to call the garden a “third nature.”
In his discussion o f the garden, Lollio tells Perinato that “we delight in those things made
with great efficacy, not only the living and tine (vive e vere) works o f the hands o f
Nature, but the dead and false (morte e finte) of art.”29 Although Lollio did not identify a
new nature in the realm o f the garden, he reiterated the idea that the garden was a unique
combination o f living and man-made. With regard to the villa, his characterization o f
agriculture and gardening as similar ordering persuasions indicates that for him human
activity, when armed with the intent to shape God’s creation, fashioned this nature in a
replication o f the original act of genesis. It is also instructive to note that this passage
does not appear in two earlier versions o f the letter.30 While Lollio’s career does not tie
him closely to the Paduan movement led by Alvise Comaro that will be discussed in
greater detail later in this chapter, he was apparently in contact with other Veneto garden
theorists, like Gallo and his colleagues in the Accademia Occulta di Brescia. The
inclusion o f his letter in at least three editions o f collected letters published by Atanagi,
Gabriel Giolito and Paolo Manuzio makes it clear that his opinions were judged

28 The Manutius press published a new edition o f Columella, Cato and Varro in 1514: D e re
rustica, Fra Giocondo, ed. (Venice: Aldus, 1514). The three agricultural treatises had also been published
as a collection in the editio princeps ofN ich olas Jensen (Venice, 1472)
29 “Lettera di M. Alberto Lollio a M. Hercole Perinato in laude della villa.,” D elle orationi di M.
A lberto Lollio g e n til’hvomo (Ferrara: Valente Panizza Mantovano, 1563), 221.
30 Earlier versions o f Lollio “Laude della villa” include the same description o f the garden that
appears prior to the passage cited in the text. However, neither discuss the contributions o f Nature and art,
so that the 1563 letter stands out. Similarly, the 1563 edition has a much longer historical account o f the
garden than comparable editions which suggests that the version published with his famous orations
represents L ollio’s final word on the country house. Two specific versions that do not include the
p aragon e between Nature and art or the extended history o f the villa are the Lettere volgari d i diversi
nobilissim i huomini, et eccelentiss. ingegni, scritte in diverse m aterie...libro secondo (Venice: Aldi Filii,
1548), 76v. and Dionigi Atanagi’s Lettere d iX III huomini illustri (Venice: Comin da Trino di Monferrato,
1561).
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favorably and were readily available in the mid-sixteenth century Veneto.31 O f course,
the moralizing tenor o f Lollio’s work m ay have also suited editors threatened by loss o f
work after the publication o f the Index o f Forbidden Books in 1558.32 The ominous
Index, however, arrived in print after the first several printings o f Lollio’s “In Praise o f
the Villa,” so that its explicit association o f farming and good character were not
necessarily its chief virtue in the eyes o f the numerous editors and publishers who chose
to print the letter.
Lollio’s letter often appeared in collections that included Bonfadio’s letter to
Tomacelio. The two letters represented two powerful statements about the physical and
psychological benefits o f gardens and the country life. B onfadio’s letter set out the
parameters o f the garden as the pleasant intennediary between untouched wilderness and
the civilized world constructed by man. Bonfadio claimed, however, that he could not
really name the garden (“a cut non saprei dar nome”) but that he was certain that it
possessed a different “nature” than the other two because only in the garden were art and
nature indistinguishable.33 We have seen how Lollio also noted the explicit roles played
by nature and man in the cultivation o f a garden. Although Lollio did not describe the
garden using the new term, “third nature,” his enunciation o f a collaboration between art
and nature recalled the specific passage in Bonfadio that included terza natura. In other

31 The Lettera was published individually and in collections by Gabriel and Paolo Manuzio among
others. Giolito released several editions and the collection o f letters published by Manuzio and his brother
eventually ran to three volum es in more than five editions after 1548. For the most part, the collections do
not appear to be organized thematically. Instead, they appear to preserve examples o f fine writing on a
number o f subjects composed by well-known persons. Bonfadio’s troubled life may have given him some
notoriety, whereas L ollio’s reputation as an orator and proponent o f the vernacular would have appealed to
editors o f collections o f Italian/Tuscan letters.
32 Brian Richardson, Printing, Writers and Readers in Renaissance Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1999), 141. Richardson cites a letter written by Atanagi about the difficulties he was
having finding work because o f “the blessed Index.”
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words, Lollio raised the question concerning the nature o f the garden at precisely the
same time the Veneto was in the midst o f a sim ilar debate about the nature o f Nature and
the nature o f gardens. As his analysis o f the garden was incorporated in an essay on villa
culture, “In Praise o f the Villa” implicitly conflated the positive moral overtones o f
farming with the positive impression o f garden art.
As I have mentioned, Bonfadio sensed that a “third nature” existed but was
difficult to fully explain. His reticence in “nam ing” this “third nature” has led modem
historians to simply use the term, terza natura, as shorthand for the wonders o f the Italian
Renaissance garden. However, despite the origin o f the term in northern Italy, some
historians deny that the Venetian gardens o f the sixteenth century reveal the embrace o f
the concept terza natura in the Veneto. The prolific architectural historian Lionello
Puppi, author o f monographs on Palladio and Sanmicheli as well as numerous studies o f
villas and gardens in the Veneto, states that “nature was subordinate to artifice” in the
sixteenth-century garden. He arrives at this “clear conclusion” on the grounds that
Alessandro C higi’s Fam esina (Rome, after 1505), Vicino Orsini’s garden at Bomarzo
(Lazio, 1552-1580), and Ippolito d ’Este’s villa at Tivoli (c.1570) involved the gardener’s
art in a “denial o f nature.”34 Puppi believes, however, that the “spirit o f adventure” that
embraced artifice in the garden was not shared by Venetians. “The spread o f such ideas”
such as the “third nature” or the incorporation o f nature in art, said Puppi, “did not extend
to the Veneto region, which resisted any attempt to achieve a marriage o f art and nature,
preferring to create a setting which complemented the architecture o f the villa or palazzo

33 Bonfadio, 58.
34 Puppi, 1991, 56.
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rather than competed with it or even overwhelmed it.”35 Puppi, in his discussion o f the
Italian garden seeks to characterize the Venetian garden and recognizes that there was
something different about the Veneto, Tuscany, and Lazio, which infiltrated their
gardens. He claims that the Veneto rejected the new “third nature” with vigor. Puppi is
correct that the new theory o f nature helps to describe “the foundations o f what became
known as the ‘Italian garden’.” One can agree w ith his assumption that “regional
differences in cultural expression” allowed for the ‘third nature’ to be “interpreted in a
variety o f ways.”36 W hat I want to stress is that the effort to assign a name to this other
nature had demonstrable roots in Padua at the very heart o f the Veneto. W here he missed
the mark, and where the Venetian garden set itself both apart and at the forefront o f
Renaissance garden culture, is in the ‘third nature’ created in the Cinquecento Veneto.
As we have seen, Jacopo Bonfadio, was the first to use the term terza natura, was
an itinerant poet and prose author who bounced between a number o f courts and
households from Rome to Padua.37 For a short while his dismal life was interrupted by a
pleasant period as the tutor o f Pietro Bem bo’s son Torquato at the Venetian noble’s
Paduan suburban palace.38 There, he instructed Torquato in his letters while his
colleague, Bem bo’s secretary Nicola Bruno, gave young Bembo lessons in drawing and
other arts. Bonfadio’s position in the Bembo household, his friendship with Bruno who
was Pietro Bem bo’s right-hand m an and his own literary pursuits would certainly have

35 Ibid., 57.
36 Ibid., 56.
37 Bonfadio served as the secretary to several cardinals in Rome and Naples including Cardinal
Ghinucci. Bonfadio also benefitted from the patronage o f Carinal Rodolfo Pio and the author Annibal Caro.
Urbani, 6.
38 B onfadio’s difficult and ultimately tragic life is the focus o f many letters published by Aldo
Manuzio the Younger and Paolo Manuzio, Lettere volgari, 1548.
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put Bonfadio in touch with the Paduan intellectuals. Bruno, who will feature prominently
in the analysis o f the Bembo properties in Chapter Three, was the architect not only of
Bem bo’s quasi-suburban palace but also the man responsible for the layout and
maintenance o f his gardens.
Bruno is known to have been involved with the formation o f several intellectual
organizations in Padua.39 As a prominent member o f both private sodalities and more
mainstream academies, he was privy to theories circulating in Padua about m an and the
nature o f nature.40 Philosophical debate in the early sixteenth century offered numerous
examples o f multiple natures, as reflected in an otherwise poorly known letter by his
friend Gasparo Contarini. Writing to Trifone Gabriele, Contarini discussed Aristotle and
the nature o f sapienza or the intellect in terms that strike some o f the same chords as
Bonfadio. Contarini, in an effort to establish the relationship between Divine Wisdom
and “all the things and natural substances,” explained that supreme species and inferior
species meet, “and in doing so these orders find between themselves some intermediate
natures which we do not know well but that belong to the two orders.”41 The obvious
difference between Contarini’s nature mezzane and Bonfadio’s terza natura is the
possible and likely creation o f numerous intermediate natures, but when Contarini
claimed that “Nature has placed a certain middle between these o rd in i” he stakes out a

39 Richard S. Samuels, “Benedetto Varchi, the Accademia degli Infiammati, and the Origins o f the
Italian Academic M ovement,” Renaissance Quarterly 29, no. 4 (Winter 1976): 599-633.
40 Ibid., 609, 612-13. Bruno’s stature in Paduan intellectual circles is confirmed by his acceptance
o f the title o f p a d ri o f the new Accademia degli Infiammati along with Giovanni Monte and Mariano
Sozzini, although his many responsibilities as B em bo’s right-hand man and his multiple benefices limited
his participation in the academy. In fact, Bruno claimed that he was “dragged into” the academy, and only
accepted the position o f p a d re when the committee agreed to waive any obligation to attend meetings.
Lettere volgare di diversi nobilissim uomini (Venice, 1543), 152.
41 Lettere Volgari d i diversi nobilissimi huomini (Venice, 1564), 67r.
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m iddle ground for the product o f Divine W isdom and base substance echoed in
Bonfadio’s garden ranged itself between arte and natura.
Considering his position in B em bo’s circle, it now appears that Bonfadio’s
characterization o f the garden was influenced by his Paduan experience. In other words,
currents in land-use in the Veneto and trends in garden design in Padua may have
prompted Bonfadio to think about the simple paragone o f nature proper and the man
made. Connecting Bonfadio and his theory o f gardens with Bembo, Bruno, and Padua
suggests that Puppi was wrong in his assumption that the Venetian garden was untouched
by the definition o f a terza natura. In fact, the opposite would be true, if the description
o f the garden as a “third nature” was first proposed by Bonfadio during his pleasant
period o f employment in the suburban villa o f Cardinal Pietro Bembo, an important
proponent o f villa life and scientific agriculture in villa.
The increasing risk faced by Venetian merchants made an alternative such as
investment in agricultural real estate increasingly attractive in the fifteenth century. The
tem porary loss o f Venice’s mainland possessions actually spurred interest in terraferma
property, because the government was poised to transfer lands from disloyal subjects to
Venetians in an effort to establish clear control over its northern Italian provinces.
Although the debate over the nature o f gardens would appear to have little to do with the
transform ation o f the Venetian economy, we must recognize that the historical context
provided Bonfadio and Taegio with innumerable examples of villa patrons who invested
a great deal o f money and energy on the construction o f villas on their agricultural
property that featured the finest examples o f the garden art. Pliny the Elder’s description
o f the garden (hortus) as “a poor m an’s fann” {ager pauperis), established a precedent
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for a comparison between the pleasure garden and the productive farm.42 In other words,
popular ancient and modem texts indicated that both the garden and the farm revealed
m an’s natural proclivity for cultivation. The positive image o f agriculture, in turn,
appealed to the class o f villa patrons in the Veneto who pressed the government to
support agriculture. In turn, they pushed themselves and their architects to produce case
di statio (houses o f state) in the country that could provide comfortable surroundings for
those nobles who chose to personally manage their estates. These patrons built villa
gardens that can now be better understood as the first example o f the garden that
Bonfadio called a “third nature, to which I can give no nam e.”
One o f the leading proponents o f agricultural investment in the sixteenth-century
Veneto was a cantankerous Paduan, Alvise Comaro, an author, theorist, architect and
businessman who carried out a life-long campaign to establish (or re-establish he would
have argued) his family in the Venetian nobility. Among his m any interests were the
principles o f architecture, the healthful diet and the reclam ation o f land in the Po delta.
Comaro recognized that individual investors might not have the financial wherewithal to
completely redraw the hydrological map in the interest o f profitable farming. On one
notable occasion he argued the case for government intervention on the mainland,
suggesting that the Senate must support private investors in farms, forests and pastures, if
only as a secure and intelligent alternative to risky international trade.43
In addition to his position as a leader o f the party in favor o f land reclamation,
Comaro created a haven for the arts at his home in Padua. The painter and architect

42 N atural History, XIX.X I X . 52.
43 A lvise Comaro and Cristoforo Sabbadino, Scritture sopra la laguna, in Antichi scrittori
d'idraulica veneta, Roberto Cessi, ed., (Venice: 1941), vol. 2, 7.
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Giovanni M aria Falconetto (1468-1535) established residence in the palace he helped
design for Comaro, and guests saw premier performances in Falconetto’s adjacent Odeon
Comaro o f comedies composed by another long-term resident, Angelo Beolco. Comaro
also helped found an academy, and some o f the opinions expressed by his colleagues in
the Accademia degli Infiammati (Academy o f the Inflamed) reveal an interest in natural
hierarchies that could have provided a model for men like Bonfadio who came to Padua
in the mid-sixteenth century and found themselves amidst an outstanding group o f
intellectuals.
In the 1540s, two illustrious members o f the Infiamm ati, Sperone Speroni (15001588), and Bernardo Tomitano (1517-1576), composed dialogues concerned with the
nature o f language. Their specific concerns were the rules o f the Tuscan vernacular, but
elements o f the dialogue reveal a tendency to characterize the universe as a composite of
m ultiple natures, exactly the metaphor used by Bonfadio for the garden.44 In his dialogue
“On the Sentences ‘Know Y ourself and ‘Nothing to Excess,” Speroni, a close friend o f
Comaro and president o f the Accademia, identified a social hierarchy that featured a
num ber o f distinct human natures.45 Tomitano, bom in Padua, was a physician and
philosopher who was the first ordinary professor o f logic at the University of Padua from
1543 to 1563 before retiring to practice medicine.46 Tomitano also published an
important work on the rules o f Italian grammar, Ragionamenti della lingua toscana

44 On the Infiammati see: Samuels.
45 B rief biographies o f Speroni appear in Peter Bondanella and Julia Conaway Bondanella, eds.,
D ictionary o f Italian Literature (Westport: Greenwood Press, 1979), 490-491; Vittorio Turri and Umberto
Renda, Dizionario storico-critico della letteratura italiana (Turin: G. B. Paravia, 1941). See also: Sperone
Speroni, L etterefam iliari, Maria Rosa Loi e Mario Pozzi, eds., 2 vols. (Alessandria: Edizioni dell’Orso,
1994).
46 Paul F. Grendler, The Universities o f the Italian Renaissance (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins
Press, 2002), 252.
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(Venice, 1545). He was also a member o f Alvise Com aro’s circle o f friends and the
author o f a dedication letter included in one edition o f C om aro’s Vita Sobria. I will
discuss Speroni’s relationship with Comaro later. Here I focus on Tomitano and his
intriguing disposition o f reality into three levels that echoes Bonfadio. For Tomitano the
universe was a composite o f three realities, each resembling the other in its internal
stmcture: 1) the nature o f things in the immense scenario o f creation; 2) “M other
Philosophy” who Tomitano portrayed as the unbiased lover o f truth; and 3) society or the
organization o f human life.47 Although the categories are not exactly those o f the garden
theorists, his triad implies that “divine nature” and “human nature” are prevented from
collision by reason personified by “Mother Philosophy.” Tom itano’s assertion that these
three parts - all internally the mirror o f the others - constitute reality resembles Jacopo
Bonfadio’s three natures. The homology o f division supports m y contention that
Bonfadio’s effort to describe the nature o f the garden resulted from his exposure to
Paduan theory.
The theory of a group o f natures or realities, each o f which holds within itself the
form o f the totality, reflects Renaissance concepts o f microcosmic and macrocosmic
relationships. That Bonfadio could not give his terza part a name might stem from an
unwillingness to invent. Lollio, writing at the same time, explicitly stated that Nature and
art were equally visible in a delightful garden. He did not employ Bonfadio’s new term,
terza natura, to explain this phenomenon. Perhaps he recognized that a term already
existed for this “nature, combined with art”: garden.

47 Bernardo Tomitano, Quattro libri della lingua Thoscana (Padua, 1570), 86r and 15r, cited in
Giuseppe Barbieri, “II Cuoco della mente e la strategia della vita sobria,” in Puppi, 1980, 151.
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The new Archetype: Xenophon's Oeconomia and the search fo r the paradigmatic padrone
In 1540 Alessandro Piccolomini completed the first new vernacular Tuscan
edition o f X enophon’s Oeconomia.48 The Economy provided m odem readers with a
classical discussion o f an agricultural economy during the period in which Venetians
were continuing to diversify and invest in productive farmlands. The high profile role o f
King Cyrus o f Persia as Xenophon’s ideal noble gardener attracted interest during the
sixteenth century in the Veneto.49 The story o f Cyrus was already known in Renaissance
Europe since Cicero has Cato the Elder recount the tale in his D e senectute.50 The noble
gardener was a formidable and attractive type for Venetian patrons who were becoming
increasingly fond o f the country life. In the sixth day o f his Le d ie d giornate della vera
agricoltura (The Ten Days o f True Agriculture), Agostino Gallo explained how one
makes gardens for beauty and utility and reminded us to think o f Cyrus and Diocletian
“who cultivated and arranged their gardens with their own hands.”51 Other authors such
as Francesco Sansovino, who published a treatise: Five Books on Agriculture (Venice,
1560) under the pseudonym G. B. Tatti, turned to Xenophon as a source for their study of
the m odem working villa.52 Bartolomeo Taegio, whom we have discussed already as the
second author to use the term “third nature,” opened his D ialogue with a letter to the

48 Alessandro Piccolomini, La economica d i Xenofonte, tradotta d i lingua greca in lingua toscana
da S. Alessandro Piccolomini, altrimenti lo Stordito Intronato (Venice, 1540).
49 According to Socrates: “it is said that Cyrus, who was without any doubt the most illustrious o f
all the Persian kings, once told those who had been summoned...that... he was best both at cultivating land
and at defending the land he had cultivated.” Oeconomicus, Bk. IV. 16 (Xenophon, Oeconornicus: A Social
and H istorical Com m entaiy with a New English Translation by Sarah B. Pom eroy (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1994), 127)
50 Cato Maior de senectute, XVII. 59-60.
51 A gostino Gallo, Le d ie d giornate della vera agricoltura e p ia c e ri della villa di M. Agostin
Gallo, in dialogo (Venice: Domenico Farri, 1565), 113r. I have cited the first edition because it is more
easily connected chronologically to this discussion o f sixteenth-century villa culture and to other
publications by Dom enico Farri who appears to have identified gardens and country houses as a popular
subject for profitable books.
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Emperor Ferdinand I. His dedicatory preface includes a rem ark that Ferdinand “walked in
the footprints o f Cyrus, the most powerful King o f Persia, a m an o f supreme ingenuity”
who provided security for his subjects through force o f arms and an “abundance o f all
necessities by raising the value o f the noble and most useful art o f Agriculture.”53
Xenophon’s Cyrus provided a powerful complement to V irgil’s pastoral Roman
and led to the consideration o f similar non-European paradigms. If we consider the range
o f sources cited in their treatises, Sansovino, Gallo and other contemporary writers
eschewed blind adherence to the Latin horticultural corpus. Bartolomeo Taegio’s
Dialogue exhibits a particular interest in authorities who were not part o f the classical
tradition. One o f the participants in his dialogue, Vitauro, states quite sim ply that “the
Persians, Indians, Ethiopians and Chaldeans had” in ancient times a “great knowledge of
Nature.”54 Foremost among the Persians was King Cyrus, and his story, w hich after 1540
was clearly understood to originate outside o f the Roman tradition, provided upper class
Venetians with a fine example o f the noble gardener. It m ay also have suggested to
readers and scholars, at least according to Taegio, that m any ancient peoples understood
nature and, thus, their successes should be studied alongside those o f the ancient Romans
and Greeks.
Annalisa Tessarolo has recently begun to address the surge o f interest in
Xenophon’s Oeconomia in the Cinquecento. According to Tessarolo, “ for the
Renaissance reader this step must have constituted an obligatory point o f reference and

52 Sansovino, under the pseudonym G. B. Tatti, Dell'agricoltura. Libri cinque (Venice, 1560).
53 Ibid., ii.
54 Taegio, 55.
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an indispensable direction for agronomic literature.”55 Xenophon’s Persian King Cyrus
would have been among the first to stamp war and agriculture as noble pastimes:
And he supported his opinion in the first place with the example o f Cyrus,
king o f Persia: ‘It is said that he deemed agriculture and the art o f w ar as
the occupations most noble and most necessary, and also that he devoted
him self to both with passion’.. .He affirms that the Persian king showed
thus that agriculture and warfare were complementary and synergistic:
peace is necessary for agricultural workers and well-cultivated fields are
the condition that feeds warriors and pay tribute.56
In other words the paradigmatic padrone was not only Roman. W riting centuries before
Cicero, Xenophon clearly stated that agriculture served the needs o f an enlightened ruler
and his state. His positive appraisal o f the Persian king Cyrus presented him as an
exemplary noble farmer whose hands-on style should be a lesson to us all. In addition,
the anecdote revealed that ancient Greeks, or at least Xenophon, and Persians agreed with
the Romans. Judging by the num ber o f references to the stoiy o f Cyrus, this ruler
immediately joined the republican Rom an citizen as the archetypal gardener for
noblem en in the Veneto.57
The Florentine-born orator Alberto Lollio lived for many years in Ferrara and
made an impact on intellectual circles in the Veneto as a m ember o f several academies

55 Annalisa Tessarolo, “Socrate, A lvise Comaro, Andrea Palladio...Virtu d ell’agricoltura nella
tradizione economica,” Studi veneziani 30 (1995): 153-165. “Per il lettore rinascimentale questo passo
dovette costituire un punto di riferimento obbligato ed un’indispensabile indicazione per affrontare la
letteratura agronomica,” 153.
56 Ibid. “E sostiene la sua opinione in primo luogo con Tesempio di Ciro, re dei Persiani: ‘Si dice
che lui ritenga l ’agricoltura e Parte della guerra tra le occupazioni piu nobili e piu necessarie, e anche che si
dedichi ad entrambe con passione.’”... “Dalle affermazioni del re persiano si evince allora che agricoltura e
arte della guerra sono complementari e sinergiche: la pace e necessaria per i lavori agricoli e i campi ben
coltivate sono la condizione per nutrire le guam igioni e pagare i tributi.” 156.
37 In addition to Lollio and Gallo, Taegio and Sansovino introduce Cyrus as the model o f the
noble farmer. Tessarolo (159) also argues that Palladio must have known Xenophon’s Oeconomia, based
on the similarity between his discussion o f the benefits o f agriculture in his discussion o f the villa in Book
II, chapter XII o f his Ouattro libri dell ’architecttura. Similarly, Cesare Ripa cites Xenophon as the author
who “called [agriculture] the most illustrious o f all” the arts, Della piit che novissim a Iconologia (Padua,
1630), vol. I, 63.
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including B rescia’s Accaclemia Occulta.58 An edition of his collected works was
published in 1563 that included the orations “On the Excellence and Dignity o f the
Tuscan Language,” “In Praise o f Concord,” and “For the Liberation o f the Most Christian
King Francis I.” In his orations, Lollio expressed a strong attachment to King Cyrus and
the broad spectrum o f ancient models for modem behavior and literature. For example,
when he addressed the Emperor Charles V, who had taken King Francis I of France
prisoner in 1525 at the battle o f Pave, Lollio presented Cyrus as a worthy model for
Charles because
the m ost potent king o f Persia said quite reasonably, that as humanity was
the light and ornament o f all the virtues, no duty was more proper or more
suitable to a king than to be benign and clement to all.59
Lollio later repeated his praise for royal clemency, and listed Cyrus first in a group nine
“illustrious” m lers such as Hamilcar Barca, the Phoenician general and father o f
Hannibal, and King Alfonso o f Naples whose humanity and generosity, in particular,
made them appropriate role models.50 The thematic use o f models from across the
historical spectrum surfaced in Lollio’s discourse on the appropriate use o f the Tuscan
vernacular by m odem Italians. Lollio begins by reminding his colleagues that the Greeks
did not use Phoenician in their writing and speech with other Greeks. Neither did the
Romans use Greek to communicate with other Romans.61 “The Arabs,” he continued “the
Phoenicians, the Hebrews, the Assyrians, the Egyptians, and all o f the other famous

58 A s a member o f the Occulti, Lollio was called the “Arcane” in the published version o f the
poems and discourses o f the group. Rime de g li academ ici occulti con le loro im prese et discorsi (Brescia:
Vincenzo di Sabia, 1568), 19.
59 Alberto Lollio, D elle orationi di M . Alberto Lollio gentil’huomo ferrarese. Volume primo.
Aggiuntavi una lettera del medesimo in laude della villa (Ferrara: Valente Panizza Mantovano, 1563) “Per
la liberatione del christianiss. Re Francesco primo al potentiss. et invittiss. Carlo V Imperatore,” 51 v.
60 Ibid., 67r.
51 Ibid., “Della eccellenza et dignita della lingua toschana ai signori Academ ici Filareti,” 204v.
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nations, at least for the m ost part, have always used... their own speech (le lor proprie
favelle).”62 These few excerpts express Lollio’s catholic and reasoned approach to
antiquity, and suggest that he saw in Cyrus and the range o f wonderful ancient exemplars
as valuable complements to the well-known Romans.
“In Praise o f the Villa,” a letter from Lollio to his friend Ercole Perinato, m ay
have been the author’s most important contribution, because it was featured in the
lengthy title o f his collected works and was also printed in other collections o f Italian
language letters.63 In his letter, Cyrus, whom we have seen represented for Lollio a
model ruler, appeared as a m odel noble farmer. Lollio’s epistle, composed three years
after the first Italian edition o f the Oeconomia appeared, reveals the rapidity with which
interest in Xenophon spread and the influence o f his gardener king on the perception o f
country life, the country house and the nature o f gardens. It did not hurt that Cyrus was
lauded by Cicero and Cato who featured the monarch in their writing on both Xenophon
and on agriculture. Cicero him self in De senectute introduced the exact tale o f Cyrus and
Lysander that Lollio borrowed and embellished as the foundation o f his ideology.64 That
Cicero turned to Xenophon after discussing Cincinnatus let his reader know that the
Republican sentiment remained praiseworthy. However, Renaissance readers may have
seen his positive assessment o f Xenophon’s Persian king as a validation o f this noble
farmer. Tessarolo argues that Venetians (and Cicero) used Xenophon as their model
because they liked the image o f Cyrus as the ideal gardener. Although I will discuss the
issue in greater detail later in this chapter, Venetian nobles, the leading members o f the

62 Ibid., 205r.
63 Dionigi Atanagi, ed., Lettere d i diversi autori (Venice, 1556).
64 Cicero, Cato M aior de senectute, XVII. 59-60.
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class o f villa o w n ers w ho w ere investing in m ain lan d ag ricu ltu re, w ere in terested in
explicit h istorical m o d els for th eir activities, p a rticu la rly b e c au se agriculture w as n o t a
traditional p u rsu it in the up p er class o f th e m ercan tile em pire. K ing C yrus p ro v id e d a
rem arkable ex am p lar o f a noble farm er w ho h a d g ained th e attention o f a G reek g eneral
and a R o m an consul. S u e to n iu s’ im age o f the E m p ero r A u g u stu s tending to h is garden
certain ly ap p ealed to V enetians w ho considered th eir c ity an h e ir to ancient R om e, b u t
C y ru s’ p rid e in his ow n farm ing, an activity p raise d b y X e n o p h o n and C icero, allow ed
V enetian n o b les and garden theorists to elevate the status o f farm ing and in the p ro ce ss
transform th e a rte o r craft o f farm in g into the n o b le art o f agriculture.
Alberto Lollio and the new ancients
In 1556 D io n ig i A tanagi published a co llectio n o f letters that included selected
letters o f P ietro B em b o , G iam b attista R am usio, A n d rea N a v a g e ro and A lberto L o llio .65
C ollected letters w e re often p roduced b y printers b ecau se th e p o p u larity o f the au th o rs o f
the letters freq u en tly guaranteed the edition strong sales. T h e literary rep u tatio n o f
B em bo and N av a g e ro w o u ld have appealed to readers in terested in p o e try and h isto ry
w riting. R a m u s io ’s long career in th e service o f the rep u b lic o f V en ice and as an e d ito r o f
tra v e lo g u e ’s an d geo g rap h ical w ritin g w ould h av e in te rested readers fascinated b y
political in trig u e and foreign lands. L o llio ’s letter w as so m eth in g quite different, b u t m ay
have b een selected b y A tan ag i because its subject, g ard en s, also appealed to V enetians
and Italians. T he lo n g essay b y A lberto L ollio had b een w ritte n a p p ro x im ately a decade

65 Atanagi, Lettere.
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earlier and set out the historical context o f the modem villa.66 He expounded upon the
preference famous m en and their civilizations had for the “vita rustica.” Taking a cue
from Xenophon Lollio made a case that agriculture, provided sufficient income to
landowners, improved quality o f life, and established much-needed order in society. He
contrasted villa life with urban life to justify the extended period o f time the patron spent
at his country home. Taking umbrage at the suggestion that the villa was m ade solely for
beasts and the city for men, Lollio waxed poetic about the benefits o f country life for the
mental and physical well being. In the opening paragraphs, he recited a litany o f ancient
authors who wrote about magnificent things. After introducing fourteen authors “and
infinite others” Lollio commented that o f the things they discussed “they were more
proud and more boastful o f the works that they produced with their own hands.”67 This
observation prepared the reader for his subsequent discussion o f agriculture which he
based on “the beautiful and most useful” Oeconomia o f Xenophon. The Economy, a
treatise composed by the famous general and student o f Socrates, claimed that none of
the other arts are as suited to the greatness o f a king than the work o f cultivating the
fields.68 Xenophon’s model king was Cyrus o f Persia; and Lollio, as an advocate o f the
art o f agriculture, recounted to his friend the story o f Cyrus and his gardens, as an
example for all noble villa owners.
In Lollio’s account we find Cyrus the younger, the all powerful king o f Persia, a
man o f supreme ingenuity and illustrious glory, visited one day by his ally Lysander

66 Ibid. Alberto Lollio to Ercole Perinato, October 21, 1543, 570-602. It should be noted that the
version o f L ollio’s letter published by Atanagi in 1556 does not include his comparison between Nature
and art discussed earlier in this chapter.
67 Ibid. 571. “ma si vantavano ancora, & si gloriavano molto, nelle rusticali opere con le sue man
proprie di essercitarsi.”
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Lacedaemon, the famous Spartan general who had defeated Athens.69 L ollio’s description
o f what follows, which is paraphrased here, is very similar to Cicero’s. It is impossible to
determine whether Lollio read Piccolomini’s new edition o f Xenophon, although he did
praise the “bella, & utilissima... Iconom ica.” The new translation o f Xenophon’s
Econom y would have supported Lollio’s use o f the Cyrus passage in his letter, but there
is no question that Cicero’s version probably would have been m ore fam iliar to his
audience. In any event, Cyrus, as he would to everyone, showed Lysander the utmost
courtesy and spent a day o f recreation showing his guest his garden, which was closed
and arranged in every part with great m astery and planted with marvelous artifice. Seeing
this beautiful landscape, Lysander was totally stupefied and amazed, as he took in part
after part, climbing higher and higher. He enjoyed the well-ordered trees, the purified and
cultivated land, and the lovely fruit. He breathed in the sweet odors exhaled by copious
flowers. He m arveled at the pm dence o f the planting and the ordered arrangement o f the
garden o f the king, a masterpiece o f splendid artifice.70 Cyrus, in response to Lysander’s
amazement, told his guest: ‘all this has been done with my industry. W ith m y hands, I
planted the various trees whose beautiful order amazes you.’ Lysander seeing Cyrus in
the purple and the Persian ornament o f gold and gems, said ‘O Cyrus you are called
happy, know that fortune is married to your virtue.’71 As Lollio’s letter was a venture into
garden history and theory, the fine description o f Cyrus’ garden m ore than justified his

68 Ibid.
69 A biography o f Lysander was included in Plutarch’s Lives. Most o f the Lives were translated
into Latin in the fifteenth century. The “Life o f Lysander” was translated by Guarino da Verona in 1435.
For a brief discussion o f the early modern translation that provides dates for individual Lives see: Marianne
Pade, “The Latin Translations o f Plutarch’s Lives in Fifteenth-century Italy,” in The C lassical Tradition in
the M iddle A ges and the Renaissance, Claudio Leonardi and Birger Munk Olsen, eds. (Spoleto, 1995).
70
571-2.
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lengthy paraphrase o f Xenophon. In addition, the implications for gardening and
agriculture as a noble pursuit practiced by a respected ancient king elevated the
discussion. He moves immediately from Lysander’s visit to his own activities at the Villa
Lolliana, claiming that “with his own hands” he has ordered and planted a garden. This,
he says, he has done because Cyrus him self chose to be a gardener. Thus, as Lysander
saw rare and sweet fruit in the garden o f the Persian king, so too will visitors find them in
L ollio’s.
As Lollio defined a new archetype o f patron, he raised an important question
about the relationship between the modem villa and its antique prototypes. X enophon’s
Cyrus represented an ancient gardener who was clearly not Roman. This distinction is
obvious and, furthermore, not inconsequential for Renaissance garden history. The
existence o f a variety o f historical models in addition to the better-known Roman ones
suggested that the true student o f gardens would be remiss if his research was restricted
to the short list o f Latin authors. O f course, Lollio was careful not to deny that Columella,
Varro and Cato provide information and guidance, but in almost every passage where he
turned to earlier writings on agriculture he balanced citations from the typical Latin
sources with non-Roman ones. Thus, when he cited Cato the elder (234-149 B.C), the
author o f a work on agriculture72 he noted the ‘testim ony’ o f the Greek theologian St.
John Chrysostom.73 When he cited the plays o f Terence, he reminded us o f the laws of

71 Ibid.
72 Marcus Portius Cato, D e a g ri coltura (Venice: Nicholas Jensen, 1472).
73 St. John Chrysostomus was a Greek commentator on early Christian texts. His In evangelium s.
M atthei commentarius (“Commentary on the Gospel o f St. Mark”) was translated into Latin by George o f
Trebizond as part o f Cardinal Bessarion’s effort to establish a legitimate transfer o f ideological supremacy
from Constantinople to early modern Rome. James Hankins discusses Bessarion’s role in the translatio
im perio in “The Popes and Humanism,” in Anthony Grafton, ed., Rome Reborn: The Vatican L ibrary and
R enaissance Culture (Washington and Vatican City: Library o f Congress and Biblioteca Apostolica
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Moses. When he described Cincinnatus, the famous farmer, and dictator o f the early
republic, he compared him to Attalus o f Asia, the Prince o f Pergamon. When he turned to
the Rom an agronomer Columella for ‘precepts,’ he backed up his point with a reference
to one o f Colum ella’s sources, Mago o f Carthage.74 Finally, he brought up Pliny the
Younger only in support o f the opinion o f the “most prudent doctor’ Filone Ebreo
(Jehudah Abarbanel, 1437-1509).75 The juxtaposition o f Romans and non-Romans had a
remarkable precedent in Cicero, who had him self admitted that Latin poets owed a great
debt to their Greek masters and, similarly, embraced X enophon’s Oeconomia as a
profound statement o f economic principles.76
Cicero’s D e senectute provided Renaissance authors w ith at least one example o f
the importance o f Cyrus as a model ruler. W here Lollio deviated from Cicero’s use o f the
Lysander story was in the insertion o f Cyrus into the history o f gardens and agriculture.
The fact is that the letter was, in reality, a thesis on the superiority o f the rustic life. What
we should draw from his complex history o f agriculture is that by the middle o f the
sixteenth century there was no stricture against a search for additional examples. Indeed,
as he delved into the social implications o f a farming citizenry he did not give us a

Vaticana, 1993), 47-85. See also, Konstantinos Sp. Staikos, Charta o f Greek Printing: The Contribution o f
Greek Editors, Printers and Publishers to the Renaissance in Italy and the West: Vol I: Fifteenth Century
(Cologne: Dinter, 1998), 20-22.
74 M ago o f Carthage was the author o f a lost treatise on agriculture. References to his work appear
in Pliny the Elder, Varro and Columella, and their citations, in turn, resurface in early modem books on
agriculture. According to Varro, Mago “surpassed” all other authors on agriculture including, among the
fifty-one he listed, Aristotle, Xenophon and Hesiod. Mago “gathered into twenty-eight books, written in the
Punic tongue, the subjects they had dealt with separated. These Cassius Dionysius o f Utica translated into
G reek.. .taking from M ago’s writings an amount equivalent to eight b o o k s.. .1 shall attempt to be even
briefer and treat the subject in three books.” Marcus Terentius Varro, On Agriculture, William Davis
Hooper, trans. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993), 165-7.
75 Filone or Leone Ebreo composed a convoluted neo-Platonic theory o f love that laid out the
parallels between human anatomy and the heavenly bodies. Leo Hebraeus, D e am ore dialogi tres (Venice:
Jo. Carolo Saraceno Latinitati donati, 1564).
76 Cicero, D e senectute, XVII. 59-60.
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modem Italian example, although the reader might assume that Lollio followed all his
precepts to the letter and, thus, was the Italian example. First, he reminded us that the
Scythians and Gymnosophistai (among others) judged only the art o f agriculture fit for
man. Second, he introduced Romulus and the aforementioned Cyrus, as those rulers who
best understood the balance o f war and cultivation. Finally, he supplied his contemporary
example. Who was this m odem society that follows closest to the footsteps o f these
warrior-gardeners? The Swiss. I hear, wrote Lollio, that
the Swiss have one hundred towns, from which each year they choose one
thousand men, and send them to war, and those that remain at home, work
the land, so that their commune is maintained. The next year then, these
likewise went to war, and those that returned stay home, in this way they
organize their military, and practice agriculture.77
It seems clear that Lollio expected to surprise his reader with his comparison
between ancient and modem. I believe that the Swiss, greatly feared for the
prowess o f their mercenary infantry throughout Europe, represented two things to
Lollio. First, their dedication to war and farming represented the closest modem
parallel to the Roman republican heroes. Second, the balanced approach o f these
Germanic mountain people revealed that the benefits o f agriculture were
universal, a concept that would become increasingly important in sixteenthcentury Venetian writings.
Cinquecento Garden Treatises: Casting a wider net
In The Villa: Form and Ideology o f Country Houses James Ackerman discusses
Lollio and a number o f contemporary treatises in a chapter entitled, “The Image of

77 Ibid., 575. “d e’Suizzeri, che (si come intendo) havevano cento ville, delle quali ogni anno
sceglievano mille huomini, & li mandavano alia guerra, & quelli che restauano a casa, lauorando I terreni,
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Country Life in Sixteenth-Century Villa Books.”78 Ackerman claims the authors such as
Lollio “display an easy and impressive familiarity with the ancient sources and share
much o f their subject-matter, (but) were profoundly different in attitude.”79 He sees a
hedonism or m aterialism in the works by Lollio, Agostino Gallo, Giuseppe Falcone and
Bartolomeo Taegio that “lack (ed) the morally elevated core o f their models, whether the
stoic severity o f the agronomers, Cicero and Pliny the Elder, or the idealization o f
Lucretian otium on the part o f Virgil, Horace and the younger Pliny.”80 Although m any o f
these works are composed with an eye toward the pleasure promoted by villa life,
Ackerman overstates his case. As the passages discussed above show, Lollio was clearly
concerned with not only the physical benefits of country life but also professed a faith in
the moral superiority o f a society endowed with men versed in the art o f agriculture and
blessed with the good sense to get their own hands dirty. Therefore, Ackerm an’s claim
that early m odem treatises did not incorporate a moral or social component into their
discussions o f country life should be called into question.
The assumption o f an “easy familiarity” with the “ancient sources” proves the
more sustainable observation and one that can benefit the study o f the Renaissance
landscape. As I have mentioned, Lollio was conversant with both Plinys, Columella,
Varro and Cicero. The works o f these ancient authors were available in a variety o f
printed editions in early m odem Italy that provided sixteenth-century readers a fine
sample o f Rom an agricultural theory. The interesting issue, which Ackerman essentially

iquali erano fro loro communi, gli manteneuano. L’anno seguente poi, questi andauano parimente ala
guerra, & quelli tornauano a casa, cosi per ordine succesiuo la militia, & l ’agricoltura essercitando.”
78 James Ackerman, The Villa: Form and Ideology o f Countiy Houses (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1985), 108-123.
19 Ibid., 108.
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overlooks, is how authors began to add to the Latin canon to back up points made about
villas and gardens. Ackerman paid scant attention to the increasingly wide net cast by his
group o f authors. I am convinced that the “familiarity” did not breed contempt but, in
fact, had inspired a search for more sources o f information that confirmed, supplemented,
or challenged the Roman authorities.
Lollio worked to convince his reader that agriculture as it pertains to the country
house makes a man healthy and wealthy. He presented us with a good example o f a truly
noble farmer in the Persian king Cyrus. Furthermore, the biographical sketch o f Cyrus
implied that “ancient” might mean more than Roman or Greek. The image o f a unified
Mediterranean was not new, as earlier Italian authors exhibited an interest in Greek
culture and, as has been mentioned, Cicero him self noted Cyrus’ noble character. Writing
about one hundred years before Lollio, Leonbattista Alberti relied on ancient Latin and
Greek authors for D e re aedificatoria, including a number o f works “that first reached the
Latin-reading public in the very years he was at work.”81 Discussing the villa or country
house, he cited the physician Celsus, and a range o f authors including Cicero, Terence,
Martial, Vitruvius, Columella, Xenophon, and the “ancients.”82 His statement that

80 Ibid.
81 Anthony Grafton, Commerce with the Classics: Ancient Books and Renaissance Readers (Ann
Arbor: The University o f Michigan Press, 1997), 71. See the full discussion: Chapter 2: “Leon Battista
Alberti: The Writer as Reader,” 53-92. In his analysis o f Alberti’s practice o f reading, Grafton argues that
Alberti’s use o f Herodotus supports a later date for the completion o f D e re aedificatoria than has
previously been established.
82 Leon Battista Alberti, On the A rt o f B uilding in Ten Books, Joseph Rykwert, N eil Leach, Robert
Tavemor, trans., 6th ed. (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1996). An increasing number o f new manuscripts o f
Latin treatises were made available to readers in the fifteenth century, particularly men such as Alberti who
had access to the libraries o f the Vatican and the M edici. Throughout the work Alberti cites Herodotus,
Thucydides, Xenophon and other Greeks as well as Latin authors such as Frontinus, Vitruvius, Appian and
Plutarch. According to Paul Oskar Kristeller, R enaissance Thought and Its Sources, Michael M ooney, ed.
(N ew York: Columbia University Press, 1979), 27: “practically all o f Greek poetry, historiography, and
oratory, much o f Greek patristic thology and o f non-Aristotelian philosophy, and even some additonal
writings on the sciences o f mathematics and medicine” were newly translated by humanists in the fifteenth
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“Xenophon would have us walk to the villa, for exercise, and then return by Horse,”
indicates that he knew Xenophon’s text and introduced the philosopher as an early
witness to the health benefits o f the country house and a proponent o f the suburban villa
retreat.83 Ho wever, Alberti did not discuss the garden o f the villa at great length, leaving
X enophon’s Cyrus and the description o f his role as a noble gardener for later
generations. In the next century, Lollio took advantage o f the recent translation o f
Xenophon’s Economy and the apparent increase in interest in its author and incorporated
elements from his work into a new history o f villas and gardens.
Other authors did much the same thing. In The New, Beautiful and Delightful
Villa (Brescia, 1559) Giuseppe Falcone published “Extracts o f all the authors, Greek,
Latin, & Italian, that up to now have written on this material.”84 Falcone, a native of
Piacenza, adhered to Varro and Colum ella’s proposition that the villa owner m ust commit
him self to the management o f his property.85 Now added to the Roman authors on
agriculture are Greek philosophers, Fathers o f the Church, Arabic commentators, and
m odem writers. This is crucial. Because o f the growing publishing industry in Europe,
particularly in Italy and Venice, more texts were being edited and released. The observant
scholar and garden theorist could not fail to recognize the important role played by
Islamic intermediaries like Averroes for the study o f Aristotle and Avicenna for a study

century. Thus, he suggests that “Homer and Sophocles; Herodotus and Thucydides; Xenophon, Isocrates,
Demosthenes, Plutach, and Lucian; Epicurus, Sextus, and Plotinus, to mention only a few writers” were
“known to Western readers” by the late Quattrocento.
83 Alberti (141) cites Xenophon, Oecon., II. 15-18. According to Anthony Grafton, Alberti’s
comments suggest that he had carefully read most, if not all, o f his sources: Grafton, 1997, Chapter 2: “The
Writer as Reader,” 53-92.
84 Giuseppe Falcone, La nuova, vaga, et dilettevole villa di Giuseppe Falcone Piacentino (Venice:
Lucio Spineda, 1612), i.
85 Ackerman, 110.
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o f Galen.86 Moreover, early m odem philosophers, scientists and doctors had come to
value these Arab authors in their own right. Few if any, however, could read Arabic and
knew their works only in Latin editions from the late Middle Ages. In other words, these
texts might fall into a category o f “ancient author,” “Latin author” or “m odem author”
depending on one’s understanding o f historic time.
Agostino Gallo relied on the melting pot o f received wisdom to back up his
claims for the benefits o f cultivation, asking his reader to confirm his vision in “Varro,
Mago, Celsus, Tremelius, Virgil, Columella, Palladius, Constantinus, Crescenzio, and
other authors.”87 Renaissance readers had access to m odem printed editions o f the works
o f Varro (1472), Celsus (1478), Columella (1472), among others.88 Celsus’s encyclopedia
(1st century

AD)

had been used for m any years as a source for medical knowledge.89 To

the contrary, Mago the Carthaginian’s twenty-eight-book treatise on agriculture was
frequently cited in the Latin sources, but no trace of the lost work has ever surfaced.
Gallo also mentioned the thirteenth-century author Pietro Crescenzio {Liber ruralium
commodorum, c. 1305, published as D e Agricoltura Vulgare or On Agriculture, Venice,
1495); but it is his general remark about ‘altri autori and his subsequent observation that
this philosophy “has spread clearly to all the world, that one cannot find any sort o f
winnings more honest, greater, more certain, more stable, more delightful, or more

86 Kristeller, 1979, 35-36
87 Gallo, 212v.
88 Varro and Columella appeared alongside Cato in a collection o f works on agriculture: De re
rustica (Venice: Nicholas Jensen, 1472). The three works were also printed together in the new edition o f
Fra Giovanni Giocondo in 1514. The medical encyclopedia o f Aulus Cornelius Celsus (1st c. BC): De
medicina (Florence, 1478); was apparently only the second part o f a six-part work that included parts on
Agriculture, Military Art, Rhetoric, Philosophy and Jurisprudence.
89 Siraisi, 1990, 161.
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worthy o f every free and noble person,”90 which indicates that agriculture’s benefits were
evident both close to home and beyond the Veneto and Italy, a point that Gallo’s readers
m ay have understood as a reference to recent published accounts o f the agricultural riches
o f places like Islamic Spain and Hispaniola.
Philosophy, Agronomy and ‘NaturalMagic’
One o f the most remarkable ideological developments o f the sixteenth century
involved the transformation o f simple farming into the m ore prestigious science o f
agriculture. The designation o f agriculture as the preeminent “art” by Cesare Ripa in his
Iconologia (Padua, 1630) indicated that the practice o f cultivating the earth deserved high
praise.91 The special status o f agriculture in the early m odem Veneto is even more
pronounced in the arguments made by Agostino Gallo and Alvise Comaro that identify
agriculture as the “true alchemy.”
The identification o f agriculture as a science had roots in the Quattrocento study
o f beneficial or “natural” magic (natura maga) which cast the farmer as a prototype of
the wise magus.92 From Ficino to Giacomo Della Porta, some early m odem intellectuals
were fascinated by the potential o f white magic, which promoted serious study o f occult
forces.93 Astronomers and physicians acknowledged the impact o f the unseen, which
effectively forced natural philosophy to accommodate or deny the existence o f occult

90 Ibid.
91 Ripa, 61-63.
92 On Ficino and the farmer/magus see: Stephen A. McKnight, The M odern A ge and the R ecoveiy
o f Ancient Wisdom: A Reconsideration o f H istorical Consciousness, 1450-1650 (Columbia: University of
Missouri Press, 1991), 57-9.
93 On “natural magic” see: Brian P. Copenhaver, “Natural M agic, Hermetism, and occultism in
Early Modern Science,” in Reappraisals o f the Scientific Revolution, David C. Lindberg and Robert S.
Westman, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 261-301; idem., “F icino’s Philosophical
Theory o f M agic,” 274-285 o f Chapter 10: “Astrology and Magic,” Cam bridge H isto iy o f Renaissance
Philosophy, Charles B. Schmitt, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988).
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actors.94 Study o f the occult played a significant role in natural philosophy. Fracastoro,
for exam ple, addressed occult or invisible forces in his work on celestial m otion,

Homocentrica, and in his Sympathia. The relationship betw een natural m agic and
agriculture, how ever, w as adm ittedly for Ficino and other philosophers w as metaphorical;
but F icino’s sp ecific use o f the farmer in his definition o f good m agic provided a model
for later authors w h o w ould clearly and explicitly connect farm ing with natural m agic.
In Brescia, a group that included Lollio, G allo, A gostino R iccio, and Tom m aso
Porcacchi form ed the Academici Occulti, and a collection o f their poem s and essays
exhibits the broad appeal o f the occult.95 Gardens and agriculture, according to the

occulti, w ere tw o “o f the thing produced by Nature or b y Art” that provided m odels o f
beneficial unseen forces operating in the universe.96 G allo, called VIncognito, embraced
the “profound m ysteries o f the Art o f the fields {Arte d e ’campi) .”97 Perhaps to reinforce
his special position as an expert on farming, he took as his sym bol the P low (Aratro ). It
m ay also be significant that the Plow is a constellation, and thus, G allo’s ch oice o f the
plow reinforced the m ission statement o f the O ccult A cadem y to exam ine the “three
w orlds” o f the ilsovramondano, celeste, & elementare.,,9S M oreover, star lore provided
guidance for farmers in the developm ent o f agricultural calendars; a connection exhibited

94 B rian P. C openhaver and Charles B. Schm itt,
O xford U n iversity P ress, 19 9 2 ), 2 8 8 -2 9 0 .

Renaissance Philosophy, (O xford

95 Rime de gli academici occvlti con le loro imprese et discorsi (B rescia:

& N e w York:

V in cen zo di Sabia,

1568).

% Ibid., i.
97 Ibid., 4 0 v .
98 Ibid., iii. T he

P lo w is better k now n as the B ig D ip p er or Ursa M ajor, but C olu m ella identified
the co llectio n o f stars as the “sev en o x e n w h o pull the p lo w .” L ucius Junius C o lu m ella , On Agriculture,
Harrison B o y d A sh , trans., 3 v o ls. (C am bridge: Harvard U n iv ersity Press, 1 9 4 1 ), v o l. 3 , 77. P lin y the Elder
also d iscu ssed the “S e v e n P lo u g h -o x e n ” the pull the W ain w h ich w e n o w ca ll U rsa M ajor and U rsa M inor
(N H , I l.x li.l 10)
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in illustrated Books o f Hours and featured in Gallo’s own treatise." For instance, Gallo
claimed that tree grafts are m ore successful if the grafting is done at the time o f a new or
old moon, because the graft (calme) will take and grow m ore easily as the moon grows
(cresce).100 In the Rime, the Plow was described “as the principle instalment necessary
for Agriculture, being that its operation, the making o f furrows, proceeds to bleed and
open the earth” to the sun.101 In other words, the Plow reveals what has been hidden. The
“diligent, laborious and opportune cultivation signified by the Plow...produces
m ankind’s most helpful treasures.” 102 Gallo and his colleagues, thus, labored to uncover
and put into practice hidden knowledge which, Agostino Riccio claimed for villas and
gardens, permitted men “to care for their estates... retire from business (and) consume
their books, which they call their most faithful companions.” 103
One such “companion” was Agostino Gallo’s Ten days o f True Agriculture and
Enjoyment o f the Villa (1565).104 Le d ied giornate was the Brescian author’s opening
salvo in a career dedicated to the premise that villa life and advanced agriculture was the
most “sublime” pastime. Borrowing from Cicero and Varro, Gallo’s dialogue took

" On Books o f Hours, the medieval calendar and agriculture see: Bridget Ann Henisch, “In Due
Season: Farm Work in the M edieval Calendar Tradition,”in Agriculture in the M iddle Ages: Technology,
P ractice and Representation, D el Sweeney, ed. (Philadelphia: University o f Pennsylvania Press, 1995),
309-336. Columella argued that astronomical calculations were unneccessary for farmers, because “in our
science o f agriculture scrupulous exactitude... is not required, but the prognostication o f future
weather... w ill prove as useful.” He continued, however, to explain that knowledge o f the movements o f the
heavens provided farmers with information about the changing seasons so that “he shall be in a position to
take measures against suspected weather many days beforehand.” D e agri., XI. 1.32. The remainder o fB k .
XI set down a calendar in which the rising and setting o f constellations, stars and planets were noted as
basic guides, a critical issue becuase the Roman calendar wandered against the true solar year.
100 Gallo, Le d ie d giornate..., 86r: “D ell’incalmare poi per Luna nuova, o vecchia, la maggior
parte incalma quando cresce, per[che] le calme prendone, e crescono piu facilmente.”
101 Rime, 40v.
102 Ibid., 41r.
103 Ibid., 3r.
104 Agostino Gallo, Le dieci giornate della vera agricoltura e piaceri della villa... (Venice:
Domenico Farri, 1565).
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readers on a tour o f an ideal villa during a luxurious but thought-provoking sojourn from
the madding crowds o f Venice. So captivating was Gallo’s description o f the lifestyle o f
the patron and the working o f the villa that ten days would become twelve, fifteen and,
finally, twenty in subsequent editions. The obvious popularity o f his book raises
questions about its influence. One can expect that the strategies for increasing production
were m eant to appeal to m en contemplating investments in country estates. M odem
scholars such as James Ackerman indicate that his recipe for comfortable retreat echoed
trends in sixteenth-century villeggiatura,105 W hat remains is an assessment o f his position
on a growing interest in the villa as the locus for learned farming, particularly the sort o f
scientific experimentation that had begun to blend natural philosophy and alchemy into a
form o f acceptable ‘natural m agic.’
The introductory poem noted that Gallo possessed a working knowledge o f both
ancient and m odem sources such as Columella and Crescenzio. Thus, we m ight expect
that m any o f his comments would have at their root the hand-me-downs o f agronomers,
natural philosophers, and villa patrons. In his preface, Gallo confirmed the relationship
between the past and the present, declaring that he and others, as villa owners, “are
gloriously imitating the ancient fathers, the doctors o f Philosophy, the illustrious Princes,
the powerful Kings, and the greatest Em perors.” 106 Although on first reading this
statement, it appears to be a quite standard reference to historical exemplars. G allo’s
introduction actually introduced an important issue for Venetian and Italian readers, by
linking villa ownership and scientific agriculture with power, government and

105 Ackerman, esp. Chapter 5: “The Image o f Country Life in Sixteenth-Century Villa B ooks,”
108-134.
106 Ibid., xiii.
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scholarship. In an author’s note, however, Gallo mentioned that “many say that I have
written things that they cannot find in the ancient Authors and that are not customary in
their countries.” 107 He defends him self on the grounds that he knows the Bresciano best
and that he must not, nor must other authors, claim to have precepts for successful
agriculture and design that hold, regardless o f variable climate or different topography. In
short, his work is based on a combination of book learning, local tradition and
experimentation that w ould serve as a valuable resource for anyone interested in gardens
and agriculture, but - and here Gallo injected an important caveat - his instructions were
not to be followed blindly by readers who do not have land near Brescia. G allo’s Venti
giornate underscore his debt to the didactic tradition, but his remarkable warning
represented a true advance in treatise writing.
After a preview o f the ‘calendar,’ Le d ie d giornate presents two poems: “D el
selvaggio academico occolto” and “D e ll’oscuro academico occolto.” To the surprise of
the reader, it seems that what will follow is not only the observations o f two men strolling
in a villa near Brescia but the result o f serious study in God’s university. Gallo, according
to the poem, has come to the realization that his classical sources on agriculture and
country life were inadequate; thus, he set out on a mission (“jousting,” he says, with his
ancient Rom an counterparts) to bring to light for Italy many things concealed from Varro,
Palladio and Colum ella.108 With Heaven and Earth his friends, he awakened ‘thousands
o f sleeping, slothful geniuses’ to teach us o f the “vero culto de la terra.” G allo’s
description recalls visions o f urban and rural life such as the one painted by Ambrogio

107 n,id^ i-ii and xvi. Gallo actually uses an almost identical phrase in his preface and the longer
introductory letter to the Citizens o f Brescia.
108 Ibid., 205.
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Lorenzetti in the fourteenth century for the Sala della Pace o f the Palazzo Pubblico in
Siena (1338-1340)109 and the lovely homage to rural life captured by the illustrators o f
some early m odem editions o f V irgil’s Georgies, such as the Virgilio Riccardiano (c.
1450-1460), Gallo conjured up an image o f peaceful retreat from the city.110 For Gallo,
villa life was “fortunate” and free from “fleecing by soulless lawyers and Procurators
tangled in indiscretion,” “joyful” because there you will see “the dance o f the sheep” and
“the leaps o f the goats,” and “soft” with the “sweet conversation o f friends” thanks to the
“sacred profession o f the farmers.” 111 This “santa professions” was the foundation o f on
the new culture o f noble agriculture in the Cinquecento Veneto. Comaro had already
introduced the concept o f agriculture as a holy pursuit in his own w ork.112 Sacra
agricoltura indicated that planting and harvesting had at their root the universal
principles normally the purview o f philosophy, theology, and astrology. Gallo adopted
the characterization o f sacra agricoltura popularized by Comaro; and his “saintly”
farmer performed their “sacred” task for the benefit o f humankind.
G allo’s introductory letter introduced the citizens o f Brescia to the universal
appeal o f agriculture. In his comments just prior to the passage quoted above on imitation
he claimed that “soon after having abandoned the false greatness (false grandezze) [of the
city], they will happily enjoy at the villa true peace and agreeable liberty with the honest
comfort and joyous delight that comes to those that always see with an inner eye

109 On the Siena frescoes see: Randolph Stam, Ambrogio Lorenzetti. The P alazzo Pubblico, Siena
(N ew York: Braziller, 1994).
110 Eg. the illustration on 1Sr. The Riccardiano Virgil has been attributed to Apollonio di
Giovanni, Biblioteca Riccardiana, Florence, ms. 492.
111 Gallo, 205.
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(Vocchio interno) who are creations o f the greatest farmer o f the universe (creati sal
sommo fa tto r dell ’universo)”Ui I have decided to translate G allo’s word fa tto r as fanner
although it can also mean “maker,” “factor” and “steward.” By casting God, the Supreme
Being, as not only a demiurge but also a farmer, Gallo raised the status o f earthly fattori
and their chosen profession. Later in the book, Gallo expands the definition o f farming.
In the section where he pronounced farmers “holy,” he attacked alchemy or false
“magic,” defaming the entire practice and espousing hope that the “miserable fools” who
practiced alchemy on precious metals would “come... to be poor as they ought to.” The
admonishment o f greedy practitioners did not extend to all that dabbled in occult or
mysterious transformations. In fact, one subset o f alchemists earns G allo’s praise:
farmers. According to Gallo, “blessed are those if they give up such blindness and occupy
themselves in this true alchemy o f agriculture, bringing much pleasure to God and to the
whole world, for it is hurtful to none and useful to all.”114 His words echoed Ficino’s
claim that the farmer, who makes fields ready for “gifts from heaven” and uses grafting
to transform plants into “new and better species,” was a noteworthy practitioner o f
“natural m agic” 115 Moreover, Gallo’s identification o f agriculture as the “true alchemy”

112 A lvise Comaro, Discorso de M. A lvise Comer de Padova delle provision deila cavation della
laguna, apprensetato al Dominio dal detto, del 1540. in G. Fiocco, A lvise Comaro. II suo tempo e le sue
opere (Vicenza, 1965), 102.
113Gallo, xiii.
1 Ibid., 214: “questi miseri insensati si veggono essere divenuti poveri da dovero....bead loro si
in cambio di tale cecita, si occupassero in questa vera alchimia dell’agricoltura, la quale tanto piace a Dio,
& a tutto il mondo, poiche massimamente non nuoce a niuno, e giova a tutti.”
115 Copenhaver, 1988, 274 cites Ficino’s De vita coelitus com paranda, 1576, vol. I, 570. Ficino
described “nature as a magician” and explained that the farmer “who prepares his field and seeds for gifts
from heaven and uses various grafts to prolong life in his plant and change it to a new and better species”
offers an example for the philosopher “whom we are wont rightly to call a magician.” (Copenhaver, trans.)
Although Ficino does not state explicitly that farming is natural magic, the parallel between the natural
philosopher and the farmer may have provided impetus to Gallo, Comaro and others interested in the “true
alchemy” o f agriculture.
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implies that as a subset o f alchemy agriculture was a science. Several years earlier, Alvise
Comaro had specifically defined agriculture as “true alchemy,” paving the way for
Gallo’s pointed contrast between good and bad alchemy. The idea o f the farmer as a kind
o f magus, alchemist or scientist clearly fascinated Gallo and proponents of Santa
Agricoltura and inspired wealthy patrons to throw their support behind agriculture and
embrace the “holy profession” o f scientific farming.
Alvise Comaro and Santa Agricoltura
The garden theorists Lollio and Gallo expressed a deeply felt love for the country
life and a judicious regard for the social and economic benefits o f agriculture. One o f
their contemporaries, Alvise Comaro (1484-1566), successfully transformed a simple
concept into an ideology that would change the Venetian economy and seduce the
Venetian ruling classes.116 Comaro, a Paduan landowner, invested in property in an effort
to distance him self from a rumored mercantile ancestry and have his name inscribed in
the Golden Book as a Venetian noble.117 The side effect o f this long project, which only
bore fruit when his daughter Chiara married a member o f the acceptably noble Comaro
branch, Giovanni Com aro di Fantino della Piscopia, was a favorable regard for the villa
life and the advanced agriculture that made such villas profitable.118 Understandably,
Comaro became a proponent o f land reclamation in the Veneto. His 1540

116 Lane, 307.
117 In his 1514 statement to the D ieci Savi di Rialto (ASV, Condizioni d i Decim a 1514, b.23-25)
Comaro claimed that he was not “obliged” to give reckoning o f his property but came to Venice “to prove
my nobility.” Another document (ASV, Savi alle Decime, Redecime 1537, Catastica Padovana, b. IV. 2)
provides a list o f his real estate in the province o f Padua with the names o f 27 tenants primarily near
Codevigo, where Comaro established a country residence. The extensive holdings and the annual rents
bolstered Comaro’s case for government investment and, he hoped, exhibited his intelligence and latent
nobility.
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Discorso...delleprovision della cavation dellci laguna (Discourse on Provisions for the
Excavation o f the Lagoon) called for a m ajor investment in the redirection o f every
watercourse that had previously debouched in the Lagoon. A self-taught hydraulic
engineer, Comaro apparently thought it best to explain to his reader and perhaps the
Venetian Savi di acqua that his vast knowledge was the result o f years o f experience in
the draining and improvement o f land in the terraferma. His introductory comments did
not limit themselves to a brief autobiography. In fact, he very explicitly described his
belief in the role o f agriculture:
Wherefore I say that from m y early youth I have had always a
natural inclination for agriculture, and knowing it to be a just, sacred and
noble art, I began to practice it, and ... by this art I started in m y house a
very honest ability, because, being the first part o f use in this art the
adaptation o f unused lands to use, having some useless lands, I have
gained them for cultivation... And in truth agriculture that takes back is
the true alchemy.119
Indeed, when he talks about the pleasures o f villa life and farming, Comaro, in the
firm belief that farming is a rational and noble art, draws a favorable comparison between
farmers and other creators when he counts farmers (agricoltori) among the men who
visited him in Padua: “I take pleasure in being with... men o f great intellect: with
architects, painters, sculptors, musicians and farmers.”120 For Comaro, these professions
were bound together by their common application o f reason and the intellect to their art, a
position that immediately calls into question the division between arte or techne and

118 In a letter to Speroni, Comaro claimed to have re-established his fam ily’s noble status: “I
attained for me and m in e... the n obility... which had been lost by my ancestors.” (April 5, 1542. Speroni,
Opere, Venice, 1740, V, 329.)
119 Discorso de M. A lvise Comer de Padova delle provision della cavation della laguna,
apprensetato al Dominio dal detto, del 1540. Cited in Rugolo, 152.
120 Alvise Comaro, Trattato d e la Vita Sobria, 53. In “Alvise Comaro e la bonifica veneziana nel
Secolo XVI,” Roberto Cessi claims that “the rational development o f agriculture was the constant aim o f
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scientici and suggests that Com aro’s emphasis on the intellectual aspect o f agriculture
was the key to the recasting o f farming as a noble pursuit. In m y earlier discussion o f his
“Dialogue on the Tuscan Language,” I noted that Tomitano identified the profound role
o f reason in the universe. In his breakdown o f the universal into three parts, Tomitano
located Philosophy, or reason, between things and order. In the Renaissance, reason was
seen as the measure o f tm e science. Reason also provided the governing principle for
C om aro’s design philosophy in fields as widely apart as hydraulic engineering and house
design. For Comaro, the application o f reason in practice served to distinguish between
art and craft, a distinction that established a three part hierarchy o f science-art-craft, in
which science and art were governed by reason. There have been numerous attempts to
define the Renaissance understanding o f the relationship between science and art. One
quite interesting solution to the problem is posed by A. Richard Turner in Inventing
Leonardo:
The scientist rationally explains, the artist in an act o f faith proclaims.
That, I suggest, is the point at which Leonardo finally arrived. Different
though they m ay be, art and science are opposite ends o f the keyboard o f
human experience, but the same keyboard nonetheless, in whose playing
are revealed the harmonies o f the universe.121
Although Turner’s image o f universal harmony is quite seductive, the writings o f men
like Comaro suggests that many Renaissance individuals did not locate art and science as
far apart as Turner does. In particular, the absolutely crucial role Comaro claimed reason
played in both art and science brought the two closer together; and science and art were
no longer so easily distinguished as the provinces of knowledge and labor. The classical

his activity: all other occupations, arts, letters and science, were subordinate...W e might say that he was the
artist o f agriculture and the poet enamored o f rural life.” 1936, 302.
121 A . Richard Turner, Inventing Leonardo (Berkeley: University o f California Press, 1994), 209.
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tradition supported Comaro, as Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics all distinguished art - ars
or techne - as an activity based on knowledge.122 Classical recognition o f the intellectual
aspects o f an “art” supported early m odem efforts to reconsider Medieval schemes like
that o f Hugo of St. Victor which ranked the seven liberal arts: grammar, rhetoric,
dialectic, arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and music; above seven mechanical arts:
weaving, weapons-smithing (armatura), navigation, agriculture, hunting, m edicine and
dram a.123 Architecture, sculpture and painting were included under the heading of
armatura. In the Renaissance, an effort began to re-position these visual arts as liberal
arts. Leonardo da Vinci was among the chief proponents o f the characterization of
painting as a “science,” because o f painting’s close relationship with m athem atics.124 The
indisputable importance o f learning (scientia) to painting justified its placement in the
same rank as, for example, another mathematical liberal art, m usic.125 Contemporary
discussions o f the other “mechanical” arts reveal a similar emphasis on the “ scientific”
aspects o f most, if not all, o f the arts. Thus, authors such as Comaro were capable of
discussing the science o f disciplines such as medicine and agriculture. As we have seen,
the narrowing gap between art and science enabled m en like Agostino Gallo to reclassify
a traditional “mechanical” art as a science. In the m id 1550s, Lollio spoke o f reason and
order as the characteristics associated with the pure vita rustica o f the farmer, a
description that identified farming as an art, a definition meant to elevate farming above

122 Paul Oskar Kristeller, Renaissance Thought and the Arts (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1990), 166. On art and craft in early modem Europe see: Rainer Brandi, “Art or Craft?: Art and the
Artist in Medieval Nuremberg,” in Gothic and Renaissance A rt in Nuremberg 1300-1550, exh. cat.,
Metropolitan Museum o f Art, N ew York, 1986, 51-60.
123 Kristeller, 1990, 175.
124 Leonardo da Vinci, Selections from the N otebooks o f Leonardo da Vinci, Irma A. Richter, ed.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 125.
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m indless physical labor. In the 1560s, Agostino Gallo claimed that he would discuss the
“true science” o f agriculture in his treatise on the villa. Gallo’s choice o f words,
“science” instead o f “art,” probably relied on statements in Roman treatises like
Colum ella’s that described farming as a raris disciplina and not an art (ars).]26 Although
disciplina implies a habitual, learned activity there is a secondary connotation of science
because o f the knowledge component of successful agriculture. Other treatises were more
explicit. In V arro’s On agriculture, Scrofa declared that agriculture was both art and
science. According to Scrofa:
In the first place, [agriculture] is not only an art (ars) but an important and
noble art. it is, as well, a science (eaque est scientia), which teaches what
crops are to be planted in each kind o f soil, and what operations are to be
carried on, in order that the land m ay regularly produce the largest
crops.127
Although Gallo’s use o f the term “science” rather than “art” for agriculture does not
prove that farming was accepted as a “science” across early modem Italy, his emphasis
on the “scientific” character o f a discipline generally classified as an “art” clearly reflects
the increasingly permeable nature o f the boundary between art and science in the
Renaissance Veneto.
In a 1542 letter to Speroni, Comaro compared commercial activities and war with
agriculture. Unlike war, agriculture did not produce wealth at the expense o f others.
Unlike international trade, farming did not present a risk of drowning. He quoted a
selection from Hesiod’s Works and Days that was included in the Economy o f PseudoAristotle to back up his argument:

125 Ibid., 195-197.
126 D e agri., X I.i.32.
127 Re. rust., I.iii.
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I have acquired belongings that I was bom without, though o f these mine
were richest; and these I have acquired with the best m eans and most
laudable o f all others that is holy agriculture; and not by means o f arms,
and force and injury to others, nor by means o f going to sea with its
infinite perils to life, or w ith other means full o f controversy.128

Tessarolo argues that Com aro’s use o f Hesiod and Pseudo-Aristotle was the result of
increasing attention to Xenophon, particularly, the passage o f the Oeconomia that
presented agriculture as the art best suited to both Republican and Autocratic
government. She suggests that Pseudo-Aristotle’s Economy appealed to Renaissance
philosophers because it provided an alternate, but still positive, reason for the primacy o f
agriculture.129 For Pseudo-Aristotle, agriculture was the m ost natural activity.130 Lollio,
Falcone and Comaro were surely o f this opinion; but it is Com aro’s elevation o f farming
to sacred status and his examination o f the nature o f Nature that make his influence o f
param ount importance for the development o f the Venetian villa in the mid-sixteenth
century.
Tessarolo believes that Comaro “was neither the only nor the first to use this
appellation” o f sacra and santa for agriculture,131 but she considered his adoption o f the
term the logical consequence o f the new light shed by study o f these classical
Oeconomia. Giuseppe Fiocco, on the other hand, compares the “santa agricolturcE of
Com aro with the “santa antichita” o f Fra Giovanni Giocondo (1433-1515), the
Dominican monk and architect from Verona who produced the first illustrated edition of

128 A lvise Cornaro to Sperone Speroni, 2 April 1542 in A lvise Comaro, Scritti sulla vita sobria.
E logio e lettere, Marisa Milani, ed. (Venice, 1983), 141-143.
129 On Pseudo-Aristotle’s Economy see: R. Laurenti, Studi duIVEconomico attribuito a d A ristotele
(Milan, 1968).
130 Tessarolo, 160.
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Vitruvius (1511). C om aro’s position was based in part on a study o f ancient sources
much as that o f Fra Giocondo and other humanists who “mined” their writings.132
Vincenzo Fontana sees Comaro distinguishing him self from his contemporaries when he
validates the “honest activity” o f the ancient world with the examples of the biblical
patriarchs: Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.133 Com aro’s examples do not
represent a paradigm shift as references to biblical precedent are not uncommon in early
m odem Italy, but they do reflect an effort to support arguments with facts found in places
other than classical texts. Com aro’s Old Testament archetypes make sense in an
argument in favor o f “holy” agriculture. They also paralleled classical examples and
indicated that historical or ancient precedents were not restricted to the Hellenistic world.
The cognizance o f wider horizons differentiates these authors from contemporary
Italians. This difference is found in a Venetian subject city, Padua, and in turn the works
o f its intellectuals.
C om aro’s prominence in Padua involved him in the intellectual life o f the city.
M irella Blason characterizes the casa Comaro, his city townhouse, as “a center o f life on
which converged m any people, from familiars to servants to friends.” 134 The “crowd” that
surrounded Comaro included the architects Giovanni M aria Falconetto and Andrea da
Valle, the humanists Piero Valeriano and Bernardino Scardeone, Bishop Comelio Musso,
and the great m en o f letters, Pietro Bembo, Sperone Speroni, and Gian Giorgio
Trissino.135 Falconetto lived for twenty years in Com aro’s palazzo and designed for his

131 Ibid.
132 Vincenzo Fontana, “A lvise Comaro e la terra,” in Alvise C om aro e il suo tempo, 1980, 120.
133 Ibid.
134 Blason in Puppi, 1980, 24.
135 Ibid.
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patron a loggia for theatrical performances in town. Another long-term beneficiary o f
Com aro’s hospitality and patronage was the playwright Angelo Beolco (c. 1502-1542).136
Beolco, also known by his pen name: ‘Ruzzante,’ created a comedy that brought to light
social inequity as it proffered a new order rooted in intensive agriculture. Among his
most notable works were plays such as the Pastoral (c. 1525), the Moschetta (1527-1528)
and the Fiorina (1529-1530) as well as dialogues such as “Talking to Ruzzante after his
return from the w ar” (c. 1527) and the M enego or “A Facetious and Ridiculous
Dialogue.” (c. 1528). B eolco’s stock characters include vulgar contadini whose
outrageous dialects effectively highlighted the differences between the cultured cities o f
Padua and Venice and the rural countryside.137 The humorous comparison between city
and country life m ade these pieces enormously popular and would become important in
Com aro’s own writing. In m any o f his letters and essays, he alludes to the pleasures
enjoyed at his country houses. C hief among these would be intellectual fellowship in
villa, a popular pastime across early m odem Italy. W here Comaro and Padua can be
contrasted with their counterparts in Rome and Florence is in his personal investment in
the association o f the villa with intellectual agriculture and the complementary
transformation o f peasant drudgery into a rational art.
C om aro’s house in Padua hosted meetings o f the Accademia degli Infiammati. A
university town, Padua w as an intellectual hub with faculty and students o f natural
philosophy, mathematics and classical languages. The Accademia degli Infiammati

136 For a brief biography and discussion o f his work see: C. Grabher, “A ngelo B eolco, detto
Ruzzante,” D B 1VIII (1966): 740-747; Ackerman, 1990, 120.
137 Paul Holberton, P a lla d io ’s Villas; Life in the R enaissance Countryside (London: John Murray,
1990), 83-84.
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sponsored debates and produced essays on themes in classical philosophy.138 The most
notable member o f the Accademia, Speroni, produced a “Discourse on the Sentences
‘Nothing in Excess’ and “Know Y ourself.’” (Discorso sopra le sentenze ‘tie quid nimis
e ‘nosce te ipsum. ’) 139 Speroni named Com aro at the beginning o f his text, m aking him
the only modem and living person mentioned alongside the ‘seven sages o f the G reeks,’ a
group that included Aristotle and Plato as the most important ancient philosophers.140
Com aro’s presence comes as little surprise, as his lifestyle and reputation was based upon
his personal restraint. His notable inclusion in Speroni’s dialogue, however, suggests that
his ideas were appreciated as much as his patronage. M odem historians have argued that
his “learned and encyclopedic” writings influenced Paduan thought and m ust be more
carefully studied as a corpus in which natural philosophy and the arts m eet land use,
agricultural science and villa life.141
Comaro and his colleagues, the Paduan elite in both a monetary and intellectual
sense, were at the center o f the debate in the mid-sixteenth century about the role o f
agriculture in the economy o f the Venetian Republic. Some scholars have argued that
much o f Com aro’s activity exhibits a sustained anti-Venetian sentiment.142 His efforts to
obtain Senatorial rank in Venice and reclaim his status as a Venetian noble indicate,
however, that he considered him self Venetian first and foremost. In any case, it appears

138 Giuseppe Barbieri, “II Cuoco della mente e la strategia della vita sobria,” in A lvise C om aro e
il suo tem po, 1980, 157.
139 Speroni’s works were very popular in the mid-sixteenth century Veneto. The first edition o f
the collected dialogues appeared in 1542, with five editions to follow that included additional dialogues: /
dialogi di m esser Speron Sperone (Venice: Figliuoli di Aldo, 1542).
140 Ibid., 150.
141 Ibid., 163.
142 Blason.
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that there were feelings o f resentment in the subject Paduan com m unity.143 The impact o f
pro and anti-Venetian feeling on the choice o f architectural styles, as well as the
employment o f artists and marriage alliances in Verona, will be considered in Chapter
Three and Four. The exceptionally close ties that bound Padua and Venice together,
reinforced by Venetian support for Paduan institutions such as the University, undermine
claims o f deep-seated Paduan resentment. Furthermore, the notable and vigorous
presence in Padua o f old Venetian nobility including Pietro Bembo makes discussion o f
an independent Paduan strain complex. In any event, Comaro did have a close family
attachment to Venetian society as the descendant of wealthy m erchants active in overseas
trade, but he redirected his focus toward bonijicazione, or the creation o f arable land,
apparently wholly convinced that H esiod’s preference for agriculture over commerce
made perfect sense.
The first reason for a complete commitment to reclamation and cultivation would
be the obvious monetary gains available to those involved in the feeding o f Venice. A
second reason would be the increasing attractiveness o f villeggiatura during the
Renaissance all over Italy and elsewhere. A third reason, and one less well researched, is
the rediscovery o f the “art” o f agriculture, particularly when folded into the investment in
arable land, as a noble pursuit. Comaro never explicitly connected the two m ajor projects
o f his adult life, but he carefully presented his land improvement as a boon to the
Republic and the worthy activity o f a leading light. Although he signed him self “humble
Servant and faithful cittadino (citizen)” at the close o f a submission to the Savi ed
Esecutori alle acque, he hoped scientific experimentation in both reclam ation and

143 Holberton, 88-9 discusses the conflicted sentiment o f Paduan landowners. See also: Tafuri,
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agriculture would convince the Senate o f his nobility and achieve for his family elevation
to noble status. Com aro’s claim in a letter to Speroni that he “obtained” for him self and
his family the noble status “lost” by his ancestors, a face-saving gesture after his
daughter’s marriage perhaps, puts a great deal o f emphasis on his control o f his own
destiny and on the favorable opinion o f bonificazione.m He wrote that agriculture was a
“just, sacred and noble” art.145 Among the m en he welcomed at his palace in Padua were
“intellectual” farmers (agricoltori) whom he suggested were fully the equal o f architects,
painters, sculptors and m usicians.146 His intention was to fully separate and distinguish
farming from the realm o f craft. This distinction was critical. Dabbling in enterprises that
could be interpreted as the province o f a tradesman or craftsman would not only besmirch
a reputation but would also deny one’s heirs - for three generations - noble status. As a
result, the political and social prize o f nobility limited opportunities for wealth to
international trade and investments in real estate. Regulations all but restricted
international commerce to Venetians, therefore, real and aspiring terraferma nobles
found themselves forced to earn money from land.147
Vincenzo Fontana argues that agriculture “the honest economic (economica)
activity o f the ancients, confirmed by the examples of biblical patriarchs, grew into the
place o f commerce and finance, often adventurous and audacious, [to become] the means
for procuring or maintaining for the gentleman that prosperity indispensable to his proper

143.
144 Speroni, “Acquistai dipoi lo uso della nobilta in la patria niia e gli miei, il quale dalli miei avi
era stat perduto, ne mi valea che essi fossero stati gran senatori (great senators) e principi (princes).”
145 Cornaro in Fiocco, 102.
146 Comaro, Trattato de la Vita Sobria (1993): “Piglio piacere essendo e ragionando con essi, e
per lor mezzo con g l’altri, che vi sono, uomini di bello intelletto: con architetti, pittori, scultori, musici e
agricoltori, che di questi uomini per certo questa nostra etade e copiosa assai.” 53.
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social status.” 148 From the late fifteenth century onward, the wealth o f the Venetian upper
class would be increasingly based on land and agriculture. There was no legal reason for
this among the members o f the Senatorial class in Venice who were permitted to
participate in commerce, thus, their business activity was not limited to income from land
ownership. This was not the case for the elite o f those cities (Padua, Treviso, Vicenza,
Verona and Brescia) absorbed into the Venetian State. For non-Venetian nobles a
proscription against manual labor and trade would prove a powerful incentive for Paduan
and Veronese nobles to put a great deal o f effort and money into reclamation and
cultivation o f land that would generate a profit without requiring them to perform work.
W e have seen how men like Com aro, burdened by an ignoble if successful ancestor,
considered the acquisition of noble status as a prize. For Veronese counts and marcheses,
ennobled as vassals to Holy Roman Emperors and M ilanese Dukes, the possible loss o f
their titles and their rights would have been another indignity heaped upon them by the
generally disliked Venetian government. Therefore, members o f noble terraferma
fam ilies embraced the reclamation effort and turned the Venetian interest in agricultural
self-sufficiency into justification for increasing their land holdings and wealth while, at
the same time, they retained the noble titles and prestige that brought with them power in
their own cities and, to some extent, in the Venetian state.
No trace has been found o f the treatise on agriculture Comaro claimed to have
“written in my hand.” 149 However, passages in his writings on the “ordered life” and on
the terraferma found in his essay on “The Sober Life” (Trattato de la vita sobria, Padua,

147 Lane, 140.
148 Fontana, 120.
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1558) offer some insight into his understanding o f the role o f the fanner in the best and
highest use o f Divine Nature. In fact, one such observation appears immediately prior to
his mention o f his lost treatise. He calls La Vita Sobria in the Amorevole essortazione his
thoughtful contribution, claiming to have found “the true and infallible way to replace
doubly” what has been lost by his relatives’ bad fortune “by means o f the true (vera) and
laudable (lodevole) agriculture.” 150 Although this seems to have little to do with an essay
on moderation in diet, the emphasis on a vigorous and active life, particularly when that
activity involves hunting, husbandry, and farming, in Com aro’s treatise reflects his
opinion o f the virtue o f agriculture and country life.
Com aro’s philosophy borrowed heavily from Cicero and echoed Roman Stoic
philosophy.151 The comments o f early m odem supporters and critics o f Stoic philosophy,
such as Lorenzo Valla and Michel de Montaigne, however, suggest that Comaro’s
interest in the ‘sober’ life reflected only those aspects o f classical Stoicism, such as the
virtue o f self-denial and self-control, that meshed readily with the Christian ethos.152 For
example, to live long, Comaro said that m en must live “according to the simplicity o f
nature.” 153 In contrast, the Stoic ideal o f natural harmony made little sense to a man
dedicated to the reclamation of dismal and unproductive m arshlands.154 In the case o f the

149 A lvise Comaro, Am orevole essortazione, 96 in Amaldo di Benedetto, A lvise Comaro: La
Vita Sobria (Milan: TEA, 1991).
150 Ibid.
151 On Stoic philosophy see: Copenhaver and Schmitt, 199-200, 257-258, and 260-263 On
Seneca’s influence see: Thomas G. Rosenmeyer, Senecan Drama and Stoic Cosm ology (Berkeley:
University o f California Press, 1989).
152 The image o f a ‘hybrid’ early modem Stoic philosophy appears in: Victoria Curtin Gardner,
Cardinal Camillo Massimo, N icolas Poussin, and Claude Lorrain: A Study o f N eostoic Patronage in
B aroque Rome, Ph.D. diss., University o f Pennsylvania, 1998, 66-87.
153 Comaro, Trattato de la Vita Sobria, 30: “vivendo gli uomini secondo la semplicita della
natura.”
154 Gardner, 82.
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changing Veneto landscape and the new villa, Cornaro’s nature must be understood as a
hybrid, a nature fully capable o f change and expected to improve when changed by man.
As the Veneto was put under increasingly heavy cultivation, rivers were harnessed,
channeled, dammed, and diverted. Com aro’s active role in the organization o f the lands
adjacent to the Lagoon suggests that he firmly believed in the guiding hand o f man. In his
published debate with the chief engineer o f the Venetian W ater Authority, Cristoforo
Sabbadino, Comaro clearly put forward his position on the merit o f agriculture. He gives
nature credit but takes for man full responsibility for the m anagement and improvement
o f what God had wrought. This does not sound so “sim ple.” Comaro had taken a page
from Cicero’s D e natura deorum and arranged Nature into a number o f natures. “Divine”
Nature was the starting line, but the Venetian Republic - indeed all mankind - must help
shape Nature, changing the course o f rivers, draining m arshes, and sowing seed. For “the
world is kept in order” as “our body [is in] harmony and ordered with the four elements.”
Moreover, as “this same order [can] keep and maintain this our life.. .order maintains
cities, families and kingdoms.” 155 As an advocate o f the “Stato da terra,” Comaro claimed
that “in less than two years” he had replaced bad air w ith good “with his intellect”
showing him how his land near Codevigo could be drained.156 He had “discovered” the
“proper vocation o f farmer-reclaimer” and urged Venice to accept that the “true way o f
agriculture” would not only eliminate food shortages but also grow the economy. In

155 Ibid., 41.
156 Fontana, 122.
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addition, he claimed that even “obtuse and malignant” men would see that the new rule o f
the noble farmer would resolve discord and institute “a villa o f peace.” 157
Com aro’s concept o f agriculture and harmony between patrons and peasants
reflected his ideas about human nature and society. Comaro asserted that the nature o f
m an is composed by a heavenly hand but can be controlled by m an’s own initiative: “we
are men, and man, being a rational animal, makes what he will.” 158 Free will, an issue o f
grave importance in early m odem Europe, was hotly debated in Paduan circles. Although
Comaro did not directly address the dangerous topic, at least one o f his works suggests
that he had concerns about the rigid social structure o f the Venetian Empire. In his
Discorso, Sperone Speroni cites and incorporates passages from a dialogue written by
Comaro. The two speakers, “Usura” and “Ruzante,” discuss the social hierarchies in
early modem Veneto and reveal the author’s feelings about classes, titles and human
nature. Speroni’s choice o f this specific dialogue also served as a memorial to an
important m odem author, the playwright Angelo Beolco. Beolco, a beneficiary o f
Com aro’s largesse as a patron o f the arts in Padua and longtime resident in his home, had
used Ruzante as a pseudonym and comedic stage persona.159 The dialogue challenged the
myth o f Venice and laid out a new social order. In Speroni’s Discorso, U sura (usury in
Italian) announces a vast social reform based on three miracles: “First o f a l l ... the poor
will adapt their manner to the rich, since others’ freedom the rich will buy with one

157 Ibid. Comaro describes the model country estate as a “villa della p a c e ” in which i contadini
(the country peasants) and their masters lived avoided the “discord” that often marked the relationship
between patrons and field hands.
158 “siamo uomini e l ’uomo, essendo animale ragionevole, fa tanto quanto vole.” Compendio
breve della Vita Sobria del Mag[nifico] M[esser] Alvise Comaro con molte cose aggiunte a’vecchi sopra
modo utili e necessarie, 71 in A. D i Benedetto.
159 On B eolco see: Giorgio Padoan, La commedia rinascim entale veneta, Venice, 1982, 102 n. 79.
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hundred loaned scttcli, so many earners will recover one hundred and twenty in return:
this way they will remain equals. There will be no lords, no servants, no false praise, no
simulated charity, but in their place pure and true friendship as happens with you equals,
as you are bom .” 160 The second and third, the re-flowering o f the m echanical arts to make
up for lost rents and the remodeling o f class structure because we have blood o f only one
color respectively reinforce the first theme o f natural equality but help us understand that
advancements in science are the key to the implementation o f this overhaul. In all
likelihood, neither Comaro nor Speroni truly believed that a common denominator could
be established; nor did they expect that the normal divisions into landlord and tenant,
noble and commoner, rich and poor would dissolve. However, it is instructive to position
Comaro and the Academy, in the person o f the president Speroni, somewhat apart from
their Venetian contemporaries. If only to break the stranglehold la Serenissima continues
to hold on the social and cultural landscape for historians.
The historian o f Renaissance architectural writings Paolo Carpeggiani argues that
the “fecund and versatile” Alvise C om aro’s writings on architecture are important for our
understanding o f his character and the nature o f architectural theory in the
Renaissance.161 The m ost important aspect o f Com aro’s Trattato di architettura is the
balance he established between theory and practice.162 In addition, his Trattato is
addressed to “cittadini” or citizens and dilettanti rather than princes or experts, as in
Vitruvius’ dedication to Caesar or A lberti’s address to the patrons o f his ideal architect in

160 Speroni, vol. I, 104.
161 Paolo Caipeggiani, “A lvise Comaro: gli scritti di architettura,” in Alvise C om aro e it suo
tempo, 1980, 28.
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his preface and his reference to specific “experts” elsewhere in his text.163 Comaro
declared that he wished to assist such dilettantes in the building o f appropriate and
comfortable houses because others, and here Comaro must be referring to Vitruvius and
Alberti, regrettably oriented their treatises toward the taste and interests o f princes:
I will write to teach to the citizens, and not the architects, nor will I write
about Theaters. I will write only to give the means and ease to the citizens
so that by understanding the art and the w ay o f building they will more
easily dispose themselves to the making o f buildings.164

The hierarchical nature o f this claim might expose Com aro’s continued difficulty with
the nobility o f the Venetian Republic; but I believe it is evidence o f an admirable
inclusive spirit based upon his belief in each m an’s ability to determine his own course.
In addition to the social aspects o f his theory, Comaro addressed architectural
practice in the Trattato,165 Comaro, in my view, stresses that practice and
experimentation are the most important keys to better design because architectural
treatises, both modem and ancient, have flaws and do not always communicate the
fundamentals with accuracy. Echoing contemporaries who found Vitruvius wanting,
Comaro did not debate the authority o f “ // divino V i t r u v i o but he wanted his reader to
rem ember that “his text is corrupt, and wanting, because now o f course we use neither the

162 Comaro’s Trattato was not published during his lifetime. His treatise was included in an
edition o f his collected works based on manuscripts located in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan:
Giuseppe Fiocco, A lvise Comaro. II suo tempo e le site opere (Vicenza, 1965), 156-167.
163 Alberti, Prologue, 2-5, and Bk. II. 1, 35.
164 A lvise Comaro, Trattato di architettura, “io ne scrivero per insegnare alii cittadini, et non ali
architetti, ne scrivero di Theatri.. ..scrivero adunque io solamente per dar modo et facilita alii Cittadini
accioche intendendo l ’arte et lo modo del fabricare piu facilmente si disponano a fare delle fabriche.” Both
Alberti (Bk. VIII.7) and Vitruvius (Bk V.Ch. 3-8) included lengthy discussions o f Theater architecture.
165 On Renaissance theory and the treatise tradition see: Alina A. Payne, The Architectural
Treatise in the Renaissance: Architectural Invention, Ornament, and Literary Culture (Cambridge:
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words nor vocabulary with which he wrote.” 166 Revealing a typical fondness for classical
sources, Comaro admitted, in the dedicatory letter to his Vita sobria, that he “was lacking
an ancient author” to cite specifically on the subject o f aging.167 Thus, Comaro, like all
well-read Italians bemoaned both the lack o f sources and the confusion sponsored by
those that had survived! Fortunately for Comaro, those who launched into a career in
which observation and experimentation buttressed, complemented, or replaced the
received wisdom o f ancient authorities could ignore the confusing passages in Vitruvius’
ten books.
Regarding the elevated opinion o f empirical knowledge it is important that we
make a distinction between science and the scientia which Comaro disavowed for his
reader, the dilettante citizen architect. Scientia encompasses the realm o f book learning
and the more abstract knowledge championed by the other treatise writers as the
requisites for the making o f the true architect. In his treatise, The First Four Books on
Architecture (Venice, 1554), Pietro Cataneo paraphrased Vitruvius (Book I, Chapter 1) in
1554 when he stated in his first book that
he who wants to make his profession as a good Architect, will be
scientific, and given to natural ingenuity, but being ingenious without
science, or scientific without ingenuity, cannot m ake perfect Architect.
W hile it is necessary, first that you make yourself well instructed in this
art, or science, to be a good designer, excellent Surveyor, best Perspective
Tenderer, optimal Arithmetician, learned Historiographer; and have a
certain understanding o f Medicine, which is an agreeable science; and
strive to practice Compass-reading well, because with that one could get
what one wants sited as its form requires on the outside, or inside one can

Cambridge University Press, 1999). Payne does not discuss Comaro’s treatise at any length, but refers to
his specific exclusion o f a discussion o f the orders because “the books are full o f them,” 184.
166 Comaro, Trattato di architettura, II, f. 68v. “il testo suo e corrotto, et manchevole, come
perche hora non s ’intende ne parole ne vocabuli con li quali scrisse.”
167 Comaro, Trattato de la Vita Sobria, 26.
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see the extremity o f its angles, and by that know the regions o f the
heavens with the injury o f the w inds.168

Cataneo clearly expected his architect to have studied not only design, but to be
something o f a master in m any o f the Liberal Arts. By contrast, Comaro declared that an
insistence on a working knowledge o f all the sciences was groundless: “do not tru s t....
those that write about the art (arte) and say that he who wants to know [architecture] need
to know first many sciences (scientie).”169 The dilettante architect has no need o f science;
it is enough to understand empirically the phenomena and the elementary rules o f
construction. Although Com aro tempered his disdain for the professional architect and
advanced theory later in his treatise, he must be characterized as a strong proponent o f
specific knowledge and the acquisition o f this knowledge through experimentation. His
faith in direct observation and practice departs somewhat from the trend in Renaissance
architectural theory that relied on principles derived from a careful study o f Vitruvius.170
The appeal o f experimental knowledge was not limited to architecture. In 1558,
Comaro penned the Trattato de la Vita Sobria after years o f unsuccessful attempts to
influence Venetian policy and insert him self into the power structure o f the Republic.171
His well-known treatise espoused moderation in food and drink and an abiding faith in

168 Pietro Cataneo, I quattro p rim i libri d i architettura, Venice, 1554, ir.
169 Comaro Trattato di architettura, I, f. 58v.
170 On the Renaissance and Vitruvius see Payne, Payne’s analysis o f “license” and archaeology in
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century architecture focuses primarily upon the manipulation o f the classical
vocabulary by Renaissance architects. Payne describes a more interpretive approach to the Roman author
by his Italian readers and suggests that Vitruvius’s text was contrasted with examples o f Roman
architecture, by Alberti for example, and to justify the eclectic “m ixing” o f elem ents or orders in designs,
72-75.
171 Lionello Puppi, ed., A lvise C om oro e il suo tempo (Padua: Comune di Padova, 1980). Note
the chapters by Mirella Blason, “La vita di A lvise Comaro (1484-1566),” 18-26; Vincenzo Fontana,
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the beneficial air o f the country. Echoing his earlier claim that a builder gains knowledge
o f building by building, he asserted that his words would help because “he knows it by
experience.” 172 Although much of the observations which make up the bulk o f his
argument can be chalked up to common sense stricture against over-indulgence, the
philosophical foundation o f La Vita Sobria exposes Com aro’s blend o f the opposing
Platonic and Aristotelian systems with the principles o f the four humors that served as the
basis for Galenic medicine. Comaro relied heavily on Galen and Aristotle for his
understanding o f the human body and nature. The association o f health with experiment
and practice prompts, in turn, his insistence that the application o f experiment to the
ordering o f systems. Surprisingly, the system o f government that he claims experiment
will inevitably justify is that described in Plato’s Republic,173 To Comaro, the healthy
human body is a microcosm o f a healthy political body, and this government’s executive,
the philosopher-king in his cave, represents human reason. Therefore, the single species
or the divine intellect actually allows m an to control the four elements that make up the
body. Suffice it to say, the delicate merger o f Aristotle, Galen and Plato enabled Comaro
to represent a man-altered nature as the reconstruction o f a god given balance according
to the application of human reason.
Giuseppe Fiocco identifies Comaro as “la tipica espressione” o f a Paduan
approach to knowledge that was “completely empirical and experimental.” 174 However,
Com aro’s statements suggest that he was not above an effort to draw upon both Aristotle

“A lvise Comaro e la terra,” 120-128; and Paolo Morachiello, “A lvise Comaro e Cristoforo Sabbadino: un
dialogo sulle tecniche e sulla Natura,” 130-138
172 Comaro, La vita sobria, aggionta al trattato de la vita sobria di me Luigi Comaro, 62.
173 “Lettera scritta dal Magnifico Mfesser] Alvise Comaro al Reverendiss[imo] Barbaro, Patriarca
eletto di Aquileia,” 88 in D i Benedetto.
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and P lato, a feature o f m u ch early m o d em th o u g h t.175 A d d ressin g th e P ro v v e d ito ri S o p ra
B e n i In cu lti, C o m aro sum m ed up his personal blen d o f n eo -P lato n ism and experience:
In tru th th e agriculture o f regained land is the tru e alchem y, that is w h y
one sees th at all th e great riches o f m o n asteries a n d o f som e p riv ate
citizen s w ere m ad e this w ay, and not on ly does o n e see th is in private
persons, b u t the cities m ade grand and pow erfu l b y these m eans. W as n o t
the M an to v an o m arsh ? W as n o t F errara the sam e? T he c o u n try o f
R av en n a and C ervia? N ow I have done this art. A s does the co n tem p latio n
o f th ings from one to the other carry th e in tellect ev er h ig h er u ntil one
com es to th e recognition o f G od; the sam e w a y th e operation o f o n e and
the o th er are stairs to u n d erstanding th e b ig g e r th in g s, and I, in this
m anaged to gain a little, and cam e to th e reco g n itio n o f m uch th at b y this
w a y o f reg ain in g m arshes this city w ill h av e a w a y to h ave lan d o f its ow n,
from w h ich she c a n get a sufficient living fo r th e p e o p le .175

In an alm ost casual fashion, C om aro c h aracterized contem plation, the k e y to
A u g u stin ian and N eo -P lato n ic ascendance, as a so rt o f th o u g h t exp erim en t that p aralleled
trial and error. S peaking sp ecifically about architecture, farm ing, and o th er siste r arts,
C o m aro espoused experim entation and experience, w h e n governed b y reason, as th e
fundam ental p rin cip le o f design. In other w ords, ex p erien ce is a good basis for
kn o w led g e and m ay b e m a n ’s best path to w isdom , a p a th C om aro d escrib es in P lato n ic
term s th at reveal a w illingness to synthesize elem en ts o f P latonic and A risto telian
p h ilosophy. C o m a ro ’s co m m ingling o f p h ilo so p h ies ech o ed V enetian tren d s in m edical,
ph ilo so p h ical, scientific, literary and artistic theory.
W ith th e self-assurance b o m o f success in th e in creasing yield on th e reclaim ed
lands o f h is estate at C odevigo, C om aro m ade a serio u s a tte m p t to exert m o re in flu en ce

174 Fiocco, 82.
175 Kristeller, 1979,47.
175 ASV, Provveditori Sopra Beni Inculti, f. 299. Cited in Cessi, 1936, 309.
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over Paduan thought and Venetian policy.177 He justified his position with a theory of
acquired knowledge derived from experience that proved popular with his peers and
made experimental agriculture integral to the landscape o f the Cinquecento Veneto.
Comaro pushed the Venetian government to accept the mantle o f responsibility as
stewards o f the Stato di terra. Their willingness to do so was rooted and justified in the
same precedents Comaro and the Infiammati cited. Theperito staordinario or
supervisory surveyor for the Provveditori dei Beni Inculti, Cristoforo Sorte, presented to
the Venetian Senate on October 10,1556 his overview o f the hydrology o f the Venetian
mainland. As he launched into an explanation o f his research on the “origin o f the rivers,”
Sorte reminded us that one of G od’s first acts was the separation o f earth and water
(Genesis 1:6-10) ju st before he told the Senate o f man’s obligation to harness these
waters for agriculture.178 In short, massive intervention was approved as public policy.
W ith support from biblical and classical antiquity, the complete reorganization o f the
terraferma was underway.
Botanical Gardens, Research and Agronomy in the Veneto
The presence in Padua o f a faculty o f medicine sponsored interest in simples or
m edicinal plants. In 1533, the Venetian government authorized the establishment of the
first professorship in botany in response to the real need for lectures on semplici.179
Approximately ten years later, the University o f Padua opened a botanical garden

177 Comaro’s villa at Codevigo consisted o f between 300-350 cam pi or 115-135 hectares o f land.
For a discussion o f Codevigo with references to archival documents see: Emilio M enegazzo, “Alvise
Comaro: un veneziano del cinquecento nella terraferma padovana,” Storia della Cultura Veneta, Arnaldi
and Stocchi, eds. (Vicenza: Neri Pozzi, 1981), 521-523.
178 Fontana,

126 and Sorte, BCV, P a r ti...d e ’ Beni Inculti, Ms. 21

179 Harold William Rickett, “Botany from 840 to 1700 A D ,” Catalogue o f Botanical Books in the
Collection o f Rachel M cM asters M iller Hunt, 2 vols. (Pittsburgh: The Hunt Botanical Library, 1958), vol.
1, xxvi.
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dedicated to the better understanding o f plants, their flowers, and their fruits.180 Prior to
1543, some physicians had cultivated small gardens similar to those associated with
m onasteries and hospitals. The institutional giardino botanico provided a resource for
students o f the theory and practice o f medicine. The establishment o f this new teaching
tool at the same time that Comaro and other villa builders championed experiments with
hydrology and began to introduce new cultivars to the terraferma suggests that the first
botanical garden was an outgrowth o f the effort to elevate agriculture above its traditional
status as a mindless craft.
Lucia Tongiorgi Tomasi, one o f the foremost experts in the history o f the Italian
garden, designates the botanical gardens o f the Renaissance as “the principal centres o f
scientific experimentation, teaching and study.” W hile Giovan Battista Ferrari would
define the “giardino di villa” as a “teatro di onesto piacere” in the 1630s, Tongiorgi
Tomasi claims these new research centers were “theaters o f intelligence.” 181 In her
opinion these ‘scientific gardens’ “inevitably sacrificed m uch o f the aesthetic appeal... in
order to m eet the precise requirements o f the cultivation o f medicinal herbs.” 182 She is
correct that m en like Luca Ghini, Giovanni Casabona, and Pietro Andrea Mattioli
cultivated botanical gardens as repositories o f local and imported plants with an eye

180 The foundation date refers to the act o f the Venetian Senate approving the establishment o f a
botanical garden under the aegis o f the Faculty o f Medicine o f the University o f Padua. The construction o f
the garden com m enced shortly thereafter. Else M. Terwen-Dionisius dates the first design for the Paduan
orto botanico to 1545 and attributes the plan to Daniele Barbaro. See “Date and D esign o f the Botanical
Garden in Padua,” Journal o f Garden H istory 14, no. 4 (Oct.-Dec. 1994): 213-235. F. N igel Hepper
identifies Giovanni Moroni da Bergamo as the designer, The Oxford Companion to Gardens, Jellicoe, et.al.
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 416
181 Lucia Tongiorgi Tomasi, ““Extra” e “Intus”: progettualita degli orti botanici e collezionism o
eclettico tra il XVI e XVII secolo,” in II Giardino com e labirinto della storia (Palermo: Centro Studi di
Storia e Arte dei Giardini, 1984), 48-57.
182 Lucia Tongiorgi Tomasi, “Botanical Gardens o f the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,” in
M osser and Teyssot, 81-83.
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toward their more accurate description and categorization. However, Girolamo Porro’s
short published description o f L ’Horto de i Semplici di Padoua (Venice, 1591) includes a
description o f just those “ingenious devices and artificiality” which Tongiorgi Tomasi
claims had been eliminated from botanical gardens. Porro assumed his reader knew that
the Paduan giardino botanico was a “picciolo Theatro” or “something o f a little world
that is a show o f all the marvels o f Nature.” 183 His enthusiastic description o f the
fountains, loggias, and sculptures in the garden leave readers in no doubt that no expense
has been spared to make this living library splendid. His insistence on the rational plan,
the sensible arrangement o f plants therein and the wondrous ingenuity o f the irrigation
leave us in no doubt that the best principles o f garden design have been put to use in the
service o f science.
The sea change in botanical science came on the heels o f an intensive effort to
catalogue not only those indigenous species well known to Italians but also the numerous
new arrivals from the Orient and the Americas.184 Porro acknowledged this activity in his
plan and index while underscoring the rapidly expanding num bers because many “Cretan
and Indian plants” did not make it into his list.185 As a crossroads for centuries, Venice
had seen the wonders o f the known and little-known world on her quays, in her markets
and in her palaces. However, it is obvious that the archipelago did not have space
available for an enterprise on the scale of the Padua botanical garden. Historians have

183 Girolamo Porro, L ’horto de i semplici di Padoua, Oue fi vede primieramente la forma di tutta
la pianta con le fue mifure: & indi i fuoi partimenti diftinti per numeri in ciafcuna arella, intagliato in rame
(Venice, 1591), 5r.
184 On the impact o f new geographical discoveries on botany see: N ancy Priscilla S. Naro,
“Imperial Palms over Colonial Gardens,” n.d.; John Prest, The Garden o f Eden: The Botanic Garden and
the Re-Creation o f Paradise (N ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), 31-40.
185 “Piante Cretiche & Indiane.”
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argued that Andrea Navagero’s early sixteenth-century villa on the island o f Murano
should be accepted as the home o f the first botanical garden o f the Renaissance.186
However, no images, no description, and no remains o f this garden survive. Although
Navagero certainly shipped home samples and seeds o f new plants brought to Spain from
the New World in 1525 and 1526, his collection o f these rarities is only a precursor o f the
dedicated repository for the “marvels o f Nature” founded thirteen years after his death.
Relying heavily on Francis Yates’ groundbreaking work on Giulio Cam illo’s
Theater o f M emory and Giordano B runo’s hermetic philosophy, Tongiorgi Tomasi
describes the botanical garden as a mnemonic device.187 According to Tongiorgi Tomasi,
early modem botanical gardens were “configured like a ‘m em ory theater.’” In other
words, botanical gardens resembled the freestanding wooden construction Camillo
designed as a model o f his memory system .188 Thus, the organization o f the scientific
botanical garden allowed botanists to decipher the mysteries o f the world. The
significance o f the Renaissance botanical garden to this dissertation is its relationship to
trends in land use and landscape design beyond the realm o f the “studiosi.” With a firm
belief in the discrete nature o f the “scientific” garden, Tongiorgi Tomasi introduces
astrology into her discussion o f the geometric arrangements o f planting beds in botanical
gardens, claiming at one point that “the garden eventually [became] to all intents and

186 Mario Cermenati, Un diplom atico naturalista del Rinascimento: Andrea N avagero (Venice,
1912), 27: Based on the accounts o f earlier historians o f Venice, particularly Volpe, M eneghelli and Filiasi,
Cermenati claims that “the inscription o f Navagero’s two orti at Selva (Treviso) and Murano in the the
catalogue o f private botanical gardens appears justified.” Moreover, since they date “to the first quarter o f
the Cinquecento, they preceded the public botanical gardens, whose history is w ell known.”
187 Tongiorgi Tomasi, 1984, 52. Francis A. Yates, The A rt o f M emory (Chicago: The University o f
Chicago Press, 1974); idem., Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition (Chicago: University o f Chicago
Press, 1964).
188 Yates, 1974, esp. Chapter 6: “Renaissance Memory: The Memory Theatre o f Giulio Camillo,”
129-159 and Chapter 7: “C am illo’s Theatre and the Venetian Renaissance,” 160-172.
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purposes a pentacolo.”m Tongiorgi Tomasi suggests that the arrangement in a garden o f
useful plants echoed the use o f symbols such as the pentagram by early m odem
practitioners or magic. Indeed, “it was not by chance that in the Herbal Garden o f
Mantua, established in the opening years o f the seventeenth century by the herbalist
Zanobi Bocchi “secondo I'application d e ’pianeti," the plant-beds, made up o f one square
inscribed inside another, recalled the form o f contemporary horoscopes.” 190
Tongiorgi Tom asi’s analysis o f the botanical garden reminds us o f the importance
o f astrology in early modem culture.191 The influence o f the stars was appreciated, but
their power was not absolute. Comaro, a man whom we have seen characterized by
historians as a “typical” Paduan, believed in the ability o f man to loosen the grip o f
heavenly fate and manage his own destiny. Similarly, Italian gardens, even when their
design reflected the arrangement o f celestial bodies, were subject less to the stars than to
pruning hooks. Although geometry and iconography all inveigle themselves into
Cinquecento landscapes, the Veneto would benefit more from irrigation, acclimatization,
and hybridization than astrology. In other words the botanical garden, particularly in
Padua, was a symbol of the value placed by the Venetian government and the Paduan
intellectual community on agriculture. The appearance o f a botanical garden as the
intermediary between the cultivated and the built in the many o f the villas discussed in
this dissertation makes them very different from contemporary villas in the Veneto and

189 Lucia Tongiorgi Tomasi, “Geometric Schemes for Plant Beds and Gardens: A Contribution to
the History o f the Garden in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,” in World Art: Themes o f Unity in
D iversity, 2 vols., Irving Lavin, ed. (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1986), vol.
1 ,2 1 3 .
190 Ibid.
191 The “persistence” o f “astrological...themes” in the Renaissance is discussed in: Eugenio Garin,
A strology in the Renaissance: The Zodiac o f Life, Carolyn Jackson and June Allen, trans. (London:
Routledge & KeganPaul, 1983), 6.
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throughout Italy. The accent on productivity and science for these villas planted its feet
firmly on the ground tread by Comaro. The fact that the first important botanical garden
w as in his hometown is not trivial. The focus placed by Comaro on institutional and
governmental investment in agricultural science was a message, which the Infiammati
and the faculty o f the University could respect and benefit from. That the research carried
out at the giardino botanico benefited in turn the Republic and the population w ould have
been understood by Senators and cittadini prepped by C om aro’s arguments for similar
support o f irrigation and drainage as the key to a self-sufficient city.
Reading the Books o f Nature
The big business o f farming produced new wealth in the Veneto and earned
support for a m ore studious approach to agriculture. Giovanni Maria B onardo’s Le
Ricchezze d e ll’agricoltura o f 1584 contains “a thousand wonderful secrets (secreti) never
known by another w riter” including “things I have not been taught by some writers o f
this art ancient or m odem ,” 192 clearly indicating his familiarity with “m any authors”
while claiming that his own research had filled gaping holes in his field. In another work,
The Length, width and breadth...,193 Bonardo restates his case more succinctly in his
dedicatory preface to Luigi Grotto, crowning Grotto as the “most diligent researcher
(,ricercator) o f antiquity and the most attentive contemplator o f the more internal secrets
{secreti) o f nature.” 194 In the Proem to the Giardino di Agricoltura, Marco Bussato
acknowledges “diverse other books” but “the summit (sommo)” he says is “only

192 Giovanni Maria Bonardo, Le ricchezze dell’agricoltura d ell’illustre Sig. Giovanmaria
Bonardo Fratteggiano (Venice: Fabio & Agostino Zoppini, 1584).
193 La grandezza, larghezza e distanza...
194 Stefania Malavasi, “Giovanni Maria Bonardo: agronomo polesano del Cinquecento,”
M iscellenea d i Studi e M em orie 25 (1988): 17 n.19.
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maintained by practicing, with m y familiarity and way o f speaking those secrets (secreti),
that experience over time has assured me to be the truth.” 195
W hile Bussato gives us a hint at how the sixteenth-century gardener shared
Com aro’s faith in experimentation, Bonardo and Bussato both recognized the received
wisdom and informed opinion, including non Venetian examples, available in the corpus
o f m odem and ancient writing on gardens and agriculture. The instigators o f the botanical
garden movement at Padua and Pisa and their colleagues in botanical research were also
familiar with “diverse other books” such as Theophrastus’ On Plants, Serapion’s On
Simple Medicines, Dioscorides’ Materia medica, Pliny the Elder’s Natural History and
Galen’s On Simple Medicines. That problems with these texts existed should come as no
surprise. Nancy Siraisi points out that the profusion o f Greek, Arabic and Latin names for
plants currently in use and found in treatises was not a trivial problem because often more
than one name had been used for the same plant specimen.196 Regional differences added
to the confusion. As a result, readers o f classical treatises were left frequently to their
own devices. Copyists and translators might bear some o f the blame, but Niccolo
Leoniceno “brought to the attention o f the w ider audience clear evidence o f the presence
o f errors and confusion in Pliny’s original Latin text.” 197 Leoniceno (1428-1524) was a
member o f the faculty o f medicine at Ferrara who wrote a number o f medical treatises
but is perhaps better known for his criticism o f Pliny’s Natural History. On the M edical

195 Marco Bussato, Giardino d i agricoltura d i M arco Bussato da Ravenna. Ne! quale con
bellissim o ordine si tratto d i tutto quello, che s ’appartiene a sapere a vn perfetto giardiniero (Venice:
Giovanni Fiorina, 1592).
196 N ancy Siraisi, “Life Sciences and Medicine in the Renaissance World,” in Rome Reborn, 190.
197 Ib id ..
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Errors in Pliny and Many Other Writers on M edicine (1 4 9 2 ).198 A cc o rd in g to L eorticeno,
a c o m p ariso n o f P lin y an d D ioscorides raised d o u b ts about th e secu rity o f botanical
te rm in o lo g y a m o n g o th er th in g s .199 T he qu estio n o f accuracy, thus, h ad b een brought out
into th e open v ery early in the h u m an ist enterprise. C o m aro , in h is guise as an
architectural theo rist, h ad sim ila r doubts ab out th e v alu e o f V itru v iu s for m o d em
build ing. M u ch as h e to ld h is read er to be w a ry o f u n fam iliar w ords, so w o u ld the
E u ro p ean g ard en er face d ifficulties w ith the vast, b u t often co n trad icto ry , am ount o f p lan t
in fo rm atio n left b y L atin translations o f A rabic tra n sla tio n s o f the B y zan tin e editions o f
D io sco rid es, fo r exam ple. C onversely, bo tan ical science w as b lessed b y th e late arrival o f
T h e o p h ra stu s’ w ritings fro m C o n stantinople in 1405. E sse n tia lly u n to u ch e d b y A rab
h ands, th e Historia plantarum and D e causis plantarum w ere tran slated in to L atin b y the
hu m an ist T h eo d o re o f G aza (1400-1476), a B y z a n tin e m em b e r o f the co u rt o f Pope
N ich o las V in R om e, in 1453 or 1454,200 and su b seq u e n t editions p ro v ed invaluable as
scientists like G hini in sisted that im proved descrip tio n s an d co n sisten t n o m en clatu re w ere
n e cessary fo r p ro p e r p la n t classification.
P ietro A n d re a M attioli is a case in p o in t fo r th e co n tin u atio n o f th e hum anist
enterprise into th e m id -six teen th century. T h e S ien ese d o cto r and b o tan ist p u b lish ed his
Italian tra n sla tio n o f D io sc o rid e s’ de materia medica in 1 5 4 4 ,201 up d atin g th e “m ost

(Ferrara, 1509).
199 Charles G. Nauert, Jr., “Humanists, Scientists, and Pliny: Changing Approaches to a Classical
Author,” The A m eric a n H is to r ic a l R e v ie w 84, no. 1 (Feb. 1979): 82.
200 Theophrastus, D e p la n tis , D e c a u sis p la n ta ru m , Bib. Vat. Urb. lat. 250. According to Siraisi,
Byzantine manuscripts of the W orks on B o ta n y were brought from Constantinople to Italy by Giovanni
Aurispa around 1405. Siraisi, 1993, 191.
201 Pietro Andrea Mattioli, Di Pedacio Dioscoride Anazarbeo libri cinque della Historia, e materia
medicinale tradotti in lingua volgare italiana da M. Pietro Andrea Matthiolo Sanese Medico (Venice:
Niccolo de’ Bascarini da Pavone di Brescia, 1544).
198 D e P lin ii e tp h ir iu m a lio n im m ed ico ru m in m e d ic in a e rro rib u s
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complete and important treatise on pharmacology o f antiquity.”202 However, as a
specialist M attioli surrounded his new translation with commentary that brought to light
errors made by Dioscorides, other ancient physicians and authors, as well as later editors
o f the text. In his Discorso, M attioli dubbed Dioscorides the “principe” o f pharmacology.
Following in a strong tradition o f text glossing, Mattioli added more than four lines of
commentary per line o f edited text. Extensive commentary was standard in early m odem
editions o f classical treatises, and suggests that early m odem scholars including Mattioli
recognized that works like the de materia medica were not complete. A m ajor source for
his commentary or clarification on “the virtues and powers” o f semplici was the
physician who “surpassed by fa r... every other writer” on this subject: Galen.203
M attioli’s abiding faith in Dioscorides and Galen is instructive in light o f the trend
toward empirical knowledge in the Veneto and in agronomic science. Dioscorides roasted
the “Asclepiadi,” that is Hippocrates and the School o f Kos,204 as “not worthy” o f trust
because they did not verify the efficacy o f medicine through experience. Dioscorides
considered him self to be on another level entirely because his medical training had a
practical component, that is his career as a military physician. In the third book o f De
compositione medicamentorum p er genera, Galen confirmed the value to young doctors
o f experience with medicinal plants. Mattioli noted that Galen took research and
experience one step further traveling to Lemnos, Cyprus, and other parts o f the world in
search o f remedies. Mattioli speaks o f journeys to harsh and dangerous places in search
o f answers. That his work and family (and his intolerance for sea voyages) made it

202 Daniela Fausti, “II Mattioli e le fonti antiche,” in I giardini d e i sem plici e g li orti botanici della
toscana, Sara Ferri and Francesca Vannozzi, eds. (Perugia: Quattroemme, 1993), 168.
203 Ibid.
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impossible for him to follow in Galen’s footsteps personally, is ironic. In the event his
collection o f living specimens o f rare plants, gathered by agents or purchased from
travelers, despite the existence o f illustrated editions o f de materia medica, suggests that
the ancient authorities’ experience was not enough. The botanical scientist and doctor
m ust compare and contrast the collected written material with the plants themselves.205
Seeing their color, witnessing the changing forms from seed, through germination,
growth, blooming and beyond would make the Greek come to life and m ake M attioli’s
observations and classifications, added as “six books o f remedies and all poisons” in the
second edition o f his work (1548),206 one o f the most important pharmacological works
o f the Sixteenth Century.207
The great lengths to which Mattioli went to make sense o f Dioscorides and then
rebuild the science o f semplici earn him high marks as a contributor to modem medicine
and surely justified his position as the personal physician to the Holy Roman Emperor
M aximilian II. He turned the humanist enterprise into a very different business when he
m oved beyond translation and annotation to collection, description, and experimentation.
The inference that classical philology could raise questions while experience and research
provided answers aligns Mattioli and botanical science with Comaro, Raphael, and
architecture. M attioli’s methodology echoes Raphael’s comparison between Vitruvius’

204 Siraisi, 1990, 2.
205 In his discussion o f Latin and Greek writers on plants, Pliny the Elder discusses the value o f
careful study o f plant material: Natural H istory, XXV, i-vi.
206 Pietro Andrea Mattioli, D i P edacio D ioscoride Anazarbeo libri cinque...[con] I'aggiunta del
sesto libro de 'rimedi di tutti i veleni (Venice: Valgrisi, 1548).
207 Ferri, 163. Ferri notes that a recent Italian biographer o f Mattioli called him “the father o f
Botany,” M. Ferrari, “P.A. Mattioli, padre della Botanica,” Bel Trentino 11, no. 32 (Sept. 1977): 6-9.
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text and actual Roman monuments.208 Furthermore, at the same time, some physicians,
such as Marcantonio Della Torre, collaborated with artists, in this famous instance with
Leonardo da Vinci, to develop superior illustrated textbooks for medical students.209
C om aro’s influential position in Padua and the Veneto suggest that his theories about
both m an’s relationship to nature and the basis o f knowledge in experience were part o f
the discourse at an important time in the development o f botanical science. M attioli’s
identical position on empirical knowledge, a position taken by his “authorities”
Dioscorides and Galen, warrants a closer look at other opinions and theories that
compose his methodology. Moreover, the emphasis placed on practical knowledge and
the direct study o f nature by Arabic authors on pharmacology, whose work was often
used alongside the Greek treatises, suggests that even critics o f Islamic contributions like
M attioli would have been aware that Islamic practitioners o f materia medica affirmed the
value o f observation. For example, al-Batruni’s Pharmacology (Kitab as-Saidala f i t-tibb)
proposed a balance between practical demonstration and theory. In his preface, al-Batruni
acknowledged the contributions o f Galen and Dioscorides, but argued that students of
simples were “striving for firm foundations, especially through inquiry into nature
itself.”210
From the first, Mattioli based his work on the admirable ancient treatises o f
pharmacology. His perusal o f every available source on simples paralleled contemporary

208 Christopher Pastore, “Seeing is Believing: Raphael, Andrea Navagero and Renaissance
Landscape D esign,” Boston University/MFA Symposium in the History o f Art, Boston, 1998. See Chapter
Two o f this dissertation for a more detailed discussion o f Raphael’s study o f ancient architecture and
architectural theory.
209 Turner, 49.
210 Albert Dietrich, “Islamic Sciences and the M edieval West: Pharmacology,” in Islam and the
M edieval West: A spects o f Intercultural Relations, Khalil I. Semaan, ed. (Albany: State University o f N ew
York Press, 1980), 59.
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exercises in agronomic science and villa and garden design. He recognized that when
neither Dioscorides nor Galen covered a point “there were other ancient Greeks,” Arabs
and other sources.211 Whereas Mattioli has nothing but praise for Galen’s contributions to
medicine and botanical science, he suggested that other ancients were o f less interest as
they were ill informed and, thus, their works must be relegated to second and third-rate
status. In his work on de materia medica and his appended rimedia, Mattioli referred to
Theophrastus, Pliny, Galen and “many other medici antichi,”212 Among these other
“antique” sources were surviving Greek, Syriac and Arabic works, many o f which had
been translated into Latin in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Among the Arabic
“doctors” M attioli cited are Avicenna, Mesue, and Serapion the younger, the ninthcentury author o f the Erbolario volgare. Avicenna (Abu ‘Ali al-Husayn b. ‘Abd Allah
Ibn Sina, 980-1037) was considered the m ost important Arabic author on medicine. More
than sixty editions o f his al-Qa ’nun fit-T ibb, generally referred to as the Canon, such as
Andrea A lpago’s Avicennae Liber canonis, de medicinis cordialibus et cantica...(Venice,
1544), were produced as textbooks for students o f medicine at the Universities o f Padua
and Bologna, the most prominent medical faculties in early modem Italy and Europe.213
Johannes M esue (Yuhanna ibn Masawayh, d. 857/8), a Christian Syrian author who
composed works on botanical plants, was particularly important for early modem
pharmacology because “unlike classical authors” his work “demonstrated a knowledge o f

211 Fausti, 167.
212 Ibid., 165.
213 Nancy Siraisi, “The Changing Fortunes o f a Traditional Text: Goals and Strategies in
Sixteenth-Century Latin Editions o f the Canon o f A vicenna,” in The M edical Renaissance o f the Sixteenth
Century, Wear, French and Lonie, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 17.
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distilling.”214 His work on medicinal plants, Opera medicinalia, was available in Latin
(1487) and Italian (1562) 215 Moreover, M esue’s information about distillation would
have appealed to alchemists, and offers a good example o f a treatise that provided a
bridge betw een natural philosophy and magic. Johannes Serapion the younger (Yuhanna
ibn Serapion) a Christian resident o f Damascus, was considered alongside Muslim
authors because his work arrived in Europe in Arabic. His Practica and On Simple
M edicines were translated from Arabic by Italian scholars in the sixteenth century and
provided theoretical and practical information for physicians.216 The increasing
fascination with simples or medicinal plants at Padua raised Serapion’s profile and his
work was studied alongside the canonical classical works o f Theophrastus and Pliny the
Elder. It is fair to say that Mattioli was less than enamored with Arabic medicine. In his
address to the readers he was openly critical o f m any earlier botanists and writers who
“have fallen prey almost completely to Arabic doctrines full o f infinite errors.”217
However, when gaps were left by his Greek and Roman sources, he saw no apparent
reason to not cite their Arabic counterparts. The subtlety o f the insertion o f Arabic
knowledge into the canon o f antique authorities makes it difficult and at tim es impossible
to determine the impact o f Islamic science, theory and practice. Simple coincidence
aside, Cinquecento agronomists, among others, began to examine Arabic scholarship.

214 Richard Palmer, “Pharmacy in the Republic o f V enice in the Sixteenth Century,” in M edical
Renaissance, 115.
215 O pera medicinalia. II libro della consolatione delle medicini sem plici solutive (Venice:
Bartolomeo Zani, 1487). A cinquecento edition and commentary by Marini was published by Andrea
Marini: M esue, O pere (Venice, 1562).
216 Both texts were included in a single Venetian edition: Serapionis m edici arabis celeberrim i
Practica, studiosis m edicinae utilissima, quam postrem o A ndreas A lpago Bellunensis, medicus et
philosophus idiom atisque arabici peritissim us in latinum convertit, cuius translatio nunc primum exit in
lucem ...Eiusdem Seraopionis D e simplicium medicamentorum tem peram entis comm entariua Abrahamo
Judeo, deSim one Januensi interpretibus... (Venice: Giunta, 1550).
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Their contemporaries, patrons and artists alike, both heaped praise on the marvels o f the
Islamic garden and followed suit with a remarkably sensitive appropriation o f selected
features o f these gardens. Before we can begin to discuss the results o f Renaissance
interest in exotic landscapes, a category that includes the Islamic landscape and those
recently discovered, however, we must consider a dramatic sea-change in the early
m odem concept o f antiquity that opened the door to a quite unexpectedly positive
impression o f the “Saracen” and his world.

The Expanded Antique

The humanist enterprise, more specifically the collecting, editing and translating
o f unknown or poorly known Latin and Greek texts, is the most frequently studied
intellectual component of the revivalist sentiment o f the Italian fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries. Humanism disrupted, even i f it did not replace, scholastic conventions and
challenged the authority o f Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas.218 In the course o f the
remarkable recovery efforts, we have noted that scholars like Theodore o f Gaza
introduced important and little known Greek works on botany to European audiences in
the Renaissance. These works, followed by new editions o f Ptolemy, Galen, Dioscorides,
and Lucretius, completely rewrote the rules o f natural philosophy or science. One understudied aspect o f the Renaissance is the early m odem European recognition o f the

2,7 Mattioli, “A gli studiosi lettori,” 1.
218 Ann Blair and Anthony Grafton, “R eassessing Humanism and Science,” Journal o f the History
o f Ideas 53, no. 4 (Oct.-Dec. 1992): 538. Blair and Grafton insisted that “the pervasive impact o f the
ancient texts is clear. The N ew Science grew not only from the shock o f the new worlds laid open by
explorers and observers, but also from the shock o f the old books recovered and explicated by scholars
working patiently in their studies.” See also Eric Cochrane, “Science and Humanism in the Italian
Renaissance,” The American H istorical Review 81, no. 5 (Dec. 1976): 1050.
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v alu ab le contributions o f M u slim scientists and philo so p h ers, w h ich culm inated in th eir
absorption into the collection o f available authorities. B y 1565, fo r exam ple, Jean B odin
ap p lau d ed the “ ancients,” such as A vicenna, fo r th eir p ersp icacio u s refu tatio n o f ignorant
o p in io n s that lim ited h um an habitation to the tem p erate z o n e s.219 T he A ristotelian
p rin cip les refined b y the facu lty o f th e U n iv ersity o f P ad u a exposed students to the
com m entaries o f A verroes on th e ‘M aster o f T hose W ho K n o w .’ Sim ilarly, th e
in corporation into the curriculum o f A vicenna, R hazes, and A v erro es b y th e m edical
facu lty and students at P a d u a b athed the science o f th e Islam ic w o rld in th e afterglow o f
th eir w ise co nsideration o f G alen and A ristotle.220 A lth o u g h the u se o f th e A rabic w orks
b y a m edical faculty w as not new , a corresponding rise in interest in Islam ic culture
b ecau se o f th e A rab ic au th o rs’ contributions to the corpus o f m edical w ritin g and natural
p h ilo so p h y appeared first and forem ost in the V eneto. F o r V en etians, th ese A rabic
a uthorities hailed from an historical co m m u n ity w ith w h ich th ey h ad had a lo n g and
p ro fitab le relationship; and the Islam ic w o rld b ecam e im portant n o t o n ly fo r its
p ro p ag atio n o f the truths b ein g recovered from the G reek m odels but also fo r its
sc ie n tists’ ow n observations and discoveries in m edicine, ph y sio lo g y , astro n o m y and
m athem atics. T he contributions o f th ese o th er ancients gave a differen t fla v o r to P aduan

219 John Bodin, M e th o d f o r th e E a sy C o m p reh en sio n o f H is to iy , Beatrice Reynolds, trans. (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1945), 87: “the ancients, except Posidonius and Avicenna, believed that
men lived between the tropics and the polar circles and thought nothing else was sage or habitable, we must
eradicate this error.” On the Islamic agricultural revolution see: Andrew M. Watson, A g ric u ltu ra l
In n ova tio n in the E a rly Isla m ic W orld: The D iffu sion o f C ro p s a n d F a rm in g T echniques, 7 0 0 -1 1 0 0

(Cambridge:Cambridge University Press, 1983).
220 In addition to Avicenna’s a l-Q a ’nun, Rhazes (Abu Bakr Mohammed ibn Zakariyyah ar-Razi,
865-925) provided students with a overview of the healing arts and a medical encyclopedia that included a
discussion of the Greek, Indian and Arabic contributions in his widely circulated a d A lm a n so re m ( a t-T ib b
a l-M a n su ri ) and L ib e r C on tin en s (a l-H a w i fit-T ib b ). Averroes (Abu al-Walid Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn
Rushd, 1126-1198) was primarily studied for his more than thirty-eight commentaries on Aristotle but also
left a work more specifically geared toward medicine known as the C o llig e t. Translated into Latin in 1285,
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natural philosophy, medicine, and mathematics. Indeed, the awareness o f Arabic
scholarship in the Veneto helped shape a Venetian intellectual tradition quite separate
from that o f Florence and Rome. In the Veneto, the shape o f nature, the role o f man in
nature and the form he helped nature achieve would be based not only on Greek and
Latin literature but also on the relevant observations and analyses o f Arabic authors.221
Who is a barbarian? Rome’s grip slips
The discussion o f garden treatises and sources introduced the idea o f an expanded
antique. What prompted this more receptive bent? With very little Greek and some
Hebrew, medieval Europe relied heavily on Latin texts for facts and opinions. The early
Renaissance scholar followed suit but humanists began to search o f a more graceful Latin
devoid o f the neologisms and constructions of the medieval language. In the fifteenth
century humanists began to study Greek in increasing numbers, and their superior
language skills resulted in an expansion o f the classical corpus that was hindered
prim arily by a lack o f good manuscript copies o f Greek texts. Padua’s well-established
tradition o f Aristotelian natural philosophy and Galenic medicine ensured that the newest
editions o f Greek treatises reached a receptive audience. To be sure, Cicero, Quintilian,
Pliny, Vitruvius, and the other popular Romans ensured Latin a secure place in the heart
and mind o f the Renaissance intellectual. Cicero’s regard for Greek literature and Pliny’s
citation o f innumerable Greek authorities, however, justified a closer look at the Greek
sources. Moreover, the increasingly voluble debate about the supremacy o f the Greek or

Averroes’ C olliget was included in an edition o f Aristotle and Averroes: Omnia Aristoteles opera
commento Averrois (Venice, 1562).
221 Research on Italian fifteenth- and sixteenth-century libraries supports an early and persistent
regard for Arabic physicians, astronomers and philosophers. Pearl Kibre, “The Intellectual Interests
Reflected in Libraries o f the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries,” Journal o f the H istory o f Ideas 7, no. 3
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Latin tradition, or, rather, the debt owed Greek by Latin, brought up a question o f relative
worth that slowly eroded the total faith in a single example.222 Although the chair in
Greek studies established at the University o f Padua in 1453 was not meant to forestall an
Italian revival o f all things Roman, it indicated that attention, particularly in the Veneto,
was now also focused on the potential explication o f Greek ideas in the original language.
In fact, the Venetian government went one step further, appointing a professor o f
Aristotle in Greek in 1497. Unfortunately, “only a handful o f students could take
advantage o f the opportunity at this early date.”223
The arrival o f Greek as a full-fledged subject at Padua and a few other Italian
universities raised an important issue: who were the “ancient authorities” and who were
“barbarians.” Greek as a language was a latecomer, but Greek learning had filtered its
way into the W estern canon.224 Greek philosophers, prim arily Aristotle, had dominated
medieval and scholastic education in natural philosophy.225 Similarly, Greek physicians,
most notably Galen, were put forward as the foundation o f m odem medicine. However,
the survival o f Greek writings in incomplete Latin translations, frequently produced from
Arabic manuscripts, made it difficult for readers to gain a complete understanding o f
ancient Greek medicine. The scholastic approach to question and answer reasoning could
ignore the m ajor gaps in the corpus and would exploit confusion or contradiction brought
on by bad translations, word substitution, and lacunae. The discerning fifteenth- or

(Jun. 1946): 289ff. and Marcella Grendler, “A Greek Collection in Padua: The Library o f Gian Vincenzo
Pinelli (1535-1601),” Renaissance Quarterly 23, no. 3 (Autumn, 1980): 386-416.
222 Deno J. Geanakoplos, “The Discourse o f Demetrius Chalcondyles on the Inauguration o f
Greek Studies at the University o f Padua in 1463,” Studies in the Renaissance 21 (1974): 118-144;
Grendler, 2002, 225.
223 Copenhaver and Schmitt, 65.
224 Reynolds and W ilson, 146-147.
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sixteenth-century reader would be increasingly aware o f inconsistencies thanks to the
careful study o f the original Greek o f works. Rum inations on the state o f scholarship
aside, the humanist enterprise not only dusted off long put aside Latin and Greek works,
it released a torrent o f criticism o f earlier scholars’ confusion and contemporary scholars’
mistakes. The loudest critics were “medical hum anists” whose “reverence for Greek
medical texts” was “accompanied by a vein o f denigration o f Arab m edicine and its Latin
scholastic interpreters.”226 One such critic, Niccolo Leoniceno excoriated both Pliny and
the ‘barbarian’ Arab physicians.227 The botanist M attioli ridiculed everybody (but
Dioscorides), including the ‘Arabs.’ The anatomist Berengario da Carpi (b. 1460)
defended Avicenna and blamed medieval scribes and his contemporaries, asking God to
“preserve me from the translators’ use o f unknown names for known structures.”228
It seems that no single ancient authority or tradition would emerge unscathed
from the heat. Now, o f course, this does not help us identify any source or treatise - or
for that m atter a distinct body of material - as something indispensable to the
Renaissance. All o f these authors, however, were recognized as not m odem , not Italian,
not Paduan or Venetian, and in some way shape or form different. This freedom to recast
history and the history o f science during the Cinquecento permitted scholars to criticize
Aristotle on mechanics, Galen on the heart, Avicenna on the uterus and ju st about
everybody on geography after 1492.229

225 Kristeller, 1979, 4 0 ,4 7 ,4 9 .
226 Nancy G. Siraisi, 1985, 16, 22.
227 Nauert, 1979,81.
228 R. K. French, “Berengario da Carpi and the use o f commentary in anatomical teaching,” in
M edical Renaissance, 12.
229 This idea o f the Renaissance is not new. Erwin Panofsky, “Artist, Scientist, Genius: Notes on
the ‘Renaissance-Dammerung,’” in The Renaissance: Six Essays (N ew York: Harper & Row, 1962), 123-
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Arabic Science and Licit Knowledge
Italian scholars were receptive to learning that supported or complemented the
surviving classical tradition. From medicine to hydrology successful practitioners o f
healing and flood management o f the non-Greek or Roman persuasion w ere recognized,
read, and respected. For example, Avicenna and Averroes played a critical role in the
discussion o f the differences between “the philosophers and the physicians” when
European medici initiated a comparison o f the striking divergence in the physiological
doctrines o f Galen and Aristotle.230 A recognition o f the deep insight o f the Islamic
scientists prompted Pietro d ’Abano and other learned physicians to accept the bipartite
uterus described by Galen and supported in the medieval Arabic comm entaries despite
the widespread appeal o f a seven-celled uterus that might explain m ultiple births and sex
differentiation through the “mystic qualities o f the number seven, the importance o f right
and left, and the effects o f warm and cold,”231
In 1524 Andrea Alpago’s new Latin translation o f Avicenna would be presented
by his nephew Paolo to the Venetian government “in beneficio universal d e '
christiani.”222 W hen his edition o f Avicenna’s Liber canonis appeared three years later,
Paolo A lpago’s faith that Venetians would appreciate the merits o f an Arab scholar
appears to have been justified. The use of the Canon in the faculty o f m edicine at Padua
is well documented. W ith the University transformed into the preferred school for

182, introduced the concept o f decompartmentalization, characterizing the Renaissance as “a period which
broke down the barriers that had kept things in order - but also apart - during the M iddle A ges,” 128.
230 Siraisi, 1990, 81.
231 Ibid., 94ff.
232 P rivilegio d i stam pa concesso a Paolo Alpago p e r il Canone e il D e viribus cordis d i
Avicenna, tradotti dallo zio. ASV, Senato Terra, reg. 23, f. 62v. Printed as Appendix X V I, 93 in Francesca
Lucchetta, II medico e filosofo bellunese Andrea Alpago (f!5 2 2 ) traduttore d i Avicenna: profllo biografico
(Padua, Editrice Antenore, 1964).
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Venetian nobility after 1409, the reliance on Avicenna and Averroes for natural
philosophy and medicine introduced a m ajority o f elite Venetians to ‘Arab learning.’ In
only a few short years, several members o f A ldus’s inner circle would themselves begin
to inquire after the secrets o f Arabic authorities. Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, the marvels o f the Islamic world would enthrall travelers and the readers o f
their accounts alike.233 The quantity o f travel literature speaks to the fascination o f the
European with the foreign lands and their m ore foreign inhabitants.
At the opposite extreme, Sebastiano Serlio (1475-1554), a Bolognese architect,
student o f Baldassare Peruzzi and author o f a number o f books on architecture that were
posthumously published as a treatise (Venice, 1584), praised the Kings o f Egypt for their
control o f the Nile at the end o f his Third Book. In his Delle Antichita: Trattato di Alcune
cose Maravigliose dell ’Egitto, Serlio commented on the measures used in Egypt for
irrigation and water management. O f course, the Kings o f Egypt were part o f the classical
world following the conquest o f Egypt by Alexander and the subsequent foundation o f
the Ptolemaic dynasty. However, Serlio took pains to identify these advanced practices
with the non-Hellenistic ancient world. Serlio claimed the Kings o f Egypt and their
sciences were beneficiaries o f Persian and Arabian contacts, as well as the powerful King
M inos o f Crete.234 The fascination an architect held for the engineering feats o f nonclassical builders and the ease with which the medical faculty o f the University o f Padua

233 The general premise o f a Venetian fascination with the Orient is central to an argument
recently published by Deborah Howard, Venice and the East: The Impact o f the Islam ic World on Venetian
A rchitecture 1100-1500 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). Howard suggests that Venetian traders
and statesmen collected impressions o f Islamic monuments they saw and incorporated favorite passages
into their buildings. The ultimate result o f this process was the idiosyncratic Venetian gothic that Howard
reminds her reader was first identified by Ruskin as a hybrid o f European, Byzantine and Islamic
architecture.
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inserted Arab medical treatises into the curriculum are two sides o f the same coin. It is
precisely the overlap between the worlds o f medical science and architectural history that
makes the landscape o f the early Cinquecento Veneto remarkable. The development o f an
idiosyncratic Paduan or Venetian intellectual tradition featured an interest in “Arab”
natural philosophy that had repercussions for villa and garden design in the sixteenthcentury Veneto. In order to better understand this tradition and its ramifications for
architectural and landscape design, we should consider the delicate grafting o f some
branches o f Arabic science, with the term science perhaps m ore accurately called
knowledge, onto the Greco-Roman trunk.
The Impact o f Printing
It is impossible to discuss the cultural milieu o f the Cinquecento Veneto without
some sense o f the printing industry in Italy and the Veneto.235 The role o f specific
printers, several influential presses and notable editors will be highlighted throughout, but
a general introduction to the industry and its impact on Renaissance Venice is in order
before discussing humanism, classical studies and alternative sources.236 The impact o f
the printing press on Renaissance culture has been ground for contentious debate. Aim
Blair and Anthony Grafton argue that “intellectuals grasped both the good and the harm
that the printing press could d o ... but gradually printing made available texts, however

234 Sebastiano Serlio, Tutte I ’opere d ’architettura etprospettiva, d i Sebastiano Serlio
B olognese,.... (Venice, Giacomo di’Franceschi, 1619), 123v-124v.
235 The history o f early modem printing is well-researched. On Renaissance print culture and
recent bibliography see: Brian Richardson, Print Culture in Renaissance Italy: The E ditor and the
Vernacular Text, 1470-1600 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).
236 e.g. Martin Lowry, Nicholas Jensen and the R ise o f Venetian Publishing in Renaissance
Europe (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1991); and David S. Zeidberg, ed., Aldus Manutius a n d Renaissance
Culture (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1998).
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im perfect,... which secured the basic gains o f humanist scholarship.”237 George Sarton
argues that printers were largely uninterested in the “diffusion” o f new knowledge,
emphasizing instead the availability o f “standard” texts, noting that
it was now possible.. .to refer to a definite statement made on page X o f
such and such a book; the reference made by a scholar in Oxford might be
checked immediately by his colleagues in Salamanca, in Bruges, or in
Vienna.238

In any case, printing “needed a context o f literacy and culture” to truly flourish, and the
industry took on new importance in cities like Venice that offered a rich supply o f texts
and scholars.239 In her analysis o f early-modern printing, Elizabeth Eisenstein suggests
that the “cross-fertilization” Panofsky saw in the artist’s atelier operated in printers’
workshops, making the press a locus o f “cross-cultural interchange.240 Eisenstein
contends that the increase in even “scrambled data” was an inspiration because “printers
encouraged efforts to unscram ble these data.”241 In other words, fear o f inaccuracies
forced the industry to support collaborative academic study or chance printing books
certain to languish in warehouses as unsold and unwanted inventory.242 Printing extended

237 Blair and Grafton, 538-9.
238 George Sarton, “The Quest for Truth: Scientific Progress During the Renaissance,” in The
Renaissance: Six Essays, 66.
239Richardson, 1999, 5 and 80-104.
240 Elizabeth Eisenstein, “Some Conjectures about the Impact o f Printing on Western Society and
Though: A Preliminary Report,” The Journal o f Modern H istoiy 40, no. 1 (1968): 8-9. Eisenstein cited
Panofsky (“Artist, Scientist, Genius,” 160), because she argued that map making and illustration for printed
books brought “different traditions into contact” and, thus, “when considering new view s o f the “book o f
nature” ... it may be useful to look at the ateliers o f Renaissance artists.”
241 Ibid.
242 In one astounding example o f poor judgement over 42% o f the Arabic and bilingual texts
printed by the M edici Oriental Press between 1590 and 1595 remained unsold in the late seventeenth
century. Jones, “The Medici Oriental Press,” 100. Even otherwise popular works could suffer from lack o f
interest. Nicholas Jensen’s ‘Italian P liny’ which originally sold for 7 ducats in 1476 was deeply discounted
only four years later, selling for 6 florins in 1480. Jardine, 145.
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the influence o f Quattrocento humanism.243 However, the pressure to correct old texts
that made up the majority o f early print offerings had another, perhaps m ore significant,
consequence: the realization that mistakes had been made.244 Indeed, errors previously
ascribed to copyists would be exposed as misconceptions o f ancient authors. This
unforeseen development prompted contemporary authors, many o f whom earned cash
and reputations as editors for the leading presses, to translate and edit manuscripts that
had not been previously available and to contribute their own theories in natural
philosophy and science to the increasingly open for a that were Italian universities such
as Padua and Bologna.
The noted humanist scholar Ermolao Barbara reminded the readers o f his
commentary on Pliny the Elder’s Natural History that “books are printed everywhere
nowadays, but the printed texts are rife with errors.”245 Such caustic comments
notwithstanding, m any editors in the Cinquecento Veneto ignored the conventional
wisdom that blamed inaccurate copying for confusion or errors and argued instead that
ancient authors had themselves erred. One physician and editor who found mistakes in
Pliny, Niccolo Leoniceno, making perhaps the most emphatic statement, insisted on
factual accuracy in medical or scientific texts because “the health and the life o f men
depend on it.”246 Although, authors, editors, and printers disagreed on where to place the
blame, an interest in accuracy provided some common ground. In fact, even governments
involved themselves at times with the industry. The 1516 decision by the Venetian

243 Lowry, 1991,207.
244 Martin Lowry, “The Manutius Publicity Campaign,” in Zeidberg, 35.
245 Ermolao Barbaro, C astigationes Plinianae et in Pomponium Melam, ed. G. Pozzi et al. (Padua,
1973-79), vol. 1,4: “Nunc libri passim imprimitur, sed impressi scatent erroribus.” Cited by Blair and
Grafton, 538-9.
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Council o f Ten to have a member o f the Senate, Andrea Navagero, undertake a careful
review of all classical texts produced in the city, reveals the importance o f printing to a
republic that saw itself as the legitimate heir to Rome, Athens and Constantinople.247 The
intense scrutiny o f astute men such as Barbara and Leoniceno revealed contradictory
positions in the ancient corpus. As a result, the classical authorities grip on the early
m odem reader relaxed, fostering a more open environment rife with challenges to
hidebound natural philosophy based on better translations, newly recovered material and
analytical observation.
The Aldine Press and Venetian Humanism
The m ost significant strides in the delivery o f Greek classical texts to m odem
readers were m ade by the press and academy ran by Aldus M anutius in Venice.248
According to Brian Copenhaver and Charles Schmitt, A ldus’ release o f the collected
works o f Aristotle and the first Greek Plato “inaugurated] a unique age in the history o f
high culture.”249 M anutius had come from Rom e in 1488 and went to work in the
tipografia o f Andrea Torresani da Asola.250 M arrying Torresani’s daughter, Aldus
became his partner and a major publisher o f Greek texts in his own right, shepherding,
for example, A ristotle’s Poetics, Theocritus’ Romances and Aristophanes’ Nine
Comedies from manuscript to press. The Aldine Press would become the m ost important

246Nauert, 83.
247 Richardson, 1999, 5: “On 30 January 1516 the Consiglio dei Dieci took the remarkable
decision to charge the scholar Andrea Navagero to check all classical works ( ‘de recognoscer tute le opere
de humanita’) which were to be printed in Venice. Richardson cites Ricardo Fulin, “Documenti per servire
alia storia della tipografia veneziana,” Archivio veneto 23 (1882): 95-6 and Marin Sanudo, I diarii, (Venice,
1887), vol. 21, cols. 484-5.
248 Logan, 75.
249 Copenhaver and Schmitt, 35.
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printing house at the turn o f the Cinquecento, numbering among its contributors and
editors Pietro Bembo, Desiderius Erasmus, and Andrea Navagero.251 Erasmus, “working
directly in the print-shop” on the second edition o f his Adages, had daily contact with a
group Charles Nauert calls “the greatest team o f classical scholars ever assembled.”252
The result was a hefty collection o f 3,260 maxims, many suggested by his colleagues in
Venice that became “a ready-reference tool for generations o f humanists who needed apt
classical quotations in order to appear more learned than they really were.”253 Aldus
reveled in his collection o f such an erudite group o f editors, opening his home for
readings from recently arrived manuscripts and debates about the meaning o f the ancient
texts.254
B y 1495, the M anutius press had gained a preeminent position in the print
industry. The Aldine enterprise cast a wide net for potentially saleable books. New
editions o f popular works by the Italian canonical poets Petrarch and Dante came o ff the
press interspersed with Bem bo’s D e Aetna in 1495 and Dioscorides’ D e materia medica
in July o f 1499. The members o f the Aldine Academy: Lascaris, Musurus, Forteguerri,
Navagero and Erasmus; as well as Bembo, Sanudo and Fra Giovanni Giocondo served as
the most learned editors available to the still young printing industry. Space constraints
limit the discussion o f the output o f the press to a brief mention o f highlights like
B em bo’s Gli Asolani (1505), Lucretius’ D e rerum natura (1515), and the Rhetorician ad

250 Neri Pozza, “L ’editoria veneziana da Giovanni da Spira ad Aldo Manuzio. I Centri Editoriali
di Terraferma,” in Storia della culture veneziana: da lp rim o quattrocento a l concilio di trento, (Vicenza:
Neri Pozzi, 1980), vol. 3, II, 215-244, particularly “Aldo Manuzio Editore,” 221-222.
251 W. Theodor Elwert, “Pietro Bembo e la vita letteraria del suo tempo,” in Storia della civilta
veneziana II: autunno d elM edioevo e Rinascimento, Vittore Branca, ed. (Florence: Sansoni, 1979), 283.
252 Charles G. Nauert, Jr., Humanism an d the Culture o f Renaissance Europe (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1995), 150.
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Herrenium (mistakenly attributed to Cicero in this edition). The ancient texts reflect the
obvious interest o f what one might call the editorial board o f the press in making a major
contribution to the revival o f classical learning, while the modem works reveal a
dedication to the recognition o f the talent and genius o f contemporary authors. I would
also argue that a group o f works reveals another interest o f A ldus’ circle. W ith new
editions of Virgil, Columella, Xenophon, Varro, Galen and Dioscorides released
alongside the Hypnerotomachia Polifilo and Bem bo’s Asolani the press produced a
veritable library o f treatises on villa culture, gardens, and agriculture. Although it would
be an overstatement to assign responsibility for the Venetian interest in villas and the
country life to the activity o f the press alone, its influential offerings were read by the
upper crust o f Venetian society. I will return to the penetration o f the ideology o f villa
life into the Cinquecento Veneto, keeping in mind the inherent difficulty in the
documentation o f transmission and reception.
Aldus and his circle had initiated an exploration into the condition o f man in
nature that paralleled questions being asked at the University o f Padua. In return, scholars
at Padua embraced the ideas and m em bers o f the Aldine Academy, and their work which would often find its way into print under the aegis o f the M anutius press capitalized on those early successes, and made Venice and the Veneto the entrepot not
only o f rare and exotic goods, but o f even more wondrous and remarkable ideas.
Pietro Bembo, De Aetna, hot feet and eyewitness testimony
Garden design involved the movement o f earth, the redirection o f water and a
good understanding o f how land and w ater interact. One component o f the Venetian

253 Ibid.
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garden that entertained comment in the sixteenth century was the organization o f the
garden on scientific principles. Admittedly, much o f the empirical knowledge o f the
farmer served even the scientific gardener or the haughty architect admirably when he
laid out a formal garden. We have touched briefly on the botanical garden and its
recitation o f the ‘book o f nature.’ We have also argued that in early modem Venice
nature was viewed as a raw material that could be shaped by human ratiocination. As
seldom in garden history does the study o f tides, geology and soil mechanics appear at all
significant, we have not spoken about the Renaissance study o f the earth sciences. In
general, earth moving has been ignored as simple heavy labor incidental to the leveling o f
a site. Similarly, the irrigation o f a field or the introduction o f a watercourse have been
treated for their allegorical or symbolic purposes, yet remain apart from the more
pragmatic Venetian study o f hydrology and the control o f water, an often unpredictable
and dangerous element. This has had an unfortunate side affect in the scholarship on
landscapes.
The Venetian garden, only recognized as marginally different from its
Renaissance counterparts in Tuscany and the Papal States, has been characterized as a
locus amoenus where idle intellectuals indulged in gracious poetry readings. This narrow
view o f the garden has been challenged recently, and in a few instances historians have
connected the ideology o f the villa and the pleasure garden, thus associating Venetian
villa culture with both the Renaissance garden and the working farm. In other cases,
historians praise the Veneto as a victorious protagonist in m an’s continual battle against
nature. Truthfully, Alvise Comaro w ould not have disagreed with claims that the Veneto

254 Neri Pozza, 231.
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was a paradigmatic exercise in bonificcizione. He would insist that the best and highest
use achieved through advanced scientific drainage was the defining principle o f the manmade Veneto landscape. Com aro was not alone in his assessm ent o f the important
scientific foundation for the Venetian landscape. Two o f his contemporaries, Pietro
Bembo and Girolamo Fracastoro, composed and published essays on physical science,
Bembo on M ount Etna and volcanic processes and Fracastoro on the regular flood o f the
Nile river, that underscore the strength o f natural philosophy in the Veneto and the
application o f a nascent scientific method to the creation o f a m ore perfect nature in their
gardens.
Pietro Bembo is best known as a defender o f Ciceronian Latin and a promoter o f
Tuscan vernacular. Early in his career, however, he composed a lengthy poem, D e Aetna,
that reveals the literary figure as a polymath whose m any contributions to the history o f
poetry and prose masked his fascination with natural philosophy. Published by Manutius
in 1496, D e Aetna recounts the journey o f twenty-year-old Pietro from M essina to the
subordinate crater o f the smoldering Sicilian volcano in 1493. Composed as a letter to
Angelo Gabriele, his companion on the thrilling climb, D e Aetna is a dialogue between
Bembo and his father, Bernardo, that touches on Sicilian history, plant acclimatization,
republican politics, filial duty and volcanic eruptions. In some way, the twisted journey o f
the dialogue parallels the torturous climb up to the smoking bowl on the shoulder of the
massive mountain. B em bo’s climb also recalled the earlier ascent o f M ount Ventoux in
France by his noted hum anist predecessor Petrarch. Shortly after completing D e Aetna,
Bembo finished a new edition o f the works o f Petrarch and Dante (Venice: 1501-1502)
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that introduced him as a vigorous proponent o f those author’s Tuscan language.255 In her
book Rereading the Renaissance: Petrarch, Augustine, and the Language o f Hum anism ,
Carol Everhart Quillen suggests that Petrarch’s account o f his climb “questions the
possibility o f resuscitating the ancients.”256 In her penetrating analysis Quillen discusses
the motives for Petrarch’s climb and argues that his journey represented the spatial and
temporal distance between ancient and m odem .257 We cannot assume that Bembo shared
this twentieth-century viewpoint of Petrarch. He surely approved o f Petrarch’s careful use
o f Latin; but he also saw Petrarch as an author who helped shape a distinct literary
tradition.258 In any event, we may nevertheless recognize the correspondence between the
journeys o f their respective generations leading “resuscitators” o f classical style.
Etna had a long and illustrious history as a focus o f myth and debate that Bembo
appears to have known well. The smoking volcano plays an important role as the setting
for C laudian’s poem: The Rape o f Proserpine.259 The fourth-century author captured the
dangerous and unsettling nature of Etna in Book I. 150-180; and, more interesting for a
discussion o f Bem bo’s visit to the mountain, he claimed that the conditions made it
impossible to scale its heights, so that the “peaks can be known only by sight.”260 In his
dialogue, he quotes Pindar, Virgil, Horace, and Hesiod. He cites Pliny and Strabo, the

255 Richardson, 1999, Chapter 4: “Bembo and His Influence, 1501-1530,” 48-63.
256 Carol Everhart Quillen, Rereading the Renaissance: Petrarch, Augustine, and the Language o f
Humanism (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1998), 147. See also: Charles Trinkaus, The
P oet as Philosopher: Petrarch and the Formation o f Renaissance Consciousness (N ew Haven: Yale
University Press, 1979).
257 Quillen, 144-148.
258 Pietro Bembo, P rose della volgar lingua, Gli Asolani, Rime, Carlo Dionisotti, ed. (Milan:
TEA, 1989), 14-16.
259 Claudian, Maurice Platnauer, trans., 2 vols. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963), vol.
2, 304 ff. On Claudian see: Alan Cameron, Claudian: Poetry and Propaganda a t the Court o f Honorius
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970).
260 “-pjjg Rape o f Proserpine,” 1.160.
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former as a terrifying example o f a victim o f the infamous Vesuvian eruption o f AD 79.
He mentions Pythagoras and Empedocles with a preference for the famous geometer.261
One surprising absence is Lucretius, who included a long discussion o f Etna and
volcanism in his De rerum naturcim (Brescia, 1473; Venice, 1500; and Venice, 1515) that
would have proved interesting to anyone contemplating the cause and process o f volcanic
eruptions.262 The m odem translator o f D e Aetna, Vittorio Alfieri, explains that Bembo
mentioned neither Lucretius nor Seneca, another influential writer whose work included a
discussion o f M ount Etna, in an effort to “appear original by furnishing an explanation
first hand.”263 Based on his research, Alfieri believes that Bembo must have known this
material based on the explanation o f volcanic phenomena given by Bernardo Bembo in
the middle o f the dialogue.264 The Eclitio princeps o f Lucretius appeared in 1473 and the
first Aldine edition followed in 15 00.265 Aldus published Andrea Navagero’s betterknown edition fifteen years later, but the text was clearly circulating in A ldus’ circle
when Bembo was preparing his poem.266 A comparison o f D e Aetna and Lucretius’ Book
VI supports Alfieri’s assertion. In particular, Bernardo’s description o f volcanic eruptions
and the effect o f agitated subterranean winds echoes the earlier work o f Lucretius.
Bem bo’s failure to cite Lucretius, not to mention the garbled recapitulation o f the
Epicurean poet’s theory by his father Bernardo, however, leaves the reader with the

261 On Empedocles and Renaissance thought see: Inge Jackson Reist, “D ivine Love and
V eronese’s Frescoes at the Villa Barbara,” The A rt Bulletin 67, no. 4 (Dec. 1985): 622-27.
262 On Lucretius see: David Sedley, Lucretius and the Transformation o f Greek Wisdom
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
263 Vittorio Enzo Alfieri, “II D e Aetna di Pietro Bem bo,” in D e Aetna: II testo di Pietro Bembo
tradotto e presentato da Vittorio Enzo Alfieri, Vittorio Enzo Alfieri, ed. (Palermo: Sellerio editore, 1983),
33.
264 Ibid., 33-35.
265 T. Lucretti C ari de rerum natura... (Brescia: Thomaso Ferando, 1473). T. Lucretii Cari. libri
sex nuper emendati, H. Avancius, ed. (Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1500).
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impression that the future champion o f elegant Latin style found Lucretius suspect or
wanting. Although he implies that Lucretius’ theory o f volcanic eruptions is incorrect
when he responds to Bernardo with a theory surprisingly prescient in its understanding o f
m olten rock and subterranean pressure, he does not contradict the Rom an poet in every
case. In fact, Bem bo’s criticism o f Empedocles has parallels with Lucretius’ own attack
on the Greek philosopher. The finer points o f atomism are not dealt with in D e Aetna.
Bembo instead characterizes the path to knowledge couched in a discussion o f lava flows
and airborne ash. His conscientious affirmation o f direct observation as the high road to
knowledge m akes him an early proponent o f experience and a critical adherent to a
theory o f learning that galvanized Padua and the Veneto at the turn o f the sixteenth
century.
Bembo had been sent to Sicily by his father in 1492 to study Greek with
Constantine Lascaris in Messina. In his youth he had traveled widely w ith Bernardo,
living in Ferrara, Florence and Bergamo and learning first hand the role a Venetian noble
played in the good government o f the republic and the relationship between Venice and
the other Italian states.267 At the age of twenty-two Bembo had completed studies in the
humanities, learning Latin grammar, proper rhetoric, and basic moral philosophy under a
variety o f masters including the obscure Giovanni Alessandro Urticio and the wellknown Giovanni Aurelio Augurello.268 Oliver Logan points out that Bernardo “was the
possessor o f an important library, a patron o f men o f letters and a Platonist scholar o f

266 T. Lucretii Cari de rerum natura, Andrea Navagero, ed. (Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1515).
267 Logan, 51.
268 Carlo Dionisotti provides a good account o f B em bo’s early education in his entry for the D B I 8
(1966): 133-151.
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some repute,”269 who introduced his son at the most cosmopolitan courts in Italy and
provided him with a superior foundation for his later literary career. The anonymous
biography o f Bembo attributed to Giovanni Della Casa claimed that Bembo studied at the
Academ y founded by Lorenzo de’Medici; but he would only have been eight years old
when the elder Bembo was posted to Florence as the residential Venetian orator.
A lthough B em bo’s Florentine experience remains open to conjecture, he did study the
hum anities in Padua.270
That Bembo had received the best possible early training in the studia humanitas
available cannot be questioned. W ithout a solid foundation, his trip to Sicily to study
Greek and his later career as the champion o f Ciceronian Latin and the Tuscan dialect
w ould have been impossible. Della Casa does claim that Bembo and his young friend
Gabriele studied philosophy at Padua after 1494. Therefore, ideas about natural
philosophy and experiential learning found in his D e Aetna could reflect his immersion in
the University o f Padua’s particular brand o f Aristotelian philosophy. In addition, his
close working relationship with members o f the Aldine Neakkademia in Venice during
the preparation o f his dialogue for publication exposed him to the thinking o f other
authors and editors including Navagero, who would later produce the Aldine edition o f
Lucretius’ D e rerum natura. It is impossible to determine which manuscripts were being
considered, debated and prepared between 1494 and 1496 when B em bo’s D e Aetna
arrived. B ut the similarities between both Bembo’s discussion over the nature o f volcanic
eruptions with that in Lucretius’ Book VI and the disagreement with Empedocles suggest
at least a passing knowledge o f the first-century Epicurean poem.

269 Logan, 77.
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Despite his fatal misstep, Empedocles did pave the w ay for Bembo. He was (and
remained) associated with both Etna and empirical or experiential knowledge. Bembo
acknowledged that Empedocles “looked with great diligence to see the natural causes o f
phenomena.” Unfortunately, the Greek philosopher’s final attempt to see “rendered
him self invisible” when he stepped into the crater o f Etna to prove that matter was
eternal.271 The volcano, unimpressed, promptly threw back his sandals. Despite his final
error in judgement, Empedocles did base his observations upon experience. Bembo
applauded the practice although he made every effort to avoid the same mistake, joking
that he and Gabriele invested in proper footwear before they ventured into the smoking
crater. In any event, what makes Bem bo’s account fascinating - beyond his witty turn o f
phrase - is his emphatic claim to have “observed” with his own eyes everything that he
would describe to his father. When his son claimed that the peak was snow-capped year
round, Bernardo asks “So why does Strabo say that it is only in winter?” In his defense,
Bembo provides a clear statement o f his principles o f knowledge and his relationship
with ancient texts:
Thus, experience teaches you, and one’s own direct know ledge... has no
less authority. Therefore, m y father, I say again, do not worry i f in any
part o f our discussion on Etna we disagree with the ancient writers.272
Throughout his explanation o f the climate o f Sicily and the nature o f the volcano,
he reiterates the importance o f the direct observation o f phenomena. For example, he
claims that “w e have heard from many eyewitnesses that forty years ago Etna diffused

270 G rendler, 2002, 37.
271 A lfie ri, 76.
272 I b id ., 78: “Ma l ’esp erien za c o si ti insegna, e la co n o scen za diretta per se stessa - lo diro con
sua buona p a ce - ha u n ’autorita non m inore. P ercio, padre m io, ti ripeto, non ti curare se in qualche parte di
questo nostro d isco rso sull-etna dissen tiam o d agli scrittori antichi.”
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with the wind such a great quantity o f ash that spread across the Peloro completely
destroying the olives, and that the wind finally carried it to Italy.”273 Similarly, Bembo is
very clear that he has “observed” at close range the crater and the results o f a recent
eruption. Bernardo expressed concern, pointing out that “Pliny the Elder died this way,
while with great zeal, not to mention rashly, he was observing the eruption o f
Vesuvius.”274 Unperturbed by the danger and the parental inteijection, Pietro moves right
along to a discussion o f the swirling winds on the summit and the possible causes for
volcanic eruptions.
His analysis o f the forceful expulsion o f ash and lava from Etna, however, as well
as his father’s responses to Pietro’s comments, might have stimulated quite a response
from his Renaissance audience. Particularly exciting is B em bo’s conception o f the
subterranean “rivers o f fire” and the “primitive nature” o f some stones that cause them to
bum. His father’s assertion that the “whole world” is - like the human body - “crossed
by pores and canals” and “subdivided by veins,” recalls the early forays into hydrology o f
Leonardo da Vinci. It is also worth noting that Bernardo’s belief that E tna’s “roots”
which connect the mountain with the sea are a potential source o f inflamm able gases,
which produce volcanic activity, echoed the theory of Lucretius. W here Bernardo erred
was in his claim that stone, ash and lava, part o f the m ountain itself, were pushed out o f
the volcano by the expanding gases. His son suggests that this could not be so because
the mountain has not decreased in size afterwards. On the contrary, the volcano continues
to grow. Preparing to launch into his own explanation, Bembo rem embers an episode
recounted by Hesiod that tells us that the earth can become liquid by fire. His argument

273 Ibid.
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hinges on the nature o f different stones, those soft or friable enough to take fire and
become liquid and those hard enough to remain solid and provide a passage for the now
molten rock. This molten rock leaves the “uterus o f mother Etna,” expelled by the
forceful “contractions” through either a cleft or a place weak enough to be burst open like
the crater “that we saw.”275 The poetic allusion to childbirth adopts something o f the
strategy o f Bembo senior’s view o f the universal circulatory system. W hat is m ost
important is not whether this theory is accurate (although the concept o f a river o f molten
stone released or forced to the surface has more in common with our understanding o f
plate tectonics and volcanic activity than does Lucretius’ and Bernardo’s water or gas
propellant theories); but, rather, his contention that the hypothesis is based on observation
o f the mountain and the marks o f previous eruptions. Bembo has m ade a foray into
geology or vulcanology based on a determined collection o f evidence, prim arily visual
clues, that provide a basis for his conclusions.
Although his conclusion does not wholly agree with Lucretius, as recapitulated by
Bernardo, the inclusion o f Lucretius’ theory in the dialogue indicates that the D e rerum
natura passage on Etna was known. The “ancient writers” supplied evidence that early
natural philosophy had begun to investigate terrestrial phenomena. They also would be
revealed as inaccurate. Bembo, who would go on to champion the cause o f Latin rhetoric,
surely recognized obvious errors and, we have seen, was prepared to “disagree” with
authorities like Pliny. Natural philosophy owed a debt to the collectors and commentators
o f the ancient world. At universities like Padua students such as Bembo did not, however,
take them at their word. The history o f natural history was ripe for rewriting, and Bembo,

274274 Ibid., 72.
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a m ember in good standing o f the Aldine academy and the Venetian upper class, had
composed a new chapter in the book o f nature.
Printing the Natural History and the "Book o f Nature"
One o f the most widely read and useful Latin treatises, Pliny the Elder’s Natural
History appealed to scientists because its breadth “allowed them to revel in the
particularity and infinity of the world.”276 First o f all, Pliny the Elder (Gaius Plinius
Secundus, 23

AD -

79) provided vocabulary to philologists and philosophers for

translations o f newly arrived Greek treatises, proving Cicero’s claim that “a full supply o f
facts” spawned “a full supply o f words.”277 Second, Pliny’s “store-houses” challenged
collectors. In his preface he claimed that 20,000 “noteworthy facts” culled from 2000
volumes by one hundred authors were the m eat o f his own thirty-six volumes. This alone
made the encyclopedia an anchor o f a good scientific library. What intrigued Renaissance
readers further was Pliny’s claim to have added “a great number o f other facts in addition
that were either ignored by our predecessors or have been discovered by subsequent
experience.”278 Apparently, his researches had exposed lacunae, which he set out to fill.
His claims, in retrospect, may have suggested to early m odem readers that his own work
may have missed or elided important facts. The early m odem reception o f Pliny’s
Natural History serves as a case study o f the changing role o f a classical source. The
most obvious change will be the positive impact o f printing on scholarship and
availability. Less apparent but more interesting perhaps would be the increasing freedom

275 Ibid., 77.
276 Paula Findlen, Possessing Nature: Museums, Collecting, and Scientific Culture in E arly
Modern Italy (Berkeley: University o f California Press, 1996), 62.
277 Cicero, D e oratore, III.xxi.124 (Findlen, 64).
278 Pliny, Natural H istoiy, FI. Rackham, trans. (Cambridge, 1938), vol. I, 13 (preface, 17-18).
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to question the accuracy and authority o f ancient texts that careful editing o f those very
texts promoted.
One o f the first public displays o f dissatisfaction with Pliny was the publication in
1492 o f a short treatise by Niccolo Leoniceno, professor o f medicine at the University o f
Ferrara, which identified errors in medical portions of Pliny. For the first time, errors
were blamed on Pliny him self instead o f on hapless copyists, editors, and printers.
Leoniceno castigated Pliny for not understanding Dioscorides; “as well among the
Greeks as among the Latins and even the barbarians... the highest and principal
authority.”279 The major problem with Pliny, from a physician’s point o f view, was that
his terminology for plants and drugs differed from that o f other authors especially the
Greek specialist Dioscorides. The resulting confusion posed a problem for those who
prescribed medicine based on these ancient authorities. Because “the health and life o f
men depend on it,”280 Leoniceno insisted on factual accuracy, with an eye toward
discovering the truth about substances, primarily medicinal simples, valued by
physicians. Even Leoniceno’s adversary, Pandolfo Collenuccio, agreed that botanists
could not rely on Pliny or other ancient authors:
In m y opinion, he who is to write about herbs, and hand down knowledge o f
them, ought to study not only books but also the face o f the earth, not letters
alone, but also the open fields... For fitness to give instruction in botany, it does
not suffice that a man read authors, look at plant pictures, and peer into Greek
vocabularies... He ought to ask questions o f mstics and mountaineers, closely
examine the plants themselves, note the distinction between one plant and

279 Leoniceno, D e Plinii etplurium aliorum mediconitn in medicina erroribus (Ferrara, 1509), f.
3v-4r. According to Nauert, Leoniceno used “barbarians” as a reference for the medieval Arab authors.
1979,81.
m ) Ibid., f. 21v.
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another; and if need be he should even incur danger in testing the properties o f
them and ascertaining their remedial valu e.281
In other words, in the face o f Leoniceno’s attacks, the defender o f Pliny recognized that
botany, and maybe natural philosophy in general, would be better served by the
examination o f the book o f nature than by the reading o f books on nature.
Nauert saw Leoniceno as a harbinger o f things to come as commentators on the

Natural History particularly interested in natural science applied Pliny to “the discovery
o f the truth about nature.”282 Jakob Ziegler, a geographer and astronomer invited to Italy
by Cardinal Ippolito d’Este who spent several years in Rome as a guest o f Pope Leo X
and three years in Ferrara as a guest o f Celio Calcagnini, published his commentary on
the second book o f the Natural History in 1531. He noted that Pliny was hard to
understand because the text was defective, “but in addition the m ost serious cause o f the
difficulty is that those who have undertaken to understand Pliny were concerned with
knowing and interpreting other types o f subjects: humane letters, grammarians, poets,
orators, historians, even philosophers. But they have studied astronomy [only] in passing,
from popular authors.”283 In other words, Pliny’s text was natural philosophy and
required interpretation by competent scientists instead o f editing exclusively by
philologists. In 1561, Melchior Guilandinus or Wieland, a German botanist, further
emphasized the responsibility o f authors to use a reasoned approach to ancient texts that
involved “more precise observation.”284 Since the Natural History purported to

281 Pliniana defensio adversus Nicolai Leoniceni accusationem, (Ferrara, 1493), trans. in Greene,
Landmarks of Botanical History, Vol. II, 551 (Findlen, 165)
282 Nauert, 83.
283 Ziegler, In C. Plinii de naturali historia librum secundum commentarius (Basel, 1531), f. 24r
cited in Nauert 1979, 84.
284 Findlen, 70.
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accurately describe things found in nature, it would be fair to compare it to other works
on the same topic. Speaking specifically about Pliny’s discussion o f papyrus in Book
XIII, Wieland asserted that the information contained was more important than the
question o f what the author wrote. In a striking parallel to the Vitruvian studies o f
Renaissance architects, W ieland helps us appreciate how different the later Cinquecento
scientist felt about Pliny. After traveling to Cairo to correct mistakes in the Natural
History, Dioscorides’ D e materia medica and other sources, W eiland wrote Ulisse
Aldrovandi. “I left Europe” explained Weiland “with the desire to litigate not only with
Pliny and Dioscorides, but all o f antiquity, having proposed to deal with Pliny’s subject,
natural history.”285 Weiland and Aldrovandi shared a sincere regard for the effort evident
in the thirty-six volumes o f the Natural History. They also realized that Pliny, among
others, gave modern scholars a boost because o f the sheer volume o f information he
represented. However, W eiland’s fascinating antagonism for “all o f antiquity” reveals
that, at least for a botanist, answers were to be found in places other than the library.
W eiland’s correspondent also expressed frustration with Pliny and “the ancients.”
Proud o f the illustrations that accompanied his own texts, Aldrovandi took these authors
to task:
By the means o f these pictures, together with the histories, scholars gain
full knowledge o f what [the plants and animals] were according to the
ancients. And one cannot imagine anything more useful; if the ancients
had drawn and painted all o f the things that they described, one would not
find so many doubts and endless errors among w riters.286
Cardinal Federico Borromeo echoed this sentiment: “M oreover how much light
would we glean from interpreting the passages o f writers, principally Pliny, if we had in

285 BUB, Aldrovandi, ms. 38(2), Vol. I, c. 76 (Padua, 19 September 1561) cited in Findlen, 69-70.
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sight those things which he told only with words.”287 Fortunately, the inability to
compare Pliny with specimens was not only a legitimate criticism but also an inspiration
to naturalists. Although we will speak about foreign travel and plant collection later, it
should be noted here that W eiland’s travels in Egypt were undertaken with the express
intent o f “litigating” with “antiquity.” That specimens and illustrations were germane to
his case is certain. That he would make his case by collecting evidence was also certain.
Where to look for this evidence was less clear. However, his interest in papyrus might
explain a trip to the source: Egypt.
As an author o f several books on botany, director o f the botanical garden at
Padua, and professor o f botany at Padua, Wieland was professionally concerned with
facts about plants discussed in the Latin text. However, the exact words used by Pliny
were problematic. Rather than put blind faith in a single authority, Wieland compared
Pliny to Dioscorides and other ancient authors on botany. Indeed, after Leoniceno the
reader o f Pliny and others had a responsibility to compare texts. The Renaissance did not
see a complete abandonment o f the ancient texts. Rather, it saw the rise o f a natural
philosopher or scientist who benefited from the philological efforts o f earlier editors and
found themselves better able to consider the quality o f the facts found in the ancient texts.
The increasing reliance on direct observation would characterize natural philosophy and
all its subordinate disciplines in the Cinquecento. Medicine, and the Veneto, as the home
o f the most renowned medical faculty in Renaissance Italy, would reap tremendous
rewards from this changing attitude towards texts and the Book o f Nature.

286 Aldrovandi, “Avvertimenti,” in Barocchi, Trattati, 513 (Findlen, 69)
287 Arlene Quint, Cardinal Federico Borromeo as a Patron and Critic o f the A rts and His
Musaeum o f 1625 (New York, 1986), 233 (Findlen, 69)
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Medicine at the University o f Padua
Pietro Bembo and Andrea Navagero have been long acknowledged as standard
bearers o f a m ore refined villa culture in the Cinquecento Veneto. What has been almost
ignored is the influence that their education at the University o f Padua, where both took
degrees, had upon their philosophy o f nature and their appreciation o f villas and
gardens.288 Their studies in natural philosophy at Padua and their bonds with fellow
students and physicians such as Girolamo Fracastoro make it unlikely that Bembo and
Navagero were ignorant o f Arab philosophy and science. Indeed, Navagero’s pronounced
bias toward Moorish architecture and agriculture in his letters from Spain reveal that his
education had prepared him to appreciate the gifts o f Arab civilization. The positive
impression o f Arabic natural philosophy opened the door for Navagero to look into Arab
advances in agriculture and, even more relevant, Arab masterworks in palace and garden
design.
The Venetian government ordered the closures o f the Universities o f Vicenza and
Treviso in 1405. The reason for this dramatic action has been interpreted by most
historians as an effort to guarantee prim acy to the University o f Padua, recognized as one
o f the preeminent medical and legal institutions in fifteenth-century Europe.289 Padua
would become La Serenissima’s University; and her nobles and cittadini were
“forbidden” to attend other universities or accept degrees from other institutions.290 Such
most-favored status separated Padua from other universities; but the powerful attraction

288 On the University o f Padua see Ronald Edward Ohl, The University o f Padua, 1405-1509: An
International Community o f Students and Professors, Ph.D. diss., University o f Pennsylvania, 1980.
289 Logan, 46-7. Grendler, 2002, 22. Grendler’s book is the most recent discussion o f the
University o f Padua and the Italian Renaissance university and provides a clear picture o f the strengths and
weaknesses o f individual universities based in part upon his study o f the instructional texts used at the
respective universities in different subjects.
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o f the faculties in the arts and sciences and the fame o f Padua’s medical professors might
have proven strong enough without the blessing o f the Venetian government.291 The
enlightened self-interest o f the oligarchy extended to an unsurpassed “freedom” for the
faculty and the students, perhaps because o f a Venetian recognition o f the strict controls
on material administered by ecclesiastical foundations as well as their inevitable
subordination to the papacy, an implacable enemy o f the republic for much of the
century.292 Padua also played a major role in the spread o f Italian influence across the
Alps because o f the large num ber o f German and other foreign students who completed
their studies in the Veneto city before returning home to practice and teach.293 The
intrepid Thomas Coryat, an Englishman who published o f an extremely popular
travelogue o f Europe, C oryat’s Crudities (London, 1611), claimed that
when the num ber o f the Students is full, there are at the least one thousand
five hundred here: the principall faculties that are professed in the
University, being physicke and the civill law: and more students of
forraine and remote nations doe live in Padua, then in any one University
o f Christendome. For hither come in, m any from France, high Germany,
the Netherlands, England, &c. who with great desire flocke together to

290 Ibid.
291 Richard Palmer has pointed out that Padua was not the only College permitted to award
degrees in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Venice. The Studio o f Venice, primarily active as a College o f
Physicians, had been granted freedom to award eight doctorates a year in arts and medicine by the Emperor
Frederick III in 1469. Pope Paul II, the Venetian Pietro Barbo, followed with a papal bull in January 1470
“founding the Studio G enerate o f Venice with all the usual faculties, especially theology, civil and canon
law', and arts and m edicine.” Palmer, The Studio o f Venice an d Its Graduates in the Sixteenth Century
(Trieste: Edizioni Lint, 1983), 5.
292 Randall, 1940: “the liberty o f teaching and speculation guaranteed by Venice, the leading
Italian anti-papal and anti-clerical state, after its acquistion o f Padua in 1404, attracted the best minds from
all over Italy...” 184.
293 Ohl argues that decisions made by the rectors, colleges and the Venetian Senate during the
fourteenth century de-emphasized the role o f Venetian or Paduan professors and made conditions at the
university attractive for foreign instructors and students. The restriction o f chairs for citizens o f Padua and
the empowerment o f “universities” o f foreign students, both Italians from outside o f the Venetian republic
and non-Italians resulted in a student and faculty population that left Venetians and Paduans in the distinct
minority. “Although V enice required all o f its citizens, except those seeking theological instruction, to
study at Padua, at no time did V enice seek to place control o f the Studium in the hands o f its citizens, or to
“nationalize” the U n iversity....” Ohl, 172.
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Padua for good letters sake, as to a fertile nursery, and sweete emporium
and m art town o f learning.294
Coryat’s “nursery” was a hotbed o f learning during the late M iddle Ages and
early Renaissance, with perhaps the most prestigious medical faculty in Europe.295 Like
other early m odem Italian universities, Padua’s curriculum aligned medicine with the
arts. W hat was unusual and noteworthy was the extent to which the disciplines were
integrated. In his analysis o f Greek studies in the W est, Deno Geanakoplos points out that
“at Padua, how ever,... medicine was so closely connected with the arts faculty that, as
was not the case in other universities, both were listed under the same rubric as the
‘faculty o f arts and m edicine.’”296 At Padua, natural philosophy, for centuries one o f the
highest profile disciplines in European universities, was taught as introductory material
for medical students and the status o f physicians was far superior to that o f
philosophers.297 As a result, natural philosophy played an important role in the Paduan
curriculum. John H. Randall and Ronald Ohl describe the refined Aristotelian natural
philosophy o f the ‘School o f Padua’ and the interrelationship o f philosophy studies with
advanced medicine in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.298 Even if Randall and O hl’s

294 Thomas Coryat, C oiyat's Crudities (N ew York: The Macmillan Co., 1905), vol. 1, 297-8.
295 Coryat’s use o f the phrase “fertile nursery” reminds us o f the etym ology o f seminary that
developed from the Latin word for nursery garden or breeding ground: seminarium (eg. Varro, Rerum
rusticanim , I. XLVII. i)
296 Geanakoplos, 1974, 135.
297 Grendler, 2002, 268-269; Copenhaver and Schmitt, 117. Schmitt noted that medical
professors were paid significantly higher salaries than philosophy professors at Padua, which could explain
why notable Renaissance scientists like Vesalius, Cesalpino and Falloppia drifted to medicine.
298 Randall and Ohl. “Padua in the 15lh century particularly was a center o f scientific and
humanistic discussion. Throughout the century this, together with Padua’s excellent reputation for
instruction in law and medicine, drew many prominent men to the Stadium for periods o f study although
they may not have had interest in or stayed long enough to earn degrees.” Ohl, 166-7.
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claim for a heavily Aristotelian curriculum is debated by other m odem scholars,299 it
stands to reason that both medical and non-medical students alike who took natural
philosophy at Padua received an introduction to Aristotle’s thought and, thus, were also
introduced to his method.300 Although he cautions that earlier efforts to define an
Averroist “School o f Padua” are “misleading,” Paul Oskar Kristeller claims that
Aristotelianism “remained quite strong, especially in the field o f natural philosophy.”301
Paul Grendler suggests that the natural philosophy curriculum continued to use Aristotle
until the seventeenth century.302 “Of course,” he points out “the Aristotelian natural
philosophy encountered after 1550 was often very different from that found before 1490.
It was a transformed Aristotelianism, or Aristotelianisms, with the best or m ost functional
aspects o f the medieval Aristotle preserved and fused with the fruits o f hum anism.”303
The rich atmosphere o f philosophical debate in Padua has been discussed with regard to
Alvise Com aro’s hybrid o f Aristotle and Plato and its meaning for architectural and
agricultural practice. This same environment provided medical students w ith a
background in natural philosophy, room to maneuver without the constraints o f a faculty

299 Charles Schmitt, Aristotle and the Renaissance (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983).
Charles Trinkhaus reminds us that there was a strong tradition o f early modern criticism o f Aristotelian
natural philosophy in his essay: “Lorenzo Valla’s Anti-Aristotelian Natural Philosophy,” I Tatti Studies:
E ssays in the Renaissance 5 (1993): 279-325.
300 Floris Cohen, 273: discussing E. J. Dijksterhuis’ work on mechanics, The M echanization o f
the World Picture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961), Floris Cohen notes that “A ristotle’s thought is
marked throughout by an awareness (however defective, and however much obscured by many o f his
scholastic followers) o f the epistemic importance o f experience, an awareness lacking altogether in the
“saint o f the humanists,” Plato.” In his analysis o f Randall’s study o f Padua, Floris Cohen reiterates the
importance o f Aristotle in Padua, although he is not convinced that “his Paduan followers” refined
Aristotelian methodology into anything more than a foil to early modem science, 279-285.
301 Kristeller, 1979,36 and 49; idem., 1990, 117-118. Kristeller is specifically referring to the
thesis o f Ernest Renan (Averroes et I ’Averroisme, 1852) which he summarizes as the “tendency to
emphasize the contrast rather than the harmony between philosophy and theology” that “thus barely
concels its disbelief in religious truth, and must be considered as the direct predecessor o f later libertinism
and free thought.”
302 Grendler, 2002, 310. See also the entirety o f Ch. 8: “Natural Philosophy,” 267-313.
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completely vested in the rigid interpretation of the sources, and access to the new
translations and editions o f Greek texts constantly arriving and circulating in the Veneto.
Humanists, Hellenists and the art o f Medicine
The integration o f natural philosophy and practical medicine which N ancy Siraisi
defined as the hallmark o f Padua in the fifteenth century parallels m y earlier discussion of
the relationship o f theory and practice in farming and, for that matter, any other
discipline. Developments in medical surgery and the study o f anatomy also exhibit
increasing support for practical experience as a component o f medical education. New
textbooks o f anatomy, such as Giacomo Berengario da Carpi’s (1470-1550) commentary
on G alen’s On Anatomical Procedures (Bologna, 1521), reveal an erosion o f the
boundary between theory and practice in medicine based upon direct observation and
analysis.304 The governing principle o f reason provided a link between the technical “art”
o f surgery and the scientific study o f human anatomy and human health. A brief
discussion o f early modem anatomy is warranted on two counts. First, the explicit
reliance upon first-hand experience suggests that early m odem institutions were
embracing the idea o f empirical investigation. The benefit o f experience for physicians
echoes, for example, Alvise Com aro’s emphasis on the value o f experience for irrigation
and drainage in agriculture, and for architectural design and construction. Second,
anatomy provides a well-documented link to the design arts o f painting and sculpture.
Indeed, perhaps the most important artists o f the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci and

303 Ibid.
304 Giacomo Berengario da Carpi, Commentaria cum amplissim is additionibus super anatomia
M undini (Bologna: Heironymum de Benedicitis, 1521). On Berengario da Carpi see: Hope Mayo, ed., One
H undred Books Famous in M edicine (N ew York: The Grolier Club, 1995), 57-59; Arturo Castiglioni, A
H istory o f M edicine, E. B. Krumbhaar, trans. (N ew York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1941), 417-418.
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Michelangelo - both o f whom practiced dissection early in their careers, interacted with
famous physicians, Leonardo with Marcantonio Della Torre and Michelangelo with
Realdo Colombo.305 Marcantonio Della Torre was a m em ber o f a famous Veronese
family o f surgeons, whose brothers will be discussed as villa owners in Chapter Three o f
this dissertation. Realdo Colombo da Cremona held the second chair o f surgery at Padua
in 1536 and was the author of a treatise, “On Anatomy” (De re anatomica, Venice,
1544).306 According to his biographer, Ascanio Condivi, Michelangelo “discussed”
human anatomy with his friend and physician Colombo who sent the artist “the corpse o f
a Moor, a m ost handsome young man” as a “most suitable” subject for his research.307 Da
Vinci and Marcantonio Della Torre (1478-1511) reportedly considered collaborating on
illustrated textbooks o f anatomy. The prolific artist’s spectacular drawings reveal his
deep personal interest in the subject. Unfortunately, his abilities as a draftsman were
never exploited by early modem students o f human anatomy because o f Della Torre’s
early death.308 These inter-disciplinary examples support, in turn, an argument for further
investigation o f the connection between education, particularly medical studies, and the
design and character o f the villa that, as an intellectual conceit, featured experimental
agriculture and architectural innovation.

305 Grendler, 2002, 336.
306 Jerome J. Bylebyl, “The School o f Padua: Humanistic M edicine in the Sixteenth Century,”
Health, M edicine and M ortality in the Sixteenth C entw y, Charles Webster, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1979), 356.
307 Ascanio Condivi, The Life o f M ichelangelo, A lice Sedgwick Wohl, trans., Hellmut Wohl, ed.
(University Park: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999), 99.
308 Ibid., 410-417.
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In the academic setting o f the University, the philosophical tradition in Padua
sponsored debate about the merits o f ‘experience’ for knowledge o f the natural world.309
For physicians and botanists the study o f living or preserved plant specimens
supplemented the lectures on Avicenna’s Book II, Galen, Rhazes and Dioscorides.310 For
medicine, ‘experience’ led to the dissection o f cadavers for the study o f anatomy and
physiology. The inability o f theory to explain the workings o f the human body was
indubitably expressed by Galen:
I would like to teach you in as few words as possible that empiricism
suffices to discover all means and methods o f healing. Nobody, I say, who
investigates natural things, knows sufficient about the practice of
medicine, if he does not make use of experience.311
The delivery o f new editions of Galen’s works and other medical treatises by the
new printing presses in Venice ushered in a new era o f medical investigation sanctioned
by ancient authorities. The first printed edition of Avicenna’s Canon was published in
1507, making available his work in anatomy that previous compendiums had abbreviated
or excised. G alen’s own On Anatomical Procedures followed in 1531, giving professors
a dissection manual to follow and an anatomical treatise to attack when these same
dissections found fault w ith the Greek’s commentary. The nature of instruction at the
University o f Padua medical faculty balanced lectures on theory and exhibitions o f
practice. The Cinquecento witnessed a sharp upswing in the use o f dissection as a

309 “p or (jjj-gg centuries the natural philosophers o f the school o f Padua, in fruitful commerce with
the physicians o f its medical faculty, devoted themselves to criticizing and expanding this conception and
method, and to grounding it firmly in the careful analysis o f experience.” Randall, 178.
310 Reeds considered Rudolph Agricola and Ermolao Barbara to have seen quite early the value o f
an “investigation o f nature,” citing Barbara’s 1484 description o f his daily routine in Padua to justify her
argument that “contemplating” herbs was becoming part and parcel o f the emending o f classical botanical
treatises. Reeds, 27.

311 Galen, On M edical Experience, R. Walzer, ed. and trans. (Oxford, 1944), para. 31. Cited in
Rosenthal, 191.
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teaching tool. The particulars o f Paduan Aristotelian natural philosophy underscored the
need for observation and experimentation.312 The former involved the examination o f the
physical body. The latter required physicians and surgeons to practice their art, and if not
redefining the profession as a craft, made it clear that physicians’ learned by doing.
The canon and the Q a’nun

The history o f Renaissance medical instruction and the texts favored by
professors reveals the increasingly important role o f experimentation and observation in
medicine and the sensitivity o f experts to the wisdom o f the Arabic authorities and their
recognition o f these writers’ position vis a vis the classical Greeks. For example,
Berengario da Carpi (1460-1550), the author o f the first illustrated anatomy text and the
editor o f Galen’s Anatomical Procedures, analyzed the corpus o f medical writing and his
subsequent efforts to produce a superior anatomy text expose his deference to the Arabic
authorities, his cognizance o f errors in the earlier Greek treatises, and his distaste for
modem physicians w hose allegiance to Greek tradition blinded them to the worthy
qualities o f Avicenna and Rhazes.313
Alessandro Benedetti might be considered the strongest advocate o f Hellenist
medicine. The author o f the Historia Corporis H umani taught practical medicine and
anatomy at Padua after sixteen years o f practice in Greece and considered anatomy
“entirely a Greek affair,” producing an anatomy based on Greek sources which put “to

312 One recent account has attempted to define the particulars of sixteenth-century Paduan
Aristotelianism. There are inconsistencies between individual interpretations of Aristotle, but the general
consensus that the ‘art’ of medicine required knowledge based on experience might serve as a lowest
common denominator. Heikki Mikkeli, An Aristotelian Response to Renaissance Humanism: Jacopo
Zabarella on the Nature o f Arts and Sciences (Helsinki: SHS, 1992).
313 R. K. French, “Berengario da Carpi and the use of commentary in anatomical teaching,” in
Medical Renaissance, 42-74. French provides both a biography of the surgeon and physician and a
penetrating analysis of his theory of medicine and his use of ancient and contemporary texts.
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one side the m odem s who have tried to steal from the Greeks the honour o f discovering
medicine.”314 The persistent teaching o f Avicenna’s Canon in the Northern Italian
universities indicates that Benedetti’s disapproval did not spur other physicians to
abandon the Arabic authors.315 Berengario da Carpi owned a m odel for his illustrated
anatomy: his personal copy o f Albucasis’ illustrated text on surgery. In his will,
Berengario wrote that he considered the book fundamental to medicine.316 Berengario
approved o f efforts to establish a correct Greek vocabulary. He argued, however, that
there was no need to ignore the Arabic authors even if Latin neologisms and indeclinable
Arabic words posed problems for modem editors. Complete faith in Greeks like Aristotle
was a mistake because the philosopher knew little anatomy and was prone to errors as a
result. Berengario agreed that Galen and Avicenna erred. W hat was most important was
an understanding o f the content and historical sequence o f the literature. His early studies
with Aldus M anutius in the household o f the young signore Alberto Pio gave Berengario
a “sense o f historical distance” from the ancients.317 This distance, and a dash o f selfawareness, permitted Berengario to identify and locate mistakes in the Arab, Greek and
Latin authors without denying any members o f the historical past comm unity o f
physicians and philosophers a seat at the table. More to the point, Albucasis, Avicenna
and Averroes becam e legitimate authorities once again, as they had been in the early days
o f the Salemitano school o f the twelfth century, and they paved the w ay for the sister

314 French, 47.
315 The failure o f Hellenists to deny a place in Renaissance medicine to Avicenna, the most
significant Arabic contributor to the course o f study in Cinquecento Italy, follow s the pattern o f Paduan
reliance on “the commentator” or Averroes to establish the value o f experience in scientia. Giuseppe
Toffanin argues that Paduan Aristotelian thought had a strong Averroist basis and was less influenced by
the school o f Alexandria: “Per l’Averroismo padovano (Lettera a Erminio Troilo),” La Rinascita 2, no. 5
(Feb. 1939): 56-72.
316 French, 44 and 62; Logan, 75.
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disciplines o f pharmacology and botany - not to mention agriculture - to cite Arabic
authors.318 The incorporation o f Mesue and Serapion into the botanical canon alongside
editions o f Theophrastus and Dioscorides would not have been easy if the medical faculty
had not put their stamp o f approval on Avicenna, thus making the corpus o f Arabic
writing (fortunately, for most o f the learned community, most o f which had been
translated into Latin) fair game for students o f natural philosophy and all the physical
sciences.319
The cosmopolitan Venetian Empire benefited from its contacts with the Islamic
world. The opportunities for close study o f Islamic medicine afforded Venetian
physicians attached to mercantile ventures, embassies and military exercises produced
admiration for the knowledge o f Arab doctors. We have already introduced Andrea
A lpago’s Latin translation o f Avicenna as an example o f Venetian awareness o f the
benefits available for “Christians” willing to learn from the Arabs. The Canon had been,
similarly, the focus o f Girolamo Ramusio (identified as both the father or cousin o f
Giovanni Battista Ramusio, the better known Venetian civil servant and editor) who
undertook a new translation in Damascus in 1484. Alpago’s translation was the basis of

311 Ibid., 64.
318 On Salerno see Siraisi, 1990, esp. 57-8. Albucasis or Abulcasis (Abu 1’Qasim H alaf ibn
‘Abbas as-Zahrawi, d. after 1009) produced a medical encyclopedia, but his Surgery “circulated in the
W est as a separate work (and) was especially influential after its translation into Latin in twelfth-century
Spain,” 161.
319 In marked contrast, Northern European educators and philosophers roundly criticized the Arab
authorities and focused their efforts on the elimination o f their works from medical education. In 1535,
Leonhart Fuchs asked his colleagues at Tubingen to teach Galen in the place o f ‘Arabs and other inept and
barbaric authors.’ Despite such efforts, the A rret in Beziers o f 1550 required young doctors to read
“theoretical books while the old and more experienced doctors read the practical ones. But none o f them
should read any books and authors except those truly approved, such as Hippocrates, Galen, Avicenna,
Mesue, Rhazes, Paulus Aegineta, and D ioscorides.” Reeds, 23, 59.
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m ost subsequent major editions, but the Graziolo edition o f 1580 synthesized Ram usio’s
unfinished manuscript with a new translation from a Hebrew codex.320
Ramusio and Alpago learned Arabic in service to the Venetian government in the
M iddle East, but they are closely connected with intellectual developments in
Renaissance Italy. Alpago’s version o f the Canon was endorsed by the Padua College o f
Philosophers and Physicians, while Girolamo Ramusio was a Latin poet with connections
to the circle o f Pico della M irandola whose manuscript was delivered to Andrea Graziolo
by Nicolo Samnichele, a professor o f medical theory at the University o f Padua and
confidant o f Girolamo Fracastoro.321 Both Ramusio and Alpago lived for a b rief period in
Damascus, the seat of the Venetian consulate in Syria. Ram usio’s years in Damascus, his
acquisition o f Arabic and his work on Avicenna’s treatise were noted in both the 1562
Giunta edition o f the Canon and by Paolo M anutius’s preface to Caesar’s Commentaries
(1559) dedicated to his ‘nephew’ Paolo Ramusio. Similarly, Alpago’s time in Damascus
was well spent, as he studied the language, literature and theology o f the Muslims, not to
m ention their medicine, with M ohammed ibn Makki Shams ad-Din ad-Dimashki (d.
1531), a medical theorist, mathematician and astronomer.322 Alpago clearly respected ibn
M akki, his “praeceptor,” calling him “physicus inter omnes Arabes prim arius.”323 After
m any years studying oriental languages, hunting for manuscripts and traveling in the East
with his young son Paolo, Alpago returned to Italy, translation in hand, prepared to
accept a chair in medicine at the University at Padua. The recognition o f A lpago’s unique

320 Ibid., 25.
321 Ibid.
322 D ’A lvem y, 185.
323 Avicennae... Compendium de anim a...ab Andrea Alpago B ellm en si,....ex arabico in latinum
versa.... (Venice, 1546), f. 109, 110 v.
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knowledge o f Arabic medicine by the rectors o f the University indicates that his search
for answers catapulted him to the forefront o f medical professionals. Unfortunately, he
was fated to have little direct impact on Italian medicine, dying suddenly and leaving his
unpublished work in the hands o f his son and traveling companion, Paolo.
The numerous editions o f Avicenna’s m ajor work and A ndrea Alpago’s
unfulfilled appointment to a Paduan chair reveal a fascination with Arabic medicine in
the Veneto.324 Niccolo M assa, a famous Venetian physician, reiterated in the preface to
his collected letters and in a letter to his son that Italians should study Avicenna, and the
other Arab philosophers such as Averroes and Algazel (al-Ghazali).325 M assa allowed
that “our contemporaries call them barbarians,” but Algazel’s “divine ingenuity and most
subtle discourse,” and the “laudable” writing o f other Arabs required serious students o f
the “Bonae Artes” to consider their works alongside the great scholastics: Aquinas,
Albertus Magnus and Duns Scotus.326 Massa also contributed to the expansion o f
knowledge about the Arab philosophers, hiring M arco Faldella to translate an Arabic
biography o f Avicenna which Paolo Alpago discovered in his uncle’s papers and which
was included in later editions of the Canon. Paolo, in turn, published a collection of
Avicenna’s philosophical opuscules in 1547 as the first step in a program intended to
introduce Islamic thought to a European audience. Several texts followed the
Compendium, including the Practica di Serapione in 1550 and a treatise on Theriac, the

324 In a parallel instance, Reeds argued that A ldus’s publication o f Dioscorides in 1499 in Greek
was a “a sure sign o f humanist interest in the work.” Reeds, 21.
325 The eleventh-century philosopher Abu Hamid al-Ghazali argued “the case for moral and
spiritual, as opposed to sensuous, beauty” in his Ih y a ' iiluin al-din. A. I. Sabra, The Optics o f Ibn alHaytham, 2 vols. (London: The Warburg Institute, 1989), vol. 2, 97. On al-Ghazali’s theory see Richard
Ettinghausen, “Al-Ghazzali on Beauty,” in Art and Thought, issued in Honour o f D r Ananda K.
Coomaraswam y on the Occasion o f his 7(fh Birthday, K. Bharatha Iyer, ed. (London, 1947), 160-65.
326 D ’A lvem y, 189-90.
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famous universal antidote.327 These works did not fulfill Paolo’s dream to usher in a new
era o f understanding, but the printing o f several o f his uncle’s translations and M assa’s
exhortations suggest that Venetian physicians played a m ajor role in the re-evaluation o f
the Arab scholarly tradition.
Given that the Padua College o f Physicians included (at different times) Girolamo
Ramusio, Bernardino Speroni and Marc Antonio D ella Torre, it is possible that their sons
and nephews shared a high regard for Arab physicians and philosophers especially since
Giambattista Ramusio and Sperone Speroni themselves studied at the University o f
Padua. Similarly, doctors like Girolamo Fracastoro found themselves in the thick o f
debate and in a circle o f nobles and wealthy cittadini that shared meals, thoughts, and
poems about nature, human nature, and human health.
Conclusion
Girolamo Fracastoro, the prolific writer and ow ner o f a villa outside Verona
which will be discussed in Chapter Three, left a collected body o f letters, poems and
essays that ran the gamut from his seminal poem Syphilis to a study on the Inundation o f
the N ile?2Z The easy freedom with which he maneuvered in the perplexing currents o f
medicine, astronomy, natural and moral philosophy while dabbling in theories o f poetics,
collecting and cultivating new species o f plants and debating the merits o f the latest

327 Theriac, corrupted in English as treacle, was a compound medicine considered similar to
mithridatum, the most famous antidote thanks to the fascinating story o f King Mithridates o f Pontus who
ingested every known poison in an effort to build up a resistance. Theriac became a generic name for
antidotes and were mass-produced by Venetian pharmacists in the sixteenth century and exported to Europe
and the East. Mattioli produced a “treacle that comprised more than one hundred drug simples, including
precious stones.” (Sami Hamamah in Health Sciences in E arly Islam , Munawar Anees, ed., 2 vols. (USA:
N oor Health Foundation, 1983), vol. 1, 341). Originally championed as an antidote, theriac became a
prophylactic medicine with a “list o f its uses more than fifteen pages long, covering everything from
dropsy, epilepsy, melancholy, plague and paralysis to worms and ulcers.” (Palmer, 108)
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discoveries from the New World suggests that his education at the Studia and University
o f Padua provided him with a thorough background in the sciences and the humanities.
Similarly, he appears to have relished his absorption in the lively and ongoing debates
that marked the V eneto’s intellectual center. His appeal certainly resides in his
willingness to offer an opinion about anything o f interest to a companion or a reader.
First and foremost, Fracastoro has been recognized as the ch ief proponent o f a theory o f
contagion based on seeds that is generally understood as the prototype for m odem
epidem iology.329 Similarly, he has been mentioned as a potential source for Copernicus’
revolutionary theory o f the solar system.330 He has also been linked to the slow dem ise o f
the “barrier between manual and intellectual work,” which Harcourt Brown characterizes
as “the tangibilization o f science” that complemented “the intellectualization o f the
mechanical professions.”331
Fracastoro, trained as a physician, lectured in natural philosophy at Padua in
1507. Something o f a polymath, he explored the interrelationships between the heavenly
bodies and the earth. His researches ranged from medicinal simples to the heliocentric
universe. A s a physician, he addressed astronomical and astrological issues, primarily
interested in the action o f occult forces on human health. The stimulating atmosphere in

328 E. Peruzzi, “Gerolamo Fracastoro,” DBI 49 (1997): 544; “Discorso di messer Gio. Battista
Ramusio sopra il crescer del flume Nilo, alio eccellentissimo messer Ieronimo Fracastoro,” in Navigazioni
e viaggi, Marica Milanesi, ed. 6 vols. (Turin: Einuadi, 1978), vol. 2, 410-11.
329 Vivian Nutton, “The Seeds of Disease: An Explanation o f Contagion and Infection from the
Greeks to the Renaissance,” Medical Histoiy 27 (1983): 22. Girolamo Fracastoro, De sympathia et
antipathia liber unus, De contagione et coagiosis morbis et eorum curatione libri tres (Venice: Giunta,
1546); Alcon sive de cura canum venaticorum, was included in H. Fracastoriipoemata omnia (Padua: J.
Cominus, 1718).
330 C. Doris Heilman, “Science in the Renaissance: A Survey,” Renaissance News 8, no. 4
(Winter, 1955): 192.
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Padua can account for much o f the innovation in early modem medicine. However,
Fracastoro’s broad range o f interests reflects the influence o f his friendship with a
specific group o f individuals with whom he shared ideas about the nature o f m an and his
universe. The derivative atomism o f his contagion theory owed a great deal to the
printing o f Lucretius, which had been edited by his fellow student and correspondent,
Andrea Navagero. Similarly, his opinions on the flooding o f the Nile were based on
astronomical calculations and on first hand accounts o f the climate in the tropics
collected by Ramusio and passed on to the retired doctor at his villa in Caffi. The
intricate weave o f medical theory, astronomy, and physics under the rubric o f natural
philosophy allowed Fracastoro to digest information o f all sorts, some coming in the form
o f letters and manuscripts, some coming in debates and discussions with his erudite circle
o f friends in cosmopolitan Venice and academic Padua, but most delicious were the long
afternoons o f divine conversations shared in the superlative ease o f their country retreats.
The history o f the villa acknowledges that the Venetian villa offered wealthy and
world-weary merchants and statesman respite from the stress o f government and
commerce. W hat has been overlooked is how this select group o f villa owners:
Fracastoro, Navagero and Ramusio transformed the country house into a hub o f
intellectual and scientific activity. Fracastoro, praised by Riccio for his D e sympcithia,
was a member o f a new class o f scientist villa owners that the Academici occulti
described in their collected essays.332 The transformation o f the country house and its
gardens into a museum o f the natural world paved the way for the botanical gardens o f

331 Brown places Fracastoro alongside Pirckheimer, Durer and Leonardo, with little justification
for the implication that a noble, well-educated physician had a great deal in common with these artists.
“The Renaissance and Historians o f Science,” Studies in the Renaissance 7 (1960): 27-42.
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the mid-Cinquecento. Their interest in rare and unusual plants and their efforts to
acclimatize new specimens brought together the old world o f classical antiquity and the
wondrous world o f the explorer and the geographer, a world that early m odem Venetians
saw as a fabulous source o f images and ideas.

332 Rime de gli academici occvlti, 9v and 2v.
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Chapter Two. Expanding Horizons in Cinquecento Venice: Viaggiatori, Andrea
Navagero and the Islamic Landscape
Searching fo r Sources
"... in every part around Granada, you see... many small Moorish
houses here and there which... have their water and roses, and muscat
grapes and myrtles, and everything pleasing, demonstrating that the
country was much more beautiful in the time it was in the hands o f the
Moors than it is now. ’’
Andrea Navagero, II Viaggiofa t to in Spagna et Fran cia, 1563
As Venetian Ambassador to France and Spain in the years 1525 and 1526, Andrea
Navagero visited the conquered Nasrid capital city o f Granada shortly after Charles I
Hapsburg had appropriated the collection o f Hispano-Muslim palaces on the city’s
acropolis for his own use.1 Charles’ massive palace block, which obliterated a num ber of
preexisting structures, dominated a reconfigured building and garden program.2 However,
Navagero’s description, recorded in 1526 and 1527 as part o f the account o f his extensive
travels in Spain and France and published posthumously in Venice in 1563 as II viaggio
fa tto in Spagna et in Francia, indicates that the construction o f the large Renaissance
palace, which required the demolition o f several Islamic period residences, had not
progressed far enough at that point to entirely obscure the earlier Islamic palace complex.
Thus, an astute early sixteenth century observer such as Navagero could still appreciate
the Alhambra as a collection of garden courts and luxury residences.3 Hofnagle’s 1563

1 On the gardens and general features o f the Granadine acropolis see D. Fairchild. Ruggles,
Gardens, Landscape, and Vision in the Palaces o f Islamic Spain (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State
University Press, 2000); Oleg Grabar, The Alham bra (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978); Henri
and Anne Stierlin, Alhambra (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, 1991), esp. 169-182.
2 Earl E. Rosenthal, The Palace o f Charles V in Granada (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1985). Rosenthal’s study begins with a careful chronology o f the Spanish occupation o f the Alhambra site
and the plans o f the emperor for a new ‘Italian’ palace, 3-6.
3 Andrea Navagero, II viaggio fa tto in Spagna et in Francia dal magnifico M. Andrea Navagiero
(Venice: Dom enico Farri, 1563). Navagero’s letters to Giovanni Battista Ramusio first appeared in a
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engraving from C ivita s O rbis Terrarum hints at the lengthy process o f Granada’s
transformation, showing a crane thrusting skyward over the Palacio Real visible just to
the left o f the largest tower in his skyline [F igu re 2 .1 ]. Navagero’s treatment o f the
gardens, which includes the identification o f at least two discrete palace and garden units,
has been largely considered a description o f the Alhambra during this transitional period.
However, a closer look at II viaggio and other travelers’ accounts such as the history o f
Italy written by Leandro Alberti, D escrip tio n o f the W hole o f Ita ly a n d Its N e ig h b o rin g
Isla n d s ,4 warrants the reevaluation o f both Navagero and the Moorish garden as

influences on landscape design in Italy during the Cinquecento.
Navagero’s descriptions o f the Alhambra and Generalife are w ell known to
garden historians who have used them in two ways. First, his elegant prose offers
scholars o f Islamic gardens a first-hand account o f the particular charms o f a late example
o f Moorish garden art.5 Second, the publication and circulation o f his descriptions o f
Spain in Italy in the sixteenth century has been identified as a possible influence upon
Italian Late Renaissance gardens.6 A number o f garden historians, including Marie Luise
Gothein and Claudia Lazzaro, have intimated that Navagero’s correspondence sparked
Italian interest in the waterworks he described in such exquisite detail. None o f these
arguments, however, has made any effort to identify either the source o f Navagero’s
interest in the Islamic landscape or the ultimate influence o f his travels in Spain on the

collection in 1556 before their posthumous publication. Page numbers in the following notes refer to the
1563 edition.
4 Leandro Alberti, Descrittione della tutta italia ed isole appartenente (Venice: Domenico Farri,
1560).
5 e.g. Frederick P. Bargebuhx, The Alhambra: A Cycle o f Studies on the Eleventh Centuiy in
Moorish Spain (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1968), 109.
6 For brief analyses see Gothein, Vol. I, 154-9; Masson, 203-4; and Lazzaro, 90.
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landscape and culture o f early m odem Italy. New emphasis on the impact o f N avagero’s
ideas seems justified on several counts. O f these, the m ost direct and certainly the m ost
clear is the Venetian publisher Domenico Farri’s preface to his 1563 edition o f
Navagero’s Travels in Spain and France (or II viaggio), which praised N avagero’s
“sacred garden” (il sacro giardino). Farri saw N avagero’s garden (it is unclear if he was
referring to Navagero’s more famous garden on the island o f Murano or his villa near
Treviso) as a reflection o f the author’s interest in the Hispano-Muslim garden and as a
wonderful model for the dedicant o f the volume, the M archese Lepido di Malaspina, a
Veronese nobleman who owned several villas near the city o f Verona.7 Farri’s prefatory
address commended N avagero’s work as a model for appropriate landscapes. N avagero’s
document, speaking to his Italian audience concerning gardens o f a foreign land,
presented images o f an approach to landscape design and use that would have been
understood in the sixteenth century as a complement o f those gardens featured in their
classical favorites. In light o f Farri’s high praise o f the garden concerns suffusing II
viaggio, N avagero’s letters must have been printed and read because they introduced new
ideas about garden design. This dissertation will discuss a number o f issues brought first
to the attention o f Navagero’s friends and colleagues in 1527 and then to later Italian
readers o f his letters in an effort to document the influence o f his exposure to the Spanish
Islamic landscapes. In the process we will consider three m ajor issues: 1) his stress on the
thematic use o f w ater as the circulatory system o f the garden; 2) his interest in new
cultivars or garden plants and 3) the social benefit and scientific character o f agriculture.
In the process, Navagero will be more clearly linked to the exuberant waterworks o f the

7 Navagero, 1563, Preface: iii-iv.
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Italian Renaissance garden. More importantly, I will argue that N avagero’s careful study
o f the landscape o f Islamic Spain provided early m odem Venetians w ith a vivid picture
o f an agricultural society whose successful transform ation o f the Iberian peninsula into a
bountiful garden. For Navagero and his circle, M oorish Spain exhibited characteristics o f
a moral agricultural society similar to the ancient Rom an prototype they knew from
classical works on villas, gardens and agriculture. In other words, the positive image o f
the Roman historical model of the villa was reflected in the Spanish landscape seen by
Navagero. Thus, the correlation between the two historical landscapes confirmed a
respect for agriculture that Navagero hoped would become the basis o f Venetian villa
culture.8
Patricia Fortini Brown discusses the importance o f a “still visible past” for
Venetians in Venice and Antiquity.9 Fortini Brown emphasizes the tendency for Venetian
travelers to write “eyewitness descriptions pure and simple” that do not “reconstruct” or
mythologize.” 10 H er analysis of the Venetian viaggiatori focuses prim arily on the
travelogue o f the fifteenth-century merchant, Giosafat Barbaro that recorded his two trips
to A sia M inor and points north. Barbaro’s descriptions o f burial mounds near the m outh
o f the River Don near Tana on the north shores o f the Sea o f Azov and the Achaemenid
city o f Persepolis in southern Iran reveal him to be, as Fortini Brown says, “a keen

8 In a letter to Ramusio (Bembo, Lettere, 535. VM 3 59r) from 6 June 1525, Pietro Bembo declares
his excitement about the seeds Navagero has collected in Spain. Navagero, indeed, brought Spanish
varieties and North American examples back to V enice which he planted in his garden on Murano. Mario
Cermenati, Un diplom atico naturalista del Rinascimento: Andrea N avagero, (Estratto dal N uovo Archivio
Veneto: Nuova serie, XIII: XXIV. September 1912) (Venice, 1912), 6.
9 Patrica Fortini Brown, Venice an d Antiquity: The Venetian Sense o f the P ast (N ew Haven: Yale
University Press, 1996), Ch. 7, 149-162.
10 Ibid., p. 149.
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observer o f unfamiliar surroundings and an accomplished reporter.” 11 She claims that
B arbara’s “detached” or “merchant’s view o f the past” is noticeably different from that of
his predecessors. According to Fortini Brown, the eventual combination o f such
eyewitness reporting with the “literary and antiquarian views o f Petrarch and Cyriacus”
provided “a necessary precondition” for “m odem archaeology.”
Fortini Brown’s conclusion is extremely significant for a discussion o f Andrea
N avagero’s description o f Spain. Navagero’s narrative brackets his discussion o f the
Alhambra gardens with remarks upon the omnipresent Roman ruins o f Spain. He also
noted the original Latin place names and current conditions in re-conquered Spain under
Its Christian nobility.12 His focus on the Roman presence in the Iberian countryside was
not unusual for its day, but Navagero’s letters reveal a rather passionate interest in the
“classical” and visible underpinnings o f the M editerranean world. N avagero’s letters
suggest that a Roman infrastructure rested beneath the bountiful Moorish terraces
decorating the Sierra Nevada mountains, and this stacking seems to have prompted him
to develop parallel portraits o f these two extinct Mediterranean societies.13 M ore to the
point, the ease with which his text moves from archaeological references to a discussion
o f the character o f the Spanish landscape and its people forces the reader to consider the
dynamic character o f Iberian history and the changing face o f the peninsula’s population.

11 Ibid., p. 156.
12 Navagero, 8r: “vede vestigii per antiqui di un acquedutto di acqua,” 11: “certi veftigii di
therme...il nome di Gn. Pomp.” 25r: “...in every part around Granada, you see...many small Moorish houses
here and there which...have their water and roses, and muscat grapes and myrtles, and everything pleasing,
demonstrating that the country was much more beautiful in the time it was in the hands o f the Moors than it
is now .”
13 Navagero, 1563, 14v. Navagero connects his glow ing description o f Seville and its territory
with earlier accounts when he reminds his reader that “I am certain there was a city, but I am not sure it was
Seville, but much earlier Pliny spoke o f Seville...”
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Although I will not make a case here that Navagero represents a “m odem ”
archaeologist, his letters provide a good example o f an early marriage o f Venetian
“eyewitness” testimony with the humanist approach. Navagero’s image of Spain
analyzed its distant past and its recent past with an eye for the visible Roman
infrastructure and the successful Islamic interventions in the landscape. Furthermore,
unlike the fifteenth-century traveler or the fourteenth-century humanist, Navagero
evaluated the current conditions based upon the history o f the peninsula, and this type o f
insight reflected a trend in early m odem thinking toward direct observation and the use o f
careful analysis o f observable fact in the development o f new solutions.
N avagero’s description o f Spain extends the Venetian “eyewitness” ideology of
travel. Not only did he identify the particular historical character of the landscape, but he
also put an emphasis on the shapers o f the Spanish landscape. His more penetrating
analysis o f the facts on the ground distinguishes him from merchants like Barbaro and
clearly reflects his experience as a diplomat. As a result, he does more than simply
“report.” Rather, he begins to discuss the reasons behind the development o f Spanish
agriculture and the potential disaster he projected for re-conquered and now Christian
Spain. The recognition o f the dramatic temporal break between the Muslim and Christian
eras implicitly historicized the Moors. The assignment o f the Moors to the past was
supported by his analysis o f the rapid and unfortunate depredation o f the Spanish
landscape under the misguided leadership o f the Spanish nobles. His impression o f a
damaged landscape and his effort to identify and describe examples o f the Moorish
landscape that had yet to be fully lost, moreover, is presented to the reader as an exercise
sim ilar to his description o f the Roman niins o f Spain. Thus, the distance perceptible in
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ruined conditions and incomprehensible place names applied to i mori as it clearly did to
ancient Rome.
The M oor’s appreciation o f agriculture and his creation o f wonderful gardens
suggested for Navagero that this particular aspect o f an historical community was worthy
o f careful study. There are two reasons why. First, to Navagero the mori were a
conquered population that was clearly not a physical threat on the order o f the Turkish
M uslims or turchi. Janies D avis’ analysis o f reports to the Venetian government confirms
the fact that Venetians did not treat all Muslims as members o f a monolithic
com m unity.14 Second, the Moors defeat and the erosion o f their control over Spain
apparently initiated the passing o f a powerful nation into the past.
Eric Cochrane’s assessment o f the career o f the Genoese historian Pietro Bizzari
(b. 1525) in Cochrane’s study o f Renaissance history-writing mentions Bizzari’s positive
portrayal o f the Ottoman Sultan Suleiman and his government.15 M ore interesting than
that is B izzari’s remarkable effort to associate the m odem Persians, who were occasional
allies o f the Venetians in their wars against the Turks, with the Persians o f Herodotus.
B izarri’s conflation o f past and present reveals a willingness on the part o f early modem
Italians to look beyond the traditional boundaries o f ancient and modem . Bizarri’s
comments are important, because as an example o f a direct comparison between an
Islamic institution, the Turkish government, and its Christian European counterpart they
echo Navagero’s comparison between Moorish and Christian Spain. Furthermore,
B izarri’s suggestion that the m odem Persians are essentially ancient makes it less

14 James C. Davis, Pursuit o f Pow er: Venetian A m bassadors’ Reports on Spain, Turkey, and
France in the Age o f Philip II, 1560-1600 (New York: Harper & Row, 1970).
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surprising that Navagero effectively inserted the Moors into the larger category o f
ancient, a decision that m ade their tastes and behaviors part o f an historicized aesthetic
akin to that spelled out in the wildly popular Latin literature.
As stated in Chapter One, the primary Renaissance sources for classical
agriculture or landscape design were the surviving poetry and prose o f ancient Rome. The
Roman treatises o f Cato, Varro and Columella presented the Cinquecento reader with an
archetypal farmer whose respect for nature transformed subsistence farming into the art
o f agriculture.16 Classical descriptions o f the villa, like those o f Pliny the Younger,
clearly influenced landscape design during the sixteenth century as formal gardens previously contained within the architectonic embrace o f buildings like the Palazzo
Medici - opened prospects from the garden over the agricultural hinterland in a
celebration o f the connection between the villa, its garden and the lush arable land
outside the enclosure.17 Cardinal Gambara’s Villa Lante, constructed during the third
quarter o f the Cinquecento in Bagnaia, a small village north o f Viterbo, embraced the
dramatic and sweeping vista o f the surrounding countryside from both the villa proper
and its highly m anicured formal terraces.18 This formal relationship is seen in
Renaissance antecedents like the fifteenth-century Medici villas ringing Florence and
Roman suburban villas like the Villa M adama (c. 1510). The V illa Lante differed from
earlier country houses because a spectacular series o f fountains and watercourses

15 Historians and H istoriography in the Italian Renaissance (Chicago & London: University o f
Chicago Press, 1981) 355-6.
16 Published together on several occasions, the De re rustica o f Cato, Columella, and Varro were
the Latin authors o f treatises on agriculture most widely read in the Renaissance; but Cicero and Suetonius
also revealed favorable opinions about farming in their work.
17 Among the most important o f Pliny’s letters for villa and garden history are the letter to
Domitius Apollinaris which describes his Tuscan villa (V.6) and his letter to Clusinius Gallus (11.17).
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transforms the landscape into a series o f garden rooms that are ultimately integrated with
the town directly below the villa and the surrounding landscape by the water. The
connection is made patent b y the civic fountain o f Bagnaia, because the delivery o f water
to the residents o f the town makes an explicit statement that w ater has been brought to
Bagnaia - via the garden - by the Cardinal. All o f these villas were understood by their
owners to have as their m odel the ancient Roman villas described by Pliny the Younger,
Varro, and Cicero. The actual physical characteristics o f villa architecture and the general
layout o f the villa’s gardens could incorporate elements o f ancient villas from these texts.
What they could not do was look at a prototype o f the Roman villa and its gardens.
Similarly, there were no surviving prototypes o f Rom an waterworks; and it is this fact
that has prompted m odem garden historians to suggest that N avagero’s letters captured
the fancy o f Renaissance garden designers, or at least their patrons, and in the process
transformed the Renaissance garden from a closed, relatively static, architectonic entity
into the lively and open gardens that w e now think o f as the best examples o f
Renaissance landscape design.
Did Italian designers and patrons create villas brim m ing with the spirit o f Cicero’s
villa rustica with almost no specific knowledge o f the planted form and atmosphere o f
the classical models presented in the texts? The concurrent appearance o f architectonic
features such as the belvedere and design gestures like connective waterways and
programmed vistas can not be readily explained by a study o f earlier Renaissance villas
and gardens or by a close reading o f classical descriptions o f gardens. These new features
clearly resemble the gardens o f Islamic Spain that had been only recently introduced to

18 Claudia Lazzaro-Bruno, “The Villa Lante at Bagnaia: An A llegory o f Art and Nature,” A rt
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Italy by Andrea Navagero. This dissertation contends that the Cinquecento gardener had
discovered that additional models for landscape design existed. M ore importantly,
N avagero’s connection o f the beautiful Moorish gardens with the agricultural prowess o f
Spanish M uslims associated the features o f Spanish gardens with Islamic culture, and
specifically Islamic agriculture. The Venetian appetite for villas and their contemporary
embrace o f noble farming would have made Navagero’s correlation between landscape
and culture even m ore appealing. As a result, the landscape of Islamic Spain becam e a
visual aid for the recreation o f the ‘Roman villa’ in Renaissance V enice.19
As described in Suetonius’ Lives, Augustus’ strolls through the terraces and
groves o f his suburban home are meant to invoke the admirable innovative taste in villa
architecture and landscape design so remarkable of the pater patriae.10 His love for the
outdoors, particularly such a managed green extension o f the built into the natural,
expressed, at least for his biographer, Augustus’ reaffirmation of a Roman peace and
order rooted in the rich Italian soil. Virgil’s Fourth Eclogue described the flowering o f
the countryside after the birth o f a boy and the “coming o f the last age o f the Cumaean
prophecy.”21 The Fourth Eclogue was read in the M iddle Ages and the Renaissance as a
reference to the reign o f Augustus Caesar and the birth o f Christ, the prince o f peace; and
the subsequent Golden Age ushered in with the ascension o f Augustus to power appealed

Bulletin 59 (1977): 553-60.
19 MacDonald and Pinto, “Before the mid-sixteenth century water had played a relatively modest
role in Italian Renaissance gardens; waterworks on the scale o f those at Hadrian’s Villa had not been
attempted.” Noting Ligorio’s excavation o f the Villa and subsequent construction o f the nearby Villa
D ’Este, MacDonald and Pinto claim that “one looks in vain for one-to-one correspondences between the
two designs, finding instead... the use o f allusion and allegory to evoke the spirit o f antiquity.” 272-3.
20 Suetonius, Lives o f the Caesars, Book Il.l.xxii.
21 Publius Vergilius Maro (Virgil), The Eclogues and Georgies o f Virgil, J. W. Mackail, trans.,
(N ew York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1926), 14.
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to Renaissance readers.22 Therefore, his enjoyment o f his villas m ade a powerful
statement about the Roman taste for country life. Cicero expressed a sim ilar attachment
to the land in m any o f his letters. In Cicero’s dichotomy o f otium and negotium, the villa
rustica both addressed the Roman agronomic roots and provided an escape from the
tensions inherent in urban society. However, the famous litigator did not simply respect
agriculture and enjoy the ex-urban greenery; rather, he pressed for a personal
involvement o f the Republican Roman, the descendant o f sturdy, agronom ist stock, with
his horticultural pursuits.23 Although Augustus served as the model prince in sixteenthcentury Italy, he appealed more to Renaissance rulers. The Imperial overtones resonant in
his foundation o f an autocracy made it necessary for the members o f early m odem
republics to find other more suitable ancestors.24 For example, the Republic o f Siena
chose to have images o f heroes o f the Roman republic: Cicero, Cato and Scipio
Africanus; painted in the antechapel o f the Palazzo Pubblico.25 In particular, Cicero’s
reputation as a spokesman o f old republican virtue appealed to his early m odem audience
in the republican cities o f Florence, Venice and Siena not only for the beautiful clarity of
his language but also because his political sentiment spoke to the heart o f hum anists and
“Republicans” fifteen hundred years later. Thus, the ideology o f the villa passed on to
Renaissance Venetians incorporated the particular moralizing tones included in the works

22 Coffin, 1979, p. 262; Craig Kallendorf, Virgil and the Myth o f Venice: Books and Readers in
the Italian Renaissance (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999), 101-105, 113, 124-125. The editio prin ceps o f
Virgil, which included the Georgies and the Eclogues, was printed in Rome, c. 1469.
23 Cicero, D e senectute, XVI.56. Similar sentiments appear in Pliny the Elder, Nat.Hist.
XVIII.vii.35 and XVIII.iii. 13 and in Varro, De re rus. I.xiii.6.
24 Welch, p. 241. See also: Kristeller, 1979, 46-49.
25 On the frescos by Taddeo di Bartolo (1413-1414) see: John T. Paoletti and Gary M. Radke, A rt
in Renaissance Italy (N ew Jersey: Prentice Hall, 2002), 222; N icolai Rubinstein, “Ambrogio Lorenzetti and
Taddeo di Bartolo in the Palazzo Pubblico,” The Journal o f the Warbug and C ourtauld Institutes 21 (1958):
179-207.
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o f Cicero, Varro, and Cato. Furthermore, Varro’s commentary on the obvious differences
between the republican villa o f his grandfather’s day and its - to him - modem suburban
counterpart (Re. rust., IILii) reinforced the theme o f republican virtue in the context o f
rural life and villas.
If one’s view were restricted to the Italian peninsula, visual proof o f this particular
Roman formulation o f the Roman villa and the Republican landscape would have been
all but nonexistent. The two “largest” sources for specific shapes o f Renaissance gardens,
Pliny the Younger’s letters and Hadrian’s palace complex near Tivoli, post-date the
Republic.26 Furthermore, the villas o f Pliny and Hadrian proved frustrating for later
generations o f landscape designers. First, Pliny’s marvelous and numerous villas favorites o f imaginative draftsman since the Renaissance - have yet to be located.27
Second, Hadrian’s Villa was seen more as a collection o f ruined architectural fantasies
than as a coherent landscape.28 These Imperial villas certainly interested Italians, but
Venetians, for example, who identified with republican Rome could not simply
reconstruct Pliny’s villas, something Raphael hoped to do when he designed a villa near
Rome for Pope Leo X (the unfinished project now known as the V illa Madama, c. 1515).
Varro’s wonderful villa, which he so carefully describes in his treatise, provided a good
image o f a comfortable republican villa with interesting water features and an air o f
luxury that revealed its owner’s penchant for the latest conveniences and reminded the
Renaissance reader that even a champion o f the republican villa did not need to live in a

26 Charles L. Stinger, The R en a issa n c e in R om e (B loom ington: Indiana U n iv ersity P ress, 1998),
247.
27 T h e m o st com p reh en sive study o f the history o f P liny’s V illa s is Pierre d e la R uffiniere D u
P rey, The V illas o f P lin y fr o m A n tiq u ity to P o s te r ity (Chicago: U n iversity o f C h ica g o P ress, 1 994).
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room with his livestock.29 Other good descriptions o f Roman villas appear in the Statius’s
Silvae (c. 45-c. 96

AD)

and the letters o f Sidonius Apollinaris (c. 430-c. 480

A D ),

but their

late date would again associate them with the Roman Em pire.30 Nevertheless, both the
specific features and the general character o f all o f these R om an villas gave Renaissance
readers things to think about as they set about the task o f designing their own country
houses.
In 1516, Raphael toured the ruined Imperial villa complex at Tivoli with
Navagero, Pietro Bembo, and Baldassare Castiglione. The artist joined the jaunt at the
invitation o f Bembo as a favor to Navagero who wanted to see the “old and new” before
returning to Venice.31 The rem ains stimulated the humanists and inspired the artist to
continue the search for accurate information about the architecture and environment o f
ancient Rom e.32 Unfortunately, visits to the innumerable sites in Lazio provided little
m ore than an impressive display o f masonry technique. Nowhere in Italy would one see
the Roman villa rustica in living color or full bloom. I believe that the disappearance o f
the ancient Roman garden m ust have been frustrating for Navagero and Raphael, men
driven to produce proper villas. A sim ilar frustration is evident in Raphael’s comments

28 MacDonald and Pinto, Op cit. Richard J. Betts, “Archaeology and Architecture,” Raphael and
the Ruins o f Rome: The P oetic D imension, (Urbana-Champagne, IL: University o f Illinois Press, 1983), 21.
29 Varro, Re. rust., III.v.9-17.
30 Publius Papinius Statius, Silvae, I.iii: The Villa o f Manilius V opiscus at Tibur; Il.ii: The Villa
o f Pollius Felix at Surrentum; Sidonius Apollinaris described his villa at Avitacum, which was located in
France, in his letter to Domitius (Sidonius, Poem s and Letters, W. B. Anderson, trans. (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1968), Bk. Il.ii, 4 1 7 -4 3 5 ).
31 Pietro Bembo, Lettere, vol. II, Ernesto Travi, ed., (Bologna, 1992). No. 368 [D 80-84 to
Cardinal di S. Maria in Portico (Bernardo Bibbiena), 3 Apr 1516, Rome] discusses B em bo’s trip to Tivoli
with Navagero, Beazzano, Castiglione and Raphael. “Io, col Navagiero e col Beazzano e con M. Baldassar
Castiglione e con Rafaello, domani anderoa riverder Tivoli, che io vidi gia un’altra volta XXVII anni sono.
Vederemo il vecchio e il nuovo, e cio che di bello fia in quella contrada. V ovvi per dar piacere a M. Andrea
il quale, fatto il di di Pasquino, si partira per V inegio.”
32 Cammy Brothers, “The Renaissance Reception o f the Alhambra: The Letters o f Andrea
Navagero and the Palace o f Charles V ,” M uqarnas 11 (1994): 80.
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about architectural design, and his villa projects and friendship with Navagero make it
quite likely that R aphael’s approach to the study o f Roman architecture m ay be
understood as a m odel for the study o f the ancient villa and the ancient garden. As a
student o f Bramante, Raphael recognized that successful a ll’antica buildings could only
be built by architects steeped in the knowledge o f classical structures.33 Moreover, a
significant path to knowledge o f ancient buildings was in the direct observation o f the
structures themselves, a point to which I will return in this chapter. The villa, a building
type thoroughly Roman, demanded similar attention to detail. Quattrocento Renaissance
villas seldom succeeded in capturing the spirit o f Pliny or Varro. Perhaps, the problem
stemmed from the apparent lack o f model villas and the obvious loss o f all Roman villa
gardens. M odels, which Raphael studied for his buildings, would have been similarly
useful for villa and garden design. As no suitable models survived in Italy, designers
were either left to their imagination or were forced to look elsewhere. It would seem that
Raphael’s archeological survey prompted Navagero and his contemporaries to take
opportunities when they arose to study the remains o f M uslim gardens and palaces in
Sicily and Spain. These gardens, beautiful in their own right, exuded the air o f luxury and
refinement prized and described in Latin texts. Their makers had supplanted the Romans
as the preeminent power in the Mediterranean for several centuries. Did the Moors absorb
or borrow ideas o f landscape design from their predecessors? I f they had, their stunning
gardens stood in admirably for the absent archaeological record o f the Roman garden.

33 On Raphael and Roman antiquity see: Ingrid D. Rowland, The Culture o f the High Renaissance
Ancients and M oderns in Sixteenth-Century Rome (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 230233; idem., “Raphael, A ngelo C olocci, and the Genesis o f the Architectural Orders,” The A rt Bulletin 76,
no. 1 (March 1994): 81-104; Philipp P. Fehl, “Poetry and the Art o f Raphael,” in Raphael and the Ruins o f
Rome: The P oetic Dimension, (Urbana-Champagne: Krannert Art Museum, 1983) 4-13.
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In the sixteenth century, numerous accounts o f the wonderful achievements o f
Islamic builders were published. In at least two instances, Andrea Navagero and Leandro
Alberti, recording their visits to Islamic ruins in the Mediterranean, infused what were
catalogue-like narratives with significant doses o f critical analysis. Alberti, for example,
suggests that the m ori followed the Roman lead, still visible in ruined form in Sicily, and
produced subtle yet original combinations o f classical forms in their architecture.34
Moreover, both N avagero and Alberti insist that the incorporation o f ingenious water
management and planted zones in the built environment, apparent in Granada and
Palermo, bespoke a sensitivity and virtue which could be, perhaps much as their
architecture appeared, the result o f their encounter with and respect for the classical
past.35
The theme o f Islamic agricultural harmony that permeates II viaggio echoes ideas
in Roman treatises about farming. In light o f N avagero’s humanist bias toward classical
ideas, the archaeological M uslim landscape was compared, in the same way, to Roman
ruins. The result o f this comparison was the recognition that both Islamic garden design
and the bare bones o f Roman villas like those barely visible at Tivoli were historical
prototypes. The Alhambra, with its murmuring water and its coexisting formal and
agricultural plantings,36 prefigures the Villa Lante’s reintegration o f the palace, formal
garden, and agricultural surround in the Cinquecento landscape. O f course, this formal
connection is completely contained within the larger influence o f classical antiquity; a

34 Alberti, 47v-48r. Alberti claimed to have seen La Zisa in Palermo in February 1526, 49v.
35 Navagero, 1563, 13r on the Alcazar; Alberti, 49r.
36 Navagero, 1563, 18v: “The court is completely tiled with the finest and whitest marble... In the
center there is a channel full o f lively water, running from a fountain that begins in the palace and then
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consideration suggested by the careful attention Navagero paid to Roman rem ains and
persistent features during his Iberian tour. The concept that an Italian patron w ould
readily borrow Islamic forms, although on the surface a difficult one to grasp because o f
the animosity between Christians and Muslims is increasingly central to Venetian studies.
Deborah Howard and Rosamond Mack have recently presented cases for Venetian and
Italian interest in Islamic art and architecture. M ack focuses her attention on the small,
portable luxury goods brought in trade to the W est were the direct result o f Italian interest
in “Oriental” art.37 Howard looks more closely as specific quotations o f Islamic
monuments in Venetian buildings.38 Both Howard and M ack assume that early m odem
Italians were incapable or uninterested in identifying citizens o f different Islamic states
and o f different races as in fact different. Venetians like Navagero, however, clearly
understood the difference between a Muslim Turk, a Persian, and a Moor. Therefore,
Navagero’s analysis o f Spanish Muslim culture specifically addresses the characteristics
o f a community that sixteenth-century Venetians could readily historicize and distinguish
from those Muslims with whom they remained at arm ’s length. In other words,
Navagero’s Hispano-M uslim garden does not here typologically extend to include the
sixteenth-century Ottoman stewards o f the Dar al-Islam.39 The turchi competed with the
Venetian oligarchy for control o f the eastern Mediterranean. Their decidedly eastern
character permitted the segregation o f their forbears into discrete populations, some of

conducts the water to every room. On one and the other side o f this canal there are beautiful spalliered
myrtles and som e orange trees.”
37 Rosamond E. Mack, B azaar to Piazza: Islamic Trade and Italian Art, J300-J600 (Berkeley:
University o f California Press, 2002), 1.
38 Howard, 2000.
39 For an overview o f Ottoman gardens see Gulru Necipoglu, “The Suburban Landscape o f
Sixttenth-Century Istanbul as a Mirror o f Classical Ottoman Garden Culture,” G ardens in the Time o f the
G reat Muslim Empires, 32-71.
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which had cultural connections to the antique world o f the M editerranean. Navagero
identified the ruins o f Granadine palaces and gardens as the hallmark o f i mori,
characterizing this group as Muslims who respected the special arrangement man must
make with nature. Navagero claimed the Moorish princes, heirs o f the Roman
organization o f the Iberian landscape - if only because they occupied cities founded by
the Romans - trusted the peasantry to carry out the details o f making this arrangement
practical. In fact, Navagero places the Nasrid kings in direct contrast to the Spanish
nobles who punished their subjects, bleeding their land with little or no vision o f the
long-term negative ramifications.40 The favorable presentation o f the mori perhaps
reflects increasing political tension between the Holy Roman Empire, Spain and Venice
during N avagero’s lifetime 41 However, similar sentiment appears in the more or less
contemporary travelogue o f Leandro Alberti, indicating that Navagero’s recovery o f a
Roman-like moro was not an isolated exercise. The proliferation o f descriptions o f the
customs, architecture, and landscapes visited by Italian travelers provided a framework
for authors specifically interested in the discovery o f physical evidence of Roman
occupation. The entertaining (and surprisingly even-handed) introduction to a Muslim
people and their land, at first glance totally foreign to the humanist endeavor, became a

40 Navagero, 1563, 25r: Navagero contrasts the agricultural enterprise o f the Moors with the
Spanish “in Granada and in all the rest o f Spain” who do not plant or work but “gladly go to war.”
41 The pattern o f shifting allegiances in early modern European politics makes it impossible to
declare that Venice and the Empire were staunch allies or intractable foes. Although the Venetian
ambassadors found ample opportunities to meet many important and famous Spaniards, Navagero was
snubbed by Charles, maybe due to the Venetians pleas on behalf o f the imprisoned King Francis I, and his
correspondence reveals some disgust with his role. Charles’ treatment o f Navagero was not unusual,
according to Jan Dantyszek, the Polish ambassador, Charles “regarded most o f the ambassadors at his
court, and especially the Italians, as representatives o f enemies.” (Dantyszek is cited in Rosenthal, 11)
Personal grievances aside, Venice was threatened by the Empire’s tremendous power. According to Lane,
“the Turks openly threatened V enice’s empire, Charles V and Spain implicitly threatened her
independence.” 246.
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complementary effort to describe the world. The solid foundation laid by earlier scholars
incited comparisons between new discoveries and better-known classical antiquity. For
example, the astonishing habits ascribed to the new world Indians were interpreted
according to the myth o f the Virgilian Golden Age; whereas the splendid
accomplishments o f Islamic farmers were understood, for better or worse, as shades of
the Republican vita rustica.

Raphael, Archaeology’ and Vitruvius: Seeing is Believing
Michael Baxandall has suggested that the exalted status o f imagery in the
Renaissance followed from the perception o f a hierarchy o f the five senses designating
the eye as the prim a porta or first gate through which knowledge could enter and
stimulate the mind.42 Baxandall’s study o f the relationship between Florentine merchant
culture and painting in the Quattrocento focused art historians attention on the
relationship between the skill set o f the audience and the formal decisions made by
contemporary artists. The definition o f the eye as the “first gate” appeared in a play, Feo
Belcari’s Abraham and Isaac (Florence, 1449); but similar sentiments surfaced in the
writings o f the mathematician Luca Pacioli (c. 1445-1514) and the artist Leonardo da
Vinci.43 In his study o f mathematics and proportion, Divina Proportione (Venice, 1509),
Pacioli stated that “the sense o f sight is more noble being the first gate o f the intellect.”44
Da Vinci knew Pacioli who was a fellow member o f the Sforza court in M ilan in the late

42 Baxandall, 153.
43 On Leonardo and Optics see: Kemp, The Science o f Art, 44-52; James S. Ackerman,
“Leonardo’s Eye,” in D istance Points: E ssays in Theoty and Renaissance A rt and A rchitecture
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1994), 97-150.
44 Luca Pacioli, D e divina proportion e (Venice, 1509), 1,3.
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1490s. In fact, da Vinci and Pacioli would later flee the city together in 1498.45
According to Pacioli, Leonardo provided illustrations o f the regular solids for Pacioli’s
treatise.46 In more than one instance, his notebooks echo Pacioli. For example, Leonardo
wrote that “the eye...is called the window o f the soul.”47 In addition, “the eye is the
highest sense and prince o f the others.”48 Although he is perhaps more concerned with an
argument for Leonardo’s influence on Pacioli, John Onians argues that these two
colleagues express a common belief in “the superiority o f the sense o f sight.”49
In any event, a visual component was necessary for reviving some classical
disciplines. Among the design arts, architecture embodied the emphasis on visual
analysis.50 W hile serving as papal architect and head o f an ambitious archaeological
survey o f Roman ruins under Leo X, Raphael admitted a heavy personal debt to
Vitruvius.51 He proceeded, however, to state that even this most authoritative ancient
treatise served little purpose without a dedicated study o f the physical remains. In a 1519
letter composed with Baldassare Castiglione, Raphael speaks directly to the problems

45 Turner, 42.
46 Field, 78.
47 Ms. A., A99r. Cited by John Onians, “On How to Listen to Renaissance Art,” A rt History 7, no.
4 (Dec. 1984): 414.
48 Codex Atlanticus, 90a. Cited by Onians, 414.
49 Onians, 414.
50 On Renaissance architectural theory and practice see: Henry A. M illon and Vittorio Magnago
Lampugnani, eds., The Renaissance from Brunelleschi to Michelangelo: The Representation o f
Architecture (N ew York: Rizzoli, 1997), particularly Ch. 1: Henry Millon, “M odels in Renaissance
Architecture,” 19-74; and Ch. 3: Cristoph Liutpold Frommel, “Reflections on the Early Architectural
Drawings,” 101-122.
51 The bibliography on Vitruvius and Renaissance architectural theory is vast. Recent studies on
the use o f Vitruvius include: Richard J. Betts, “Si come dice Vetruvio: Images o f Antiquity in Early
Renaissance Theory o f Architecture,” in Antiquity and Its Interpreters, Alina Payne, Ann Kuttner and
Rebekah Smick, eds. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 244-257; Linda Pellecchia,
“Architects Read Vitruvius: Renaissance Interpretations o f the Atrium o f the Ancient H ouse,” Journal o f
the Society o f Architectural Historians 51 (1992): 377-416.
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facing readers o f the treatise and the special regard he places upon the physical remains
o f mighty Rome:
Having been most interested in these antiquities, and having taken no
small pains closely to seek them out, and measure them with care, and in
reading the good authors to confront the works with the writings, I believe
I have gained some knowledge o f ancient architecture.52
M ore significantly, Raphael wrote Castiglione describing his problematic reliance on
Vitruvius’ D e architectura during the construction o f Saint Peter’s: “I raise m yself with
higher thoughts. I hope to find the beautiful forms o f ancient buildings, but I don’t know
if m y flight will be like that o f Icarus. Vitruvius sheds a great light for me, but not
enough.”53 Almost fifty years later Cardinal Federico Borromeo expressed a similar
concern about the unillustrated ancient sources: “M oreover how much light would we
glean from interpreting the passages o f writers, particularly Pliny, if we had in sight those
things which he told only w ith words.”54
Following in the footsteps o f fifteenth-century architects, Raphael advocated the
study o f physical remains for architects. His emphasis on the study o f objects, in light o f
his own villa and landscape projects and his friendship with Navagero, calls for our
reevaluation o f the Renaissance theory o f garden design. Raphael’s design for the M edici
Villa Madama, begun during the papacy o f Leo X de’ Medici on M onte Mario several
kilometers north o f the Vatican outside Rome, paid homage to H adrian’s Villa and
Pliny’s Tuscan Villa w ith the inclusion o f features visible in the Imperial complex near

52 I have used the English translation from Raphael and Castiglione’s Lettera a Leone X published
by Richard J. Betts, “Archaeology and Architecture,” R aphael and the Ruins o f Rome: The Poetic
Dimension (Urbana-Champagne: Krannert Art Museum), 15.
53 Ibid., 19.
54 Paula Findlen, P ossessing Nature: Museums, Collecting, and Scientific Culture in E arly
modern Italy (Berkeley: University o f California Press, 1994), 69.
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Tivoli and elements described in Pliny’s letters. Although the Villa M adama’s gardens
were never constructed, the surviving plans reveal an effort to create a villa landscape
based upon Pliny’s gardens. Raphael’s position in Rom e influenced a number o f artists
and architects, and the independent projects o f his immediate circle reveal a sim ilar
interest in the careful study o f the antique by the builders o f all ’antica architecture. Thus,
Raphael’s attempt to construct an a ll’antica landscape suggests that Cinquecento villa
and garden design was similarly influenced by direct study o f the antique. Unfortunately,
the absence o f surviving ancient gardens and the lack o f illustrations in Latin sources left
artists and patrons with only the faintest sense of the appearance and organization o f a
Roman garden. If Raphael’s support for archaeological investigations can be considered a
significant part o f his architectural design practice, then the reinvention o f the lost
classical villa that he undertook for Pope Leo in the Rom an suburbs and that Navagero
began on Murano and the Venetian terraferma would have benefited from a closer study
o f the ancient landscape. Taking his cue from Raphael’s survey o f Roman ruins, Andrea
Navagero compared and contrasted Roman agricultural practice - and therefore villa life
- with similar Mediterranean examples.
Raphael and Navagero had become friends, and earlier in the year, the Venetian
had sat for Raphael who painted a double portrait w ith the poet Angelo Beazzano.55 Their
common interest in Roman culture probably found the artist and the poet sharing
observations about the architecture and environment o f ancient Rome.56 Raphael’s plan
for the Villa M adama was an early attempt at a recreation o f Pliny’s Tuscan Villa that

55 The portrait was for many years in the collection o f Pietro Bembo in Padua. It currently hangs
in the Gallery Doria-Pamphilii in Rome.
56 Brothers, 80.
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incorporated very visible Roman ruins such as the barrel vaulting o f the Basilica o f
M axentius that stands in the Roman forum into the architectonic vocabulary o f the villa.57
The friendship between Navagero and Raphael assisted in the crossing o f theoretical
developments made within the framework o f papal Rome with the more inclusive
conception o f the antique, which would impact upon landscape gardening in the Veneto.
Raphael’s design philosophy and his interest in the essence o f ancient architecture rather
than the unsatisfying mimicry o f remnants corresponds to Navagero’s search for visual
support for his reconstruction o f a classical villa. Raphael’s recognition o f the merits and
deficiencies o f the two types o f evidence reveals that architects and designers in early
m odem Italy used visual analysis to supplement or inform their reading o f texts. This
balanced approach to text and image or object can be seen for the first time in the
Cinquecento garden designs o f several Venetian friends o f Raphael. The villa gardens o f
Navagero and Bembo, thus, applied the principles o f Renaissance architecture to
landscape design. Essentially, Renaissance architectural practice was echoed by
Navagero’s casting o f a wider net, which resulted in a creative but acceptable application
o f Islamic forms to a Renaissance garden.
Navagero’s letters to Ramusio echo the numerous viaggiatori (travelers) accounts,
ambassadorial relazioni (official reports to the Venetian Senate) and historical
discussions o f the Mediterranean world that proliferated thanks to Venetian international
commerce and the burgeoning printing industry. W here the Venetian accounts begin to

57 Raphael’s concept for the Medici Villa on Monte Mario known as the Villa Madama survives in
a letter written by Raphael to Baldassare Castiglione in 1519. The full text and an annotated translation
appears in Guy D ew ez, Villa M adam a: A M em oir Relating to R a p h a el’s P roject (N ew York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 1993), 21-31. Raphael’s use o f ancient architectonic forms is also discussed by Betts,
15-23; and Roger Jones and Nicholas Penny, Raphael (N ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1983), 199 ff.
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diverge from earlier descriptions or discussions o f interesting places is in their persistent
refrain o f eyewitness testimony.58 In a way, resurgent interest in first-hand experience
was based upon statements made by classical authorities, such as Herodotus,
Eratosthones and Strabo the Elder, that championed eyewitness reportage.59 The ancient
example was not typically followed in the early Renaissance, however, as many early
m odem writers and mapmakers simply recapitulated earlier descriptions o f foreign lands
without adding any new information based upon new reports from those regions.60 In the
fifteenth-century
The value o f the eyewitness came through in Pietro Bem bo’s entertaining tale o f
his adventure on the smoking slopes o f M ount Etna as the dilettante geologist observing
the effects o f an eruption and attempting to debunk previous theories o f volcanic activity.
Bembo was not alone in his emphasis on the direct study. As we have seen, his alma
mater, the University o f Padua continued to teach a m odified version o f Aristotelian
natural philosophy. Although the fifteenth and sixteenth-century lecturers taught a variety
o f “Aristotelianisms” one common thread for natural philosophy instruction would have
been the importance of first-person observation.61 Experience, in turn, provided a
common baseline for Venetian graduates o f the university, and as a result, observation
became increasingly important to commentaries on the human condition and the natural
world. The emphasis on direct and careful study o f nature translated into a similar care
and pleasure in the discovery or recovery o f customs, costumes, flora and fauna, not to

58 Fortini Brown, 1996.
59 Jacob Christian, “Mapping in the Mind: The Earth from Ancient Alexandria,” in M appings,
Denis Cosgrove, ed. (London: Reaktion Books, 1999), 30-32, 44.
60 Francesc Relano, “Against Ptolemy: The Significance o f the Lopes-Pigafetta Map o f Africa,”
Imago M undi 47 (1995): 50-55.
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mention the astounding palaces, even those in ruins, which amazed the quite well-to-do
Venetian businessmen, thanks to their spectacular settings, rich appointments and
magnificence. Navagero him self reiterated the value o f personal experience o f foreign
customs and distant places in his powerful eulogy for the Doge Leonardo Loredan
(1521). In his oration, Navagero noted that Loredan prepared for his later career in
governm ent service by traveling to m any countries as a merchant.62 Navagero admitted
that Loredan had discovered a great deal in books; but he emphasized that “because
foreign customs {mores) affect us,” the things seen, experienced and collected on
Leonardo’s travels around the “whole world” made him “the m ost wise m an” o f his
generation.63
M any o f the most fascinating accounts, including N avagero’s, include the Arab
world and the non-Christian East in a post-Roman continuum. W hen the voyages left the
known world for the exotic Americas, the identification o f some M uslims as historical
did not have an impact on the discovery and exploration o f the New World. The fact that
later writers would attempt to connect these “heathens” with the New W orld pagans,
however, reveals that the Islamic world served as a model for the places and peoples
encountered in the Americas and the East.64 In an effort to make reports from the New
W orld sensible, authors couched their observations in terms familiar to Europeans from

61 Grendler, 2002, 310-311.
62 A ndreae N avgerii oratio habita in fvn ere Leonardi Lavretani venetiarvm principis, BNM
Membr.23, 1521, p. xiiii v: “sed & prudentiam quoque, quae illi a natura maxima data erat, minim in
modum tamen haec cognofcendo auxerit... ”
63 Ibid., p. xiii v.-xiiii.
64 Federica Ambrosini, “Echi del conquista del M essico nella Venezia del Cinquecento,” in
Angela Caracciolo Arico, ed., L 'impatto della scoperta d e ll’A merica nella cultura veneziana (Rome:
Bulzoni, 1990), 12. Ambrosini cites a c. 1522 manuscript in the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana: Ms. Ital.
XI, 131 (6775), lr-4r; idem. “Mondo iberico e mondo ibero-americano nelle relazioni di viaggiatori e
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their reading about the better known yet similarly marvelous non-European Arabs, Turks,
Africans, and Indians. In The Conquest o f America: The Question o f the Other,
TzvetanTodorov discusses the devastating impact o f the Spanish conquest on the New
World Indians.65 In the process, he identifies a European trend to use more familiar
imagery as a means o f m aking the novel comprehensible.66 For example, he cites Pietro
M artire’s account o f Colum bus’ “impressions” or “fantasies” about the Indians in which
Martire compares the Indian women to “those splendid naiads or those nymphs o f the
springs so celebrated by Antiquity.”67 Navagero’s handling o f Spanish Islamic antiquity
was a noteworthy effort to describe the strange and exotic to his close circle o f friends.
Other travelers offered similarly enticing descriptions o f non-Italian realms. In many
instances, these travelers identified a lingering Roman presence in Arab or Moorish
lands. N avagero’s discussion o f the Islamic landscape, thus, became part o f a Venetian
construct in which the Islamic world was a splendid chapter in the history o f the world
and a precursor or counterpart o f the wondrous and different only recently discovered.

The Foundation: Roman ruins
Andrea Navagero operated in an uncertain world o f fractious politics, shifting
allegiances, and costly conflicts. As a member o f the governing oligarchy, he served

diplomatici veneziani del Cinquecento,” in Angela Caracciolo Arico, ed., II ietterato tra m iti e realitd del
nuovo mondo: Venezia, il mondo iberico e l ’Italia (Rome: Bulzoni, 1992), 22-23; 34-35.
65 Tzvetan Todorov, The Conquest o f America: The Question o f the Other, Richard Howard, trans.
(N ew York: Harper & Row, 1984).
66 On this trend see also: Judith C. Brown, “Courtiers and Christians: the first Japanese emissaries
to Europe,” Renaissance Q uarterly 47, no. 4 (Winter 1994): 872-907. Brown suggests that Europeans were
generally uninterested in the Japanese emissaries “because Europeans could see the emissaries as
extensions o f themselves rather than as Others;” and Margaret T. Hodgen, E arly Anthropology in the
Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries (Philadelphia: University o f Pennsylvania Press, 1964). Hodgen
argues that Europeans were more apt to merge discrete populations into a larger Other based on obvious
religious differences: “In the struggle with the infidel, theological policy made no distinction amony
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under Bernardo D ’Alviano in the w ar between Venice and the League o f Cambrai (1509).
He later participated in the Venetian embassy to the court o f Charles V in Spain (15251526) which negotiated the release o f King Francis I o f France, w ho had been taken
prisoner after the French defeat at the Battle o f Pavia by Imperial forces in 1524.68
N avagero’s record o f his travels in Spain are rich in reference to the Roman occupation
as he notes the survival o f Latin names in the peninsula and engineering marvels, such as
the aqueduct at Segovia. Navagero apparently traveled through Spain with memories o f
passages from Pliny the Elder’s Natural History as a guide. He frequently alluded to the
Roman encyclopedist’s description o f rivers and cities in an effort to locate m odem Spain
in the historical framework currently under construction in early m odem Italy. This
framing echoed earlier works such as Marin Sanudo’s (1466-) description of his travels
across the Venetian mainland.69 Patricia Fortini Brown claims that Sanudo was one
among many “attempts to reposition Venice in time and in space.”70 In this case, Sanudo
“saw classical substrata...for... the Venetian present;” and, thus, “the sites, artifacts, texts,
and personae o f Latin antiquity were now incorporated into an expansive history o f
Venice itself.”71 In other words, the conceit o f a Roman “foundation,” at least for the
M editerranean, quite clearly appealed to Renaissance Venetians like Sanudo and
Navagero.

unbelievers. Saracens, Persians, Saxons, Scythians, and what not were all lumped together as heathen and
therefore monstruous,” 88.
67 Ibid., 36.
68 Cicogna, 183ff. on the peace negotiations.
69 On Sanudo’s travelogue: Itinerarium M arini Sanuti Leonardi F ilij P a trij Veneti cum Syndicis
Terre Firm e (1483); see Patricia Fortini Brown, “Acquiring a Classical Past: Historical Appropriation in
Renaissance V enice,” in Antiquity and Its Interpreters, 27-39.
70 Ibid., 28.
71 Ibid., 37.
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Navagero’s fascination with Spain’s Rom an legacy would not have surprised
Giambattista Ramusio or Pietro Bembo, two well traveled members o f the Venetian
administration who themselves upheld a tradition o f respect for and admiration o f the
history o f the Mediterranean. Giambattista Ramusio, secretary o f the Council o f Ten o f
the Venetian Republic, edited a collection o f famous and less well-known accounts o f
intrepid travelers. Furthermore, as the nephew o f the resident Venetian doctor in Syria,
Girolamo Ramusio (c. 1450-1486), young Giambattista reportedly visited the Near East,
Egypt and Spain when his uncle traveled to and from his post in Damascus (1483-1486).
Although Girolamo Ramusio died before he could complete his new translation o f
Avicenna’s Canon (Oa ’nun), he apparently impressed upon his nephew and “spiritual
heir”72 the value o f direct observation, an essential component o f Avicenna’s medical
theory. His travels to North Africa, Egypt and Spain and his years o f study in Damascus
surely inspired the nephew ’s later efforts to deliver unbiased and informative accounts o f
the marvels unveiled by explorers and merchants who were almost daily faced with
people and places unknown to Pliny, Ptolemy and Aristotle.
Pietro Bembo, o f noble stock as opposed to the cittadino Ramusio, was the son o f
the noted humanist and public servant Bernardo Bembo and accompanied his father to
Medici Florence (1478-1479), D ’Este Ferrara (1497-1499) and Papal Rome (1487-1488)
during his tenure as resident orator or ambassador to many o f the most magnificent courts
o f Quattrocento Italy. We have already noted Pietro’s travels as a student to Palermo in
Sicily and his consequent publication o f D e Aetna. Bernardo instilled in his son the value
o f a classical education and hoped to pass on as well his devotion to the Venetian

72 Francesca Lucchetta, “Girolamo Ramusio: Profilo Biografico,” Q u adern iper la storia
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Republic. Pietro alluded to his father’s aims in D e Aetna in their discussion o f Bernardo’s
career and the failure o f the new generation o f Venetians to shoulder their share o f the
burden. Pietro, however, focused his attention on letters, becoming a champion of
Ciceronian Latin and at the same time a proponent o f the Tuscan dialect used by
Florentine intellectuals.73 His early success as an author, editor, and theorist launched
him on a different path than his father, a hard-working member o f the Venetian oligarchy.
Pietro’s reputation as an intellectual earned him a position as a secretary to Pope Leo X
(1475-1521), whom he m ay have known from his year in Florence. His close working
relationship with the pontiff, who later would perm it Pietro with the use o f the Medici
name and arms, all but eliminated any chance that Pietro would serve the Republic in the
customary manner.
Bernardo celebrated the ascension o f Giovanni de’ Medici to the papacy and
acknowledged that his son’s appointment as papal secretary cemented ties o f friendship
between the Medici and the Bembo, fostered already when Bernardo had represented the
Venetian government in Florence in the 1470s. During his term as resident orator,
Bernardo became close to Lorenzo “II M agnifico,” Giovanni’s father. Pietro’s
biographers claim that the great poet’s love for Tuscan Italian began during these years in
the splendid atmosphere supported by Lorenzo.74 Giovanni, five years Pietro’s junior, and
him self a supremely well educated man, found in Pietro a kindred spirit in their regard for
the classics. Bem bo’s flair for words couched papal initiatives in finely written briefs that
were certain to impress audiences and, thus, maybe more likely to sway Christendom to

d e ll’Universita d i Padova 15 (1982): 48.
73 Kristeller, 1990,136.
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follow the Pope’s lead. Pietro’s career in the Vatican justifies a re-evaluation o f the
impact o f Venetian intellectual culture on Papal Rome, particularly when Pope Paul III
Fam ese later blessed Pietro with the biretta as Cardinal and Bishop o f Brescia.75 W hat is
also worth noting is that his bond with his father instilled in Pietro a love o f collecting,
because Bernardo had begun to amass both a very fine library and a collection o f
antiquities. Pietro inherited his father’s collection and his passion for collecting.76 His
comprehensive libraries o f ancient and m odem works and a collection o f antiquities and
paintings inspired visitors to the Palazzo Bembo in Padua to rank Bembo at the top o f the
growing num ber o f collectors.77
Pietro’s love for antiquities and books surely had its roots in Bernardo’s own
library and study o f the classics. In addition, Bernardo’s travels in Spain, France and Italy
exposed him to the sharp distinctions apparent in their climate and customs, not to
m ention the surprising archeological treasures and works o f art. Although there is no
evidence that Bernardo collected antiquities in 1468 in Spain, his love for the belles
lettres comes across in a series of elegies composed by his traveling companion, the

74 Giovanni della Casa, Vita di Pietro Bembo: Testo, introduzione, traduzione e note a cura di
Antonino Sole (Turin: Fogola Editore, 1997), 110.
75 On Bem bo in Papal Rome see: Stinger; and John F. D ’Am ico, Renaissance Humanism in P apal
Rome: H um anists a n d Churchmen on the Eve o f Reformation (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1991), 11, 3 4 ,4 3 . Both Stinger and D ’Amico treat Bembo as a representative o f Roman culture and,
in doing so, suggest that he was more Roman than Venetian.
76 Margaret L. King, Venetian Humanism in an A ge o f Patrician Dominance (Princeton: Princeton
U niversity Press, 1986), 338-339.
77 On collecting and the development o f the studio or studiolo in the Renaissance see: W olfgang
Liebenwein, Studiolo: storia e tipologia di uno spazio culturale, Claudi Cieri V ia , ed. (Modena: Edizioni
Panini, 1988); Egon Verheyn, The Paintings in the Studiolo o f Isabella d ’Este a t Mantua (N ew York: N ew
York University Press, 1971); and Scott J. Schaefer, The Studiolo o f Francesco I d e ’ M edici in the Palazzo
Vecchio in Florence, Ph.D. Dissertation, Bryn Mawr C ollege, 1976. Liebenwein (117) and Schaefer ( 126127) include a discussion o f Pietro Bembo’s collecting habit and his collection in their surveys o f the
history o f the studio in Italy.
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young poet Paolo Marsi, titled Bembiccie peregrinae (“On the Journeys o f Bem bo”).78 It
is impossible to document with any certainty Bernardo’s responsiveness to Spain’s
history; however, as with Girolamo Ramusio and his nephew Giambattista, his travels in
government service offered a model o f careful observation, which Pietro followed when
he found him self abroad in Sicily at the foot o f an infamous volcano.
Other members o f the Bembo family crossed and re-crossed the M editerranean as
public servants. A cousin, Giovanni Bembo traveled to Istria, through southern Italy and
then Sicily. From there, Giovanni took sail for Africa and Spain before returning to
Venice. Less concerned with politics, Giovanni concerned him self with locating and
transcribing ancient inscriptions, documenting the history o f these M editerranean
territories. Giovanni Bem bo’s collection o f inscriptions parallels the earlier Venetian
travelers’ identification o f ancient ruins as well recently studied by Fortini Brown.79 A
codex discovered in Bologna in 1780, Inscriptiones Antiquae ex variis locis suptae a
Ioanne Bembo Veneto vici biri..., from 1536 included descriptions o f his travels.80
The Bembo family’s fervent interest in the collection o f antiquities and
inscriptions suggests inspired additional inquisitive exercises. For example, Bernardo
toured H adrian’s villa during his embassy to the See o f St. Peter in 1487-88. Bernardo’s
visit to the ruined imperial estate suggests that the Venetian orator was interested in
classical villas. As we will see in Chapter Three, his Villa Noniano helped introduce
ancient and early m odem ideas about country life to the Veneto. Bernardo probably

78 N ella Giannetto, Bernardo Bembo: Umanista ep o litico veneziano (Florence: Leo S. Olschki,
1985), 116.
79 Venice and Antiquity, and “Acquiring a Classical Past.”
80 Don Jacopo Morelli, D issertazione intorno a d alcuni viaggiatori eruditi ven ezian ipoco noti...
(Venice: Antonio Zatta, 1803), 28.
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visited Hadrian’s Villa in 1487, shortly after arriving in Rom e.81 Although we cannot be
certain o f his motivation for the trip, Bernardo’s interest in villas and villa life may have
been the source o f his interest in the villa and the other historical sites in Lazio he
mentioned his travels; because he recorded his trip to H adrian’s villa in a note in his copy
o f Leon Battista Alberti’s D e re aedificatoria that he acquired in 1488.82 According to
Bernardo’s note, his companions included his son Pietro who had joined his father in
Rome. Bernardo’s passion for agriculture and the splendors o f his suburban villa are the
subject o f Benedetto M affei’s dedication o f a short treatise: Breve compendium
futurorum eventuum rei rusticae, in quo describuntur signa fu tu ra e ubertatis etpenuriae
et remedia noxiis et presagia syderum, solis et lunae et aliorum.83 Maffei, a papal
functionary from Verona, became o f a friend o f Bernardo’s in Rome. His undated
manuscript included one o f the earliest mentions o f the Bembo villa near Padua, the
Noniano that was later described by Pietro as the setting for the dialogue between Pietro
and Bernardo, De Aetna.84 In any event, Maffei noted Bernardo’s interest in the subject
o f agriculture and the rural life. Considering the roughly contem porary testim onies to
Bernardo’s interest in country life and the ancient villa, one can speculate that his own
villa near Padua would reflect his passion for true villeggiatura.
Bernardo’s short trip to Hadrian’s villa and longer travels in Spain were direct
results o f his career as a Venetian diplomat. Giovanni B em bo’s search for Latin
inscriptions was undertaken in the footsteps o f his more illustrious relative; but his

81 Giannetto, 192.
82 Ibid.
83 “B rief compendium o f future country events, in which is described the signs o f the stars, sun,
m oon and other places as predictors for future fertility, penury and harmful rem edies.”
84 Ibid., p. 190.
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collecting exhibited the naturally acquisitive Venetian merchant m ind characterized by
Fortini Brown. Their collecting instinct parallels the well-documented Venetian tendency
toward first-hand or eyewitness reportage. This tendency was not limited to historical or
geographical data. Chapter One made a case for a similar reliance on first-hand
observation by early modem students o f natural philosophy. As we have seen, D e Aetna
reveals both Pietro Bem bo’s fascination with the natural world and his certainty that
discoveries and knowledge sprang from first-hand observation. The disciplines supported
by eyewitness investigation: history, geography, architecture, and natural philosophy; all
played a role in the development o f the Venetian villa.
In 1525, Navagero would leave Pietro Bembo the use o f his villas. After a
fashion, Navagero traded places with Pietro as Bernardo’s successor in the service o f the
republic and on the trail o f ancient Rome. Unlike Bernardo, who preceded him to Spain,
Navagero would describe with great pleasure both Spain’s classical antiquities and its
M oorish landscape.
If we were to consider Navagero only as a member o f the mercantile elite o f
Venice, his detailed observations might be chalked up simply to the Venetian eye for
profit. Although his interest in Moorish customs and design appear quite standard for a
Venetian traveler, his analysis o f the Islamic landscape strikes a reader as somewhat
unusual. The difference between Navagero and earlier travelers such as Giosofat Barbara
lies in his specific notice o f the cultural context o f those specific features he described in
his letters. The quality o f his alert eyewitness accounts were the direct result o f his
education in natural philosophy at the University o f Padua. His years at Padua m ay also
be the key to understanding why Navagero was so quick to accept that the conquered
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Moors were responsible for the best features o f the Spanish landscape. Among
Navagero’s closest friends, Girolamo Fracastoro and Giambattista Ramusio earned
degrees in medicine at the university. In the late fifteenth century and early sixteenth
century, as has been discussed in Chapter One, translated Arabic medical treatises were
mainstays in m edical education. The continued use o f Avicenna and Rhazes in Padua and
in other Italian universities offered to students like Navagero a positive image o f Islamic
science. M ore than twenty years later, he took an opportunity to look closely at the first,
and only, M uslim territory he would visit. I will discuss his travels further in this chapter,
but first I will discuss other traveler’s accounts to establish a framework for Venetian
interest in the Islamic world. In the process, we will see that his description o f Moorish
Spain expresses an idea not generally noted in discussions o f Venetian travel literature.
Navagero’s letters, and the accounts to be discussed next, suggest that Venetians intended
to do more than report. Rather, some Venetians, merchants and diplomats alike, wished
to learn from their travels. In the sixteenth century, the quest for knowledge, which in this
dissertation is connected with the transformation o f Venetian villas and villa culture,
reflected the voracious appetite for information in early m odem Italy. Carrying the search
to new lands suggests that the expanded antique was matched by expanding horizons.

A ltern a tiv e s. Ita lia n s E m b ra c e th e O th e r

The likelihood that a Venetian would come in contact with an Arab, a Turk, a
Persian or an Englishman was an outgrowth o f the far-reaching tentacles o f Venetian
trade and the subsequent role played by Venetians as ambassadors for the Senate to
foreign governments with an eye out for the guarantee o f continued profits and, if not
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friendly, at least correct relationships.85 Early modem travelers were exposed to new
experiences and encountered peoples, places, and cultures never mentioned by ancient
geographers or historians. Although all new discoveries did not inspire positive
responses, m any reports identified those aspects o f the new that were worthy examples.
The Venetian travelers or viaggiatori, in particular, introduced their contemporaries to a
veritable host o f foreign ideas, ranging from architectural style to military tactics, deemed
worthy o f study as complements or alternatives to the theories and methods derived from
Greek and Rom an authorities. An example of one new complementary model was
Xenophon’s Cyrus. As a prelude to the detailed discussion o f Navagero’s travel account,
I will discuss a series o f Venetian encounters with the Islamic world that reveal a
Venetian interest in the practical benefits o f these encounters to the republic and for
individual Venetians.
Caterino Zeno or Zen was a patrician o f a long ennobled family as already noted
in Chapter One. In addition, the Zeno family had a reputation for daring adventures and
ocean-going exploration. For example, it was believed that his ancestors, Nicolo and
Antonio Zen, had traveled to the North Pole and bathed in hot springs on Greenland.86
Caterino’s own travels in the Near East (1471-1475) provided a wealth o f information
about the turbulent situation surrounding the late fifteenth-century struggle between the
Persians and the Turks.87 The Venetians certainly had a vested interest in Persian

85 Cochrane, Historians and Historiography, 324.
86 There is no documentation for these early voyages north. Both Zen’s were high-ranking
members o f the mercantile elite who had also served in the Venetian admirality who disappear from the
archival records after a falling out with the Senate. On the Zen’s travels see: Tafuri, 1989, 281.
87 D e i com m entarii del viaggio in Persia di M. Caterino Zeno il K. & delle guerre fa tte
nell'im perio persiano, d a l tempo di Vssuncassano qua. Libri due. E td e llo scoprimento d e ll’isole
Frislanda, Eslonda, Engrouelanda, Estotilanda, & Icaria, fa tto sotto il P olo Artico, da due fra telli Zeni, M.
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expansion that w ould put pressure on the powerful Ottoman Sultan.88 Political realities
aside, Zeno’s description certainly puts one thing into perspective: to an astute Venetian
the path to knowledge lies open to those who break the shackles o f tradition and avail
themselves o f new knowledge that m ight bring to Venice, and Europe, new solutions.
The dedication to Daniele Barbara o f the first edition in 1558 announces that
“those who read will find Marvelous things o f war, o f customs, o f habits, and o f the way
o f life, and o f the country, and o f diverse animals and fish.”89 Beyond the generous
portion o f novelties, which would be the main thrust o f any travelogue, the Commentarii
had a more serious purpose. The proem, composed by Zeno according to the publisher,
states unequivocally that there are additional models for Italian readers o f his work. Zeno
claims
Because there are between the Sultan o f Egypt and the King o f Persia
m any men excellent in war, and worthy not only o f comparison with the
famous barbarian kings o f old but also with the great Greek and Roman
captains in all those things, that they can be considered in the highest rank
o f clever leaders o f armies. Because, to us who are in Europe and are
admirers o f virtues near and far, they cut things, and this w ay their things
are imperfect, for this particular instance it cannot be done and one must
weave a H istory.. ,90

N icolo il K. E M. Antonio. Libri uno. Con tin disegno particolare d i tutte le dette p a rte di tramontana da
lor scoperto (Venice: Francesco Marcolini, 1558).
88 On Safavid history see: Peter Jackson and Laurence Lockhart, eds., The Cam bridge H istoiy o f
Iran. Volume 6. The Timurid and Safavid P eriods (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). The
H istoiy o f Iran provides a detailed discussion o f the political landscape o f early m odem Persia, including
the power struggle between U zun Hasan, Jahan Shah and his son Hasan ‘A li (Assambei) and the activities
o f the Venetian government, 174-181.
89 Viaggio in P ersia, 1558, i: “Quelli che leggeranno trovaranno cose maravigliose di guerre, di
costumi, di habiti, & di viver di geniti, & siti di paesi, e animali diversi, & pescagioni.”
90 Ibid., perche e tra i Soldani di Egitto, e tra i Re di Persia ci sono stati huomini eccellentissimi
nella guerra, & degni non solo di essere paragonati con i Re Barbari antichi famosi in arme, ma etiando con
i grandi Capitani Greci, & Romani in tutto quelle cose, che si possono desiderar in sommo grado di
eccellenza a n e ’ valenti Imperadori di esserciti. Perche a noi, che siamo in Europa, & ammiratori delle
lontane, & vicine virtu, vengono cose mozze, E cosi imperfette le cose fatte da quelli, che per ipochi
particolari, che se ne ha, non e possibile, che si ordisca compiuta Istoria...” iii recto-iii verso.
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Zeno rails against the old conventional wisdom that regarded the peoples o f the
East as irrelevant or unreasonable. Such a bold statement may have raised
eyebrows among readers steeped in the Latin and Greek classics; but a positive
assessment o f the Turkish Sultan’s stubborn opponent, King Uzun Hasan of
Persia, paralleled the accepted image o f Cyrus as a model prince.91 On the one
hand, there is reason to believe that Zeno’s pro-Persian attitude would have come
as little or no surprise to his peers. Zeno was “particularly well-equipped” to
represent the republic in negotiations with potential allies because he was
“personally acquainted with the East” and even related through his mother to
Uzun Hasan’s w ife, Despina Caterina.92 The traditional affirmation o f social,
political and economic ties through marriage, a process crucial to the transfer o f
agricultural philosophy from Venice to Verona, apparently helped Zen and Uzun
Hasan bridge cultural gaps that led eventually to his revolutionary
characterization o f the East. Zeno understood V enice’s unique position between
Europe and A sia and invested his energies in the creation o f a strong alliance
between the republic and Uzun Hasan. His comments reflect his need for a new
approach to Persia and the East. In turn, his involvement prompted Zeno to attack
the simple view o f history and promote the inclusion o f other groups into the

91 Uzun Hasan’s rise to power was capped by his transfer of his capital to Tabriz. Zeno’s
description of Uzun Hasan as a “Persian” king reflects his role in the establishment of a distinct alternative
to the Ottoman Sultan, but Uzun Hasan was himself a Turk and his legacy was the creation of an
independent Turkman state in present-day Iran and did not resurrect a properly “Persian” kingdom. Jackson
and Lockhart.
92 I b id . , 176. On the Turkman dynasty, now see: John E. Woods, The A ggu yu n lu , Clan,
C on federation , E m p ire (Minneapolis: Biblitheca Islamica, 1976), 90-137; Gianroberto Scarcia, “Venezia e
la Persia tra Uzun Hasan e Tahmasp (1454-1572),” // V eltro 14 (1970) 61-70; and Vladimir Minorsky and
C. Edmund Bosworth, “Uzun Hasan” in The E n c y c lo p e d ia o f Isla m : N e w E d itio n (Leiden: Brill, 2000),
Vol. 10, Fas. 177-178, 963-967.
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remote and recent pasts. He admitted that this goal was not easily achieved
“because it was difficult to free the mind o f well-rooted but aged opinions.”93
Francesco Sansovino (1521-1583), son o f the m ost illustrious and honored
architect in Venice: Jacopo Tatti who was better known by the adopted surname
Sansovino, became an author and publisher.94 Many o f his efforts were published
anonymously, but have been attributed to Francesco based on references in prefaces,
dedications and their appearance in collections published by Sansovino. One o f these
anonymous works was the Libri Tre Delle Cose De Tvrchi included in the collection o f
stories published together with Giosofat Barbaro’s Viaggio alia Tana and Roncinotto’s

Viaggio di Colocut. Sansovino, also the author o f an account o f the Venetian wars with
the Turks, had compiled information about the Ottoman Empire with its warlike and
troublesome peoples.95 Here, he presents the reader with a description o f some Turkish
customs and places. He justifies his efforts, perhaps because o f the favorable nature o f
much o f the report, on the grounds o f historical duty. It should be anathema to historians,
Sansovino says, to neglect to record the spirit and the happenings o f our times no matter
their source or the character o f the individuals or groups in question. Indeed, “because
things change and pass, as Alexander the Great, the Romans and w ill our times o f the

93 V ia g g io in P e rsia : “per essere difficile estirpar dalle menti le radici da una invecchiata
opinione,” iii verso.
94 On Francesco Sansovino see: Paul F. Grendler, “Francesco Sansovino and Italian Popular
History 1560-1600,” S tu d ies in the R en a issa n ce 16 (1969): 139-180. On Jacopo Sansovino see: Deborah
Howard, J a c o p o S a n so vin o : A rc h ite c tu re a n d P a tro n a g e in R e n a issa n c e V enice (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1987).
95 G l ’a n n a li tv rch esh i o v e ro v ite d e p r in c ip i d e lla c a sa o th o m a n a d i M. F ra n c e sc o S an sovin o. N e
q v a li s i d e sc riv o n o d i tem p o in te m p o tv tte le g v e r r e f a tte d a lle n a tio n e d e T urchi in d iu e r s e p r o id n c ie d e l
m on do. con m o ld p a r tic o la r i d e lla M o rea , e t d e lle c a se n o b ili d e l l ’A lb a n ia , & d e ll 'im perio & sta to d e
G re c i (Venice: Enea de Alaris, 1573). Sansovino’s U na in fo rm a tio n e d e lla m ilitia tu rch esca , & d e g l i
h a b iti d i s o ld a ti Turchi was published with Guillaume de Choul’s S o p r a la ca stra m e n ta tio n e , & b a g n i
a n tich i d e i G reci, & R o m a n i (Venice: Altobello Salicato, 1582).
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Sultan, so we must leave memories for posterity!”96 In other words, it appears that
Sansovino was characterizing all events as historical. Furthermore, Venetian encounters
with the Sultan were almost immediately relegated to a near past that had a great deal in
common with the distant past o f Greece and Rome.
The description o f the Turks and the Turkish realm has a number o f passages that
reinforce the idea that the Sultan is in part an heir and in part akin to the Romans and
Greeks o f further antiquity.97 He states that their lands had been previously Roman and
that their scholars studied Greek philosophy.98 The essay also provides a number o f
descriptions o f “Turkish” cities rich in gardens including “Adrianople” (modem Edime)
and “Gravosa” (Dubrovnik).99 The latter city, originally part o f the Republic o f Ragusa
but at that time tributary to the Sultan, is said to be full o f beautiful homes with gardens
full o f citrus, cedar and fruit trees watered by fountains fed from aqueducts.100 It is also

96 “Viaggio alia Tana,” 121r/239.
97 Sansovino also makes this point in his Annali: “The great and powerful Turkish nation is
worthy o f much consideration,... particularly their military, I do not know that one can see any other
people better ruled and more similar to the order o f the Romans than the Turks, which accentuates [the fact]
that they are sort o f successors to the aforesaid R om ans...” i.
9&Ibid. 154. and “Dicono che e studioso di lettere, et specialme-te delle cose di Aristotele: lequale
legge con gli suoi espositori in lingua Arabesca, et e studioso della Theologia sua: dellaquale ne fa
profession a paragone delli suoi mofty,” 151/299.
99 Gravosa is the name for the bay north o f the Dalmatian city o f Dubrovnik, known in the early
m odem period as Ragusa. Adrianople or Edime is located near the Greek/Bulgarian border in northwestern
Turkey. Although the republic o f Ragusa was essentially independent after 1526 when it became
independent o f the kingdom o f Hungary, the Turkish expansion across the Balkans and a corresponding
decrease in Venetian influence in the region apparently prompted Sansovino to characterize Ragusan
territory as “Turkish.” The wooded coast o f the bay o f Gravosa was thickly populated by waterfront
residences during the sixteenth century. On Ragusa and villa culture see: Josko Belmaric, “Renaissance
V illas on the Dalmatian Coast,” in Quattrocento Adriatico : fifteenth-century art o f the Adriatic rim :
pa p ers from a colloquium held at the Villa Spelman, Florence, Charles D em psey , ed. (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1996), 103-122; Nadja Gujic, “Les villas de Dubrovnik aux X V e et XVIe
siecles,” Revue de I'art 115 (1997): 42-51; Cvito Fiskovic, “Le ville Ragusee,” A rte Veneta 32 (1978): 6872.
100 Ibid. “il quale per spatio - di uno miglio e casato di fabbriche molto belle et gentili con giardini
pieni di arangi dolci, limoni, cedri, & fruttari di varie sorti con fontane benissim o lavorate, che menano con
acquedutti,” 123r/244. The Ragusan Republic consisted o f the eastern littoral o f the Adriatic, the Dalmatian
coast, and a number o f islands.
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interesting to note that Sansovino’s work suggests that Venetians had begun to consider
the ramifications o f the Spanish expulsion o f Jews and M uslims following the re
conquest. The cast out Jews and Muslims found themselves welcome in few countries.
However, as some Jews had found their way to cities needful o f their network o f banking
connections, so did the Muslims relocate themselves in other Islamic countries. In his
history, Sansovino calls some o f this Spanish population the Marrani. References to
‘heathens’ found disfavor with the post-Tridentine clergy and its censorship likely
prompted the heavy blacking out o f marrani in Sansovino’s text. The still partially
legible word does let us attach some significance to their small role in Sansovino’s
narrative. He deduced from his sources that the M arrani brought a store o f knowledge
from Spain when they were forced out. Having been driven out o f Spain they carried with
them few possessions but did not divest themselves o f their learning, particularly their
clever understanding o f artifice.101
Finally, Sansovino singles out a few Venetians for special mention. O f these,
Andrea Gritti played an important role in the re-establishment o f Venetian dominance
over northeastern Italy during his reign as doge (1523-1538). Sansovino also asserted that
Gritti must be acknowledged for his open-minded and forward-thinking study of the
languages and cultures o f the Mediterranean. M aking no distinctions between old and
new, practical and scholarly, he reminds us that Gritti studied all those things Sansovino
described. This new type o f learned Venetian embraced not only the traditional study o f
classical literature. Gritti, fit to rule in the troubled world Venice existed in, was prepared

101 Ibid., 132V262.
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for everything. He could speak, and with some eloquence Sansovino added, Italian, Latin,
Greek, and Turkish.102
Sansovino’s praise o f Gritti admitted that noble Venetians had the best
opportunity to travel and study foreign cultures and languages. In his Annals, however,
Sansovino revealed that he had also learned Geek, Latin, and Turkish. M ore importantly^
he read widely in a determined effort to draw informed conclusions about the positive
contributions made by the Turks. According to Sansovino, “I have endured fatigue
reading m any Greek, and Turkish and Latin writers” with the sole intent “o f helping the
public and demonstrating any Turkish ingenuity and artifice” that might be to “our
benefit.” 103 It appears that nobles, scholars and businessmen had one thing in common:
an increasing regard for the institutions and peoples o f the East.
The merchant Venetian has been rightfully recognized for his daring exploits in
the establishment o f contact between Europe, the Near East, Africa, and the Orient.
Marco Polo’s years in the Far East set the floor for generations o f businessmen whose
acumen and pragmatism made their city the central marketplace o f the medieval
Mediterranean. The constriction o f Venetian trade under the pressure o f the Turkish
expansion and the Portuguese discovery o f more direct routes to the Spice Islands o f the
Far East m ay have been overstated, but there is some truth that the Venetians were
cognizant that attention to the terraferma might compensate for future decline in trade.104

102 Ibid., 157 v /3 12.
103 G l’annali tvrcheshi..., iv.
104 Charles Com, The Scents o f Eden: A History o f the Spice Trade (New York: Kodansha
International, 1999). Com discusses the Venetian role in the development o f the spice trade with the Far
East and argues that the Portuguese were “urged on by the dictum ‘Whoever is lord o f Malacca has his
hand on the throat o f V enice.’” As proof o f the devastating effect on Venice, Com cites Girolamo Priuli
w ho wrote in his journal in July 1501 that losing control o f the spice trade “would be like the loss o f milk
to a newborn babe,” 4-5
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Where the viaggiatori o f the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries contribute to our better
understanding o f Venetian early modem culture is through their observations, made in
the course o f voyages undertaken in the footsteps o f generations o f Venetian traders and
ambassadors. These observations influenced the form o f the territory that would later
supplant trade as the basis o f Venetian wealth. Navagero did not write to Ramusio as the
first Venetian observer. Rather, he must be compared to and be seen as one o f the many
contributors to a surprisingly catholic Venetian vision o f a world, which seemed to grow
in com plexity every moment. It is wrong for us to picture a reactionary V enice grasping
at the straws o f Roman villa culture in the face o f a down turn in international trade. In
fact, the Cinquecento Venetian did not portray his Republic as a state or society in
eclipse. For Venetians, the villa offered a new horizon and its lands new profits. To take
full advantage o f their investment, the Venetian clearly wished to learn everything about
villa life and agriculture.
Antonio Manuzio, A ldus’ son and successor, published a collection o f viaggiatori
accounts in 1543.105 Am ong the most notable entries are the accounts o f Giosofat Barbara
and Luigi Roncinotto, the first a member o f the illustrious Venetian patrician family, and
the second the factor for Domenico Priuli in Egypt and Syria.106 In the dedication to
Antonio Barbarigo, Manuzio goes on the record in favor o f a complete recounting o f
contacts with other peoples and the interesting nature o f their difference. He knows that
what follows w ill sound strange. He is just as certain that what we learn by listening will
be valuable,

105 V ia g g i f a t t i d a Vinetia, a lia Tana, in P e rsia , in In dia, e t in C o sta n tin o p o li: con la d e sc rittio n e
p a r tic o la r e d i citta , luoghi, siti, costu m i, e t d e lla p o r ta d e l g ra n T u rco: & d i tu tte le in trate, sp ese, & m o d o
d i g o v e rn o suo, & d e lla u ltim a im p resa co n tra P o r to g h e s i (V en ice: A ld u s M anutius, 1543).
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For the announcement o f many useful things for human life, m uch o f the
knowledge o f all days again is gained from m any places and countries,
through theirs travels: o f which some will have been fam iliar or domestic
in past centuries to our ancestors, there also will come strange and
unknown and such that will be new to m odem ears.107
B arbaro’s description o f his travels to Persia and Roncinotto’s rich treatm ent o f Syria and
Egypt were popular with the Italian audience. Barbaro’s description o f his 1436 trip to
Tana and the Black Sea region is presented as an opening up o f a world known only to
Venetian m erchants and mariners.108 These descriptions also played a role in the manner
in which Venetian nobles prepared to invest in gardens and country houses. The second
selection in this collection, an anonymous account o f a trip to Persia, deals first with the
tenuous political situation brought on by the wars between the Turkmen prince Assambei
(Hasan beg or Uzun Hasan) and his Ottoman enemies also discussed by Caterino Zen.109
However, the excellence o f the palaces, the magnificence o f the costume, and the beauty
o f the gardens obviously captured the intrepid V enetian’s fancy as it does the reader’s.110
M ost lyrical o f the multiple lengthy descriptions o f the wonderful residences in which the

106 On Giosofat Barbaro see: Fortini Brown 1996, 150-156.
107 Ibid., “Per la participatione di molte cofe utili alio uso della vita humana, quanto per la
cognitione che tutto giom e di nuovo s ’acquifta di molti luoghi & paesi, mediantela loro perigrinatione: de
quali fe bene alcuni furon gia domestici & familiari ne passati secoli a gli antichi nostri, Sono poi di venuti
strani & incogniti, & quasi come nuovi interamente alle orecchie de m odem i,...” 2r.
108 Ibid., “Viaggio alia Tana” 3r to 23 v (3-44), “che credo poter dire con verita, che tengono in
questa cosa il principato: & poi che l ’lmperio Romano non signoreggia per tutto, come una volta fece, &
che la di versita de linguaggi, costumi, & religioni ha diviso questo mondo inferiore, grandissime parte di
questa poca, la qual e habitata, sana in (3v//4)cognita, se la mercatantia & marinarezza de Vinetiani non
l ’havesse aperta & fatta chiara.” 3r.
109 Ibid., “Viaggio in Persia” 24r-64r (45-125).
110 A description o f a Timurid period garden survives in a manuscript, the Irshad cil-Zir 'a, by
Qasim ibn Y usuf Abu Nasri that describes the nine districts o f Herat (m odem Afghanistan) and pays
special attention to agricultural practices in Khorasan. Maria Eva Subtelny examines the Irshad al-Zir 'a
and translates the section that deals with the design o f a Chaharbagh in “Agriculture and the Timurid
Chaharbagh: the Evidence from a medieval Persian Agricultural Manual,” Ga?-dens in the Time o f the
G reat Muslim Empires, 110-128.
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Venetian found him self is a description o f Assambei’s palace in “Thauris” or Tabriz,
Iran111:
The place where this lord could be found was like this. First there was a
room, and behind this there was a square room four or five paces across,
where from eight to ten men waited. There was then another door, in front
o f which a man stood guard, with a rod in his hand. Through this door you
found yourself in a garden with a clover lawn walled with earth faced with
flint; then about thirty paces further there is a loggia vaulted in our
fashion, four or six steps above the wall. In the middle o f this loggia is a
fountain like a small canal that is always full. The lord sat on a cushion
with gold brocade in the entrance to the loggia on the left-hand side, with
another similar cushion behind his shoulders. On either side there was a
Moorish guard with his buckler and scimitar. The entire loggia was
covered with rugs, and smelled o f them. The loggia was completely
worked in mosaic not minute like we use, but big, and most beautiful o f
different colors.112
The author also tells us o f massive waterworks, ancient cities, and the fertile countryside.
What is quite interesting is the framework for his observations. When he discusses a
thing that might at first glance seem improbable, he counts on the local knowledge o f his
reader to put things in perspective. Discussing Seleucia, he notes its great antiquity.113 He

111 Lisa Golombek and Donald Wilber, The Timurid Architecture o f Iran and Turan, Volume I
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988), Golombek and Wilber have identified the garden and palace
as the Hasht Behist or “Eight Paradises” of Tabriz built by Uzun Hasan, 178-9.
112 “Viaggio in Persia,” 33v/64: “II luogo ove ritrova I questa signore, stava I questo modo. Prima
havera una posta, & dentro di essa un spatio quadro di quatro over cinque passa, ove sentavano li suoi
primi, iquali erano da otto in dieci. Eravi poi un’altra porta appresso di questa, su laqual stava un huomo
per guardia di essa porta, con una bacchette in mano. Entrata che fui in quella trovai un giardino quasi tutto
prato di trifoglio, murato di terreno: nel quale dalla banda dritta e un silicato; poi circa passa trenta e una
loggia a nostro modo in volta, alta da quel silicato, quatro over sei scalini. In mezo di questa loggia e una
fontana simile ad un canaletto, sempre piena; & nell’entrar di detta loggia a man sinistra stava il signor
sentato sopra uno cucino di broccato d’oro, con nn’altro simile dietro alia spalle; a gli lati del quale era un
brochiere alia moresca con la sua scimitarra; & tutta la loggia era coperta di tapeti, & a tomo sentavano
delli suoi primi. La loggia era tutta lavorata di musaico non minuto come usiamo noi, ma grosso, &
bellissimo di diversi colori.”
113 Numerous cities named Seleucia were founded during the Hellenistic period by King Seleucis
(Seleukos) after he took control of a region encompassing Cilicia, Syria and parts of modem Iraq. The most
prominent of these were the coastal city in Cilicia, Antioch’s port city of Seleucia in Pieria, another near
the mouth of the Orontes and Seleucia on Tigris, located approximately 17 miles from Baghdad. The
ancient city of Seleucia on theTigris is most probably the site visited by the anonymous author.
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sites it on the river Curcho claiming that it might remind a Venetian o f the Brenta.114 As
for its theater, he confirms it great size when he compares it to the surviving Roman
anfiteatro o f Verona.115 He does not believe that this similarity makes Seleucia’s
monument Roman, as he had seen only “Armenian” inscriptions instead o f Latin ones
that would ornament a true Roman edifice.116
Finally, in the Viaggio di Colocut of Luigi Roncinotto makes a great deal o f the
lengths to which a Venetian might go in search o f profits. The most outstanding features
o f Roncinotto’s essay is his brief discussion o f the potential for a canal between the Red
Sea and the M editerranean.117 Such an undertaking might have been met with disbelief by
many, but readers in Venice, a city built on land stolen from the Adriatic and fed by land
borrowed from the estuaries o f the Brenta and the Bacchiglione, had no little pride in
m an’s ability to tame nature. This astounding venture was m ade more plausible as
Roncinotto announced that the ancient kings o f Egypt had begun but never completed
this project. Now it had fallen to the Sultan to take up the canal, laying about with
engineers and brute force to beat the desert into submission. Domenico Priuli,

114 The Curcho may be the Tigris, the river flanked in antiquity by the earlier city o f Seleucia and
the newer city o f Ctesiphon. In addition to the Tigris, which has changed its course and no longer runs
between the ruined cities, at least two canals connected Seleucia with the Tigris and the Euphrates. The
Venetian merchant’s discussion o f the waterworks and the irrigated landscape suggests that he may also
have been looking at one o f these man-made canals, particularly since the Brenta had been redirected and
resembled a canal more than a natural river. On Seleucia see: Clark Hopkins , ed., Topography and
A rchitecture o f Seleucia on the Tigris (Ann Arbor: The University o f M ichigan Press, 1972) 1-7 and Plate
I. Sketch o f Seleucia-Ctesiophon district, 164.
115 Ibid., Located in the southern half o f Seleucia, the Hellenistic theater was located on the major
caravan road through the city roughly opposite one o f the two agoras. In 1928 and 1929 the Michigan
excavations at Seleucia uncovered the baked-brick piers o f the theater and portions o f the stage, 28-9.
1

Ibid., “Viaggio in Persia,” 29r-30r.

117 Ibid., “Viaggio di Colocut,” “Molti ingegneri mandati del Signor Turchi — una fossa; che per
quando intesi anticamente dal mar rosso s ’andava nel Nilo: laqual fossa era sessanta miglia Italiani longa,
& cento piedi larga; & g l’habitanti di quelli luoghi, m’affirmavono detta fosse esser stat principiata da gli
antichi Ptolomei Re di Egitto; ma poi non compita; ....II gran signore Ottomano adunque continuava la
cavatione della fossa predetta.” 117v
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Roncinotto’s employer cannot have failed to receive such commentary from Roncinotto
immediately. It would also seem likely that Roncinotto’s asides about the customs and
the country in which he worked would have found a keen ear in Priuli.
Roncinotto reports that Ethiopia is an “earthly paradise” unreachable by virtue o f
the enormous desert m ore than one hundred days across. That does not stop him from
telling his reader that across the highest mountains m ay be trees o f the sun and the moon.
He makes certain that we understand that Pelusio (Pelusium) in Egypt was once part o f
the Roman province, but his historical approach also gave him an opportunity to locate
these lands in the historical context already available to well-read Venetians. For
example, when he talks about other cities such as Baghdad in Mesopotamia he finds its
roots in an antiquity that would appeal to contemporary Venetians since he tells us
(erroneously) that Baghdad had once been Babylon. Roncinotto’s account would surely
have entertained his employer and the Venetian reader. However, history and wonders
aside, the format o f the publication suggests that Priuli and his colleagues had an interest
in the foreign lands described by Roncinotto and Barbaro. It might not be surprising,
then, that after exposure to tales o f garden courts, cooling fountains and ripe orchards
members o f the Priuli fam ily would create a splendid villa with similar features on the
island o f Murano.
The nineteenth-century historian Vincenzo Zanetti cited a sixteenth-century
Carmine composed by Comelio Castaldi that described the atmosphere o f the Villa
Priuli. According to Zanetti, however,
but o f this most delicious p lace.. .what remains? A humble casetta and a
luxurious vegetable garden. And yet in it was gathered together everything
so that art could produce from nature a more beautiful, more rich and more
sophisticated ameno; there, besides rooms and towers with priceless
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sculpture and paintings, watercourses, fountains, woods, forests, and a
cavern closed by three hundred iron bars there are very rare birds from
parrots to nightingales and plants and flowers and ‘fruit that other gardens
cannot offer.’ The Villa Priuli was one o f the numerous patrician villas
that adorned our island in the fifteenth century, thus, Castaldi had reason
to call M urano the friendly refuge o f the heroes o f the nation.” 118
Zanetti’s Guide to M urano and its Celebrated Glassworks (Venice, 1866) also mentioned
the Palazzo Priuli on M urano: “Nicolo Priuli di Girolamo had a house that was most
beautiful for its site, its form and its adornments; the silence was disturbed only by the
murmuring o f an abundant vein o f water, that left the mouths o f four m agnificently
worked marble tiger heads. Andrea Calmo called the Villa Priuli a ‘terrestrial Paradise for
the beauty o f the air and the site ... a place o f nym phs and demigods.’” 119
One o f the m ost w idely praised geographical publications o f the sixteenth century,
Livio Sanuto’s Geografia D e ll’A frica, was published by Damiano Zenaro in 1588.120
Sanuto provided the rapt European audience with an updated history m odeled on the
cosmografie (Kosmography) o f Ptolemy and later descriptions o f the neighboring
continent. Z enaro’s preface characterized Sanuto’s contribution as an offspring o f the
dedicated efforts o f Navagero and Bembo as Librarians o f the Venetian state library of
San Marco and as a positive result o f the “blessed” donation o f Cardinal Bessarion o f
Nicea to the Serene Republic. According to Zenaro, the position o f librarian
was given to men o f the greatest dignity and o f celebrated names, among
those who have kept it were Cardinal Bem bo o f happy and famous
memory, & A ndrea Navagero, whom I have said was famous and m arked
by a rare and singular virtue and valor. This company warrants our

118 D iario d i Murano di Francesco Luna 1625-1631 Edito ed Illustrato da Vincenzo Zanetti
(Venice: Gaetano Longo, 1873), 60, n. 1.
119 Vincenzo Zanetti, Guida di Murano e delle celebri sue fo rn a ci vetrarie (Venice: Antonelli,
1866), 280.
120 Livio Sanuto G eografia dell'Africa. (Venice, 1588). [Facs ed. Amsterdam: Theatrum Orbis
Terrarum Ltd., 1965, R.A.Skelton intro.] (BNM 296.C.48)
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respect, not without reason, for they were learned and principled
Personages who conserved singular books in every profession; and those
in particular the books Cardinal Bessarion left years earlier to this Serene
Republic, collected by him with excessive searching in m any parts o f
Greece, ju st before the ancient and famous Empire o f Constantinople
fell.121
Livio Sanuto’s work must be recognized as a fruit o f the pronounced trend in
Venetian travel writing and geography to collect information and confirm this
information first hand.122 Rather than rely on what has been relayed by others or
dredged up from older descriptions, Sanuto explains that he has set out to “quench
the thirst, and the natural desire that dwells in the noble spirit to see and know .” 123
In order to dispel myths about the mysterious southern realms, his work is based
on first-hand or eyewitness accounts: “all the things that these [authors] have
written or drawn on these maps were seen by their own eyes.”124 Sanuto saw
him self as a member o f an elite class of observers. But, thanks to the shifting
winds o f practice in the Veneto, he could expand his inquiry and introduce his
reader to the full panoply of North Africa rather than recapitulate classical
descriptions o f the region: “I will go beyond the study o f the histories o f the

121 Ibid., ii: “ ... poiche questo di tempo in tempo e stato dato ad huomini di ampissima dignita, e
di nome celeberimo, havendolo tenuto oltre a molti altri il Cardinal Bembo di felice e famosa memoria, &
Andrea Navagero altre si detto, famoso, e stimato di rara e singolar virtu e valore: raccomandandosi questa
impresa, non senza cagione, a personaggi dotti e principali poiche vi si conservano libri singolari in ogni
professione; e quegli in particolare, ch e’l Cardinal Bessarion lascio gia a questa Serenissima Republica,
raccolti da lui con eccessive spese da molti parti della Grecia, nel tempo a punto, che cadde l ’antico, e
famoso Imperio di Costantinopoli.”
122 The Venetian tendency “toward reportage - eyewitness description pure and sim ple” has been
discussed by Fortini Brown, 1996, 149.
123 Ibid., i: “mitigar la sete, e quel natura desiderio, che alberga ne gli spiriti nobili di vedere, e di
sapere.”
124 Ibid. \ “e notato con gli occhi proprij le cose, che questi travano scritte e dissegnate nelle carte.”
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ancients and the m odem s... so that you will see the things o f Africa; both the
things made famous by the antichi and those new facts that I have discovered.” 125
Despite his claims to have produced a new and important chorography,
Sanuto’s Geografia does little more than survey places o f interest and offer brief
descriptions o f cities, the people who live and work in them, and in some
instances the oddities which make such places different from their neighbors and
from cities closer to hom e.126 His superficial handling o f North Africa does
denote the overlay o f m odem Islamic habitation on the earlier Roman province
and the preceding North African kingdoms. To his readers, then, he leaves the
responsibility for drawing conclusions about the place o f North Africa in the
history o f the world. His editor at least lets us know, in no uncertain terms, that he
feels comfortable offering facts and opinions thanks to the yeoman efforts o f
those who came before him, especially those select few to have started Venice on
the road to being a new Alexandria. Deborah Howard examines the self-conscious
association with Alexandria and her monuments o f Venetian merchants in Venice
and the E a s t)21 According to Howard, “traveller’s memories o f Egypt, and o f
Alexandria in particular, were woven into the Byzantine fabric o f San M arco.” 128
She also identifies similarities between M uslim khans or commercial warehouses
and Venetian fondachi and introduces the famous lighthouse in the Egyptian port

125 Ibid., iv: “E passando piu oltra, penetro nel studio dell’ historie cosi antiche, com e modeme...
Intanto che vedendo lui le cose dell’Africa; cosi famosa per gli antichi successi, e per i nuovi scoprimenei
di quelli fatti.”
126 The distinction between geography and choragraphy revolves around the visual or verbal
elements used to identify a specific place. Sanuto’s Geography was published with maps o f the areas
discussed in great detail in his text; but he makes it absolutely clear that the verbal or written component o f
his description o f Africa is an equally important part o f this new description.
127 Howard, 2000.
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city as a potential model for Mauro Codussi’s Campanile for the Cathedral o f S.
Pietro in Castello.129 The legendary Egyptian city represented the classical
w orld’s preeminent storehouse o f knowledge. In Venice, the new Alexandria, new
contacts, and new ideas jostled for attention and demanded the concentration o f
the cosmopolitan Venetian reader.
Similar sentiment appears in a more or less contemporary travelogue,
Leandro Alberti’s Descrittione della tutta Italia edIsole Appartenenti.,3° A lberti’s
Isole Appartenenti indicates that by the history o f Italy’s islands was inextricably
linked to the peninsula even though Sicily, for example, had the unique privilege
o f lengthy Arab occupation. Alberti indicates that what he saw in February o f
1526 during a visit to Sicily was unusual in the Italian landscape and, thus, worthy
o f inclusion in a travelogue. He emphasizes that the building complexes which he
visited and described, among them La Zisa in Palermo - although in reality a
twelfth-century Norman palace - were typical o f the Islamic palaces built during
their rule [Figure 2.2].131 It is important to note that Alberti does not connect La
Zisa with the Norman Hauteville princes who conquered Sicily in the late
eleventh century. In fact, Alberti does not even mention the Normans at all. The
Norman presence on the island has been subsumed into a mythologized Moorish
occupation that supplied much o f the spectacular polychromatic architecture and

128 Ibid., 108.
129 Ibid., 120-13; 94-99.
*30 Isole Appartenenti alia Italia, di Fra Leandro A lberti Bolognese dell 'ordine d e 'p redicatori
(Venice: Lodovico degli Avanzi, 1561), BMCorrer H7981
131 On La Zisa see: Paola Caselli, “La Conca d ’oro e il giardino della Zisa a Palermo,” in Attilio
Petruccioli, ed., II giardino islamico: Architettura, natura, paesaggio (Milan: Electa, 1974), 185ff; and
Giuseppe Caronia, La Zisa di Palermo: Storia e restauro, Rome: Edizio Laterza, 1987.
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luxurious gardens seen by Alberti. The complete erasure o f the Normans from the
foundation history o f La Zisa occurs when Alberti - adding romantic distance
with the introduction o f folk legend to the historic time supplied by the ruins
themselves - describes an atrio (atrium) or courtyard with three adjacent
apartment units not readily visible in plans, which was the work o f an unnamed
rex mori who hoped to satisfy three disgruntled sons in an equitable property
arrangement. Although m odem scholars agree that La Zisa was built under the
Normans, the Islamic features o f the palace reflect the persistence o f Islamic
culture in Sicily under King Roger II and, more importantly, the survival o f a
local Muslim craft tradition in Palerm o.132 The lengthy reconstruction o f the
palace and its gardens and waterways is presented as paradigmatically Moorish
and at no time honors or recognizes any Norman presence in the form o f the
building, its ingenious accoutrements, or its marvelous gardens.
Alberti’s vivid reconstmction o f both the architecture and the spirit o f La
Zisa certainly support an argument in favor o f placing i mori beside his Roman
precursors. The arcuated fenestration o f the elevations with its polychromatic
pilasters and attached columns imposes regularity to the surface o f the palace,
hinting at classical antecedents even as Alberti ascribes every detail to a Moorish
flair for extravagant artifice. It is A lberti’s inspired recreation o f the M oorish
spirit pervading this m ined palace, which brings us again to the crux o f the matter.
As Alberti extends his discussion o f artifice beyond the purely architectural

132 On Sicily under Roger II see: Jeremy Johns, A rabic Administration in Norman Sicily: The
R oyal D iwdn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002) and W illiam Tronzo, The Cultures o f His
K ingdom : R oger II and the C appella Palatina in Palermo (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997).
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features visible in the elevation, he returns his attention to a description o f the
clear, rushing water flowing through the central space, linking the cubic spaces
that make up the palace and providing both soothing rhythms and scented
atmosphere, and introduces them to his reader’s experience o f the palace.
Curiously, Alberti suggests that this same water channel - which recent
reconstruction has set into the floor o f the palace - flowed from a splendid
artificial spring and across a raised platform or dining table, carrying bottles o f
wine to those dining in the cool atrium.133 His Renaissance reader, particularly a
reader interested in villas and gardens, m ay have had images in his head of
Pliny’s description o f his Tuscan villa, replete with the airy tablinum and the
bowls o f delicacies wafting across the wind-tossed swells o f his own watercourse
cum waiter. Classical authors such as Pliny introduced to their Renaissance
readers one o f the benefits o f water in the villa. A lberti’s memorable tale of
M oorish life at La Zisa provided readers with a parallel example of the “Moorish”
use o f water channels in the garden that underscored the common love for garden
architecture shared by i mori and the ancient Romans.
Alberti saw the comforting presence of this acqua weave discrete views
and moments into the fabric o f the surrounding environment. The carefully
explicated space becomes subservient to the artifice that has introduced nature
into the built environment. As Alberti described the movement o f the murmuring
w ater through the palace, he begins to expose the building to more penetration
and break down o f the barriers that had marked the atrium, or courtyard, house as

133 Caronia (see n. 131) includes views o f the restored palace as well as earlier illustrations o f the
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a refuge from the natural world outside its walls. Alberti suggests that La Zisa
complements this introduction o f nature into the house by permitting views out o f
the central block via the aforementioned windows and arches into the surrounding
countryside. Moreover, as the water circulated through the building, its flow, its
path directed the senses. First the sound, then the sm ell, and now the sight follow
the floating carafes as they journeyed from the table, through the palace and into
the gardens beyond. Alberti reminds us, o f course, that only the pesce wander
these waterways now. But, his regret at the passing o f so noble a place and so
wondrous a garden suggests that his reader could take up his urging and again
produce so magical a marriage o f man-made and natural.
An interesting and somewhat different exercise in foreign travel
illuminates the impact o f viaggiatori accounts on Venetian culture. It is
understood that the reports o f Turkish palaces and Moorish gardens intrigued and
inspired Venetians patrons and architects fascinated by the luxurious surroundings
enjoyed by their opposite numbers. If we subscribe to Caterino Zen’s firm belief
that ‘barbarians’ like the Persians were the equals o f the Greeks and Romans in
the prosecution o f wars, then we might conclude that other aspects o f their culture
were worthy o f close study. One case o f research appears to connect Cinquecento
villa design and decoration with the Islamic world and its wondrous landscapes.
In 1556, the Italian fresco painter Pellegrino Brocardo was living on the island o f
Sipan near the city o f Ragusa as an employee o f the Bishop o f Ragusa, Cardinal
Ludovico Beccadelli. W hile there he took an opportunity to travel on a Venetian

court that show the floor channel.
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vessel to Mamluk Alexandria and other sites in Egypt.134 Recently, Gigliola
Fragnito has discussed Brocardo’s trip and his sketches from it but has not
uncovered a motive for this expensive journey.135 In his introduction to a edited
collection o f travelers’ accounts, a nineteenth-century scholar, Jacopo Morelli,
suggested that, unlike the embassies, merchant activities or medical research
which led the other “less known” Venetians abroad, there seemed to be no reason
for the journey.136 Morelli does note that a Doctor Marino Brocardo authored a
medical text and if there was a relation perhaps this might justify travel to places
inhabited by noted early Hellenistic and Islamic physicians.137 In fact, Pellegrino
Brocardo had been brought to Sipan to paint a portrait cycle and landscape views
for the episcopal villa occupied at that time by Ludovico Beccadelli. Beccadelli, a
biographer o f Pietro Bembo and close friend o f Grand Duke Cosimo I d e’ Medici,
was a cleric and scholar who often yearned for a sweet return to the ease and
serenity o f his family villa near Bologna. After his elevation as Bishop o f Ragusa,
Beccadelli left Italy determined to make his tenure in Dalmatia as comfortable as
possible. In order to survive the potential isolation o f life across the Adriatic,
Beccadelli set out to rebuild and improve the episcopal villa, which was located

134 The republic of Ragusa was certainly in the orbit of Venice but did enjoy a lengthy return to
autonomy after 1526 when it ceased being a vassal state of Hungary. Ragusa remained independent for the
rest of the sixteenth century, and her merchants were extremely active in Mediterranean trade, at times in
direct competition with Venetians but the Dalmatian state also benefitted from a close relationship with
nearby Italian port cities on the Adriatic and there was a fruitful cultural and economic exchange between
the republic and Italy.
135 Gigliola Fragnito, In m u seo e in villa: S a g g i s u l R in a sc im en to p e rd u to (Venice: Arsenale,
1988).
136 Jacopo Morelli includes the “Relazione del Cairo di Messer Pellegrino Brocardi” in his
D is s e rta z io n e in to a d a lcu n i v ia g g ia to r i e ru d iti v e n e z ia n ip o c o n o ti..., (Venice: Antonio Zatta, 1803), 3348.
137/ b id ., 33.
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on the island o f Sipan some twelve m iles north of Ragusa. Brocardo was a
m em ber o f a team o f artists that accompanied the new bishop on a difficult
voyage to his new home. The artists were commissioned to turn a decidedly
provincial complex into a suitable stand-in for Beccadelli’s beloved Pradalbino
near Bologna. Little information is available about the episcopal villa and the
changes m ade at Beccadelli’s behest except for a description o f the frescoed
portraits o f Italian intellectuals which graced the interior. Beccadelli’s friendship
with Bembo, however, and his active participation in villa culture suggest that the
bishop’s villa project might reflect contemporary developments in villa and
garden design in the Italy and the Veneto, where Beccadelli served as Papal
Nuncio earlier in his career.
Considering Beccadelli’s love for the refined pleasures of his country
villa, it comes as no surprise that one o f his first acts after his appointment was
the hiring o f artists capable o f surrounding him, in virtual exile, with all the
comforts that he had previously enjoyed outside Bologna at Pradalbino. W hat is
interesting is that he not only chose to create, in good humanist fashion, a gallery
o f intellectual heroes and a salubrious garden environment, but that his heroes and
his new villa exhibit his acceptance o f the broad horizons championed by the
Venetians o f Bem bo’s circle.138 Alongside Bembo, Beccadelli commissioned
portraits o f Sannazaro, Reginald Pole, Contarini, Michelangelo, and Fracastoro.139
These men were leading figures in sixteenth-century Italy within their disciplines,

138 On the tradition o f portrait cycles o f uomini illustri or “famous men” for private studies see:
Liebenwein, 72-78; on Paolo G iovio’s famous portrait collection see: Francis Haskell, H istory and Its
Images: A rt a n d the Interpretation o f the P a st (N ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 44-51.
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who challenged the superiority o f tradition and received wisdom. Their presence
m ust have reassured Beccadelli, who considered his appointment to Ragusa to be
an undeserved period o f exile, that he remained spiritually and intellectually close
to Europe. The particular group o f individuals included in the portrait cycle may
also reveal his personal interest in the contentious counter-Reformation debate
that currently gripped Italy.
The man largely responsible for the portraits, significantly, also decorated
the villa with landscapes based upon drawings made during a yearlong trip to
Egypt. As with portrait cycles o f “famous m en,” landscapes were becoming
increasingly popular motifs for the decoration o f luxury residences.140 Gigliola
Fragnito argues that the landscapes or views o f Cairo and Alexandria might have
been composed in the “ancient mystical-ascetic tradition o f pilgrimage
spirituality” that could be found in Petrarch’s Itinerarium Syriacum,141 Fragnito
admits that Brocardo’s account o f his travels does not lend itself to purely
religious purposes and that the description is very similar to other descriptions of
Egypt and the Holy Land. What then drove Beccadelli to send his fresco painter
to Egypt? Putting aside the theory o f a map or illustration o f a pilgrimage,
Fragnito discusses the “touristic” role played by the painter, whose brief
descriptions of monuments and features o f the Egyptian landscape might be
considered as part o f the remarkable collection o f antiquities, coins, sculptures

139 Fragnito, 21
140 On Renaissance landscape cycles see: N icola Courtwright, “Imitation, Innovation, and
Renovation in the Counter-Reformation: Landscapes alVantica in the Vatican Tower o f the Winds,” in
A ntiquity an d Its Interpreters, 126-142.
141 Fragnito, 21..
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and oddities that later composed a museum in Beccadelli’s house in Piazza Santo
Stefano in Bologna.142 If Brocardo’s sketches, his map o f Cairo, and his
descriptions o f the gardens, houses and customs o f the M uslims in Egypt were
obtained by Beccadelli after a voyage and preserved as a rare and cherished
manuscript; this simple explanation would suffice. The timing o f the voyage,
however, indicates that Brocardo traveled with the blessing o f Beccadelli. It also
appears likely that Beccadelli paid Brocardo’s way, leading m e to believe that the
bishop hoped to profit from the painter’s exposure to Egypt. Traveling as a paid
employee o f the bishop, Brocardo observed and recorded fascinating oddities and
impressive monuments, some o f which he later recreated on the walls o f the
episcopal villa [Figure 2.3], Without more evidence o f the character o f these lost
frescoes, we can only speculate about the relationship between the landscapes and
the portrait gallery and between the program and the villa itself. In this one
instance, an Italian artist surely traveled to an Islamic country in the midst o f his
contract to decorate a Renaissance villa, bringing back with him from overseas
memories and images o f the fantastic landscape he had visited. The result o f this
exposure remains obscure, but the fact remains that the episcopal villa on Sipan
supports a connection between Venetian villeggiatura and the study o f the whole
Mediterranean landscape. In part, it was an heir o f traditional Italian villas like
Beccadelli’s own Villa at Pradalbino. In part, it reflected the changing face o f
early m odem Europe, whereby the study of the Islamic M editerranean pioneered
by Navagero and his close friends more than a quarter-century earlier paved the

142 Ibid., 22.
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way for a patron and an artist to consider the houses and gardens o f Cairo and
Alexandria as suitable ornament and maybe models for a country retreat.

The N e w W orld. P r o o f p o s itiv e th a t P lin y d id n o t k n o w it a ll

Although little remains from Beccadelli’s Ragusan villa, his secretary, Antonio
Gigante, created a m useum that preserved the portable elements o f Beccadelli’s
collection. Unfortunately, the frescoes and the portraits have not survived, but the
bishop’s secretary saved his rare books, a letter from Petrarch to “S.ra Tomasina da
Corregio consoling her on the death o f her husband,” m any antiquities including busts of
Socrates and Homer, as well as a number o f exotic natural and man-made pieces.
According to Gigante’s catalogue, Petrarch’s letter could be found next to some “new
finely worked Turkish shoes and stockings,” “3 drams o f true balsam from Egypt,” “a
spoon carved from the base o f an Oriental snail... made in the Indies,” and “a small net
o f threads drawn out o f a tree in the New World.” 143 The striking breadth o f Beccadelli’s
collection is not surprising for a well-educated prelate with a background in foreign
affairs who sponsored research trips overseas. The notable inclusion o f the latest arrivals
from the “Indies” and the “New W orld” raises another issue concerning the place o f Italy,
and Europe, in a world now known to have at least one more continent than those listed
in the scientific literature. W e have seen how Padua-trained physicians and neoAristotelian botanical enthusiasts appreciated the Arab authorities whose work on
simples, for example, revealed the names, qualities and effects o f medicinal plants never
mentioned - and, thus, apparently unknown - by famous Greeks such as Galen and
Dioscorides. Explorers’ shocking discovery o f lands, people, animals and plants
unknown to Pliny and Ptolem y cast doubt on the veracity o f the ancient sources and
demanded o f early m odem natural philosophy a renewed faith in their own observations

143 Ibid., 23.
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to make up for the absence o f any ancient writings on the W est Indies, its inhabitants,
flora and fauna.
One o f the first descriptions o f the New W orld appeared in the M ilanese Pietro
Martire d’Anghiera’s D e orbe novo decades {On the New World).144 Martire, councilor
to Charles V, secretary for several years to the future Pope Adrian and A bbot o f Santiago
in Jamaica, helped to introduce Europeans to the strange and confounding lands across
the ocean. The first part o f his Decades was published alongside his account o f the 1502
embassy to Babilonia (Egypt) he carried out as the representative o f Ferdinand and
Isabella o f Spain.145 In the Legatio Babilonica, the author set the tone as he described a
stop on his journey and his visit to the subterranean cave on Crete where the M inotaur
lived and died at the hands o f Theseus. According to Martire, the labyrinth survived even
in 1502 beneath the lush landscape o f comfortable houses rich in vineyards and carpeted
with tall trees.146 His description o f Egypt echoed those o f Strabo, Pliny and Herodotus,
discussing pyramids, crocodiles and other fantastic manmade and natural phenomena
before launching into an explanation for the yearly surveying demanded by the flooding
o f the Nile valley.147 The bundling o f the two texts suggests that their remoteness from
Spain made Egypt and the New W orld similarly exotic and likely to entertain the same
audience. Deborah Howard suggests that medieval Venetian builders were similarly
inclined to approach foreign places and their wondrous arts and culture as elements o f a
generic alternative to Venice.148 Although, Martire does not explicitly compare the New

144 p ietro Martire d ’Anghiera, D e orbe novo decades (Madrid: A m oldo Guillelmi, 1516). BNM
Inc.E 335/b.
145 The combined edition o f the Legatio babylonica and the O ceani Decas, Poemata,
Epigrammata was printed by Iacobum Corumberger Alemanum in 1511. In the text, the Spanish Queen is
erroneously called Elisabetta, a mistake probably based on the death o f Queen Isabella 1504 and the
subsequent death o f her son-in-law Philip the Handsome in 1506 that paved the way for the advancement o f
her grandson, Charles.
146 Ibid., A.v. recto.
147 Ibid., A.v. verso.
148 Howard, 2000, suggests that Venetian travelers and, in turn, Venetians at home blended
images o f foreign places together as imprecise but fundamentally exotic alternatives to V enice and Italy.
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World and “Babylonia,” the paired works suggest that the remarkably even-handed
approach to the collective spirit o f elsewhere reflected in Venetian architecture was at
least occasionally adopted by other Italians.
At first, Venetian diplomats underestimated the impact o f the N ew World on
European politics and econom ics.149 The Venetian ambassador to the court o f Ferdinand
and Isabella in 1501, Angelo Trevisan, sent four letters to Domenico Malapiero from
Spain that included the first books o f the voyages o f Christopher Columbus to the West
Indies.150 Columbus’ discoveries must have made for incredible reading, particularly
when Europeans learned about cannibals, m assive chunks o f gold, savory fruits and
monstrous animals. However, Trevisan’s description o f the potato and the saliga, a
marsupial, did not inspire Malipiero to find a publisher, nor did they dominate discussion
in the Senate. Eventually, Gasparo Contarini would include a description o f N ew Spain in
his report to the Senate in 1525 and his successor, Andrea Navagero, would return from
Spain with his Italian translation o f Martire's Decades, which his heirs and Ramusio
released in 1534.151
The appetite for tales o f distant realms, for centuries fed by travelers and
merchants returning from the East and sub-Saharan Africa was now fed primarily by
reports from the N ew World. N ew continents, new plants and new peoples, all unknown
to their classical sources, revealed the ancient authorities’ incompleteness and made it

Although her focus is on the “assimilation of eastern elements into the townscape of medieval Venice,” she
notes the “parallel artistic influences...from northern Europe, North Africa, Byzantium and mainland
Italy.” The combination of myriad references “contributed to the self-image of the city as a great oriental
emporium and a holy city. Allusions to other archetypal cities overlapped, compiling a collage of
appropriated virtue and status.” 5.
149 On the “impact” of the discovery of the New World see: J. H. Elliot, The O ld W o rld a n d the
N e w 1 4 9 2 -1 6 5 0 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970).
150 Angelo Trevisan, L e tte re s u l N u ovo M o n d o : G ra n a d a 1501. Testo critic o , in tro d u zio n e e n o te
a cu ra d i A n g e la C a ra c c io lo A ric o (Venice: Albrizzi, 1993).
151 L ib ro p r im o d e lla h isto ria d e ll'In d ie o c c id e n ta li c a v a to da lib ri sc r itti d a l sig n o r don P ie tr o
M a r ty re d e l C o n sig lio d e lle In d ie d e lla M a esta d e ll T m peradore, e t d a m o lte a ltr e p a r tic u la r i r e la tio n i

(Venice, n.d.). General consensus attributes this posthumous edition of the translation by Navagero to the
Zoppino press and dates it to 1534.
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clear to educated men that even Pliny had missed a few things. Martire, a m em ber o f the
Consejo Real de las Indias, was on the front line regarding the latest developments
overseas. He clearly believed that the New World offered a wide variety o f resources,
from the gold and silver pouring into Spanish coffers to the wondrous fruits finding their
w ay to the king’s table. Martire, beneficiary o f a humanist education in the 1470s, wrote
quite eloquently on the natural history o f the Islands discovered by Columbus and the
captains who followed him West. He also discussed the customs and beliefs o f the
indigenous peoples, offering a glimpse at their religion, mythology and medical practice.
His admirably open-minded treatment is tinged by criticism o f the childish theology of
the native Indians, but he never deviated from an effort to set down a clear and honest
report o f things as he learned them in his role in the government o f the new territories of
Spain.
Rewarded for his efforts by benefices created in the New World, Martire, who
had taken minor orders in 1492 after the conquest o f Granada and was made Prior o f the
metropolitan church o f Granada by Queen Isabella, never crossed the Atlantic to New
Castile even though he was appointed Archprebend o f Ocana and Abbot o f Santiago in
Jamaica. His account, however, is shaped by an attention to detail from his first-hand
observations of New World imports and from collected eyewitness accounts o f
conditions there. He provided European readers with their first description o f a verdant
island, Hispaniola, free from winter snow and ice.152 He explained the use o f chohobba
by native boitij or doctors for sick Cacique, careful to explain that even though this
treatm ent was not always successful, the boitij o f Hispaniola “are doctors, because they
know the herbs and their virtues, with the juice o f which they make marvelous and
healthy things for wounds.” 153 Finally, understandably proud o f his close personal

152 “Sommario dell’istoria dell’Indie occidentali del signor don Pietro Martire,” in G. B. Ramusio,
N avigazioni e Viaggi, Marica Milanesi, ed. (Turin: Einaudi, 1985), Vol. V, 45ff.
153 Ibid., 204.
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relationship with the most powerful ruler in Europe, Martire dealt with the king’s
enjoyment o f some previously unknown but wonderful fruit:
The re catolico ate one o f the above-mentioned fruits called a guarabana,
w hich was as big as a large citron, had some scales on top like a pine cone,
but was in softness like a melon, and in flavor, as his majesty said,
superior to any other fruit that he had ever eaten. This (fruit) only was
carried with great care to his majesty, because the others had spoiled on
the voyage.154
Fascinating for the immediacy o f his narrative, Martire defused potential criticism o f his
account by emphasizing his role as first person observer and sometimes tester o f the
exotic fruits arriving almost daily to the Spanish court. For example, he tells us that “they
have some roots called batatas, which they e a t... I have seen them” they have “a black
outside and the whitest inside, and they are good cooked or raw, equal or better” than
chestnuts.155 The fact that a king and transplanted Italian noble tasted and approved
guarabanas and batates let Europeans know that the Decades was not a flight o f fancy,
and that m uch was to be gained by the careful study o f the New World.
The discovery o f the New W orld relates specifically to Renaissance
advancements in botanical sciences. Just as the existence o f the lands themselves cast
doubt on Ptolemy, so did its plant life raise questions about the accuracy o f ancient
authors. The comments o f a Portuguese physician and botanist, Garcia da Orta, who lived
in India and traveled extensively as personal physician to the Governor o f Goa and the
V iceroy o f India between 1534 and 1570, help connect the discussion o f travelers’
accounts with our analysis o f the intellectual character o f early m odem Venice. Orta
noticed that m any plants included in his Colloquies on the Simples & D rugs o f India were

^

Ibid., 142.

155 Ibid.
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completely new to Europeans. In his dialogue, Orta discusses the incorrect identification
o f Indian and Chinese plants by Greek, Latin and Arabic writers. When, in an effort to
defend Dioscorides and Galen, the erudite Dr. Ruano mentioned that Serapion, the
medieval author o f a work on botany discussed in Chapter One, says that the Greeks
knew o f nutmeg and m ace, Orta stated that the Greeks had never seen these spices.
Serapion was mistaken. He gave the Greeks more credit than they deserved
because he was afraid to say anything against the Greeks. Do not be
surprised at that because even I, when in Spain, did not dare to say
anything against Galen or against the Greeks. Yet when seen in the proper
light, it is not strange that medicines should be known in one age and not
in another, new things being constantly found. Certainly if the Greeks
knew the Pao de China they deserve much praise, and it would be much
celebrated by them. Averroes boldly says that there were certain
medicines, which the Greeks did not know .156
Throughout the Colloquies, Orta attacks the Greeks and m odem European authors who
ignore the contributions o f the Arabs. Orta clearly wished to set the record straight:
I do not say anything against the Greeks as the inventors o f good letters,
but they were also the inventors o f many lies, had m any bad habits, and
were effeminate in their customs. The Romans, besides what they received
from them, received m any more things. But after all, I do not speak evil of
them as regards w hat they wrote o f things in their own land, but only what
they wrote about things o f which they were ignorant. They filled their
books at their own sweet wills, as is shown by what they wrote o f the
things o f India, which are fabulous. I affirm that as regards India the Arabs
are better authorities and err less than the G reeks.. . 157
He never doubted the wisdom o f men who reserved their comments to things that they
had seen. In response to questions about the pineapple or the African watermelon, fruits
recently imported to Europe, he refrained from comment, insisting that one “must

156 Garcia Da Orto, C olloquies on the Simples & D rugs o f India: New Edition (Lisbon, 1895)
E dited and A nnotated by the C onde de Ficalho, Translated with an Introduction and Index by Sir Clements
Markham, K.C.B., F.R.S. (London: Henry Sotheran and Co, 1913), 275.
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refer.. .to persons who have seen” such marvelous fruits.158 As a physician, he challenged
his colleagues to take care to avoid traps set by ancient and m odem authors. Regarding
pepper, for example,
all agree, with one accord, not to tell the tmth, although Dioscorides may
be pardoned because he wrote with false information and at a great
distance, with intervening seas not navigated as they now are. Pliny,
Galen, Isidore, Avicenna, and all the Arabs copied him. But those who
write now, such as Antonio M usa and the Friars, have the greater fault,
because they merely repeat in the same way without taking the trouble to
ascertain things so well known as the appearance o f the tree, pepper, the
fruit, how it ripens and how it is gathered.159
Orta, writing fifty or sixty years after Pietro Martire, stated unequivocally that Europe’s
expanding horizons had overwhelmed ancient authority, particularly the work o f
botanists like Dioscorides and natural historians like Pliny. In order to get a grip on his
growing field, he exchanged infonnation with Hindu and M uslim doctors, quizzed his
native servants, and collected specimens which he used to treat military captains,
merchants and kings. His work on the medicinal plants he studied in India built on the
early work o f Avicenna and Averroes. He applauded the “Arabs” for their careful
analysis o f the drugs which m ade their way west in the M iddle Ages from India and
China. Orta was understandably critical o f Italian authors in his book, heaping scom on
Hellenists like Leoniceno who refused to award Arab physicians even grudging respect.
Orta’s attitude toward research and his espousal o f first-hand experience or eyewitness
testimony, on the other hand, mirrors the scientific tenets o f the faculty o f the University

157 Ibid., 436.
158 Ibid., 468-9.
159 Ibid., 369.
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o f Padua, suggesting that the Venetian embrace o f direct observation had repercussions
for early m odem Europe far beyond the Veneto and the practice o f medicine.

Andrea N avagero’s Viaggio
The apparently unrelated issues o f Rom an architecture and Islamic gardens come
together as twin elements in the early m odem drive for observable fact either to support
or to supplant classical authority. N avagero’s journey through Spain in 1525 and 1526
reinforced lessons learned from Raphael and others, and the poet turned statesman
launched him self on a leisurely study o f the history and natural history o f Spain. His
detailed descriptions o f Islamic palaces and gardens complemented his identification o f
places mentioned in Pliny’s Natural H istory and his observation o f Roman ruins that he
dated to the occupation o f the peninsula that followed the second Punic War. His
reputation as an avid horticulturist and designer o f his own gardens in Venice, on
Murano, and on the terraferma has been based upon offhand remarks in his charming
letters from Spain to Ramusio and Bembo. Although these letters have been used as the
basis for cursory discussions o f his gardens, there has been almost no acknowledgement
o f Navagero’s active role in the revolution in land use nor has there been much attention
paid to his influence on the Venetian gardens as the major proponent o f a hybrid garden part humanist retreat, part botanical garden, part experimental farm - with its component
parts bound together through the literal and metaphorical flow o f watercourses.
N avagero’s description o f the Alhambra palaces and gardens are superficially
comparable to travel accounts such as A lberti’s that also focus upon the Hispano-M uslim
garden. When he described the archaeological remains o f Normano-Muslim Palermo,
Alberti echoed Navagero’s discussion o f the Iberian Peninsula, emphasizing the M oor’s
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admirable sensitivity to nature during a tour o f the physical remains o f Islamic Sicily.160
Furthermore, when considered as a foil to the classicist Navagero, the historian A lberti’s
explicit treatment o f the Moorish garden and Islamic agricultural sensitivity suggests that
by the mid-to-late Cinquecento, the educated Italian accepted the Moors as heirs to a
common Roman agricultural past.161 Even more interesting is these authors’ willingness
to venture, albeit often timidly, beyond the confines o f canonical antiquity and discuss
another historical community and its legacy. There is no doubt that the Rom an conquest
o f Carthage and the consequent incorporation o f her territory into the empire had pulled
Spain into R om e’s orbit. Similarly, it was not unusual in the Renaissance to recognize the
place o f Spain in the history o f the Late Republic and the Empire. For example,
Renaissance authors knew that the poet Martial and the emperor Trajan were Iberian. It
was another thing entirely to emphasize Spanish pedigrees at the expense o f Roman
history, something Ramusio did when he introduced Seneca (mistakenly) as “a Spanish
poet from Cordoba” in his introduction to Volume Three o f his Navigazioni, that included
a collection o f descriptions o f the “New W orld.” 162 This exercise raises questions o f
motives. Ram usio’s drive to expand our knowledge o f the world justified jettisoning
hidebound authority. M any years earlier, Navagero similarly separated him self from
other early m odem observers because his personal commitment to garden design and

160 Alberti’s description o f Sicily, which he visited in 1528, two years after Navagero’s embassy
to Spain, was published more than twenty years after the more widely available edition produced by Farri
in 1563. N avagero’s letters were also published in 1543 and would have been available to Alberti and other
Italian chorographers for the entire second half o f the sixteenth century.
161 Cammy Brothers introduced the conceptual layering o f Islamic and classical in her analysis o f
Navagero’s description o f the Alhambra and architectural exchanges between Spain and Italy, 80.
162 N avigazioni, Milanesi, ed. (Turin: Einaudi, 1985) Vol. 5, 15.
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botanical science guaranteed that his study o f the Islamic garden and the New World
became part o f the larger enterprise o f garden making.
The attention paid by Italian observers and historians to the harmonious
relationship between Islam and agriculture visible in the Islamic M editerranean’s
surviving gardens and structures indicates a pervasive interest in the M oor as a living
figuration o f the desirable marriage o f man and nature. Although no documents confirm
Navagero’s embrace o f the Sacra Agricoltura ideology promoted by Alvise Comaro,
N avagero’s statements about agriculture reveal a similar association between the design
o f the villa and the proper relationship between man and the manipulated landscape.163
The tone and message o f his account o f conditions in recently re-conquered Spain reflect
growing interest in Cinquecento Italy in other examples complementary to the Roman
canon. His discussion o f Islamic Spain and the Alhambra continually turns on the close
and visible bond between nature and her masters. Navagero’s writings combined the
popular travelogue with social commentary and directions for better farming and planting
that dressed his all'antica ideology in new trappings, opening the door for a transfer o f
design concepts from the Moorish garden, or any other worthy example for that matter, to
the Italian landscape.
The delightful visit to Tivoli in 1516 has already been discussed as the
introduction o f Navagero by Raphael and his circle to an archeological approach to
antiquity. Navagero, not unlike his contemporaries, participated in collecting as a matter

163 In the Prologue to a Spanish edition o f II viaggio: Viaje P or Espaiia (1524-26), (Madrid:
Ediciones Turner, 1983), Angel Gonzalez Garcia connects Navagero’s friendship with Pietro Bembo and
A lvise Comaro with the ideology o f “Santa A gricoltura” and the "vita rastica" o f Cicero, 8. There has been
no exhaustive monograph on the Sacra Agricoltura movement. Rugolo, 127-164, does consider the
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o f course; however, his m ajor focus would have been on the development o f a garden
rich in rare plants, some o f which would be the latest arrivals from New Spain. There is
little evidence that points to a personal interest in the collection o f either antiquities or art
except for a select few pieces located at the Villa Navagero-Erizzo rumored by the
current tenants to date to Andrea Navagero’s time. A Roman relief decorates the altar of
the Oratory o f the Villa. [F igure 2.4] There is no evidence that this relief was owned by
Navagero; however, the seventeenth-century Oratory replaced an earlier chapel
constructed by the Navagero fam ily in 1597, and, among other things, the original bell is
still in use. There is also a collection o f Roman artifacts in the barchessa found on the
property. [Figure 2.5] Although these artifacts were found over the past two centuries,
they suggest that N avagero’s belief that the Trevigiano had been settled and occupied
during the Roman period was correct.164
The posthumous edition o f Navagero’s collected letters from Spain was published
by Domenico Farri in 1563. Farri’s edition presented a travelogue rich both in antiquity
and novelty, with Spain’s Islamic heritage straddling or linking the old and new.
N avagero’s first instinct was to seek out any sign o f antiquity in Italian style in Italy. In
Spain he “saw vestiges o f antiquity” such as the aqueduct at Segovia and some baths
inscribed with the name o f Pom pey.165 He cited Pliny the Elder during his description o f
Seville.166 Spain’s Roman or classical past interested Navagero as it had earlier interested
Bernardo Bembo. As a Venetian, however, Navagero was exposed to the viaggiatori

ideological underpinnings o f the Venetian villa within the realm o f philosophy and science that starts to
examine the elevation o f a ‘sacred’ nature as a source o f economic, social and psychological stability.
164 The relief and the artifacts were pointed out to the author during a visit to the Villa by an
employee o f Quasar Electronics, the current tenants o f the property.
16511 viaggio, 8r and 1 lr.
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accounts that were introducing to Venice stories o f an exotic M uslim world replete with
jewel-encrusted sultans and citrus-scented gardens. Apparently, the lingering atmosphere
o f Moorish Spain captivated Navagero and led him on a hunt for traces o f their years o f
relatively benign occupation.
Navagero was a devoted classicist. M odem critics have recognized his Latin
orations and poems as the work o f a purist dedicated to the revival o f proper Latin.167 He
had a reputation as a strict Latin stylist, and this reputation was reinforced by his decision
to have his heirs bum his incomplete History o f Venice because he found its language
unacceptable. In contrast, he wrote his own letters and m any o f his official reports in the
Tuscan vernacular.168 It seems that he had absorbed from Bembo a love for Tuscan as a
rich language well-suited to letters even when those letters had as their subject Roman
ruins, natural philosophy or history, topics well within the bailiwick o f the studia
humanitas. During his travels in Spain, Navagero followed the migratory court o f the
Spanish king, visiting Toledo, Burgos, Seville and Granada as the Venetians and the
papal representative, Baldassare Castiglione, worked to assure the release o f the
imprisoned King o f France, Francis I.169 During breaks in the m onths o f negotiations,

166 Ibid., 14r.
167 In her introduction to an new edition and translation o f Andrea N avagero’s poetry: Andrea
Navagero: Lusus, A lice Wilson, ed. (Niewkoop, B. DeGraaf: 1973); W ilson characterizes Navagero as “a
conscious classicist.” His friends letters indicate that he regularly destroyed his own unsatisfactory work
when it did not conform to the models he found appropriate, 11.
168 Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Ms. It. VII, 14 (8810), 193. Jacopo M orelli, Preface to his
edition o f Pietro Bem bo’s Istoria Veneziana (Milan, 1809), 3, Pietro Amat di S. Filippo, B iografia dei
viaggiatori italian i... (1882), 7; and Christian G. Jocher,A llgem eines Gelehrten-Lexicon, (1751), Vol. 3,
156; note the unfortunate destruction o f his unfinished history which appeared in Agostino Valier, D e
utilitate capiendo ex rebus a Venetis g estis Lib. X, ch. 9 [cited by Morelli as: Cod. M S. Naninanus num.
LXXIX]
169 Castiglione may not have helped the Venetians arrange the release o f Francis, because the
heated dispute between Pope Clement VII and Charles over the execution o f the bishop o f Zamora, Antonio
de Acuna, made it frankly im possible for the papal nuncio to act as an intermediary for the imprisoned
French king (Rosenthal, 10-11).
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Navagero found time to listen to Spanish captains describe the New World, visit the
Muslim monuments that had survived the Reconquista, and search for Roman ruins and
Latin inscriptions. The last item might be expected o f a humanist and member o f the
Aldine Academy. The first surely interested a Venetian ambassador and member o f a
ruling class with a long history o f interest in foreign travel.170
The mosques, palaces and gardens, on the other hand, required Navagero to
explain him self to his friends back home. Although he does not claim to write a history o f
the Spanish landscape, he does provide a withering commentary upon the sad state o f
affairs in Catholic Spain that has given back the gains made by the ingenious and hard
working Muslims. He then proceeds to juxtapose this social commentary with
descriptions of the Islamic landscape, directions for his gardener in Venice, and
discussions about New World exotica and seeds or fruit apparently sent along with his
letters. Thus, there is little doubt that Navagero expected Ramusio and Bembo to ponder
the nature o f the Islamic garden as the formal statement o f Muslim agricultural policy,
and perhaps a proper model for his own practice. Immediately after he declared that
Spain was “a lan d ...o f more beautiful gardens” than Italy, he indicated that his letters,
“would bring to all o f you [Ramusio and his friends] una buono (sic) Spagna ” 171
Navagero’s letter, however, distinguishes itself from other colorful descriptions, because
he clearly intended to influence his friends to change their gardens based on what he had

170 Howard and Lane provide convincing arguments for the association o f the elite in Venice with
overseas trade and the voyages o f discovery made by members o f the Venetian patriciate. Navagero’s
oration for D oge Loredan confirms his passionate b elief in the value o f foreign travel for senators,
ORATIO, xiv.
171 Lettere di XIII Huomini illustri nelle quali sone due libri di diversi altri auttori, et il fio re d i
quante belle lettere, che fin ’hora f i fo n o vedute; con molte del Bembo, d el Navagero, d el Fracastoro, d e l
Manutio, & di altrifam ofi Auttori non p iu date in luce (Venice: Francesco Lorenzini da Turino: 1560),
B ook XV, 697. Andrea Navagero, Letter to Ramusio o f M ay 5, 1525.
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seen and collected in Spain. According to Navagero, his friends should begin to put in
their gardens, and his, “the things I have located” in Spain. He points out that if his
friends would do this for him, upon his return he “would find his Selva and the orto in
M urano well planted,” in the manner o f those gardens he had seen and described. As a
result, N avagero’s gardens would become two o f the earliest Italian gardens redolent with
the atmosphere o f the amazing landscape o f Spain and the New W orld.172
The remnants o f Roman land improvement such as aqueducts, the altera natura
characterized by Cicero in De natura deorum that was discussed in Chapter One provided
a framework for the monuments seen by Navagero in Rome, at Tivoli and during his
travels in Spain. The reward for wise investment in irrigation projects appeared to justify
the tremendous economic burdens placed on those societies determined to modify their
hydrology both for health reasons and for increased agricultural production. N avagero’s
amazement with the “ancient way o f moving water” across valleys and through
m ountains at Segovia prepared him to appreciate the comparative subtleties o f similar
engineering in the Muslim gardens o f the south. His recognition o f the importance o f the
public bath as a m ark o f advancing civilization left by Pompey and the Romans not only
reinforced the domination o f Rome over the M editerranean basin and Spain in particular,
but also hinted at the continuity between the m odem M uslim community similarly
enamored o f the ritual and regular use o f the bath.173 To Navagero, the Spanish Muslims
participated in a lifestyle and offered an aesthetic demonstrably in step with the Roman

172 Ibid.
173 N B. Although baths were an “essential” facility for a Venetian colony, Venice and other
Italian cities did not feature public baths. Howard, 2000, 10, 30, 32.
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prototype. As the institution o f the public bath had all but disappeared in the Christian
world, the legacy o f Rome - in this one instance - survived only in the M uslim world.
At the beginning o f this chapter, we analyzed the role o f observation in
architecture. In his letters, Raphael argued that Renaissance builders must study actual
Roman buildings in conjunction with or instead o f reading Vitruvius. An analysis of
N avagero’s letters suggests that he similarly embraced direct observation. The letter to
Pope Leo X from Raphael that made the most coherent statement o f his methodology has
been attributed to at least two authors who essentially served as ghostwriters for the
famous artist. Ingrid Rowland argues that the humanist Angelo Colocci directed the
project to translate Vitruvius into Italian for Raphael and, thus, was an important partner
in the development o f rules for a ll’antica architecture.174 Rowland notes that Colocci
wrote a late version o f the letter to the pope and suggests that Castiglione was responsible
for the first several paragraphs.175 Another scholar, Renato Bonelli, believes that
Castiglione was the author o f the letter “inspired” by Raphael.176 Although Rowland’s
case for Colocci is persuasive, Castiglione clearly assisted Raphael in the first draft o f his
discussion o f Roman antiquities. Thus, it seems likely that Raphael and Castiglione
agreed that the search for models - not to mention the preservation of antiquities that
offered glimpses into Roman principles o f massing or decorative schemes - was critical
for designers and could not be restricted to a few cherished buildings. As papal
ambassador to the Court o f Charles V in the late 1520s, Castiglione was a member o f the
Italian contingent when Navagero arrived from Venice in 1525. Castiglione and

174 Rowland, 1996.
175 Ibid.
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Navagero were friends and they both accompanied Raphael on a 1516 visit to Tivoli
w hen Castiglione was a m em ber o f Pope Leo’s court and N avagero was in Rome as a
guest o f Pietro Bembo. Although there is no documentary evidence to confirm any
contact between Castiglione and Navagero during their tim e in Spain, the two men must
have renewed an old friendship in Spain because Castiglione and Navagero both played
significant roles in the negotiations with the Emperor for the release o f K ing Francis I of
France.177 Castiglione’s friendship to Raphael led several scholars to believe that he and
his fellow ambassadors, including Navagero, contributed ideas for the new palace o f
Charles V in Granada.178 M ore recently, Earl Rosenthal has argued that Castiglione, in
particular, was out o f favor w ith Charles by 1526 and, thus, would not have been able to
discuss architectural developments in Italy with the Emperor or his Spanish architects.179
W hether or not the two Italians played a role in the introduction o f all ’antica architecture
to Spain, Castiglione’s presence in Spain during N avagero’s embassy served to remind
the Venetian o f their time in Rom e with their mutual friend and colleague, Raphael.
Furthermore, the co-author o f a letter about the inherent value o f archaeology for
designers could have reassured Navagero that he was performing a sim ilar service as a
garden historian by putting pen to paper and, in the process, preserving a m em ory o f the
endangered Islamic garden for future generations.

176 Renato Bonelli, “Lettera a Leone X ,” in Scritti rinascim entali d i architecture (Milan: Edizioni
il Polifilo, 1978), 462.
177 W ilson, Lusus, 8.
178 Carl Justi, “Anfange der Renaissance in Granada,” Jahrbuch d e r koniglich preussischen
Kunstsammlungen 12 (1891): 186-187; Antonio Gallego Morell, “La corte de Carlos V en la Alhambra en
1526,” M iscelanea de estudios dedicado a lp ro fe so r Antonio Marin O cete (1974): 267-294.
179 Rosenthal, 10-11.
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T he M oors w ho had ruled Spain appeared not to h av e d o n e so w ith a u n iv ersally
d eft touch. H istorical accounts o f th e internecine strife th at b ro u g h t dow n th e C o rd o b an
C alip h ate and m ade the T aifa k ingdom s and N asrid p rin c ip a lity eventual lo sers in th e w a r
fo r S pain, how ever, h ave no place in N a v a g e ro ’s discussion. H is selective approach
m ig h t reflect his recognition that disagreem ents betw een p rin c e s in Italy an d civil w ars in
a n cien t R o m e had little im pact on th e form o f g ard en s and on th e p ractice o f farm ing.
K eep in m ind, N avagero rem inds us, th at current p o litical co n d itio n s, esp ec ially w h en a
g o v e rn in g class rem ains blind to the b est and highest use o f its territory, do alter the
landscape. A s a m atter o f course, such blindness can releg ate ad v an cem en ts in agriculture
to th e sidelines. M eanw hile, the gardens that reveal historical successes w ill carry faint
echoes o f b e tte r tim es; audible on ly to those attuned to the w h isp ered w isd o m o f the
farm er.
A cco rd in g to N avagero, the subject population have b e e n rep laced b y Spanish
ru lers w ho “n e ith e r plant, nor w o rk .” T he conquerors “ g ladly go to w ar o r to the Indies”
b u t are oth erw ise “not v ery ind u strio u s.” H is tra v e ls in A n d a lu c ia and aro u n d G ranada
rev ealed M o o rish houses and gardens w ith w ater and roses, m u sc a t grapes and m yrtles.
U n fo rtu n ately , he says, m an y o f th ese houses and th eir g ard en s a re in ruin. “U n d er the
M o o rs th ey w ere m aintained so that th e y grew .” T he S panish se em e d to p a y little
atten tio n to gardens; “the M oors w ere th e ones w ho kept th e e n tire countryside
cu ltiv a te d ” so that “the country w as m u ch m ore beautiful in th e tim e that it w as in the
han d s o f th e M oors than it is now .” 180

180 11 v ia g g io , 25r.
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Navagero’s rather frank assessment o f the warlike and confrontational
temperament o f the Spaniards was reinforced by his comments regarding their forcible
conversion o f the conquered Moors. Proceeding “severely against the M oors” “could
easily ruin” Granada. In fact, even the threat o f the Inquisition, restricted from entering
Granada for forty years after the conquest by Ferdinand and Isabella, was responsible for
a precipitous decline in the wealth o f the city, as “all those who built beautiful houses”
fled in the face o f an influx o f undesirable suspetti driven south by the inimical
Inquisitors.181 The negative opinion of the vigorous Spanish Inquisition reflected a
Venetian belief in the limits o f papal and church authority o f the republic. Regarding the
relationship between church and state, Lane points out that Venetian “tradition was
distinctive.” 182 Just as she jealousy preserved her autonomy by taxing Church properties
and excluding clerics from all political office, Venice did not embrace the Inquisition.
N avagero’s remarks reflect the government position. His secretary, Zuan (Giovanni)
Negro, also recognized the looming menace o f the Inquisition, claiming that the
converted Moors customary clothing “will make a beautiful fire” when the time comes. A
realist, Negro guesses that everyone with “ a little money” or anything to sell will follow
the gentlemen to Barbary.183 There seemed little hope for the survival o f the Moorish
style, not to mention their gardens, on the face o f it. Navagero, witness to the first signs
o f decay, studied the rapidly failing M oorish culture, recording for posterity delightful
images o f a lush landscape brought under cultivation by generations o f Moorish
gardeners and farmers.

181 Ibid., 26r.
182 Lane, 394.
183 Sanuto, I Diarii, Vol. 41: 748-9.
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Navagero’s descriptions o f the Alhambra and the Generalife in Granada and the
Patio de las Naranjas in Seville offer m odem readers a sense o f the atmosphere o f the
Moorish garden. His secretary also appreciated the beauty o f the Alhambra, writing in a
letter to his father that:
It is built a la morescha, is not ugly and that is why I like it very much.
There are m any fountains inside and pleasant places and so many delights,
because from what can be seen these Moors, that is to say the chiefs, did
not attend to anything else if not to delight and pleasure.184
For Negro the rich appointments and verdant surroundings exposed an Epicurean streak
in the Moorish upper class.185 Negro appears to have been fascinated by Moorish customs
and dress, describing with obvious relish sword-wielding spinning dancers, eight ships
built around great trees full of musicians, and mysteriously wrapped women. His
amazement does not overwhelm Negro, and several biting comments reveal an air o f
superiority. For example, Negro takes issue with some temporary architecture, implying
that the artists - he does not identify them as M oors specifically but his next sentence
mentions that 75 per cent o f the population o f Granada was Moorish - were unsuccessful
in their attempt to mimic either modem Italians or ancient Romans as they welcomed
their overlord and his queen. According to Negro, “they made two triumphal arches” for

184 Ibid., 750. “La Lambra...E fabrica a la morescha, et per quel che e mi piace assai et non e
bruta. vi sono de molte fontane dentro et ameni lochi et tropo delitiosi, perche a quel che si vee quest mori,
zoe li principali, non attendevano ad altro se non a delitie et piaceri.”
185 On Islamic Spain and the arts see: Cynthia Robinson, P alace Architecture and Ornament in
the "Courtly" D iscourse o f the Muluk Al-Taw a'If: M etaphor A nd Utopia, Ph.D. Diss., University o f
Pennsylvania, 1996; Jerrilyn D. Dodds , ed., Al-Andalus: The A rt o f Islamic Spain (N ew York: Harry N.
Abrams, 1992): esp. Renata Holod, “Luxury Arts o f the Caliphal Period,” 40-47; and D. Fairchild Ruggles,
“The Gardens o f the Alhambra and the Concept o f the Garden in Islamic Spain,” 163-171. See also:
Francisco Prieto-Moreno, Los Jardines D e Granada (Madrid: Editorial Ciguena, 1952); James Dickie,
“N otes toward an Aesthetic o f Granadine Art,” O riental A rt (1980).
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the parade route into Granada in June 1526, “that were very ugly and clumsy.” 186 Negro
appears to have m ixed feelings about the “Moorish style” o f building. Although pleased
by the Alhambra, he found the juxtaposition o f older moresca elements with the new
additions in the unfinished cathedral made for “an awkward thing.” 187
A keen observer, Negro reserved his highest praise for the Moorish countryside
and the M oors themselves. “The water is extremely cold” in Granada and “all the
fountains” are fed from snow-covered mountains. Negro also identified a Moorish
interest in country life:
The surrounding countryside is more beautiful that any other place in
Spain, because it was well worked and cultivated by these Moors, and is
full o f trees and especially walls because they make their seats here.188
Although he did not explicitly call these “seats” villas, the concept that the Moorish
country house w as integrally connected to Islamic agricultural investment established an
immediate kinship between the Moors and contemporary Venetian villa owners. Negro
applauded the hard-working Moors, but castigated the Christian Spaniards, perhaps even
more forcefully than Navagero:
The rest o f Spain is held by Hidalgos, that is to say gentlemen, and they
do not w ish to work, but follow the blessings that they have been given by
nature, and as they have a piece o f land or any place o f their own, they say
that i f m y father or ancestor did not plant or had planted or worked this
land, neither do I w ant to do it, and thus with this his haughtiness whether
they die o f hunger...; it is enough to have one mule in a stall and one piece

186Sanuto, 748. “.. .erano fatti dui archi trionfali uno a la porta et l ’altro a la chiesa assai brutti et
goffi.” Temporary “triumphal” arches were standard spectacle paraphernalia in Italy. On Renaissance
spectacles see: R oy Strong, Splendor at Court: Renaissance Spectacle and the Theater o f Power, (Boston:
Houghton M ifflin, 1973); idem., A rt and Power: Renaissance Festivals, 1450-1650 (Berkeley: University
o f California Press, 1984); Saslow, esp. 138-147.
187 Sanuto, 750.
188 Ibid., 749.
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o f velvet, and two or three servants to make one a lo rd .. .Oh the pride and
infinite vanity there is in this Spain!189
Clearly, Negro found the Spanish maddening. What is noteworthy is the ease with which
Navagero and Negro segregated the Spanish and the Moors into two populations. Their
position as subjects notwithstanding, the conquered Moors deserved high praise indeed
for their judicious investment in time and labor in the land. In turn, the detestable
Spaniard, ignorant o f the wealth the M oors produced with their agriculture and
arboriculture and blind to the delights o f the Moorish palace with its gardens and
fountains, proved him self foolish. The disdain these two Venetians felt for their hosts
would have made for a long two years in Spain. Fortunately, as Negro pointed out in his
letter to his father, the vibrant culture o f the Moors, as well as the lingering traces o f the
classical world, offered a w orldly civil servant something to think about. We have
already discussed N avagero’s fascination with the Roman past o f the Iberian Peninsula.
Now we will turn to his study o f Moorish Spain and, more importantly, his rich
descriptions o f its palaces and gardens.
A noted humanist and historian, Navagero combined his public and diplomatic
business with a sort o f intellectual tourism. In his letters he mentioned his visit to the
birthplace o f M artial and Juvenal, his location of inscriptions dating to Pom pey the
Great’s suppression o f the Spanish revolt, and his amazement at the surviving
monuments o f the Roman infrastructure. He also described the different plants native to
Spain and those arriving daily from the New World. The aspect of his journey most
appreciated b y later readers, his marvelous descriptions o f the Moorish gardens,
presented an image o f a well-orchestrated manipulation o f the natural and the man-made

189 Ibid.
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where artifice and ingenuity transformed a complex o f buildings, a collection o f fountains
and watercourses, and a flourish o f greenery into a truly harmonious and inspirational
environment.
From Barcelona he wrote to Ramusio on the 5th o f May 1525, proclaim ing that “I
am here in a land, after all that is infinitely like Italy, but with gardens more beautiful
than I imagined could exist.”190 After a harrowing journey which left Navagero “sickly”
and glad to be on land - surprising for a Venetian - the ambassador immediately
immersed him self in a quick but analytical survey o f the bountiful and novel flora and
fauna o f Spain, which he promised to describe to Ramusio after a short digression to
instruct his colleague on some new plantings for his gardens back home. Beautiful
Barcelona was a fine introduction to Spain with its “bellissimi” gardens, its myrtles,
orange trees and cedars, all o f which surrounded “good and comfortable” stone houses far
superior to the normal “earthen” dwellings he had seen elsewhere in Catalunia.191 A keen
observer, Navagero seemed to recognize the long history o f the Moors in Spain. Near
Toledo Navagero described the Heurta del Rey, irrigated by massive annorie or water
wheels powered by the River Tagus and “completely filled” with trees and fruits.192 “In
this plain is a mined ancient palace, that they say was the palace o f Galiana, daughter o f a
M oorish king from the time o f the Paladins o f France, about whom they say m any things,
some historical, some fabulous; but in any case (the ruins) shows that it was a beautiful
palace and on a very lovely and pleasant site.” 193 It is not surprising that Navagero was
interested in fables about M oorish princesses. What is interesting is the location o f

190 L ettere..., 1560, p. 698.
191 Ibid.
192 Annorie was a transliteration from the Arabic: al-noria.
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Moorish history in “antiquity.” Dating the “palazzo antico ruinato” to the time o f the
French Paladins pushed back Moorish occupation o f Toledo to the ninth century

A .D.,

and

ascribed legendary status to these Muslims by connecting them to the Battles o f
Roncevalles, the Chanson de Rolande, and Charlemagne, one o f the Nine Worthies.
Fixing the Moors firmly into the historic past permitted Navagero as a historian to
critically evaluate their actions and their monuments ju st as he had been commissioned to
evaluate Venetian history by the Senate. Navagero does not compare the Moors to the
Romans in the same manner as he and Negro had compared them to the m odem
Spaniards. The ease with which he moves between the discussion o f the antique Moorish
palace and the norias on the Tagus, however, to a description o f a defunct water system
which Charles had begun to reconstruct at a cost o f fifty thousand ducats and a “very
grand Circus” suggest that to him all o f these items are equivalent parts o f the historical
landscape o f Spain. Navagero did not identify the builders o f either the aqueduct or the
circus, presumably they were Romans, but it is worth considering how ready he was and
how he assumed his audience would understand that both the Romans and the Moors left
their stamp on Spain.
Among the M oors’ most spectacular monuments are the great palaces in Seville
and Granada visited by Navagero. “M aybe the most delightful place in Spain,” according
to Navagero, was the Alcazar (in Seville),
the palace o f a very rich Moorish k in g .. .(the Alcazar) is beautiful and
built in the Moorish style, with the most beautiful marble everywhere and
everything is dressed in a garment o f water. There are baths and halls and
many rooms through all o f which passes the water, places most delightful
in the summer. There is a patio full o f orange trees and beautiful lemons.

193 Ibid., 701-2.
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And inside more beautiful gardens and between these a beautiful wood o f
orange trees that never admits sunlight.194
The Alhambra also dazzled Navagero. The gardens o f the Moors in Granada, complete
with clever giochi d ’acqua and bountiful fruit trees, so impressed him that he took it upon
him self to compose a very detailed description for Ramusio and his other Venetian
friends. The walled Alhambra “is like a castle separated from the rest o f the city” inside
o f which remained a “good number” o f houses, although the complex was dominated by
a “belpalazzo” that was the residence o f the Kings o f the Moors. This palace
was in truth very beautiful, & sumptuously built o f fine marbles, like all
the other things. The marbles are not set in the walls, but are on the floors
on the earth. There is then a great courtyard, or patio in the Spanish
fashion, very beautiful, & large, & it is surrounded by buildings, but on
one part it has a singular and m ost beautiful Tower, that is called the Torre
de Comares, in which there are some halls, & very nice rooms, with
generous and commodious windows of very excellent Moorish work, so
are the walls and the ceilings o f the apartment. The work is partly in
plaster with much gold, & part in ivory & accompanying gold.. .The
courtyard is completely clothed in the finest & whitest marble; of which
there are huge pieces. In the middle there is, a fountain, something like a
canal, full o f running water that enters this palace, & conducts itself to
every part, ending in the rooms. On one side, & the other o f this canal
there are spalliered Myrtles, with several Orange plants.195
Navagero’s description o f the Torre de las Comares sounds very much like
contemporary viaggiatori accounts o f the wondrous residences o f Islamic North Africa,

194 Ibid., 712. For the most current descriptions o f the Alhambra see: Ruggles, 2000. On the
specific character o f the Islamic garden in Granada see: Ruggles, “The Gardens o f the Alhambra.” On
Islamic architecture in Spain see: Frederick P. Bargebuhr, The Alhambra: A Cycle o f Studies on the
Eleventh Centuiy in Moorish Spain (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co, 1968); James Dickie, “The
Alhambra: Some Reflections Prompted by a Recent Study by Oleg Grabar,” Studia Arabica, Beim t (1981):
127-149; idem., “The Plispano-Arab Garden, its Philosophy and Function,” Bulletin o f the School o f
O riental and African Studies 31 (1968); Oleg Grabar, The Alhambra (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1978); Basilio Pavon Maldonado, Estudios sobre la Alhambra (Cuadernos de la Alhambra)
(Granada: Ministerio de Educacion y Ciencia, 1975); idem., Tratado de Arquitectura Hispanomusulmana
(Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas, 1990); Georges Marcais, L ’A rchitecture
Musulmane d 'Occident (Paris: Arts et Metiers Graphiques, 1954).
195 Lettere, 719.
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the Middle East and the Near East, particularly with the emphasis on the luxurious
appointments and the expensive looking materials. Navagero betrays his personal interest
in gardens when he chooses to focus more upon the accjua viva that brings the patio alive
and transforms a collection o f rooms that face on a courtyard into an integrated
environment o f partially-enclosed rooms in the orbit o f the fountain. The primary
responsibility o f the running water for raising the Alhambra above its neighbors and other
Spanish palaces demanded respect from a Venetian and a gardener, for many reasons not
the least o f which was the delicate balance farmers and residents o f the lagunar republic
sought between too m uch and not enough water.
The rivers which cut through Granada, which Navagero claims were fed by the
snow-capped Sierra N evada range, provided an apparently limitless source o f fresh water
for the erstwhile M oorish capital city. In addition, the Alhambra and the Generalife
benefited from the existence o f springs which supplied water at the highest points o f the
city obviating the need for water wheels or aqueducts like those he recorded in Cordoba
and Segovia. One o f the more spectacular uses o f this water was to be seen in the Court
o f the Lions. Similar to the complex of rooms he had seen adjacent to the Tower o f
Comares, the m arble-encrusted belt of buildings with a portico around a smaller
courtyard are “very fresh for the summer, but yet not as comely.” There is one
remarkable saving grace for this small corte, its fountain. “In the middle o f the patio there
is a most beautiful fountain,” writes Navagero,
that has been m ade with some Lions, that spit water from their mouths,
and give a name to the courtyard, with is called the patio o f the Lions.
These Lions hold up a basin of the fountain, & are made in such a way,
that when no w ater is forthcoming, if a m an says a word in the mouth of
these Lions, saying it as low as he wants, that if one puts an ear to the
mouth o f the other Lions, the voice responds to each thing, so they say.
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There are also among other things in this palace some m ost beautiful
underground baths, completely finished in the finest m arbles.. .which is lit
from the roof through many glazed places like eyes in each part.196
From the Patio o f the Lions, Navagero passed through a “secret door” leading out
o f the walled enclosure and into a garden higher up the mount “called the Ginhalariffe”
or the Generalife.197 The “not very large” palace has gardens with “waters” that made it
“the most beautiful thing” that he had seen in Spain. The Generalife
had more patios, all with abundant water, but o f these there is one with
running water, that flows like a canal through the middle, and is full o f
beautiful Myrtles, & Orange trees, in which there is a loggia, that on the
side that looks outside is under six somewhat taller M yrtles, reaching
almost to the height of the balconies, which are equally tall, & very thick,
that flank not the tops o f the trees but an equally lovely and verdant
meadow. These Myrtles are all in front o f the loggia, at a distance o f six or
eight paces... In the empty space that remains under them, there are
innumerable rabbits, which you can see sometimes between the branches,
moving about, making a most beautiful view .198
The equal weight placed upon the architectural features o f the patio or courtyard,
such as the loggia and the balconies, and the plantings o f the myrtle and orange trees
suggests that the Generalife, or at least the Court o f the Canal, is very different from even
the Alhambra which he had only moments before described. His earlier fascination with
the playful fountains, and the potentially magical sculptures, carries over into his
ekphrasis o f the delectable gardens, since the acqua corrente or running w ater continues

196 The water-spewing lions seen by Navagero in Spain remind readers o f the tiger-head fountains
in the garden o f the Priuli residence on Murano discussed earlier in this chapter. Lorenzo Priuli was a
member o f the Venetian embassy to Spain alongside Navagero in 1525-1526. Although we have no record
o f his impression o f Spain, the similarities between the two water features are intriguing. Unfortunately the
descriptions o f the Priuli garden do not help us date the tiger fountains and, as a result, it is impossible to do
more than note the incorporation o f an animal m otif in both gardens and raise a question about the
significance o f Lorenzo Priuli’s travels to Spain and visit to the Court o f the Lions.
197 From Jennat a l ’A rif meaning “the garden o f the architect.” The Generalife is a complex o f
buildings and gardens used as a summer palace by the Nasrid princes.
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to serve as th e life-blood o f the garden, c ircu latin g through each sep arate g ard en ro o m
and structure w hich thus becom e elem ents o f a larger com position. In ad d itio n , the w ater,
c learly fluid and surprisin g ly tuneful, p artak es o f both the b u ilt and th e natu ral,
p erm ittin g its e lf to be channeled b y the in d u strio u s M oors w ith o u t su rre n d e rin g its
fundam ental role as life-giving force for the trees (and the rabbits) in h a b itin g th e garden.
A s h e co n tinues to describe the G eneralife, the b alan cin g act p la y e d b y the garden
w aters beco m es p ro n o u n ced as the w ater feeds the greenery, enlivens th e arch itectu re,
and teases the visitor. “ T he w ater goes th ro u g h o u t the p ala c e ,” N av ag ero w rite s “ e v en in
the ro o m s w h en it w ish es, som e o f w hich you could m ake a p leasan t h o m e in the
su m m er.” 199 A lthough N a v a g e ro ’s d escrip tio n sounds rem ark ab ly like L e a n d ro A lb e rti’s,
the la tte r’s description o f La Z isa w as p u b lish ed m any years after N a v a g e ro ’s trip and, as
a result, it w ould seem to be one o f the earliest to focus o n this sp ecifically “ M o o rish ” use
o f w a te r in a residence. In one “c o m p le te ly g reen ” patio

w here a m ead o w w as m ad e w ith som e b eautiful trees, the}/ h a v e m ad e the
w ater com e in such a w ay, b y sto p p in g som e canals, [so that] i f you
h ap p en to be standing in th e m ead o w th e w ater rises u n d e r the fe e t b a th in g
ev eryone.200
In the m id d le o f a n o th e r courtyard w as an o th er fountain

w ith a v e ry larg e basin, and p ip es in th e m iddle spouted w ater m o re th a n
th ree braccia high, & at th e h ig h est p o in t the w ater, in a w ay th a t m a d e the
sw eetest cascad e o f drops, w hich e x p lo d ed around, and scattered
th em selv es on every side m aking it ap p ear even m o re fresh to th o se w h o
w ere reg ard in g it.201

198 Lettere...., 1560, 720-1. Navagero is describing the fourteenth-century Patio de la Acequia or
‘Court of the Canal’ associated with one of the summer palaces of the Nasrid princes located on the hill
opposite the fortified Alhambra.
199 Ibid., 721.
200 Ibid.
201 Ibid.
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The water for these fountains and canals all sprang from beneath a rock located in a large
room in a garden slightly higher up the hillside. The water was made to “serve the
palace” by stopping the water with sluice gates “so that one might make the water enter
when one wanted and as one wanted.”
Control o f the natural element water with sluice gates was something that the
Venetian expansion into a re-organized terraferma would integrate into the drainage and
irrigation o f agricultural lands. The canals controlled by such gates supplied water not
only for cultivation but also for fishponds and fountains in private gardens. The detailed
description o f the water systems o f the Generalife must have made informative reading
for Navagero’s friends. The focus on the Islamic water systems reinforced the influence
o f their culture on the Venetian landscape, because the Italian word for sluice gate is

sam cinesca.202 In other words, Navagero’s description o f the Generalife revealed
Moorish technology and ingenuity apropos to Venetian villa design. A s Navagero had
already attributed all the agricultural improvements o f Spain to the Moors, it is not
surprising that the component o f garden design which included hydraulic innovation,
would be similarly linked with the Moorish gardeners.
Earlier in his travels, Navagero mentioned a series o f massive water-works that
dwarfed both examples closer to home and the modem work commissioned by the
Emperor. It would be easy to assume that Navagero believed that all o f the aqueducts

202 The word, samcinesca, appears in the sixteenth-century poetic description of the Villa Della
Torre at Fumane composed by the Venetian courtesan Veronic Franco which will be discussed in Chapter
Three. It also appeared in sixteenth century plans of Padua as the name o f a gate, la Porta alia saracinesca,
that was located alongside the canal on the west side of the city and, therefore, nearby a large sluice-gate
that permitted water to move from the canal to the Bacchiglione. The root indicates the “saracen” or
Muslim source of the type of gate and suggests that the particular use of iron grids to control water flow
was associated with Muslim irrigation technology. The word also means any large iron gate or portcullis
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were Roman. Indeed, he compares the stone work to the Amphitheater in Verona,
indicating a Roman date for the largest aqueduct that he saw. His equal pleasure in
witnessing the towering water-wheels or noricis at work in Seville and Cordoba, as well
as his general tendency to consider both Roman and Moorish work the remnants o f
ancient Spain, indicates that the “ancient” palaces o f the M oors and their gardens and
waterworks were remnants o f another historical and model landscape, kin to the Roman
by virtue o f location and inheritance, and relevant to the m odem Venetian pursuit o f
garden design.
One final selection from Navagero’s description o f the Generalife m ay suffice to
close this analysis o f his study o f the Moorish garden. In this passage the “abundant”
waters at times rush from their spring down the hillside and at times are forced to stop,
waiting perhaps for a future chance to irrigate and to delight. “The stairs” he says
were made in such a way, that each o f the numerous stairs has a bit o f a
flat area, in the middle o f which there is a concavity that can collect the
water. On one side o f the stairs, there are wells and on the other, they have
stone railings that are cut on the top like canals. Above these then, where
the water is, there are the locks which separate each part o f these, so that
when they want they m ay open the (gates holding back the) water, which
then runs through the canals, that is in the wells; when they want the water
that is in the concavity that is in the flat o f the stairs; and when they want
all together, and if they want an even larger quantity o f water, it is in their
power to make it rise higher, that their places cannot be entered, in this
way it scatters on the stairs, all the levels o f it rem ain well washed, and
even bathing anyone, that finds themselves there, making a thousand jokes
o f this sort.203
The sheer jo y at the ingenuity o f the Moorish architects and engineers who direct or
conduct the ballet o f the acqua corrente permeates N avagero’s letter. After giving the

and was may refer to the kind o f iron-work used in fortifications in the Middle East encountered by
Europeans during the crusades.

203 Ibid., 722.
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landscape a full treatment, he closes this section o f his description o f Granada with a
short but pointed concluding remark that reminds us o f the importance o f villeggiatura to
Renaissance Italians:
But in sum, it does not appear to me that in this place you miss anything of
beauty and delight, whether or not you are one who knows and enjoys
living in stillness and tranquility, given to study and the pleasures
appropriate for a gentleman, without desiring to embrace more.204
Certainly, the Venetian ambassador employs the superlative throughout in the group o f
letters. Thus, it is unfair to determine which is the “most beautiful” orange tree or
fountain in Spain based on his comments. There seems to be no doubt, however, that the
water stair charmed and delighted the visitor, so much so that he chose this moment to
restate his personal thesis about the nature o f the garden as the ideal locus for tranquil
retirement and the enjoyment o f studies or other gentlemanly pastimes. The simple fact
that this spectacular garden feature inspired the author to remind his correspondents o f
the rewards found only in the garden, while he tells them o f a matchless landscape
imbued with wit and grace by the omnipresent waters, makes it abundantly clear that
these M oorish gardens were used for the same retreats increasingly the focus of the
Italian patrons.

N avagero's Activity in Spain
W hile in Spain, Navagero, a high-ranking member o f a foreign mission, was
introduced to m any important Spaniards. Navagero met with many o f the men
responsible for the government o f the American colonies including Diego and Fernando
Colombo, the sons o f the great Admiral o f the Indies, and Garcia Jofre de Loaysa, Bishop

204 Ibid.
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o f Osma and president o f the Council o f the Indias.205 Similarly, the Venetian
encountered m any o f the notorious captains and pilots who planted the Spanish flag
across the Atlantic, among them, Diego de Soto, Panfilo de Narvaez, and Esteban
Gomez. Although Navagero does not indicate that he m et Hem an Cortes, the infamous
Conquistador responsible for the destruction o f the Aztec Empire, the captain had
recently returned with tales o f the floating and flowering capital city o f Tenochtitlan and
was a celebrity in Spain during Navagero’s embassy.206 In N ew Worlds, Ancient Texts,
Anthony Grafton points out that Cortes “was impressed by New World cities. His
comparisons (o f a Tlaxacan city) with Granada, the last M oorish city to fall to the
Spanish reconquest in 1492, are particularly telling.”207 Furthermore, Cortes’ letters to
Charles V, published in Nuremberg inl524 with a m ap o f Tenochtitlan (Praeclara
Ferdinandi Cortesii de nova marls oceani Hispania narratio), “transformed..the strange
great city o f Tenochtitlan into a Muslim soak lined with fascinating shops.. .The
rem arkable image o f Tenochtitlan that accompanied his second letter into print, for all the
European qualities o f the houses it portrayed, did represent an urban world centered on an
alien sacred space, the place o f temples where m en were sacrificed to pagan gods.”208
The similarity between the New World metropolis and N avagero’s home did not escape
the notice o f Venetians, and by mid-century a map and description o f that city would be

205 Amada Lopez de M eneses, “Andrea Navagero, Traductor de Fernandez de Oviedo,” 64-6.
206 Emanuele Antonio Cicogna notes that Navagero “saw ” Cortes in Toledo on September 20,
1525: D ella vita e d elle opere d i Andrea Navagero. Oratore. Jstorico. P oeta Veneziana d elseco lo
decim osesto (Venice: Tipografia Andreola, 1855), 180.
207 Anthony Grafton, N ew Worlds, Ancients Texts: The P o w er o f Tradition and the Shock o f
D iscovery (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1992), 86.
208 Ibid., 89.
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included in his friend Ram usio’s Navigazioni.209 In his report to the Senate, Navagero
mentioned the novelties that arrived almost daily to the Spanish court and the few books,
which described their conquests. The most prominent of these was the aforementioned
D e orbe novo (The New World) o f the Italian Pietro Martire, N avagero’s “great friend,”
whom we introduced earlier in this chapter.210 Navagero produced the first Italian
translation o f M artire’s description o f the New W orld.211 The year after his death in
France, Navagero’s heirs requested and received a privilege from the Venetian Senate to
publish the Italian edition o f two books: Oviedo’s Sommcirio and M artire’s De orbe novo.
Following on the heels o f increasing debate over the merits o f the colonies for Spain and
their ramifications for Venetian commerce spurred by the relazioni o f Contarini and
Navagero, these two marvelous “histories” later became the centerpiece o f Ram usio’s
volume o f the Navigazioni e Viaggi {Navigations and Travels) that focused on the New
World.
Navagero appears to have done more for Spain than simply disseminate
descriptions o f fading glories and new overseas colonies. In Granada Navagero met the
Spanish poet Juan Boscan in 1526. The Venetian ambassador “advised” Boscan to write
in Castilian, as the Spaniard him self put it neatly in a famous letter to the Duchess o f
Soma, “sonnets and other arts o f verse used by the best authors o f Italy.”212 Indeed,

209 Ramusio published a Relazione d’alcune cose della Nuova Spagna e della gran citta di
Temistitan M essico fatta per un gentiluomo del signor Fernando Cortese for the first time in Volume III o f
the Navigazioni e viaggi in 1556. Several illustrations accompany the unknown author’s text, including a
plan based on the now lost drawing o f Tenochtitlan as it looked from the top o f the Temple o f
Huitzilopochtli that had been sent from Cortez to Charles between 1520 and 1522. N avigazioni, Milanesi,
ed., Vol. VI, 346-7.
210 Lettere, 1560,700.
211 Navigazioni, Milanesi, ed., V ol. V, 1978,22.
212 Angelo Gonzalez Garcia discussed Navagero’s two years in Spain in his introduction to
Fabie’s Spanish translation o f II Viaggio, (Madrid, 1983). Before Garcia mentioned Boscan and Navagero,
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Navagero left an indelible mark on the poet since the Spaniard’s later work became noted
for its Italian flair. Boscan was not the only Spanish author influenced by the Italian poet.
The Marques de Santillana composed more than forty-two sonnets “in the Italian style”
developed in the wake o f Navagero’s visit.213 Similarly, Navagero and Castiglione
reinforced Spanish opinions about the superiority o f Italian Renaissance architecture.214
M any Spanish nobles and artists had traveled in Italy before 1525. M odem Italian
architecture impressed the Spanish who promptly adopted a classical vocabulary, which,
even if applied in an admittedly eclectic fashion, eroded the hold o f late, Gothic on
monumental architecture in the Peninsula. The Italian ambassadors’ friendship with the
famous Raphael, one o f the most prominent purveyors o f the latest style o f a l l ’antica
architecture back home, must have intrigued Spaniards interested in the Renaissance
enough to draw them into conversations about the use o f classical motifs in Spanish
buildings.
The most noteworthy project in the Italian style begun during or shortly after
Navagero’s embassy was the new palace built for Charles V in Granada directly on the
site o f some demolished Moorish residences. [Figure 2.6] I have already noted that the
palace was built during a period in which Italian ideas were circulating in Spain, even if
scholars like Rosenthal correctly attribute the design to the Spanish architect, Pedro
M achuca.215 The high profile construction o f an imperial palace in Granada not only
dominated the skyline in the conquered city but also reflected Charles’ effort to establish

he mentioned the “surprising” gardens o f the Moors which he argued “were much more surprising than the
simple closed garden in the M edieval style” Navagero had on Murano, 8.
213 Ibid., 9.
214 On Spanish architecture, Italian style and Navagero see: Brothers and Rosenthal.
215 Rosenthal, 11-12.
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control over a part o f his patrimony stained by lingering resentment between Christians
and Muslims. Despite the admonition o f Queen Joanna o f Castile to leave the Nasrid
palaces in Granada untouched as a “perpetual memory” o f the victory, Charles appeared
determined to mark his strengthening hold over Spain and all its residents with a
grandiose gesture.216 The powerful symbol o f Hapsburg and Christian dominion was
adorned with an eclectic collection o f classical ornament suitable for the residence o f the
latest “Roman” emperor. More relevant for this dissertation is the central plan o f the
palace, particularly its circular Doric courtyard, a majestic a ll’antica space that exhibits
the influence o f Italian Renaissance villa architecture on the most important architectural
commission of Charles’ reign.217
The similarities between the main palace and the architecture o f Giulio Romano
and Raphael, the plan and the eclectic use o f classical elements, intrigued Cammy
Brothers who suggests that the patron and the design team working on the palace
intentionally quoted Roman Renaissance architecture to reinforce the image o f Charles as
“Caesar.”218 Brothers speculates that, in an effort to satisfy Charles, the Spanish builders
borrowed liberally either from buildings which they had seen in Italy or from images
such as Giuliano da Sangallo’s drawings or the illustrations o f Cesariano’s 1521 edition
o f Vitruvius.219 Even if the ambassadors were not called upon to assist or advise the
Spanish architects, their background, not to mention their obvious familiarity with trends

216 AGS, CMI, Leg. 1278, 13 September 1515 (cited by Rosenthal, 4, n. 7.)
217 Machuca may have travelled to Italy. His “poorly documented” visit is cited by MacDonald
and Pinto, 272, who “conjecture that through Raphael he became familiar both with the Villa Madama
design and with its ancient sources, including Hadrian’s Villa.”
218 Brothers, 85.
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in Renaissance design, would have invited contact between the builders o f Charles’ new
residence and the Italians. There is no clear model for the idiosyncratic facades Charles’
50,000 ducats purchased.220 Two Italian masterpieces, the Palazzo del Te and the Villa
M adama, provided examples o f a monumental masonry exterior and a circular courtyard.
O f the two, Giulio Rom ano’s Palazzo del Te is less likely to have been a model for the
new palace because it was hardly begun before 1525. Raphael’s Villa Madama, which
was begun around 1515, however, was well known to both Navagero and Castiglione.
These two confidants o f Raphael’s would have had some idea o f the general lay-out o f
the late m aster’s incomplete villa outside Rome Although the Villa M adama, as it would
com e to be called, was never finished, its plans were incorporated into a letter about the
villa project written for Pope Leo.221 The specific wording o f the letter explicitly connects
the plan o f the Villa M adam a with ancient Roman villas, particularly Pliny’s Tuscan
Villa; and the unique circular courtyard planned for the Villa Madama, which may have
been derived from the “M aritime Theater” o f Hadrian’s Villa near Tivoli, that is most
sim ilar to Charles’ palace. W e have identified Castiglione as Raphael’s ghostwriter and
confidant, while the villa’s clear connection makes it the sort o f project which Raphael
m ight have shared with Navagero during their time together. In other words, the idea o f
the circular cortile with the Doric order colonnade and the marvelous rustication had
been proposed by Raphael as proper features o f an a ll’antica villa; thus, the Palace of
Charles V, set in the lovely gardens o f the Alhambra and possibly adorned with its own

219 Ibid., 85-7. For a discussion o f Spanish Renaissance classicism in the context o f the eighteenth
century see: Catherine W ilkinson Zemer, “Remaking Antiquity in Eighteenth-century S eville,” in Antiquity
an d Its Interpreters, 261-267.
220 W ilkinson Zemer, 266-7.
221 Dewez.
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interior circular garden court,222 was an out-scale and accidental homage to the Italian
recreation o f an ancient country house.
The modernization o f Spain (if we can consider the arrival o f Italian Renaissance
style a sign o f the erosion o f both the Gothic aesthetic and the feudal society of
Reconquista Spain) reflected in the new construction o f Charles’ palace was energized by
the influx o f natural resources including silver bullion from Spain’s newest colonies.223
Historians have represented the ramifications o f the discovery o f the New World for
Venice and for early m odem Italy as almost entirely negative. The loss for Venice o f its
role as the hub of the international spice trade and the eventual superseding o f her navy as
the dominant fleet by those o f Portugal, England and Holland were not without
repercussions for the Venetian economy. The impressive restructuring of the Empire to
take advantage o f her territorial possessions on the mainland, nevertheless, turned
potential disaster into long-term benefit through the introduction o f new plants such as
rice and American com, and finally broke the cycle o f dependence on imported grains
establishing a form o f industrial agriculture that has proved profitable (for the most part)
up to the present.
The mountain o f paperwork that survives from the Provveditori (Ministry) o f the
Beni Inculti in the Venetian Archives documents the massive investment in irrigation to
drain fields for com or flood fields for rice.224 Navagero was instrumental in the

222 Rosenthal, 222.
223 On the impact o f colonial silver and gold on the Spanish and European economy see: Elliot,
60-73.
224 The Archivio di Stato di Venezia housed in the Monastery o f the Frari contains the legal
documents governing the reclamation o f land for cultivation. C hief among these are the Processi filed by
individual land-owners or consortiums who wished to establish pre-existing water rights, request
permission to cut new irrigation canals, drain p a lu di or marshes.
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expansion o f a scientific approach to agriculture in which traditional approaches to
agriculture based on rules set down by Roman treatise writers and on long-standing
practice gave ground to new plants and new ideas developed in the wake o f the study o f
other agricultural methods. The hide-bound adherence to simple crop rotation had already
begun to give way to the cultivation o f clovers and fodder crops in a three-part system
that took more advantage o f the fertilizer produced by livestock than did the typical
movement between summer and winter pastures o f traditional o f sheep and cattle.225 In
addition, the introduction o f winter wheat in the Veneto lessened the downtime for farm
labor while it boosted grain production. Rice, a m ainstay o f the Venetian diet, was
cultivated in Sicily but by the sixteenth century was grown throughout the Veneto.226
Com, or maize, a New W orld plant introduced to Europe by the Spanish, was widely
cultivated in the Veneto and “rapidly” spread throughout Italy, eventually replacing other
cereals.227 Ramusio, who reported that com was already being cultivated in the Polesine

225 Sereni, 133-5; Andrew M. Watson, “Arab and European Agriculture in the Middle Ages: A
Case o f Restricted D iffusion,” in Agriculture in the M iddle A ges: Technology, Practice, and
Representation, D el Sweeney, ed. (Philadelphia: University o f Pennsylvania Press, 1995), 67-8. On the
introduction o f foreign “grasses” to Northern Italy see: Mauro Ambrosoli, The Wild a n d the Sown: Botany
and Agriculture in Western Europe: 1350-1850, Mary McCann Salvatorelli, trans. (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1997).
226 On rice see: Sereni, 210; on rice and other “new food crops” see: Jean-Louis Flandrin,
Massimo Montanari and Albert Sonnenfeld, eds., Food: A C ulinaiy H istoiy fro m Antiquity to the Present
(N ew York: Columbia University Press, 1999), 355-359.
227 Com meal from maize is the main ingredient o f polenta, the Venetian substitute for bread. The
Italian word for sweet corn, granturco, may refer to the blue color o f some varieties o f maize.
Hieronymous Bock, however, stated in his New Kreiiter Biich (1539) that welschen Korn, or “foreign
grain,” “came in our grandfathers’ time from Greece or A sia” and “they name it Turkish grain.” The G reat
H erbal o f Leonhart Fuchs: Volume I, Commentary, Frederick G. Meyer, Emily Emmart Trueblood, John L.
Heller (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), 625. The term com in many primary and secondary
sources refers to the category o f cereal grain, including hard wheat, rye and other cultivars. The American
com is distinguished by scholars and commentators as maize. On the introduction o f maize see: Sereni,
180-183, Beltrami, 1955, 21-30; and Reay Tannehill, F ood in H isto iy (N ew York: Crown Publishers,
1988), 203-206; and Luigi M essedaglia, II mais e la vita rurale italiana (Piacenza: Federazione Italiana dei
Consorzi Agrari, 1927).
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o f Rovigo and in the lower reaches of the province o f Verona at Villabona,228 illustrated
“/wfl/z” in the second edition of his Navigazioni and claimed that “the marvelous and
famous seed o f the West Indies... nourishes half the world.”229 Although this new grain
was not immediately embraced as a food source, specimens were grown in the sixteenth
century and Navagero, according to one scholar, experimented with this new American
import. According to Luigi Messedaglia, “massive corncobs admired by [Giacomo]
Agostinetti” on Murano, indicate that Navagero and his colleagues were among the first
to “cultivate m aize” in Italy in their private botanical gardens.230 The potato became
another staple o f the Italian table. The batata Navagero sent home from Spain m ay very
well have been one o f the earliest potatoes to arrive in Italy.231 These developments
reduced the impact o f the loss o f income from foreign trade, something that has also been
overstated by many historians.232 They also gave the upper classes o f the Venetian
Republic a new focus to replace the less attractive merchant or naval careers made even

228 Beltrami, 21.
229 Navigazioni, “Della naturale e generale istoria dell’Indie, dove si tratta dell’agricoltura,” bk.
VII, in Milanesi, 1979, esp. 580-2. Meyer, Trueblook and Heller claim that Leonhart Fuchs “published the
first picture o f a complete maize plant to appear in print... [and] there is no evidence that m aize had been
pictured earlier by Gonzalo Hemandes Oviedo y Valdes in his La historia..." 625. On maize in America
see: Michael E. Smith, The A ztecs (Cambridge: Blackwell, 1996), 64-69.
230 M essedaglia, 170. Agostinetti, a seventeenth-century fa tto re published a treatise on farming:
Cento, e diece ricordi, che foim an o il buon fa tto r d i villa (Venice: 1679). M essedagli raises specific
questions about the roles played by Navagero, Oviedo and Fracastoro in the introduction o f American com
to the Veneto and points out the inclusion o f images o f com cobs on the rear facade o f the Ducal Palace
begun under the direction o f Antonio Scarpagnino around 1550 as proof that the plant was making inroads
in the public consciousness, 178-180.
231 Oviedo described the potato in his H istory (589) and stated that he “had brought [potatoes]
from Santo Domingo to Avila in Spain,” all o f which did not survive the journey intact but were
nevertheless regarded as a wonderful vegetable. It is quite probable that Navagero’s potatoes were given to
him by Pietro Martire or Oviedo along with their manuscripts. On the introduction o f the potato see:
Tannehill, 215-218.
232 Lane, 306-7. Cosgrove, 1993, 46-8. Holberton, agrees that agricultural lands provided an
alternative source o f income, but argues “that returns on land never matched returns from trade, even if
what one could get from trade was no longer as good as two ducats for one,” 10.
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more precarious during the long-running wars with the Turks.233 Learned farming
provided Venetians with an outlet for capital and energies previously taken up with the
outfitting o f galleys. More important, Navagero’s botanical studies, linked by his
celebrity to academic and dignified natural philosophy, indicated that farming, since it
included elements o f land-owning and experimentation acceptable to the noble classes,
did not constitute a trade or a mechanical craft that would preclude membership in the
Senate. With trade less likely to reward the increasing risk, this acceptable income
offered the best o f both worlds: security with respectability and profit without undue risk.
Navagero contributed to the rise o f learned farming by delivering to Venice many
new plants and seeds and information about other marvelous plants indigenous to the
N ew World. Along with his letters, the Mantuan ambassador, Giacomo Suardino, carried
to Italy a manuscript Navagero had prepared on “the things o f the Indies.”234 This work
may have been the Italian translation o f Martire’s D e orbe novo and Gonzalo Fernandez
de O viedo’s Natural and General History o f the Indies. In the 1520s, Oviedo (14781557), the Spanish governor o f Hispaniola composed a lengthy encyclopedia o f the plants
and animals native to the recently conquered territory.235 Oviedo’s work was published in
two forms, both included in Ramusio’s Navigazioni, that provided Europeans with an
array o f unusual and exotic items destined to grace their studioli, wunderkammers or

233 T he history o f m aize in Italy is com p lica ted , and the various regional n am es su g g est that
producers and consum ers in early m o d e m Italy co m p o u n d the problem o f h acking con su m p tion patterns. It
is worth n o tin g that M attioli called the grain fru m e n tu m sa ra cin icu m or g ra n o sctracen o, and indicated that
m aize w as cultivated in “m an y Saracen lands.” M attioli argued that this w as a m isn om er and perhaps gran o
in d ia n o w as m ore appropriate sin ce m a ize “had b een brought from the W est In d ies.” T he trem endous
ben efits o f m aize m ay h a v e ca st another p o sitiv e lig h t o n “saracen” or islam ic culture that fo llo w ed suit for
a V en etian tendency to c a n y on trade or relations w ith the Islam ic w orld even during the m o st intense years
o f struggle w ith the rulers o f Islam ic states. M essed a g lia , 4 1 -6 1 ; 131 -1 3 3 .
234 L ettere, 1 5 6 0 ,7 1 8 .
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cabinets o f curiosities. Other noteworthy entries described more useful plants like the
potato that would become a staple source o f nutrition. There is no doubt that Oviedo
established a close working relationship with Ramusio, Bembo and Fracastoro, a
friendship documented by correspondence that continued for over twenty years and noted
in R am usio’s introduction to the volume o f the collected viaggiatori accounts that
included Oviedo’s histories.236 It appears that his manuscript must have been the work
mentioned by Navagero, because there is no proof o f any other agent likely to have
delivered it to Ramusio in Italy and Oviedo’s letters do not mention a manuscript.
Similarly, it is fair to say that the Italian publication o f Oviedo’s work could not have
been easily produced without some first-hand contact with the author, and Navagero, who
apparently mastered enough Spanish to influence Boscan’s poetry and speak to a number
o f other Spanish explorers and visitors to the Americas, was in the right place at the right
tim e to make sure that the Italian version would not misrepresent Oviedo. Although the
Italian version published by Ramusio has been attributed to Navagero, Oviedo may also
have produced an Italian-language manuscript. He could speak and write in Italian,
because he had “roamed throughout Italy, doing everything I could to learn and read and
understand the Tuscan language.”237 O f course, if he made his own translation it would
not have been unseemly to pass the draft on to Navagero for review before the Venetian
ambassador forwarded the History o f the Indies to Ramusio.

235 On Oviedo see: Antonello Gerbi, Nature in the N ew World: From Christopher Columbus to
Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo, Jeremy M oyle, trans. (Pittsburgh: University o f Pittsburgh Press, 1985).
236 The “Discorso di messer Gio. Battista Ramusio sopra il terzo volume delle N avigazioni e
V iaggi nella parte del mondo nuovo” was dedicated to Fracastoro “who is a great friend o f Your
Excellency.” Navigazioni e Viaggi, Milanesi, ed., 1979, Vol. V., 9.
237 Oviedo, Las Quinquagenas de la nobleza de Espana, III, est. 23, cited by Gerbi, 156.
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Oviedo’s interesting comment about the impossible task with which an author of a
natural history presents him self recalled frustration with Vitruvius from Alberti to
Raphael and preceded Cardinal Borromeo’s complaint about Pliny, noted earlier in this
chapter, by some fifty years. In his proem, he tells his reader that they will not easily
understand his descriptions. “In truth,” he continued, “you would need the famous
painters that I met in Italy, that Leonardo da Vinci or that Andrea Mantegna, to paint
them, rather than you would wish me to describe them with words.”238 In other words, the
most accurate record was an image. Despite the fact that Oviedo offered neither
“paintings” nor a “map,” admitting that his best efforts would fail the wondrous trees of
the Indies, he declares that nothing in his book has escaped his scrutiny. Even if
Leonardo him self had been available as an illustrator for his H istory, Oviedo wants us to
realize that his natural history still has value because “he has seen these plants in the
ground with his own eyes.”239
In any event, Navagero made sure that O viedo’s manuscripts arrived in Venice to
provide a sourcebook for Italian scientists and farmers interested in the possibilities o f the
new plants arriving in Seville. Navagero’s translation was included in the list o f works to
be published by his brothers: Pietro, Girolamo, and Bartolomeo. His heirs appeared
before the Venetian Council on February 19, 1530 and requested the exclusive rights for
“a Spanish book by Oviedo, translated by [our brother] in the Italian language” as well as
“a description o f the things found in the New World with a drawing o f this New World
and a navigation chart o f Spain.”240 There is no certainty that Ramusio included

238 N avigazioni, Vol. V , 648.
239 Ibid.
240 Lopez de Meneses, 71.
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Navagero’s translation in his Navigazioni, but there can be no doubt that his copy, along
with additional cartographic and illustrative material, survived and was available - even
before printing - to his close friends. Oviedo’s fascinating introduction to the people,
landscape, plants, and animals o f the Indies was proof that a “new ” world had been
opened to Europeans. In addition to the simple pleasure o f the novel, his History struck a
chord in Navagero’s Venice, as it was published three times: 1535, 1547 and 1550;
although the first edition only included the first part o f his work. One reason he attracted
interest was his approach to natural history appealed to a Venetian public dedicated, as
we have seen in the first two chapters o f this dissertation, to direct observation. Another
must be the recognition o f the inherent value o f the w ell-m ade illustration for a scientific
treatise. Oviedo claimed that he had not produced drawings him self, but illustrations
appear in an undated Italian manuscript edition o f O viedo’s text and woodcuts were
included in Ramusio’s printed edition o f 1550.241 It is im possible to identify the author o f
the drawings, but O viedo’s discussion about the value o f images inspired others to
illustrate his work.242 Finally, his discussion o f the trees, fruits and vegetables o f the
Indies, themselves beginning to arrive in Italy shortly after their importation into Spain,
offered food for thought to Venetian nobles slow ly coming around to the prospect o f
advanced, scientific agriculture.
Navagero’s duty as a member o f the Venetian em bassy was to parlay the
momentary peace between the Emperor, the King o f France and the majority o f the

241 H untington Library, H M 177.
242 T he em phasis on illustrations rem inds us o f the fro n tisp iece o f the m anuscript o f D io sco rid es
w h ich w as brought from C onstantinople in the co llec tio n o f the N a tio n a l Library in V ien n a ( C o d ex
V in dobon en sis, c. 5 12), that dep icts the b o o k b ein g m ade w ith an im a g e o f an artist p ainting a plant in a
garden.
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Italian states into a guarantee o f Venetian sovereignty in the Padana. The threat of
vigorous French activity in Italy and the possible annexation o f the Duchy o f Milan by
the French crown would appear to have subsided after the Imperial and Spanish victory at
Pavia. Charles’ distrust o f Italian motivations led him to ignore and avoid the
ambassadors, forcing them to ingratiate themselves with the Spanish nobility as the only
means o f gaining the Em peror’s ear and re-establishing a workable peace in Italy. They
succeeded, but Francis’ impetuous and misguided revocation o f the terms imposed by
Charles inevitably embroiled Italy in another year o f war, a tragic campaign capped by
the horrendous sack o f Rome in 1527.
After the diplomatic negotiation was finished for the day, Navagero indulged
him self in the study o f plants indigenous to Spain and brought back as trophies of
Spanish conquest overseas. His fascination for the exotic led him to “send the most
precious plants” home with his letters “to ornament his garden on M urano.”243 An avid
collector to say the least, he also took advantage o f the opportunity to compare Spanish or
American plants with plants known by the same name in Italy. “The seeds that I sent you
along with the sweet oranges,” he wrote “are Ladano. Those that were sent from Crete to
our brother o f S. Francesco were not the true Ladano; here are m any mountains full of
them which, when you pass by, yield an odor o f Ladano that is a marvelous thing.”244
Navagero continued on, giving additional information about the “vero Ladano”
W hen I arrived here in Toledo it was spring, the plant was full o f that
resin, that Dioscorides spoke about, that has in the Spring, that will leave

243 Giuseppe Maria avv. M alvezzi di Venezia, Andrea Navagero alia Corte d i Spagna (Pinerolo:
Giuseppe Chiantore, 1871). In his dedication, Jacopo Bemardi addressed Maria Vittona Regina di Spagna,
informing her majesty that: “II Navagero di Spagna inviava le piante piu preziose ad omamento de’suoi
giardini in Murano.” ii.
244 Lettere, 1560, 710.
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the hands black and is similar to those that come to Venice from Cyprus.
The shepherds here say that the goats’ thighs, and all the rest o f their
fatness in Spring consists o f this resin.. .which they call Xara.245
Although Navagero questioned the truth o f the shepherd’s tale, he certainly appreciated
the opportunity to study first-hand a plant included in Dioscorides’ M ateria meclica. The
very detailed discussion o f the unusual plant indicates that Ramusio was well versed in
plant lore and would recognize his friend’s reference to the bible o f Renaissance
botanists. Navagero and Ramusio were both familiar with the classical treatise on
Simples or medicinal plants, Navagero either from his studies in Padua or during his
years working with Aldus Manutius and Ramusio as the owner o f his uncle’s work on
Avicenna. Entrusting Ramusio not only with the general well being o f his gardens,
palazzo and studio implied common interests and great respect for the long-tim e civil
servant and cosmographer. More unusual, and another clue that Ramusio shared
Navagero’s passion for gardens, plant collecting and agriculture, was the am bassador’s
delegation o f responsibility for the care and planting o f the seeds or plants which he had
sent from Spain to the Council Secretary. At the end o f his first letter from Spain, he
wrote to Ramusio: “In m y place, plant what I have found in my Selva and m y beautiful
Orto on M urano.” Although Navagero refers to a “Brother” in his letters when he
mentions exotic plants and his Murano garden, he insists that Ramusio oversee the work
on the M urano and Treviso properties because he admired Ram usio’s lovely villa near
Padua. The Villa Ram usa will be discussed in the following chapter, but at this point we
should acknowledge that Navagero and Ramusio were kindred spirits who took
advantage o f the unprecedented availability o f knowledge about plants, agriculture and

245 Ibid.
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gardens to m ake their own villas early examples o f a new type o f Venetian villa where
science and art combined and competed to produce a superior landscape.

Navagero's gardens
In the Veneto, the villas owned by Andrea Navagero were models for not only the
luxury retreat o f the humanist scholar but also the intensively cultivated Venetian villa
popularized by Palladio and the villa treatises o f the mid-Cinquecento. In addition,
according to one biographer, N avagero’s gardens were among the most highly regarded
private botanical gardens in the region.246 These private gardens served as prototypes for
the more famous public gardens such as those at Padua (1545) and Pisa (1543), whose
collections o f indigenous and exotic plants captivated royalty and medical students
alike.247 The erudite statesman put his indelible mark on the history o f the garden with his
lyrical treatment o f the Alhambra and the Generalife. Similarly, his contribution to the
development o f the botanical garden has been noted. A number o f garden historians have
intimated that Navagero’s correspondence sparked interest in waterworks, for example,
among the things that he described in his letters to Ramusio.248 His influence, however,
on the Italian sixteenth-century garden has not been carefully studied, largely the result of
the unfortunate loss o f his gardens and the lack o f any images o f his properties.
Navagero’s goal as a gardener, though, probably placed emphasis not only on the visual
pleasures afforded the visitor to the garden but also on the impact made by the garden’s
rare plants.

246 Cermenati, 27.
247 Geoffrey Jellicoe, Susan Jellicoe, Patrick Goode and Michael Lancaster, The Oxford
Companion to Gardens (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 67. For a discussion o f the Renaissance
botanical garden with bibliography see Chapter One.
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In his dialogue, Naugerius sive de poetica (Navcigero, or On Poetry), Fracastoro
gave his protagonist a chance to state for the record his opinion on the role o f the poet in
society.249 Navagero, assured o f his place in the pantheon o f Venetian literati, asserts that
“if no other aim has been given to the poet than to please him self and others, truly I fear
lest the poet today should turn out to be an inconsiderable man, and a m atter for jest.”250
The dialogue is set in a lush retreat on the slopes o f Monte Baldo, northwest o f Verona
and not far from Fracastoro’s villa. The setting immediately brings to m ind Renaissance
literature about courtly love and the classic examples o f Boccaccio and B em bo’s Gli
Asolani. For Oliver Logan, Navagero’s words reflected “developments in literary theory
in Paduan hum anist circles.”251 Simply put, Fracastoro used Navagero as a mouthpiece
for poetry’s serious purpose, which lent gravity and import to poet’s beautiful
compositions. Logan seeks a parallel in N avagero’s theme o f “moral responsibility” in
the later poesie o f Titian, whereby the Venetian m aster attached lessons to his
mythological narratives. A similar parallel, and one, I think, closer to the mark, exists in
N avagero’s garden practice. Just as the poet must not be a prisoner o f his own literary
genius, so m ust the garden offer more than beauty. In other words, the exquisite charms
o f his Villa Selva and the intoxicating aromas in his garden on Murano had a still higher
purpose than refined retirement. There was no shame in their beauty just as there was
nothing wrong with fine poetry; but as poetry should have a point, so too should the

248 On N avagero’s impact on Renaissance gardens see: Gothein, Vol. I, 154-9; Masson, 203-4;
and Lazzaro, 90.
249 The first edition o f Fracastoro’s Navgerius sive d e poetica dialogus appeared in: Hieronym i
F racastorii Veronensis O pera Omnia, in vnvm p ro x im e p o st illius mortem collecta. quorvm nomina
sequens pa g in a plen iu s indicat. Accesserunt Andrea N avagerii, P atricii Veneti, O rationes duae carminaq.
nonnu!la...(V enice: Luca Antonio Giunta, 1555), 153-164.
250 Girolamo Fracastoro, Naugerius: Sive de P oetica D ialogus, Ruth K elso trans., 53.
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garden becom e a locus o f intellectual activity. Stimulating conversation and poetry
readings were particularly important in the early Renaissance villa; therefore, Navagero’s
circle can be considered heirs to Lorenzo d e’ M edici, Ficino and the Florentine
tradition.252 What set Navagero’s garden apart from earlier Italian villa gardens, however,
was the focus on plant collecting and propagation. Subsequently, Venetian interest in
experimental agriculture followed Navagero’s lead and transposed concepts from the
formal garden to the managed landscape. These differences suggest that the divergent
traditions o f Florentine Neo-Platonism and Paduan Aristotelian natural philosophy had
dramatic repercussions for the Cinquecento garden.253
Navagero corresponded from Spain with Giambattista Ramusio while Ramusio
and Bembo took responsibility for Navagero’s Villa Selva near Treviso. His
acknowledgement o f their help and his comments about their enjoyment o f his villas in
his absence underscore their collective embrace o f villa culture. Similarly, their
stewardship and his letters reiterate the impulse to collect, study and experiment, the
reasons that drove Navagero to buy and send rare roses from Spain and seeds from the
Spanish N ew World in the same diplomatic bag with his translations, his dispatches and
his lyrical treatment o f Moorish Spain. His vanished gardens were a platform from which

^L L ogan, 23T
252 O n the Q uattrocento F loren tin e villa see: A ckerm an, C hapter 3: T h e E arly V illa s o f the
M ed ici, 6 3 -8 7 ; du Prey, C h. 2: T h e M e d ic i and Pliny, 4 0 -7 3 ; C. A c id in i Luchinat, G ia rd in i M edicei:
G icirdini d i p a la z z o e d i v illa n ella F ire n z e d e l Q u a ttro cen to (M ilan: F ed erico M otta Editore, 1996); Gianni
C. S cio lla , “V ille M e d ice e ,” in L e G ra n d i V ille Italiane: Veneto, T oscana, L a zio (N ovara: D e A gostini,
1998), 9 0 -1 6 5 . O n F icin o , C o sim o d e ’ M e d ic i and the “a ca d em ic” garden see: Terry C o m ito , The Id ea o f
the G ard en in th e R e n a issa n c e (N e w B runsw ick: Rutgers U n iv ersity P ress, 1 9 7 8 ), Ch. 3: “Gardens o f
P oetry and P h ilo so p h y ” esp . 7 5 -8 8 .
253 A gricultural land attracted investm ent in T u sca n y as w ell; but F lorentine investm ent for the
m ost part segregated farm ing and p rod u ce from villa culture. F loren ce d id , h o w ev er, exp erience real
grow th in co m m ercial agriculture in the early m od em period, A ckerm an, p . 6 9 . A cco rd in g to Amanda
L illie, “L o ren zo d e ’ M e d ic it’s Rural In vestm en ts and Territorial E x p a n sio n ,” R in a sc im e n to , 2 nd series 33
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Navagero launched a new era in horticulture, in the process supplying agriculture with
much-needed cachet. His botanical interests turned his gardens into living books o f
natural history. The formula for a new type o f villa featuring a laboratory for learned
farming would become a dominant type in the sixteenth century, especially in the group
o f villas owned by those men who made up his close circle o f friends. N avagero’s villas
established a stage for Venetians intrigued by the role o f learned farmer and allowed the
geometry o f the early Renaissance garden to extend itself into the surrounding territory as
the formal attributes o f the pleasure garden found new life in the increasingly managed
landscape o f the Venetian terraferma.
The Palazzo Navagero on the Riva degli Schiavoni in Venice, only a short
distance from the Palazzo Ducale, offers an understated confluence o f the Venetian
Gothic and Renaissance that provided the backdrop for N avagero’s life.254 The
predominant form o f the Venetian palazzo, the simplicity o f the Venetian Quattrocento
fafade, and the conservative handling o f plastic or monumental ornament had only been
minimally affected by the archaeological or pure classicism o f Alberti. In the Venetian
environment what then accounted for Navagero’s break with tradition? Or do his gardens,
in fact, reflect how Venetian traditions found room for antique models appropriate for a
member o f the governing class o f Italy’s premier Republic? The overpowering presence
o f Sansovino’s Biblioteca M arciana (begun 1537) and Palladio’s San Giorgio Maggiore
(begun 1564) provide students o f Venetian Renaissance architecture with an image o f a

(1993), Lorenzo de’ Medici was an unusual proponent o f “a more glamorous form o f farming” that was
profitable and satisfied “his creative desire to shape both landscape and architecture,” 67.
254 Andrea’s brothers Bartolomeo and Piero list “una casa di stacio nellaqual habitimo stimada” in
the contrada o f “S. Zuanne bragola,” A SV , D ieci Savi, b. 94, n. 93, 31 April 1538. Bartolom eo’s sons
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virile and sculptural aesthetic constructed on the principles o f an inspired handling o f the
orders. Yet, Venetian architecture prior to 1520 largely used the orders in an ornamental
fashion to replace but keep the flavor o f the spiky and curvilinear moldings o f the
idiosyncratic Venetian Gothic.255 The major monuments constructed in N avagero’s
lifetime included the arcaded Procuratie Vecchie (Antonio Scarpagnino, 1500-1532) on
the west side o f the Piazza San Marco, Antonio Rizzo’s East Wing o f the D oge’s Palace
(1483-98), and M auro Codussi and Pietro Lombardo’s clock tower, the Torre
dell ’Orologio (1496-1506) that stands nearby the Basilica o f San Marco. Navagero’s
family residence and the parish church o f S. Giovanni in Bragora a few hundred meters
away back in the residential sestriere o f Castello are traditional and rather plain. S.
Giovanni, in particular, expresses the conservative sentiment o f m any Venetians as it was
rebuilt in 1475 along the lines o f the pre-existing Gothic church.256 Both o f these

Andrea and Bernardo Navagero include “Una casa in contra di S. Zuane in bragola ove noi habbitiamo,”
ASV, Dieci Savi, b. 160, f. 633, n. 6.
255 On Venetian Early Renaissance architecture see: John McAndrew, Venetian Architecture o f
the Early Renaissance (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1980). See also: Manfredo Tafuri, Venice and the
Renaissance-, Howard, Jacopo Sansovino; idem., Venice and the East; Ralph Lieberman, Renaissance
Architecture in Venice 1450-1540 (N ew York: Abbeville Press, 1982). See also: Lionello Puppi and
Loredana Olivato, M auro Codussi e I 'architettura veneziana d elp rim o Rinascimento (Milan: Electa,
1977); Anne Markham Schulz, Antonio Rizzo, Sculptor and Architect (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1983).
256 On S. Giovanni see: Maria Agnese Chiari Moretto W iel and Caterina N ovello Terranova,
Chiesa di San Giovanni in B ragora: arte e devozione (Venice: Marsilio, n.d.); Guido Zucconi, Venezia:
Guida a ll’architettura (Venice: Arsenale Editrice, 1993), 44; and Giulio Lorenzetti, Venice and Its Lagoon
(Rome: Libreria dello Stato, 1963), 300-2. The Cappella della Beata Vergine Addolorata, was originally the
Chapel Navagero, one o f the leading families in the neighborhood and major patrons as well. Andrea’s
nephew Bernardo noted his intent to be interred in this chapel (ASV, Testamenti, 1190.96, 16 July 1576)
According to the parish account registers, Bernardo Navagero (most likely Andrea’s father) was the
Procurator o f S. Giovanni (1500-1503), Weil and Terranova, 34. The facade o f S. Giovanni exhibits the
hesitant use o f classical forms. Based on the use o f a half-round gable flanked by lower quarter-rounds,
McAndrew (237-8) and Zucconi (44) link S. Giovanni to Mauro Codussi, the designer o f the more elegant
S. Michele ad Isola. Deborah Howard claims that dentil or billet molding, which appears on the portal o f S.
Giovanni in Bragora, was a “comm on detail” that was “widespread in Jerusalem and the crusader colonies.
Aware o f their place in a continuous Mediterranean artistic tradition, Venetian travellers would have
recognised the detail as authenticating their own place in the mercantile and pilgrim culture o f the
Mediterranean,” Howard, 2000, 148.
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structures, however, reflect the arrival o f a taste for the classical, as the Palazzo received
new windows and S. Giovanni a new altarpiece for the Cappella Navagero commissioned
from Vivarini in the late Quattrocento.257 The lack o f wholesale changes to both the
church and the palace merely indicates that the Navagero family, as owners and major
patrons, were fortunate to avoid catastrophic fires, respected the seven-hundred year
tradition o f their parish church and preferred to spend their monies - and focus their
creative energies - on the acquisition o f income-producing properties both in Venice and
on the mainland.

Villa Navagero on Murano
Andrea Navagero’s first villa was located on the Venetian island o f Murano, the
next largest island in the lagoon after Venice itself and the site o f a num ber o f luxurious
“suburban” residences used by Venetian nobles. The Navagero property was located on
the V ia di S. M artino nearby the m odem vaparetto stop on the Fondamento Navagero.258
[Figure 2.7] The villa no longer survives and a public park and playground occupy the
site. A tax statement given by A ndrea’s nephews, Andrea and Bernardo, identifies “a
house on M urano in the contrada o f S. Martino rented by the sons o f Nicolo Durazzo.”259
The rental property remained in the hands o f the Navagero family at least up to 1565.
Andrea’s nephew Bernardo, a cousin o f his namesake the Cardinal, recorded a payment

257 Francesco Sansovino, Venetia: Citta Nobilissima et Singolare con le Aggiunte di Giustiniano
M artinioni (Venice, 1968 facsimile ed. o f 1663 ed.), 36. Sansovino identified a Resurrection by Alvise
Vivarini “o f Murano,” an altar for the chapel o f S. Andrea by his brother, Antonio, and “The Navagero
Chrapel, with an altarpiece o f the Crucifixion by Bartolomeo Vivarini and Gian Battista (Cima) da
Conigliano.”
258 G. Paolo Nadali and Renzo Vianello, Calli, cam pielli e canali: Guida d i Venezie e delle sue
isole (Venice: Edizione Helvetia, 1992), 152.
259 A SV , D ieci Savi alle D ecim e, b. 160, f. 633. Andrea e Bernardo Navagier fu di Bort"10.
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on the annual rent o f 3 ducats and 12 soldi.260 One scholar suggested that N avagero’s
house and gardens were adjacent to the modern park on the site o f the Palazzo Trevisan.
[Figure 2.8] The Trevisan residence, however, was begun before 1565 when the
Navagero property was still being rented and occupied.261 As a result, there is little
chance that the Navagero property on M urano was destroyed or sold to the Trevisani and
replaced by their new palace. Instead, the Palazzo Trevisan m ay have been built adjacent
to A ndrea’s villa and garden, and the two were fine examples o f Venetian villa
architecture, one possibly more richly appointed than the other, but both representative o f
the development o f the island as a “suburban” retreat.
Navagero was not alone in his appreciation for the “suburban” delight o f the
secondary collection o f lagunar islands, and a m ultitude of magnificent vacation homes
were erected along the two m ajor canals o f M urano including two palaces built for the
Grimani, and residences for the Badoer, Querini, Mocenigo, Lippomani and Errizi.262
Thanks to the attraction o f Murano as a easily reached location suitable for rest and
relaxation, entertainment and intellection, it would become a breeding ground for new
ideas which spawned, in turn, interest in villa life and the subsequent opening up o f the
Veneto for enjoyment and investment. Navagero was part of a group o f villa owners who
m ade M urano a center o f plant collecting. Andrea Navagero’s major contribution to the
history o f the Italian Renaissance garden could, arguably, be his establishment o f one o f
the first true botanical gardens in Europe. This claim is not one made for the first time,
although earlier arguments were based on minimal evidence drawn from his

260 A SV , D ie d Savi alle Decime, b. 160, f. 633. n. 6.
261 Zanetti, Guida, 156.
262 Zanetti, 278-287, Cermenati, 25-6.
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correspondence and from later sources on the Venetian garden.263 Although his garden
differed from the typical garden in early m odem Europe, it was not entirely novel.
Vincenzo Zanetti claimed that the “Amuriani” (ie. gardens o f Murano) were the first
botanical gardens, and that Antonio Musa Brasavola incorporated exotic plants in the
garden o f Duke Alfonso d’Este in Ferrara “after he had visited and praised the Comaro
and Morosini gardens on Murano.264 Navagero’s collection was never catalogued, nor do
any illustrations survive but the majority o f commentators rank his garden as one o f the
premier collections o f exotica o f its time and, even more important, maybe the first in
Venice to benefit from the patron’s own travels. In Famigli celebri d ’I talia Andrea
Navagero was praised for his orations and government service, but a special mention was
made o f his time in Spain: “He also wrote about agriculture, in which he was w ell versed
and had taken to heart, even transplanting from Spain to Italy some semplici unknown to
us here.”265 Nothing o f his beloved Murano survived, in fact w e have seen that his
property there would become a rental property in two generations; but the plan and the
atmosphere o f his garden can be recreated based on contemporary descriptions.
Navagero’s letters from Spain included brief descriptions o f his own gardens,
because he was concerned about their proper maintenance during his absence. Writing to
Ramusio, his trusted fellow gardener, he commented at length on the arrangement o f the
plants and described some features o f his garden:
In beautiful Murano, I would want you to place the trees more thickly than
they are there, that at least in their midst it would appear like the thickest

263 C erm enati, 27.
264 Zanetti, 2 8 4 -5 .
265 C ited b y C erm enati, 8: “si tratta anche di agricoltura, n ella quale era m o lto versato, essen d o si
percio p reso a cuore di trapiantare dalla Spagna in Italia alcuni S em p lici a noi ig n o ti.”
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woods. On the wall where the collars are, don’t move these yet, I will
want you to thickly plant laurel under them this winter, so that with time
they will be spalliered; and the same way next to that wall, where the large
laurel stands in the grip o f the collars, and on the other wall, where the
roses are, leave the roses. As long as they are growing, I wish you to leave
the cypresses thick, so that these will also become spalliered; it is
necessary that these are not lopped off at their feet so that the entire wall is
clothed.
Little other evidence survives o f the Murano garden other than the references to his
gardens in general guides to Venice and Murano such as that by Filiasi and in a number
o f songs and poems including the Elogio o f M eneghelli.266 For Meneghelli: “the
delightful places that the Venetians have on Murano are famous; famous for their
gatherings o f literati, and famous for their gardens, rich in exotic and local plants. That o f
Navagero was the most abundant. The erudite are o f the opinion that botanical science
had its beginnings on that island.”267 Filiasi also argued that the Villa Navagero was a
true botanical garden, based upon the abundance and rarity o f its flora, with m any seeds
brought there from the most distant countries of the known world.268 As for the garden,
Filiasi mentions the lovely disposition o f the collection o f plants in pergolas and bowers
cut and shaped into architectonic forms as well as the variously seeded and bizarrely
shaped flowerbeds. According to Filiasi,
their gardens [were] famous to foreigners, because they were full o f
laurels, myrtles, cypresses, oranges, cedars, fragrant shrubs, beautiful and
scented flowers, statues and finally jets o f water and fountains. The
learned Navagero had a garden there that was the most renowned in the
sixteenth century.... In fact, Longueil and Bembo spoke o f the delicious
and beautiful arrangement. It was full of trees and herbs and flowers, not
only national, but exotic, since Navagero was one o f the first to bring
Indian plants to Italy, which he had seen in Spain. [The garden] was also

266 Antonio Meneghelli, E logio di Andrea Navagero (Venice: Vitarelli, 1813).
267 Meneghelli, cited in Cermenati, 27.
268 Giacomo Filiasi, M em orie storiche de ’ veneti, prim i e secondi (Padua: II Seminario, 1811),
261.
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thick with cedars and lemons, and that philosophical man was wont to
pass sweet and merry afternoons there with his chosen platoon o f learned
friends. It was a veritable Academy. Navagero loved natural history and
looked to introduce to us plants from foreign climes, like those assembled
in his letters.269
These general descriptions do not supply enough information to argue that
Navagero has completely abandoned the basic organizing principles o f geometry nor
features like the pergola that contributed to the shape o f the early Venetian garden.
However, he was clearly interested in expressing his own involvement with the “ordered”
landscape composed o f traditional garden plants and strange and wonderful imported
plants. To that end, he requested that Ramusio take charge o f the pruning, transplanting
and seeding o f areas o f the garden that were to be the new homes for the new arrivals
from Spain. Traditional practices and forms connect the Villa Navagero with the past. He
recognized the benefit of the quincunx pattern for the rare ‘Assyrian apple’ or citron trees
and the pleasing effect o f a green wall formed by the thick spalliered Cyprus trees planted
along the perimeter wall. The spalliered Cyprus were probably intended to produce a
protected environment or microclimate for the citron trees. Although the variety planted
by Navagero may have been propagated from plants acclimated to Italy, M urano’s cooler
winter may have forced him to adopt m ultiple strategies to help his trees survive the
coldest season.
Unlike the palatial residences o f his neighbors like the Trevisani and Priuli,
Navagero’s garden was not only a retreat from the congestion o f Venice proper but also a
place for serious study. In his description o f the Villa Navagero, Zanetti claims that
Bembo “a panegyrist o f Navagero’s gardens.. .affirms that Andrea, in welcoming his

269 Ibid., 225.
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friends in the summer seasons in his M urano gardens, was truly distinct.”270 Furthermore,
N avagero’s garden is distinguished from the “paracliso terrestre” o f the Palazzo Priuli
and the “amenissimci” o f the Palazzo Comaro because it had a reputation as the foremost
botanical collection o f the early Cinquecento.271 By all accounts, Navagero was a leading
figure in botanical science and agricultural experimentation in the first quarter o f the
sixteenth century, and his garden, although apparently less distinct from earlier Venetian
gardens in form, differed from them in function. As a public garden now occupies the site
o f the adjacent villa garden, no physical evidence survives to give a framework for what
his contemporaries judged a most diverting retreat. Fortunately, eyewitness testim ony and
second-hand accounts provide some idea o f the basic features incorporated in the
garden.272
Christophe Longueil, the noted French humanist, found relief from his troubling
clash with the Papacy at the Villa Navagero, which he visited shortly before his death in
1522.273 In a letter to Pietro Bembo, Longueil describes the suburbano o f “our
Navagero,” extolling its virtues and drawing the reader’s attention to the sublime
geometry and the superb specimens:
I was in Venice more than fifteen days, for the most part in the city with
Octavio Grimaldi, the rest I spent with our Andrea Navagero where he
gladly showed me his Murano [residence]. His suburbano has a garden
that was for us a lovely sight that I will describe to you. The orchard and
the nursery are lined up and planted in a quincunx, while the most
exquisite topiary works run on each side o f an ambulatory. This

270 Zanetti, 282.
271 Ibid., 280. Zanetti quotes the famous playwright Andrea Calmo on the Palazzo Priuli: “A n
earthly paradise for the beauty o f the air and the site .. ..home to nymphs and demi-gods.”
272 On Navagero’s Murano garden see: Julia Cartwright, Italian Gardens o f the Renaissance (N ew
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1914), 115-123.
273 On Longueil’s troubles in Rome see: Julia Haig Gaisser, “The Rise and Fall o f Goritz’s
Feasts,” Renaissance Quarterly 48, no. 1 (Spring 1995): 48-50.
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clecumanus is bounded and covered by arched vaults. Truly all my
expectations were defeated by the m any Assyrian apple trees, themselves
planted at discrete intervals, and also arranged in a particular order. As it
were, I used to hear that our Navagero set a serious table, usually full o f
fruit, for which he was incredibly celebrated. By Hercules most joyful
fruit! As a matter o f fact, nothing from any country was more beautiful,
had a sweeter smell, a more agreeable flavor, or on the other hand as
admirable size. Yes, indeed, to be a farmer is agreeable and pleasant, but it
is also honest; and how diligently one cultivates our art, the same way
actually we do a garden.274
Longueil’s letter provides a basis for a b rief discussion o f the place o f Navagero’s bestknown garden in Venetian garden history. First, calling the villa a suburbano conjured up
images o f the Roman imperial suburban villas o f Lucullus and M aecenas.275 Classical
descriptions o f these “suburban” villas extolled the comforts o f He emphasizes the
geometry o f the garden as the principal for the design o f a well-ordered and beautiful
landscape.
N avagero’s Murano also featured topiary; a traditional ornament mentioned in
Pliny the Y ounger’s letters about the garden o f his Tuscan villa (V.vi).276 Longueil’s use

274 Cermenati printed the Latin text from Longueil’s Epistolarum libri 7/7/(1558), 62. An English
translation appears in Cartwright, 116-117.
275 Lucius Licinius Lucullus (c. 120 BC - 55 BC). Gaius Maecenus (c. 60 BC - 8 BC). Lucullus
was a consul and governor o f Africa. He also conducted a war with Mithridates in the East. After
retirement from government service he retired to a life o f “Epicurean” ease in Rome. Maecenus was a close
friend o f the Emperor Augustus who had a house with splendid gardens on the Esquiline which he left to
the Emperor in his will. He was married to Varro’s sister, Terentia, and this fact may have helped frame
Varro’s opinion o f the luxurious suburban villas. On Maecenas see: Michael Grant, H istory o f Rome (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1978), 268-271. On Lucullus’ career see: Grant, 195-196. On Lucullus’s
garden see: Plutarch, Lucullus 39. 3-5; A.R. Littlewood, “Ancient Literary Evidence for the Pleasure
Gardens o f Roman Country Villas,” 11; and Nicholas Purcell, “Town in Country and Country in Town,”
187-203, both in Elizabeth MacDougall and W ilhelmina Jashem ski, eds., Ancient Roman Villa Gardens
(Washington: Dumbarton Oaks, 1987). On the Roman villa see: Ackerman, Chapter 2: The Ancient Roman
Villa, 35-61; Eugenio La Rocca, “II lusso come espressione di potere,” in Maddalena Cima and Eugenio La
Rocca , eds., Le Tranquille dimore degli dei: La residenza im periale degli horti Lamiani (Rome: Cataloghi
Marsilio, 1986), 3-20; John Percival, The Roman Villa: An H istorical Introduction (London: Book Club
A ssociates, 1976); John R. Clarke, the Houses o f Roman Italy, 100 B.C.-A.D. 250: Ritual, Space, and
D ecoration (Berkeley: University o f California Press, 1991), Chapter 1: Space and Ritual in Domus, Villa,
and Insula, 100 B.C. - A.D. 250, 1-29.
276 “Letter to Domitius Apollinaris,” The Letters o f the Younger Pliny, Betty Radice, trans.
(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1963), 140. On the Roman use o f topiary see: Pliny the Elder, N atural Histoiy,
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o f the Latin decumanus to describe the m ain thoroughfare o f the garden implicitly orders
the garden along the lines o f the Roman city with its faultless and rectilinear grid.
Although not lined with edifices, as the ancient street would have been, the central path
has been shaded by a pergola, likely carpenter’s work clothed in vines or living greenery.
Both the “arched vaults” and the topiary reminds visitors o f the genius o f hum an artifice
that creates structure with natural forms in the locus ameonus o f the garden. Reinforcing
the sense o f tradition within the orchard and nursery that apparently composed the
garden, Longueil describes N avagero’s secondary residence as a suburbano, inviting
comparisons to the “suburbanum” described by classical authors as the perquisites o f the
leading lights o f Roman society. Returning to the ordering o f space within the garden,
N avagero’s guest noted the planting o f the trees in a quincunx pattern, an ancient system
that made an effort to permit each tree to take full advantage o f sunlight and rainfall
without compromising the geometric principles o f landscape design. The quincunx was a
favorite o f Rom an agronomers; important for us, it was also explicitly linked by early
m odem Italians like Lollio to the ancient N ear Eastern garden and, more specifically, the
spectacular garden o f Cyrus the Great. His use o f the term: mail Assyriae, to describe the
citron trees (also known as Persian or M edian apples) reinforced the exotic atmosphere o f
the garden and, at the same time, prompted his reader to think about the eastern
influences on N avagero’s suburban v illa.277 According to Penelope Hobhouse, Citrus

XIX, xix-xxi. Pliny ascribes the invention o f topiary to a first-century BC gardener, Gnaius Mattius. Oxford
Companion to G ardens, 557-558. See also, Christopher Thacker, The History o f Gardens (Berkeley:
University o f California Press, 1979), 23; W illiam Howard Adams, Nature Perfected (N ew York:
A bbeville Press Publishers, 1991), 42, 53.
277 The m ali A ssyriae mentioned by Longueil was also known as the Persian or Median apple or
as the Citrus m edica (fruit o f Media) or citron. The citron, an ovate acid juicy tree-fruit with a pale yellow
rind, previously included the lemon (C. Limonum), and perhaps the lime (C. Lim etta), as w ell as the fruit to
which it is now restricted, which is larger less acid, and has a thicker rind than the lemon. “The citron tree
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medica, Longueil’s “Assyrian apple,” was also called “Adam ’s apple” and was “believed
to be the forbidden fruit plucked by Eve in the Garden o f Eden.” Although, Longueil
does not make this connection, Navagero’s orto compared favorably to neighboring
gardens like that o f the Priuli as another “terrestrial paradise.”278 Furthermore, early
m odem Europeans routinely located Eden in M esopotamia.279 Therefore, both the
specific language and the particular elements selected by Longueil connected the planting
pattern and the spirit o f the garden to ancient Rome, Persia, and M esopotamia. Although
N avagero’s garden retained many o f the typical features o f the late M edieval or early
Renaissance garden, such as the pergola and the enclosing walls, Longueil accentuated
the unique references to earlier traditions including both ancient Rom e and the East as
important influences upon Navagero, Murano, and Italy.
As a protected site for second homes, Murano proved to be a popular satellite to
Venice proper.280 Similar development o f suburban villas and their gardens occurred on
the Giudecca and many scholars have looked very closely at the gardens visible on the
narrow, scimitar-shaped island in the Barbari map o f 15 00.281 Puppi and Azzi Visentini
consider the regular shape o f the gardens, located behind the buildings, occasionally
faced by arcades or loggias, outfitted with wells and pergolas, as representative examples

is o f oriental origin, and was brought to Rome from Media about the beginning o f the Christian era, though
according to Gallesio it was not established there brefore the 3 rd or 4 th c.” Oxford English D ictionary, 2nd
Edition, 1989. See also Pliny the Elder, Natural H istory X ll.vii.
278 Penelope Hobhouse, Plants in Garden H istoiy (London: Pavilion B ooks, 1992), 147.
279 On the location of the garden o f Eden see: C. W. R. D. Moseley, trans., The Travels o f Sir
John M andeville (London: Penguin Books, 1983), 183-184; Alessandro Scafi, “M apping Eden:
Cartographies o f the Earthly Paradise,” in Cosgrove 1999, 50-70, 273-276; Prest, 27-37; Oxford
Companion to Gardens, 154; later discoveries opened up the possibility that Eden was located in the N ew
World: Adams, 261-262.
280 Muraro, 34-36.
281 On Venetian gardens see: Lionello Puppi, “The Villa Garden in the V eneto,”and Margherita
A zzi V isen tin i, ed., II Giardino veneto: Storia e conservazione (Milan: Electa, 1988).
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o f the Venetian garden o f the early Renaissance. Navagero’s garden appears to have a
great deal in common with these gardens. Angel Gonzalez Garcia, determined to draw
our attention to the spectacular Spanish gardens seen by Navagero in 1525, called his
M urano garden a “simple huerta, closed in the medieval taste.”282 Such comments
reinforce the concept that fifteenth-century and early sixteenth-century Venetian
architecture had barely begun to experiment with a ll’antica style.283 In other words,
Navagero and his contemporaries had not yet abandoned the standards o f design and
types o f ornament that John Ruskin would later praise in The Stones o f Venice. This being
said, Navagero’s garden had clearly started to look beyond the Venetian pale. Longueil’s
letter indicates that Navagero picked up pointers from Roman authors like Vitruvius
whose treatise was one o f the m ajor influences on Renaissance architecture and
planning.284 Nowhere in Navagero’s letters does he refer to Vitruvius, but, as already
discussed in this chapter, his friend Raphael debated the merits o f Vitruvius’ De
architectura, Navagero knew Fra Giocondo, the editor o f the earliest printed edition o f
the ancient treatise, a project that Navagero mentioned in a letter to Ramusio in 1510.285
N avagero’s garden arranges the plantings according to the simple geometry favored by
Rom an surveyors and discussed by Vitruvius, much as Fra Giocondo proposed for the
reconstruction o f the Rialto in Venice after a devastating fire.286 The architect was unable

282 Viaje p o r Espaiia, Introduction, 8.
283 Howard, 2000, xiv.
284 Linda Pellecchia, “Architects Read Vitruvius: Renaissance Interpretations o f the Atrium o f the
Ancient H ouse,” Journal o f the Society o f Architectural Historians 51 (December 1992): 377-416.
Pellecchia describes the confusion promoted by Vitruvius’ treatise.
285 M. Vitruvius per Iocundum solito castigator factus, cum figuris et tabula, ut iam legi et
intellegi possit (Venice: Giovanni de Tradino, 1511). Puppi cites Navagero’s letter in “La Teoria Artistica
nel Cinquecento,” in Storia della Cultura Veneta, Amaldo and Stocchi, eds., 1981, 180.
286 On Giocondo’s project for the Rialto see: Manfredo Tafiiri, Humanism, Technical Knowledge
an d Rhetoric: the D ebate in Renaissance Venice (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1986), 5-8; Donatella
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to convince the Senate o f the superiority o f his plan for a marketplace modeled after a
Roman forum, but Navagero could cut his garden with a green decumanus that
immediately defined the landscape as a product o f the human rational mind.
The issue o f human control over his environment was introduced in the first
chapter in the discussion o f the nature o f nature. In his De ncitura deonim, Cicero argued
that man had produced a second, or altered, nature, which stood in stark contrast to the
unimproved, wild and even dangerous nature of the gods. The Roman altera natura
concentrated upon the gritty realities of a world cut by roads, where swamps were
drained and wasteland made to bear fruit. Navagero’s garden could be connected with
this ancient experience o f land management with its grid o f paths cut by the arterial
decumanus. His use o f geometry as an ordering principle makes the garden an example of
the inherent beauty o f purportedly natural proportions and regular shapes. In general,
Cicero would have agreed that Navagero’s garden, and Venetian gardens in general, had
changed nature just like Roman villas. This would imply that gardens were a part o f
hum ankind’s altera natura, distinct from Nature as a product o f our effort to control our
environment.
As a member o f the Aldine academy, Navagero likely knew Cicero’s De natura
deorum and the Rom an’s characterization of the two natures m an moved through.
Although residents and agents o f man-made second nature, he and his circle found less
fearsome the untouched nature also described by Cicero, routinely riding into the
foothills o f the Dolomites or taking their ease along the banks o f Lake Garda or the Sile

Calabi and Paolo Morachiello, Rialto: lefabbriche e i! Ponte 1514-1591 (Turin: Giulio Einaudi, 1987),
186-195; and Ruggero Maschio, “Rialto,” Lionello Puppi, ed., Architettua e Utopia nella Venezia d el
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River. Fracastoro’s Dialogue on Poetry featured Navagero as a model poet defending his
art alongside a stream on the slopes o f M onte Baldo near Verona. His villa garden on
Murano would seem, at first glance, to have absolutely nothing to do with the first nature
that lurked on the periphery o f human consciousness. But the simple truth o f any garden
is that everything in the garden, plants, watercourses, fountains, arbors, pergolas has roots
in the first nature o f the gods. W hat Navagero, and all gardeners, have done is create a
controlled setting in which man may enjoy the bounty o f nature. The creative impulse,
the art o f gardening in this instance, permits men to use nature to make another, and
decidedly artificial, environment that challenges nature with its wonders.287 Similarly,
Longueil applauded Navagero’s sculpting o f topiary and “peculiar” order o f Assyrian
apple trees as just two examples o f the patently artificial and astounding that made his
garden such a delight.
There are no grounds to attach the later definition o f a third nature to Navagero’s
Murano garden. It is instructive, however, to focus on the praise o f art and artifice that
dominate his descriptions o f Spanish gardens and re-appears in Longueil’s paean to his
suburbano; particularly because the special appeal o f the Islamic landscape and
Navagero’s M urano “orchard and nursery” both turn on the respect o f the early modem
commentators for visible artifice. Navagero clearly cherished the ingenuity and artifice o f
the builders o f the Alhambra and the Generalife. Navagero regaled Ramusio with a
fabulous tale o f water-stairs, speaking lion fountains and giochi d ’acqua. Longueil talks

Cinquecento (Milan: Electa, 1980), 119-129. A lso see: Muraro, “Fra’ Giocondo: synthesis o f Tuscan
culture and Venetian omamentalism,” 40-42.
287 A similar relationship between man and Creator is described by Gallo, who admits that the
earth’s treasures “have always been, having been created by God to produce; but the diligent and prudent
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about fruit. At first glance, we might think that Granada far surpassed M urano in interest.
“By Hercules,” Longueil exclaimed, quite the contrary, for the fruit that graced
Navagero’s table was as much the worthy and lovely result of art as any hydraulic
invention. Navagero would not hasten to draw a comparison between his own garden and
the gardens o f M uslim Spain, but he would see m uch to consider in Spain that might
translate well for Cinquecento Italy. Most certainly, the waterworks that made every
moment in the M oorish garden joyous do the same in later sixteenth-century gardens like
the Villa d ’Este and the Villa Lante.288 W hat Navagero saw in Spain was a common
respect for the art o f agriculture, and Longueil’s letter to Bembo highlights the Venetian
ambassador’s embrace of this ancient art. The assertion that “cultivating” both a garden
and the art o f fanning was a noteworthy accomplishment, spoke volumes about changing
opinions about art and nature that would eventually present gardens as the locus most
amenable to the crossing of artificial and natural.289
Longueil also mentions the development o f the botanical garden, here a collection
o f rare specimens, at the Villa Navagero as o f surpassing his expectations. This suggests
that Longueil, a confidant and quasi-protege o f Bembo, was aware o f Navagero’s
collection prior to his visit. Despite entering the garden armed with advance knowledge
o f its uniqueness, however, Longueil can only stop and stare in amazement at the variety

farmer practices” his art, “taking care” o f the earth and “helping” the Creator. Rime de g li academ ici
occvlti, 41r.
288 The careful distinction drawn by early modem Venetians between Moors, Turks and Arabs as
subsets o f the larger Islamic population was the result o f Venetian familiarity with the Islamic world.
However, many Venetians and other early modern Europeans often failed to be consistent in their
identification o f foreigners, interchanging “Arab” and “M oor” or “Saracen” and “Turk.” In the context o f
the Renaissance garden, the “Moorish” gardens described by Navagero were more likely understood as
“M uslim” and, therefore, more easily conflated with Timurid gardens for example.
289 For a similar discussion o f the “coupling o f art and nature in the Renaissance that looks at the
development o f the studiolo in early modem Italy see: Schaefer, 204-220.
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and number o f exotic plants. This is not surprising as the young French humanist had an
abiding fascination with botany and Pliny’s Natural History, praising the encyclopedist
and writing a short treatise on the plants and fish he him self studied around Narbonne
called Herbarum historia.290 The most remarkable observation in the letter is N avagero’s
farming. Longueil describes the fruit at his celebrated table as the produce o f a most
excellent farmer. The “ art” o f farming, for most o f history a profession relegated to craft
status, if that, would seem inappropriate for ranking members o f the governing oligarchy
o f the M ost Serene Republic. Longueil argues, instead, that farming had legitimate
standing among the higher arts. Indeed, he sees his host as a “pleasant” and “diligent”
farmer and is quite ready to lump him self rhetorically in with Navagero as one whom
“cultivates our art.” Longueil’s statement indicates that quite early in the history o f the
Venetian garden, the proprietor had donned the mantle o f gentleman farmer. The
convergence o f such learned farming with the wholesale immersion in villeggiatura that
had begun to sweep over the upper classes in the Cinquecento followed the trail blazed
by Navagero and his fellow practitioners. In turn, the traditional features o f his island
retreat would become, on one hand, the basis for the scientific gardens o f the m id
sixteenth century and, on the other, the model for the formal and geometric treatment o f
both the pleasure garden and the working farm o f the terraferma Venetian villa.
Navagero considered his gardens his prize possessions and they remained a
concern during his two years in Spain. “Take care.. .o f m y Selva and M urano” during
“m y pilgrim age” he asked Ramusio, especially M urano where “the thick laurels were

290 Cermenati, 19.
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growing.”291 The verdant embrace o f his garden provided a w elcom e retreat from
business and, thus, the villa on Murano must be understood as part o f the tradition o f the
Renaissance villa. As a carefully constructed controlled environment for roses and other
trees, flowers and fruits, however, the garden o f a practitioner o f the farmer’s “art”
represents a development in villa culture that would influence the shape o f the Venetian
mainland. Had the Venetian poet and statesman only served as state historian, first
librarian o f the Republic, ambassador, translator, and editor he would have gained for
him self a place in Venetian history. Similarly, had he only planted a small but lovely
garden on Murano that was to ultimately transform the Venetian suburbano into the most
famous botanical collection o f the first quarter o f the sixteenth century he would deserve
a place in garden history. What makes Navagero more remarkable, and I am convinced
more influential, was his investment in a terraferma estate that would com bine the
pleasures o f the country villa with the rewards o f scientific horticulture and agriculture,
kick-starting the miraculous transformation o f the Veneto from war-torn pasturage and
malarial swamp into a patchwork quilt o f com fields and rice paddies that fueled two
more centuries o f artistic brilliance and stable government.

Navagero's Villa Selva in the Trevigiana

The Venetian hinterland, known as the terraferma, consisted o f a group o f
provinces with major cities administered by Venetian-appointed podestas or governors.
Numerous villas line the rivers and canals, cap hillsides or lounge in the suburban
quietude o f the major urban centers o f the terraferma. The intense cultivation o f the
Venetian territory, not to mention the easily understood relationship between a capital

291 L e ttere , 1560, 70 7 .
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city and the rural territory which feeds its citizens, was a late development for the already
centuries-old Republic.292 In his study o f the Venetian mainland in the sixteenth century,
Denis Cosgrove observes that: “Unlike the other city communes o f northern Italy Venice
was not the centre o f a rural contado.”293 He maintains that Venice was different from
Milan, Mantua, and Verona, among others, because o f the city’s location in the center o f
a lagoon and its commitment to its overseas possessions known as the stato del mar.
Cosgrove argues that one benefit for Venice o f the “separation from land which was
elsewhere one o f the main bases o f urban economy and society” was “a freedom from the
restrictions imposed by the feudal order on commercial life.” Prior to the fifteenth
century, land ownership was an “insignificant” source o f wealth for a Venetian patriciate
made up for the most part o f merchants. As a result, unlike much o f Italy landed nobility
had little influence, and the republic avoided the sort o f conflicts between landowners and
th epopolo that led to “signorial take-overs elsewhere in Italy.”294
The idiosyncratic structure o f the Venetian Empire eroded in tandem with the
decreasing stability o f the Eastern Mediterranean and the rising cost o f international
commerce. The dogaclo, an administrative entity consisting o f the islands o f the lagoon
and a thin strip o f land on its perimeter, would be replaced by a m ore typical state
composed o f a major administrative center that was the marketplace for a territorial belt
providing natural resources, building materials and food.295 Even as the state began to
resemble contemporary Italian states, Venetian control o f its territory followed a pattern

292 Beltrami, 1 9 5 5 ,7 .
293 Denis E. Cosgrove, Social Formation and Symbolic Landscape (Madison: The University o f
W isconsin Press, 2nd Edition, 1998), 106.
294 Ibid., 106-7.
295 Lane, 306-7.
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o f im perial rule established in th e far-flung dom inions o f the m ercantile em pire that
treated subject cities and their hin terlan d s as conquests. To w hit, p re-ex istin g “ local
statutes w ere confirm ed, th eir ru lin g groups sim ply encoded and enclosed to resem ble
that o f V enice, and V enetian governors and adm inistrators added as a to p level in th e
stru ctu re.”296 The econom ic ad vantage o f access to th e V enetian m arketplace m itigated
po ten tial antagonism betw een the n o b ility o f the subject cities and the V en etian
adm in istratio n b y u n dercutting su p p o rt for autonom y. In addition, the V en etian C ouncil
reg u larly confirm ed p re-ex istin g claim s to land, w a te r rights, and ju risd ic tio n p ro v id ed
th at the n o b les reco g n ized th e a u th o rity and sovereignty o f the D oge and the G reat
C ouncil.
V enetians follow ed the lead o f land-ow ning n o b les in Padua, V icenza, and
V ero n a and began to invest heav ily in agricultural estates. The ch an g in g attitude o f the
urb an patriciate changed the face o f th e terraferm a but did not fu n d am en tally alter the
relatio n sh ip b etw een V enice and h e r em pire. T he separation betw een capital and territo ry
rem a in e d in p lace w ith regard to tax atio n and civic standing, as V enetian ow ners o f
estates in the T revigiano, such as B ernardo N avagero for exam ple, are listed as fo r e s tieri
o r foreigners in T reviso tax records an d V eronese nobles visit V enice fo r ru lin g s ab out
p ro p o sed p ro p erty im p ro v em en ts as m em bers o f th e ir local oligarchy w h o defer to the
heg em o n y o f the V enetian R ep u b lic.297 T he intricacies o f V enetian adm in istratio n
seem ed not to have im peded the com plete transform ation o f the V enetian econom y. T h e
n e w value placed on agricultural estates, in turn, p rom pted the co m p lem en tary

296 C osgrove, 1998, 108.
297 B ernardo N avagier, a co u sin o f A ndrea N avagero, w as listed as in the F o re stie ri sectio n o f the
T rev iso 1518 E stim o for Z osagn a di Sotto, A rch iv io di Stato di T reviso, E stim i, B a 1 2 2 8 /6 , 1518.
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m etam orphosis o f the V en etian o lig arch y into en th u siastic p rom oters o f the v illa lifestyle.
B y the m iddle o f the sixteenth cen tu ry th e fo rem o st fam ilies in V enice had p urchased
lands and co nstructed v illas in th e terra ferm a w h ere th ey retreated on a reg u lar basis to
en jo y th em selv es and to keep a close eye on th e ir farm s.
It is n o t difficult to quan tify the in creasin g p o p u larity o f villeggiatura. Frederic
L ane, in a discu ssio n o f six te e n th -ce n tu ry co n sp icu o u s co n sum ption in V enice, claim ed
th at “o f th e 1,400 m ain la n d villas in V enetian territo ry th at are classified to d ay as o f
artistic interest, 15 w ere b u ilt in the fo u rteenth c en tu ry , 84 in the fifteenth, an d o v e r 250
in the six teenth cen tu ry .”298 A ndrea N av ag ero w a s in th e v anguard o f the villa
m o v em en t.299 H is decision to invest in the T rev ig ian a m ay h av e been due in part to his
sense o f h istory, because h is fam ily h ad o rig in ally com e to V en ice from T reviso or
N aren ta in th e eighth cen tu ry .300 B y 1518, he o w n ed an estate n e a r R ovare about six
m iles east o f T reviso alo n g the M eo lo R iver. T his p ro p e rty is m ost likely the site o f his
belo v ed V illa Selva, a fact u n n o ticed b y h isto rian s o f the V en etian villa. R enaissance
garden h isto rian s h ave n e v e r iden tified an exact lo catio n fo r th e m ainland villa. Tax
records from the T reviso assessm ent, how ever, in d ic a te th at the V illa N av agero-E rizzo is
o n the on ly p ro p e rty o w n ed b y A n d re a N av ag ero in th e T revigiana. In addition,
B arto lo m eo and A n d rea E rizzo o f th e Ca ’N a va g ier, w ere am ong the nobles “in v ited ” to

298 Lane, 3 3 1 . C osg ro v e u ses L a n e’s num bers in S o c ia l F o rm a tio n but an earlier stu d y first
published in 1961 b y E m ilio S eren i d iffered slig h tly id en tify in g “ 1,411 v illa s o f artistic sig n ifica n ce n o w in
ex isten ce, o n ly 15 g o b ack to the fourteenth century, 84 to the fifteen th century, but 2 5 7 to the sixteen th
century.” Sereni, H isto ry o f th e Ita lia n A g ric u ltu ra l L a n d sc a p e . R . Burr L itch field , trans. (Princeton:
P rinceton U n iv ersity P ress, 1 9 9 7 ), 149, 198.
299 O n the v illa in the T revigian a see: M uraro, 3 7 -3 9 .
300 C icogn a, 170 and M . Barbara, A rb o ri, 4 6 3 .
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hear the p e titio n s o f the M eolo R iver C o n so rtiu m p resen ted to the Beni Incu lti in 1722.301
T hese assessm en ts im p ly that this late R e n aissan ce villa stands on the lo ca tio n o f h is
V illa Selva. F o r th e m o st part, the P alladian v illa and its b aroque forecourt o b scu re th e
traces o f N a v a g e ro ’s handiw ork. A surviving six teen th -cen tu ry farm b u ild in g p re-d a te s
the casa padronale and supports the argum ent th a t the N avagero p ro p erty w as a
p ro d u ctiv e farm d u rin g the C inquecento. M oreover, a tax declaration giv en b y his
n ephew s, B ern ard o and A ndrea N avagero, c h a ra c te riz e the p ro p erty as a p ro p e r v illa w ith
“ a casa dominical ...orto ...bruolo ... [and] cortiva” th at th ey enjoyed fo r th e ir ow n u se yet
from w h ic h th e y earned a fair p rofit.302 S im ilarly, tax records, w ills, in v en to ries, and
plans th at sk etch the legal boundaries establish th at th e basic footprint o f th e p ro p erty w as
little changed in th e years since N avagero acq u ired the parcel. 303 T he su rv iv in g

barchessa and the tax records suggest that A n d re a N av ag ero initiated th e d e v e lo p m en t o f
this site sh o rtly after th e re-conquest o f the terraferma h ad b eg u n .304
T he V illa S elva included land un d er cultiv atio n , pasturage, a sim ple co u rty ard

(cortiva) o r fa n n y a rd , a garden {orto), an orch ard ( brolo ) and a m ain h o u se {casa

301 A S V , B en i Inculti, C atastici dei C onsorzi,
7 6 1 , f. 58 5 .

Terminazion relative ai Consorzi di Meolo

(Treviso), b.

302 A S V , D ie c i S avi alle D ecim e, b. 160, f. 6 3 3 , Statem ent o f A ndrea and Bernardo N avagero.

303 Ibid. Bernardo and A ndrea also m en tion a “clo ister o f the b lack o n e s” w here th ey o w n ed 12
cam pi in the “v illa di silv a .” T he 1518 Estimo for Z osagn a di Sopra in clu d es a listin g for “ San M oro da
R o v ere” w h ich su g g e sts that the N avagero property abutted land o w n ed b y a m onastic order. A S V , D ie c i
Savi alle D e c im e , b . 9 4 , n. 93 , Statem ent o f B a rtolom eo and P iero N avagero, 3 1 A pril 1538. A n d rea ’s
brothers declared: “D u e p o sse ssio n in T rivisana di cam pi cen to in circha tra b eni et paludi una n ella v ila di
rovere lavora agn ola di ragnolin laltra n ella v illa di riva di p red on cin lavor piero di m a tin zo .” Bernardo
N a v a g e ro ’s w ill, w itn essed b y his brother A ndrea and P a o lo R am u sio, and w as recorded “ in v illa di R overe
sotto T re v iso ,” A S V , Testamenti, N o taio G aleazzo S ic c o , 1 1 9 0 .9 6 , 16 July 1576.
304 A S T , Estimo, Z osagn a di Sotto, 1518, b. 1 2 2 8 /6 , f. 91 v: “E l M agco m andrea n a vagier ha una
p o sse ssio n in una p e z o arradori prissanda e t vidiganda pradiva et pert cho la d[uca]ti cinq co rtiv o casa da
murro co di c o p i teza di era da m uro.” A S T , Estimo, 15 3 7 , b. 1231 and A S T , Estimo, 1542, b. 123 1 /2
in clu d es the declaration o f P iero N avagero o f property at R o v ere and R iva d i Perdoncin. A S T , Estimo,
Z osagn a di S otto, 15 6 2 , b. 123 1 /3 , f. 12: T he tax statem ent o f the Prebend o f the B ald ach in i di F ran cesco
in clu d es an ite m lo ca ted b etw een the property o f P iero N a v a g ero , A n d rea’s brother and P iero M atinzo.
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dominical). In their tax assessment, Navagero’s nephews note that their tenants produced
corns, millet, sorghum, beans and other legumes as well as wine and pork.305 Navagero
him self indicated that the property was organized along the same rectilinear lines o f the
Villa on Murano, although the grounds were more extensive and are better understood as
an agricultural estate dressed in the guise o f a garden, with zones o f the property
providing places for walking and talking, sitting and reading and dining. “At the Selva I
want to have the bosco planted in as straight lines as one can. And with equal-sized
streets {strode) in the middle.”306 The name o f the villa, Selva, means “forest.”
N avagero’s choice o f names and plan for his property immediately characterize his villa
as sylvan and idyllic; however, because his bosco or “forest” was created by man, the
pleasing woodland atmosphere was a direct result o f human intervention. In other words,
the Villa Selva’s own selva revealed the ability of the patron to control wild nature and,
in the process, transform a piece o f ground into a garden. Indeed, Navagero’s reference to
the streets created by the planting o f the bosco recalls Longueil’s description o f the
M urano decumanus and suggests that the created landscape o f a villa had more in
common with the “altered” nature o f the city than divine “first” nature.
The most revealing source for the character, atmosphere, and layout o f
N avagero’s terraferma villa are comments he made in his letters from Spain. “Dearest
brother,” he wrote Ramusio from Seville,

I desire nothing as much as having m y Murano and Selva beautifully
planted when I return. If the house is not too our taste, one can make it so
in a few days. The planting requires time, & if you plant enough while I
am away, it will be a great reward finding that the trees have already

305 A SV , D ieci Savi, b. 160, f. 633, n. 6
306 Lettere, 1560, 709.
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grown some. Those Lords may wish to give burden me with dignity...,
[but] I swear by the love I bear for you, that never was m y spirit so remote
from ambition, as it is now.... It is enough for me to have convinced them,
t h a t ... I am not so inept as they th in k ... my objective is very different
from what everyone else thinks... know this; that it is more important to
me to have first Murano and then Selva so that I have a chance to find
contentment there. That is why, you, seeing that I do not have any greater
desire than this, do not have to worry about any other th in g ... to see that I
find m yself satisfied.307
In N avagero’s letters, there is no discussion o f the layout o f the garden besides his
admonition to Ramusio regarding straight rows of trees. Missing is a discussion of
watercourses, garden furniture, paths or types o f plantings beside some extra roses from
M urano which were to be planted at the V illa Selva. Later images o f the villa property
depict a very simple structure, a roughly trapezoidal piece o f property surrounded by
walls and subordinate work buildings including a water wheel on the Meolo canal.
[Figure 2.9] The oldest structure extant, a rectangular farm building incorporated into
one wing o f the later Palladian villa also provides little information about the relationship
between the structures and the garden or the agricultural zones o f the property. [Figure
2.10] The tax estimates use standard language to place a value on the estate. The house is
roofed, has a courtyard, additional service buildings and a walled enclosure. Illustrations
from the seventeenth century indicate that the main building was from its earliest days a
straightforward quadrilateral structure that was flanked by barchesse, or storerooms and
stables. [Figure 2.11] Currently, two arcaded wings extend to the sides o f the villa,
connecting to the sixteenth-century farm building on one side and an approximately
equal-sized structure on the opposite side o f the courtyard. The court is open on the third
side and is separated from the fields by a fence with a gate set on access with the center

307 Ibid., 708-9.
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o f the casa padronale. [Figure 2.12] Maps from the sixteenth and seventeenth [Figure
2.13] suggest that this arrangement changed very little when the property was sold by the
Navagero heirs to the Erizzo family; but it is difficult to confirm that these structures
stand on the foundations of, or are in any way similar to, the earlier villa o f Andrea
Navagero, assessed at 40 ducats in 1518.
The early investments in the Trevigiano predate the formation o f the oversight
agencies, the M inistri dei Beni Inculti and the Provveditori di Acqua, in mid-century and
this limits the usefulness o f the Venetian State Archives in the reconstruction o f the first
steps in the development o f the terraferma possessions o f the Republic. Tax records give
some shape to the Venetian move into the Trevigiano. The “Magco M. Andrea Navagier”
owned an estate on the Riva di P.denzini (also listed as Pradoncin and Perdencin) on
February 5, 15 19.308 As a Venetian, his assessment o f the property, worth slightly more
than 40 ducats, was listed in the Forestieri section o f the earliest surviving tax assessment
for Zosagna di Sotto, a section o f the province of Treviso.309 Compared to the salary
range o f 100 to 500 ducats for positions likepodesta and castellan held by Venetian
nobles such as Navagero, his Villa Selva in Rovare represented a modest yet profitable
investment, served as a pleasant retreat and, at the same time, supplemented his income
as an ambassador, state librarian and resident historian.310
The Villa Selva provided a different kind o f retreat than the Murano suburbano
because o f the different setting in the countryside east o f Treviso. Navagero’s Murano
property had a great deal in common with early Venetian gardens in the city and on the

308 AST, Estimo, Zosagna di Sopra, b. 1228/6, 1519.
309 Ibid.
310 Lane, 324.
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island o f the Giudecca because the property was confined by the waters o f the lagoon and
the canal.311 The strict geometry reflected the standard rectilinear design o f the Venetian
house and the planting o f the garden, albeit exotic, was not extensive enough to earn
recognition for the suburban villa as a profitable agricultural enterprise.312
The Villa Selva sat on the M eolo River, which runs parallel to the Piave and the
Sile, the two m ajor watercourses in the Trevigiano. B y the late sixteenth century, the
Navagero property included a canal that diverted water from the Meolo around the family
plot. The river and its canal express the two most significant features o f the Venetian villa
as it was refined by Navagero and his contemporaries. The fresh water o f the Meolo
provided a perfect setting for long walks and lunches and provided natural musical
accompaniment to the conversation, poetry and debate that humanist villa users
esteemed. The rivers that fed the lagoon also offered Venetians easy access by boat to
their increasingly distant estates. The obvious benefits o f fresh water for a healthy
lifestyle had been already registered in ancient and m odem treatises, and the
psychological impact on Venetians used to drinking rainw ater or imported water
delivered in casks can only have reinforced the general statements o f Vitruvius and
Alberti.313 The M eolo also offered hope for increasing the productivity and profitability
o f the investment. W ater-wheels, one example o f which appears on a seventeenth-century
map as the property o f the “Heirs o f Andrea Navagero,” [Figure 2.14] sprouted up along

311 On Venetian gardens see: V isen tin i, 1988; idem. “N ote sul giardino veneto: aggiunte e
precisazioni,” Arte Veneta 37 (1983): 77-89; Mariapia Cunico, II giardino veneziano: la storia,
I'architettura, la botanica, (Venice, 1989); Lionello Puppi, “The V illa Garden o f the Veneto;” idem. “I
giardini veneziani del rinascimento,” II Veltro 22, no. 3-4 (M ay-August 1978): 279-298.
312 On Venetian house plans see: McAndrew, 195-197; and Spiro Kostof, A H istory o f
A rchitecture: Settings an d Rituals (N ew York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 471-472.
313 Vitruvius (D e architectura, I.v; V lll.passim ); Alberti (D e re aedificatoria, V.xvii, lO.vi-xiii)
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most o f the larger water-ways to power mills and other machines necessary for the
processing o f the new grains grown on the villas.314 The canal, a man-made diversion
from the M eolo, embraced the Navagero property and links this villa with other
contemporary projects slowly refashioning the landscape o f the terraferma.
Throughout the Veneto, one continual problem facing farmers was the
overabundance o f water and, in some cases, springtime floods regularly inundated areas.
In other cases, a great deal o f territory was swamp, or palucle. Canals, sluice gates, dykes,
and other innovations reduced the devastation o f annual flooding by redirecting the flow
o f melting snow and heavy rains into the lagoon. Hydraulic interventions also helped
drain marshes and swamp in order to bring unusable land under cultivation. The network
o f canals cut across the Veneto in the sixteenth century began to subdivide the territory
into manageable units o f land stamped with the intensive labor and ingenuity o f mankind
as just the type o f improved nature similarly lauded by garden enthusiasts.
The impact o f major hydrological alterations to the natural flow o f water through
the Veneto and into the Lagoon concerned the Venetian government. The debate between
Alvise Comaro, the self-styled representative o f the villa owners, and Cristoforo
Sabbadino, the engineer appointed by the Senate to m aintain to health o f the Lagoon,
reveals the intense pressure faced by proponents o f reclamation and agriculture.315
Sabbadino expressed his belief in the necessity to restrict the diversion o f water from the

314 A number o f sixteenth-century view s o f the property and the mill survive: A SV , Beni lnculti
Treviso (BITV), b. 448, f. 33, b. 2; BITV/Friuli, b. 479, f. 56, b. 3; 17th c.: Beni lnculti, C atastici dei
Consorzi, b. 728/760, p. 93r, carta 22, n. 79.
315 For an brief account o f the debate see: Tafuri, 1986, 15-21. A lso see: A lvise Comaro,
Arricoi'do di me A lvise C om aro d el modo che si debbe tenere, accioche ilflu m e Musone con la Brenta vadi
a l mare p e r il Porto d i Chioza, come hora va p e r quello di M alam occho con tanti danni (Venice, 1560) and
Sabbadino in Cessi, 1947.
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lagoon while Comaro focused upon the benefits o f self-sufficiency after centuries o f
eating over-priced, imported grains. The Villa Selva canal is basic evidence that the
Trevigiano was also recognized as land that could be improved by man. Although it
would be impossible to relate the canal to the understanding o f parts o f the property as a
formal garden, it is fair to assume that the entire agricultural property that surrounded the
residence o f the patron was understood as a piece o f land m ade better through the
reasonable introduction o f a man-made watercourse. Navagero, an early proponent o f
villa culture in Northern Italy, may not him self have enjoyed for many years the profits o f
the farm; but his investment and the eventual reclam ation o f m uch o f the Veneto turned
the terrafermci into the breadbasket o f Venice. The high quality o f the improved land in
the Trevigiano apparently justified continued investment along the Meolo as more than
fifty Venetian nobles signed documents supporting work on the river to control flooding
and m ake the best use o f its waters for irrigation.316 M oreover, the Navagero retained an
interest in the Trevigiano and its water regime, with one Bernardo Navagero appearing as
one o f two Provveditori o f the Beni lnculti responsible for analyzing and approving work
on the Meolo in 1590 and one Andrea Navagero among the group o f interested parties
requesting perm ission in 1722.317
Treviso, the capital city o f the province where Navagero built his villa, had been a
long-time subject city o f the Venetian Republic, but, unlike other cities such as Vicenza
and Padua conquered during the territorial expansions o f the late middle ages, there
seemed to be no faction in Treviso interested in a break from Venice. The defeat o f the

316 A SV , Beni lnculti, Catastici dei Consorzi, Tenninazioni relative a i Consorzi di M eolo
(Treviso), b. 761.
317 Ibid., 891 and 585.
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Venetian army at Agnadello in 1509 left the Republic temporarily isolated in the relative
sanctuary o f the lagoon. By the next year, new alliances were made, as Venice found
herself in agreement with the Papacy that neither French nor Imperial rule suited Italy.
By 1516, the W ar o f the League o f Cambrai was over and Venice had regained control
over most o f the territory lost in the disaster o f Agnadello. The W ar o f the League o f
Cambrai inspired m any nobles in Vicenza, Verona, and Padua to improve their situation
by the expedient decision to accept the Emperor as their new overlord. W hile the
Venetians considered such actions traitorous, men whose family titles and lands pre-dated
the Venetian expansion onto the mainland reasoned that they had more right to determine
the status o f their cities than did the merchants from La Serenissima. Strict Venetian
control o f political and institutional life in the urban centers o f the Trevigiano, achieved,
according to one historian, by a “capillary extension o f Venetian cittadini and patrizi”
through the province, subdued threats to Venetian sovereignty.318 It is difficult to say if
Treviso stood firmly with Venice or was forced to heel. However, the province had a
unique relationship with the capital city. Venetian nobles and citizens invested in country
estates along the Sile River that flowed from Treviso into the Lagoon. The proximity to
Venice certainly aided in the early spread o f Venetian villa culture in the province of
Treviso; but the “precocious development” o f the Trevigiano indicates a more stable
environment than in the testy provinces o f Vicenza and Verona.319
The rapid acquisition o f estates and the construction o f defensive walls for the
city o f Treviso strengthened Venetian control over the province, but it would appear that

318 Giuseppe D el Torre, “Treviso e Venezia dopo Agnadello (1515-1530),” 220-1 in Danilo
Gasparini, ed., Una citta il suo territorio: Treviso nel secoli xvi-xviii. Atti del Convegno di Studi Treviso,
Vol. 25/6 (Treviso: Zoppelli, October, 1985).
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development benefited the local population as well. The 1518 Estimo records that Andrea
N avagero’s neighbor on the Riva di Perdoncino in Zosagna di Sotto was Zuan d. Vidal
Drapier and that Alvise Marangon owned property adjacent to Bernardo Navagero.320
These two property owners were Trevigiani not Venetians and their surnames indicate
that they were craftsmen, Drapier a cloth-maker and M arangon a carpenter, builder or
woodworker.321 Several Navageri appear in tax records for Zosagna di Sotto, the
administrative zone around Rovare which is east o f Treviso and North o f Roncade. Since
the Navagero name seldom appears in later disputes about land use, water rights or other
common infringements although they continued to increase their land holdings in the
Trevigiano, the family must have established themselves as good neighbors and fair
landlords. The cordial relationship between the Navagero and the cittadini allowed
Andrea Navagero to hire a local as his personal assistant. Negro or Dal Negro is one of
the most common surnames for Trevigiani, so his surname suggests that Andrea
Navagero’s secretary, Zuan Negro, was from Treviso. The 1518 Estimo entry for the
M onastery o f S. Polo da Treviso, for example, includes one P. Franc0 Negro.322
Rapid investment and the constant presence o f Venetians at their estates in the
Trevigiano, in any case, forged the strong bond between Treviso and Venice. Andrea
N avagero’s Villa Selva, comfortably situated alongside a canal fed by the Meolo River,
would become a favorite meeting place for his cadre o f intellectual friends. His

319 Ibid.
320 AST, Estimo, Cittadini di Zosagna di Sotto, b. 1229/3 f. 96v and 85v-86r.
321 The rivers o f the terrafenna provided the necessary amount o f water required for clothmaking, one o f the major industries developed in Cinquecento Venice. On the Venetian cloth industry see:
D omenica Sella, “The Rise and Fall o f the Venetian W oollen Industry,” 106-126 in Crisis and Change in
the Venetian Economy in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, Brian P u llan , ed. (Great Britain:
Methuen & Co., 1968).
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colleagues’ own villas reveal the influence o f his preference for the simplicity o f the
country life, glorified by Pliny, Varro, and Cicero. The resurrection o f the classical villa
began elsewhere in Italy, but the charms of the rural lifestyle slowly seduced the urban
Venetian patriciate, drawing them out into the country. W here Venice would make her
mark in the history o f the country house was in the high-profile role played by economics
in the decision to invest in estates in the terrciferma. Navagero’s Villa Selva, certainly
provided a place for the restful retreat that defined villa function in the rest o f Italy, but it
was not simply a mainland copy o f the constrained garden and suburban domicile he
owned on Murano. However, Navagero, as Longueil recognized already in his
description o f the Villa on M urano, had expanded the horizons for Venetian villa patrons.
His gardens were beautiful thanks to the traditional pergolas and arbors, roses and
myrtles; but they were doubly remarkable for the fruits and vegetables produced by the
gentleman farmer himself. The rewards of scientific agriculture, N avagero’s “joyful fruit”
managed to let the investing patrician increase his property’s value, offered Venice a path
to self-sufficiency, and finally connected the Venetian oligarchy to land, the missing
piece in the puzzle for a Republic that continued to characterize itself as the heir to
ancient Rome.
The matter o f European peace after three decades o f w ar between France, Spain,
the Empire, Venice, and the remaining Italian principalities provided the impetus for
N avagero’s embassy to Spain. The lack of immediate progress toward a treaty that re
established Venetian sovereignty over the Padana and guaranteed relief from the power
struggle between Charles and Francis must have troubled the Venetian Senate. The

322 AST, B a 1229/3.
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peevish tone o f N avagero’s comm ents suggests that he was on the receiving end o f
criticism at home; but his sense o f duty resulted in his acceptance o f the position o f
ambassador to the French court two years after returning from Spain. Sandwiching his
general complaint about the thankless lot of the intermediary were fond references to his
gardens. The letters, therefore, echoed the long-standing practice o f making the
countryside, or the villa and its garden more specifically, the foil o f the political
madhouse o f the city. W riting to a well-read fellow villa ow ner and civil servant,
Navagero was quite aware that his comments would conjure up images o f men like Pliny
the Younger shedding their worries and the toga o f a Roman senator in favor o f the
simple, less constricting tunic o f the country squire. Indeed, the source o f two o f the most
detailed descriptions o f Rom an villas, Pliny’s Epistles, includes an entire book o f letters
written by Pliny to his Emperor, Trajan, when he served as a Roman governor in the
east.323
Pietro Bembo, R am usio’s companion at the Villa Selva, must have listened to
N avagero’s complaint with amusement, having him self served as a papal secretary and
occasional ambassador between Pope Leo X and the Venetian Senate. We will discuss
Bem bo’s career in the following chapter, but for the moment we might remember Pietro’s
conversation with his father, Bernardo, at the Bembo Villa Noniano that found the young
author on the receiving end o f a stem lecture about the merits o f government service as
father and son strolled through their delightful property north o f Padua. The contrast
between the active and contemplative life, a theme o f Renaissance intellectual discourse,
drove Bernardo to castigate m en who chose poetry and philosophy over hard work.

323 Letters o f the Younger Pliny, Bk. X.
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Pietro, not surprisingly, rebelled against the conventional wisdom espoused by his father.
His close friend Navagero found it less difficult to move between literature and
government; but his letter from Spain states for the record that the idyllic and leisurely
atmosphere o f his beloved villa seemed at times to be the better option for a man tom
between his poetry and his civic duty.
Navagero’s letters about his villas reveal a love for the ease afforded by one’s
country retreat. He does not merely define the villa, however, as a pleasant place to
recharge one’s batteries. The comparison made between the troublesome lot o f the
statesman and the idle self-indulgence available to villa owners falls neatly into standard
interpretations o f the Renaissance patron. In this case, there is one important difference:
Navagero has fully committed him self to the development o f the land on which his villa
sits. An active participant in the transformation o f a small slice o f the Trevigiano,
Navagero devoted him self to the bonificazione o f a piece o f V enice’s new agricultural
hinterland, extending the experimental farming practice Longueil applauded in his
comments about the Murano suburbano to his mainland villa. At all times Navagero’s
first concern, he claims, is for his gardens. “You might wonder,” he guessed in one letter
to Ramusio, “how with the duties I have at the moment, that I m anage to care about these
branches, that truthfully is it appropriate to speak about branches. But do not be
surprised... Therefore, help me, my dear Ranusio (sic), with your strength in this thing,
as in grander and more important things that you might do for me, and you think, that I
would be Epicurus, and would spend my entire life in the gardens.”324 Clearly,
Navagero’s overriding passion is the design and enjoyment o f his orti. Despite the

324 Lettere, 1560, 709.
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pressure o f diplomacy he worries about his beloved Murano and Selva and begs Ramusio
to understand that he is counting on him to take good care o f them. Furthermore,
Ramusio’s own penchant for gardening and agriculture was well known to Navagero who
expected his friend to make the right decisions and carry out his requests for the planting
o f his orchard.
N avagero’s reference to Epicurus raises another issue. Primarily because his
philosophy was considered the antithesis of Stoicism, Epicurus has been linked to the
pleasures o f the Renaissance villa.325 Earlier, I noted the similarity between Bernardo
Bembo’s analysis o f volcanic activity in his son’s D e Aetna to a passage in Lucretius’ De
rerum natura. Similarly, Fracastoro’s groundbreaking theory o f contagion echoed
Lucretius’ identification o f “seeds” as components in the pathology o f disease. Lucretius’
Epicurean poem had been brought to press in a new edition by Andrea Navagero during
his years as a member o f the group o f Greek and Latin scholars working under the aegis
o f Aldus Manutius in Venice. Navagero clearly appreciated aspects Epicurean
philosophy; but as the editor o f A ldus’ 1514 edition o f De rerum natura, his sense o f
Epicums was tempered by the scientific elements introduced by Lucretius. The influence
o f Epicurus and Lucretius has been overwhelmed by debates over the relative importance
o f Plato and Aristotle to Renaissance philosophy. Based on the writings o f Bembo and
Fracastoro discussed in Chapter One, however, the members o f Navagero’s circle all
appear to have taken pages from Lucretius’ work to heart. It seems likely, therefore, that
his close reading o f De rerum natura m ay have also influenced Navagero’s understanding
o f the role o f agriculture in society. For Navagero and his circle, the potentially negative

325 Comito, 79-80.
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connotations o f an Epicurean retreat might have been mitigated by the positive
impression o f farming as an art given by the Roman philosopher. Navagero, particularly
during difficult days in Spain, lauded the villa as a place to escape the pressure o f civic
duty. Following the precepts o f Pliny the younger, villeggiatura, as Navagero and his
colleagues knew, involved the devouring o f books, the composition o f poetry, and the
discussion o f mathematical relationships. These intellectual pursuits, if they were the
only purpose for country retreat, would have produced a Venetian villa that had much
more in common with the slew o f villas built in Frascati. The insistence upon an
agricultural basis for land investment in the Cinquecento Veneto, complementary to the
scientific botanical collection and experimentation pioneered by Navagero on Murano,
never allowed idle leisure to dominate the Renaissance Venetian villa. Lucretius’ Roman
interpretation o f his m aster’s philosophy afforded Navagero with a suitable w ay to
connect the humanist intellectual realm with the natural philosophy he had studied in
Padua. These two streams, one responsible for the luxurious pleasure garden, the other
rooted in the transformation o f wilderness into arable farmland through the application o f
human reason, crossed very early on the banks o f the Meolo, where a prescient Venetian
established a prototype for the more than 1400 villas to come.
The Villa Selva was not only a farm with a well-manicured orchard. After he had
finished his instructions about the pruning and planting o f the laurels, cypresses and roses
on M urano, he remarks that the “rest” can go to the terraferma villa, making sure “that
the brother puts as many rose bushes as is possible, in order that everything will be
roses.”326 The Renaissance garden differed from the m odem garden because m any o f the

326 Lettere, 1560, 698.
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flow ers th at ornam ent our gardens w ere later im ports that w ere acclim atized in
su b seq u en t centuries. N a v a g e ro ’s g ard en and his gardener, a m onk (il fr a te ), did cultivate
ro ses b u sh es am ong the fru it-b earin g trees, evergreen shrubs, cedars and m y rtles.327 T he
rose, now co nsidered prim arily as an attractive, sw eet-sm elling cen terp iece o f the garden,
had a v a rie ty o f m edicinal app licatio n s, according to Pliny and D io scorides, including
“ flu id in th e stom ach, d iarrhea” and to o th a c h es.328 The craze for h y b rid varieties
d ev eloped m uch later, b u t b y the six teen th century, the rose w as a ty pical d en izen o f the
form al, enclosed gard en for b o th its b en efit and its beauty.329 T here is no ev idence th at
N av ag ero plan ted ro ses for th eir m ed icin al value, but his particular interest in th e roses
th at h e saw in the S panish M u slim g ard en s suggests that he appreciated th e h istorical
sig n ifican ce o f the ro se in the M e d iterran ean garden.
T he influence o f the V illa S elv a on th e V enetian villa is one o f k in d rath er than
o n e o f specific architectural type. T h e focus upon the planting o f the o rch a rd and the rose

327 T h e identity o f the m onk to w h o m A ndrea referred is unknown. T he E stim o o f 1518 for
Z osagn a di Sopra (A S T ) su g g ests that N a v a g ero m ay have been connected w ith the m onks o f “San M oro
da R o v e r e” as w ell as the M onastery o f S. P a o lo in T rev iso . Later declarations m en tion a “cloister” o f
“black o n e s” that w as adjacent to N a v a g e r o ’s V illa S elva. A lso , a cleric, w ho is g iv e n o n ly the first letter o f
h is title “p ” nam ed F rancesco N e g o , the sa m e surnam e as A ndrea’s secretary during h is travels in Spain,
w a s registered as a property ow ner in R overe. T here is a chance that Francesco N eg ro w a a p red ecessor o f
the P rebend o f the B ald ach in i w h o appeared in the 1562 E stim o as Piero N a v a g ero ’s neighbor. In any
event, N a v a g e r o ’s relationship w ith the T revigian i and at least one m em ber o f the N egro fa m ily m akes it
quite p o ssib le that the m on k F rancesco N eg r o or on e o f his brethren w as the m an charged w ith
resp on sib ility for the care o f N a v a g ero ’s gardens.
328Leonhart F u c h s’ D e h is to ric stirp iu m c o m m en ta rii insignes o f 1542 in cluded sum m aries o f
other authorities. F uchs con ten d ed that “the galls and fruit o f the dog rose, or w ild rose, are rem arkably
e ffe c tiv e again st ston es and d ifficu lties o f urination, i f th ey are adm inistered as a p o w d er.” M eyer,
T rueb lood and H eller, 6 1 2 -6 1 4 .
329 In the Arab w orld, from the tw elfth century on, “great rose gardens su p p lied the rose water
u sed in all kinds o f co o k in g , not o n ly in sw e e ts and drinks.” R ose water, produced b y d istillation, w as used
in m ed iev a l kitch en s in the M id d le East as a sau ce for m eat dishes and a flavoring for b ev era g es and
d elica cie s, su ch as T urkish delight. T an n eh ill, 1 4 3 -1 4 6 , 2 4 3 . A lthough rosew ater w as first d istilled in the
third or fourth century A D in M esop otam ia, “it is, h o w ev er, usual to nam e A vicen n a, the fam ou s p h ysician
o f the 10th century, as b ein g the person w h o d isco v ered rosew ater.” A lan D avid son , The O x fo rd
C o m pan io n to F o o d (O xford: O xford U n iv er sity P ress, 1999), 672. In addition, rose hips, the fruit o f the
ro se, are a source o f vitam in C and w ere ea ten b y the Indians o f North A m erica.
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garden, and the accent on the basic rectilinear geometry o f the landscape, suggest that
Navagero essentially extrapolated general principles o f design from his suburban garden,
a garden different from earlier Venetian examples only by enthusiastic references and
Latin words that associate the layout with classical precedents. N avagero’s gardens most
assuredly blazed a trail for the increasingly active participation o f the villa padrone in
land improvement for commercial agriculture. Navagero’s dedication to the farmer’s
“art” fascinated visitors to his gardens. The complementary elevation o f the mundane, no
m atter how necessary, craft into a scientific pursuit, set the table for later Venetian
theorists such as Comaro to praise “holy agriculture.” Learned farming, the outgrowth of
botanical collection and early efforts to transplant and acclimatize new arrivals, began in
a small garden on a constricted island, and migrated to the Villa Selva. As Venetians
witnessed the bounties on N avagero’s table, they found more and more reasons to invest
in land and fewer and fewer hindrances to participate in land reclamation and such novel
and diverting scientific agriculture.
Although the chief impact o f N avagero’s career as a garden designer or villa
patron was his successful integration o f reason and intellectual activity with the “art” o f
farming in the first quarter o f the Cinquecento, his letters from Spain m ay also have
influenced the nature o f Venetian designed landscapes. One interesting villa property
appears on a map o f the Trevigiana close by the Villa Navagero. In this plan a
watercourse that runs perpendicular to a m ain building, flanked by arcaded wings very
similar to the Palladian V illa Navagero-Erizzo, on axis with a central door that probably
opened, as it does in the Villa Navagero, from the entrance vestibule into the cortile. The
blue line on the plan can only be a waterway, perhaps an irrigation trench but more
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probably a canaletto that ornamented a formal garden behind the villa, ran through or
under the main structure, and continued into the cultivated area of the villa property. The
simple birds-eye view o f the structure does not draw any distinction between specific
zones of a formal or agricultural nature.
This is not unusual for survey maps o f Venetian provinces. The purpose o f such
maps was the identification o f rights-of-way, public and private thoroughfares,
boundaries, and watercourses. In most maps from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
canals, streams, irrigation ditches and drainage ditches are frequently included and
identified by the family name or the name o f the individual who had been permitted to
construct them and use the water. Water rights dom inate debate in sections o f the
Venetian archives that document the activity o f the m inistries responsible for agriculture.
Requests for new hydraulic interventions, arguments over the amount o f water to which a
landowner was entitled and decisions about the advisability o f drainage or inundation (a
necessary evil for rice cultivation) took up a great deal o f administrative time. In order to
make responsible decisions, and respect themselves from later problems or interminable
lawsuits, the Venetian government required surveys, written reports and maps capable of
describing accurately the situation for each case presented before the procurators. The
conventional mapping techniques pioneered by the first surveyors, or periti, sent out by
the Venetian government appear to have been closely followed by the later surveyors o f
the territories o f the Trevigiano. It appears likely, therefore, that this neighboring villa
only a few miles from the Navagero property, introduced a canal which ran directly
through the center o f the main house, connecting the dom icile with not only the closest
formal zones such as the cortile, but with the agricultural lands o f the villa. The Villa
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Navagero was established prior to the development of the new bureaucratic departments,
thus depriving scholars o f the informative petitions, surveys, reports and maps included
in the archives o f the republic’s Beni lnculti. As we have seen, views o f N avagero’s
property were included, for the most part, on maps produced as evidence for requests
made by later property owners who lived in the vicinity o f his villa. Consequently,
graphic evidence o f his villa is, at best, schematic and offers little with respect to the
character o f his house and its gardens. Fortunately, elements o f the Villa Selva were, in
fact, inscribed in the land. The foundations o f the original casa dominiccile, the villa’s
courtyard and its farm buildings were likely re-used in the Palladian structure that stands
on the site to this day. Similarly, the new canal, and the cultivated fields have left their
imprint on the m odem landscape as the heirs and assigns o f Andrea Navagero continued
to reap the benefits o f the reclamation project he initiated.
The massive investment o f private and public monies in land reclamation
transformed the Veneto into the granary o f the republic. Part o f the success o f the change
from a mercantile economy to an agricultural economy was a result o f the clever
association o f farming with natural philosophy by men like Navagero. Later proponents
o f government investment in hydraulic intervention such as Comaro built on the
foundation laid at M urano and the Villa Selva. Similarly, the landscapes designed by
Andrea Navagero and the gardens described by him offered his contemporaries models
for the shape o f the villas and gardens that would dominate the new-look landscape o f the
terraferma. The unnamed villa that sits astride an artificial watercourse documents both
this investment and the eternal appeal o f ingenuity in irrigation and hydraulics for
Renaissance patrons. Later villas, particularly those built by N avagero’s own group o f
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friends, share in the heritage o f learned farming and the love for water which combined to
produce in the sixteenth-century Veneto a new understanding o f the landscape and a very
different villa.

Navagero, Beauty and Garden Theory
The only lengthy discussion o f the design and character o f gardens connected
even remotely with Navagero’s circle was Bonfadio’s letter to Tomacello on the “third”
nature that was discussed in Chapter One. In addition to Bonfadio’s thought-provoking
essay, however, observations about art and design that can be applied to gardens and the
landscape appeared in a number o f Aldine offerings connected with Navagero or his
close friends. Furthermore, Fracastoro composed a series o f dialogues that attributed to
Navagero and his friends comments that set down a basic theory o f design which covered
artists working with paint, marble or plants. Chapter Three will discuss the villas owned
by Navagero’s immediate circle o f friends and examine the development o f the villa and
its landscape as a locus o f scientific agriculture. The diverse interests o f N avagero’s
circle described in Chapter One resulted in a great deal o f theoretical writing; and a
discussion o f their villas will benefit from a brief analysis o f their understanding o f
beauty and composition, because these issues are central to the theory o f design for
paintings, poems and gardens.
The 1514 Aldine edition o f Quintilian’s D e institutione oratoria offers a fleeting
glimpse o f the Academy’s attitude toward theory and practice.330 In his dedication to
Giambattista Ramusio, Aldus noted that “precepts and art cannot succeed unless art is

330 M. Fabius Quintilian, D e institutione oratoria a d MarceUum Victorium liber prim us.., Venice:
Aldus Manutius and Andrea Soceri, 1514. On Quintilian and his influence on early modem thinking see:
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aided b y n a tu re .. .just as the fa n n e r cu ltiv ates sterile lan d .”331 Im m ediately, w e recognize
that m aterial m u st pre-exist art. T he ap p earan ce o f the sim ple farm er strikes, fo r m odem
read ers, a disso n an t note; but Q u in tilian h im s e lf frequently turned to a g ric u ltu re to
ex p lain th e high concept construction o f an o ratio n .332 M uch o f the rest o f th is w o rk deals
sp e cific a lly w ith rhetorical strategies; b u t th e “ assiduous editor” N av ag ero w o u ld have
found in Q u in tilian other fascinating o b serv atio n s relevant to landscape d esig n and
gard en theory. P aram o u n t am ong these w as the attention the R om an p a id to m em ory. T he
“a rt” o f m em o ry h a s received a great deal o f atten tio n in th e last century. M a n y o f
fan tastic creations such as G iulio C a m illo ’s M e m o ry Theater seem rip e fo r incorporation
into discu ssio n s o f narrative and allegorical g ard en s, p articu larly b e c au se the b u ilt
e x a m p les w ere p ro b ab ly constructed in g a rd e n s.333 A discussion o f th eaters an d gardens
w o u ld lead us far afield. Suffice it to say h e re that v a lid com parisons h a v e b e e n m ade to
th e u se o f gardens fo r entertainm ent p u rp o se s in clu d in g theatrical p e rfo rm a n c es so that
C a m illo ’s th eater m a y reflect current p rac tic e and th eo ry .334 Q uintilian did n o t introduce
th e id ea o f m ak in g n ew buildings to h o u se facts o r the parts o f an o ratio n .335 R ath er, he
favored th e use o f a fam iliar p lace as a co n ta in er for item s crucial to th e fluid presentation
o f an argum ent. In short, orators could id e n tify the m ajo r points, pig eo n h o le th em in

C open h aver and S ch m id t, 2 1 4 -2 1 5 , 2 2 3 -2 2 5 ; and F rances A . Y ates,
U n iv ersity o f C h icago Press, 1966), 2 1 -2 8 , 1 1 2 -1 1 7 , 12 6 -7 .

The Art o f Memory (C h icago:

The

331 Q uintilian, 2v.
332 Ib id ., 41r.
333 Y ates, 13 1 -1 3 4 ; m entions the version s b u ilt in V e n ic e and France as w e ll as the le ss w e ll
know n c o p y m en tion ed b y T aegio, in h is d escrip tion o f the villa o f P om ponio C otto ou tsid e M ilan.
334 O n gardens and theater see: S a slo w ; John D ix o n H unt, G a rden s a n d th e P ic tu re sq u e
(C am bridge: T he M IT Press, 1992), 4 9 -7 3 . Im portant sixteen th -cen tu ry garden theaters in clu d ed
F a lco n etto ’s Padua co m p le x w ith its O d eon and T r ib o lo ’s large garden court d irectly b eh in d the Pitti
Palace.
335 Y a tes, 2 7 . Y ates su ggests that Q u in tilia n ’s clear understanding o f the p ro cess o f constructing
m em ory p la c es w as b a sed on lo st G reek text-b ook s o n rhetoric.
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rooms in a house or niches in a hall, and count on the mental image o f this place to hold
each point distinct from the others. The actual performance o f the oration thus became a
walking tour o f his home, for example, and as the orator entered the next room he
immediately found the bit o f information ready and waiting. If memory theaters were a
later invention, from the first, proper Latin rhetoric connected its art with architecture.
M oreover, if your home proved too small to hold enough material for a truly impressive and probably extremely long - disquisition, Quintilian characterized long orations as a
walk in the park, advising his readers to think o f an urban stroll.336 Considering that
Aldus praised not only his editor but also Ramusio for their “diligent and assiduous”
study o f “antique examples” it seems reasonable that the logistics o f rhetoric could have
been transferred easily from house to street to garden.337
In Fracastoro’s Poetica, Andrea Navagero, the protagonist assigned the task of
defining poetry for his companions, makes a number o f remarks that reveal his
understanding o f art and the creative process.338 W e have singled out Quintilian as one of
the ancient treatises edited by Navagero and well known by Ramusio. Fracastoro’s
Navagero exhibits a clear absorption o f the rhetorician’s main points o f art theory as he
explained the parameters o f “beautiful speech.” After a lengthy silence, Navagero
remarked that “the end and function o f the poet” is “to express him self simply and
appropriately on every subject.”339 Beauty, as such, was a catchall that the poet mined for

336 D e institutione oratioria, 198r-199r.
337 Ibid., 2v.
338 Fracastoro’s Naugerius or On P oetry, has been translated into both Italian and English: II
N avagero ovvero D ialogo sulla poetica, Antonino Gandolfo, ed. (Bari: Laterza, 1947); Naugerius sive de
p o etica dialogus, Ruth Kelso, trans. (Urbana: The University o f Illinois Press, 1924). Page references will
be to the Kelso edition.
339 Kelso, 65.
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the “ornaments” most “appropriate” to the subject in question. When Bardulone appeared
perplexed, Navagero went further, telling him that beauty “sometimes means what is
beautiful universally, absolutely, and sometimes what is beautiful in each kind o f
writing.”340 The trick, it turned out, was to know which standard o f beauty to apply.
Echoing Quintilian, who claimed that orators “must have knowledge” and “must know
history,”341 Navagero’s claimed that “knowledge is necessary to [the poet]; otherwise he
will never be able to select the greatest and the most beautiful.”342 Poetry, in other words,
was the product o f a truly awesome and encyclopedic knowledge.
As a representative o f the arts, poetry provides us with a paradigm for all
creativity in requiring a constant search for every iota o f beauty. On one hand, we think
o f the Helen painted by Zeuxis. Five girls, it turned out, “launched a thousand ships”
because the artist “did not think all the qualities which he sought to combine in a
portrayal o f beauty could be found in one person, because in no single case has Nature
made anything perfect and finished in every part.”343 Raphael donned the mantle o f the
legendary Zeuxis, according to art historians, when he posed the fifty-two figures in the
School o f Athens in fifty-two different postures.344 In like manner, other arts forced
practitioners to explore and collect enough material to justify the selection o f specific

340 Ibid.
341 Quintilian, 218-219.
342 Kelso, 65-6.
343 Cicero, Rhetorici libri duo qui vocantur de inventione, II. 1-3. Cicero, D e inventione, de
optim o genere oratorum, topica, H. M. Hubbell, trans. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960), 166169. Z euxis’ approach has become entrenched in art history, e.g.: Hugh Honour and John Fleming, The
Visual Arts: A H isto iy (N ew Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1992), 125. In their discussion o f Greek painting,
Honour and Fleming also recall Xenophon’s account o f a similar approach by the artist Parrhasius, in
which the artist explained his practice to Socrates in the Memorabilia.
344 Honour and Fleming, 420. Laven, makes an explicit connection between Raphael and “the
eclectic procedure o f Zeuxis,” 239. On Raphael’s Stanze see: Sydney J. Freedberg, P ainting o f the High
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“ornaments.” The epic search of a poet, in fact, inspired an avid gardener and poet like
Navagero to see, record and pass on the beauties o f those landscapes he discovered in
Spain and France. Similarly, his friends must have been eager to hear about M octezum a’s
exotic island aviary, a spectacular collection comparable to the better known example
created by Varro at his villa more than 1500 years earlier.345
Praxiteles summarized the process o f art when he pointed out that without a
sculptor marble was just stone.346 Quintilian argued that every art was the transformation
o f material.347 To prove his point he mentioned that even fertile land needed the farmer.
The definition o f art which follows refined the process and established a hierarchy o f art
and nature, a separation o f before and after that his Renaissance audience could rely upon
as justification for their assertion that artifice took raw material and made from it art.
According to Quintilian, “materials are natural, art is doctrine. One shapes, the other is
shaped.”348 Although he admitted that matter or nature had inherent value - unfertile land
stopped cultivation cold - the point had been made that art acted upon nature and so men
transformed stone into sculpture, words into poems and land into gardens.
N avagero’s editing o f Quintilian opened the door for practitioners to extend their
gaze to take in every beauty. His publisher, Aldus, had designated Navagero and
Ramusio as heroes o f the revival; but their scholarship had an astonishing side effect:

Renaissance in Rome and Florence (New York: Harper & Row, 1972), Vol. I, 112-134 and Jones and
Penny, 74-80.
345 On M octezum a’s aviary see: Benedetto Bordone, Isolario (Venice: Zoppino, 1534), 9v. (facs.
rpt.: Turin: Les B elles Lettres, 2000) On Varro’s aviary see: On Agriculture, III,v. 9-17.
346 Quintilian, D e institutione oratoria, 41r.
347 Ibid.
348 Ibid., 41v.
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humanism essentially brought to an end classical antiquity’s dominance.349 Did Aldus
also accept that these scholars had ushered in an age o f intellectual discovery matched
and fed by the relentless search for new lands? Aldus may have remained dedicated to his
mission, but his press and his heirs certainly widened their horizons as the Manutius
family and its group o f editors provided early modem Italy with a contrasting and
complex picture o f history and natural philosophy in keeping with the open-minded
approach of the graduates and faculty o f the University o f Padua.350 The willingness o f
the most prominent press to publish works that challenged beloved Latin treatises
tweaked conventional wisdom and justified the embrace o f all the “ornaments”
discovered in libraries and across oceans.
Returning to theory, we should focus upon the distinction between nature and art.
For Fracastoro and, we assume, Navagero, art was the alteration o f nature. Returning to
De poetica we find Navagero locating a new “mother o f invention.”351 Poets, we leam,
“turn out greater and m ore charming” poems “by some additions.” They do this “because
by so doing they add sublimity and wonder to discourse.”352 Poetic license mirrors the
fine arts. “Great artists know” “what perfection and beauty are,” and, thus, we should

349 Cochrane, 1988, 90. Although not a forceful as Cochrane, Charles Nauert suggests that
Renaissance humanism was “an intellectual solvent” that attacked “traditional beliefs o f all kinds,” 197.
350 On Aldus and the Manutius Press see: Neri Pozza; N icolas Barker, Aldus Manutius:
M ercantile Empire o f the Intellect (Los Angeles: UCLA, 1989); Martin Davies, Aldus Manutius: Printer
and Publisher o f Renaissance Venice (London: The British Library, 1995); H. George Fletcher, In P raise o f
Aldus Manutius: A Quincentenary Exhibition (New York: Pierpont Morgan Library, 1995); idem. N ew
Aldine Studies: D ocumentary Essays on the Life and Work o f Aldus M anutius (San Francisco: B. M.
Rosenthal, 1988); Martin Lowry, The World o f Aldus Manutius: Business and Scholarship in Renaissance
Venice (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1979); and Suzy Marcon and Marino Zorzi, Aldo Manuzio e
I ’ambiente veneziano, 1494-1515 (Venice: II Cardo, 1994).
351 Describing the first poets, Navagero, as Fracastoro tells it, claimed that “the older poets were
the sons o f gods,” who were driven to create by “all the beauties o f language and subject.” Naugerius, 65.
352 Ibid., 66.
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respect their decision to add or alter nature in their quest to “give life” and “perfect” their
object.353
Fracastoro’s dialogue purportedly laid out the aims o f poets. However, the
tendency to draw on the fine arts and the manual or mechanical arts, a practice faithful to
the classical tradition, allowed readers to transfer a theory o f poetry back to those arts
which had provided grist for the mill. To whit, Navagero commented on the difference
between structures and architecture during a face-off with his antagonist Bardulone.
Considering the “adornment” o f poetry as a means o f strong and edifying verse,
Navagero asks, “if the additions are extraneous, we must consider, Bardulone, w hat you
think that “extraneous” means.”354 If everything that is “added to the bare object” is
“extraneous” than poetry is unnecessary because “ordinary speech” would do the job o f
teaching the listener. However, Navagero argues that not all “refinements” are by their
nature “extraneous.” Since Bardulone appeared to be having difficulty with the concept,
Navagero used architecture, which produced patently tangible objects, to illustrate his
point:
.. .similarly, if columns and peristyles and other things are added to
houses, they will be extraneous, for the barest structure will serve the
purpose o f a house, which is to protect us from storm and cold. But,
indeed, if we consider objects as they should be, and look for perfection,
these additions will not only not be extraneous but essential. Or ought we
to think splendid garments extraneous because poor ones are sufficient.
Do you not see that just as perfection and ornament are a real part o f the
things which nature produces, so they are o f the things which art
produces?355

353 Ibid., 68-9.
354 Ibid.
355 Ibid.
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Although, Navagero aims his remarks at the definition o f beauty in poetry, his
comparison to architecture provides a striking statement o f the process through which an
artist transforms a simple structure into a perfect work o f art. Not through the enclosure
o f space nor the basic arrangement o f walls but instead through the process o f judicious
ornamentation o f the body in “splendid garments.”
Architectural theory has never fully explained the distinction between structure
and ornament to m y full satisfaction.356 The m odem distinction between engineering and
architecture, a pragmatic decision justified by the serious problems facing builders o f
skyscrapers and stadiums, did exist in early m odem Italy. Architects and engineers were
different animals, primarily because most o f the high-profile architects had begun their
careers after years as painters, sculptors or, like Filippo Brunelleschi, goldsm iths.357 What
Navagero does in his analysis is offer a very simple observation regarding the moment
when buildings become works o f art. We m ay not agree, but his focus upon the
application o f “ornament” to “bare” walls jibes with statements about the nature o f
architecture made in Augustan Rome.
The well-known treatise composed by Vitruvius presented a wealth o f material
about Roman practice. Unfortunately, as we have seen earlier in this chapter, Vitruvius

356 On ornament see: Alberti, On the A rt o f Building, esp. Book VI: “On Ornament;” Ornament
and Architecture: Renaissance Drawings, Prints and Books (Providence: Brown University, 1980); George
Hersey, The L ost M eaning o f Classical Architecture: Speculations on Ornament from Vitruvius to Venturi
(Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1988); Kent Bloomer, The Nature o f Ornament: Rhythm and M etam orphosis
in A rchitecture (N ew York: W. W. Norton, 2000).
357 On Renaissance architecture see: Millon; Peter Murray, The Architecture o f the Italian
Renaissance (N ew York: Schocken Books, 1986); R udolf Wittkower, Architectural Principles in the Age o f
Humanism (N ew York: Norton, 1971); James S. Ackerman, D istance Points: Essays in Theo/y and
Renaissance A rt and Architecture (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1994), Part III. On Brunelleschi see:
Antonio di Tuccio Manetti, The Life o f Brunelleschi, Catherine Enggass, trans. (University Park: The
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1970), 38-40; Ludwig H. Heydenreich, A rchitecture in Italy 14001500, Paul D avies , ed. (N ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 13-24; Carlo L. Ragghianti, Filippo
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was confusing. Raphael surely m ade his distaste for the confounding compendium
apparent when he traveled with Navagero and Bembo to Tivoli to tour the ruins o f
H adrian’s Villa. As one o f the leading classicists o f his time, Navagero m ust have been
familiar with Vitruvius. W hether he read the treatise or not, and whether Raphael had
good enough Latin to read the original either for that matter, is not at issue here. W hat is
clear is that Navagero (if we accept that Fracastoro attempted to recreate N avagero’s
conversation faithfully) felt comfortable talking about architectural theory. H e also
recognized that his audience would be similarly fluent in the subject. If w e surmise that
Navagero took Raphael’s criticism to heart, then where might he have found a source for
his theoretical position? W here else considering his career as a Latinist and as a poet but
in the w ork o f a Roman poet. In this case, Ovid.
In his Fasti, Ovid tells the story o f a visit by the god o f w ar to Rom e.358 Mars
Ultor descends from heaven to look at the temples that “ought” to be seen in the Forum
o f Augustus.359 The ekphrastic description o f the heart of the capital city is irrelevant to
our discussion o f the Venetian villa, but Ovid’s passage apparently resonated with
Navagero. W hen Mars looks over the temple built in his honor, he sees Aeneas “laden
with his dear burden” and Romulus toting “the arms o f the conquered.”360 Below the
reliefs in the frieze appeared the name o f Augustus “and the building seems to him still
greater, when he reads the name o f Caesar.” O vid’s ekphrasis involved a bit o f word play
when he says: “spectat et Augusto praetextum nomine templum,” implying that the

Brunelleschi: Un uomo un universo (Florence: Vallecchi, 1977), 3; and Isabelle Hyman, ed., Brunelleschi
in P erspective (N ew Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1973).
358 Ovid, Fasti, James G. Frazier, trans. (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967), V ol. 3, v.
550-595, 301-305.
359 Ibid., v. 550-554.
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inscription decorated the building like the senatorial stripe o f the toga praetexta worn by
Augustus himself.361 Navagero m ay not have recognized that Ovid would have seen the
letters picked out in a color very close to the deep purple o f the stripe and, perhaps, the
Venetian missed the joke. However, he cannot have missed the point that the ornamental
letters expressed the magnificence or dignitas o f the structure.362 The striking image used
by Navagero of “splendid garments” adorning a “bare house” and making a simple
structure “perfect” echoed Ovid’s vision o f a temple as a body ennobled by its toga
praetexta o f sculptures and inscriptions. Vitruvius may have created problems about the
shape o f Roman buildings; but Ovid exposed for the careful reader the nature of a
superior building.363 In doing so he not only described the Temple o f M ars Ultor, he also
m ade a statement with theoretical repercussions when the classical vocabulary and
Roman practice became again the order o f the day.
Navagero’s gardens were the places where he felt most free to experiment with
new plants and garden design itself. The few descriptions o f the garden indicated that he
was more successful in his efforts to turn his gardens into laboratories than in his effort to
make the landscape resemble an ancient prototype. Fracastoro helps us understand
Navagero when he had the poet identify perfection and ornament as the goal o f the
architect. The immediate parallel drawn between human artifice and natural product
justifies the application o f his theory to a theory o f gardens. I f buildings become

360 Ibid., v. 563-566.
361 Ibid., v. 567-568.
362 On status and architecture see: Lauro Martines, Power and Imagination: City-States in
Renaissance Italy (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1979), 256-257; Richard A. Goldthwaite, “The Florentine
Palace as Domestic Architecture,” American H istorical Review 11, no. 4 (Oct. 1979): 990-997; Alberti,
B ook IX; On dignity see: Christine Smith, Architecture in the Culture o f E arly Humanism: Ethics,
Aesthetics, and Eloquence 1400-1470 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992), esp. 40-53, 167-168.
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architecture when they are improved in the direction o f “perfection” by judicious
ornamentation” it follows that other arts work the same way.364 Navagero says exactly
that. What is more important is his contention that even nature is itself adorned, perhaps
offering man an example to follow. Who or what is “perfecting” nature remains an open
question; but there is no doubt that architecture and all the arts plodded along in the
footsteps o f natural creation.
Chapter Three will discuss the villas o f Pietro Bembo, Giambattista Ramusio,
Girolamo Fracastoro, and Giulio Della Torre. Each o f their villas reveals the impact o f
Navagero’s interest in scientific villa agriculture on the shape o f the a ll’antica country
house. Each o f the villas discussed in the next chapter reflects the fundamental principal
attributed to Navagero in On Poetry. Fracastoro, for example, found relief in the pleasant
image o f m an’s stewardship o f his homeland. His villa at Incaffi arose from the ashes o f
war, to all appearances a “bare house” but it was made perfect by its integration with a
lovely landscape o f gardens, vineyards, farms and pastures. Although, Fracastoro’s
garden did not achieve the heights dreamed for all design by Navagero; the slopes o f
M ount Baldo and the valleys o f the Veronese exhibited exactly the type o f adornment a
student o f Navagero could read as the “perfection” o f nature. Ram usio’s “bare house”
and Bem bo’s dilapidated acquisition were draped with “splendid garments” chosen by
their patrons to ennoble and adorn them. Moreover, their ,'‘'praetextd‘, carried a deliberate
message that allowed visitors to quickly decipher the role played by the house in the early

363 Ovid called the Temple o f Mars Ultor a “greater” (maius) building because o f the inscription
o f the name o f Caesar on the facade, v. 568.
364 On the natural and artificial see: Newman; Leatrice Mendelsohn, P aragoni: Benedetto
Varchi’s Due Lezzioni and Cinquecento A rt Theory (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, n.d.), 113-117;
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days o f Venetian villeggiatura. Just as the name o f Caesar prompted Mars to think better
o f his own temple, so did the juxtaposition of rustic and elegant ornaments make it clear
that in these villas art and science were as one.

M arcello Fagiolo, N atura e artificio: Vordine rustico, le fontane, g li automi nella cultura del M anierismo
europeo, Rome: Officina Edizioni, 1979.
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C h a p ter T h ree: T h e V illas o f N a v a g e r o ’s , 4/ m / c /.

P ie tro B em b o a n d th e Villa a ll’antica
C h ap ter T hree w ill d iscu ss the villas o f several o f N a v a g e ro ’s closest friends, tw o
o f th em V en etian and th e others from V erona. T he analysis o f these villas and their
ow ners w ill d em onstrate d e v e lo p m en ts in th e ideology o f villeg g ia tu ra that reveal the
co m m o n gro u n d they shared w ith N avagero. F o r exam ple, the three v illas associated w ith
P ietro B em bo pro v id e us w ith in sig h t into the nature o f the V enetian villa before and after
N av ag ero h e lp e d tran sfo rm th e villa into a cen ter for botanical collecting and scientific
agriculture. A s a noble, B em b o and h is fam ily w ere early p articipants in th e spread o f
v illa cu ltu re to the V eneto. B y co ntrast, G iam battista R am usio w as a m em b er o f the elite
citizen class. T hus, h is p u rch a se and con stru ctio n o f a v illa offers us a fascinating glim pse
into the use o f the villa as a to o l in the refash io n in g o f th e fam ily from citizen to noble.
T h e v illa o f G irolam o F racasto ro n e a r V ero n a rep resen ted the subtle transform ation o f th e
v illa from retreat to p riv a te study. T h e fam o u s p h y sic ia n ’s v illa at Incaffi becam e his
p riv a te lab o rato ry and, as a result, reflec ted the new im p o rtan ce o f science fo r the villa.
F inally, G iu lio D ella T o rre ’s v illa at F u m a n e in the V a lp o licella serves as the purest
ex am p le o f th e arch itectu ral style m o st app ro p riate to the new villa. T h e V illa D ella
T o rre ’s exaggerated ru sticatio n exem p lifies the co n n ectio n established betw een ro u g h
m asonry, the R o m an arch itectu ral leg acy and th e n e w villa.
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Inherited Ideas and Practices: The Villa Bembo at Santa Maria di Non
The first villa we associate with Pietro Bembo is the villa purchased by his father
in the province o f Padua at Santa M aria di N on.1 [Figure 3.1] Bernardo Bembo acquired
property north o f Padua at the juncture o f the Brenta and the Piovego, a tributary, near the
town o f Cittadella. Santa M aria di Non was located near the small village o f Bozza, and,
as a result, the property is mentioned in documents as both the Villa at Santa M aria di
Non and the Villa Bozza. The Villa Noniana, which passed to the Gradenigo family
upon Pietro’s death, no longer survives; but clues to its character and descriptions o f its
features appear in Pietro’s writings and archival sources.3 The m ost valuable source for
information about the Noniana is Pietro Bem bo’s De Aetna.4 In addition, the dowry
recorded for Pietro’s daughter Elena in 1520 listed a “casa di statio” with a courtyard, a
residence for the gastalclo or foreman, an orchard and a garden.3 The Noniana also
included a colombara, detached stables, and two additional stone buildings reserved for

1 For the only recent scholarship on the Noniana see: Lionello Puppi, “Le residenze di Pietro
Bembo “in padoana,” L ’arte 7-8 (1969), 30-65. See also the romantic description o f the Bembo villa in
Julia Cartwright, Italian Gardens o f the Renaissance (N ew York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1914), 135-164.
2 Redecima o f Cardinal Pietro Bembo, 1537, Catastica Padovana. A SV, D ie d Savi alle Decim e, b.
447. Estimo o f Francesco Ruschigia, ASP, Estimo, Anno 1518, b. 350, f. 325r. Cartwright suggests that the
name refers to a previous owner, a soldier named Bozza da Nona, 137.
3 A SP, Civio Antico. Estimo 1518, n. 23, c. 140r.
4 Pietro Bembo, D e Aetna (Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1495). The page citations that follow refer to
a modem critical edition:Vittorio Enzo Alfieri, D e Aetna: II testo d i Pietro Bembo tradotto e presentato da
Vittorio Enzo A lfieri (Palermo: Sellerio Editore, 1981).
5 A SV , Avogaria di Comun. Contratti di nozze 1544-1547, n. 148/9, cc, 43r-45v. The contract
dates to 1520. When Elena Bembo and Piero Gradenigo were married on October 7, 1543, the marriage
contract also included the “casa grande di Padova” in the dowry, with the stipulation that Cardinal Bembo
would be permitted to reside in the house until his death and, furthermore, that upon his death, Torquato
Bembo or his heirs retained for five years the right to re-purchase the property for the listed price o f 2,500
ducats. The “contratto” between Pietro Gradenigo and Elena Bembo is published as document no. 44 by
Oliviero Ronchi, La Casa di Pietro Bembo a P adova (Padua: L. Penada, 1924), 40-1. Ronchi locates the
document in the Archivio Civico di Padova in the collection: Archivio d el M onastero d ei Teatini,
“Istrumenti e Cause” Tomo G: Scritture in materia del giardino con li Gradenighi, et Bembo.
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the villa’s workforce.6 The typical fifteenth-century Venetian villa featured a cortile
adjacent to the main house. The service buildings and other residential structures
mentioned in the descriptions would have faced directly onto the courtyard. Although a
single type o f residence did not dominate in the Quattrocento Venetian hinterland, a
number o f fifteenth-century country houses survive, which feature loggias or arcades
opening onto the courtyard. [Figure 3.2] In Bem bo’s D e Aetna there is a description o f
the villa, which suggests that the main house had an open plan, with an atrio that may
have opened the house up to the fresh breezes coming off the Piovego. Barbari’s view o f
the Giudecca [Figure 3.3] offers several examples o f similar garden courts and loggias;
thus the presence in these early villas o f a covered and shaded loggia or a combination o f
arcades and open space, perhaps closer in spirit to a true atrium, reveals that certain
architectural features were common to residences located both on the peripheral islands
o f the lagoon and the mainland.7
The dialogue between father and son occurs at the Villa Bembo where the two
enjoy the pleasant atmosphere and delightful amenities o f the family estate near Padua.8
Pietro and Bernardo sit in the shade o f a pergola, stroll along the cool and murmuring
water and stop for lunch under the spreading arms o f a majestic tree. “A few days after
[my] return,” he had a lengthy discussion with his father about what he had seen and
learned in Sicily. “We met at our Villa Noniana, and my father, as he was wont to do, had

6 Ibid.
7 The view o f the Giudecca in the 1500 Barbari birds-eye view o f Venice plays a significant role in
many discussions o f the history o f the villa and the garden in the Renaissance Veneto. See for example:
Lionello Puppi, “ The Villa Garden in the Veneto,” 92-3 and “I giardini veneziani del Rinascimento,” II
Veltro 23, n. 3-4 (1978): 287ff.
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taken him self to the bank o f the Pluvico, in front o f the atrium o f the house.. .seated in a
very shady spot.”9 This “green bank” was shaded by very thick poplars bathed by the
river, and Pietro worried that the spot “might be a bit too cold than was best” for the elder
Bembo. “Nonsense,” replied Bernardo. “Nowhere, my son, am I more willing to stay than
in this comer, delightful as it is with the embankment, the trees and the river; and you
m ust not fear that this freshness makes m e ill, especially in a sum m er as hot as this.” 10
Obviously Bernardo found the cool shade and rushing waters conducive to rest and
relaxation, even though thoughts about “affairs o f State” never ceased to creep into his
head and threaten to disrupt his reverie. The description o f Bernardo’s favorite “com er”
o f the villa provides some clues to the orientation o f the villa. First, the house faced the
river. Second, the bank was punctuated with stands of poplars fed by the Pluvico. Third,
the bank was built up, possibly to protect the house and the adjacent property from
flooding, by the “delightful” argine or embankment. Fourth, the house featured a
vestibule o f some sort on the fa?ade toward the water. Although D e Aetna and the
archival documents do not provide enough information to reconstruct the villa, a clear
picture o f the “possessione antica di casa” 11 appears o f a pleasant country retreat amidst and justified by - a productive working farm.
At first glimpse, this villa could be taken for a carbon copy o f the contemporary
villas ringing Florence where the scions o f leading Florentine families mixed with

8 See Chapter One for a discussion o f D e Aetna and Bem bo’s fascination with eyewitness
testimony and fearless debate with ancient authority.
9 Alfieri, 64. The Pluvico was Latin for Piovego, the name given to a canalized river that
connected to the Brenta due east o f Padua. North o f the city, the Piovego river had reinforced banks for
flood control and irrigation.
10 Ibid.
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philosophers and poets. Clearly Pietro and Bernardo agreed that one reason for a villa was
to provide a safe haven from urban concerns.12 Much earlier Pliny the Younger had
composed lengthy ekphrases o f his country estates that provided well-educated men such
as these a strong argument in favor of temporary country houses.13 The Latin sources
frequently introduced vocabulary that posed problems for modem readers, a point made
in Chapter Two in the discussion o f Raphael’s study o f Roman architecture and
Vitruvius. One particularly vexing architectural term was atrium. Linda Pellecchia
demonstrates that fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian architects and patrons
interpreted atrio loosely, transforming the dark central enclosure o f the Roman house into
either a bright, airy courtyard with a peripheral portico or an entranceway or vestibule
marked by a portico or by rows of pilasters or columns flanking the passageway into a
large room or cortile.14 Without any knowledge o f the plan o f the Noniana, we can
surmise based on contemporary rural and suburban Venetian examples that the house had
a partially open side facing an open patch o f ground between the building and the treelined bank o f the Pluvico. Pietro’s language, however, confirms that he considered the
ancient Roman or a ll’antica features of the Noniana important. Moreover, he expected
that his audience, as well as any visitors to the villa, could easily discern that the Bembo

11 Lodovico Beccadelli, “Vita del Cardinale Pietro Bembo,” Monumenti di varia letteratura tratti
dai m anoscritti d i M onsignor Lodovico B eccadelli (Famborough: Gregg Press, 1967), 234.
12 Alfieri, Bernardo uses the term secession when he asks Pietro to forgive him if he failed to
provide an education and a “quiet retreat” where he could attend to his studies and have a convivial lunch,
49.
13 Pliny, Letters and Panegyrics, Vol. I, Betty Radice, trans. (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, Loeb Classical Library, 1969). The most explicit statements about villas are incorporated in two
ekphrastic descriptions o f Pliny’s own Tuscan and Laurentian villas included in: Letter XVII to Gallus on
the Laurentian villa (II.xvii.1-29), 132-143 and Letter VI to Apollinaris on the Tuscan villa (V .vi.1-44),
336-355.
14 Pellecchia, 1992, 377-416.
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casa di villa was not a transplanted town house or palace that had been disengaged from
the dense urban fabric o f Venice and re-created on the terrafenna.
The reference to the all 'antica feature is one o f only two references to the casa or
any other structure in the entire dialogue. The second descriptive passage also relies on a
Latin term to convince the reader o f the Roman character o f the Noniana. In a short
speech about his effort to provide a good environment for his son, Bernardo mentioned
that “sumptuous” dinners accompanied by a “great variety o f wines” served in goblets
and vessels o f gold and gems were nothing if the triclinium and the garden were not
prepared for those guests who choose to break bread at the table or others who preferred
to eat while strolling. The formal dining room is juxtaposed with the garden as one o f two
options for fine dining. The implication is that the hortus and triclinium are next to or
near one another, m uch as Pliny and Vitruvius indicate was fashionable in Republican
and Imperial R om e.15 Although Bernardo does not tell us explicitly if his villa has either
o f these features, he suggested that entertaining at contemporary residences forced
designers to make allowances for a large dining room and a nearby garden, a situation
replicated probably in the creation o f the atrium discussed previously. As a result, the best
modem houses imitated, or were meant to imitate, ancient Roman examples.
Furthermore, as Bernardo and Pietro were walking and talking in the comfortable
environment o f their villa, their conversation reveals their intent: to create an atmosphere
and a domicile replete with all the comforts o f the ancient prototype.

15 Vitruvius, D e architectura, VI.3.10. (Morgan, 180)
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If the structure o f a home, whether in town or in the country, incorporated left
over features described in Latin sources, then so might a garden. De Aetna includes a
passage where Pietro describes the landscape o f Eastern Sicily at the foot and on the
shoulders o f M ount Etna.16 “The land is rich with the gifts o f Bacchus, Pallas and Ceres”
and “is always adorned with flowers in a continuous spring, so it is easy for anyone to
imagine that [Hades] raped Persephone here.” Beyond this general association o f Sicily
with the mythological and distant past, Bembo argued that the super-abundant fruit trees
were proof that H om er’s Garden o f Alcinoos was here, the true Phaiakia.17 In Chapter
Two, I introduced the concept that Italian artists searched the world for better illustrations
o f antique prototypes. As a student o f language, Bembo was prepared by his studies to
1o

uncover the traces o f antiquity.

In Chapter One, I argued that the absence o f evidence or

the survival o f contradictory or confusing commentary was seen by Bembo and his close
friends as a point o f departure and justification for extensive investigation. For the most
part, villa builders relied on the ekphrastic poetry and prose circulated by universities,
official and unofficial academies, and printers. The few references to the plantings and
features o f the garden o f the Noniana do not correlate specifically to a single ancient
garden. Some years after his father’s death, Bembo included a brief description o f the
garden o f the Noniana in a letter to Flavio Crisolino that mentions traditional garden
architecture that would have been familiar to Pliny. According to Bembo, he had re

16 Alfieri, 70ff.
17 Ibid., 70.
18 Similarly, Bem bo was later to be in the center o f a debate in literary circles over the appropriate
model for imitation. On Bem bo and imitation see: Ettore Bonora, “II classicismo dal Bembo al Guarini,” in
Storici della Letteratura Italiana, Vol. 4: II Cinquecento, Emilio Cecchi and Natalino Sapegno, eds. (Milan:
Garzanti), 152 ff.; Mario Santoro, Pietro Bembo (Naples: Alberto Morano, 1937), 100-104; and JoAnn
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planted a boschetto o f chestnuts and oaks that “had been lost due to the trem endous heat
o f the summer” o f 1528. In the same letter he told Crisolino that “your ivy has covered a
large and beautiful pavilion that I had built” as well as “the little pergola that is at the end
o f the garden [and] is made o f fine larches that are arranged into sequestered spaces that
in two or three years will be extremely lovely.” 19 Both the general atmosphere and
features that Pietro described and B ernardo’s movement through his private, pastoral
landscape conjure up images similar to those central to the poems o f Virgil and the letters
o f Pliny and Cicero. The shaded banks o f the Pluvico and the Brenta, the greenswards and
the poplars evoke a refreshing pastoral ideal ju st as the terms atrium and triclinium
invoke Vitruvius and ancient Rome.
W hile “philosophizing” Bernardo and his son had been strolling about the
grounds. But “we will seat ourselves down for a while on this expanse o f lawn, because
there is no law at the Noniana that forbids sitting on the grass where one arrives, like one
time the laws o f the city forbade anyone to sit on a throne. And I am already tired, after
walking.”20 The humorous reference to sumptuary laws or republican governm ent would
have stmck a chord with Venetian readers and would have reminded the audience o f the
earlier discussion about a citizen’s responsibility to his state. Apparently, no amount o f
abstract philosophical debate or scientific analysis could completely eradicate thoughts o f
civil service or the urban realm that demanded so much o f Bernardo. This allusion to

DellaNeva, “B em bo’s Anti-Eclectic Imitation Theory: Shadow-Boxing with Poliziano?” Unpublished
paper, Sixteenth-Century Studies Conference, Denver, October 2001.
19 Letter to Crisolino cited by Cian, 1885, 37.
20 Ibid., 74.
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acceptable behavior also reiterated the binary relationship between city and country that
reverberated in the experience o f the villa.
The positive presentation o f the pastoral landscape in Pietro’s text serves to
connect his treatise or analysis with the philosophical debates or poetical exercises
rampant in the Florentine country houses earlier frequented by the Bembo. D e Aetna
suggests that the N oniana’s garden consisted o f a series o f spaces through which the
visitor moved as he left the structured, symbolized by the house, and perambulated
around the property arriving at or passing through places defined by the m ore or less
artificial arrangement o f the plantings. The framing devices o f the house, the orchard, the
agricultural hinterland and the river control the passage and give each area o f the garden a
chance to offer the visitor a different experience without breaking the spell o f pleasant
retirement so much the raison d ’etre o f the country house o f a hard-working statesman.
Bernardo Bem bo’s literary efforts have not inspired the affection or scholarship o f
his more prolific and trend-setting son.21 Bernardo’s career, particularly w hen juxtaposed
with that o f Pietro’s, offers us a glimpse into the nature of Venetian noblesse oblige?2 A
prototypical Venetian, Bernardo accepted his share o f responsibility for the maintenance
o f the Republic. Pietro’s decision to forego following in his father’s footsteps m ust have
surprised both Bernardo and his fellow senators; but his taste for a literary career
eventually paid handsome dividends for early m odem Italian culture.

21 Oliver Logan, considers Bernardo, Girolamo Donato and Ermolao Barbara the three most
significant representatives o f late fifteenth-century humanists, 50ff.
22 On Bernardo Bembo see: Nella Giannetto, B ernardo Bembo: Umanista e p o litico veneziano,
Florence: Leo S. Olschki Editore, 1985. Margaret L. King provides a brief biography and bibliography o f
Bernardo in the “Profiles” appended to her Venetian Humanism in an A ge o f Patrician D om inance
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), 335-9.
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Bernardo’s string o f notable appointments to the leading courts o f fifteenthcentury Italy as well as his foreign travel exposed him to the patterns and preferences o f
these courts and shaped, perhaps, his views on villa life. In Chapter Two, I characterized
Bernardo’s Mediterranean travels as an example o f Venetian archaeological or historical
interest in the ancient world. His study o f inscriptions and artifacts surely provided Pietro
and his contemporaries with an invaluable introduction to the antique. Similarly,
Bernardo’s residence in Florence and close friendship with Lorenzo de’ Medici offered
Pietro a chance to absorb, at a very young age, the latest trends in philosophy and
literature. We should now investigate the pattern of villa use and the style or features of
Bernardo’s Villa Noniana as a counterpart to the Tuscan Quattrocento villa. Similarities
between the Villa Noniana and the Florentine villa reflect that hesitant first steps toward
villeggiatura were being m ade in Northern Italy despite a lingering preference for urban
palazzi.23
The majority o f scholars agree that the early Renaissance villa provided safe
havens for political, economic and religious figures from their inevitable enemies.24

13 On the penetration o f villa culture in Lombardy see: Iris Lauterbach, “The Gardens o f the
Milanese ‘Villeggiatura’ in the Mid-Sixteenth Century,” in John Dixon Hunt, ed., The Italian Garden: Art,
Design and Culture (Cambridge. Cambridge University Press, 1996), 127-159. The significant agricultural
component o f Venetian terraferma development has led at least one scholar to argue that the Florentine
'‘vita rustica" was “exclusively Catullan” and “absolutely in the Antipodes with respect to the Venetan
concept (not Venetian) o f the “villa-fattoria.” Marco Rosci, “Forme e fiinzioni delle ville venete prepalladiane,” L ’arte 2 (1968), 29.
24 According to Ackerman, “a villa residence also offered...a refuge from the periodic plagues o f
the period. The Medici in particular must also have felt the need for a protected retreat in the event o f
violent opposition to their power.” Ackerman 1990, 69. Similarly, David Coffin reminds us that “not only
was the villa a refuge from the horros o f the plague, it was the last refuge in life for some o f the Medici,
who retired to [Careggi] to meet the solace o f death.” Coffin 1979, 9. In his dialogue on the family, Leon
Battista Alberti described the villa as the place to “retire... and live there at peace, nurturing your little
family, dealing by yourself with your own affairs, and on a holiday talking pleasantly in the shade about
oxen and wool or about vines and seeds. Y ou can live undisturbed by rumors and tales and by the wild strife
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Fifteenth-century commentators support this reading o f the development o f suburban or
country estates, but they also highlight the financial benefits inherent in agricultural real
estate.

25

The celebration o f pastoral delizie echoed with references to Roman models

described in the widely read literature.26 There is little cause to doubt the premise that
Florentine businessmen appreciated the cooling breezes in the Tuscan hills. Ackerman
and others, furthermore, have outlined the tremendous value the Florentine plutocrats
placed on agricultural lands as a hedge against traumatic collapses o f their generally
profitable businesses.27 The spectacular failure o f several Florentine banks, as well as the
omnipresent threat o f political turmoil, made diversification a wise move and led the
Medici to accumulate land in the Mugello, which would be dotted with pleasure villas by
the fifteenth century.28 The fiscal reality of the Florentine move into the hinterland
supplements the generic image o f idyllic retreats painted by participants in the debate
over the relationship between the city and the country and the hazards or profit o f a life
dedicated to the active or the contemplative life.

that breaks out periodically in the city.” Leon Battista Alberti, The Family in Renaissance Florence, Renee
Neu Watkins, trails. (Columbia: University o f South Carolina Press, 1969), 192-3.
25 Coffin 1979, 11, cites the merchant Benedetto Cotrugli’s suggestion in his 1458 treatise that his
colleagues would be well advised to have two villas, one that produced food for the family and one for their
“delight and refreshment.” Benedetto Cotrugli, II libro dell'arte di mercatura, U go Tucci, ed. (Venice,
1990), 231.
26 In his famous description o f the Florentine villa phenomenon, Giovanni Villani claimed that
“most foreigners not familiar with Florence, coming from outside, believed that these rich buildings and
beautiful palaces in a three-mile band outside the city made a city in the style o f Rome.” Croniche storiche
di Giovanni, M atteo e Filippo Villani, III (Milan, 1848), 326.
27 Ackerman 1990, esp. Chapter 3: “The Early Villas o f the M edici,” 35-64.
28 The Bardi and Peruzzi families were bankrupted in the fourteenth century by the loan defaults o f
King Edward III o f England and Robert o f Naples, Peter Laven, Renaissance Italy 1464-1534, (London: B.
T. Batsford, 1966), 96. The sixteenth-century biography o f a general o f the Vallambrosan order, Don
Biagio Milanesi (1444-1523), written by Bernardo del Serra(d. 1511), explains Lorenzo d e’ M edici’s
investment in villas “as part o f a conscious ‘return to the land’” in response to his “withdrawal from the
risks o f international trade.” Caroline Elam and Ernst Gombrich, “Lorenzo de’ M edici and a Frustrated
Villa Project at Vallombrosa,” in Peter Denley and Caroline Elam, eds., Florence and Italy: Renaissance
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Villa culture was celebrated in contemporary poetry and prose that were modeled
after classical examples including Virgil’s Georgies and Eclogues,29 The allure o f the
Golden Age and the desirable freedom found in the pastoral landscape disregarded the
physical hardships which actual husbandmen, shepherds and farmers would have gladly
traded for the creature comforts enjoyed by the urban elite o f the period.30 Despite the
disjunction between the idea o f the country and the reality o f the hinterland, we have
accepted w ith minimal argument the vision o f the villa presented by Renaissance authors.
Indeed, Pietro Bembo him self contributed to the deception when he set his dialogue about
the nature and process o f love in the green and gracious embrace o f Caterina Com aro’s
splendid estate in Altivole.31 W here we have stumbled as students o f the early m odem
landscape is in our failure to rem em ber that the idyllic vision of the upper Trevigiana is
the setting o f a series o f dialogues about love. As a result, Bem bo’s image of the villa is

Studies in Honour o f N icolai Rubinstein (London: W estfield College, University o f London, Committee for
M edieval Studies, 1988) 483.
29Virgil, Eclogues, G eorgies A eneid I-VI, H. Rushton Fairclough trans. (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, Loeb Classical Library rev. ed. 1974). These two works extolled the virtues o f the
countryside, however, the contrast between the pastoral and idyllic world described in the Eclogues and the
farmland and farming lionized in the G eorgies made it quite clear that classical authors and their audience
were, or should have been, well aware o f the vast gu lf between the idealized world o f the “Golden A ge” and
the cultivated or civilized landscape in which both Virgil and his early modem readers found themselves.
Patricia Fortini Brown attributed the increasing popularity o f images o f farming and the cultivated
countryside in the sixteenth-century Veneto to the different message delivered by the Georgies: “It is as if
Venetian artists and patrons put down their copies o f V irgil’s E clogues and opened up the Georgies - a
poen dedicated to agriculture, with work now privileged over leisure.” A rt and Life in Renaissance Venice
(N ew York: Prentice Hall, 1997), 139.
J° According to Claudia Lazzaro, a sanitized and positive image o f the garden laborers became
popular in Cinquecento Florence, when the villano was presented as a “counterpart” o f the elite for whom
he worked. Moreover, the gardeners receive much different treatment in sixteenth-century images than
“their shepherd cousins, descendants o f the bucolic and pastoral literary traditions and an important
component o f V irgil’s idea o f Italy.” In both cases, however, Lazzaro agrees that the urban and rural
peasants were the bottom dwellers in a highly stratified society. Claudia Lazzaro, “Italy is a Garden: The
Idea o f Italy and the Italian Garden Tradition,” in Mirka Benes and Dianne Harris, eds. Villas and Garden
in E arly Modern Italy and F rance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 56-8.
31 In Book I, ch. V o f his G liA solan i, Bembo described the “very beautiful and marvelous garden”
o f the pre-Alpine estate above Treviso. Pietro Bembo, P rose, 1989, 322.
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divorced from th e reality o f the w orking c o u n try estate. W e have accepted B e m b o ’s
literary creation as the prototype o f th e R en aissan ce V e n e tia n villa w hen, in fact, it
focuses o u r attention m erely on one aspect o f c o u n try life at the expense o f the im portant
econom ic, political and social reasons for ag ricultural in v estm e n t that supported the
spread o f villa cu ltu re in northern Italy.
A dm ittedly, the Q ueen o f C yprus’s co m fo rtab le retreat in the hills ab o v e T reviso
[ F ig u re 3.4] reflected the attraction V en etian n o b les felt for the rural co u n try sid e.32 In
addition, th e V illa C om aro m ay be considered as a v illa becau se C aterina spent a g reat
deal o f the year in residence at h e r spectacular city p a la z z o in V enice h o stin g parties. The
necessary pairing o f urban and rural, all rela tiv e in th e lu x u rio u sly appointed A ltiv o le
residence, governed the developm ent o f th e v illa in late fifteenth-century Italy and w as an
integral part o f th e earliest villas built in th e terra ferm a . T hese villas and th eir
counterparts in F lorence, U rbino and F errara p ro v id e a stan d ard from w h ich a n u m b er o f
V enetian villas w o u ld deviate. It is essential th a t w e u n d e rsta n d the norm , or at least w hat
h as b e e n characterized as such w ith regard to the R e n a issa n c e villa, i f w e h o p e to
u n d erstan d B em bo and his contribution to th e m eta m o rp h o sis o f the villa from its early
and idyllic beginnings into a m eeting place for th e activ e and contem plative.
P ietro enjoyed the hospitality o f C aterin a C o m a ro ’s com fortable country h o u se
an d lu sh gardens. T h e C om aro retreat did n o t, h o w ever, rep resen t the ideal v illa in the
V en eto as the V en etian elite had already b egun to subtly scu lp t the m odel to

32 On the Barco o f A ltivole see: Muraro, 136-9.
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acco m m o d ate th eir concept o f p ro p er b e h a v io r.33 A lth o u g h P e tra rc h ’s self-co n scio u s
retire m e n t b ecam e a sort o f refrain for p o etic com p o sitio n s lauding th e villa, th e id ea o f
w h o le sale retreat did not resonate w ith m em b ers o f th e V enetian n o b ility co n v in ced o f
th e ir resp o n sib ility to the m aintenance o f th e ir republic. T he rem arkable m ig ra tio n o f
V e n e tia n in v estm en t ducats to the terraferm a echoed literary allusions to th e b lessed state
o f n a tu re b u t w as a practical response to th e n eed s o f the capital c ity and an in v estm e n t
strateg y fo r th e elite.34 O ne such v illa o w n er w as B ernardo B em bo. P ietro first
ex p erien ced th e jo y fu l and relaxing a ir o f v illa life at his father B e rn a rd o ’s v illa o utside
Padua. T h e re is no doubt that B ernardo in v ited fam ily and friends to share m ea ls and light
co n v ersatio n at his N oniana. S im ply p ut, th e N o n ia n a served a sim ilar p u rp o se to the
V illa M ed ici in Fiesole, providing tem p o rary re lie f from the daily g rind o f h ig h-level
go v ern m en t service. Clearly, the villa o ffered a b rie f resp ite from responsibility. B ernardo
ex p lain s to P ietro, in his so n ’s dialogue D e A e tn a :

F rom the city and p laces crow ded w ith p e o p le I retire here in this h a rb o r o f
so litude, like leaving a storm y sea, in rep o se from w orries and to life up
m y spirits a little, restoring m y se lf and tak in g strength for n e w w ork, as
ath letes do in sporting contests, w h o after the sw eat and fatigue o f a race,
th e y take a little sustenance and catch th e ir breath, to b e ready for the n e w
contest. B u t i f those p ro b lem s that I w an t to flee follow m e into the
county, here I truly have no advantage. A n d th is is p ro p er th at it is
h a p p e n in g to m e now : I am co m p letely alone on this bank, m ed itatin g on
so m e th in g w orth y o f this silence, an d h ere I am suddenly sw ept aw ay b y

33 In fact, w h en P ietro wrote about the V en etia n trade o f land in A ltiv o le for the islan d k in g d om o f
Cyprus, the C om aro fam ily and Caterina w ere presented as in tellig en t and patriotic n ob les w h o reco g n ized
the b en efit o f the transfer o f the independent realm to the republic. Pietro B em b o, Isto ria V in izian a (facs.
rpt. M ilan: G rafiche G. V . M ilano, 1 9 78) 6 1 -6 7 .
34 T h e particular need for rope in the ship -b u ild in g industry, for exam p le inspired on e P ietro
B em b o , a contem porary o f B ernardo’s, to d ed icate a sig n ifica n t p iec e o f property for the cu ltiv a tio n o f
cannabis or hem p. Indeed, “T he introduction o f the cu ltivation o f cannabis can be con sid ered o n e exam p le
o f the “tech n ica l and cultural p rogress” prom ised b y the V en etian d om in ion o ver the terra ferm a ." Luana
P astori B a ssetto . “La C o ltivazion e e il com m ercio d ella canapa d ella repubblica v en etia.” A rc h iv io V eneto,
S erie V , 141 (1 9 9 3 ): 11, 16.
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that other shadow o f urban affairs, and little by little I find my thoughts
drift back to my office o f triumvir.35
Indeed, Pietro joked that his father’s face had “that serious and a little wrinkled
aspect that we see in the city” even though he found him in a favorite spot on the bank of
the Pluvico far from the madding crowds and momentarily free from worries.36
W here Bernardo Bembo distinguished him self from Petrarch and others who
shunned city life and civil service is in the commitment he felt to his career and his
community. The villa, in other words, was a place where Bernardo caught his breath
between orations composed and delivered as an ambassador representing the Doge and
the Senate o f La Serenissima. As a result, even the retreat offered by a country house
reaffirmed the fundamental bond between the villa and the city, a decided alternative to
the escape pioneered by Petrarch at the dawn o f the Renaissance. More to the point,
Bernardo’s statements about service, particularly when they are made in villa, force the
issue about the relative ascension o f the active over the contemplative life.
Bernardo Bem bo’s Noniana was an exemplum o f the Venetian Quattrocento villa.
The Noniana has a great deal in common with the typical Renaissance villa o f our
imagination. Dominated by the rise o f the M edici as the most high profile patrons o f villa
culture, we tend to incorporate the appearance o f Neo-Platonic philosophy and the
concomitant denial o f the real with the experience o f the villa in early m odem Italy.
Bernardo Bembo clearly appreciated the retreat his villa promised. The purpose o f the
country house as a place solely owned and enjoyed as a haven from the hurly burly o f the
urban world and the pressures o f business or politics, however, has been over-

j5 D e Aetna, 64.
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emphasized. Indeed, Pietro declared that “building magnificent villas” was the best
expression o f gratitude for benefices bestowed by fathers, by institutions or by
governments.37 Furthermore, many o f these villas were early investments made during the
Venetian move onto the mainland, a move we can see based on Bernardo’s example fully
in step with the administration o f the republic. The mistaken impression, possibly the
result o f our casual reading o f B em bo’s Aetna, that the Bembo and their peers in the
Venetian nobility came to value the villa primarily as a locus o f pastoral or carefree
retreat must be balanced by the recognition o f potential investment income by villa
owners including Bernardo Bembo, who left his son Pietro a splendid country house and
a steady source o f income.
The Palazzo Bembo in Padua: The New Villa
Pietro Bembo’s suburban villa, today the Palazzo Camerini (n. 59 via Altinate),
[Figure 3.5] sits in a densely populated residential neighborhood, the contrada S.
Bartolomeo, a short distance away from the Roman arena most famous for the Scrovegni
Chapel decorated by Giotto. Now the headquarters and museum o f the Comando
Artiglieria di Padova, the structure was renovated in the middle o f the twentieth century
after several centuries o f neglect.38 Oliviero Ronchi and Lionello Puppi have mined the
local archives to prove that Pietro Bembo owned this impressive structure between 1527
and 1543.39 Bembo purchased the house, several contiguous structures and a large parcel
o f land behind the buildings from the Republic for 1400 ducats in 1527 after over a year

36 Ibid.
37 Ibid., 69.
38 The author’s photographs o f the facade were taken in the fall o f 1998, several months before a
restoration project was begun that shrouded the Palazzo in scaffolding.
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o f negotiations. During the negotiations Pietro slowly increased his offer in response to
competitors interested in the property, which had been confiscated from the Borromei
family by Venice in 1510 after the previous year’s rebellion in Padua in the wake o f the
Agnadello disaster.40 The transaction was handled, and possibly financed, by Pietro’s
beloved nephew Giovanni Matteo in Venice.41 After acquiring the property Bembo
purchased additional ground alongside his land to form a very large garden, which ran
from the residence to the river. [Figure 3.6] In documents about the purchase, the house
is described as being uninhabitable.42 As Bembo moved into the house several months
after renovation work had begun, it appears that the horrible condition was an
exaggeration intended to drag down the sales price. The fact that Bem bo’s offer increased

39 Ronchi 1924; Ronchi, Ne/la Casa del Bembo a Padova, Padua: Penada, 1927; and Puppi 1969.
40 ASP, Archivio del Monastero dei Teatini, “Istrumenti e Cause” T. G: Scritture in materia del
giardino con li Gradenighi, et Bembo. (Ronchi cit. 42-3) Pietro’s purchase o f the property involved a legal
decision by the Council o f Ten reportedly engineered by his friend Ramusio that displaced a tenant,
terminated a tentative sale and permitted Pietro to adjust his offer. In fact, during the negotiations his offer
increased from 1000 ducats, already a healthy increase beyond the most recent assessment o f 700 ducats, to
the final recorded price o f 1400 ducats. A final price o f 1470 florins appears in another document cited by
Puppi, however, the Notarial document published by Ronchi holds more weight as a specific record o f land
transfer. For the specifics and the relevant archival documents see: Puppi 1969, 35-40 and Ronchi 1924, 913.
41 Ibid. Although the documents suggest that Giovanni Matteo purchased the property for his
uncle, there is some question about the source o f the funds. It is difficult to calculate with any accuracy
Pietro’s worth in 1527. His patron, Pope Leo X, had bestowed upon his breviary, however, benefices and
offices estimated at 6000 ducats per annum by Eugene Muntz, Raphael: His Life, Works, and Times
(London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd. 1888), 214-15. Meneghetti listed 29 benefices enjoyed by Bembo and
arrives at a minimal annual income o f approximately 1665 ducats, “although the sum must have been much
greater when we take into account those certain benefices for which no value has been noted.” 203-5.
M eneghetti’s list does not confirm Muntz’s estimate, although the description o f Pietro as the reverendo
sign or...prior di ongaria, one o f the benefices for which no value has been documented, in the record o f the
final sale implied that his financial situation was guaranteed by his possession o f church offices. ASV,
U fficiali alle Rason Vecchie, Polizze d'incanto 1510-1544, n. 200 (cited by Puppi and Ronchi)
42 The house was “totally mined, and one would not even think o f entering inside before spending
at least 500 ducats.” Opera d el cardinale Pietro Bembo (Venice: Francesco Hertzhauser, 1729), Volume
III: L ettere volgari, 473-74, n. 372, Padua, August 24, 1527.
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from 1000 to 1400 ducats in negotiations over the price suggests that the large parcel and
the main structure were not completely “ruinata” or “m ined.”43
The boundaries o f the property, which consisted o f the palazzo and several
adjacent buildings along the via Altinate, previously the via S. Bartolomeo and then the
via S. Gaetano, and a “very large” garden behind that extended to the river, are set down
in a record o f the purchase included in the archives o f the Theatine order.44 According to
the document, “Giovanni Matteo Bembo purchased a house, gardens, orchards and lands
with ancillary residences (tribus domunculis or ccisette adiacenti) in the name o f the
Rev.mi Domini Petri Bembo for the price o f 1400 ducats.” Although the document
mentions neighboring houses, gardens and institutions, the exact limits to the west and
east are not clear as the adjacent properties mentioned changed hands frequently.
Research into property declarations made by neighbors who identified the “orto” or
“giardino” o f the “Cardinal and his heirs” as an adjacent property has helped define the
boundaries o f the Bembo suburbano 45 Ronchi has painstakingly detailed the footprint
and leaves us with a good idea o f the large, almost rectangular site, fronted by the Bembo
residence on the via Altinate to the south, the garden extended to the river which
established its northern border, while it ran to the via Porciglia on the west and to the

43 Although letters and documents include a variety o f pejoratives, the rapidity with which Bembo
moved into the new town house indicates that the acquisition was at worst an uncomfortable construction
site. Negative comments often appear in tax declarations in an effort to convince the assessors to assign a
lower value to the real estate.
44Ronchi 1924, 42-3.
45 The exact size o f the parcel is not recorded in the notarial documents, nor do later descriptions
list the number o f campi. However, this is a not unsurprising omission as the Bembo property was a
residence for the owner and was not held “in affitto” or rented. Thus, as a result, the taxing authorities were
not interested in verifying the income as support for their fair market value assessment. Ronchi included a
list o f documents from the Archivio Civico di Padova [ASP, Estimo (Polizze), 1518] dated to the 1540s and
1560s that establish the extent o f the property. Ronchi 1924, 31-7.
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church o f S. Gaetano on the east. The tax estimi suggest that the eastern border o f the
Bembo orto was marked by the property o f a physician Girolamo Tolentino in the 1540s,
but that his residence and gardens were later sold to the Theatine Order whose monastery
would later become the Palazzo di Giustizia.4b
When he returned to Venice after Leo’s death, Bembo spent some time living on
the Giudecca, at his Villa Noniana and at the Palazzo Foscari all’Arena. Now destroyed,
the Foscari residence was built over a section of the grandstand o f the Roman
amphitheatre. [F igure 3.7] Beyond the arena is the area o f Padua embraced by the river
and the city walls. In the early Cinquecento this zone was largely desolate, with
unoccupied homes interspersed with small patches used as kitchen gardens or pasturage,
not unlike similar intramural rural or suburban zones in Florence and other cities that
suffered a population decline after the Black Death swept Italy. Although no
contemporary views o f the suburban residence have been located, Torquato Bembo
submitted tax declarations to the Venetian officials, which confirm the general picture o f
the property presented by Puppi and Ronchi.47
Bem bo’s financial situation is difficult to assess. His purchase o f artworks, rare
coins, curiosities, books, manuscripts and plants suggests that he had a steady income
probably due to rents paid on farmland owned by the fam ily throughout the terraferma in

46 Ibid., 18-27.
47 ASV, D ie d Savi, b. 164, f. 1042, Estimo o f Torquato Bembo. It should be pointed out that the
statement given by Torquato claimed that “I have in Padua in the contrada di S. B ortholom io an old
houseof which every part is threatening to collapse entirely, that I keep for my use...” Torquato’s suggestion
that he remained in a “ruvina” is suspicious and must be recognized as a ploy to lower his assessment and
reduce the taxes due.
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addition which was supplemented by a clerical benefice or two.48 Unfortunately, it is
impossible to determine the extent o f his wealth at the time o f his death.49 N or is there a
complete inventory o f his possessions, a document frequently ordered by groups o f heirs
in an effort to calculate the value o f their portion o f the inheritance. One thing is certain:
Bembo included the house and property as part o f his daughter’s dowry in the marriage
contract between Elena Bembo and Pietro Gradenigo.50 Pietro specified that the property
should pass to her children, but should Pietro Gradenigo predecease Elena, the property
would be returned to the Bembo family to enable Elena to secure another spouse. One
additional condition was incorporated in the contract, which permitted Torquato Bembo
to occupy the house until his death.
Although Pietro enjoyed the pleasant atmosphere o f the renovated property and
newly planted garden during his lifetime, the villa revealed its true character during his
son’s stewardship of the palace, m useum and botanical gardens. Torquato had launched a
career in the clergy and moved between the Paduan residence, the other Bembo country
houses and a town house in Venice.51 Torquato’s apparently lackluster performance

48 Muntz, 215, reference to Morelli.
49 Cian 1885, includes transcriptions o f BNM , ms. Ital. cl. XI, n. 25 which includes Pietro
B em bo’s first will o f November 25, 1535 and and his second will of September 5, 1544; 201-203.
50 Ronchi 1924: “and other than this will be given the great house in Padua located in the contrada
o f S. Bartolomeo with a very lovely Garden and another very large, that goes from the street to the
Brenta...said great house and all its rights and appurtenances [are worth] two thousand ducats, and five
hundred similar...” 41.
51 Torquato is something o f a cipher, living in the shadow o f his father. He reportedly “began” a
career in the clergy but no record exists o f his benefices or o f any significant achievements, Giancarlo
Mazzacurati, “Pietro Bembo,” Storia della Cultura Veneta (Vicenza, 1976), 57-8. The editor o f Cardinal
Ludovico B ecca d elli‘s Vita d el Cardinale P ietro Bembo, indicates that Torquato Bembo was a Canon in
Padua and then Prior o f Cagnolo in the Bresciano, M onum enti di Varia Letteratura: Tratti d a i manoscritti
d i Monsignor Lodovico B eccadelli (Famborough: Gregg Press, 1967), 244, n. 59. Torquato’s only claim on
garden history was his decision to favor the Paduan house and garden as a museum o f antiquities and as a
botanical collection over his father’s library. Some years after his father’s death, he sold o ff the family
library to support him self while he split time between Padua and Venice. As a youth, in any event, Torquato
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forced him to sell o ff slowly his father’s possessions to support himself.52 As he had no
children, he opted to market the library accumulated by Bernardo and Pietro to pay for the
maintenance o f the house and garden. Torquato Bembo does appear to have appreciated
the art collection and the antiquities that surrounded him, choosing to take offers for the
library first and open the rest o f the collection up to visitors as a museum. Similarly, the
garden became a destination for aficionados o f rare plants. Pietro and Cola Bruno
inspired Torquato to become a student o f medicinal simples, and the garden was one o f
the m ost famous botanical collections o f its day, ranked the equal o f the nearby Botanical
Garden o f the University and Navagero’s villa garden on Murano.53 Northern botanists
described the garden o f the Villa Bembo as one o f the highlights o f their travels in Italy
and mentioned a “Horatio Bembo” as one o f the preeminent botanists.54 Now completely
vanished under several apartment complexes and parking structures, the garden o f the

studied Latin and Greek, learned mathematics and natural philosophy, read history and practiced drawing,
the one activity which his father’s secretary Bm no noted as a pleasurable one since Torquato found
academics not at all to his liking, perhaps explaining his perplexing decision to break up the fabulous
Bembo library. Torquato’s distaste for mathematics, history and other academics was noted by B em bo’s
factotu m , N iccolo Bruno, who claimed that Torquato could focus his attention to his studies for no more
than an hour, after which he would practice disegno, the only subject young Bembo seem ed to enjoy.
(Letter o f April 11, 1541 cited by Vittorio Cian, Un medaglione del Rinascimento: C ola Bruno M essinese e
le sue relazione con Pietro Bembo (1480 c. - 1542) Con Appendice di documenti inediti (Florence: G. C.
Sansone, 1901), 40 and 51)
52 The sale o f Pietro’s library indicates that the 1544 will discussed by Muntz either expressly
prohibited only the sale o f artworks or that the w ill itself was superseded by another testament. According
to several scholars, Torquato had sold o ff the collection o f antiquities by the end o f the sixteenth century.
Marino Zorzi, ed. C ollezioni di Antichitd a Venezia nei secoli della Repubblica (Rome: Istituto Poligrafico
e Zecca dello Stato, 1988), 42-3; Enrica Leospo, La M ensa Isiaca di Torino (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1978), 18;
Cecil Clough, Pietro B em b o ’s L ibraiy R epresented in the British Museum (London: British Museum,
1965), 2; and Girolamo Amaldi and Manlio Pastore Stocchi, eds., Storia della Cultura Veneta: D a l Prim o
Quattrocento a l Concilio d i Trento. ///(V icen za : Neri Pozza, 1981), 231.
53 The Bembo botanical collection was visited by the noted Northern doctors and botanists Caspar
Bauhin and Jacob Zwinger, who corresponded with a number o f “rich amateurs” including “Horatio Bembo
o f V enice.” Karen Meier Reeds, Botany in M edieval and Renaissance Universities (N ew York: Garland
Publishing, 1991), 109 and 232 n. 76
54 Ibid.
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Palazzo Bembo was, at least until the middle o f the seventeenth century, as important a
part o f Pietro Bem bo’s legacy for European science as his literature was for the arts.
The course o f the Venetian Renaissance sharply diverged from the Florentine and
the Roman because the elite refused to abandon historical patterns o f behavior, which
pressured members o f the nobility to put the group before their own family. Literary
scholars have studied Pietro B em bo’s central role in the penetration o f the Tuscan
Renaissance into Venice.55 Bembo, when seen as the proponent o f Tuscan, became a
descendant o f Petrarch, yet another Papal secretary loved for his language yet pitiable for
his failure to fit in at Venice or Rome. This typical reading o f Bem bo’s life has left out a
num ber of important facts, however: his education, his early and late interest in natural
philosophy, his lifelong association with geographers, physicians and ambassadors, and
his investment in agricultural lands. His motives have been misconstrued also.56 Rather
than a retreat, his return to Venice after Pope Leo’s death was directed toward the
resurrection o f his Senatorial status. It is common knowledge that Bembo became the
librarian o f San Marco and the official historian of the Republic.57 An outcast or a man
suspect could not have earned these positions in his allegiance. Nor do his academic and

35 Elwert suggests that Bembo accepted the mantle o f the “Tuscan M use” and, moreover, argues
that he may be thought o f as an “Italian poet.” Elwert, 289. In his introduction to B em bo’s P rose della
volgar lingua, Carlo Dionisotti claims that “for his part the Venetian Bembo accepted the nationalistic
M edicean doctrine, that claimed as it was appropriate for Florence and Tuscany, the language o f Dante,
Petrarch and Boccaccio had been imposed by their works on the culture o f all Italy.” 24. Eric Cochrane
straddles the fence when he describes Bem bo as “the linguistic arbiter o f Italy” in the High Renaissance
(Eric Cochrane, Italy 1530-1630, Julius Kirshner, ed. (New York: Longman, 1988, 19); but his focus on
Bembo as a supremely important figure in the development o f literature and language in early modem Italy
agrees with the standard biographical sketch o f the Venetian as an author and theorist.
36 Meneghetti also suggested that the general assessment o f Pietro Bembo has been unfair.
According to Meneghetti, “Bembo was a great servant o f his p atria Venice” who has been “subjected to
some injustices.” 173.
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literary appointments define Bembo as a contemplative man. Taken as a whole, Bem bo’s
activities between 1520 and his death allow for his recasting as the archetype o f the early
m odem active villa padrone.
The study o f Venetian society and villeggiatura has been influenced by the
association o f intellectual pursuits with the vita contemplativa. In the case o f Bembo, a
well-educated m ember o f Venetian society participated equally in the active and the
contemplative, as historian, natural philosopher and villa builder. Bembo and his circle
approved o f thinking and doing, particularly when action followed the careful application
o f reason, the human faculty already identified as the transitional or median state between
earthly and divine. More importantly, although reason participates in the divine and
sublime intellect, when reason is applied the thought process becomes itself active. In
other words, the active and the contemplative were never easily separated, even if many
o f commentators attempted to wall off reason and the contemplative from the active to
avoid penlous arguments about the nature o f divinity and humanity.

The increasing

favor expressed toward the active life during the sixteenth century, moreover, relates

37 On Bem bo’s tenure as librarian see: Carlo Castellani, “Pietro Bembo bibliotecario della libreria
di S. Marco in Venezia,” A tti d ell 'Istituto veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti, series 7, no. 7, disp. 8 & 9
(1896): 862-98.
58 For an introduction to the concept o f contemplation in the early m odem period see: Copenhaver
and Schmitt, esp. 144ff. for a discussion o f Marsilio Ficino and Neoplatonism and 167ff. on Giovanni Pico
della Mirandola. Logan discusses the active and contemplative life in Renaissance Venice, pointing out the
tendency among the Venetian intelligentsia to confirm “Venetian patricians...obligation to serve their city.”
Logan, 60-3. Laven, associates the active and contemplative with Petrarch and the “building o f country
houses by the urban rich,” 163. Eric Cochrane has noted that church reform focused attention on the vita
attiva and vita contem plativa. B y mid-century Cardinal Reginald Pole and fellow reformers found
themselves debating “the conqequences o f theological statements in the realm o f practical morality.”
Cochrane 1988, 136. Cardinal A gostino Valiero was a particularly strong proponent o f “social utility” for
nobles and clergymen, and his work both before and after his appointment as Bishop o f Verona in 1565. On
Valiero see: Cecilia Tomezzoli, “A gostino Valier (1531-1606) fra “Humanitas” e “Virtute”: il periodo dal
1554 al 1561,” Studi Storici Luigi Sim eoni 45 (1995): 141-172. On the debate in sixteenth-century Padua
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specifically to the villa.59 In the Veneto, the villa, after Navagero, became a laboratory
and agricultural experimentation transformed farming into a learned pastime suitable for
nobles and social-climbing cittadini. In turn, the application o f reason to the digging,
pruning and watering o f the hinterland designated the Venetian villa as the nexus for the
active and the contemplative. Bembo’s suburban villa and his other investment properties
underscore his firm belief both in the surpassing delight o f the country house and the
happy profit that reason would recover from a one-time swamp.
The middle ground which I claimed for the Venetian villa in Chapter One
coordinates with a mid-Cinquecento definition o f the garden as a terza natura placed
between the wild and threatening nature composed at the beginning of time by the Creator
and the bricks and mortar o f civilization characterized by Cicero as a second or
alternative nature in his essay on the nature o f the gods.60 In Chapter One we noted that
the first discussion o f a terza natura appeared in a letter from Jacopo Bonfadio to Plinio
Tomacello.61 Although we have seen that scholars have identified his “third nature” as an

see: Rita Belladonna, “Sperone Speroni and Alessandro Piccolomini on Justification,” Renaissance
Quarterly 25, no. 2 (Summer 1972): 161-172.
59 Pietro Bembo and Venetian culture are specifically linked to the “balance” between the active
and contemplative life by Vittorio Cianin “La coltura e l ’ltalianita di Venezia nel Rinascimento,” Scritti
minori, Vol. I (Turin: Giuseppe Gambino, 1936), 189, 193-94. According to Cian, Bembo was an “eminent
representative o f this Venetian eclecticism in the fields o f scholarship and literary production, but [one]
with a tendency to shatter the equilibrium between thought and action,” a tendency that “perhaps inspired
his voluntary exile from the Lagoon immediately upon reaching maturity,” 193.
60 Marcus Tullius Cicero, D e natura deorum, Academica, H. Rackham, trans. (N ew York: G.
Putnam’s Sons, 1933).
61 Comiani, 13: Letter to Pietro Bembo. According to its author, the letter was written while
Bonfadio enjoyed a brief interlude in what he once called his “miserable journey through a vale o f tears.”
B onfadio’s pessimistic attitude probably stemmed from a life marked by insolvency, transience and
violence some o f which Bonfadio brought upon him self as a disreputable, undisciplined and degenerate
man. (p.xviii-xix) Bonfadio’s gift to garden history has not been related to his career as a secretary to a
number o f prominent clerics and princes in Italy. Scholars debate the merits o f the charges o f sodomy
brought against him in Genova where he ended his days ignominiously. Even his last words, composed in
his cell, fell victim to his infamous celebrity and three competing versions survive.
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important statement about the garden in the Renaissance, no scholars have voiced an
opinion about the source o f Bonfadio’s knowledge about gardens. There is no evidence
that Bonfadio had a garden o f his own, but there is clear evidence that he lived for a short
time in one o f the Veneto’s most renowned suburban villas, the Palazzo Bembo in Padua.
Bonfadio’s position as a member o f the Bembo household, at precisely the m om ent when
he was inspired to describe the nature o f a garden, demands our attention; because the
“third” nature mentioned by Bonfadio was most fully realized in the confines o f B em bo’s
villa.
The use o f this term by two Italians, Bonfadio and Taegio, in the middle o f the
century suggests that the ongoing debate about hum an nature and the nature o f the soul,
particularly the similar focus upon hierarchical rankings, had become so pervasive that it
might serve as a starting point for discussions about the nature o f other things such as
gardens. While neither Bembo nor his colleagues refer to their gardens as examples o f a
third nature, Jacopo Bonfadio, the first individual known to have referred to the garden as
a “third nature,” lived for several years in Bem bo’s house in Padua as the tutor o f
Bem bo’s son Torquato.62 The nature o f B em bo’s garden seemed to contemporaries and
subsequent generations less o f a third nature and more o f a treasury in many ways the
equivalent o f his studio or museum. The recognition, however, by these same individuals
that Bembo’s garden operated as a catalogue o f botanical rarities suggests that it stood

62 Vittorio Cian, Un medaglione d e l Rinascimento: Cola Bruno M essinese e le sue relazioni con
Pietro Bembo (1480 c. - 1542) Con appendice d i documenti inediti (Florence: G. C. Sansone, 1901), 40
and 51. Two short biographies o f Bonfadio survive that provide an overview o f his life and career: G. B.
Comiani, Lettere d i Jacopo Bonfadio con un 'Orazione d i Cicerone p e r lui tradotta e colie notizie sulla sua
vita (Como: Fratelli Galimberti, 1825), vii-xxiv; and Girolamo Tiraboschi, “Notizie sulla vita di Iacopo
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apart both from untouched nature and from th e city or, b e tte r still, th e garden enabled
m an to com bine features o f both in a controlled en v iro n m en t m o re conducive to quiet
study. It w ou ld b e inadvisable to claim for B em bo a stake in the n e w d efinition o f the
garden; b u t the w o rk o f his generation in m an y academ ic discip lin es p ro v id e striking
p arallels to the elem entary theory espoused b y B onfadio and B arto lo m eo T aegio. G arden
h isto ry has em braced these tw o statem ents as the truth o f the gard en in the R e n a issa n c e.63
A lth o u g h I do not believe th at B onfadio o r T aegio rep resen t the class o f villa ow ners or
garden m akers, I w ill present an argum ent th at B onfadio, at least, has a p lace in V enetian
garden h isto ry .64 A s a m em ber o f B e m b o ’s extended fam ily in P adua, B onfadio w as
e x p o sed to a new type o f suburban villa, in w hich th e gard en - th at h e w ou ld try to nam e
- p ro v id ed enjoym ent yet at the sam e tim e offered a g lim p se into the secrets o f
C reation.65
A p o o r and m isunderstood intellectual, B onfadio h ad a short, and for him , h appy
p eriod o f em ploym ent in the B em bo ho u seh o ld .66 W o rking alongside C ola B runo,
B onfadio p rep ared T orquato B em bo for university.67 B runo, am ong his m an y talents,

B o n fa d io ” in Annali delle
1836), x v ii-x x iv .

cose de 'Genovese B artolom eo

P aschetti, ed. and trans. (C apolago: E lvetica,

63 T he m ost recent account o f terza natura and the prom inent role p layed b y B o n fa d io and T aegio
in garden history appears in: John D ixon Hunt, Greater Perfections: The Practice o f Garden Theory
(Philadelphia: U n iv ersity o f P ennsylvania Press, 2 0 0 0 ), 3 2 -7 5 .
64 A cco rd in g to B elladonna, B on fad io w as a “m an o f letters...con n ected w ith the reform ing
m ovem en t” in so m e w ay, 172.
65 E ric C ochrane, 1 9 8 8 ,: characterizes B o n fad io as “B e m b o ’s d isc ip le ” (9 7 ) and quotes
B o n fa d io ’s descrip tion o f his tw o goals: “disp leasin g G od as little as I can” and “p leasin g Y our R everence
[i.e., B em b o ] as m uch as I ca n .” (7 5 ).
66 B o n fa d io m en tion s his em ploym ent at the P a la zzo B em b o and friendship w ith you n g Torquato
B em b o in several letters to Pietro B em b o (C om ian i, Lettera IV: 1 0 -1 1 , and Lettera V: 11-13). B o n fa d io ’s
letters w ere p u b lish ed fourteen years after h is death in o n e o f the m an y c o llec tio n s produced b y the H eirs o f
A ldus: Lettere volgari di diversi nobilissimi huomini,
V o l. I (V en ice: A ld u s M anutius, 1564).

et eccellentissimi ingengi, scritte in diverse materie...,

67 Cian.
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d irected the reco n stru ctio n o f the palazzo, gave advice to G iovanni M atteo B em bo on the
b u ild in g o f a n e w P alazzo B em bo on the G rand C anal, [F ig u re 3.8] p u b lish e d m an y o f
B e m b o ’s w o rk s, and laid o u t the gardens at the rear o f the Paduan v illa .68 B e m b o ’s letter
about the p ro g re ss on the build in g p ro ject confirm s th at B runo was “ a g o o d arch itect” and
had m ade p a rt o f the house habitable, enabling B em bo to m ove there from th e P alazzo
F oscari a ll’A ren a w here h e had been living tem p o rarily .69 In his ow n co rresp o n d en ce
B ru n o claim ed th at h e had plan ted B e m b o ’s garden w ith his ow n h an d s.70 In the last years
o f h is life, he begged o f f trips from P adua, citing h ealth problem s and a d e sire to stay
c lo se to h is g ard en s.71
It is q u ite lik ely B runo w ho in tro d u ced B onfadio to the issues cu rren t in the
V eneto w hen B o n fad io jo in e d B e m b o ’s household. S ince B onfadio is n o t k n o w n to have
h ad his o w n garden, it has alw ays b een su rprising th at h e independently red efin ed the
R enaissance garden. H ow ever, even a y ear in the P ad u a suburbs m ust h a v e resonated
w ith B onfadio. In o th er w ords, B onfadio did not develop the concept th at a garden, a
con fu sin g co m b in atio n o f th e natural and th e artificial, w as a third n atu re in a vacuum .
R ather, b y th e tim e B onfadio w rote h is lette r to T om acello from G azzano on L ake C om o,
h e w as fam iliar w ith B runo and B e m b o ’s garden, a garden governed b y reaso n and
enjoyed as e v id en ce o f m a n ’s ability to b eco m e alm ost divine as creators and
m an ipulators o f th e elem ents created by G od at the beg in n in g o f tim e. Ju st as m an could

68 Ibid., 18-25; G ild o M eneghetti, La vita avventuroso di Pietro Bembo: Umanista-PoetaCortiviano (Documenti inediti) (V en ice: T ip ografia com m erciale, 1 9 61), 121-126.
69 P uppi, 3 5 m entions B e m b o ’s resid en ce at the P alazzo F oscari a ll’Arena. Cian, q u otes Pietro
B e m b o ’s letter to P ietro A vila (July 19, 1 5 32) that described B runo as a “buon a r c h ite tto 23.
70 Ibid., 53: “per esser stato fatto di mia mano,” letter to L udovico B ecc a d e lli (M a y 2 3 , 1539)
71 Ibid., 86: letter to B e c ca d e lli (M arch 12, 1537)
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be considered as a microcosm of the universe, so might the garden. In the same way that
m an found him self somewhere between the divine and the animal so did the garden find
itself between the creator and the created. Bnino’s activity as a gardener and Bem bo’s
role as a collector or student o f botany let the garden embrace creation as it provided a
hom e for rare plants and the reason with which they arranged and propagated their plants
proved almost divine, elevating man upward toward the celestial realm occupied by the
Creator whom they emulated.
The question remains: What, in addition to Cicero’s altera natura, inspired
Bonfadio to address the proper place o f the garden in creation? Bem bo’s career again
offers us an insight into this structure o f thought. A clearer light is thrown on it by the
following incident in Bem bo’s career. As papal breviary, Pietro presented an appeal to the
Venetian Senate for Pope Leo in which he claimed that he was and would always remain
a “cittadino” o f the M ost Serene Republic.72 In other words, he served the Pope but
retained and cherished his innate Venetian citizenship.73 This is a surprising and
illuminating claim for two reasons. First, because cittadino standing was distinct from
nobleman, potential social and political implications loomed w hen a scion o f one o f the
leading families o f the republic admitted kinship with the lower tiers o f the body politic.74
Second, Bem bo’s self-conscious adoption o f the title cittadino comes at a time when

72 “Proposta di M. Pietro Bembo al Prencipe M. Leonardo Loredano et alia Signoria di Vinegia per
N om e di Papa Leon D ecim o,” Pietro Bembo O pere in Volgare, Mario Marti, ed. (Florence: Sansoni, 1961),
595-619.
73 Marti suggests that Bem bo’s claim that “Up to now I have spoken, M ost Serence Prince, as the
N uncio o f Our Lord and as a witness to his spirit and a professor and bearer o f his mind. N ow I will speak
as Pietro Bembo, cittadino and your servant, desiring the honor and the good o f this communion as the peer
o f everyone o f Your Lords that sit here...” “touches on the complex psychological reality o f ’ Bembo. Ibid.,
597.
74 Lane, 151-2.
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diverse opinions about a potential multiplicity o f “natures” had begun to infiltrate
theology, philosophy and the law.
Before delving into the arcana o f law and philosophy we must ask ourselves how
a Venetian can be a “cittadino” even though his family maintained hereditary senatorial
status. The initial response m ight be that the Republic recognized both a distinction
between “cittadino” and noble, and a separation o f Venetian citizens from nonVenetians.

75

But what is surprising is that Bembo identified him self as a peer o f the

Venetian nobility and as a “cittadino'” in his letter to his peers in the Senate.76 As an
employee o f the Pope, Bembo apparently felt that he had to force his audience to admit
that he, as a proud citizen o f the m ost prominent republic, had V enice’s best interests at
heart. W hatever his motives, his alternative use o f the title “citizen” expands the concept
o f classes in early m odem Venice. We have evidence that Bem bo’s rhetorical flair was
grounded in fact. A fourteenth-century legal decision suggests that Venetian law and
society felt confident in the designation o f difference as the reflection o f another or an
additional “nature.”77
A manuscript in the University o f Chicago Library contains 150 consilia or
decisions delivered by a renowned jurist, Baldus o f Perugia.78 In one fascinating case, a
cloth merchant and native o f Vicenza named Titius migrated to Venice, established a

75 Ibid., 258. Lane explains that the political theory o f Gasparo Contarini restricted citizenship to
“only those we call nobles.” Lane does not elaborate on Contarini’s handling o f the specific term cittadino
within the established hierarchy that consigned the non-noble upper middle class to administrative roles
within the government and denied even the most wealthy cittadini access to the Senate.
76 On Bem bo’s address to Loredan and the Senate see: Santoro, 33-37.
77 Julius Kirshner, “Between Nature and Culture: An Opinion o f Baldus o f Perugia on Venetian
Citizenship as Second Nature,” The Journal o f M edieval and Renaissance Studies 9 (1979): 179-208.
78 Regenstein Library, University o f Chicago, MS 6. The specific decision appears on fols. 145r146r. Kirshner reprints the entire text o f the decision, 204-6.
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residence, and was made a Venetian citizen. Soon he began to transport cloth between the
two cities and, in doing so, ran afoul o f the customs office o f Vicenza who insisted that
he pay duty or dazio. Titius argued that a long-standing agreement between Venice and
Vicenza exempted Venetian citizens from the dazio, but the Vicentine officials countered
that Titius was a Vicentine by birth and that no m an could alter his innate original
citizenship was “immutable.” As a result, he did not deserve the exemption. Thus, the
case hinged on a debate over the “nature” o f citizenship. Baldus’ decision recognized that
Titius had two natures: one Vicentine and one Venetian. He based his decision on his
knowledge o f classical philosophy. Citing Aristotle, Baldus “observed that one’s origo
may be altered by a contraiy custom, “because custom is a second nature, that is, altering
nature...”

79

In other words, Titius had a first nature and a second nature, and could

conceivably have as many natures as his “customs” could create.80 The fine points o f a
clever tax decision would seem to have little to do with gardens, but the arguments made
and the juridical decision provide comparable evidence for the existence o f variable or
competing natures in Venetian jurisprudence.
Similarly, discrete natures were recognized in theology and natural philosophy.
Bembo, as a student in Padua and an important m em ber o f A ldus’ inner circle, may have
become familiar with Empedocles, Epicurus and Lucretius. Indeed, Bembo was working
on his Gli Asolani for Aldus while Navagero was producing his edition o f D e rerum
natura. Epicurean concepts resonate in the contagion theory o f Fracastoro and surface in

79 Kirshner, 199. Baldus refers to Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics, VII, 10
80 Lane, 152. Venetian regulations recognized multiple forms o f citizenships as well, ch ief o f
which were citizens de intus or de extra. Citizens de intus were entitled to trade within the city o f Venice
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Bem bo’s own propositions about volcanic eruptions. Epicurus’ argument for myriad
universes and his division o f our universe into four basic elements, attacks the unity of
nature, breaking each and every object into component parts that have their own nature.
The result was a universe (or a number o f universes) that had infinite natures, which
might change and could impact on the other co-equal natures. The transmission of
disease-bearing seeds between individuals or the integration o f an imported specimen into
a traditional rose garden exhibited the same principles. Pathogens and plants moved,
whether from an infected person to a healthy person or from Spain to Italy, and in doing
so they carried their combination o f elements or their nature from a place o f origin to a
new home. The supposition that the first and last position o f the seed, if we extend the
m etaphor as Fracastoro and Navagero would have, might also reveal individual
combinations o f atoms or elements and designated these loci as having different natures
prior to the transmission, with the seed serving as a bridge or carrier from one nature into
another. The strength o f an individual nature could resist or refuse to accept a new nature.
In medicine this would account for the inability o f epidemic diseases to kill everyone. In
botany this would explain the inability o f gardeners to successfully cultivate the banana,
for instance, in Northern Italy. The recognition of the individual and multiple natures in
the law, medicine and botany reflect a common thread in early modem thinking and
offered Bonfadio and Taegio, as garden theorists, a model for the characterization o f the
garden as a different, third nature.

but were not permitted to trade with the German merchants. Citizens de extra were permitted to trade as
Venetians across the entire Venetian empire.
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Additionally, Bem bo’s Life o f the Most Illustrious S. Guidobalclo D uke o f Urbino
and o f the Most Illustrious Sig. Helisabetta Gonzage his Consort offers further insight
into the early modem Venetian concept o f nature.81 The dedication to Giulio Della
Rovere asks the patron to take to heart this narrative because Guidobaldo followed in the
footsteps o f the illustrious and grand heroes o f antiquity, becoming him self a exemplary
prince, just as anything can “rise above all imperfections” when “art approaches the
nature it imitates.”

Bembo also made it perfectly clear that the archetypal prince was in

reality a man whose abilities revealed a diverse and powerful collection o f natures.
The complex overlap o f competing natures revealed in early m odem tax law,
Bem bo’s dexterous movement between noble and citizen, and the scientific allowance for
potentially infinite natures make a great deal o f sense after we read his praise o f
Guidobaldo. The articulation o f multiple natures in men like the Duke prepared Paduan
intellectuals for Bonfadio’s revelation. Bonfadio’s turn o f phrase played on
commonplaces o f academic thinking. In other words, his terza natura did not break new
ground as it was in tune with currents in Paduan natural philosophy, which were
transferable to disciplines ranging from medicine to garden design. The term terza natura
was, then, occasioned by the intriguing aspects o f Epicurus’ philosophy, the re-reading o f
Aristotle and, perhaps, the discovery o f new lands.
Terza natura reminds us that an interest in categories or hierarchies did not simply
segregate natures into easily separable bodies. According to Lucretius, any nature was a

81 Pietro Bembo, Vita della Illustrissimo S. Guidobaldo Duca d'U rbino e della Illustriss. sig.
H elisabetta Gonzaga sua consorte, N icolo Mazzi, trans. (Florence: Lorenzo Torrentino, 1555).
82 Ibid., 7.
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temporary condition.83 Moreover, the qualities of separate natures could move between or
infect those o f their neighbors.84 It followed that each separate nature could and often did
absorb qualities o f the alternative natures as contact was made. Garden design prior to the
re-discovery o f the principle o f alternative natures found it unnecessary to describe or
define the way in which art and nature played off o f one another in the garden.85 During
the half-century in which Navagero and Fracastoro, for example, reconsidered the merits
o f Epicurus, the garden began to change. Not only did gardens serve as places to
introduce new plants to an old or different nature, but the landscape in which the garden
was located became a place where these natures could be arranged in ways that forced
visitors to witness the differences and observe the potential interaction between them.
W e are fortunate that Bonfadio had such difficulty coming to grips with the
garden and forced him self to create a definition that captures the ambiguous relationship
between the material and the product o f the garden art. What we cannot permit is to have
his definition control the history o f Renaissance gardens as it does presently, because it
unwittingly disassociates the pleasure garden from the other garden entities that existed
alongside them. Rather, the hierarchy o f landscape spaces defining the Venetian villa
included the pleasure garden as a component o f a more challenging landscape that might
be read as an essay on nature. Bonfadio admitted that he was confused about the garden,
as well he might be, but others have shrugged his doubts aside and forced the Venetian

83 Lucretius, On the Nature o f Things, W. H. D. Rouse, trans. (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1992), 443: “time changes the nature o f the whole world, and one state o f things must pass into
another, and nothing remains as it was: all things move, all are changed by nature and compelled to alter.”
(D e rerum natura, 5. 821-836)
84 Ibid., 173ff. The most significant impact o f Epicurus’ understanding o f mutable nature may have
been on early medicine and, in particular, the new science o f epidemiology pioneered by Fracastoro.
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g ard en to address the o p p o sitio n o f n atu re and culture or n atural an d artificial w h en these
d istin ctio n s m u st b e read as levels n o t alternatives.
T he con stru ctio n o f zo n es w ith in th e landscape leads the discussion b ack to th e
m o re concrete aspects o f th e V en etian villa. Just as N ico la or C ola Bruno m a y h ave
in tro d u ced B onfadio to th e P a d u a n th eo ry o f m ultiple natures, so did Bruno d esig n fo r
B em b o a villa th at incorporated into its p lan the m o st co m fo rtin g features o f the old villa
retreat P ietro recalled from th e fam ily v illa.86 N o w p e rfo n n in g double or trip le duty, the
Q u attrocento v illa m utated so th at a p lace w as found fo r the introduction and stu d y o f
n e w p lan ts in a landscape w ith tw o co m p lem en tary natures: th e retreat and th e laboratory.
Im ages o f th e gardens in tw o early m aps o f P ad u a show th e stan d ard gridding o f the
landscape, w h ich carried th e reg u lar form s o f the architecture all th e way up to th e n atu ral
b o u n d ary o f th e river. [F ig u re 3.9] A lth o u g h lim ited in scope, descriptions o f B e m b o ’s
g ard en help flesh out the p ictu re w ith th e ir focus on the m arvelous collection o f rare
p la n ts p ro p ag ated b y B runo and

011

B ru n o ’s diligence as an archetype of th e ed ucated

fa rm er w ho m ad e the lovely gard en b e a r fru it for B e m b o ’s table. N othing rem ain s o f the
garden. U n d er th e pressu re o f P a d u a ’s p o st-w a r expansion, the m o d e m city h a s p a v e d th e
su b u rb a n o ’s lu sh greenery. B en ed etto V a rc h i’s funeral oratio n offers one c o n te m p o ra ry
o p in io n about B e m b o ’s v illa as a w o rth y m em o rial to an ex traordinary man.

T o V archi,

it seem ed p lau sib le that not o n ly m ig h t b o tan ists learn from B e m b o ’s plants b u t also h is

85 Terza natura was the most elegant way to define the garden proper, but the limited occurrence of
the term suggests that gardens remained difficult subjects throughout the sixteenth century.
86 Cian 1901, 18-25; Ronchi 1927, 8-9.
87 Benedetto Varchi, Orazione funebre sopra la morte del Reverendissimo Cardinal Bembo,
Florence, 1546, BNF. Varchi’s eulogy was published some twenty years later in a collection of important
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peers in V enetian society m ig h t tak e B e m b o ’s lead and b u ild fo r them selves villas and
gardens, w hich grafted scientific ag riculture onto the typical c o u n try house o f the
Q uattrocento. I f contem porary accounts are fair appraisals, B ru n o ’s transform ation o f an
urban palace into a villa succeeded. H o w was it p o ssib le th at P a d u a could p ro v id e the
pro totype for country houses b u ilt as seasonal resid en ces so m e d istance from th e city?
E ssen tially it w as because B ru n o and B em bo found in the rustic style o rnam entation that
suited th eir hybrid - a casa d o m e n ic a le and academ y.
B runo jo in ed B em bo a few years after the latter h ad retu rn ed from Sicily. From
th e first they w ere inseparable, w ith B runo serving as B e m b o ’s rig h t-h an d m an in
publish in g ventures as b u sin ess m an a g e r and as colleague. W ith B e m b o ’s support B runo
becam e a valued m em ber o f th e P ad u an intellectual co m m unity, exchanging view s w ith
th e m en w ho w ou ld found the A ccad em ia degli Infiam m ati. B m n o found in h is w o rk fo r
B em bo a w ay to pursue his o w n interests, becom ing B e m b o ’s architect and landscape
designer. D uring the forty years o f service, B m no earned at least four clerical b enefices in
th e V eneto, w hich provided h im w ith his ow n incom e and p e rm itte d him to travel
b etw een the V enetian p ro v in ces and m ak e contact w ith lik e -m in d ed m en across N orthern
Italy .88 L ittle scholarly w o rk has appeared on the role clerical p atro n s played in the
on

developm ent o f the terraferm a, an issue central to C h ap ter F o u r o f this dissertation.
T h is lack m ay stem from the p e rc e p tio n th at V enetian o p p o sitio n to R o m e and th e P apacy

Italian language orations: Raccolta di diverse orationi volgarmente scritte da molti huomini illustri del
Sansovino (Venice: Sansovino, 1569), 53v ff.
88 Bruno was the rector of the Church of S. Michele di Monzambano on the border of the
Provinces of Verona and Mantova, and of parishes in Isorella in the Bresciano, a parish in the Padovana and
a third in Treviso. See: Antonio Fasani, Riforma Pretidentina della Diocesi di Verona: Visite Pastorali del
Vescovo G. M. Giberti 1525-1542 (Vicenza, 1989), 556, 1196, and cviii; and Cian 1901, 16.
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would have extended to a segregation o f clergy, as church appointees, from Venetian
society.90 There is some evidence for the political tensions between Venice and Rome
during the sixteenth century having social ramifications, yet in the case of men like
Bruno, the intellectual community welcomed non-Venetians. W hen foreigners like Bruno
who acquired terraferma land had the approval o f illustrious Venetians, they could not be
shunted aside or ignored. Bruno’s involvement with the Aldine press, the Paduan
academies and the construction o f the Library o f San M arco as well as his involvement
with gardens and architecture show him to be the new type o f intellectual engaged in the
contemplative and active life.
The style chosen by Bembo and Bruno for the Palazzo Bembo reveals their
attraction for narrative architecture and their acceptance o f the principles o f antique
architecture developed by Raphael in Rome. Raphael’s archaeological approach to
Roman architecture helped him rise above the arbitraiy neo-classicism o f earlier
generations. His association with Bramante confirmed the power o f the orders to organize
elevations, but his years in Florence left him with the impression that the massive
rusticated blocks favored by many for Tuscan residential architecture played an important
part in the characterization o f a structure as the home o f a strong, or at least wealthy, man.
Raphael did not work on many suburban residences during his short career. The most
significant project was his design for a villa for Pope Leo X a short distance up the Tiber

89 B y contrast, the villas purchased by members o f the Curia, Papal families, and other clergy in
Lazio and Central Italy are the central focus o f David Coffin’s The Villa in the Life o f Renaissance Rome.
90 For example, the nomination o f Daniele Barbaro as Patriarch o f Aquileia by the Pope in 1549
forced him to effectively resign from the Venetian diplomatic corps and limited his pursuit o f an active role
in the government o f the Republic, Holberton, 90-5. The fact that the Venetian senate retained the right to
nominate individuals for the position o f Bishop o f Verona throughout the Renaissance, however, suggests
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River from the Vatican.91 His colleagues Peruzzi and Romano also built famous villas,
but their understanding o f a ll’antica style is the direct result o f their work under
Raphael.92 Bruno knew the famous artist as another m em ber o f Leo’s circle. Although he
is not confirmed as a member of the party that traveled with Raphael to Tivoli in 1516, he
must have been exposed to Raphael’s opinions about the need for close study o f ruins for
modem architects.93 Raphael was not a scholar. M ost scholars agree that his famous letter
to Pope Leo was ghostwritten by Castiglione.94 Nevertheless, we have already noted in
Chapter Two that Raphael eloquently expressed him self about the resonant quality o f the
visible remnants o f the ancient world. Raphael’s disdain for Vitmvius possibly inspired
Navagero to classify the popular descriptions of villas and gardens as just one type o f
source for the proper villa, following Raphael’s lead in a quest for illustrations or visual
comparisons to the sometimes confusing texts. Similarly, Bmno and Bembo would have
appreciated the insights o f one of the most highly regarded architects o f the High
Renaissance and found themselves interested in appropriate models for their villa.
Raphael imagined that the Villa Madama w ould incorporate the best ideas o f
classical authors on villas with a particular emphasis on Pliny the Younger. [Figure 3.10]

that both the Venetian nominees and stranieri such as Giberti were either well-connected to the republican
elite or were acceptable for other reasons.
91 On Raphael and the Villa Madama see: D ewez and Jones and Penny.
92 Cristoph Liutpold Frommel, “Living a ll'antica: Palaces and Villas from Brunelleschi to
Bramante,” in The R enaissance from Brunelleschi to M ichelangelo: The Representation o f Architecture,
Henry A. Millon and Vittorio Magnago Lampugnani, eds. (N ew York: Rizzoli, 1997), 183-203; and
Frederick Hartt, Giulio Romano, Vol. I: Text (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1958), 102:
“Architecturally, the Palazzo del Te is indeed Rome transplanted to Mantua. Every element is derived from
Roman antiquity as seen by the Alberti-Bramante-Raphael-Peruzzi tradition.”
93 Santoro, 40-1. Santoro mentions the names o f Navagero, Beazzano, Castiglione and Raphael as
Bem bo’s companions on a “gitarella” to Tivoli.
94 Jones and Penny, 199. The “Lettera a Leone X ” has been edited by Renato Bonelli and is
included in Scritti R inascim entali di Architettura, Amaldo Bruschi, Corrado Maltese, Manfredo Tafiiri and
Renato Bonelli, eds. (Milan: Edizioni il Polifilo, 1978), 459-484.
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The incomplete work offers a tantalizing glimpse o f the magnificent suburban retreat he
hoped to build for the M edici Pope. The welcoming embrace o f the circular courtyard
(only half completed) and the transition from the residential wing through the three-bay
loggia into the upper garden terrace are fine examples o f Raphael’s feel for permeable
facades and the classical vocabulary. The experience o f the villa provides visitors with a
false impression that the complex was intended to be almost completely open to the
surrounding countryside. The enclosure o f the planned circular courtyard, however,
restricted views into and out o f the villa to the dietae, the upper level o f the residential
block and perhaps the giardino adjacent to the loggia. We can never know how Raphael
intended to construct the loggia on the second story, which faced the river.
W e cannot be absolutely certain that Raphael would have used rustication on the
exterior wall. He planned two gateways into the complex. The description o f these
entrances suggests that he imagined them as counterparts to Roman city gates, although
he calls them: “handsome and forbidding” bastions flanking a “very beautiful Doric
portal.”95 The powerful combination o f rusticated ashlars and columnar orders by
Sanmicheli on his Veronese fortifications [Figure 3.11] exhibit the fondness o f sixteenthcentury builders for the all ’antica gate.96 Raphael and his colleagues had begun to work
rustication into structures based on classical types decades before Sanmicheli was hired
by Venice as the republic’s chief fortification engineer.97 The projected strength o f

95 Dewez, 22.
96 On Sanmicheli see: Giorgio Vasari, Lives o f the M ost Eminent Painters, Sculptors & Architects,
Gaston Due. de Vere, trans. (N ew York: AMS Press, 1976), 217-235; W olfgang Lotz, A rchitecture in Italy
1500-1600 (N ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), Chapter 6: “Sanmicheli.”
97 On Raphael and Rome see: Lotz, Chapter 2. Examples o f Roman Renaissance rustication
include Raphael’s Palazzo Vidoni-Caffarelli, c. 1524.
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rustication served as a foundation or a backdrop for columns or pilasters in a number o f
Raphael’s designs, but it is difficult to be sure that he associated the rough surfaces o f
rusticated masonry with a rural country setting. The parts o f the Villa Madama that were
built provide us little evidence about Raphael’s concept for the cladding o f a country
house, but the great expanse o f walls around the villa were to have had round bastions or
towers and well-defended gates clearly borrowed from fortification architecture. Thus, the
architect may have been referring both to L eo’s family palace in Florence and conjuring
up the spirit o f ancient Rome i f his walls were stuccoed in imitation o f the rough surface
o f the surviving sections o f the Servian Wall.
Ornament gave Renaissance architecture a sculptural and three-dimensional
presence akin to the encrusted relics o f ancient Rome. After Bramante introduced
compositions o f regular solids, columns and architraves began to behave as carved forms
instead o f applied decoration. Raphael’s late work arguably improved upon Bramante
because he integrated the post and lintel with the load-bearing screen that defined the
edge o f a structure. Raphael recognized the appeal o f a combination o f mural and skeletal
architecture, designing buildings capable o f carrying increasing amounts o f plastic
ornament. One o f the most striking features o f early Renaissance palaces such as
M ichelozzo’s Palazzo Medici was the imposing curtain wall. It was difficult to do more
than apply all ’antica frames on the skin o f palace blocks before Bramante and Raphael
realized that engaged and attached columns could transform flat walls into high-relief
surfaces w hose rich, textured appearance conjured up images o f ancient Rome.
Bruno could not transform a Paduan residence into a Florentine palace. A ground
floor loggia, or more properly a portico open to the thoroughfare and on either side to the
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neighboring structures, was the norm. The building purchased by Bembo was declared
uninhabitable in an effort to beat the seller down to a price that Bembo could afford. For
all intents and purposes Bruno took a run-down house on the edge o f town and dressed it
up as a villa befitting his famous employer. If, and the purchase price o f 1400 ducats for
the house, adjacent structures and much o f the land that later comprised the “very large”
gardens to the rear supports this conjecture, Bembo bought a building that his architect
felt comfortable modifying rather than demolishing, then the portico was part o f the
package. Bruno did not wall o ff the structure from the street or the neighbors. Instead he
transformed a pedestrian - in both senses o f the word - intermediate space into a gracious
entrance to the house. He extended the colonnade beyond the side walls o f the house by
adding simple pairs o f piers as gates to the garden which beckoned to passersby and
visitors from the back o f the house. [Figure 3.12]
As a student o f Raphael, Bruno learned that ornament was the public face of
architecture. The Palazzo Bembo benefited from the transformation o f a pre-existing
structure into an cill’antica palace through the judicious application o f classicizing
ornament to the loggia, windows, cornice and flanking gates. In turn, the rustication
announced that this palace had very little in common with Venetian tradition and
reflected its new purpose as a hybrid villa where strong, bugnated columns supported
refined upper stories fronted by elegant pedimented windows. As a result, Bruno’s facade
expresses the dual purpose o f the building. In other words, the rustication signaled that
this suburbano was the site o f serious botanical research to the extent that it was as much
villa as palace despite the splendor o f the collection housed in the rooms behind the
symmetrical and classicizing aedicular windows.
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Despite the fact that Bembo had inherited a lovely villa from his father at Santa
Maria di Non, Bembo developed a suburban villa in Padua and may have influenced
family member’s decisions to build two other villas, which w ill be discussed in the
following pages o f this chapter, north o f the city near Cittadella and Curtarolo It was not
unusual for a wealthy Venetian to own parcels o f land with different amenities throughout
the terraferma. The rapid improvement o f his suburban Paduan residence suggests that
the Bembo properties were profitable, even though he apparently had paid little attention
to them during his years in Rome. Bembo’s ability to renovate the dilapidated residence
o f the Paduan property, improve the grounds and continue to collect antiquities, rare
plants, books and gemstones, among other things, raises questions o f income. Largely
bereft o f church benefices or lucrative government appointments during most o f his years
in Padua he, nevertheless, found the means.98 Caught between a Republic and a Church
determined to impose their individual wills on the other, Bem bo found him self unable to
rely on financial support from either. How then did he justify and did he support the
major renovation o f a suburban house, the planting o f a well-regarded botanical garden
between the house and the Brenta canal, and the construction o f other villas, especially
since he already owned a lovely villa only a short ride away? Financial help from his
nephew Giovanni Matteo may have provided Pietro with the means to acquire his

suburbano.
It is my contention that the potential for increased agricultural income from his
other properties, income influenced, perhaps, by the botanical experimentation carried out

98 The one title and its associated stipend held by Bembo during the twenties and thirties was that
of Canon of the Cathedral of Padua.
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behind the luxurious residence was the key here. Higher yields and new crops made villa
life not only pleasant but also lucrative. In short, a hand-in-glove relationship between
display and investment existed when the casa di stato operated as the hub o f a larger
farming enterprise. Bem bo’s villa, misunderstood as his refuge from both Rome and
Venice, was really a clear statement o f his unwavering faith in the strength o f the
R epublic." The conventional wisdom is that Pietro chose not to serve the Republic in any
active capacity.100 By contrast, his nephew, Giovanni Matteo Bembo, served the Republic
overseas and won fame in the defense o f Crete against the Turkish admiral Barbarossa.101
The distasteful association with Rome may have tarred Bembo and m ade it extremely
difficult for him to become comfortable in Venetian society after his retreat from Rome in
1521. Anti-Roman feeling ran high after the W ar with the League o f Cambrai forced
Venice to retreat from the mainland and spend an exorbitant amount o f money to re
conquer her terraferma. Animosity surely could explain his choice to base him self in
Padua and largely avoid Venice during the twenty years he lived in the North before he

99 B em bo’s appointments as state historian and librarian o f San Marco, not to mention his
involvement in the construction o f the Library as a new home for the legacy o f Cardinal Bessarion,
assuredly would only have been made by the government i f Bembo remained one o f their own. Other
scholars o f the Venetian villa accept the characterization o f Bembo as an individual who made a conscious
effort to avoid following in his father’s footsteps as a dedicated statesman: eg. Paul Holberton, P alladio's
Villas: Life in the Renaissance Countryside (London: John Murray, 1990), 14: “Pietro...broke free o f the
State, making his career as a courtier on the mainland, then as a papal secretary and eventually as a
cardinal...but essentially as a man o f letters. [He] eventually became official historian o f the Republic he
had never served.”
100 Mazzacurati, suggests that Pietro managed for the first thirty years o f his life to follow a literary
career thanks to the influence and reputation o f his father, “but problems arose instead (as the Bembo family
ties may have been resented) with the group directing the Venetian administration, with their idea o f public
careers and state service,” 2. Mazzacurati’s assessment that Pietro “failed” on many occasions around the
turn o f the century to enter into “public life,” may stand in for other scholars’ opinion o f Pietro’s
relationship with Venice, 5. Similarly, Am oldi and Stocchi, claim that “the Venetian patrician who had
evaded the cursus honorum set out for him by his very birth...” 230.
101 On Giovanni Matteo Bembo and the defense o f Crete see: Giovanni della Casa, Vita di Pietro
Bem bo: Testo, introduzione, traduzione e note a cura di Antonino Sole (Turin: Fogiola, 1997), 84-5, n. 31.
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moved to Rom e as a Cardinal in the early 1540s. This simple explanation is attractive,
however, other aspects o f Bembo’s career suggest that there were other reasons for his
purchase o f the Padua property.
Playing the role o f a leading member of the supporters o f bonificazione, Bembo
blended villeggiatura with agricultural investigation and in doing so put an emphatic
stamp o f approval on the opinions o f Navagero and Comaro that Venice must chart a new
course by reducing Her dependency on imported foodstuffs.102 To that end, Bembo
followed suit by transforming his delizie into engines o f a new agricultural economy.
Although they have scrupulously studied Bembo’s role in the character o f
Venetian literature and its relationship to currents in Rome and Tuscany, scholars have all
but ignored B em bo’s role in the transfer o f Roman style architecture to the Veneto,
looking instead at architects such as Sansovino, Giulio Romano and Sanm icheli.103 The
idiosyncratic architecture o f Bembo’s villas exposes Bembo as a powerful influence upon
the development o f an antique style suitable for the Venetian stage. First, Bem bo’s villa
suburbana in Padua applied a Raffaelesque architectural vocabulary to an uninhabitable
stmcture, transforming a run-down house into a showpiece regarded by visitors. His new
residence became, on the one hand, a fitting container for his remarkable collection o f
antiquities and w orks o f art and, on the other, a delicious suburban villa set in a quite
large garden along the canal that marked the extreme northeastern edge o f the city. The
virile, bugnated - or lumpy - colonnade distinguished this garden palace from the

Pietro Bembo discusses Giovanni Matteo’s increasing reputation in Venice after his “expulsion o f the
enemy.” in a letter to his nephew. Letter 267, September 6, 1539, Opere in Volgare, 920-1.
102 B em bo’s correspondence indicates that he enjoyed taking an active role in the design and
planting o f his gardens in which he him self gathered produce, Cartwright, 146-147.
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comparatively delicate and static urban palaces o f the city o f Venice. The introduction of
a rusticated order to dress up or dignify the typical Paduan street loggia has no precedent
in the Veneto and is a precocious attempt to incorporate the heavy rustication which
Bramante and Raphael employed in their Roman and Florentine palaces. M uch as
Sansovino resolved problems in Venetian palace architecture by importing Roman
majestic proportions but m itigating their application with subtle nods to the stronger
comers and flexible horizontal regularization o f Venetian monuments, so does Bembo
take Raphael’s villa architecture from the Famesina and the Villa M adam a and modify it
for a Venetian casa dominicale. The architectonic vocabulary employed by Bembo (and
Bmno) to express romanitas and antique also becomes a harbinger o f the rustic or nonurban. The roughness was simply appropriate for a structure located on the fringe or fully
outside of the city. Raphael’s exaggerated rustication became the hallmark o f the villas of
the more adventurous Venetian patrons. Palladio and his successors seldom employed
rustication in their villa designs, and their more elegant exteriors define the Palladian villa
as a different animal than the country houses built for Navagero’s colleagues. The
aggressive use o f rustication to identify the Palazzo Bembo as a country house, despite its
location within the footprint o f the city o f Padua, has not earned for the building a place
in villa history. Nevertheless, its unusual appearance, the subsequent use o f rustication in
a number o f Venetian and Veronese villas and garden complexes in the m id to late
Cinquecento whose patrons can be connected with Navagero and Bembo, and Bem bo’s
unique position at a social or intellectual mid-point between Venice and Rom e support a

103 Lane, 440 provides a noteworthy exception.
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more in-depth analysis o f his home, his other villas and his role in the transformation o f
villa culture in the Veneto.
The Third Bembo Villa
In addition to the Villa at Santa M aria di Non and the Paduan Palazzo Bembo,
another Villa Bembo stands near Cittadello [Figure 3.13], north and west o f Padua and
very near to the Villa Ramusa, which bears an uncanny resemblance to B em bo’s
suburbano.104 It has received little attention. Tax records, inventories and w ills include
basic descriptions o f this property.105 In addition several late illustrations created to
support requests presented to the Venetian administration for irrigation projects show this
Bembo property. [Figure 3.14] It is unlikely that this property was owned by Pietro
him self for several reasons. First, his sole heir was his daughter Elena and her husband
Pietro Gradenigo. His son did not inherit because he had chosen to begin a life in the
church. As this villa remained in the Bembo family when the suburbano and a num ber o f
other pieces o f real estate were transferred to the Gradenigo heirs, it must have been
owned by another branch o f the Bembo family. It m ay have been owned by his quite
successful nephew Giovanni Matteo Bembo, whom we met earlier as a beneficiary o f
Cola Bruno’s architectural advice, and as his uncle’s financier.
Dated by scholars to the seventeenth century, this property has never been
associated with Pietro Bembo or his circle. On closer inspection, the design o f the casa

104 The Villa Bembo at Cittadella is not widely published. A brief discussion o f the Villa Bembo
appears in: Alessandro Baldan, Ville Venete in Territorio Padovano e nella Serenissima R epubblica
(Abano Terme: Francisci Editore, 1986), 459-60.
105 A SV, Petizioni, Inventari, b. 478, n. 31. Inventory ofM arco Bembo, January 10, 1783:
“Inventario di mobili et effetti esistenti nel Palazzo Domenicale in S. Giorgio in B osco sotto Cittadella.” A
good image o f the Bembo property was recorded by the Venetian surveyors at the behest o f Vittallian
Mussato: A SV , Beni Inculti, Pad-Pol, r. 387, m. 42b, d. 3.
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domeniccile supports a much earlier date, perhaps in the first h alf o f the sixteenth century
based upon the form of the second story windows. The first story loggia, a virtual copy o f
the facade loggia Bruno built for Bem bo’s home, may have been an addition or a
renovation, but the correspondence makes a connection clear as this villa refers to the
famous Villa Bembo that Varchi spoke o f in such glowing terms. The elegant, if
understated, residence acknowledged its purpose as the main house o f a farm with the use
o f the rusticated orders o f the loggia. Whereas Bmno had applied the bugnated column in
a suburban setting to prepare visitors for their movement from the urban into the
transplanted or re-created rural landscape beyond, the Villa Bembo with its similar
entrance loggia and rustication might simply reassure the visitor that the rustic and the
rural were not threatening and, in turn, partook of the civility o f its suburban counterpart.
The flanking barchesse make the complex Palladian in general, but there is no
record that the designer o f mainstream Venetian villas ever worked for the Bembo family.
[Figure 3.15] The striking visual concurrence suggests that Bruno’s design for the most
important country house owned by the Bembo provided an adequate and thoroughly
respectable model for a proper villa located out in the countryside. It also seems that the
proximity to the Villa Ramusa suggests that Giovanni Matteo Bembo had been given
sound business advice by his uncle, Bmno and Ramusio about the long-term value they
saw in investment in land between Padua and Verona, a town Giovanni Matteo knew well
after serving as Venetian podesta o f the city in the 1540s.106 It is worth considering this
villa as a descendant o f the villas o f Navagero, Bembo and Ramusio.

106 ASVerona, Archivio Della Torre, b. 4, f. 155. This “Diplom o” o f September 12, 1543 lists
Giovanni Matteo Bembo as Podesta.
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The deliberate acquisition o f wealth by Venetian nobles and cittadini through the
purchase and reclamation o f lands in the neighboring subject properties can only have
been promoted by the republic if farming could be absolved o f its negative, or dirty,
connotations. Navagero led the charge when his activities characterized botanical science,
a sort o f learned farming, as a worthy pastime for a Venetian noble well versed in natural
philosophy. Alvise C om aro’s vociferous support for bonificazione, which was discussed
at length in Chapter One, survives as an oftentimes-labored exercise in setting down the
benefits o f agriculture for the republic. His argument was also, I suspect, Com aro’s way
o f reiterating his ancient family roots as a descendant o f R om e’s Comelii because the
well-read sixteenth-century Venetian was probably aware o f Rom an views on the inherent
nobility o f farming. W hether Com aro’s agenda was the ascension o f his family into the
ranks o f the nobility or simply sound business and good for the republic remain open
questions; but there is no doubt that Venetians shifted gears in the sixteenth century and
plowed much o f their available capital into land and its improvement. As the Bembo had
already shown an affinity for the country, Giovanni M atteo’s development o f a country
house immediately after he had invested a tremendous amount o f money on a new city
residence on the Grand Canal makes sense. The almost contemporaneous investment in
the city and in the country took advantage o f growing opportunities in the country as the
Senate slowly came around to the idea that community investment in arable land and in
the irrigation projects which turned poor land into productive farmland was an investment
in the future o f the republic.107

107 Although the Paduan suburban villa is the best known o f the Bembo villas, supplanting even the
Noniana as the “country house” the author found most satisfactory, Bem bo’s family possessed several other
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Although it is difficult to argue with the simplicity o f the conventional wisdom, I
will take issue with the assumption that Pietro Bembo settled in Padua because he had
few other options. Reconsidering Bem bo’s influence on the Venetian villa follows a
reassessment o f his career. This reassessment is itself the result o f my research into his
relationship with Navagero, Ramusio, and Fracastoro that reattaches Bembo to
Renaissance science. Benedetto Varchi claimed for Bembo a breadth o f knowledge,
visible in his wondrous collection, which inspired the brilliant theoretician to argue that
Bembo was more than just the most famous proponent o f m odem Italian. According to
Varchi
He dabbled softly in all the ingenious arts, but above all Architecture,
Sculpture, & Painting, & whoever sees his Studio in Padua, I believe, will
want no other testimony. It is known that along with the great quantity of
all sorts o f the most noble ancient and modern books in every language
and in every discipline (written often in the hand o f the same author that
composed the work) now there are many statues, and perfect things, many
paintings, & things rich and noble, without the infinite multitude of
diverse medals, vessels, stones, jewels, & other varied precious things, in
part for their artifice, in part for their antiquity, in part for their
extravagance & how bizarre they appear, that o f this place someone said,
which was heard in those parts only, if one wished to see the greatness of
Venice, & o f Padua, for me I would place you in the middle o f the Studio
o f M onsignor Bembo, rather than in the Arsenal o f the Venetians.108

villas. The earliest mainland estate securely connected to the family was in Mira and its purchase predated
Bernardo’s acquisition o f the land near Santa Maria di Non. The relatively modest single-story domicile in
Mira was the casa dominicale o f a farm which provided Bernardo Bembo with a steady if unspectacular
income. The Mira property does not add significantly to our picture o f B em bo’s ideas o f villa life. Neither
do the structures or the landscape provide any evidence o f the ingenuity o f Bembo or Bmno. The retention
o f the family property, however, tells us that investment in the terraferma was lucrative and its purchase in
the fifteenth century makes it clear that the Bembo family was in the vanguard o f the Venetian expansion
westward. One reason could be that Bernardo’s appointment as p o d esta o f Padua gave the family an
opportunity to weigh the merits o f agriculture before the rest o f the Venetian nobility had come around. His
reputation and connections also all but guaranteed that the Venetian government would approve
improvements and permit changes in the hydrology o f the marginal swamplands that flanked the lagoon and
surrounded Padua.
108 Varchi.
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Bearing in mind that Varchi, as one might expect in a memorial, adorned his
subject in the finest hyperbole available to a first-rate academic, the juxtaposition o f
Bem bo’s museo with the marvelous and efficient heart o f centuries o f Venetian economic
power comes as quite a shock. Furthermore, Varchi’s subtle characterization o f B em bo’s
experience in the arts as “dabbling” indicates that the Cardinal knew a great deal but,
more importantly, did not feel the need to establish him self as an expert in every field.
Varchi’s word choice also prepares us for his identification o f those disciplines or
interests particularly favored by Bembo. Varchi claimed that
this universal man, bom to all things beautiful and good, was also given to
the understanding o f simples, which are no less useful than beautiful, so
that now in Padua, in his most beautiful garden anyone who wishes can
see infinite herbs, both those w e know and foreign, a thing meriting great
109
praise...
In singling out B em b o’s botanical collection and his study o f medicinal plants, Varchi
drove home his point that a superior intellect permitted Bembo to delve into a wide
variety o f topics. Varchi’s biographical sketch justifies a re-thinking o f Bem bo’s activity
in Padua, particularly his thoughts about natural philosophy. The superb collection
Bembo put together is for Varchi the physical manifestation o f an agile intellect, but
seldom has his scientific research been acknowledged as more than the idiosyncratic
fascination o f a writer.
From the first, Bembo expressed an interest in natural philosophy. His earliest
work was one o f the most significant analyses o f geology, or more specifically
vulcanology, o f the early modem period. Couched as it was in a beautifully composed

109 Ibid.
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Latin dialogue, the science o f De Aetna has received little attention. The special care
Bembo had taken to present a well-thought out explanation for the production o f magma
indicates that he had studied one o f the more detailed treatments o f volcanoes, Lucretius’
discussion o f Mount Etna in D e rerum natura. The otherwise inexplicable confluence o f
ideas about volcanoes and geophysical reality makes it almost certain that Bembo had
been exposed to and was influenced by Epicurean natural philosophy w hile he was a
student at the University o f Padua or during his early career as a prominent member o f the
Aldine Academy. As w e have already considered Aetna in light o f Paduan natural
philosophy, w e need here only recall Bem bo’s support for direct experience; and to
remember the work on Lucretius’ Epicurean poem carried out by Navagero a few years
after Bembo composed his first dialogue. It is well known that Aldus had access to the
Bembo library for his editions o f Dante and Petrarch. Therefore, the potential, in
response, for Bembo to have seen and read the manuscripts o f Lucretius later used by
Navagero to produce the Aldine edition was there.
Bembo let much o f his scientific interest lay fallow when he departed Padua for
Rome. Immediately upon his return, however, he launched a serious effort to acquire a
crumbling building on the outskirts o f Padua, which would later become the splendid
suburban palace and the home o f a renowned botanical collection. While he never again
wrote a serious piece o f scientific analysis, he edited Fracastoro’s groundbreaking poem
on syphilis (the morbo gallico or “French sickness”); he corresponded with Gonzalo
Oviedo; and he apparently translated Oviedo’s letter on the Marangon River, which
introduced Europe to the hydrology and topography o f a recently explored part o f South
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Am erica.110 His editing also highlighted the close friendships he m aintained with a
number o f the most inquisitive minds o f his day. But his insertion o f a chapter concerned
with the Spanish discoveries in his History o f Venice, a very surprising digression,
indicates that Bembo never forgot his early training in natural philosophy.111 Apparently,
he planned to make the best o f his self-imposed exile by reviving his dormant interest in
the natural world. This new, and less-understood aspect o f his career suggests that his
suburban palace, his gardens and his villas became, after the same fashion, places for
serious study o f plants as Bembo followed Navagero’s lead and reinvented him self as a
natural philosopher.
Similarly, Bembo took over where Navagero left off as the developer o f a new
type o f villa. Whereas Navagero redefined the villa as a place for science and the outlet
for intellectual pursuits appropriate for noblemen, Bembo made a statement about the
m ost appropriate style for this laboratory villa. No longer was the villa a place in the
country where a gentleman exposed him self to a sanitized and safe pastoral or bucolic
arcadia. Now the villa was a symbol o f m an’s better understanding o f the natural world.
In turn, the villa landscape would be a place where nature could be shaped to better serve
m an without losing many o f the qualities associated with the countryside. The villa
owner, as a result, becomes an active individual who directs the improvement o f the raw

110 Bembo offered critical comments on Fracastoro’s Syphilis in at least two letters {Ibid., Letter
142, November 26, 1525 and Letter 143, January 5, 1526). On Bembo and Oviedo see: Stefano Grande,
“Le relazioni geografiche fra Bembo, G. Fracastoro, G. B. Ramusio, G. Gastaldi,” R ivista della Societa
G eografica Italiana 12 (1905): 180-1 andGerbi, 165-170.
111 Pietro Bembo, Istoria veneziana, E. A. Albertoni, ed. (Milan: Cisalpino-Goliardica, 1978).
Originally published in Latin, B em bo’s twelve book account o f the years 1487 to 1512 focuses on Venice,
but B ook VI (pp. 347-358) features a lengthy discussion o f the “nuove regioni, e quasi un altro mondo"
discovered by the Spanish. European fascination with the N ew World led to the rapid translation o f a
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material o f nature. If we accept that his “dabbling” and editing can be understood as an
active interest in scientific inquiry, then Bembo can no longer be regarded simply as a
proponent o f the vita contemplativa nor can he be characterized as a straightforward neoPlatonist poet. The image o f a polymath, or o f a man with diverse intellectual interests,
makes his lifelong friendship with Fracastoro and Ramusio more credible and lends
credence to an assertion that his villas and their gardens should be studied as prototypes
for a new Venetian villa that redefined the villa as a nexus for the natural and the
artificial. In the garden of this villa, described by Bonfadio as a “third nature,” reason and
the intellect directed physical activity, compressing the active and contemplative into the
human. The Bembo villas exemplify their position in the “middle” ground and reflect a
new understanding o f the place o f man in the universe, the nature o f man, and the nature
o f gardens.
The Villa Ramusa: The changing fa c e o f terraferma investment
The Villa Ramusa, north o f Padua in the small village o f Paviola, survives today
as a rectangular residential structure and an attached service building. [Figure 3.16] Not
studied by scholars o f Venetian villas, Giambattista Ram usio’s country house and its
lands offer us insights into the changing character o f the all 'antica villa in the sixteenthcentury Veneto. The arcaded barchessa looks onto a farmyard probably defined by walls
in the sixteenth century. [Figure 3.17] Bembo and Navagero “hinted at” the construction
o f the casa di villa in letters from 1526 and 1527, and Fracastoro’s memories o f his own
visits indicate that the main structure was habitable and at least well under way by the

lengthy selection o f Bem bo’s Istoria Veneziana into French: L ’Histoire du Nouveau M onde descovuert p a r
les Portuglaois, escritep a r le seigneur Pierre Bembo (Paris: Estienne Denyse, 1556).
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second quarter o f the sixteenth century.112 The villa buildings and property are known
from the tax declarations o f Giambattista, his son and their descendents.113 The simple
casa dominicale at the center o f the Villa Ramusa, now a private residence, stands in
sharp contrast to the ornate urban palaces and country houses built for many o f Ram usio’s
contemporaries. The simplicity o f the main house perhaps reflects his cittadino status.114
The rectangular structure survives as a residential block without an interior courtyard.
The barchesse to one side provide an enclosure for the myriad farming activities while
the long, arcaded buildings offered covered storage and stables for produce and livestock.
The ground floor is divided by a covered passageway through which one entered a stair to
the piano nobile above. The ground floor rooms, currently home to a furniture restorer,
were probably also storage and service rooms with the public rooms and living quarters
located on the first floor. The bilateral symmetry o f the ground floor plan replicates the
preferred plan o f the Venetian palace where the entrance at canal or street level was often
flanked by storage, service or commercial space.115 The central ground-floor receiving
area was echoed on the residential floors above with a grand salone on the first floor
serving as the m ajor public room o f the home. The oval attic windows are also typical o f
sixteenth-century Venetian palace architecture and their alignment with the windows and

112 Massimo Donattini, “Giovanni Battista Ramusio e le sue «Navigationi». Appunti per una
biografia,” C ritica Storica 17 (1980): 96.
1b A SV , Testamenti, b. 1209, f. 454: Testamento o f Giovanni Battista Ramusio, April 25, 1557;
A SV , D ie d Savi alle D e d m e , b. 160, f. 509, n. 3: Estimo o f Paolo Ramusio.
114 Donattini, 91, underscores the division between nobile and dttadin i, by defining for each class
the role o f “manager” or “director” o f the state and “secretary.”
115 On Venetian town house construction see: McAndrew, 194-229; Ralph Leiberman,
R enaissance Architecture in Venice 1450-1540 (N ew York: Abbeville Press, 1982), 21-24; Fortini Brown,
1997, 117-124; andK ostof, 471-472.
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doorways o f the lower floors helps to rationalize the exterior and reinforce the simple
geometry o f the plan.
The minimal ornamentation on the exterior o f the Villa Ramusa indicates that the
building was constructed early in the sixteenth century and underwent few changes in
later years at the hands o f Giambattista’s heirs and the subsequent owners o f the estate.
[Figure 3.18] The few decorative elements on the casci and the barchesse suggest,
however, that Ramusio attempted to outfit this villa as a proper Renaissance country
house in the particular idiom introduced by Pietro Bembo to the Veneto. The simple
geometry o f the exterior reflects the principles o f Renaissance design while it conforms to
the long tradition o f domestic architecture particular to Venice. The accent on the central
elements similarly acknowledges the primacy o f the entrance and atrium or passageway
within, but the handling o f the axis has more in common with the latest trend in villa
architecture imported from Rome than with the features o f the traditional Venetian
palace. The arrival o f the segmental arch and the round-headed window and door opening
in the Veneto signaled the end o f Venetian Gothic during the fifteenth century. Later
adaptations o f the sculptural and muscular classical style o f Raphael and Michelangelo
marked the projects begun by Jacopo Sansovino during his long career as the state
architect from 1530 until his death.
Sansovino dominated the urban landscape in Venice, but his few villa projects
were not followed by a flurry o f commissions or imitations, and the Venetian villa
remained the province o f lesser architects. The Venetian oligarchy and the surviving
nobility o f the subject cities had already committed themselves to the development o f the

terraferma and had begun to build villas that embodied this new preference. Only the
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advent o f Palladio transformed the terraferma into a pattern o f intensely farmed terrain
punctuated by severe temple-like masonry insertions.116 Historians tend to accept the
conventional wisdom that the “Venetian villa” is best reflected in the work o f Palladio.117
The Villa Ram usa has very little in common with the later, Palladian villas. There
is no evidence o f a portico or any columnar ornamentation on the exterior o f the ccisa
domenicale. The few surviving villas from the turn o f the sixteenth century, including a
stalwart example o f the early Venetian country house near Mira, [Figure 3.19] have the
quadrangular plan, regular square-headed windows and doorways, simple dentilated
cornices, hipped roofs and plain stucco exteriors o f the Villa Ramusa. The paucity of
sculptural adornment, the basic moldings and the rectangular plan often appears to have
undergone later modification, but the underlying workmanlike stmcture remains the most
salient feature o f the early villa. The Villa Ramusa is no exception. The few alterations to
the exterior, or the few artistic gestures if they were original to the building, involve the
doors and windows at the center o f the long facades. The m ain entrance arch is decorated
with simple rustication that stands out in marked contrast to the smooth stucco surface o f
the walls themselves. The salone o f the first floor is also picked out from the flat faqade
as an arched doorway behind a balcony with a stone balustrade. The rough and lumpy
treatment o f the ground floor arch suggests that the entrance to the building is not the

116 On Sansovino, Palladio and sixteenth-century Venetian villa architecture see: Ackerman,
Chapter 4: “Palladio’s Villas and their Predecessors,” 89-107; Cosgrove 1993, 14-20; Holberton; Puppi
1972; and Margherita A zzi Visentini, La villa in Italia: Q uattrocento e Cinquecento (Milan: Electa, 1995),
248-240.
117 John T. Paoletti and Gary M. Radke, A rt in Renaissance Italy (N ew York: Harry N . Abrams,
2002), 415-418; Kostof, 479-483: “For this new race o f gentlemen farmers, Palladio invented an
architecture that would at once recognize their breeding and function properly as a business establishment;”
Muraro and Marton. Muraro calls Palladio the “undisputed protagonist o f the history and culture o f the
Venetian villas,” 166.
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entrance to either a sacred building or a refined city dwelling. [Figure 3.20] Serlio and
other theorists would characterize rustication as the marker o f the mystical grotto or the
sign o f antiquity appropriate to a country residence.118 The rough handling also associated
the arch with the ancient remnants o f Roman architecture, both standing and fragmentary,
studied by purveyors o f the classical style. Whereas Palladio would opt for the grandeur
of the portico as the derivative o f the classical temple and the prehistoric or prisca
circhitectura, a significant group o f villas accentuated the age o f the country house
tradition and the situation o f these buildings in the rural hinterland with rusticated
elements.
Cola Bruno had employed plastic and exaggerated rustication in Padua where his
faqade for the Palazzo Bembo introduced Raphael’s concept o f appropriate villa style to
the Veneto. Admittedly less elegant, the Villa Ramusa uses rustication and classical
ornament to enliven its exterior. The central arch o f the Villa Ramusa is a hybrid o f the
rusticated wall and the application o f the pier and arch to an opening in this same wall.
Where Bramante had chosen to separate the orders and rusticated surfaces to designate
the vertical hierarchy o f the floors in the structure, the Villa Ramusa architect has chosen
to accentuate the central core and the entrance to the structure and de-emphasize the
flanking walls. M ore significantly, he has done so by introducing rough-hewn stones as
the piers and voussoirs o f the dooijambs and semi-circular arch above rather than through

118 Sebastiano Serlio, Tutte I'opere d'architettura etprospettiva, di Sebastiano Serlio Bolognese,...
(Venice: Giacomo de’Franceschi, 1619), esp. B ook VII on private houses and Book III on Roman
antiquities; Paolo Carpeggiani, “Giulio Romano e un modello di villa per Sebastiano Serlio,” Quaderni di
Palazzo Te 2, no. 4 (Jan-June 1986): 7-14.
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the attachment o f a porch and the introduction o f pilasters, attached, engaged or
freestanding columns as the markers o f the liminal space.
The earliest use o f rustication for a residential doorway cannot be pinpointed.
Raphael and Giulio Romano both experimented with rusticated frames and bugnated or
bum py piers and columns in their domestic architecture.119 Although doorways in
Rom ano’s Palazzo del Te [Figure 3.21] and his own house in M antua [Figure 3.22] bear
the m ore striking resemblance to the arch o f the Villa Ramusa, it is unlikely that these
buildings predate the construction o f the Villa Ramusa which Ramusio m ust have begun
and largely completed before 1525 as Navagero comments on its charms and reminisces
about his wonderful visits there in his letters from Spain while Romano did not relocate
1^A

to M antua until 1 5 2 4 .' A m ore promising early use o f a rusticated doorway appeared in
1515 at the entrance to the courtyard o f the Palazzo Pandolfini in Florence designed by
Raphael.121 [Figure 3.23]

119 On Guilio Romano see: Manfredo Tafiiri et.al., Giulio Romano - A rchitect (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1998); Lotz, 76-82.
120 Paoletti and Radke, 396.
121 Jones and Penny, 222, argue that the Florentine client was probably unwilling to tolerate the
application o f columns to a residential fagade and that the flat stucco walls, ornate windows and the
dramatic entranceway were cobbled together by the designer to satisfy their conservative tastes, employing
traditional ground floor rustication to embolden the arch instead o f the orders favored by Roman clients and
builders. One thing that was not discussed regarding the Palazzo Pandolfini was the connection o f the arch
to the plan o f the palace. The entrance does not bifurcate the fagade and open into an atrium or vestibule in
the center o f the building and aligned with a central cortile, the traditional arrangement o f Florentine
Renaissance palaces. If the Pandolfini were conservative, why does the palace not feature the typical
organization o f plan and linkage between entrance and core developed by M ichelozzo and Alberti in the
middle o f the fifteenth century? Because the doorway opens onto a courtyard which flanks the main palace
block, it serves as a garden entrance and forces an abrupt turn on visitors to the palace. The palace fagade
features alternating triangular and segmental pediments over the windows. These alternate horizontally and
vertically, challenging the symmetry already abandoned by the location o f the door to the right o f the
complex. (N B. Muntz, assumed that the Palazzo Pandolfini had been conceived o f as a symmetrical
structure with the rusticated portal in the center o f the long side.) The projecting cornice and tall inscribed
frieze course echo M ichelozzo’s seminal Palazzo Medici, while the string-course separating the ground and
first floors and the balustrades and balconies located beneath the first floor windows and above the doorway
are imports from Rome introduced by Raphael to Florence. Similarly, the pronounced rusticated quoins
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The front and rear of the Villa Ram usa differ because o f the frame o f the arch.
W hile the rusticated arch faces west, its fraternal twin on the east side is more finely
carved masonry. Above both arched openings is a variation on a Palladian or Serlian
window', with the taller central window capped by a semi-circular arch and flanked by
two lower rectangular windows. [Figure 3.24] The central window is further dignified by
the balustrade mentioned earlier. This feature indicates that Ramusio continued to adapt
the exterior o f the building in accord with changing tastes. The formal character o f the
Serliana stands in marked contrast to the rusticated masonry o f the ground floor.
Although there is little else ornamenting the east and west sides o f the structure, the
iconic use o f rustication and formal, contemporary elements organizes the fapade reveals
some understanding o f Raphael’s style and Roman High Renaissance aesthetics.
The lack o f specific documentation o f the building history o f the Villa Ramusa
makes the dating o f these features problematic. Their combination on the fapade, first of
all, suggests that Ramusio was sensitive to the evolving ornamental program o f the Italian
house and, more importantly, the luxury villa. Secondly, the juxtaposition is evidence of
an evolution o f the Villa Ramusa from a simple country casa dominicale to the villa o f
the highest-ranking cittadino of his day. The m ajor problem with scholarship on the Villa
Ram usa rem ains the attribution o f the building and its decoration to an architect or a

offer a counterpoint to the refined first floor windows with their balconies, pediments and flanking engaged
columns. The freedom to interpret the classical orders was a hallmark o f Raphael’s design. In this case, the
subtle interjection o f these Roman elements, not to mention the two-story elevation, into a Florentine
quadrangular palace, provided a challenge to the experimental architect. The Palazzo Pandolfini succeeded
in remaining dignified and conservative thanks to the retention o f severe planar wall surfaces and simple
rustication. The idiosyncratic organization o f the fagade and the creative application o f rusticated elements,
however, signals a preference for an individual solution to each problem presented in a commission and
reinforces the image o f Raphael as an architect confidant in his ability to break the rules yet still produce a
graceful and powerful building.
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series o f artists. The simplest would be to identify Ramusio himself, a well-educated man
and close friend o f m any o f the major cultural and artistic figures in mid-sixteenth century
Venice, as the man responsible for the Villa Ramusa. Ramusio certainly m ust be
recognized as the driving force behind the situation o f the villa, its basic quadrangular
footprint, and the proximity o f the farm buildings that range around the courtyard to the
south. Furthermore, Ramusio likely aligned the villa astride a private road that split his
property, ran under the arches and visibly connected the main house with the profitable
farmland that surrounded it on every side. [Figure 3.25]

122

Ramusio, however, may have

had the benefit o f input from two disciples of Raphael active in the Veneto in the second
quarter o f the century. Michele Sanmicheli, a friend o f Ramusio according to Fracastoro,
has the distinction o f being the most high profile architect to visit and leave his mark on
Ram usio’s country estate.123 The other architect was Nicola Bruno, the lifelong assistant
and companion o f Pietro Bembo and designer o f both the Palazzo Bembo in Padua and
the suburbano’s garden.
Michele Sanmicheli (1484-1559) arrived in the Veneto shortly after the Sack o f
Rome by Imperial Forces prompted a diaspora o f artists and craftsmen who foresaw a
precipitous decline in commissions from beleaguered clerics.124 Sanmicheli is best known

122 The location o f the Strada Comunale on views o f the area o f Cittadella do not fully explain the
relationship between the house and the thoroughfare; however, current residents indicate that the arched
passage on the pianterreno straddled the public road.
123 A document in the Venetian Archives helps us better understand the close connection between
Sanmicheli and the Ramusio family. Raffaello Brenzoni published the Testament o f Donna Thomaris
Ramusio, widow o f Paolo Ramusio the Elder, the Lawyer and Giambattista’s father, from 1536 that features
the signature o f “M ichele di Santo M ichele da Verona” as a witness. Raffaello Brenzoni, “Una
sottoscrizione autografa di M .o M ichele e un aggiomamento della genealogia,” Studi S torici Luigi Simeoni
12 (1960): 47-52.
124 On Sanmicheli see: Howard Bums, Cristoph Liutpold Frommel and Lionello Puppi, M ichele
Sanmicheli: Architettura, lingaaggio e cultura artistica nel Cinquecento (Milan: Electa, 1995).
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for his work on the fortification o f Verona, the design o f a series o f magnificent palaces
for Veronese nobles and a few roundly criticized villas.125 Sanmicheli found a receptive
audience for his sculptural and richly ornamented buildings. Although Sanmicheli cannot
be identified as the designer o f the Villa Ramusa, he m ay have designed a ponticello or
little bridge for Ramusio across the Marsango River. Fracastoro composed a poem to
Ramusio and his villa, which he hoped Ramusio would inscribe on the arch o f the bridge.
According to Fracastoro, Sanmicheli told him that Ramusio “had set up in his Villa
Rannusa (sic) a lovely mill, and a beautiful little stone bridge across the M arsango.”126
Fracastoro and Sanmicheli were together at the house o f the Della Torre and were
reminiscing about the wonderful visits they had at R am usio’s villa. Sanmicheli also
favored the use o f balusters covering the lower portions o f upper story doors and
windows, which had the effect o f transforming aediculae into balconies as exemplified by
the facade o f the Palazzo Bevilacqua in Verona.127 [Figure 3.26] In many instances,
balustrades were employed across the range o f the faqade so that an active, plastic
horizontal band created a three-dimensional screen in front o f the regularly spaced
openings in the wall. In other cases, the balustrades were contained within the window
surround creating real or potential balconies. The Villa Ram usa first floor features a
single, central balcony that creates a focal point on the axis o f the house that reinforced

125 On Verona’s new fortifications see: Annamaria Conforti Calcagni, Le m um di Verona: La citta
e le sue difese dalla fondazione rom ana a U ’unitd d'Italia (Caselle di Sommacampagna: Cierre, 1999), 8399; On Sanmicheli’s villas see: A zzi Visentini 1995, 240ff.
126 Lettere di Diversi Autori, 773.
127 Good examples o f Sanmicheli’s preference for o f balusters on second floors appear in the
facades o f the Palazzo Bevilacqua (c. 1564), the Palazzo Honorij (c. 1555) and the Palazzo Lavezola
Pompei (c. 1551) in Verona. The villas attributed to Sanmicheli also feature very similar types o f
balustrades: eg. Villa del Bene at Volargne. David Hemsoll (Bum s et al, “Le ville de Sanmicheli,” 98) also
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the axial relationship between the building and the landscape introduced by the cart way
running underneath. [Figure 3.27] The balusters thin at the foot and neck, swelling
slightly where they join the windowsill and the base. They round out into bulbs, which
flank blocks with sides equal to the diameter o f the widest part o f the curvilinear upper
and lower portions. The four balusters stand within a frame o f the base, jam bs and a sill
for the tall, round-headed window above them. Sanmicheli used a variety o f baluster
types in his designs, so it is difficult to attribute these to him. As his consistent use o f
balustrades to decorate openings, however, was increasingly popular for elegant
residences, so their insertion into the central bay o f the first floor o f the Villa Ramusa
suggests that the building claimed to be a casa dominicale or casa di stato and, thus,
suitable for a wealthy and influential patron.
As mentioned earlier, Bruno served as Bembo’s secretary and was blessed, by the
end o f his life, with a steady income and granted the opportunity to travel easily
throughout the Veneto, stopping at the properties attached to each benefice and at the
villas o f his and B em bo’s friends.128 Bembo himself acknowledged Bruno as his personal
architect. What has never been considered is Bnino’s role in the introduction o f Raphael’s
vocabulary to Northern Italy. The powerful modeling o f the colonnade on the Palazzo
Bembo, however, indicates that a careful architect adapted Roman rustication to the
covered walkways peculiar to Padua, hi his inversion o f the Roman palace at the Palazzo
Bembo, Bruno translated the Roman type and produced a vernacular Paduan hybrid that
acknowledged local traditions o f domestic architecture while using the imported features

suggests that the Villa La Soranza incorporated balustrades in front o f the central five arches o f the pian o
nobile.
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to highlight the special character o f this suburban villa. Bruno, an active m em ber o f the
intellectual circle frequented by Ramusio in Padua, may have also inspired B em bo’s
friend to turn to ornament, and rusticated ornament in particular, as the sign o f a true
classical villa. The simplicity o f the decorative elements on the Villa Ram usa requires
little more than the hint o f an architect’s presence. Ramusio, equally conscientious in his
administrative, academic and scientific pursuits, understood the narrative possibilities o f
a ll’antica ornament. Since he was a close friend o f Bembo and, therefore, knew Bruno
and his work, it is unsurprising that Ramusio also chose to use earthy and powerful
rusticated masonry to ornament an entrance to his own villa.
Giambattista Ramusio served the Venetian government for decades as a secretary
to the Venetian Signoria, and eventually in 1554 became secretary to the Council o f
Ten.

129

His position provided the status and income necessary for investment in land and

the redesign o f a casa dominicale appropriate to his elevated cittadino status. His post as
the chief administrative officer o f the republic marked the pinnacle o f a noteworthy career
in government service. The apparent concord between nobles, the elected autocrats,
voting citizens and non-voting residents in the Serene Republic earned praise and
admiration from foreigners impressed with the well-oiled machine o f the Venetian
government. The recognition o f the talents o f the well-educated cittadini, not to mention
the proscriptions against particular activities for nobles, sponsored the foundation o f an
academy in Venice directed at the proper education o f enough citizens to provide clerical

128 Santoro, 13 n. 3.
129 Lane, 280 and Donattini, 81. On Ramusio see: Grande, “Le relazione...” 106ff.; Eugenia
Bevilacqua, “Geografi e cosmografi,” Storia della cultura veneta, Vol. 3/II: D al prim o quattrocento al
concilio d i Trento (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1980), 371-4.
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and administrative staff for the m assive bureaucracy o f the empire. The foundation in
classical languages and mathematics provided by the academies in Venice prepared
middle class and upper class citizens such as Ramusio to take up positions in the
republican administration.130 Ram usio’s education, however, appears to have taken him
far beyond the basic instruction offered at the Venetian schools. His penetrating analysis
o f the astronomical situation before and during the Nile flooding, for example, and his
work on the new maps o f the world painted for the Senate suggest that he had probably
studied natural philosophy, what w e might consider the sciences, at the Venetian state
university in Padua.
Ram usio’s education departed from the more typical studies o f a Venetian civil
servant. He apparently studied medicine at the University o f Padua, perhaps following in
the footsteps o f his uncle, Girolamo Ramusio, a well-known physician. In addition, he
m ay have benefited from the posting o f his uncle as physician to the Venetian
representative in Damascus, although reports that he accompanied Girolamo Ramusio on
his travels cannot be documented. He did travel as a member o f a Venetian embassy to
France in 1505 and served as a diplomat in Switzerland and Rome.131 Ramusio studied
both Greek and Latin at the Venetian Academy.132 At the University o f Padua he took
courses in natural philosophy, as pre-requisites for a degree in medicine, would have been

130 Palmer, 48-49. Palmer notes that the Scuola di S. Marco had “chairs which had been established
in the fifteenth century in connextion with the Chancellery.”
131 Grande, 107, n. 3; Donattini, 81.
132 Antonio del Piero, “Della vita e degli studi di Gio Battista Ramusio,” (Venezia: Visentini,
1902), 33 claims that Giambattista “not unaware o f eastern idioms” based on Marino Sanuto’s
characterization o f Ramusio as “an expert in oriental languages.” On Girolamo Ramusio see: Francesca
Lucchetta, “Girolamo Ramusio: Profilo Biografico,” Q u adern iper la stori dell'universitd di P adova 15
(1982): 1-60.
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a fellow student o f the young nobles, Andrea Navagero and Pietro Bem bo.133 A prolific
author and member o f the Aldine academy with Navagero, Ramusio compiled a massive
collection o f travelers’ accounts that included Marco Polo’s description o f his travels in
the Far East and the first map o f Tenochtitlan, or “Temestitan,” in the New W orld.134
Ram usio’s collection reflects the pervasive interest in the increasingly wide world, an
interest he shared with Navagero, Fracastoro and B em bo.135
The Villa Ramusa completed the picture o f a responsible and correct upper class
Venetian.136 By the middle o f the sixteenth century a proper suburban or country retreat
was de rigeur for an intellectual and appropriate for a high-ranking civil servant. His
investment in the Villa Ramusa was comparable to the efforts of early Venetian villa
owners to improve conditions at their luxury villas for extended stays or to increase the
yield o f the farmland attached to the typical country home. The personal interest which
Ramusio, according to Navagero’s letters, had in the design o f his gardens and orchards
indicated that the secretary participated wholeheartedly in the development o f his Paduan
estate.137 Clearly, the elevated status o f the scientific farmer, which Navagero had
recently begun to correlate with the intellectual but previously non-active country house

b3 D el Piero, 34; M. Cermenati, 16 n.2.
b4 Citations refer to the recent critical edition o f the N agazioni: V ol. VI, Marica Milanesi, ed.,
(Milan: Einaudi), 345-369.
bs Francesco Sansovino described Ramusio as the “ultimate Cosmographer” and the “new Strabo
or Ptolemy o f this century.” Venetia, cittii nobilissima et singolare, descritta in XIII libri (Venice:
Martinioni, 1663), 598, (facs. lpt. 1968). On Tenochtitlan and Venice see: Lillian Armstrong, “Benedetto
Bordon, M iniator, and Cartography in Early Sixteenth-Century V enice,” Imago M undi 48 (1996): 82-83;
Denis Cosgrove, “Mapping N ew Worlds: Culture and Cartography in Sixteenth-Century V enice,” Imago
Mundi 44 (1992): 83.
136 Donattini suggests that Ramusio’s investment was atypical for a cittadino and reflected his
admiration for and close ties to nobles such as Bembo and Navagero, 91-94.
137 Ibid., 95-97. Donattini believes that the Ramusio’s acquisition o f terraferma property that more
than doubled his holdings during his lifetime should be interpreted as conscious investment strategy.
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owner, appealed to the nephew of a famous physician who had studied natural philosophy
at Padua.
The impact o f Navagero’s travels had repercussions for members o f his circle.
Ramusio, the willing overseer of changes to the Villa Selva and the Villa Navagero on
Murano as described in Chapter Two, was a respected m em ber o f a small group o f villa
owners that took an active interest in both the planting o f their formal gardens and
orchards and in the importation o f new and exotic cultivars to the Veneto. The
increasingly profitable cultivation o f the Ramusio property detailed in the tax assessment
written and signed by his son Paolo, noteworthy because o f the more typical devaluation
o f their holdings featured in Venetian documents of this sort, suggests that new arrivals
and more intensive studies contributed to the changing face o f the Venetian territory. The
Villa Ramusa also reveals the fruits o f the marriage o f scientific fascination and Venetian
mercantile instinct. According to Massimo Donattini, R am usio’s investment in a trading
venture with Oviedo and Alvise Priuli “paid propitious dividends” and m ay have
provided funds for the purchase of some 155 campi from Andrea Contarini adjacent to
the 200 campi that had made up the Villa Ram usa.138 Moreover, the fact that
Giambattista’s neighbor to the west, Piero Berton, described the bordering property as a
“spagniola” raises questions about the identification o f the newest methods o f farming
with recent imports from outside the Veneto and, more importantly, from Spain and the
Spanish colonies in the New W orld.139

138 Ibid., 95-96.
139 ASPad., Estimo d e ll’1518, b. 350, f. 354r.: “In villa di Campo S. Martin, L. 54 - Campo uno e
mezo, orrarj chiamata la spagniola asera m. zuanbapta ramusio e asera pine la via...”
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The colossal achievement o f Ram usio’s career was the collecting, editing and
publication o f the multi-volume Navigcizioni e viaggi.140 The compendium o f travelogues,
histories and analyses introduced sixteenth-century readers to parts o f the globe long
relegated to myths and legends. The principle behind the massive project was the delivery
o f the latest information about the poorly known or unknown lands now being explored
by soldiers, merchants and scientists. Ramusio him self had been abroad. During his
lifetime, he contributed to the preparation o f his uncle’s translation o f Avicenna’s Canon
(Oa ’nun), utilizing the unfinished material he inherited.141 Although neither his work on
the Canon nor his contributions and comments that introduce or frame segments o f the
collection explicitly state that he him self was a first-hand observer o f customs or
conditions in foreign climes, other historians have argued that Ramusio had traveled
widely with his uncle in the Middle East and perhaps accompanied him to Egypt and to
Spain.142 While Ramusio did not anchor his own comments to personal experience, he
made clear his preference for the eyewitness account. Ramusio declared that what is
known after careful and direct study will and should supersede the muddy and often
contradictory positions taken by ancients such as Ptolemy and Pliny.143 This statement
was in tune with the m odem practice o f medicine as understood by his uncle and
reaffirmed by the Islamic teachers Girolamo Ramusio studied with in Syria and

140 Giovanni Battista Ramusio, Navigcizioni e viaggi (Venice: Giunta, 1556).
141 Lucchetta, 48, notes that Girolamo’s son and heir, Orlando Antonio, died young and that his
“spiritual heir” was his nephew, Paolo’s son, Giambattista.
142 Grande, 107.
143 Laven, 177-180. Laven points out the relationship between Aristotle and first-hand observation,
but reminds his reader that “if Aristotelianism provided a method, Platonism produced an inspiration,” 180.
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completely in accord with the fundamentally Aristotelian natural philosophy which we
find in the works o f Bembo and Fracastoro.
“M y most excellent Lord,” Ramusio wrote Fracastoro in the opening paragraph o f
his “Discourse on the Rising of the Nile River,”
there were diverse and varied opinions among the ancient writers on the
sources o f the Nile, and on the way in which each year in the summer, at a
time determined by the solstice, when the other rivers are on the verge o f
being dry or have very little water, that only then does [the Nile] begin to
rise, and for forty days it is swollen and inundates and floods all the land
o f Egypt.144
The numerous citations o f ancient sources on the annual Nile floods indicate that
Ramusio, and presumably his correspondent Fracastoro, knew the classical literature well.
W hat is remarkable is the use of these sources merely to set the stage as the “ignorant”
remarks o f “some intellectuals” who were handicapped by a lack o f good reports from
Egypt.145 “Inasmuch as” Ramusio had in his possession the account o f Francesco
A lvarez’s voyage to the court of Prester John in Abyssinia, “a diligent man” could begin
to consider the Nile flooding based upon more concrete evidence o f the topography and
hydrology o f the Nile valley and the still mysterious headwaters o f the great river.146 The
details o f the debate over Etesian winds, tides, snow melt and rainfall have little to do
with the course o f the Venetian villa, nevertheless, we should appreciate the breadth o f
knowledge o f climate, natural science and astronomy exhibited by Ramusio as he
introduced and debunked a series o f ancient authors about the probable origin o f the
rising waters o f the Nile, hi his conclusion Ramusio states his position:

144

Ramusio, Navigazioni, Vol. II, 391.

145Ibid.
146 Ibid.
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This is as much as one can read in the books o f Diodorus, where there are
m any parts, other than the inquisition into this flooding, worthy o f the
sublime genius of Your Excellency, which you have illustrated, and I may
say liberally, all the motions o f the heavens, and many other beautiful parts
o f philosophy, contrary to the opinions o f the ancients, and appropriately
enough rem ove from the eyes the obfuscation o f many erroneous
imaginations that they have made about this globe the earth.147
Ramusio lauded Fracastoro for his recent work on the movements of the stars and on the
solar system, published by the Veronese doctor in his Homocentrica.I48 He also
applauded Diodorus Siculus for having the good sense to collect and preserve the varied
opinions about the Nile flooding.149 For Ramusio the classical collections provided a
good model for a m odem editor interested in increasing the storehouse o f knowledge
about the world. Ramusio, grateful for Diodorus’ assistance, takes the edge o ff o f his
criticism o f the authors included in the compendium, yet he gently chides his reader to
remember that the best efforts o f many ancient writers pale in comparison with the
quantum leaps m ade by Renaissance scholars and scientists.
The age o f exploration boded well for the continued rewriting o f the Book o f Nature, but
other forces resisted progress, institutions like the Church and the Hellenist physicians
who slowed the pace o f scientific inquiry and burdened astronomers like Fracastoro and
his friend Copernicus under the weight o f approved biblical or classical definitions.
Ramusio acknowledges the tightrope walked by the avant-garde,

147 Ibid., 404-405.
148 Ibid. According to Ramusio, Fracastoro’s “sublime genius...has illustrated...the motion o f the
heavens and many other important parts o f philosophy, against the opinion o f the ancients.” Girolamo
Fracastoro, Hieronym i F racastorii Homocentrica, eiusdem De Causis criticorum dierwn p er ea qu in nobis
sunt (Venice, 1538).
149 Ibid., 396: “So Your Excellency can hear the thoughts o f the ancients on this matter, it is not out
o f turn to listen to Diodorus Siculus, who with some diligence brought together all o f their opinions and
spoke o f them in the middle o f the first book o f his history.”
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And just as we read that it was fatal for Hercules to remove many
monsters that destroyed the world, so 1 think it may be fatal for any to lift
the darkness o f so many false opinions that still today dim the light and,
thus, destroy the minds o f men o f our century, o f whom there is no doubt
that, invited by your writings, they will be resolved to want to again
discover any part untouched, that then at last everything will redound to
the benefit o f scholars.150
The discovery o f the New World proved that the picture o f the world painted by
students o f Ptolemy had been incom plete.151 Ramusio’s magnum opus permitted early
m odem geographers to escape the limits imposed upon fifteenth-century mapmakers by
their Greek and Roman predecessors. He recognized the inaccuracy in earlier theories
about the habitable zones and the extent o f the Great Sea Ocean beyond the Pillars of
Hercules. “After this new discovery o f the W est Indies,” he wrote, “it is known clearly
how much all the ancient philosophers with their wisdom and great speculation were
m isled.” 152 In the preface to the third volume o f the Navigazioni, which he dedicated to
his old friend Fracastoro, he posed a question for all “reasonable” men: why would “the
supreme and divine Fabricator [who] has disposed o f everything with much artifice”
leave part o f the globe empty? Furthermore, would the sun and stars travel over sea and
empty land?153 The intrepid explorers who were lifting the veil o f obscurity from
Renaissance eyes proved that the globe o f the earth was peppered with lands and peoples
totally unknown to earlier geographers.

150 Ibid., 405.
151 Ramusio’s multi-volume collection “appearing in one huge folio volume after another, finally
severed the last remaining bond between modem Italians and the authoratative ancient geographers,
Ptolemy and Strabo.” Cochrane, 1988, 90.
152 Navigazioni, Vol. 3, 9: “...e che per questo nuovo scoprir dell’Indie occidentali non si conosca
chiaramente quanto tutti gli antichi filosofi con le lor sapienze e gran speculazioni si siano ingannati...”
153 Ibid., 6-9.
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The promise o f the new discoveries more than compensated for the staggering
blow struck against ancient authority. Ramusio was determined to catalogue as much new
information as he could. Similarly, he contributed to the advancement o f mapmaking as a
m em ber o f the community o f geographers who collaborated with the best-known
cartographer in Venice, Giacomo Gastaldi.1M As an agent o f the Venetian government,
Ramusio commissioned Gastaldi to prepare maps o f the world for the D oge’s Palace.155
He also included illustrations and m aps in the Navigazioni, offering his readers a look at
the exotic animals and plants discussed in the selections as well as the landmasses, rivers
and cities. Ramusio claimed that Gastaldi’s maps were made at Fracastoro’s behest to
“satisfy the needs o f students” o f natural philosophy.156 The relationship between
Fracastoro, Ramusio and Oviedo proved fruitful for Gastaldi and for Venetian
mapmakers in general. The Spaniard sent disegni along with the text o f his Sommario.

157

These images were welcome grist to the mill and reassured Ramusio and Gastaldi that
there had been egregious errors in m aps based on Ptolemy and other ancient
geographers.158

154 On Gastaldi see: Bevilacqua, 365-368; Grande, 183-197;
155 Cosgrove 1992, 74.
156 Navigazione, Vol. 3, 16: “non ho voluto mancar di non obedir a ’ suoi comandamenti, e ho fatto
che messer Giacomo de’ Gastaldi piamontese, cosmografo eccellente, n’ha ridotto in picciol compasso uno
universale, e poi quello in quattro tavole diviso, con quella cura e diligenza ch’egli ha potuto maggiore,
accioche gli studiosi lettori vegghino di quanto per mezzo di V.E. se n ’ha avuto notizia. Conciosiacosache,
sapendosi in Spagna e in Francia il piacer grande che ella ha di questa nuova parte del mondo, e come ella
medesima di sua mano spesse volte ne suol far disegni, tutti gli uomini letterati ogni giom o la fanno
partecipe di qualche discoprimento...”
157 Ibid.
158 Ibid., 16, n. 12. Milanesi includes a passage from the 1556 edition that was omitted from the
1606 edition that provided the basis for her critical edition: “le prime tavole che furono mai fatte di
cosmografia non furono cosi perfette e giuste come quelle che dapoi uscirono, legghino Tolomeo, che
disputa molto copiosamente contra Marino tirio matematico, il quale avea date fuori molte tavole di
geografia piene d ’errori...”
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Venice was at the center o f the development o f cartography in early modem
Europe.159 One o f the most remarkable maps o f the early Renaissance had been created by
Fra Mauro at the Camaldolan Monastery o f S. Michele on M urano.160 [Figure 3.28] Fra
M auro’s Mappcimondo took the form o f a circle in a square and incorporated features like
Cape Verde, reached by Bartolomeo Diaz in 1445.161 The geometry imposed on maps
echoed medieval arguments for the divine harmony o f the universe and the mathematical
relationships that the Creator established. Ptolemy’s successful application of
mathematical concepts to the mapping o f the habitable areas o f the ancient world
indicated that the unassailable logic o f creation might reveal itself to Christians and
pagans alike.162 Ramusio and Fracastoro never departed from the acceptable admission
that the world had its origin in the reason and at the hands o f God. The variety which
recent discoveries elaborated proved “incomprehensible compared to the smallness o f
human genius.” 163
Giacomo Gastaldi represents the acme o f Venetian Renaissance mapm aking.164
His superb maps delivered state o f the art geography to an audience o f Senators and civil

159 Lane, 275-277, Cosgrove, 1992, Leo Bagrow, H istoiy o f Cartography, rev. ed. R. A. Skelton
(Chicago: Precedent Publishing, 1985), 105 and 136.
160 Lamer, 148-9 and 193; Bagrow, 72-73; Juergen Schulz, La cartografia tra scienze e arte: Carte
e cartografi rtel Rinascimento italiano (Ferrara: Franco Cosimo Panini Editore, 1990), 30-31.
161 Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice, c. 1459-60. Eugenia Bevilacqua, 360.
162 Samuel Y. Edgerton, Jr., “From Mental Matrix to M appamundi to Christian Empire: The
Heritage o f Ptolemaic Cartography in the Renaissance,” in Art and Cartography: Six H istorical Essays,
David Woodward, ed. (Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 1987), 10-50.
163 Navigazioni, Vol. 3, 9.
164 On Gastaldi and his maps see: Francesc Relano, “Against Ptolemy: The Significance o f the
Lopes-Pigafetta Map o f Africa,” Imago Mundi 47 (1995): 52-62; Bagrow, 136-137; Roberto Almagia,
“Intomo ad un grande mappamondo perduto di Giacomo Gastaldi (1561),” B ibliofdia 41, ds. 7-8 (1939):
259-266; idem., “Cristoforo Sorte, il primo grande cartografo della Repubblica di Venezia,” in
K artographische Studien-Haackfestschrift, H. Lautensach and H. R. Fischer, eds (Gotha, 1957), 7ff;
Stefano Grande, Le carte d'Am erica di Giacomo G astaldi (Turin, 1905); idem ., N otizie sulla vita e sulla
o p e r e d i Giacomo Gastaldi (Turin: Clausea, 1902).
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servants at the Ducal Palace. [Figure 3.29] A more intriguing aspect of the new
geography would be the development of surveying and mapmaking under the aegis o f the
Provveditori o f the Beni Inculti and the Savi cille A cq u e}63 Gastaldi is at the apex o f a
surveying and imaging technique as an agent o f the Venetian bureaucracy that ordered
vedute or views o f the mainland from periti or appraisers in the course o f the agricultural
transformation o f the terraferma. After Gastaldi the m ost famous perito is Cristoforo
Sorte, a mapmaker and artist whose birds’ eye views and Osservcizioni on painting
succeed in blurring the line between pragmatic engineer and refinedpittore

, 166

Sorte’s

most beautiful works offer a glimpse at the changing shape o f the villa in the Veneto even
though their primary purpose was the documentation o f structures, property lines and
watercourses.167 [Figure 3.30] The unexpected charm o f many o f the surveyors’ plans or
disegni has more in common with the illustrations o f cities compiled in volumes such as
Braun and Hogenberg’s Civitatis Orbis Terrarum than with the dull, dry and succinct
requests submitted with the maps to the Venetian review boards. The vast improvement
in techniques o f mapmaking and the increasing subtlety of the artistry provides scholars
with an attractive picture o f the bonificazione o f Venetian territory. Since the more
sensitive images appeared contemporaneously with the rising popularity o f country life

165 Denis Cosgrove, “The Geometry o f Landscape: Practical and Speculative Arts in SixteenthCentury Venetian Land Territories,” in The Iconography o f Landscape: Essays on the Symbolic
Representation, Design and Use o f Past Environments, Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels, eds. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1988), 254-276.
166 On Sorte see: Juergen Schulz, “New maps and landscape drawings by Cristoforo Sorte,”
Mitteilungen des kunsthistorischen instutiut.es in Florenz 20 (1976): 107-26; Giuliana M azzi, “La
repubblica e uno strumento per il dominio,” in Architettura e utopia nella Venezia del cinquencento (Milan:
Electa, 1980), 59-62; Giuseppe Conforti, “Cristoforo Sorte,” in Brugnoli and Sandrini, 177-183; Cosgrove
1993, 167-182.
167 Eg. ASV, Savi ed esecutori alle acque, d. 5, Disegno for the irrigation o f the province o f
Treviso, 1556; ASV, Beni inculti, Verona, m.48 d.8: “V iew o f the Villa Serego near Gargagnago,” 1591.
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and villeggiatura, Gastaldi and his colleagues served not only as agents o f the regulatory
arm o f the republic but also as purveyors o f the gracious and superior ambience o f estates
far from the salty embrace o f the lagoon.
The startling discoveries came to Ramusio’s attention by way o f contacts made
with Spaniards by Navagero. He appears to have been prepared to analyze and
dissem inate information about the latest findings thanks to his earlier travels with his
father in the M iddle East and around the Mediterranean. Best known o f the travelogues
included in the Navigazioni was the account o f Marco Polo’s adventures in the Far East.
However, the updated version o f the medieval narrative surely has less to do with the
changing course o f the Venetian economy than did the history o f the Indies delivered to
Ramusio by Navagero. The two versions o f this text surfaced in Venice during or shortly
after Andrea’s embassy and were accompanied by strange fruits, seeds and plant
specimens brought back from the New World. Unfortunately for Ramusio and Venice,
the strategies for properly acclimatizing foreign plants was rudimentary and m ost o f the
more exotic plants described in Oviedo’s History only graced European collections in
images or as dried study objects. Several o f the major food crops identified by Oviedo
and other Spaniards, including Pietro Martire, did make the crossing well and found the
conditions in Europe to their liking.168 Among these are the potato, maize or sweet com,
the tomato and the pepper.169

168 James Trager, The Food Chronology (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1995), 84-85.
169 The widespread cultivation o f rice and maize (also known as sweet corn) in the Veneto has a
checkered history as an alternative to traditional grains. Com did not become a staple until the late
eighteenth century, a fact pointed out by an Italian agronomer who claimed that “in the year 1715, which the
old folks have always called the year o f the famine, when this foodstuff was not yet used, then you would
have seen poor families o f peasants go o ff in winter to feed on the roots o f grass... and cook them and eat
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These vegetables comprise the backbone o f m odem Italian cooking and certainly
provided a welcome addition to a diet consisting o f meat, poultry, fish, dairy, root
vegetables and grains.170 The significance o f the dramatic change in the Italian diet has
been overstated for simplicities sake. There can be no doubt, however, that the Venetian
intervention in the terraferma coincided w ith the transformation o f the culinary
landscape. Chapter One introduced one o f the proponents o f bonificazione, Alvise
Comaro; and we have seen how he had coupled his assertions about the health benefits of
active involvement in agriculture, versus the contemplative pursuits which earlier villa
retreats involved, with extensive thoughts on the diet m ost conducive to a long life.171
The finer points o f putrefaction in snails and the cold and moist qualities o f lettuce
obscure the simple observation that moderation, especially for physically active
specimens, is the key to good health. Alternative diets based upon Galen and Hippocrates
continued to appear in early m odem Italy, but C om aro’s longevity - he wrote his treatise
when he was some seventy-odd years old - bolstered his claims for a balanced diet,
limited consumption o f alcoholic beverages and a good daily walk or ride across the
extensive lands o f one’s splendid villa.172
The specialties o f Venetian or northeastern Italian cuisine reinforce the important
link between tastes, agricultural experimentation and exploration. Where the majority o f

them.” Felipe Fernandez-Amesto, Food: A H istory (London: Macmillan, 2001), 202. Rice, introduced by
the Spanish to Pisa in 1468 (Trager, 78), was increasingly cultivated in the provinces o f Verona and
Vicenza, a fact supported by the large number o f requests filed with the Beni Inculti to redirect water to
flood fields for risiculture.
170 There has not been little published on the early modem Italian diet. For general comments
about the Southern European diet see: Kenneth F. Kiple and Kreimhild Conee Ornelas, eds. The Cambridge
World H istory o f Food, Vol. 2 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 1203-1210.
171 Comaro, La vita sobria.
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Italians get their carbohydrates in bread and pasta produced from wheat, Venetians and
inhabitants o f the terrciferma Veneto consume rice in the form o f risotto and maize
(American com) as polenta.173 Com, a grain otherwise considered fodder for livestock in
Europe, is a staple o f the Veneto peasant’s diet.174 That this is so underscores the
tremendous success Venetian farmers had in introducing the hardy and flavorful
American import to the Veneto. Similarly, the remarkable support for interventionist
hydrological engineering, which drained marshes to provide fields for the cultivation o f
grains like com, had as its second component an appreciation for the use o f redirected
waters to flood fields for risiculture.175 The impact o f Ram usio’s decision to accumulate
land in the province o f Paduan is impossible to determine from archival sources;
however, the growth o f the property from Ram usio’s 1557 testament figure o f 200 campi
to the 310 campi his son Paolo noted in the Venetian Decimo o f 1580 indicates that at
minimum, the family property was turning a profit and the land proved attractive enough

172 On Renaissance dietary theory see: Ken Albala, Eating Right in the R enaissance (Berkeley:
University o f California Press, 2002).
173 Italian sixteenth-century adults consumed, on average, 650 grams o f bread a day, more than two
and a half times the maximum o f 261 grams consumed in Sicily in 1981 and four times the 156 grams o f
bread eaten per day in Trentino (Cochrance 1988, 182). The lower numbers for the Northern province
reflect the importance o f com and rice in the modem northern Italian diet.
174 On maize, granturco or American com see: Beltrami, 21-30; Sereni, 180-183; Messedaglia;
and Femandez-Armesto, 200-202. Femandez-Armesto argues that “the spread o f maize...[was] a slow
business” because it “was unsuitable for the climate o f much o f the best land [in Europe] and unpalatable to
the people o f much o f the rest” who found its “provenance. ..tainted” and reserved it for fodder. “Its period
o f ‘take-off into widespread, large-scale acceptance was the eighteenth century” (201). Lane, 132, claims
that widespread cultivation o f com was slow to take hold and only in the seventeenth century did com
supplement or replace the cheaper grains, millet and rye, that supplied calories for early modem peasants.
On the other hand, Cosgrove 1993, 47 and 119, argues that fairly shortly after its introduction in 1554 in the
Polesine “from mid century, the peasant staple o f maize {granturco)... began to replace traditional small
grains like sorghum and millet in the diet o f the contadini.”
175 On risiculture see: Cosgrove 1993, 47 and 159-161. Lane, 124, suggests that rice and corn were
extremely important in the Veneto in the eighteenth century according to Carlo Antonio Manin: “Thanks to
the cultivation o f rice, beans, and com in addition to wheat, the Venetian domains could not only feed
themselves but export foodstuffs.”
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to warrant the acquisition o f neighboring properties.176 The agricultural use o f the Villa
Ram usa appears to have been split into land for grain cultivation, pasturage, and orchards,
which surprisingly enough included oak trees. The planting o f these hardwood trees can
be explained by the value attached to pork as a typical inclusion on the ledger of any
agricultural property in the Veneto. Pigs seem to thrive on acorns, which keep well during
the winter, so it is wise to not draw conclusions about acom-eating habits in the Veneto
as a sign o f a salutary return to the easy life o f the mythological Golden A ge.177
The picture o f a valuable and salutary villa presented by the surviving documents
and images from later survey maps o f the area around Paviola sets the Villa Ramusa
firmly in the rapidly developing landscape o f the sixteenth-century terraferma.
G iam battista’s activity as a geographer, fanner and businessman subtly shade the pleasant
picture o f a charming country house with an air of the experimental and exotic, ultimately
creating a villa with a landscape akin to the botanical gardens developed by Navagero. It
is frankly impossible to be certain that Ramusio cultivated the new plants introduced to
Italy by Navagero. Furthermore, there is no proof that either o f these men did more than
look at and enjoy the early fruits o f Spanish exploration in the New World. There is

116A Veronese campo measures roughly 3000 square meters or three-quarters o f an acre, Peter
Musgrave, Land and Economy in Baroque Italy: Valpolicella, 1630-1797 (London: Leicester University
Press, 1992), iv. The campo is subdivided into twenty-four vanezze that consist o f thirty tavole,
Piergiovanni Mometto, L 'azienda agricola Barbarigo a Carpi: Gestione ecomnomia ed evoluzione sociale
sulle terre di un villaggio della bassa pianura Veronese (1443-1539) (Venice: Cardo, 1992), 4.
177 Flour produced from acorns and chestnuts supplement the diet in difficult times.
“Chestnuts...were often described as peasant food,” Kiple, 1209. Acorns could be made into dense bread,
and “Anyone who could get bread made o f acorns or beans was not one o f the unfortunate” in “years with
little wheat,” Femandez-Armesto, 202. David Coffin’s (Coffin 1979, 358) analysis o f the fountain
iconography at the Villa Lante at Bagnaia reminds us o f the connection between acorns and the mythical
Golden A ge “extolled by classical poets, for as Ovid relates: “The first age was golden And content with
foods produced without constraint, they gathered the fruit o f the arbute tree and mountain berries...and
acorns which had fallen from the broad tree o f Jupiter.” (M etamorphoses, I, 89-112)
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evidence, however, that Ramusio did believe in the investment potential o f the Spanish
Colonies and that his association with an influential Spanish administrator, in turn, left its
mark, in some way, on the Padovana.
Gonzalo Fernandez de Oviedo y Valdes, author o f the Natural and General
H istory o f the Indies, was one o f the Spanish colonial governors introduced to Andrea
Navagero during his time in Spain.

178

Navagero’s responsibility for the translation and

delivery o f Oviedo’s material to Venice and Ramusio, who included both the shorter
summary and the full history in the third volume of his Navigazioni, was discussed in
Chapter Two. Oviedo’s continued correspondence with Ramusio, Pietro Bembo and
Girolamo Fracastoro indicates that these men not only enjoyed the continued friendship
o f the Spanish governor o f Hispaniola but that they remained interested in the news from
the New World. One fascinating document survives in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana that
shows that these men were linked by more than a common interest in natural philosophy
and geography.

17 0

In 1538 Oviedo formed an investment company with Ramusio and

another Venetian, Antonio Priuli who was a Procurator o f San Marco at the tim e.180 “The
above-mentioned parties have formed a company for six full years that commence and
ran from the first o f January 1538 and will be complete on the last day o f the year 1543
whether [there has been] loss or gain.. .” ISI Priuli advanced the modest sum o f 400 ducats
to purchase Italian and Venetian merchandise which the partners shipped to Santo
Domingo where they expected to resell the goods and use the funds to buy “liquors and

178 On Oviedo see: Gerbi; Lopez deM enese; Lamer, 161-162.
179 Gerbi cites a copy o f the lost original: Biblioteca Ambrosiana, cod. misc. S. 99 Sup. and
publishes a full transcription and translation, 411-416.
180 Ibid., 170-173.
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sugars” for sale in Cadiz, Spain. No further documents or discussion o f this business
venture have come to light. Thus, the success or failure o f one o f the first Italian ventures
to turn away from the m ore traditional markets of the East remains a mystery. The map
Ramusio and Giacomo Gastaldi prepared in 1553 for the Doge’s audience hall in the
Palazzo Ducale revisited the idea of the new horizons offered Venetian merchants. An
inscription claimed, “In the year 1550 a laden Venetian merchant ship passed by the
Moluccas heading for the renowned Manilla in the Phillipines. It is unclear whether it
passed through the Straits o f Magellan or around the Cape o f Good Hope. Either way is
was a remarkable enterprise.” 182 Although most Venetians continued to channel their
investment into the traditional trade with Middle Eastern partners, Ramusio and Priuli
tried at the very least to take advantage o f the unparalleled knowledge of conditions in
New Spain possessed by their partner, Oviedo. Again, the lack o f information makes for
simple speculation regarding motives. Ramusio’s early exposure to the fruits o f the New
W orld and his involvement in the unique trading partnership, however, conjure up an
image o f an ambitious and able man determined to harness all the means and resources at
his disposal to supplement his income without jeopardizing has well-earned social status.
In addition, the likelihood that this business venture provided at least some of the money
used by Ramusio to increase the size of the Villa Ramusa property, and that the contact
with Hispaniola was memorialized in a stretch o f land at the edge o f his fields called a
“spagniola,” indicates that the remarkable business venture and Ram usio’s fascination
with the New World left their mark on the Venetian terrciferma.

181 Bib. Amb., cod. misc. S. 99 Sup.; cit. in Ramusio, Navigazioni, Vol. 2., 1979, 961.
182 Cit. in N avigazioni, 1979, 962.
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The lifelong friendship between Ramusio and Fracastoro resulted in a num ber o f
trips to the latter’s Villa at Incaffi, located west o f Verona within sight o f Lake G arda.183
The voluminous correspondence between the two polymaths covered astronomy,
medicine and poetry, not surprising considering their well-rounded education at Padua
and their friendships with Nicholas Copernicus and Marc Antonio Della Torre.184
Veronese nobles, distant from the mainstream o f Venetian politics and economics, have
been traditionally considered members o f a resistant hereditary feudal aristocracy which
found itself on the receiving end o f a series o f appointed governors dispatched to oversee
the management, and taxation, o f the province.185 The nature o f intellectual life in the
republic makes this simple stereotype untenable. W ithin Verona there was a great deal o f
intellectual and social traffic with pillars of Venetian society as a result o f their equal use
o f the University o f Padua because it was the only bastion o f higher learning approved by
the Venetian Senate and open to citizens o f the Republic. Scions o f the Della Torre
family and Fracastoro were only a few o f the Veronese elite who rubbed elbows with
Venetians like Navagero and Bembo at Padua. Acquaintance bred respect and fostered
closer ties between a select group o f Veronese families and Venice.
One such relationship was the friendship between the brothers o f the famous
physician M arc Antonio Della Torre and Andrea Navagero. Another was the friendship
between Fracastoro, Navagero and Ramusio. Ram usio’s acceptance into Veronese society

183 Ramusio mentions one particular visit to Fracastoro’s “amenable and delectable” villa “called
Caffi” in his “Discourse on the Spice Trade,” Ibid., 979.
184 Many o f the letters between Ramusio and Fracastoro are included in the 1560 collection:
Lettere d i XIII Huomini illustri... (Venice: Francesco Lorenzini, 1560).
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is somewhat surprising considering his cittadino status; but his early training as a doctor
and the common ground this established between him, Fracastoro and the Della Torre
eliminated the hurdles. Giambattista Ramusio found a hospitable Verona at his disposal,
staying on numerous occasions in the palaces and villas o f his Veronese colleagues.186 In
turn, Verona and her leading citizens had a strong voice in the capital that had the ear o f
the Venetian Council o f Ten. The success which particular Veronese requests for water
rights met with before Venetian departments was not due only to R am usio’s intervention,
but one can only imagine the influence of the highest-ranking civil servant on groups of
senators who found themselves debating the merits o f a new irrigation ditch or the
diversion o f yet another stream in the Valpolicella.
Ram usio’s good fortune in sowing the seeds of lifelong friendships with the Della
Torre, in particular, had a tremendous impact on the education o f his son, Paolo. The only
son o f Giambattista and Franceschina Navagero was taken under the w ing o f Giovanni
Battista Della Torre and his brother Raim ondo.187 As his godparents, they counted him a
m ember o f their household and educated him alongside their own children.188 The
ultimate importance o f this family bond has never been fully explored, but it stands to
reason that Paolo’s edition o f Navagero’s Viaggio in 1563 would have found a welcome

185 On the Veronese nobility see: Paola Lanaro, ‘“Essere famiglia di consiglio’: Social Closure and
Economic Change in the Veronese Patriciate o f the Sixteenth Century,” Renaissance Studies 8, no. 4 (Dec.
1994): 428-438.
186 Grande, 112.
187 D el Piero, 14 n.2. The name o f Giambattista’s wife is mentioned in a document in the Archivio
di Stato di Padova: Archivio Civico Antico, P rove di N obiltd, b. 76, f. 12.
188 ASVer, Testamenti, m. 129 n. 240, Testament o f Raimondo Della Torre o f August 28, 1537:
“M ag.co D. Jo. Baptista Ramusio secretario Ill.mi. suij veneti intimio et antiqua amico...Paul filij na[tura]lis
dicte D, Jobap.ti ligitimati...idem Paulus beniqua acceptator in domo et educat- gubernit- et instruct- sub
vadu curu...”
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audience among the Della Torre and their circle.189 Paolo’s comfortable position in
Veronese circles may also explain the dedication of the edition to Lepido Malaspina, an
abbot and member o f a titled family with ties to the Medici and the Della Torre.190
W hatever the reason for the Malaspina dedication, Paolo’s ownership o f N avagero’s
manuscript made it available to the Veronese nobility long before the description o f the
Islamic gardens was disseminated across Italy and Europe.
The stratification o f Renaissance society normally segregated merchants, nobles
and peasants. The villa and the concept o f villeggiatura appealed both to old money in the
persons o f the titled nobility and to the newer money o f merchants, bankers and
businessmen. These men followed the lead o f their social betters and invested their
capital in land. In the process, the Republic included an upper class o f senators and
citizens who marked their success or station with the construction or acquisition o f a
country house.191 The move to an agricultural economy during the early m odem period
did not foster closer relationships between the moneyed classes and the peasants. What
did alter the dynamic, reflected in the new image o f country life described in a number of
books, poems and plays which characterized the pleasant and profitable aspects o f
farming and cast farmers as sensible and sensitive creators or managers, was the
ennobling o f the hard work o f planting, plowing and pruning by natural philosophy or
botanical science.

189 The 1563 Farri edition was produced from the copy left to Giambattista Ramusio and
subsequently posessed by Paolo who apparently prepared Navagero’s letters for publication. Farri, the
printer, claimed that his “faithful” adaptation was based upon text “already written in the hand o f the
Magnificent M. Gio. Batt. Ramusio, who was Secretary o f the Illustrious Council o f X , and that then arrived
in the hands o f the honored M. Paolo his s o n ,... [who] wished to bring it to light,” Navagero, Viaggio, 1563
ed., ii.
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Giambattista Ramusio embodied the intellectual and reasonable Venetian
administrator. Similarly, his interest in geography, medicine and agriculture reflected the
conventional wisdom that had recently elevated farming to the status o f art.192 The
practice o f scientific agriculture by the learned farmer echoed Creation when the farmer
transformed a barren waste into a field o f com. In his will, Ramusio left all his
possessions, his town house in Padua and his villa to his “most delightful, natural &
legitimate son Paolo.” 193 He mentions that his father had purchased some land and its
appurtenances in Paviola. He had acquired additional lands, which he now called the
“villa ramusa.” 194 The bequest does not discuss in detail the villa or its appointment. For
more information about the Villa Ramusa we must wait several years for Paolo’s tax
assessment included in the Decimo o f the Dieci Savi. We have already noted that Paolo
had increased his father’s estate by about a third from the 200 campi mentioned in
Giambattista’s will. The annual rent, which appeared to serve the purposes o f the

™ Ibid., i.
191 Donattini, 91-94.
192 The scholarship on the categories o f art and science is vast. For examples relevant to the debate
in the sixteenth-century Veneto see: Antonino Poppi, La Dottrina della scienza in Giacomo Zabarella
(Padua: Antenore, 1972), 296-313; R. K. French; and Heikki Mikkeli. The distinction between art and
science in early modem Italy was important. Fifteenth and sixteenth-century writings concerned with the
separation o f craft or technical skill, arte, from intellectual activity, scientia, frequently identified farming
or agriculture as an art. The difficulty arises when architecture, medicine and music, among other
disciplines proved difficult to locate purely in one camp or the other. On music see: Arm Moyer, Musica
Scientia: M usical Scholarship in the Italian Renaissance (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1992), esp. the
discussion o f the theories o f Gioseffo Zarlino, 210-225. Solutions frequently permitted aspects o f
performance or execution to reside in the realm o f arte while the creative or directing impulse crossed the
divide into the realm o f scienza. The implication that the “art” o f agriculture by men like Longueil involved
analysis supports an argument that the barrier between art and science was not impermeable, a point made
in Chapter One regarding medicine, anatomy, pharmacology and botanical science and reinforced by Alvise
Comaro’s discussion o f the importance o f reason in architecture. See also: W illiam Newman, “The
Homunculus and His Forebears: Wonders o f Art and Nature,” 323-326 and Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann,
“Empiricism and Community in Early Modern Science and Art: Some Comments on baths, Plants, and
Courts,” 404-405, both in N atural Particulars: Nature and the Disciplines in Renaissance Europe,
Anthony Grafton and Nancy Siraisi, eds. (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1999).
193 ASV, Testamenti, b. 1209, f. 454. 25 April 1557.
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Venetian board o f assessors, is listed as 300 ducats, a sizable sum compared to the 50
ducats given as the assessed value of Navagero’s Villa Selva and the 200 ducat annual
salary paid to Galileo by the Venetian Senate as a professor o f mathematics at Padua early
in the next century.195 An income from real estate rents o f more than 300 ducats would
have placed Paolo Ramusio in the comfortable middle o f the citizen class, considering
that Jacopo Sansovino earned 200 ducats in 1539 as Foreman o f San Marco and the
Foreman Shipwright o f the Arsenal had a salary of 100 ducats in 15 5 0 .196 A Venetian was
not considered wealthy in some accounts unless his income surpassed more than 1000
ducats per annum, but with three properties totaling 394 and a half campi, Paolo Ramusio
could afford to follow his father into publishing.197
The history o f the Villa Ramusa provides a glimpse into the purposeful expansion
o f the Venetian economy to include agriculture. Paolo Ramusio and his father had
achieved status as members o f the citizen class o f civil servants who were educated
alongside the nobility at the Venetian academy and at the University o f Padua. Despite
the rigorous separation between nobles and citizens, which left control over politics
largely in the hands o f the senate, the preeminent cittadini controlled the bureaucracy and
probably influenced policies like the heavy investment in irrigation and drainage projects
which jumpstarted the effort to fully utilize the terraferma. The symbiosis between the
clerks and the governors found an echo in the similar investment pattern visible for
nobles and wealthy non-nobles. The villa appears to be one place where the line

194 Ibid.
195 Dava Sobel, G a lileo ’s D aughter: A H istorical M emoir o f Science, Faith, and Love (N ew York:
Walker & Company, 1999), 31.
196 Lane, 333.
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separating nobles from the most influential o f the cittadini had become blurred.198 The
potential income from investment fannland provided an acceptable income to nobles who
were restricted from participating in “mechanical” trade. The association o f farming as a
learned art or science with as much to do with natural philosophy as dirty fingernails gave
the otherwise lowly labor significant cachet in the sixteenth century. As wealthy citizens
imitated noble villa owners, they asserted themselves as the equal o f the senator who
chose to weekend at a simple country home.
In 1577, Paolo Ramusio argued that a participant in villa culture had proven
him self compatible with the restricted nobility. In a document in the Archivio Civico
Antico in Padua, Paolo puts his lineage in the public record o f the Prove di Nobilta,199
According to Paolo, Giambattista, his father, had been married to Franceschina Navagier,
a daughter o f Francesco Navagier, who was a Gentildona Venetiana.200 His mother died
in 1530 when he was a small boy o f three. Giambattista, whose father Paolo was a
lawyer, was an accepted and well-regarded m em ber o f the highest ranking citizen class
and was also the son o f a member o f the patrician Navagero family. The son, Paolo,
perhaps confident o f his status thanks to the income from his property and the familial
relationship between Ram usio’s father and the noble Navagero and Bembo, argued that in
light o f his m other’s noble birth he was legally a noble. There is no further evidence
about his suit in the notarial records, but the future descriptions o f the Villa Ramusio (or

197 Ibid.
198 W e have already noticed in Chapter One that A lvise Comaro spent several years o f his life in a
failed attempt to gain noble status for his family based on what was judged to be a spurious claim to a noble
lineage.
199 ASPad, Archivio Civico Antico, Prove di N obilta, b. 76, f. 12: Paolo Ramusio Refatti o f
September 9 ,1 5 7 7 .
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Ramusa) include as the owner in 1713 one Giovanni Ramusio “nobile Padovano.”
Similarly, by 1713, the “house and orchards which I inhabit” that Paolo listed in a 1566
document was described as a “casa domenicale con orto.”m In support o f his claim,
Paolo included in his statement a reference to the printed letters o f “the most reverend
Cardinal Bembo” that provided proof o f his m other’s nobility.202 His childhood and
adolescence in Verona as an adopted son o f the noble Della Torre must have inspired
Ramusio to translate the success o f his father into a step up into the top rank o f Venetian
society. We can only assume that he eventually succeeded, doing what Alvise Comaro
had years earlier aspired to do, becoming a proud villa owner who made the leap, or at
least boosted his descendants, into the rarified air o f the Venetian nobility.
The Venetian villa is normally studied as the luxury retreat o f a noble class, which
was holding grimly on to power, under pressure from the Turkish military, the new
colonial empires and Northern European merchants. The simple explanation for the
increasing attraction the country estate commanded relies on the strong sentiment in favor
o f villas which appeared in classical literature and had gained currency in fifteenthcentury Florence. Secondarily, in the hierarchy o f standard scholarship on the Venetian
villa, Venetians looked to their land holdings in the terraferma for income and
agricultural self-sufficiency in the face o f shrinking returns from dangerous
Mediterranean trade and the death o f the stato del mar. Neither o f these analyses is
wrong, nor are they sufficient to explain the fascination for villas and for farming that

200 Ibid. Paolo states that his father, Giambattista Ramusio married Franceschina Navagier “fu del
Franc.o Gentildona Venetiana.” Brenzoni, confirms this and gives a date for the marriage o f 1524,48.
201 A. Baldan, 462. Citation from the archives.
202 Paolo Ramusio Refatti.
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gripped a significant segment o f the Venetian land-owning elite. In other parts o f Italy,
again Tuscany provides a good example, land provided an alternative place to bank gains
from trade and industry. The subsequent return on the investment in fertile land did
nothing to dissuade men who were forced by political and social circumstances to
maintain high profiles in civic and urban life from continued investment in property. The
intractable problem o f feeding a city like Venice lessened as the republic’s leading
families recognized that the leisure villas they constructed on Murano and the Giudecca
could be happily adapted to the mainland.
The agricultural component o f Renaissance villa culture has been presented in
some instances as the resurgence o f feudalism after several centuries o f experimentation
-j

with republican government.

There is little doubt that the peasant, before and after the

rise o f the villa, existed on a thin line between starvation and survival. The fact that the
vast majority o f crops grown on land, either by owners or by their tenants, provided
income for the upper class does not in and o f itself classify land ownership as feudal. Nor
does the hereditary control o f this same land. This is particularly true in Venice where
even titled nobility was forced to apply to the government for approvals to divert, dam or
otherwise interfere with fresh water supplies. The economic benefits o f land improvement
did not fall equally on high and low.204 The thirsty market o f the capital city did, in any
case, anchor the demand side o f the equation and allow farmers, including the least

203 esp. Sereni, 194-198, eg.: “From the Renaissance through the Counter-Reformation, in fact, the
multiplication o f villas corresponded to the spread o f the new feudalism...”
204 Cosgrove 1993, 134-135. Cosgrove cites Luigi da Porto’s description o f the starving rural
peasants who descended upon Vicenza in 1527-8 looking for food: “You cannot walk down the street or
stop in the square without multitudes surrounding you to beg for charity: you see hunger engraved on their
faces.”
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among the tenant farmers o f the Veneto, to continue to bring more land under intense
cultivation.
As a civil servant, Ramusio found him self in regular contact with nobles. His
close personal relationship with a number o f these men gave him entry into their circles,
access originally based on his years at the same university. The construction o f a
fundamentally different Venetian economy did not equate to a transformation o f society,
but much as commerce had elevated the standing o f many cittadini so did their
involvement in bonificazione. Alvise Comaro and Ramusio participated in villa culture
on roughly equal footing with investors who had their place secured by inclusion in the
Golden Book. Furthermore, the willingness o f these prominent citizens to invest in the
alimentation o f the republic made the possible acquisition o f wealth the positive result o f
foresighted and patriotic activity. Although having a villa and producing foodstuffs for
the capital city could never by itself make a noble, it helped future generations o f cittadini
avoid the blem ish o f family involvement in mechanical trade. At worst this made rich
landowners o f citizens. At best it provided new members o f the Senate when the nobility
found it necessary to expand their ranks.
The Villa Fracastoro at Incaffi: In the orbit o f Venice
Girolamo Fracastoro’s villa was on south side o f the Monte d ’lncaffi itself on the
slope o f M ount Baldo.

J AC

[Figure 3.31] Incaffi, or Caffi, is approximately fifteen miles

from the city o f Verona in the direction o f Lake Garda. [Figure 3.32] The surviving
house is a simple L-shaped residence nestled into the hillside with spectacular views o f

205 On the Villa Fracastoro see: Ernesto Guidorizzi, “Estetica delle ville,” in G. F. Viviani, ed., La
Villa nel Veronese (Verona: Banca Mutua Popolare di Verona, 1975), 218-226.
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Verona, the surrounding plains, the lake and the Bardolino, a particularly fertile area
below Incaffi famous to this day for its red wines.
According to his biographer, Fracastoro’s casci di villa
was a square house, that liberally enjoyed the sun on each side, except
from the north: in fact, to the east, on the side where the roots o f the hills
touched the Adige that, with its rapid course along M ount Baldo, flowed
down from the Tyrol, it enjoyed a view o f the distant city o f Verona and o f
the innumerable villages scattered in the lower plain rich with roving
flocks and herds o f every species, while when it grew dark you could make
out the smoking chimneys that rose on the roofs. To the west the fagade
was turned toward Lake Benacus [Garda], and enjoyed an unmatched vista
for the variety o f the hills that presented themselves to view, but even
more enchanting and lovely, because it permitted one to admire the vision
o f the lake, moving and agitated by throbbing waves, and to see the
fortunate peninsula o f Catullus, while in the distance [one could see] the
profiles o f sailing ships, the wandering miniscule barchette o f the
fishermen and the numerous villages situated on the bright
promontories.206
The unmatched views from Fracastoro’s villa summarize the m ajor themes o f
villeggiatura during the early sixteenth century. In addition to the healthy environment o f
a country estate, by contrast to the dense and disease-ridden city which Fracastoro clearly
chose to avoid during epidemics, the villa offered spectacular vistas capable o f conjuring
up the image o f pastoral and idyllic country life that the Renaissance city dweller
identified w ith the classical past and associated with a more salubrious present and future.
The description o f the countryside around Incaffi continues:
Looking down, the spectator enjoys a view o f Bardolino; and here the little
hills are alternately crowned with olives and lemons, here still the wooded
peaks o f the mountains spring up from the water, rejoicing in verdant
pastures. To the south, properly in front o f the house, there is a curve in
the terrain, slightly delineated and enlivened by fruit-bearing trees,

206 Francesco Pellegrini, ed., Vita di Girolamo Fracastoro con la versione di alcuni suoi canti
(Verona: Stamperia Valdonega, 1953), 10-11.
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protected from the winds, while Baldo, that stands erect to the north,
moderates all o f the rigors o f the winter season; and similarly, in the
middle o f summer, when the sun makes itself felt the strongest, the
recurrent Etesian winds maintain a sweet ventilation, so that even the dog
days are not in the least troublesome, while in the winter the site remains
almost always sunlit and the days run on free from fog.207
The assortment o f views and the superior microclimate described by Paolo
Ramusio conjure up the vital and enchanting experience o f life in villa at Incaffi.208
Fracastoro’s reasonable approach to intellectual matters, the theme o f his character sketch
from early childhood and throughout the vita, justifies the escape from unhealthy even
dangerous urban Verona for a physician renowned during his lifetime as an expert on
epidemic disease.209 The siting o f the villa, built to provide views o f the cultivated
Bardolino and the city, may have been directed by Fracastoro given the “devastated”
condition o f his family lands after the war.210 In any event, the accent on the sweeping
and entertaining vistas underscores the concept that his retreat was part o f a network that
communicated visually with comparable nodes including the city, orchards, pasturelands
and Lake Garda.

211

From the vantage point provided by the villa, Fracastoro could cast

his eye over a physically challenging and appealing land with a rich history and the
enticing prospects o f agricultural wealth.212

207 Ibid., 11.
208 Although the surviving vita o f Fracastoro is anonymous, several scholars including Pellegrini
(Ibid., 47, n. 1) attribute the work to his friend Giambattista Ramusio’s son, Paolo, who spent a great deal o f
time with the older physician at his country house.
209 Ibid., 12-13.
210 Ibid., 9.
211 The introduction to the Giunta edition o f Fracastoro’s collected works includes a brief
description o f his Caphius: “the villa, on the ridge o f a hill sits amidst a flat place that offers a view o f Lake
Garda (indeed, this villa is a model, o f blessed and fortunate men... who esteem adorning buildings with
pictures, find the spirit o f the place, and privilege an admirable site). The building is square and free in all
directions except for the north wind., the heavens are its crown...” Fracastoro, 1555, ii v.
212 Ibid. \ “The distant view is o f the city o f Verona and surrounding the city are innumerable villas
that all but cover the plains.”
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The villa sits on the shoulder o f M onte Baldo, protected from the cold north winds
by the dense woods on the hillside. Although the sixteenth-century biographer
specifically described the villa as a square, the building is a two and a half story L with a
three-story square tow er attached to the west end.213 [F igure 3.33] Nestled in the angle o f
the two arms is a comfortable garden where a w isteria pergola shades the two arched
doorways on the pianterreno and serves as a green floor for two balconies that meet in the
com er o f the prim o piano. Two olive trees grow amongst a bed o f rosemary. The lack o f
concurrence between description and reality leave us with three alternative readings o f the
villa as we have it today. One, Fracastoro’s villa was modified after his death. Two, the
biographer was incorrect and chose to describe a popular style o f casa di villa. Three, he
used square because the footprint o f the casa included the garden room embraced by the
wings o f the structure. The emphasis on the villa’s comfortable situation and its
admirable views does not entail that these views were obtained from inside the building,
simply that the villa itself enjoyed views to the east, south and west.
The rectangular windows on the first floor are all topped by oval attic windows.
This arrangement was typical during Fracastoro’s lifetime and would have fit in the villa
o f a scholar who we are told did not choose to construct a “princely” country house. The
tower, if that is even appropriate for the square three-story end o f the east-west arm, hints
at a defensible aspect because the modem stucco surface has been applied to reveal the
quoins at the projecting exterior comers. A limestone string course approximately level to
the comice o f the rem ainder o f the building suggests that the third story could have been

213 A nineteenth-century engraving shows the bare exterior o f the structure from the front and
indicates that the current L-shaped building dates back at least 150 years. Giovanni Orti Manara, Intorno
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an addition or may have been an open loggia that functioned as a belvedere because it
offered the best opportunity to take in the prospects in every direction.
The ground sloped away dramatically to the west. The terrace on which the
structure sits is reached by a road running parallel to the slope. A retaining wall supports
the cart way and provides a back for a lower terrace reached by a stair. On the north o f the
building a narrow paved yard separates the house from the wooded hill. A stair leads up
to a pair o f terraces on the east side o f the property. No remnant of the original planting o f
the property m ay be definitely identified, but the defined border of each terrace m arks out
a man-made square platform for a villa composed o f two wings and several garden
terraces laid out to capture the best views, receive the warming sun in the w inter and the
coolest breezes o f the summer.
Girolamo Fracastoro typified the polymaths who accelerated the pace o f changes
in the theory and practice o f natural philosophy and the sciences in Cinquecento Italy.214
Trained as a physician and mathematician at the University o f Padua, the Veronese
physician wrote treatises on magnetism, epidemiology and critical days as well as poems
on reason, the soul and syphilis.215 After a short tenure as professor o f mathematics at the

alia casa di Girolamo Fracastoro neela terra d ’Incaffi (Verona, 1842), 16.
214 On Fracastoro see: Francesco Pellegrini, Fracastoro (Trieste: Zigiotti, 1948). L. Premuda,
Storia della medicina (Padua, 1960), 125: Fracastoro was “in the first place an aesthete, who avidly
penetrated all natural problems, every secret o f the heavens and earth and in this yearning expressed the
universality o f his preparation and o f his culture. Respectful o f the Church and o f tradition, Fracastoro
followed new ideas, desired new things, but he revealed them without bashing tradition. Botanist, geologer,
geographer, astronomer, mechanic and an elegant poet not lacking in Virgilian and Lucretian nuances, he
was foremost a physician and in medicine and epidemiology he left conspicuous footprints.” A brief but
useful biographical sketch appears in Murray W. Bundy’s introduction to the English translation o f
Fracastoro’s: Naugerius sive d ep o etica dialogus, Ruth Kelso, trans., 9-24.
215 De sympathia et antipathia reurm (Venice, 1550); D e contagionibus, morbisque contagiosis, et
eorum curatione (Venice, 1550); Syphilis sive morbus gallicus (Verona, 1530); Homocentrica eiusdem D e
causis criticorum dierumper ea qu in nobis sunt (Venice: 1538); Included in Hieronimi Fracastori
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University o f Padua, Fracastoro appears to have spent the majority o f his life splitting
time between the limited practice o f medicine in Verona, where he counted Cardinal Gian
Matteo Giberti among his patients, and the sublime retreat o f an intellectual at several
country houses near Lake Garda.216 Grateful for Fracastoro’s efforts on his behalf,
Cardinal Giberti gave Fracastoro the permanent loan o f his villa at M alcesine on the
coast.

91 7

Appointed late in life as attending physician to the Council o f Trent, Fracastoro

was a close friend and colleague o f the leading Venetian intellectuals o f the early
sixteenth century and contributed earnestly to debates about planetary orbits, hydrology
and botany.
A n anonymous biography o f Fracastoro, attributed to Paolo Ramusio, introduced
the posthumous edition o f Fracastoro’s collected works.218 The portrait o f the famous
Veronese genius opens with a few brief remarks about his birth and early childhood.
Fracastoro, according to his biographer, survived a deadly lightning strike, which fatally
struck his mother. The bolt left the infant Girolamo, asleep in her “loving embrace,”
unhurt. A side from this shocking story, Ramusio says little about his childhood, telling us
simply the Girolamo was “honestly and liberally educated, so that, when he was presented
in public for the first time, he was immediately able to give such a proof that everyone
could easily conjecture what sort o f man he would becom e.”219 Fracastoro’s mother,
Camilla Mascarelli, apparently was still alive in 1481, three years after her supposed

Veronensis Opera Omnia (Venice: Giunta, 1555), are his imporant trilogy: Naugerius sive de poetica
dialogus, Turrius sive de intellectione dialogus, and Fracastorius sive de Anima.
' I0 Francesco Pellegrini, Un consulto de Gerolamo Fracastoro per Giovanni Matteo Giberti
V escovo di Verona (Verona: Cabianco, 1934).
217 Pellegrini, Vita, 50. Guidorizzi, 223-226.
218 O pera Omnia, 1550. The biography is attached as a preface to the Giunta edition.
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demise, suggesting that neither she nor Girolamo had been struck by lightning.220
Fracastoro’s education was continued at Padua where the teenaged Girolamo studied the
belles lettres before deciding to “penetrate” the “arcane” heart o f every doctrine. O f all
the disciplines he mastered, he had a particular fondness for mathematics. W hile at
Padua, Fracastoro studied philosophy under Pietro Pomponazzi and then took a degree in
medicine. His education was bolstered by the friendships he struck up at Padua with
Gasparo Contarini, Navagero, the astronomers Pomponio and Luca Gaurico, Ramusio,
and the three D ella Torre brothers: Marc Antonio, Giovanni Battista and Raimondo.221
The shutdown o f the University o f Padua during the war between Venice and the
League o f Cambrai had tragic repercussions for Fracastoro. Along with Navagero and the
poet Giovanni Cotta, Fracastoro attached him self to the mercenary captain Bartolomeo
d ’Alviano.222 For a short while d ’Alviano sponsored the formation o f an academy in the
Friuli where the refugees from Padua formed lifelong bonds o f friendship during a bitter
if b rief exile.223 Unfortunately, Fracastoro and Navagero stayed too close to d ’Alviano,
becoming junior officers in his company. His defeat at the battle o f Agnadello on the river
Adda left Venice bereft o f her mainland possessions and sent a dejected Fracastoro home
to Verona where he found all o f his family lands “totally ruined, devastated by sack and
fire.”224

219 Pellegrini Vita, 1.
220 Ibid, 7 and 47 n. 3.
221 Kelso, 10-11.
Pellegrini 1948, 23-24. As a mercenary captain, Alviano, “an Orsini from Rome,” figures
prominently in B em bo’s History o f Venice during the Italian Wars that followed the invasion o f Italy by the
French King Charles VIII in 1494. Bembo, lstoria Viniziana, Vol. I, 244.
223 Pellegrini Vita, 9; Geoffrey Eatough, F racastoro's Syphilis (London: Francis Cairns, n.d.), 3.
224 Ibid, 9. Bembo, lstoria, describes the rout on the “Ghiarardadda” or Adda River, II, 84-91, and
mentions the French capture o f Alviano and his imprisonment in France. Several months later, when the
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The traumatic defeat o f the Venetian forces by the French army, which put an end
to a wonderful decade that saw Fracastoro become a rising intellectual star in Padua,
appears to have engendered in him a healthy respect for a self-sufficient country estate
that could serve as a retreat from the city. His abbreviated military career left Fracastoro
with a preference for “above all a tranquil life, free from any sorrow and quarrels.”225 He
found solace and satisfaction in the “simple and modest” life o f a scholar, immersing
him self in his studies in the hills outside Verona.
The subsequent discussion o f his impressive career waits for the lengthy
description o f the villa at Incaffi and the countryside so beloved by Fracastoro cited
above. His preference for Incaffi over Verona is proven by his lengthy stays in the country
house over the next forty years o f his life. Paolo Ramusio, the son o f Fracastoro’s friend
and colleague Giambattista, knew Fracastoro well and was probably a frequent visitor to
his suburban villa. Paolino, as Fracastoro called the younger Ramusio, spent several years
in Verona in the home of Raimondo Della Torre as a member of the noble household,
starting his fine classical education as a schoolmate of the youngest D ella Torre boys.226
During these years in Verona, Fracastoro, Ramusio, Navagero and the Della Torre were a
close-knit group that met at infrequent intervals in the city. They also came together at the
country estates owned by each man where they debated the merits o f poetry, the motion
o f heavenly bodies and the process o f human reason. The lively discussions, and the
arcadian charms o f the Veronese countryside, were later immortalized by Fracastoro in

Venetians and the French arranged a prisoner exchange, the French released all the Venetian prisoners,
except Alviano, (120).
225 Ibid., 12.
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his poetry and prose. Incaffi also provided a safe haven for the physician during
epidemics, which settled into Verona. The excellent view o f the city, where he had a
townhouse near the Church o f S. Eufemia, kept the plight o f the city’s denizens at the
forefront o f his concern and offered him a chance to delve into the theory o f contagion,
the subject o f his most important medical treatise.227
The picture o f the villa presented to early modem Italians accounted for the two
aspects o f country life alluded to in the account o f the delightful views afforded residents
at Fracastoro’s Incaffi. Retreat to the country dominated the early Renaissance history of
the villa. The Belvedere o f Innocent VIII and the Villa Medici at Fiesole typify the
princely villa developed in the Quattrocento.228 The villa on M ount Incaffi “was indeed
not a prince’s villa.” Fracastoro’s retreat - at the relatively young age of twenty-seven was a decision made primarily because his villa offered a quiet place suitable for
concentration. It was not “adorned with pictures.. .or favored by fortune, or riches... but
nonetheless it succeeded in being agreeable due to the beauty o f its position and by the
prerogatives o f the site.”229 Perhaps taking a page from earlier villa aficionados,
Fracastoro expected only one “return” from his investment: the “conservation o f the
health o f his body and o f his spirit.”
O f course the retirement o f a solitary scholar in self-imposed is continually
interrupted by the arrival o f his friends in a most “comfortable” house especially suited

226 Del Piero, 14 n.2 and ASVer, Testamenti, m. 129 n. 240, Testament o f Raimondo Della Torre
o f August 28, 1537.
227 D e contagionibus, morbisque contagiosis, et eorum curatione (Venice, 1550). Laven, 190-1 SB191, discusses early modem thoughts on disease and gives a brief but clear summation o f Fracastoro’s
understanding o f contagion. On Fracastoro and contagious disease theory see: Arturo Castiglioni, A H istory
o f M edicine, E. B. Krumbharr, trans. (N ew York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1941), 452-461,467-469.
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for “devotees o f the m uses.” W hether alone or surrounded by convivial and like-minded
intellectuals, Fracastoro found Incaffi perfect for scientific and philosophical thinking.
However, the biography does Fracastoro a disservice by portraying him as a recluse, no
matter how visionary and accomplished. Although he relished the comfort and quiet he
found outside Verona, Fracastoro went to his villa to work.230 His impressive collection
o f writings appears to have been penned almost entirely at his villa. This sort o f
intellectual or academic labor begins to shade the sense that he understood a villa as a
pleasing retreat from the city. Other aspects o f his scholarly pursuits add to the idea o f a
working villa, chosen initially by its owner for its salubrious site but slowly transformed
into a laboratory for a botanist and experimental farmer.
From the first the Roman country house, indeed the very definition o f the villa in
antiquity, revealed the agricultural basis for investments in ex-urban land. Legendary
Romans and Latin authors agreed that proper villas and true Romans knew the business
end o f a plow and were unafraid to apply themselves to farming. The horror expressed by
late Republican commentators about the proliferation o f luxurious suburban complexes
that did not make any effort to conceal their purposes behind a facade o f associated farm
buildings maintained by tenant or subject farmers, must have been palpable for Italian
readers, especially those with any exposure to the slew o f country houses built in the last
half o f the fifteenth century that similarly turned their back on agriculture. As a close
friend o f Navagero’s Fracastoro learned that the simple, republican villa offered modem
Italians a socially acceptable retreat, which doubled as a humanist or intellectual retreat

228 On Quattrocento villas see: Ackerman, 63-87; du Prey, 40-73; and Coffin 1979, 69-97.
229 Pellegrini Vita., 10.
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and an attractive source o f income.

? "11

In Fracastoro’s case Incaffi supplanted his town

house as his primary abode. There is no evidence o f the income provided by his lands, but
his letters to Ramusio reveal that the physician was interested in the yield o f his farms,
the crops themselves and the practice o f scientific agriculture itself.232 His writings
indicate that farming and botanical science were recognized aspects o f natural philosophy
and subjects worthy o f the attention o f rational men in general and physicians in
particular.233
Fracastoro chose to make the villa his main residence when not specifically called
to service in Verona or elsewhere. The charms o f the villa and the surrounding
countryside similarly captivated his friends who visited often. In many ways Incaffi
reaffirmed the value placed on the country house by patrons as a refreshing and
inspirational locus for social events and collegial gathering. Fracastoro’s remarkable
productivity as a physician, philosopher and author while in residence at Incaffi, however,
suggests that pleasure served to motivate him to work. We should also rem ember that
Fracastoro enjoyed the use o f a house and orchard on Lake Garda thanks to the
munificence o f his friend Cardinal Giberti and, thus, could participate in metavilleggiatura, leaving his own villa for brief periods o f relaxation at M alcesine.234 As I
have noted, the visits o f friends to Fracastoro’s villa provide the background for several
o f his most famous works, the three essays on poetry, reason and the soul. The

230 Guidorizzi, 218-222.
231 Giuliana M azzi, “II Cinquecento: II nuovo Iessico,” in Brugnoli and Sandrini, Vol. I: 159-160.
222 Ibid., 14.
233 Pellegrini 1948, 38, 74; idem., Scritti Inediti d i Girolamo Fracastoro (Verona: Edizione
Valdonega, 1955), esp. Chapter VII: “Frammenti di un trattato di botanica,” 373ff.
234 Guidorizzi, 223-226.
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protagonists o f these dialogues, Andrea Navagero and the Della Torre brothers Giovanni
Battista and Raimondo, embody the ideals o f the Renaissance intellectual admired by
Fracastoro. Their viewpoints, at least as Fracastoro presents them in his arguments, reveal
the resonance o f Aristotelian thought in the Veneto. If we consider Fracastoro’s
reputation during his lifetime as the pre-eminent physician in northern Italy, his other
works represent the product o f an inquisitive mind that gained strength from the
reclamation of his war-ravaged family estate. His investment, in time and money, in his
villa, moreover, suggests that his life must be respected as a sublime mixture o f the
contemplative and the active in the commodious and inspirational setting on the
shoulders o f Monte Baldo. As a result, his tremendous output represented a
transformation o f a retreat into a study or laboratory for intense scientific projects that
mirrored Veronese participation in the booming agricultural economy, which transfonned
the Venetian hinterland into a profitable quilt o f orchards, cropland and pasturage.
Villa Della Torre a Fumane: From Ideal to Reality
Andrea Navagero’s own gardens are not preserved. Their form and contents exist
as intriguing whispers in nearly every discussion o f Renaissance and Venetian gardens
when authors suggest that the ambassador and poet played a role in the resurgence o f the
classical villa.235 These whispers remained unproven, as scholars have failed to support
contentions that Navagero’s letters had an influence on either Venetian or Italian
landscape design. Confounded by the disappearance o f his lovely garden on Murano and
his terraferma Villa Selva, authors have had difficulty establishing what Navagero
brought to the Renaissance garden from his encounter with the Islamic landscape. There
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is one notable exception. In a 1994 article in Muqarncis, Cammy Brothers raised some
pointed questions about Cinquecento gardens before and after Navagero’s visit to Spain
and the publication o f his accounts in Italy.236 A s her article explored the relationship
between Spanish architecture and the Italian Renaissance, Brothers analyzed Navagero’s
embassy in Spain as part o f an inquiry into the development o f the design for the great
palace o f Charles V by Pedro Machuca in the 1520s and 1530s. Although her focus on
Machuca’s palace project drew her attention away from Italy, Brothers’ brief discussion
o f the V illa Della Torre at Fumane identified this one villa as a prototype o f a postNavagero Renaissance villa.

In the following pages I w ill characterize the visual

similarities noted by Brothers between the V illa D ella Torre and the Islamic gardens
described by Navagero as the direct result o f his circle’s interest in the all ’antica villa and
its landscape. More importantly, I w ill show how the rustication introduced to the Veneto
by Bembo and Bruno proved to be the perfect complement to the recreated historical
Mediterranean garden that had as its sources the gardens o f ancient Rome and the gardens
o f Islamic Spain.
The villa created by Giulio D ella Torre (1481-C .1558) at Fumane, a small town on
an east-facing slope o f the Valpolicella northwest o f Verona, may be the best example o f
the villa all ’antica developed by the patrons influenced by Andrea Navagero.

[Figure

3.34] In the early sixteenth century, Giulio D ella Torre acquired a dilapidated collection
o f buildings and surrounding fields from a leading member o f another important

2j3 eg, Gothein.
236 Brothers.

237 Ibid., 94, 98.
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Veronese noble family, Guido Antonio Maffei, after he m arried Guido’s daughter Anna
in 15 04.239 [Figure 3.35] According to the marriage contract, Guido Antonio retained the
use o f his city and country residences and properties until his death, but by 1515 Giulio
had effectively taken possession o f the Maffei country house Guido Antonio had listed as
a bequest to A nna’s children. By 1529, Giulio Della Torre represented the head o f a new
cadet branch o f the family, the Della Torre di S. Egidio, that enjoyed Guido Antonio
M affei’s town house near the church o f S. Egidio and the villa at Fumane.240 In addition
to the lands he gained from his wife’s dowry, Giulio inherited control o f the vicariate and
clecima o f Cona, Alfaedo and Ceredo from his father. Giulio’s eldest brother Raimondo
became the head o f the S. Marco branch of the family and retained possession o f the
remainder o f Girolamo Della Torre’s patrimony. The combination o f a fine city palace, a
country house - in whatever condition - and revenue from additional agricultural lands
provided Giulio with the funds and the basic necessities to participate in the bonificazione
movement as a leading member o f the new class of villa patrons.
W hen Giulio Della Torre found him self saddled with a run-down estate he
embarked on a mission to turn the property into a comfortable and profitable villa.
Petitions for improvements to the property, primarily the diversion o f water to the house
and its gardens, date the project to the middle o f the sixteenth century.241 An early birdseye view o f the casa domenicale indicates that the expansion o f the villa was begun by

238 For the most comprehensive discussion o f the Villa Della Torre at Fumane see: Arturo Sandrini,
Villa D ella Torre a Fumane (Verona: Grafiche Fiorini, 1993). See also: A zzi Visentini 1995, 246-248.
239 Bruno Chiappa, “I della Torre fra Cinquecento e Settecento,” in Sandrini, 65-68.
240 Ibid., 67.
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the mid-1560s. Similarly, records o f payments made to Domenico Ridolfi for grotesque
chimneys and other ornamental plasterwork show that the residence was well under way
when the stuccatore worked at Fumane.242 With Ridolfi and Sorte connected to his
renovation, Giulio’s villa occupies a special place in the history o f the villa in the
Veronese.243 The status o f these artists and the beauty o f the villa justify its inclusion in
any discussion o f the Venetian Renaissance villa. What is m ore relevant to this
dissertation is the connection between the Villa Della Torre at Fum ane and its patrons
with the leading proponents o f the working all ’antica villa in the Veneto.
Nestled on a sloping hillside above the village, the Villa Della Torre a Fumane
was renovated and expanded in the 1530s and 1540s, in the decades after Navagero’s trip
to Spain.244 [Figure 3.36] The villa and its gardens must have been at least partly
complete and in use for short stays by 1543 when Francesco Della Torre, Giulio’s eldest
son, waxed poetic about the spray from the “fountains o f Fum ane” and “vacations” in a
letter to Donato Rullo.245 The apparently complete villa appears in a birds-eye view
sketch attributed to Cristoforo Sorte and dated January 7, 1562.246 [Figure 3. 37] Sorte,
whom I have discussed briefly as a perito or surveyor for the Venetian Beni Inculti and
innovative cartographer who left a series maps and drawings that illuminate the process

241 eg. ASV, Provveditori ai Confini, b. 260; and ASV, Beni Inculti, Processi, b. 96: Antonio Della
Torre, “diversione Progno di Fumano,” 16 December 1561, Cristoforo Sorte and Giovanni Battista Renii
periti.
242 On Ridolfi at the Villa Della Torre see: Enrico Maria Guzzo, “Nota sugli apparati decorativi,”
in Sandrini, 177-195. On Ridolfi see: Raffaele Brenzoni, “Nuovi dati d ’archivio sul Falconetto e su
Bartolomeo e Ottaviano Ridolfi,” A tti d e ll’Istituto Veneto di Scienze, L ettere ed A rti 112 (1953-1954): 279295; and Annamaria Conforti Calcagni, “Bartolomeo Ridolfi,” in Brugnoli and Sandrini, 197-200.
243 A zzi Visentini 1995, 246-248;
244 On the dating o f the Fumane project see: Brothers; Sandrini, 109-159.
245 Francesco Della Torre to Donato Rullo, May 16, 1543. Lettere volgari, Vol. Ill, 19.
246 Tisato, 47-48. ASV, P rovveditori ai Confini, b. 262.
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o f bonificazione in the Veneto, produced a number o f maps and views o f the area around
Fumane, including this image o f the Villa Della Torre, during the early 1560s while he
was working in the Valpolicella for the Venetian Beni Inculti.247 Sorte’s line drawing o f
the villa appears to have been a preliminary sketch for a map o f the valley and
approximates a snapshot o f the area taken from the bell-tower o f the chapel located in the
comer o f the upper walled garden of the complex.
Although extremely schematic, Sorte’s veduta shows the central courtyard flanked
by two two-story residential blocks and separated by walls from the upper and lower
gardens. The pre-existing structure inherited by Giulio from Guido Antonio ran along the
public road along the northwestern edge o f the property and was transformed during the
renovations into the left-hand wing o f the villa.248 [Figure 3.38] Sorte’s image shows a
two-story elevation in the main cortile that cannot be rectified with the current state o f
affairs in which a colonnade supports the shed roof o f a portico that runs around the
perimeter o f the courtyard. [Figure 3.39] As a result, Giulio’s cortile has a smaller area
open to the sky than w e see in the Sorte view. Furthermore, the sloping roofs of the
portico approximate more successfully the atrium court described by Vitruvius.249 Arturo
Sandrini suggests that the rather “casual” arrangement o f the colonnaded courtyard
follows the dictums o f the Roman theorist and compares the plan o f the Villa Della Torre
to the illustration o f the domus antiqua in the Fra Giocondo edition o f D e architectura o f

247 ASV, Provveditori ai Confini, b. 260. On 77r., January 8, 1562, Sorte mentioned that he was
working in the valle d i Fumane with “Mag.co Conte ant0 dallatorre et altri consorti” throughout 1561.
Sorte’s report also discussed the very successful agriculture he saw being developed in the area.
248 Pierpaolo Bmgnoli, “‘Preistoria’ di una villa: i M affei e i loro possessi fumanesi,” in Sandrini,
6.

249 De architectura, VI.v.3.
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1511.250 [Figure 3.40] The difficulty with accepting Sandrini’s argument completely that
Giulio Della Torre relied upon the Giocondo illustration or had explicitly followed
Vitruvius’ text is the lack o f an adjacent atrium or triclinium. The plan o f the Villa Della
Torre arranged a peristyle court between two structures and two garden courts with the
entrances to the court marked by pedimented portals on the main axis o f the villa that was
established parallel to the original building. Although the tympana o f the two gates firmly
establish a link between the central peristyle court and the upper and lower gardens, the
space directly behind them is not distinguished from the perimeter colonnade and does
not correspond to the subsidiary atrium shown by Fra Giocondo. In any case, the building
does not replicate either model; but Sandrini has correctly called attention to the
“residential villa” discussed by the ancient and early m odem architects. In other words,
the arrangement o f the walled enclosure into a series o f outdoor rooms, with the cortile
holding the center, appears to follow Vitruvius by opening up a country residence to
views o f its garden.
The columns or piers o f the peristyle are constructed o f roughly carved blocks
with rudimentary Doric capitals and no bases. [Figure 3.41] They hold up a comice
composed o f unadorned lintels that are separated from a cove by a simple band o f
m olding beneath which four guttae hang. The piers are replicated by rusticated pilasters
along the walls o f the two buildings and the insides o f the walls between the court and the
garden; and additional lintels run from each pier to its neighboring pilaster. The
rustication o f the piers and pilasters is carried on to the arches above the axial portals.

230 Sandrini, “Villa Della Torre: l’antico, la natura, l ’artificio,” in Sandrini, 132-133. Sandrini
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Facing the court the portals are marked by flat-topped semi-circular arches that spring
from the top o f the cornice. [Figure 3.42] Towards the garden, the portals differ but both
have doorways set within a heavily rusticated projecting section o f walls crowned by a
triangular pediment. [Figure 3.43] The strong demarcation o f the roughly north-south
axis and the points o f entry and exit provide a counterweight to the two-story wings on
the east and west. It is also possible that the pitched sections o f roof between the interior
and exterior portals serve to distinguish these portions o f the colonnade and nominally
represent an atrium-like zone. Similarly, the portals draw attention to the views out of the
cortile and either area could function as a fair-weather oecus or niche - even if separation
from the colonnade is only suggested. Thus, the building takes on the spirit o f the villa
described by Vitruvius and Fra Giocondo.
The terribly dilapidated villa was restored in the twentieth century. As a result,
there is limited evidence for the layout o f the two garden courts above and below the
cortile. A view o f the villa from the eighteenth century indicates that the two areas were
planted and that they were linked to the atrium or court and the fields on the slopes below
the walled enclosure by a watercourse.251 [Figure 3.44] The surveyors, Michelangelo
Mattei and Stefano Foin, indicated that the water was brought to the villa from a canal
from the North. At an outer wall that enclosed a Brollo or orchard north o f the complex,
the canal split into a smaller waterway through the orchard that went underneath the inner
wall and reappeared in the upper garden. A second watercourse continued along the

reproduces the plan from: M. Vitruvius p e r Jocundum so li to castigatior factus, cum jigu ris et tabula, ut iam
legi et intellegi p o ssit (Venice: Giocondina, 1511), 103v.
251 ASV, Provveditori sopra li Beni Inculti, m. 137, d. B/6. Stefano Foin and Michelangelo Mattei,
December 10, 1752.
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public road to a communal fountain on the exterior o f the villa before it re-entered the
villa and rejoined the first waterway in the garden. The watercourse then flowed from the
upper garden into the cortile where it fed a fountain at the center o f the court. Howard
Bum s claims that the watercourse ran on the surface underneath the entrance arch that
separated the cortile from the upper garden and the 1752 map would seem to support this
argument.

Unfortunately, the m apping standards o f surveyors for the Beni Inculti often

make little or no distinction between waterways that were to be left open as canals or
covered because the intent o f the clisegno was to accurately portray the flow o f the water
that the applicant wished to modify.
Upon entering the upper garden from the orchard, the visitor found him self on a
paved terrace running parallel to the north wall. At the west end, in the com er o f the
complex bound by the strada commune, stood the tempietto or chapel attributed to
Sanm icheli.253 [Figure 3.45] Sanmicheli was active in the province, constructing
fortifications for the city as the chief engineer o f the republic.254 He is also connected
w ith other villas in the area, but we cannot assign the Villa Della Torre to the famous
architect because Vasari, who notes that Sanmicheli was responsible for the
“beautiful. ..round temple,” does not also name Sanmicheli as the architect o f the villa

252 Brothers, 102 n. 96.
253 According to Vasari, “for the noble Counts della Torre o f Verona, M ichele built a very
beautiful chapel in the manner o f a round temple, with the alter in the centre, at their villa o f Fumane.” 228.
Giorgio Vasari, Lives o f the M ost Eminent Painters, Sculptors & Architects, Gaston DuC. de Vere, trans.,
1914 (rpt. N ew York: AM S Press, 1976)
234 Conforti Calcagni 1999, 83-99. In a fascinating coincidence, the new pentagonal bastion
constructed by Sanmicheli in his system o f fortifications for Verona is called a “baluardo d i Spagna" or
“Spanish bastion.” Moreover, the multiple Spanish bastions came to be known as “orti” or “gardens” and
“for another four centuries cheered with their produce Veronese tables,” 84-85.
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itself, a strange oversight if the prominent artist had indeed contributed anything concrete
to the design o f the house and gardens.
From the terrace you step down a semicircular stair that spills down to the level o f
the garden in a series o f concentric convex steps. The semicircular stair appears in the
1752 birds-eye view, but is not included by Sorte in his earlier drawing. Instead, Sorte
shows stairs on either side o f the upper garden that descend next to the arms o f the terrace
on the west and east walls. Currently, there is no way to access the garden from the
“wings” o f the upper terrace. As I have pointed out, Sorte’s image does not agree with the
facts on the ground, particularly with regard to the peristyle; therefore, it is certainly
possible that the semicircular stair was simply left out o f the sketch. Similarly, it is quite
possible that the side stairs were removed at a later date, as an exterior portal in the comer
perpendicular to the facade o f the chapel and gates at the end o f the terrace wings are no
longer used.255 Despite the confusion created by the two views o f the villa, it is clear that
the upper garden served as a forecourt to the casa di villa. It also appears that this garden
space, with its regular perimeter, terracing, ornamental portals, chapel and multiple stairs
featured more architectural or monumental elements than the orchard beyond. This
garden thus served as an intermediate zone that revealed the unequal weight o f natural
and artificial along the axis of the villa. The visitor to the villa, who we m ay surmise
entered from the north or top, moved more or less consecutively through an orchard, a
garden, a court, a room, and so on.256

233 The chapel entrance and one o f the two archways opening o ff o f the terrace wings are blocked
up while the third, which gives onto the public thoroughfare is gated.
256 A zzi Visentini 1995, 246, concurs, calling the upper garden “the entrance court.”
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To the south o f the courtyard was a somewhat larger enclosure comprised o f an
upper and lower terrace. [Figure 3.46] The paved upper level was even with the cortile.
The majority o f the terrace surface is made up o f a large rectangular peschile or fishpond.
A three-arched bridge set on axis with the doorway crosses the fishpond. Further to the
outside are small parterre gardens that do not appear in either view o f the villa. Upon
crossing the bridge there is a small square platform on which stands a round stone table.
The view across the bridge from the central court is open as the dining platform, if that
was its function, also serves as a landing that extends beyond the retaining wall and is
closed only by a balustrade. From the landing two stairs descend perpendicular to the
m ain axis down to the lower terrace. There are also two straight stairs at the extreme ends
o f the upper terrace.
The lower terrace is now a relatively small orchard, but it appears to have been a
quadripartite garden with a central fountain or pool. The 1752 view indicates that the
perim eter and two cross-arms were paved. Again the lower garden does not appear in
Sorte’s sketch so that the organization o f the garden in the eighteenth century cannot be
compared to the situation in the Renaissance. Although the lack o f information about the
planting o f the lower and upper gardens is disappointing, we are assured that they were
green and carefully manicured. In contrast to other villas near Verona such as the Villa
Verita at Lavagno with its boxwood hedges and flowers, at the Villa D ella Torre “one can
speak o f a lawn at the center o f the peristyle, o f enormous pots o f citrus trees on the
borders and, facing the brolo, o f a thicket o f fruit trees: a system that is a consequence o f
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the scarcity of water in the area.”

Annamaria Conforti Calcagni discusses the

architectonic nature o f the gardens o f the Villa Della Torre at Fum ane.258 In Mattei and
Foin’s 1752 view, we “read quite clearly the compositional rapport in which architecture
and open space weld themselves together into a compact, defined and unique form.” She
does not see the garden as “an appendix, more or less necessary to the architecture, but as
one o f the integral parts.”259 Similarly, “the greenery is not showy” at Fumane, says
Giuseppe Franco Viviani, and “the masonry architecture dominates the vegetal.”260
There is one contemporary description o f the villa that supports the analysis o f
modem scholars, a poem: In Laucle di Fumane, composed by Veronica Franco, the
famous sixteenth-century courtesan.261 In the early 1570s, Marc Antonio Della Torre,
Giulio’s grandson and Girolamo’s heir, hosted Franco at the villa he had inherited as the
eldest son only a few years earlier.252 Like his uncles, Marc Antonio served the diocese o f
Verona, but it appears that he was the amante or lover with whom Veronica lived for a
time in Verona.263 Franco, highly regarded as a poet, composed a lengthy work that
expresses her sense o f the genius loci o f Marc Antonio’s villa. According to Franco, the
“flowering” beauty o f the serrated hills above Verona makes them suitable homes for
Flora and Pomona.264 Her description o f the entry into the villa confirms the view painted

237 G. F. Viviani, “Giardini in villa,” in La letteratura e i giardini: A tti del Convegno
Internazionale d islu d i di Verona (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1987), 422.
258Annamaria Conforti Calcagni, “Giardini di citta e di villa: dalla simbologia medioevale alia
razionalita illuministica,” in Brugnoli and Sandrini, 361-364.
259 Ibid., 361.
260 Viviani 1987, 422.
261 The entire poem is included as an appendix in Sandrini, 220-231. “In lode di Fumane...” was
also published by Abdelkader Salza, Scrittori d ’Italia (Bari: Laterza, 1913), 337-352.
262 Azzi Visentini 1995, 248, dates the poem c. 1575.
1 Gian Paolo Marchi, “Marcantonio Della Torre e Veronica Franco,” in Sandrini, 294.
264 Ibid., v. 40 and v. 66.
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by Foin and Mattei in 1752, pointing out the sheer joy she felt moving through a bosco o f
tall pines and cypresses.263 Franco also describes the “silver liquid” throughout, w ater in
such abundance that “the fresh rivers and merry fountains almost play tricks” as “various
courses sink across the floor softly and quietly.”266 Although Franco is not explicit, she
identifies one part o f the villa as a bel prato while she calls another a fiorito amenissimo
giardino that is a “sweet tribute” to the “hand” o f the giardinier.267
Franco offers us an additional insight into the relationship between the gardens o f
the Villa D ella Torre and currents in garden theory that we have discussed earlier in this
chapter. According to Franco, the “cultivated trees” and “green mantle” “ornament” the
garden. It would seem that these natural elements, after the “hand” o f the gardener
touches them, give shape to the site and transform it into a garden. The important role
played by the gardener in this transformation is carefully explained in the poem: in the
garden, “art does not surrender before the boasting o f nature.”268 The apparent superiority
o f the gardener’s art echoes Bonfadio’s recent examination o f the nature o f the garden.
Unlike Bonfadio, however, Franco has no trouble declaring arte as the victor. Nature, so
powerful a presence in this country estate, is quite easily contrasted with the splendid
architecture that Franco forces her reader to confront. Standing on one o f the terraces,
Franco wonders about the merits o f nature or art: “The beauty o f the site...my eyes see
from the palace...is rich.... but then the work I see inside displays the art that equals and

265 Ibid.,
266 Ibid.,
267 Ibid.,
268 Ib id ,

v. 80
vv. 106-111.
vv. 114-123.
vv. 127-128.
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passes nature.”269 Veronica Franco and Jacopo Bonfadio reveal a persistent fascination
with the paragone between art and nature that is specifically exposed or highlighted in
the garden. Bonfadio, in an admirable effort to define a place for the garden as a hybrid o f
art and nature, introduced a new term. Franco, bom in the wonderfully strange, floating
city o f Venice, took a stronger position in the debate that favored art over nature, but her
audience could not fail to agree that the beauty o f the villa was compounded by the
natural beauty o f its site and the artificial nature o f its gardens.
Giulio Della Torre was the first m ember o f his family to own a villa at Fumane. A
member o f a noble Veronese family with a strong history o f good relations with Venice,
Giulio Della Torre earned a degree in Canon and Civil Law at Padua in 15 03.270 Giulio
and his three brothers: M arc Antonio, Giovanni Battista and Raimondo, participated at
the highest level in the intellectual exchange begun at Padua that strengthened ties
between the capital and the subject city.271 The physician Marc Antonio Della Torre
(1481-1511) is the best-known member o f the family; and his relationship with Leonardo
da Vinci has, more than anything else, attracted the attention o f art historians quick to
extend the reach o f the archetypal Renaissance man over the whole o f sixteenth-century
Italy.272 Perhaps the untimely death o f the internationally famous Marc Antonio deprived
Leonardo o f the motivation to transform his brilliant anatomical studies into what could

269 Ibid., vv. 268-272.
270 Lanfranco Franzoni, “I Della Torre di S. Egidio e Fumane nel quadro del collezionismo
Veronese,” in Sandrini, 90.
271 Fracastoro underscored the high profile o f the family in the Cinquecento when he made
Giovanni Battista Della Torre the main speaker in his dialogue On the Intellect: Turrius sive de
intellectione.
111 Castiglioni 1941, 410-413; G. B. de Toni, “Intomo a Marco Antonio Dalla Torre: Anatomico
Veronese del XVI secolo ed a ll’epoca del suo incontro con Leonardo da Vinci a Pavia,” Frammenti
Vinciani I-IV (con docum enti inediti) (Padua: Tipografia del Seminario, 1900), 7-22; Sandrini, 49.
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have been a seminal treatise decades before Vesalius published his now classic work, On
the Function o f the Human Body,273 In any event, Leonardo’s presence in the north does
not appear to have directly altered the course o f villa culture. Marc A ntonio’s brothers did
not follow him on their father’s career path, Girolamo Della Torre (c.1445-1506) was also
a well-regarded doctor connected with the Paduan medical faculty, eschewing medicine
to focus on the development o f their land near Verona and the creation o f a lively satellite
to Padua in their home city. After Giulio took a doctorate in utroque iure at Padua, he
became a m ember o f the Collegio dei Giudici di Verona but he remained interested in the
humanities and, more unusual for a nobleman, embarked on a career as a sculptor.274
[Figure 4.47] His skills as a medallist, in fact, earned him high praise from Scipione
Maffei who claimed that it was certainly “a singular thing in a person o f his station, to
delight such a great deal in the bell'arte o f casting.”275 Indeed, G iulio’s intellectual and
artistic pursuits single him out to a certain degree among Veronese nobles but, on the
contrary, reveal him as a kindred spirit to the multi-talented Navagero and Bembo.
Unlike Padua, Verona had come comparatively recently under Venetian control.
As a result, a few scholars argue that Veronese loyalty to the republic wavered,
particularly in the decades after the W ar with the League o f Cambrai.276 M any Veronese
like Fracastoro were committed to Venice thanks to friendships made while at the
University o f Padua.277 The Della Torre were among those Veronese nobles exposed to
Venetians and proud o f the solid relationship they had with the republic and its leading

273 Andreas Vesalius, D e humani corporis fa b rica libri septem... (Basel: Ionnis Oporini, 1543).
274 Chiappa, 70.
275 Scipione Maffei, Verona Illustrate (Verona, 1732), Part II, 152.
276 W oolf, 190.
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citizens. However, the Della Torre retained some allegiance to church in Rome; and this
fact, which was not unusual among Veronese families, marked the city as a point o f
exchange between the republic and the rest o f Italy. One possible explanation for the
Veronese position could be the strong bond between the prominent import, Cardinal
Giberti, and the See o f St. Peter, a bond passed on to members o f the Veronese
community who welcomed Giberti as their pastor and who, in turn, becam e members o f
the unofficial academy sponsored by the Sicilian reformer.278 Giberti’s long-time
secretary was Francesco Della Torre, and his long service to the Cardinal, which included
administrative correspondence w ith many o f the most important Roman prelates, helped
Verona bridge the growing divide between the north and Rome.279 In addition, Bishop
Giberti named Francesco’s seventeen-year-old brother, Girolamo, ilcommenda” o f the
Church o f S. Pietro in Archivolto in 1528, mere months after he had arrived in Verona.280
During his embassy to Spain and France, Navagero asked that the recipients o f his
letters from Spain, Cardinal Pietro Bembo and the geographer Giambattista Ramusio,
forward his thoughts and best wishes to his great friends Giulio, Giambattista and
Raimondo Della Torre, Marc A ntonio’s three surviving brothers. As a fellow intellectual
and landowner, it comes as no surprise that Giulio Della Torre’s villa would have been
one o f the design projects that incorporated ideas in Navagero’s description o f Spain into
the layout o f the country house and its gardens. G iulio’s career as a sculptor o f portrait
medallions reveals an artistic temperament well suited to the direction o f a complete

277 Sandrini, 47-48.
278 Sandrini, 120; A zzi Visentini 1995, 247.
279 Sandrini, 41, 68, 71. For Francesco Della Torre’s correspondence see: L ettere volgari d i diversi
nobilissim i huomini... (Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1564).
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makeover o f an unprepossessing rural residence.

981

Giulio Della Torre’s villa at Fumane

integrates house, gardens and agricultural lands with rustic ornament and water features
make his villa the paradigmatic a ll’antica villa to come out o f N avagero’s circle and that
Fumane, in turn, influenced the development of villa culture in the provincia di Verona.
The admirable proportions o f the central cortile, the powerful presence o f the
rusticated columns and doorways, and the handling o f the terraces flanking the courtyard
residence have provided ammunition for historians interested in the attribution o f the villa
to one o f the many architects and artists working in the Veneto during the construction o f
the Fumane residence. Arguments in favor o f Giulio Romano, Cristoforo Sorte and
M ichele Sanmicheli rely on the principle that the superlative design o f the Villa Della
Torre must have been developed at least with the consultation o f one or more than one o f
these masters.

282

The lack o f any archival material documenting payments to any of these

men casts doubt on their participation despite the survival o f a birds-eye view o f the villa
attributed to Sorte and the visible similarity between the muscular architecture and virile
ornamentation with the work o f both Romano and Sanmicheli.283 In his monograph on
the Villa Della Torre, Arturo Sandrini addresses scholars’ attempts to connect a highprofile architect with the a ll’antica villa. He believes that Giulio Della Torre’s training as

280 Chiappa, 71.
281 Sandrini, 90-94.
282 Sandrini mentions these architects, citing Vasari’s association o f the Villa Della Torre with
Sanmicheli, and also notes Magagnato’s hypothesis regarding the role o f the stuccatore Bartolomeo Ridolfi,
the man responsible for the outlandish anthropomorphic chimneys in the villa, as a potential contributor to
the design o f the structure. Ibid., 112-113 and 169 nn. 16-21. Also see: G. F. Viviani, Le Ville delta
Valpolicella (Venice: Centro di Documentazione per la Storia della Valpolicella, 1983), 188; idem. La villa
nel Veronese (Verona: Banca Mutuale Populare di Verona, 1975), 46; and Annamaria Conforti Calcagni in
Pierpaolo Brugnoli and Arturo Sandrini, L 'architettura a Verona nell ’eta della Serenissima (Verona:
Amaldo Mondadori, 1988), Vol. I: 198-200.
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a sculptor and his personal stake in the income from the property made him the most
logical author o f the design. Margherita Azzi Visentini agrees, stating, “in all probability
[the villa] is a work of its proprietor.”284 Giulio’s friendship with Navagero, who was
clearly responsible for the design o f his own gardens, not to mention his relationship with
both Ramusio and Bembo, two other men who contributed to the layout and decoration o f
their own villas, suggests that Sandrini is correct.
Giulio Della Torre’s interest in antiquities and his involvement in the Accademia
Gibertiana indicate that the style chosen for his renovation o f Guido Antonio M affei’s
country house must be understood as another facet o f a comprehensive interest in the
antique. Giulio, a lawyer and m ember o f the small number o f Veronese families that
exerted control over the city and its province, cherished the history o f his family and
Verona. Azzi Visentini claims that he was an important “protector” o f Giovanni Caroto,
the painter who published a collection o f views o f the city, D e le Antiqita de Verona, in
1560.

As he had for his son Girolamo and his friend Giambattista Ramusio, Giulio

produced a portrait medallion o f Caroto that shows the artist at work at a desk under the
admiring gaze o f a nude male. [Figure 3.48] Caroto’s engravings were based on drawings
he had done some years earlier and, therefore, while Giulio was still alive which he
corrected and published, apparently, in response to the release o f Palladio’s I Ouattro

28i Sanmicheli is also put forward as the designer o f the chapel in the upper courtyard o f the villa,
and that attribution is more convincing.
284 Azzi Visentini 1995,246.
285 Giovanni Francesco Caroto, D e le Antiqita de Verona (Verona: Paolo Ravagnan, 1560) and
Gunther Schweikart, ed., Le antichita d i Verona di Giovanni Caroto (facs. rpt. Verona, 1977).
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Libri}%b Caroto’s illustrations had been published some twenty years earlier in 1540 by
Torello Saraina, De origine et amplitucline civitatis Veronaem In Saraina’s dialogue,
Caroto is one o f three speakers, along with Jacopo Villafranca and Giovan Nicola
Cappella, in a conversation about local cultural traditions, the Roman antiquities visible
in the city, and o f the inherent problems facing a student o f archeology.288
As a medallist and sculptor, G iulio’s work reveals a sensitivity to ancient
prototypes. Shortly after Giulio’s death, Hubert Goltz published a history o f Julius Caesar
that he based on images o f Roman coins and mentioned Giulio as the owner o f an
important collection o f ancient money.289 Although we cannot know the extent o f
Giulio’s collection, at least two members o f the younger generation o f Della Torres,
including his nephew Giambattista, owned antiquissimae Medaleae.290 In any event,
Giulio’s own work and his support for Giovanni Caroto reveals a strong interest o f
ancient types and suggests that his redesign o f his countiy house into a true villa
a ll’antica should be considered as a powerful statement o f a pervasive interest in ancient,
Roman style.
Despite several alternative attributions to the contrary, the conventional wisdom
concerning the design o f the Villa Della Torre places the responsibility on the patron,
Giulio Della Torre, instead of on a professional architect. There are budgets, which admit
to the subcontracting o f hydraulics and stonecutting to specialists; however, the concept

286 Paolo Marini, “Andrea Palladio,” in Brugnoli and Sandrini, 186. The exact date o f Giulio’s
death is not known, but he must have been deceased by 1558 when his son Antonio registered him self as the
son o f “the late (quondam) Dr. Giulio Della Torre,” Franzoni, 94.
287 Mazzi, 149.
288 Ibid.
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and the arrangement appear to spring from Giulio’s interest in the makeover o f a family
farm into a proper villa. Looking at a later plan of the villa it is impossible to miss the
dominant feature o f the composition. Rather than consider the villa as an obtrusive
intervention into the landscape, Giulio’s final product becomes a linchpin in the
management o f the larger agricultural territory o f Fumane, connected to the verdant
countryside by the lifeline o f the irrigation system which enters the villa at the top and
travels through each zone o f the formal part o f the property before exiting the lower
garden and orchard to circulate through the neighboring fields. Each step o f the w ater’s
path becomes a celebrated focus o f the individual unit. Each unit becomes itself part o f a
larger organic composition by the understanding o f the movement, origin and destination
o f this water in the adjacent elements o f the complex and the surrounding holdings o f the
Della Torre.
Although the rusticated masonry o f the Villa Della Torre a Fumane expresses a
powerful all ’antica monumentality, the design o f the villa reveals a deep sensitivity to the
landscape on which it was built. The horizontal run o f columns, the axial plan and the
simple geometry o f the terraced gardens follow the natural slope o f the terrain while they
offer the main house spectacular views across the Valpolicella toward the distant capital
o f the province. In plan, the villa approximates a Hellenistic peristyle house. The choice
o f a rustic order satisfied the need to correlate the style o f the residence with its location
in the country and its function as a casa cli villa. Similar columns and ornamental
rustication were features o f both the Villa Ramusa and the two late Bembo villas. As a

289 Hubert Goltz, C. Iulius Caesar sive Historiae Imperatorum Caesarumque Romanorum ex
antiquis numismatibus restitutae (Bruges, 1563).
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result, the thick and rough colonne bugne o f the Villa Della Torre at Fumane reflect the
embrace by Navagero’s friends of Raphael’s architectural vocabulary and do not by
themselves support an attribution to either Romano or Sanmicheli. Although the plan of
the Della Torre country residence does not recall any o f the surviving villas built by
N avagero’s circle, this can be explained by the condition o f the property when it was
purchased from the Maffei some years before. Furthermore, the fact that the Villa Della
Torre was completely re-constructed around the middle o f the sixteenth century makes it
more likely that the owner had a chance to digest the latest commentary on Vitruvius and
incorporate new concepts in a ll’antica design in the plan.291 The use o f heavily rusticated
ornament for a residential structure that borrows directly from recent illustrations o f the
ancient peristyle house that accompanied V itruvius’ text associates the rustic with
all ’antica architecture and specifically with the ancient villa. Similarly, the sensitive
connection between the man-made structure o f the residence and its setting suggests that
recent developments in the recreation o f the a ll’antica villa inspired Giulio Della Torre to
m ake a better or more pure Roman villa.
The Villa Della Torre at Fumane stands out as a concrete example o f the link
between Navagero’s ideology and villa architecture. As a graduate o f the University of
Padua and a practicing artist, Giulio appreciated the value o f experience and the
corresponding careful study o f examples, be they coins, elevations or gardens. As the
brother o f renowned physician who worked on commentaries o f the works o f Rhazes (alRazi) and Avicenna, Giulio also cannot have been blind to the contributions o f the great

290 Franzoni, 94, cites the Testament o f Giambattista Della Torre o f November 8, 1568.
291 Mazzi, 162-164.
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Islamic and Arab thinkers. Navagero provided a convenient link between the two most
powerful historical entities in the Mediterranean basin. Navagero’s letters from Spain
underscored one point: that Islam had been a vital force in the shaping o f their world.
Simply stated, Navagero made a case for the induction o f Arab philosophers and Islamic
monuments into their respective halls o f fame, a point made in our earlier discussion o f
the history o f mathematics. For a villa owner such as Giulio, Navagero’s discussion o f the
territory o f Roman Spain and Islamic al-Andalus amounted to an ekphrastic aid to the
better reincarnation o f the classical villa characterized by Pliny, Varro and Columella. In
plan and execution the Villa Della Torre owes something to the latest developments in
M annerist architecture, especially to Giulio Rom ano’s Palazzo del Te in Mantua. The
sequence o f framed garden rooms, cortili, peschiere and grottos recalls the pattern o f
R om ano’s masterpiece. More pertinent to what Navagero brought to light, though, is the
spectacular sensitivity to the coherent and unified presentation o f the villa and garden
complex that makes the Villa Della Torre a suitable stand-in for N avagero’s lost villas.
From a formal perspective the Villa Della Torre compares favorably in a very
straightforward comparison between one o f the gardens visited and described by
Navagero in his letters and the center cortile o f the Della Torre complex. An axial view of
the Villa D ella Torre exhibits a sequence o f garden rooms similar to the flowing,
interconnected spaces o f the Alhambra and the Generalife. After reading Navagero’s
letters, Giulio had a clear example o f a garden and building complex in which the
negative space o f the planted areas appeared to move into and often through the solid
mass o f the surrounding or flanking structures. The permeable nature o f the columnar
screen o f the peristyle courtyard and the portals along the central axis open the residence
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up. The villa was brought to life by the swift and noisy passage o f the water that Giulio
redirected to enter the upper terrace and then flow through the central court, into the fish
ponds, out of a spout in a grotto, across the lower ten-ace or orchard and then, finally, out
o f the walled enclosure and on to the fields below.
At the Villa Della Torre, the running water confirmed the open plan o f the villa
and the permeable character o f the structure. Later Renaissance villa gardens are well
known for the splendid waterworks. In some o f these gardens, the flowing water links
areas o f the garden together. Several garden historians have pointed to Navagero’s letters
as a possible source for the dynamic use o f water in the gardens o f mid-Cinquecento Italy.
His descriptions o f Granada offer a tantalizing model for the proliferating fountains and
burbling water chains in the gardens o f powerful clerics and princes. The clever use of
hydraulics and the characterization o f water as a connector in a thematic or narrative
garden in Roman Renaissance gardens does not exactly replicate, however, the passage o f
water from landscape to structure and back to landscape noted by Navagero as a feature
o f Spain’s Moorish gardens and seen some decades after at Fumane.
Conclusion
Fascination with this kind o f moving water was not entirely novel, but Navagero’s
description of the Alhambra piqued the interest o f his friends. Pietro Bembo, for example,
digressed from his account o f the Italian Wars in the final chapter o f his History o f Venice
when he described the 1512 embassy o f Domenico Trevisan to Cairo and spoke in
glowing terms o f the charms o f the Palace o f King Laseraffo o f Egypt:
“The King heard that it was a great man - one as illustrious as him self sent to him by order o f the Senate and received him with every honor in a
most ample loggia in one o f his most lovely gardens; From every column
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o f the loggia hung a cage with singing nightingales; and the water o f the
fountains, that ran from more than one side, seemed to murmur sweetly as
if accompanying the songs o f the birds...292
B em bo’s ekphrasis reminds us o f the increasing number o f travelers’ descriptions
o f gardens and landscapes circulating in Venice in the Cinquecento. O f these, Navagero’s
letters provide the m ost explicit link between a garden aesthetic and villa culture. Thanks
to the high-profile role played by his nephew, Bernardo, as an ambassador and Cardinal,
the charms o f the Granadine palaces seen by Navagero in 1526 would have reached an
appreciative audience in Rome and, thus, may have contributed to the increasingly daring
use o f waterworks in the great gardens built for papabile clerics and their ilk. But it is
m ore likely that the recipients o f the original letters in Spain, Ramusio, Bembo, and the
D ella Torre w ould have asked their author to carefully explain him self and, perhaps,
assist them or direct them in their efforts to make equally magical gardens that revealed
the hands-on role played by their patrons. The adjacent Brenta provided Pietro Bembo
with all the noisy water he needed at his suburban villa and his family villa, the Noniano,
sat at the juncture o f the Brenta and a canal. The Villa Ramusa, on the other hand, did not
have a large, natural watercourse nearby, but smaller channels cut across the property, and
their importance was underscored by the Sanmicheli’s ponticello. Situated as it was on
the slope some distance from Verona, the Villa Della Torre offered quite different
opportunities to its patron than did the other villas we have discussed, because they are all
located on rather flat terrain. The terraces above and below the house allowed the water,
w hich arrived on the property in a canal from a spring some distance away, to descend
playfully through the complex, rushing swiftly across a prato at one point, shooting

292 Bembo, Istoria Viniziana, 1978, 398.
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toward the heavens at another, disappearing beneath the ground to reappear in a
subterranean grotto, and, finally, quenching the thirst o f a series o f fields further down the
slopes. A spring day in Giulio Della Torre’s compound must have astounded visitors with
the music o f the rushing canals and the sprinkling fountains, as the dynamic “acqua
corrente” streamed through the villa. Navagero’s letters introduced to Italy a prototypical
garden complex where just this type o f living, burbling water surged or meandered
through rooms, courts, and gardens invigorating palaces and visitors alike.
As villa owners, Pietro Bembo, Giambattista Ramusio, Girolamo Fracastoro and
Giulio Della Torre were members o f an elite group in Renaissance society. The noblemen
Bembo and Della Torre fit our ideal o f the typical m ember o f this group, while Fracastoro
and Ramusio, the physician and the secretary respectively, make it abundantly clear that
the country life had tremendous appeal for nobles and non-nobles alike. In each case,
these men invested time and money in the creation o f villas that provided refuge or
respite from the city, perhaps the most traditional purpose o f the villa. Their villas,
however, also reveal the new role of the villa in the sixteenth-century Veneto that was
based on a revised a ll’antica villa type these men developed as colleagues o f Andrea
Navagero.
Pietro Bembo represents the most traditional Venetian villa owner. Heir to a
tradition o f public service, he also inherited a traditional villa, the Noniano, that served
primarily as a temporary refuge from the pressing business o f daily life in the city. His
new suburban villa in Padua provided all the comforts o f his family villa, but offered
something new: its powerful Roman ornament and an equally impressive botanical
collection. The style o f the residence declared that Bem bo’s house was indeed a villa. Its
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landscape suggests that Bembo had come to appreciate the central role o f agriculture and
science for the garden o f a proper villa, an idea he borrowed from Navagero’s villa and
garden on Murano.
Giambattista Ram usio’s purchase o f agricultural lands suggests that cittadini were
also quick to seize upon alternative investments. M oreover, as a leading m ember o f the
bureaucracy, Ramusio was well aware o f government support for land improvement. The
Villa Ramusa, however, raises somewhat different questions about the role o f the villa in
the Veneto. As a geographer, Ramusio was particularly interested in distant lands, and his
contacts with travelers like Gonzalo Oviedo reinforced the message delivered by
Navagero about the strange fauna being discovered on an almost daily basis. Ram usio’s
villa, and the “Spagniola” that ran along one edge, was an early site for attempts to take
advantage o f recent discoveries. Although the outcome o f his one documented business
venture in the New W orld was not financially rewarding, his dissemination o f its marvels
and his involvement in the study o f its plants followed the model established by
Navagero’s earlier travel to Spain and his shipment o f strange plants back to his friends in
Venice. Ram usio’s botanical interests are not the only interesting result o f his
participation in villa culture. The attempt made by his son, Paolo, to advance the family’s
standing from cittadino to noble indicated that the lifestyle and contacts he had inherited
from his father legitimized an argument that the relatively recent arrivals in Venice were
the social equals o f Senators. Paolo’s maternal descent from the noble Navagero family,
his childhood in the household o f the Veronese noble Raimondo Della Torre, and his
ownership o f a productive and pleasant villa suggested that he lived his life on the same
footing as a nobleman and, in turn, justified his effort to claim that he was one himself.
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The villa in which Girolamo Fracastoro spent most o f his tim e enjoyed a
spectacular view o f the bountiful Province o f Verona. Although there is no record of
agricultural lands associated with Incaffi, Paolo Ram usio’s description o f the villa’s vista
links Fracastoro’s residence with the larger agricultural enterprise. Farming the Veronese,
however, was less important at Incaffi than Fracastoro’s personal scientific pursuits. His
lengthy stays at Incaffi gave him time to think, study and write, and it is this use o f the
villa that subtly transforms it from a rather traditional refuge into a place o f active
research. Fracastoro’s astounding breadth o f interests and his impressive output suggest
that his villa was a place to do serious work, and it is this aspect o f villa culture that
Fracastoro would pass on to the next generation o f Veronese villa owners.
Finally, Giulio Della Torre’s villa at Fumane stands out as the most complete
statement o f the true a ll’antica villa envisioned by Navagero and his circle. Rightfully
identified as a unicum by Arturo Sandrini, the Villa D ella Torre integrated a powerful
rustic courtyard villa house with a series o f terraced gardens and the larger agricultural
landscape. The pronounced romanitas o f the structure and the soothing Moorish rhythms
o f the waters reflect the principles o f the agricultural villa developed after Navagero
returned from Spain. More importantly, perhaps, the rustic vocabulary used by Giulio
Della Torre for his villa indicates that his close friend, the architect M ichele Sanmicheli,
had a greater influence on villa architecture than has been previously believed. The
application o f rustic ornament to the casa di villa and the central focus o f the villa as a
whole on productive experimental agriculture will be the focus o f the next chapter.
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C h a p te r F our: V illeggiatura and L earned F arm ing in the V eronese
Although Palladio’s spectacular villas would prove more popular with the
wealthiest Venetians, the Navagero rustic laboratory found its niche in the Veronese. In
this chapter I will discuss the acceptance o f this new villa type in the V alpolicella.1
During the investigation o f this rustic model, I was forced to reconsider several accepted
attributions o f villas in the Province o f Verona; and, thus, although Chapter Four begins
with a discussion o f “learned farming” it ends with a fresh look at M ichele Sanmichele.
Along with their careful and calculated identification with an autonomous
Veronese intellectual and political tradition would come what some scholars have posited
is an aversion to dominant trends from Venice.2 Chief among these for our purposes is
the proliferation o f purely cubic Palladian villas that segregate built and natural. [Figure
4.1] To be sure the patrons discussed in this chapter built villas for retreat, but the luxury
o f their palace and formal garden never demanded denying or disguising the agricultural
purpose o f territorial dominance. Indeed, the Bembo-Raphael logge that dissolve the
boundary between casa and giardino, palazzo and brolo reflect the influence o f Navagero
on the Venetian villa.
W e have already discussed two important Veronese villas in Chapter Three,
Fracastoro’s Incaffi and Giulio Della Torre’s villa at Fumane. Fracastoro embraced the
new ideology o f the villa as a commodious locus for scientific pursuits. Giulio Della

1 Other scholars have noted idiosyncrasies in regional villas. For example, Viviani remarks that a
“substantially peculiar typology” exists in the Veronese villa that he characterizes as a “binomial residencefarm” based on the mixture o f Venetian and Lombard models. “Presupposti e primo bilancio di una
ricerca,” in Viviani 1975, 11.
‘ Paola Lanaro, ‘“ Essere famiglia di consiglio’: Social Closure and Economic Change in the
Veronese Patriciate o f the Sixteenth Century,” Renaissance Studies 8, no. 4 (Dec. 1994): 430- 432.
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Torre was a recipient o f Navagero’s missives from Spain and, thus, his villa represents
the most explicit statement about the complete acceptance o f the new m odel o f villas.
From a stylistic standpoint, the appearance o f rusticated ornament and a feel for fluid
spatial relationships relate an additional number o f villas in and around Verona to these
two and to one another. Several villas owned by prominent Veronese noble families, the
Malaspina, Nichesola and Del Bene, will be presented as case studies in which we will
see how the patrons o f these villas invested a great deal o f time and m oney into the
integration o f their villas with botanical gardens and adjacent high-yield experimental
farmland. I believe the agricultural component correlates these villas with Navagero’s
nascent programmatic marriage of the villa suburbana to the working farm and scientific
enterprise.
In particular instances, the patrons o f several Veronese villas can be neatly tied
into the Navagero legacy. For example, the Marchese Lepido de M alaspina was the
dedicant o f Domenico Farri’s 1563 edition o f Navagero’s II viaggio3 In addition, the
Nichesola, Del Bene, and Serego, among others, were members along with the Della
Torre and the M alaspina o f a recently founded Academy in Verona, which championed
scientific achievements and cultural advancement.4 W e should also note that Pietro
Bem bo’s fam iliare, Cola Bruno, was rector or arciprete o f the parish church o f S.
Michele in Monzambano on the Mincio at the southern border o f the Provincia di
Verona.5 Although Bruno must have spent little time in Monzambano considering his

3 II viaggio, 1563, i.
4 Donata Battilotti, “V ille apocrife di Sanmicheli alia luce dei documenti,” in Burns, 101.
3 Antonio Fasani, “Aspetti pastorali nelle visite di GianM atteo Giberti alia D iocesi di Verona,” in
Eremiti e P astori della Riforma Cattolica nell 'Italia del '500: A tti del VII Convegno d e l Centro di Studi,
(Verona: Avellaniti, 1983), 95. A plan o f the area around Monzambano that describes the agricultural
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acquisition of four parishes in the Veneto and his normal residence in Padua, archival
sources indicated that he visited S. Michele and likely had personal contact with the
bishop. Finally, N avagero’s nephew, Bernardo, was named Cardinal o f Verona in the
1563 after a long and distinguished career as a Venetian ambassador.6 Bernardo, the son
o f Andrea’s cousin, owned a villa near the border between the provinces of Verona and
Padua, and represented a generation o f Navageri that benefited from and understood
Andrea’s reformulation o f the villa.7
The familial bond between Navagero, Ramusio, and the brothers Giulio and
Raimondo D ella Torre described in Girolamo Fracastoro’s three dialogues is confirmed
in correspondence and legal documents.8 As a result, the new villas built by these
brothers in the Valpolicella might be expected to incorporate the latest trends in Venetian
country house design. Their brother’s (M arc’ Antonio Della Torre) career as one of the
leading physicians to come out o f the Padua system might have instilled in his siblings a
fascination for medicinal plants that would have fit quite nicely in the gardens of their
villas. As a result, the formal band o f greenery typically surrounding Veronese country
houses could serve at the villas o f the Della Torre as a beautiful and educational botanical
garden akin to those planted by Navagero and Bembo.

character survives in the archives: Archivio di Stato di Verona (ASVr), Fondo Pompei-Monzambano, n.
75bis, 1753, Beni Comune Monzambano, Stefano Codroipo, perito.
6 Guglielmo Ederle, Dizionario cronologico bio-bibliograficico dei Vescovi d i Verona (Verona:
Edizioni di vita Veronese, 1965) 77-78; Luigi Federici, Elogi istorici de’ piu illustri ecclesiastici Veronesi
(1818), I: 112-120.
7 A SV, D ie d Savi alle Decime, b. 164, f. 1100, “Estimo o f Zan A lvise Navager fu del Rmo
Cardinale.” In his tax declaration Giovanni A lvise Navagero, son o f Bernardo Navagero, listed a Villa in
Manerbe in the province o f Verona described as 140 campi with a casa di patron e and brolo. This property
was inherited from Bernardo.
8 eg. ASVr, Fondo Della Torre, Testamenti, m. 129, n. 240, “Testament o f Raimondo Della Torre
di S. Marco,” 28 August 1537; and ASVr, Fondo D ella Torre, b. IV, n.96, “Testament o f D. Beatrice Della
Torre,” 27 August 1537.
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The appearance o f other villas in the province that incorporated similar features
and whose owners participated in scientific agriculture indicates that the new villa type
was slowly becoming acceptable in Veronese villa culture. Unlike the villas I have
already introduced, most villas, however, cannot be directly connected with the Venetian
prototypes. W hat could explain the increasing popularity o f learned farming and the
botanical garden among the subject nobility o f Verona? Earlier, I identified the economic
benefits o f land reclam ation and increased yields for landowners on the terraferma. The
pragmatic and perfectly acceptable rationale developed for Venetian and Veronese
gentlemen to take up farming. The legality of rental income and profit from the sale o f
produce and livestock justified the movement o f capital away from international trade
and into agriculture for members o f the Venetian senate.9 Similarly, titled nobles could
exploit their hereditary rights to property and water without jeopardizing their status in
society or their role within the semi-autonomous province. The culture o f villeggiatura
enveloped Verona from all sides: the arrival o f an energetic reform-minded bishop from
Rome, the proxim ity o f Lombardy, the seat o f many Veronese nobles’ nominal overlord,
and the burgeoning ties between the subject province and the capital o f the republic.
Veronese villa culture in the sixteenth century is a catchment for two streams: the
traditional practice o f villeggiatura normal to Tuscany, Lazio and Lombardy, and the
innovative and experimental learned fanning pioneered by Navagero and typified by
Ramusio and the Della Torre.

9 Martin, 2.24-225. Martin characterizes the move to real estate as a “withdrawal” and claims that
“the Venetian aristocracy...began to invest in land on the terraferma, adopting a new style o f life more in
keeping with the traditional ideals o f the European nobility.”
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The Villa Malaspina: From Natural Philosophy to Learned Farming
The leading families o f Cinquecento Verona owed m uch o f their prestige and
power to their connection with the most powerful feudal overlords o f medieval Europe.
The Malaspina were among the Veronese nobles whose title o f M archese had been
passed down from a famous warrior in the company o f the H oly Roman Emperor
Frederick.10 Other branches o f the family had ruled Sardinia and had settled near
Vicenza, in Sicily and in Tuscany. In fact, several female members o f the Malaspina
family married Medici scions and, as a result, the sixteenth-century Malaspina in Verona
were cousins o f Giovanni de’Medici, the son o f Lorenzo il M agnifico who would become
Pope Leo X .11 As prominent members o f Veronese society, the M alaspina were involved
with the governance o f their city and province, and actively courted Venetian
confirmation o f their hereditary control of lands and water rights in the profitable
countryside around Verona.12 The Malaspina deftly balanced relationships with the
Gonzaga o f Mantua, the Venetian Senate and the Dukes o f Milan. Their continued
prosperity is indicative o f the integration of the local elites in the government of the
annexed or conquered terraferma provinces.13 One reason for the acceptance of families

10 On the Malaspina family see: Thomaso Porcacchi, H istoria d e ll’origine et successione
deU ’iUustrissima fam iglia M alaspina (Verona: Girolamo Discepolo, 1585); Guido Guagnini, I M alaspina:
Origini, fasti, tramonto d i una dinastia (Milan: II Biscione, 1973).
11 The Florentine branch o f the Malaspina is noted in Porcacchi, and in a history o f the city o f
Florence: Historia Antica di Riccordano M alespini G en til’huomo Fiorentino dall'edificazione di
Fiorenza..., Giachetto Malaspina, ed. (Florence: Giunta, 1568), 26.
Numerous Malaspina requests for water use survive in the Venetian archives: eg. ASV,
Processi, b. 51, f. 1: Leone Malaspina request for irrigation at Castel d ’Azzano, 1 July 1560; f. 2: Corrado
Malaspina request for water from the Acqua Bergolla, 29 Nov. 1560; f. 3: Alberico and Pietro Paolo
Malaspina request to construct a canall at C a’ dell’Agio, 16 May 1560; and f. 4: Giov. Francesco
Malaspina requested water for rice cultivation, 10 May 1570.
13 The Villa Malaspina in Castel d ’Azzano passed into Gonzaga possession through the marriage
o f Marcella Malaspina to a member o f the Gonzaga family [ASVr, Arch. M alaspina, b. 3, n. 49 and b. 45,
n. 946]. The Malaspina reacquired the property in the late seventeenth century [Archivio Storico Curia
V escovile di Verona (ASCV), Parrocchia Azzano].
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such as the M alaspina by Venice was their careful and conscientious affirmation o f
Venice as the chief marketplace for agricultural produce and raw materials harvested on
their lands. The numerous pieces of property owned by the M alaspina reflect the
increasing value attached to arable land during the sixteenth century, and their villas
exhibit the personal stake o f the patrons in the yield and profit from the investment in
agriculture.14
Although it is not possible to discuss each o f the numerous M alaspina country
estates within the confines o f this work, selected villas will help us better understand the
character o f the sixteenth-century Veronese villa. The Villa M alaspina at Castel
d ’Azzano features alterations to a thirteenth-century fortified residence that transformed a
Venetian Gothic tow er into a villa with outbuildings and courtyards suitable for produce
storage and the housing o f laborers, domesticated animals and equipment necessary for
farming. [Figure 4.2] The Villa Malaspina in Povegliano also followed the pattern o f the
renovation or alteration o f an older country house into a true villa. [Figure 4.3] Finally, a
third Villa Malaspina, also south o f Verona near Povegliano, appears to have been built
in the middle o f the sixteenth century along the lines o f the Villa Bembo at Cittadella,
although there is no evidence for the rustication o f the ground floor arcade. [Figure 4.4]
The acquisition and development of property by the M alaspina was not unusual but there
are several circumstances that justify a more explicit connection between their investment

14 The Malaspina family owned land throughout the province o f Verona including the villas at
Castel d ’Azzano and Povegliano in Isola della Scala south o f the city. Other members o f the family had
land near Vicenza in Roveredo and Arcole. Although the extent o f the individual holdings o f agricultural
property cannot be easily determined, the number o f country houses and the specific references to many o f
them in the records o f the Beni Inculti and Savi d ’Acque suggest that the Malaspina were heavily invested
in farming.
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and the revitalization o f the working villa and its rebirth as a center o f agronomy and
botanical science.
The most notable member o f the M alaspina family in the mid-Cinquecento was
the Marchese Lepido di Malaspina. Lepido’s interest in geography or travel literature and
garden history becomes apparent when we read the preface o f Domenico Farri’s 1563
edition o f Navagero’s II viaggio)* According to the publisher, the dedicant o f the
posthumous edition o f letters from Spain and France took a personal interest in the noble
practice o f cultivation and agronomic science. Furthermore, the Marchese understood and
shared Navagero’s admiration for the garden aesthetic o f Moorish Spain and its
horticultural practice. The extent to which M archese Malaspina followed in Navagero’s
footsteps as a collector o f rare botanical specimens and imports needs further elucidation.
As an active investor in property and a patron who took personal responsibility for
improving his land, Lepido di Malaspina embraced the new trend toward scientific
horticulture and agriculture. Documents from the Venetian Bene Insult confirm Lepido’s
active role in the bonificazione o f Malaspina lands. In at least one instance, this noble
farm er’s experiments appear to have been coordinated with the layout o f his country
houses, and, thus, his villas served as locations for erudite and profitable experimentation,
which was based on the initial juxtaposition, and later the marriage, o f exotic and
classical examples.
The current disrepair o f all three M alaspina villas located to the south o f Verona
offers the modem visitor no sense o f the comfortable and elegant appointments normally
associated with the country houses o f similarly wealthy Italians. The scale o f each

15II viaggio, i.
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structure, however, hints at their original situation as the ruined, boarded-up buildings
still sit astride the verdant plains and project an air o f bygone magnificence. To this day,
the land adjacent to each villa is cultivated, although in the one instance the town of
Castel d ’Azzano has begun to encroach on the property o f the old estate.16
The Marchese Lepido di M alaspina lived in a time when agriculture had gained
immeasurably from the conflation o f farming with botanical science, so that the study of
medicinal simples, the collection o f rare and foreign plants, the cultivation o f fruit trees
and exotica and the actual garden design itself might fall safely under the umbrella o f the
farm er’s art. Petitions presented to the Venetian Beni Inculti indicate that Lepido and his
brothers hoped to increase the profitability o f their lands. Like m any others, the
M alaspina seem to have banked on the successful introduction o f the sub-tropical import,
rice.17 Considering its subsequent place in the Northern Italian diet, the decision to apply
for the right to divert water to flood fields for rice paddies was a good one. The Venetian
commissioners probably felt that the water regime necessary for rice had a secondary
benefit since the eastern areas o f the terraferma were swamp and the thirsty rice fields
might make it easier to drain the wet areas further downstream. Like Bernardo Navagero
and Pietro Bembo, Marchese Lepido di M alaspina advanced to a position in the church
hierarchy later in life. Yet, his new title as an Abbate did not infringe upon the agrarian
business to which he had dedicated so m uch o f his time, and he retained active control

16 During the writing o f this dissertation, the empty and dilapidated villa was sold to a developer
who has begun to convert the property and house into a hotel.
17 Gianfranco and Carlo Frinzi, Castel d ’Azzano Storia e vita (Verona: Amministrazione
Comunale di Castel d ’Azzano, 1993), 90-93.
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over his income-generating properties.

1o

On more than one occasion he petitioned the

Venetian Beni Inculti for the right to divert water to irrigate fields.19 [Figure 4.5]
Lepido’s applications indicate that he was among the early landowners who
experimented with a new cultivar, rice.20 Although he was not the first to grow rice in the
Veneto, the M alaspina lands appear to have been at the forefront o f the introduction of
risiculture in the Veronese.21
The M alaspina also were among the Veronese families to plant tobacco.22 Unlike
rice and com, this import did not succeed as a major cash crop. Although tobacco failed
to make money for the Malaspina, their efforts to introduce another foreign plant to the
Veneto complete the picture o f noble, scientific farmers who had both notable successes
and dismal failures. The surprising thing about Lepido’s career as a farmer is not his
embrace o f new cultivars but the apparent lack o f a botanical collection at any o f the
three villas he owned. The ideology o f the villa the Marchese shared with Navagero and

18 Porcacchi, 225: “che fu Abbate d ’Avulla;” ASVr, Estimi antichi, 1581, reg. 22, D e
M ercatonovo: 95r. “Lepidus Malaspa. Marchio & Abbas...” The Marchese also held the title o f Prebend and
may have been affiliated with the Monastery o f S. Maria in Organo.
19 eg. A SV, Beni Inculti, Processi Malaspina, b. 51, n. 18, f. 7, 4 Feb. 1562.
20 The first reference to rice in the lower region o f the province o f Verona dates to 1529 and
mentions a “p ila ” or “heap” o f rice owned by the Monastery o f S. Maria in Organo at Roncanova. Cited by
Bruno Chiappa, Catastico delle p ile da riso, in Governo e aso delle acque nella Bassa Veronese { 1984), 25.
21 A SV , Beni Inculti, P rocessi Malaspina, b. 51, n. 18, f. 93,11 Apr. 1573. In this supplicazione
or request, Lepido Malaspina discusses the use o f water from the Biondelle and Tomaghiso to irrigate
approximately 160 campi (roughly 50 acres). The Marchese claims that he has had full and legal use, uso
antico et solito, o f these waters for over fifty years, but if the Provvedditori support his claim he will
concede to the Venetian government access to these waters. Rice fanning required a great deal o f water.
Remo Scola Gagliardi points out that the spread o f risiculture fundamentally altered parts o f the Veneto.
According to Gagliardi: “The most important event and, in some sense more upsetting for the Bassa
Veronese in the first half o f the Cinquecento, was the introduction o f the cultivation o f rice...[which had]
quadruple the yield o f the other cereals, but also from the point o f view o f its impact on the environment,
since the excavation o f numerous irrigation canals (seriole), necessary for this type o f crop, left profound
incisions on the morphology o f the territory.” Le corti rurali tra Tartaro e Tione da l X V a l XIX secolo
(Verona: Nuoviorrizonti, 1997), 8.
Unlike the other new world cultivars, tobacco was not embraced early or wholeheartedly in
Italy. A s a cash crop, tobacco is documented only in the nineteenth century, Ibid., 64. B y contrast, in
Ottoman lands, it is used fully already in the seventeenth century.
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his colleagues found an outlet in most cases in a well-tended brolo or orchard flanking a
geometric garden filled with roses and other exotic flora. Perhaps, Lepido’s actual farm
provided him with a more significant garden. A quick birds-eye sketch o f the Villa
M alaspina in Povegliano suggests that the casa clomenicale sat in the middle o f a
conceptually geometric or at least manipulated landscape.23 [Figure 4.6] The main house
is ringed by an ellipse that might represent the hierarchical arrangement of gardens and
farmland seen in contemporary illustrations o f other Venetian properties. The concentric
rings o f designed and planted gardens included the irrigated farmland, orchards and the
more stylized and delicate gardens nearest the structure. The Villa Malaspina in Castel
d ’Azzano must have had a garden terrace to the rear o f the renovated house.24 [Figure
4.7] Stone edging can be seen in the overgrown tangle, which divided the roughly square
garden into planting beds. A canal runs alongside this garden, separating it from the fields
to the east. The stone borders are similar to those used in other early m odem Italian
gardens for gutters or water channels. Perhaps, the layout o f the small garden replicates
the grid o f irrigated fields across the canal and, thus, the sluice gates and collection ponds
built by the M alaspina are an extension o f the formal garden into the agricultural
landscape.
The essential features o f the M alaspina villas include a casa domenicale with a
loggia, either on its flank or integrated into the ground floor o f the patron’s residence, a

23 ASV, Beni Inculti, Processi, b. 51, f. 7, d. 4. The drawing was attached to a supplication for
water use submitted by Lepido and Ottaviano Malaspina (4 February 1562) that showed their “possession”
as it was on 4 Xembrio (December) 1562.
24 Raised stone edging in the area directly behind the Villa Malaspina residence at Castel
d ’Azzano indicates that planting beds were in place at some point. Unfortunately, the overgrown condition
o f the site at the time o f this author’s visit made it im possible to do more than feel their presence through
the undergrowth. N o views o f the villa or records include reference to a garden adjacent to the casa di villa,
thus, we cannot date this feature in any way.
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garden or planting area adjacent to the house and a perim eter swath o f cultivated fields.
The establishment o f hierarchical and concentric bands around the hub o f the casa di villa
fits with the trend in the early modem Veneto toward the working villa established by
proponents o f agricultural investment. [Figure 4.8] In all likelihood the small gardens
closest to the main houses owned by Lepido di M alaspina were planted out as visually
interesting and sweet-smelling formal gardens suitable for quiet m eals and convivial
gatherings. Lepido’s introduction o f rice as a cash crop, however, and the later attempt by
the Malaspina to add tobacco into the mix suggest that botanical collecting or simple
scientific research into the suitability o f new cultivars held some attraction for the
Marchese. His personal stake in the income from his properties is m ade manifest in his
requests filed with the Beni Inculti and in the dedication o f N avagero’s II viaggio in 1563.
Domenico Farri’s dedication to Lepido suggests that he was well aware o f the author’s
role in the development o f the botanical garden and the subsequent evolution o f scientific
agriculture as a highly regarded pastime for nobles. Furthermore, there can be no doubt
that Lepido had read II viaggio and embraced the idea o f the practical formal garden at
least to the point o f a simple connection between the old-fashioned giardino segreto and
the cutting-edge conversion o f pastureland into rice paddy in twin gestures: the physical
movement o f water in irrigation canals and the planting o f exotic specimens among the
traditional flora normally used for the gardens.
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The Villa N ic h e so la a P onton
H eirs o f a V eronese noble, the law y er Fabio N ic h e so la and h is son C esare rebuilt
and expanded a sim ple c o u n try house n o rth east o f V ero n a into a m odel v illa suburbana.25
[F ig u re 4.9] T h e ir co rtile villa w ith its niches, terraced form al gardens, a ll’antica
ornam ental sculpture, d in in g loggia, bo tan ical garden and larg er agricultural territory
incorporated th e m o st attractive features o f the best C in q u ecen to investm ent properties.
T heir w ell-know n collection o f rare p lan ts and th eir p e rso n a l interest in scientific
endeavors in sp ired the in teg ratio n o f a botanical gard en in th e com m odious v illa ’s two
terraces o f p leasu re g ardens.26 T he style o f these u p p e r gardens, th eir situation adjacent to
the house, and th e ir m ed iatin g role indicates that recen t dev elo p m en ts in V eronese
gardens w ere con v en tio n al, even i f not com m onplace. S im ilarly , th e costly developm ent
o f a renow ned bo tan ical collection links th e N ichesola p ro ject w ith contem porary villa
p rojects as loci o f scientific agriculture.
From a stylistic standpoint the V illa N ich eso la u sed the op en loggias and sem i
enclosed garden room s long in favor in the V eneto even in less eleg an t farm com plexes.27
T he choice o f m on u m en tal and rusticated m aso n ry fo r th e entrance g ate and the colum ns
o f the loggia, h ow ever, su g g est that h e a v y a l l ’antica o rn am e n t co ntributed to the proper
transform ation o f a rural farm into a salubrious retreat. In o th er w o rd s, the style
im m ed iately co n v ey ed to v isitors the p a tro n s’ em brace o f the ch a ra c te r o f a p ro p er villa 28
[F ig u re 4.10] A s w ith m an y V ero n ese villas, the N ic h e so la p ro p erty can be linked to

2:1 On the V illa N ichesola see: Giuseppe Conforti, “V illa N ichesola a Ponton di Sant’Am brogio,”
Anm iario Storico della Valpolicella (1989-90): 65-124; Battilotti, 101-102.
26 Ibid., 100-102; Paola Moro, “Fabio e Cesare Nichesola: U na vicenda di facu lta e nobilta,” 21,
3 0 -3 1 ,3 3 .
27 Conforti, 77 and 81.
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several prom inent artists, specifically Paolo F arinati and D om enico C urtoni, and has been
co nnected to G iulio R om ano and S anm icheli.29 T he stu cca to ri and fresco p ain ters
fashioned for the patrons an aesthetically pleasing - even luxurious - en v iro n m en t for
gracious dining and lively discourse.30 T he d ecoration o f th e forecourt, lo g g ia and grotto
suggest that the N ic h e so la intended to m old th eir villa in th e shape o f the b est exam ples
o f C inquecento co u n try houses; but w hat is m o re im p o rtan t is that th e y also ch o se to
em phasize their personal pursuit o f botanical studies as the driving force b e h in d the
cu ltiv atio n o f a g arden in the V eronese countryside.
A lthough th ere is no docum entary evidence for the reasons b e h in d th e creation o f
a villa, the N ich eso la p ro p erty w as pro b ab ly p urchased as an in v estm en t in the potential
self-su fficien cy o f th e rep u b lic.31 Its basic layout reflected the typical h iera rc h y o f land
uses for V en etian country estates in w h ich a v eg etab le g arden or its m o re aesth etically
p leasin g counterpart w as p lanted nearest th e residence. [ F ig u re 4.11] T h e h o u se and
garden w ere then surrounded b y an orchard th at p ro v id ed a green b a rrier b e tw e en the
dom estic com plex and the fields o r pastures th at ju stifie d the purchase o f th e land in the
first place. T he segregation o f V enetian properties according to their use w as not ru d ely
discarded in the C inquecento, b u t the intellectual and social acceptance o f artful fan n in g

J8 Ibid., 73-76.
29 Conforti discusses the painter Paolo Farinati, who com pleted a number o f frescoes in the villa,
and the architect D om enico Curtoni, although the author only hesitantly attributes the V illa N ichesola to
Curtoni’s poorly known early career. Ibid., 94. Viviani, 1975, 397, mentions that Sanm icheli “has been
considered as the builder” o f the villa. Puppi, M ichele Sanmicheli, 87, on the other had, has suggested that
Giulio Romano may have been involved. In any event, the chronology developed by Conforti makes it
almost im possible to attribute the work to either Sanm icheli or Romano. Battilotti, 102, gives support to the
“more plausible” attribution to Farinati based upon “the “intimate connection between the architecture and
the painted decoration.”
J° The “chiaroscuro” frescoes o f Paolo Farinati were specifically mentioned as a highlight o f the
villa’s decoration by Scipione Maffei, Verona fllustrata (Verona, 1732), Part 3, Ch. 8, 285.
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d ro v e p atro n s to dissolve the borders b etw een ag ricultural zones in favor o f a m ore
h a rm o n io u s and fluid transition from casa to territory. T h e front and rea r courts
ad d ressed th e practical needs o f a w o rk in g v illa and th e serious b u sin ess o f botany. The
lo g g ia id entified the open nature o f a c o u n try house. The rusticated arcade stam ped this
v illa as a m em b er o f the class o f a ll 'antica villas p o p u lar am ong learned m en w hose
ed u catio n rem ained rooted in the disco u rse b etw een an cien ts and m odem s.
T he V illa D ella T orre established a n e w p attern fo r the V enetian villa w ith its
c o n scie n tio u s application o f rustic ornam ent in a h o u se and garden com plex that
in terp reted th e V itruvian peristy le h o u se as th e ty p e o f dom estic architecture best suited
fo r ru ral life. T he likelihood th at G iulio D e lla T o rre saw th e Islam ic gardens o f Spain as a
fair re p lic a o f o th er ancient v illa gardens ju stifie d his ground -b reak in g in troduction o f
w a te r channels sim ilar to those h e k new from N a v a g e ro ’s letters into a thoroughly
R o m a n structure. T he steps taken b y G iulio D e lla T o rre to m ak e th e ru n n in g w ater
tran sfo rm distinct garden ro o m s and courts into elem ents o f a sequential and theatrical
lan d scap e im pressed co n tem p o rary visitors. N um ero u s g lo w ing rep o rts o f the splendid
v illa at F um ane circulated th ro u g h o u t Italy in the second h a lf o f the sixteenth ce n tu ry and
attracted m o re tourists as w ell as th e atten tio n o f G iu lio ’s fellow noblem en. Fabio
N ic h e so la ’s villa at P onton is n o t far from F u m an e as it is also north and w est o f V erona
in the V alpolicella. A lthough v iew s o f th e v illa p ro b ab ly reflect the redesign o f the
g ard en s b y subsequent ow ners, th e guid in g spirit o f the intellectual patrons is m ade
m an ifest in th e terraces closest to th e house th at w ere laid out to h o u se their botanical

31 Ibid., 70-72. Conforti cites archival documents that indicate that the N ichesola fam ily owned
land in Ponton as early as 1389 but that the sixteenth-century villa renovation was begun by Fabio
N ichesola only in the last quarter o f the century.
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collection as a cherished laboratory nestled between the shady loggia and the cool, dark
grotto.

The Villa D el Bene a Volargne
The Del Bene family was late arrivals in the Veneto upper class.32 Originally from
Rovereto, a city on the upper reaches o f the Adige in the foothills o f the Alps, the family
only received Veronese citizenship in 1494.33 Indeed, long after one branch o f the family
m igrated south, the Del Bene derived a significant proportion o f their income as leading
figures in the production o f woolen fabric in Rovereto.34 Like many w ealthy subjects o f
the Venetian republic, the Del Bene frequently added to their land holdings when good
parcels and ready cash were available. The purchase o f Volargne fit nicely into the
portfolio o f the Veronese branch o f the fam ily because its river frontage would simplify
the shipping o f produce between Volargne and Verona. The Gothic fam ily palazzo in the
city had a similar riverbank location because it had been purchased, presumably, to
provide a warehouse for fabrics shipped from the Del Bene mills in Rovereto.35 The
obvious benefit o f a network o f riverfront properties justified the purchase o f both the
town house and the land in the Valpolicella. Giovanni Battista Del Bene, however, made
the decision to invest in a country house first and foremost as a way o f cementing his
rapid advancement in Veronese society.36 The acquisition o f a villa, and the assumption
o f the role o f gentleman fanner or padrone, signaled that Giovanni Battista marked a

32 On the D el Bene family see: Varanini 1996, esp. Lanaro, 61-80.
j3 The relevant documents are cited by Gian Maria Varanini, “La famiglia D el Bene di Rovereto
nel Quattrocento: L ’affermazione sociale e le attivita economiche,” in Varanini 1996, 23.
M Ibid., 26.
3:> Lanaro, 63.
36 Ibid., 63 and 76.
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successful transformation o f up-country wool salesmen into proper, well-educated
nobles.
The metamorphosis o f old-fashioned retreats into headquarters o f working farms
directly corresponds to the spread o f the idiosyncratic lumpy rustic order introduced by
Bembo and Bruno to the Veneto. The expensive ex novo country houses designed by
Palladio around Vicenza, as well as those nearer to the lagoon and the capital along the
Brenta, obscure our view o f the development o f the terraferma into the breadbasket o f
Northern Italy. This dissertation identifies a group of villas based on Navagero’s new
prototype o f a hybrid republican villa that involved both the recreation o f the native
ancient Roman villa and the creation of a proper setting for the display and propagation
o f exciting new cultivars. Prominent among this group are the villas enjoyed by Ramusio
and Fracastoro, and their villas typify the less refined country houses that reflect the
increasing attention paid agriculture by Paduan educated men as discussed in Chapter
Three. Moreover, their unprepossessing appearance leaves the emphasis wholly on the
intellectual pursuits o f the patrons as members o f a new breed o f noble farmers. Bem bo’s
suburbano distinguished itself by Cola Bruno’s powerful visual statement about the
inherent rural character o f any residence meant to be experienced as a proper villa. The
eccentric alteration o f the standard Paduan faqade by Bruno according to his patron’s
taste for the muscular architecture designed by Raphael late in his career in Rome clearly
appealed to everyone who visited the city and took the opportunity to tour the house cum
m useum and the spectacular riverside garden. Bruno refined the visceral and earthy
rustic, but his faqade suggested that the house was home to a man interested in gardens,
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even if those gardens were largely a living, outdoor extension o f the renowned collection
o f books and antiquities within the building.
Bruno’s sculpted and elegant rustic would be adopted as the signature style o f
villas conceived along the lines o f the agricultural villa championed by Navagero. The
impressive Villa Della Torre a Fumane is the most powerful example o f the use o f a
version o f Raphael’s villa architecture as the backdrop for farm ing activity. The genteel
Villa Nichesola employed rustic ornament in much the same way, although the complex
does not feature a residence even remotely similar to the Vitruvian peristyle house. The
rustic villa slowly became one option for patrons committed to the development o f arable
land. The Villa Del Bene in Volargne, a very beautiful country house some distance from
Verona on the banks o f the Adige River shows the extent to which Bruno’s bugnata
served as markers o f a true villa.37 [Figure 4.12]
Navagero and his friends exhibited from the very early stages o f the bonificazione
movement an acquisitive nature that meshed quite nicely w ith the prem ise that improving
land was among the noblest pursuits. The Veronese elite followed suit, slowly extending
the practice o f income-generating agriculture over the entire province. As recent arrivals
to Verona, the Del Bene m arried their way into the upper stratum o f society.38 He also
made sure that his son, Giovanni Battista, would attend the University o f Padua alongside

37 On the Villa D el Bene see: Giuseppe Conforti, “Villa D el B ene a Volargne,” Annuario Storico
della Valpolicella (1997-98): 155-200.
38 Marta Peroni, “I D el Bene nel patriziato Roveretano dei primi decenni del cinquecento,” in
Varanini 1996, 43. Peroni cites archival documents that include marriages between the D el Bene and the
Maffei, Miniscalchi and Allegri, “prominent families among the Veronese patriciate.” ASVr, D el Bene, r.
85, c.21r.
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the scions o f the best families from Verona, the other terraferma cities and Venice.39
With their cousins retaining a prominent role in the production o f fabric in Rovereto,
M atteo and Giovanni Battista represented a social-climbing cadet branch. Fortunately, the
recent grant o f a title by the Emperor Charles V outfitted the transplants for the struggle
to work their way into Veronese society.40
Seeing a chance to balance their portfolio and declare that the family had arrived,
the Del Bene purchased a property north and west o f Verona in the second quarter o f the
sixteenth century.41 The new property may have been under performing but the proxim ity
to the river offered hope that Giovanni Battista could turn the fruit o f the land into cash.
Both branches o f the Del Bene threw themselves into the management o f their
enterprises. In Volargne, one Giovanni Battista oversaw the planting o f gelso or mulberry
trees.42 In Rovereto more than six decades later, another Del Bene designed one o f the
first mechanical devices for the carding of wool.43 As a Padua educated young noble,
Giovanni Battista consulted classical treatises. In his writing, Giovanni Battista Del Bene
“revealed” his knowledge o f ancient sources “particularly the works o f Pliny.”44 His
reading o f Pliny would have suggested that the character o f the farmer and the act o f
farming should not be anathema to well-bred, and now titled, men. In fact, according to
m any authoritative texts, nothing was more noble than farming itself. As a result,
Giovanni Battista embarked on the improvement o f his property in the country that

',9 Ibid., 66. Following in his father’s footsteps, Giovanni Battista Del Bene graduated in utroque
iure, that is civil and canon, at Padua “where he had cultivated the humanist interests that surfaces in the
frequent citations o f classical authors in his letters.”
40 Ibid., 65.
41 Battilotti, 103, dates the acquisition o f the villa at Volargne by the D el Bene from the Malfatti to
1539.
42 Lanaro, 71.
43 Ibid., 75.
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included a wholesale rebuilding o f a casa clomenicale fit for a true noble that was to be
set in fields planted and tilled under the chary eye o f its Del Bene padrone.
Shortly after taking possession, Giovanni Battista Del Bene began the process that
turned the new property into a villa. [Figure 4.13] The Quattrocento house was expanded
and decorated. Gardens were laid out to its north and west connecting the house with the
rushing Adige River that connected Volargne and its environs with the capital city. The
fresco program featured the work o f Domenico Brusasorzi and Nicolo Crollanza and m ay
have included paintings by Francesco Torbido, Nicolo Giolfino and Bernardino India, the
m ost popular painters working in and around Verona.45 M ichele Sanmicheli has been
named in several studies o f the villa as the architect responsible for the reconstruction o f
the residence.46 The architectural adjustments m ade to the house feature the rusticated
columns and pilasters that had by the 1550s come to signal ‘country’ and ‘antique.’
Sanmicheli visited Volargne in his capacity as the chief fortification engineer o f
La Serenissima.47 There is no record that he m et with Giovanni Battista Del Bene about
the renovation o f his new possession, but his impact on the Veronese landscape was
unmistakable as he used sculptural and massive Roman forms to encircle the capital city
o f the province and adorn the homes o f her leading citizens. With his own town palace
undergoing renovation, Giovanni Battista m ay have paid close attention to Sanm icheli’s

44 Ibid., 66.
45 On the frescoes o f the Villa D el Bene at Volargne see Varanini, 1996, esp.: Francesca d ’Arcais,
“Gli affreschi della villa Del Bene a Volargne: fortuna e sfortuna critica dei dipinti,” 139-148; Gian Maria
Varanini, “II pittore N icola Crollallanza e gli affreschi di villa D el Bene,” 149-166; Clara Foresti, “Le
vicende costruttive e l ’iconografia degli affreschi di villa D el Bene a Volargne,” 167-178; Clara Foresti and
Cristina Nerozzi, “Iconogragia,” 179-204; and Cristina Nerozzi, “Domenico Brusasorzi e la poetica di
paesaggio in villa D el Bene di Volargne,” 205-218.
46 Conforti Calcagni 1998, 367; L. Puppi, M ichele Sanmicheli architetto: Opera com pleta (Rome,
1986), 107; and A. Sandrini, “Villa D el Bene a Volargne: l’architettura,” in G. M. Varanini, La
Valpolicella nella prim a eta moderna (1500-1600) (Verona, 1987), 212.
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transformation o f the medieval Palazzo Bevilacqua into a modem symbol o f familial
dignitas. Similarly, Del Bene’s studies had introduced him to the members o f the
Accademia Gibertiana and he would have been well informed about contemporary villa
building projects that featured the dynamic rustication associated with Raphael and his
circle and imported to the Veneto by architects like Sanmicheli and Bruno.
There are several reasons why Sanm icheli’s interpretation of Roman style would
have been picked up for use at the Villa Del Bene. First, the architect was the dominant
builder in Verona and his style appealed to Veronese nobles accustomed to the
proportions and elements o f Rom an architecture visible in the surviving amphitheater,
theater and gates. Sanmicheli’s fondness for exaggerated mstication conformed neatly
with the idea o f Roman architecture presented by the polychromatic arcades o f the
massive amphitheater. Sanm icheli’s version o f rustication appeared from the earliest days
o f his activity in the Veneto in the twin gates constructed at the Villa Soranza m idway
between the residential unit and the twin outbuildings. Unlike Romano, Sanm icheli’s
gates are components o f a rural composition and are, therefore, associated with villa
architecture. This direct conflation o f rustic and rural marks a significant step toward the
development o f a discemibly different villa aesthetic that employed rough and rugged
cousins o f Roman elements as unm istakable signs o f a building’s identity as a proper
villa.
In addition to the favorable impression made by Sanmicheli’s mstic vocabulary
on Verona, he can be associated with the V illa Del Bene for another, if more
circumstantial, reason. One o f the group o f painters responsible for the decoration o f the

47 See n. 32 above for the relevant archival documents
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w alls o f the house had w orked som e years e a rlie r on a c h u rch alongside the architect.
D o m en ico B rusasorzi (1515-1567) learned h is craft as a fresco p a in te r u n d er the w atchful
eye o f h is father.

AS

H is earliest independent w o rk w ere the landscape p ain tin g s on the

w alls o f the v estry o f the church o f S. M a ria in O rgano.49 [F ig u re 4.14] S anm icheli
designed th e faqade for the church, and his m assiv e th ree-arch ed v e stib u le is even m o re
strik in g b ecau se o f the contrast betw een th e d elicate seco n d sto ry o f th e old n av e an d the
ag g ressiv e g atew ay throw n up in front o f th e ch u rch .50 [ F ig u re 4.15] B ru saso rzi and his
fath er w ere p a id for w o rk on the d eco ratio n o f th e in terio r o f th e ch urch in 1549 and
1550, tw o years after Sanm icheli began the n e w entrance facad e.51 T h e sim ple and
affecting landscapes o f young D o m en ico include a n u m b er o f structures. B ru sa so rz i’s
p ainted architecture reveals that the p a in te r h ad a keen eye for detail and th at he
associated the a l l ’antica style w ith rural c o u n try h o u se design.
In several instances B ru saso rzi p a in te d view s o f v illas w ith g ro u n d floor arcades
ov erlaid b y p ilasters that are rem ark ab ly sim ila r to S a n m ic h e li’s faqade fo r S. M aria.
A rtistic licen se clearly p e n n itte d th e fresco p a in te r to im agine w h at so rt o f h o u se fit
lo g ically and rhythm ically in his su m m ary o f the lush V ero n ese co u n try sid e. A n u m b er o f
landscapes attributable to B rusasorzi reveal th e pow erful im pression m ad e b y S anm icheli
on the p a in te r o f the m o st convincing visions o f C inquecento V ero n ese villeggiatura.

48 On D om enico Brusasorzi see: Vasari 1976, 236-237; Bartolomeo dal P ozzo, Le vite de ’pittori,
scultori e architetti veronesi (Verona, 1718), 60-66, 75-76; D iego Zannandreis, Le vite d ei p itto ri scu ltori e
architetti veronesi, Giuseppe Biadego , ed. (Verona: G. Franchini, 1891), 107-112; S. J. Freedberg,
P ainting in Italy 1500 to 1600 (London and Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1971), 386-387; Paolo Carpeggiani,
“D om enico Brusasorzi,” in Pierpaolo Brugnoli, M aestri della pittura Veronese (Verona: A lfio Fiorini,
1974), 217-226; and M. T. Cuppini, “Aggiunte a Francesco Morone e D om enico Brusasorzi,” B ollettino
d ’A rte, sr. 4, no. 49/2 (April/June 1964): 185-186.
49 Vasari, 226-227; Carpeggiani, 217.
50 Puppi, M ichele Sanmicheli, 140-143.
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Chapter Five will focus on Brusasorzi’s commissions for the decoration o f the
audience hall o f the Episcopal Palace in Verona and the series o f unattributed landscapes
that grace the private studio o f the episcopal villa. Although the relationship between
these images and the ideology o f villeggiatura will be discussed in the next chapter, it is
helpful to introduce them here briefly and note two passages in these landscapes where
Brusasorzi quoted from Sanmicheli’s architecture. In one scene, Brusasorzi incorporated
recently arrived features in its fa 9 ade the multi-story villa from which the mounted
Cardinal issues. [Figure 4.16] The paired com er pilasters recall Sansovino’s solution for
the outside comers o f his Biblioteca. Similarly, the ground floor o f the palace features the
layered arcade and colonnade used by both Sansovino and Sanmicheli. Although these
features were not used exclusively by Sanmicheli, they exhibit the flair for dramatic
composition o f Raphael and his circle that was slowly gaining an audience in Verona.
The country houses painted by Brusasorzi in the Nazaret do not have any rusticated
ornament; but rustication appears in a number o f ruins the dot the quasi-imaginary
landscape. In one startling image, water mshes through two rusticated arches that prop up
a section o f m ined wall, where an armless nude male sculpture stands in a niche beneath
a crown o f weeds growing atop the remnants o f a fine comice.
Brusasorzi’s Active architecture displays a good grasp o f the general principles o f
a ll’antica design. Other painters and stuccoists made the move into architectural
ornament and building design. He is unlikely to have been the man responsible for the
renovation of the Villa Del Bene, simply because he is unknown to have been the author
o f any architectural designs. However, there is a chance that Brusasorzi absorbed more

M Nerozzi, 208-209; M. Stefani Mantovanelli, Momenti essenziali dell’attivita di Domenico
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from Sanmicheli and contemporary architecture than the painted buildings reveal at first
glance. For example, the fictive architecture o f the audience hall frescoes incorporated a
baluster type favored by Sanmicheli. [Figure 4,17] The simple baluster is composed o f
two identical halves separated by a convex band or ring. The ring pinches the baluster
into two rotund sections that narrow toward the ankle and shoulder where they then begin
to spread, widening into a foot or cap. This extremely simple yet elegant baluster has
been identified as typical o f Sanmicheli and he used it in the town houses he built for the
Pompeii, Bevilacqua and Canossa.52 [Figure 4.18] Furthermore, Brusasorzi has each pair
o f bishops stand in an opening framed by posts ornamented with stucco reliefs. The posts
are extensions o f posts that divide the balustrade into a series o f balconies. Two full
balusters are freestanding in each balcony, but a half-baluster is engaged into the side of
each post, a device used by Sanmicheli on the balconies o f the Palazzo Bevilacqua.
[Figure 4.19] Apparently, after years o f working in close proxim ity to Sanmicheli,
Brusasorzi felt some kinship with his fellow artist and chose bits and pieces o f his
architecture to provide the framing o f his categorical statement about the benign
administration o f centuries o f Veronese bishops. Furthermore, Brusasorzi’s quotations
from Sanmichele and the latter’s connection to several Veronese villa projects indicate
that he played a more significant role in the development o f the language o f villa
architecture in the Veneto than has been previously thought.

Brusasorzi e semantica di un’opera (Verona, 1979), 12-13.
52 On Sanmicheli’s contemporary Veronese palaces see: Howard Burns, ““Vasti desiderij e gran
pensieri”: i palazzi veronesi di M ichele Sanmicheli,” in Burns et al, 54-79
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Rethinking Villa architecture: Sansovino, Sanmicheli and Roman style
The Sack o f Rome bore unintended fruit for Cinquecento Italy. The exodus o f
artists before, during and after the horrible siege, and its even more horrific aftermath,
offered a new group o f patrons a chance to exploit the talents o f men steeped in the High
Renaissance atmosphere o f Papal Rome. Among the architects who prospered from their
relocation to the north as servants o f the Venetian republic and designers for the richest
patrons in the Veneto were M ichele Sanmicheli and Jacopo Tatti. Tatti, known under his
adopted surname Sansovino, had come to architecture from sculpture which he had
learned as an apprentice to the Florentine master Andrea Sansovino. Sanmicheli, a native
Veronese, had made the move to Rome in the first decade o f the sixteenth century where
he fell under the spell o f Raphael and worked alongside Raphael’s presumptive heir in
the fabbrica o f Saint Peter’s, Antonio da Sangallo the younger. Sanmicheli then should
be regarded as a driving force in the development o f the powerful, eclectic a ll’antica
aesthetic that transformed the landscape o f Venice and her empire, even though
Sansovino has been characterized as the chief protagonist in the introduction o f a
sculptural, plastic classical architecture to the Veneto.
Based on his powerful use o f the classical vocabulary in numerous villa
commissions, Palladio wears the crown o f premier country house designer o f the
Cinquecento. By contrast, Sanmicheli has not been considered one o f the major
contributors to the history of the Venetian villa. Sanmicheli’s Villa Soranza stands out as
one m ajor exception in a career as an urban palace designer, fortification engineer and
church builder. [Figure 4.20] In V asari’s biography of the architect, the Villa Soranza is
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mentioned as one o f four country houses designed by Sanmicheli.53 The lack o f much
detailed information about these four villas m akes it difficult to draw conclusions about
Sanmicheli’s role in the creation o f a coherent country house style.54 Nevertheless, in
addition to V asari’s mention, the Villa Comaro at Piombino Dese does appear in a view
o f the region included in a supplication to the Venetian Beni I n c u l t i [Figure 4.21] The
majestic portico villa built by Palladio for the Com aro visibly dominates the simple block
and flanking barchessa left over from Sanm icheli’s earlier work. Vasari also noted that
Sanmicheli contributed to the renovation o f the Palazzo or Castello Bevilacqua south east
o f Verona and the expansion o f the Villa Canossa at Grezzano to the north o f the city.56
[Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23] As with the V illa Comaro, these three properties appear in
maps o f their respective areas. La Soranza, built near Castelfranco in the Veneto, is more
easily studied than the others thanks to a published version o f its plan and elevation.57
[Figure 4.24] Sanmicheli proposed a longitudinal complex with a central residential unit
flanked by two arcaded farm buildings connected to the main block by low walls
punctuated by rusticated gates. A birds-eye view o f the Villa Soranza suggests that the
house and one barchessa were actually built facing a walled forecourt or farmyard that
itself paralleled the public road and with an additional enclosure directly behind the casa

33 Giorgio Vasari, Le vite d e ’piu eccellenti pittori, scultori ed architettori, G. Milanesi, ed.
(Florence, 1876-83), Vol. VI: 358-9.
54 One notable exception is the contribution o f David Hemsoll, “Le ville di Sanmicheli” included
in M ichele Sanmicheli: Architettura, linguaggio e cultura artistica nel Cinquecento, Howard Bums,
Christoph Luitpold Frommel and Lionello Puppi, eds. (Milan: Electa, 1995), 92-100, 281-283.
35 ASVr, Beni Inculti Treviso, r. 437, m. 28/A , d. 9.
36 Vasari, Lives, 229.
37 Ibid., 230. A lost drawing by the Vicentino architect G. B. Berti was copied by Luigi Trezza
(Biblioteca Civica di Verona, ms. 1 7 8 4 ,1, fol. 5) and an engraving was subsequently published by F.
Albertolli, Porte di cittd e fortezze, depositi sepolcrali e d a ltrep rin cip a li fabbrich epu bblich e e p riv a te di
M ichele Sanmicheli Veronese (Milan, 1815), t. 25. Ronzani and Luciolli also published an engraving o f La
Soranza in Le fabbrich e civili, ecclesiastiche e m ilitari di M ichele Sanmicheli (Venice, 1832), 27.
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di villa.5* The basic exigencies o f the plan expose Sanm icheli’s quick embrace o f the
indigenous spirit o f villa architecture. More significant for future Venetian villas was the
overarching symmetry provided by the twin arcaded bams. Sanmicheli apparently readily
absorbed the lessons o f older villas but his conversion o f the vernacular and
unprepossessing service buildings into a rhyming couplet that framed the elevated and
elegant casa padronale mirrored the trend toward the characterization o f farming as an
inherently noble pursuit. Neither the maps nor the conjectural plan and elevation give us
much information about the situation o f the villa in the terrain. The map o f 1675 indicates
that the land immediately before and behind the residence served to m ediate between the
supremely artful structure and the surrounding agricultural land.59 [Figure 4.25]
Diagrams on the map suggest that part o f the property was irrigated and this implies that
some areas were planted, but helpful labels such as brolo or giardino were not included.
As a result, one can only conjecture that Sanmicheli intended to design a symmetrical
villa with adjacent wings that communicated with the countryside that justified such a
costly investment in the first place.
At about the same time Sanmicheli experimented w ith country house design,
another important villa project was under way. The leading architect in Venice, Jacopo
Sansovino, is known as the author o f only one villa. Sansovino’s Villa Garzoni at
Pontecasale reveals some ambivalence about the most appropriate vocabulary for country

38 Hem soll (see n. 47) argued that the 1675 view makes it quite clear that the left o f the pair o f
barchesse was never completed. Although the light line o f the forecourt enclosure indicates that there was
no room for this twin arcade, Hemsoll suggested that it Berti’s disegno was correct and that Sanmicheli
“had intended to give complete symmetry” to a “systematized” and more rational version o f lateQuattrocento villas such as the Villa Agostini a Cussignano. The never realized project, according to
Hemsoll, was a precursor to Palladio’s Villa Emo at Fanzolo.
59 A SV , Beni inculti, Treviso, r. 437, m. 28/a, d. 9.
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house architecture.60 [Figure 4.26] The exciting two-story loggia on the facade of the
residential block indicates that the architect accepted the basic premise that the rural
setting o f the villa afforded builders a chance to develop a m ore extroverted house. The
double arcades, however, are actually quotations from his groundbreaking library on the
Piazzetta alongside the D oge’s Palace in Venice, which have been rather uncomfortably
lodged in the middle o f a standard block. The end result, a country house, shares a
tripartite fapade with traditional Venetian palaces and a very handsome but constricted
portico with prototypical rural residential structures.
Despite or because o f their derivative nature, both o f these facades are statements
about the patron’s possession o f the land. Where they depart ever so slightly from the
norm, however, they reflect the trend in villa culture toward a more personal investment
on the part o f the villa owner in the transformation and improvement o f the entire
property constituting the actual villa. In the case o f the Villa Garzoni, the cortile offers
one tantalizing glimpse into the architect’s conception o f the healthy open relationship
between a house and its gardens.61 The U-shaped plan of the casa domenicale surrounds
a courtyard to the rear, which has a rear wall partially open to the gardens behind the
house. [Figure 4.27] The fountain at the center o f the courtyard indicates the courtyard’s
participation in the larger walled complex o f gardens and orchards that surround the
house based on the general premise that the water projecting upward from the fountain

60 Foremost among the critics o f Sansovino’s Villa Garzoni is James Ackerman who denigrates the
villa as “a grandiose palace, the fa 9 ade o f which is Venetian on the flanks and Roman in the m iddle...
(although) one o f the most breathtaking buildings o f its time, (it is) somewhat out o f tune with its function,
and Sansovino was not called to execute further villa com m issions.” The Villa, 95. Among the defenders o f
the Villa Garzoni is Nikolaos Skutelis, “Oltre l’immagine. La Villa Garzoni e il tema dell’acqua,” Antichita
Viva 25, no. 1 (1986): 16-19. Skutelis offers a very brief analysis o f the rear courtyard and the relationship
between the residence and the surrounding gardens.
61 On Villa Garzoni see: Holberton, 200-1
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had and would continue on to run through the brolo and orto. The simple device o f the
fountain and the visually open courtyard is the most pronounced difference between the
plan o f the villa and the plan o f the typical contemporary urban palazzo. Prominent urban
residences, such as the palaces Bevilacqua and Canossa, built by Sanmicheli had partially
or completely open rear facades because the riverside location o f prompted the architect
to leave the cortile open to the prospect o f the river. The decision m ade the interior
loggias components o f a garden fapade whose elements approximated the portico-villa
type common to the region since the Quattrocento.
The close correspondence between Sanmicheli’s urban design and Sansovino’s
Villa Garzoni raises several issues. First, there is the possibility that architects and
patrons had little interest in forcing the plan o f a residence to conform to accepted norms
for palaces or villas. Second, these two architects were uninterested in the relationship
between the built and the natural. This explanation seems unlikely in Sanmicheli’s case
because o f his reputation as a problem-solving and innovative fortification engineer.
Third, both artists were only beginning to address the appropriate use o f Raphael’s
Roman architecture in the Veneto, and their early work in the north represents the first
fruits o f their migration north.
Sanmicheli and Sansovino learned their trade in Rom e where the lingering
mem ory o f Bramante and Raphael, and the continued activity o f their assistants and
students had created an atmosphere ripe for the creative interpretation o f classical fomis
as the composite elements o f increasingly dynamic buildings.62 The experimentation

62 Lionello Puppi, author o f the most recent monograph on Sanmicheli: M ichele Sanmicheli
architetto, Opera completa, (Rome, 1986), offered some thoughts about Sanm icheli’s place in the history
o f Renaissance architecture in “M ichele Sanmicheli: punti fermi e nuove ipotesi di ricerca” (Michele
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certainly spawned innovations and produced as number o f architects working in a
derivative Bramantesque idiom. Based on their membership in this group, Sanmicheli’s
U-shaped urban palace type and Sansovino’s hybrid portico villa fit with the concept that
an a ll’antica edifice was a success when its appearance conveyed a Roman or ancient
attitude. Followers o f Raphael, Sansovino and Sanmicheli believed that the classical
orders gave them a great deal o f freedom to create vigorous, plastic and sculptural
architecture enunciating romanitas yet not replicating Roman monuments in any way.
Moreover, in Sanm icheli’s case, we can re-position him as a propagator o f the a ll’antica
style developed by Raphael and his immediate circle.
The approach to country house architecture also revealed the influence o f Raphael
on Venetian style. Stacking piers, arches and half-round engaged columns, Sansovino
developed an idea first introduced for residential architecture in Raphael’s Palazzo
Branconio dell’Aquila.63 [Figure 4.28] In front o f the arcade, Raphael layered a Doric
colonnade with engaged columns and placed these compound elements directly beneath
carved niches. As a result, the sculpted occupants o f the niches seemed to dance on threedimensional columns inextricably embedded in the piers of the arcade.64 Raphael’s Villa
Medici on Monte M ario (better known as the Villa Madama) was a similar proving
ground for new ideas, but its suburban location suggests that in this case Raphael was
thinking specifically about the appropriate style o f country house architecture. [Figure
4.29] The exterior o f the central courtyard, now the semi-circular forecourt o f the never

Sanmicheli: Architettura, linguaggio e cultura artistica nel Cinquecento, 7-13). For Puppi, Sanmicheli
played the “role o f a protagonist in the adventure o f Cinquecento architecture.” 13.
63 Jones and Penny, 221-222.
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completed papal villa, features engaged columns that represent a peristyle. The peripheral
colonnade was interrupted, however, by flat-topped aedicula whose Ionic half-columns
frame simple windows. The false colonnade and intervening windows produce a surface
rich with shadows akin to the layered fapade o f the ground floor o f the dell’Aquila
design. On its garden fapade Raphael also quoted his own recent work where the
dramatic three-bay loggia confirms that the colossal Ionic pilasters enabled him to
dispense with walls whenever the attractive presence o f a garden room proved too
seductive. W ith the arrival in the Veneto o f students o f ancient and m odem Roman
architecture such as Sanmicheli and Sansovino, Venetian architecture swiftly caught up
with other aspects o f Venetian culture that had earlier embraced the antique. The rapidity
with which the sculptural aesthetic o f the Roman High Renaissance was accepted in the
Veneto reflects the success o f these two men in the development o f a powerful a ll’antica
style suitable for use in the self-assured standard bearer o f republican government.
The two best-known purveyors o f the Roman style received tremendous support
from many o f the men dedicated to the metamorphosis o f a medieval mercantile enclave
into a “new Rom e.” Previously discussed as the group responsible for the introduction o f
a new language o f villa architecture, Pietro Bembo and Giambattista Ramusio stood
behind Sansovino and his sublime library. Bembo was for several years the librarian o f
San Marco and, thus, a m ajor proponent o f the funding and completion o f the new home
for Bessarion’s bequest. Ramusio, acting on behalf o f the Venetian government, made
every effort to smooth the way for Sansovino and worked alongside Bembo to limit the

64 Two ink drawings o f the Palazzo Branconio d ell’Aquila survive: The (now destroyed) Palazzo
d e ll’Aquila Rome, anonymous, 16th c., U ffizi, Florence; and Section o f the (now destroyed) Palazzo
d e ll’A quila, anonymous, 16th c., Biblioteca Nazionale, Florence.
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penalties assessed the architect when three recently finished bays collapsed, a tragedy
that threatened to kill support for the very expensive building.65 Ramusio was also a close
friend o f Sanm icheli’s, and the two spent time together in the company o f their mutual
friend Fracastoro. Sanmicheli stayed at the Villa Ramusa as Giambattista’s guest and
designed for the Venetian administrator a ponticello for which Fracastoro penned a poetic
inscription.
The friendship between Ramusio and Sanmicheli may have contributed to the
selection o f this Veronese architect as the chief fortification engineer o f the republic.66
W orking with his nephew, Gian Girolamo, Michele carried out a survey and evaluation
o f the defenses o f the individual cities and provinces on the terraferma and abroad.67
Subsequently, the two men designed and oversaw the construction of walls, gates and
fortresses in an effort, on the one hand, to make the defeats o f the War o f the League o f
Cambrai an unfortunate one-time setback on the mainland and, on the other, to reduce or
eliminate Turkish threats against the diminished stato del mar.6S In his capacity as a
fortification designer, Sanmicheli toured the Veronese and completely revam ped the

65 On Sansovino’s Biblioteca Marciana and Bembo see: Deborah Howard, Jacopo Sansovino:
Architecture and Patronage in Renaissance Venice (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1987),
17-21.
66 For a discussion o f Sanmicheli’s work as a civil engineer see: D iego Zannandreis, L e vite dei
p itto ri scultori e architetti veronesi pubblicate e corredate di prefazione e di due indici da G iuseppe
Biadego (Verona: G. Franchini, 1891), 192-195.
67 Sanm icheli’s work as an employee o f the Venetian Republic responsible for fortresses in the
Lagoon, on the terraferma and in Crete, Dalmatia and Corfu, was identified by Peter Murray as “a waste o f
a great artist’s tim e.” Peter Murray, The Architecture o f the Italian Renaissance (New York: Schocken
Books, 1986, 183. According to Murray, however, his work as a fortification engineer had one salutary
benefit: it convinced Sanmicheli to make his architecture “look strong” ( 184).
68 Several essays in Bums, et al (1995) discuss Sanmicheli’s career as a fortification engineer:
Giuliana Mazzi, “Sul ruolo di Sanmicheli nei cantieri delle difese,” 204-209; Jordan Dimacopoulos,
“Sanmicheli nei territori veneziani del Mediterraneo orientale,” 210- 221; and Kruno Prijatelj, “Sanmicheli
e la Dalmazia,” 222-227.”
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walls around Verona.69 The massive gates he built for his new ring o f defenses
incorporated concepts borrowed from ancient Roman models, some o f which stood in
Verona and others o f which Sanmicheli had studied during his two decades in Rome.
[Figure 4.30] Vasari applauded Sanm icheli’s achievements, writing that his Porta Palio
and Porta Nuova “may truly be seen that the Venetian Senate made full use o f the
architect’s powers and equaled the buildings and works o f the ancient Rom ans.”70 In any
event, the character o f his fortress architecture holds clues to his interpretation o f the
narrative possibilities o f a ll’antica architecture. His Veronese porte fold in quotations
from the Roman amphitheater [Figure 4.31] and Porta Borsari, [Figure 4.32] two proud
survivors o f Verona’s Roman past, and ideas gleaned from his work at the side o f
Sangallo, whose reams o f drawings include sensitive studies o f a myriad o f Roman
monuments that Antonio and Giuliano before him had collected as encyclopedias o f
antique architecture.
The analytical approach to ancient monuments embraced by the Sangallo came as
a direct result o f their work with the leader o f a generation o f Roman architects,
Raphael.71 Raphael’s concern with the confusing language used by his famous
predecessor Vitruvius, discussed in Chapter Two, gave added import to the careful study
o f Roman ruins. Sanmicheli’s light-hearted approach to the classical vocabulary has been
misconstrued by historians as nervous and egocentric.72 The search for an architectural
equivalent to Florentine Mannerist painting contributed to the mistaken attempt to label

69 Annamaria Conforti Calcagni claimed that Sanmicheli “conceived the entire system ” o f new
defenses for the city o f Verona. Le mura di Verona: La cittd e te sue difese dalla fondazione romana
a ll’unitd d'Italia (Caselle di Sommacompagna: Cierre Edizioni, 1999), 84.
70 Vasari.
71 Lotz, 29.
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Sanmicheli as a prototypical M annerist architect and cousin to the extravagant Giulio
Romano.73 While Sanmicheli certainly challenged preconceptions o f the antique during
his prolific career, his exciting facades and indestructible gates were conscientious
exercises in the ingenious combination o f real Roman details into lively, dynamic
compositions. For example, the proxim ity o f the two structures allowed one to compare
the attached columns Sanmicheli used on the piano nobile o f the Palazzo Bevilacqua with
the Roman Porta Borsari and see how the ancient gate provided the architect with the
inspiration to apply alternating diagonal fluting to two-thirds o f his colonnade.74 [Figure
4.33] Similarly, the rusticated piers and pilasters on the ground floor could be compared
to the second order o f Verona’s beloved Arena.
Chapter Four has discussed two aspects o f villa culture in the Cinquecento
Veronese. First, I explained the adaptation o f the new ideology o f the working villa by
Veronese nobles within the larger concept o f Renaissance villeggiatura. The concept o f
learned farming and the adoption o f Navagero’s idea o f a proper villa justified their
consolidation o f control over agriculture across the province. In turn, the new crop o f
Veronese villas raises another question. How did these provincial villas express their
collective embrace of a villa type promoted by Navagero and his colleagues? Perhaps
through the use of a ll’antica rustication for the villa.75 Sanmicheli helped launch a
revolution in the Veneto, which saw patrons and their builders collaborate on

72 Vasari, by contrast, claimed that “M ichele, then, was courteous beyond the courtesy o f any
other man” and “made himself rightly beloved by innumerable lords,” 235.
7j Murray, 188. Lotz, perhaps struggling against the tide o f scholarly opinion, claimed that
“Sanmicheli cultivated the heritage o f Bramante longest and most intensely.” ( 75)
74 Zannandreis, 198.
75 Holberton, 36. According to Holberton, “Giulio Romano, the pupil o f Raphael who had come
north to Mantua in 1523 and there built... the pleasure dome o f the palazzo del Te, introducing a style o f
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groundbreaking projects like the aforementioned Palazzo Bevilacqua. His role in the
standardization o f the classical vocabulary for villa design is less well documented. The
lack o f documentary evidence permits only a circumspect identification o f his very
important role as an inspiration to his friends and their colleagues; but their creations,
nevertheless, expose a debt to Sanmicheli. Furthermore, decades after his death, his villas
and those built by his friends and acquaintances offered a second and a third generation
o f villa builders insight into the construction and ornament for their country houses.
Historians remain divided about the place o f Sanmicheli in the development o f the
Venetian villa. Attributions for villas beyond the four included in Vasari’s biography o f
the architect are numerous and debatable. Sanmicheli’s role in the renovation o f the Villa
Del Bene cannot be documented, but Venetian archival materials confirm that the
architect visited the region and, furthermore, that he was well known to the patrons. His
commissions for city palaces in Verona and close friendships with Fracastoro and
Ram usio drew him into the circle o f m en who developed a number o f other villas. As we
have seen, at least in one instance he was commissioned by Giulio Della Torre to work at
his Valpolicella property. Sanmicheli designed the family chapel situated along the public
road in the top angle o f the upper terrace o f the Villa Della Torre a Fumane.76 Befitting a
sacred structure, the chapel is distinguished from the rest o f the complex by the absence
o f rustication. Although there is little evidence to support the certain attribution o f the
peristyle Villa Della Torre to Sanmicheli, his appearance at each o f the stages in the
evolution o f the rusticated villa confirms his influence and indicates that his ideas about

‘rustication’ (derived mainly from the observation o f Roman amphitheatres and aqueducts) that had
becom e highly fashionable in northern Italy, and notably in Verona in the hands o f M ichele Sanmicheli.”
76 Vasari, 228.
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the all ’antica villa had been naturalized by the time the villa was being constructed.
Although the issue remains an open question, an attribution o f the entire villa complex to
Sanmicheli would solve several problems. First, Sanm icheli’s villa output would be more
considerable that historians have previously ascertained. Second, the use o f rustication to
express an inherent rural character would be more easily compared to the plastic but still
dignified urban palaces built by Sanmicheli. Third, his input on Bruno’s renovation
project, his contributions to the Villa Ramusa and his dominant presence in Verona
would provide a direct pathway for the transmission o f the slowly developing type o f
a ll’antica working villa from Padua and Venice to this westernmost province.
Similarly, Sanmicheli cannot be confirmed as the author o f the renovations paid
for by Giovanni Battista Del Bene at his new country house in Volargne.77 [Figure 4.34]
The addition o f balconies to the blank street front o f the old residence and the triple
window installed at the rear o f the house overlooking the walled brolo or orchard to the
north reflect the interest in the opening up o f a country house to its gardens and farms.
The style o f the balusters o f the balcony is similar to those o f the Villa Ramusa and
others used by Sanmicheli previously. The construction o f a fantastic rusticated gate to
the forecourt located in front o f the pre-existing house, another gate linking the main
court to an interior courtyard, and the building o f a tower used as a colombara or dove
cote with a ground floor bugnated arcade contributed to Del B ene’s transformation o f an
old-fashioned house at the edge of the village into a trendy villa described by numerous

77 Battilotti, 103. For the relevant documents see: A. Bertoldi, Michele Sanmicheli al se n ’izio della
Repubblica Veneta: D ocumenti tratti da l R. Archivio d i Venezia (Verona, 1874), 79. Vasari, 219 mentions a
trip to La Chiusa north o f Verona in the service o f the Venetian Senate.
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visitors as a beautiful and stylish palace.78 The exaggerated proportions o f the entrance
gate with its grimacing protome and large carved ball finials had led historians to
associate the Villa Del Bene with the equally surprising work o f Giulio Romano. The
designer o f the Palazzo del Te, however, died in 1546 after more than twenty years as the
favorite and extremely busy architect of the Gonzaga in M antua and it seems highly
unlikely that he could also have found time to carry out renovation projects for villas
several days ride to the north o f his home when commissions and his own house
demanded his undivided attention.79 Sanmicheli, on the other hand, visited Volargne in
1551 in his role as the chief fortification engineer o f the Venetian republic responsible for
the defense o f the terraferma ,80 His new ring o f walls for Verona exhibit the muscular
and plastic version o f all ’antica architecture employed by Romano as the leading
proponent o f a sculptural classical style. Similarly, his virile use o f sculptural rustication
to transform a way station along the Adige into a villa worthy o f the wealthy Del Bene
makes it clear that Sanmichele must now be appreciated for his contributions to the
history o f villa architecture.

78 On the Villa D el Bene at Volargne see: Gian Maria Varanini, ed., La Famiglia D el Bene di
Verona e Rovereto e la Villa D el Bene di Volargne (Rovereto: Accademia Roveretana degli Agiati, 1996);
Giuseppe Conforti, “Villa D el Bene a Volargne,” Annuario Storico della Valpolicella (1997-8): 155-200.
79 Paolo Carpeggiani, “Giulio Romano architetto di villa,” A rte Lombarda 37 (1972): 11-12, 36;
Giuseppe Franco Viviani, Ville della Veronese (Verona: Centro di Documentazione per la Storia della
Valpolicella, 1983), 46; L. Magagnato, “Villa Della Torre, Fumane” in P alladio e Verona, Paolo Marini,
ed. (Vicenza: Neri Pozza, 1980), 168.
80 The rectors o f Verona requested a suggestion to “readattar il passo della Chiusa” from
Sanmicheli as part o f his plan to defend the province. The relevant documents were published by Bertoldi,
79.
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Chapter Five: Sacred Villeggiatura: The Bishops of Verona and a new vision of the
villa
The development o f the villa in the Veronese completed a process initiated by
Andrea Navagero for the generation o f Venetian patricians, which took the first step to
erase physically and psychologically the damage done to the terraferma after the battle o f
Agnadello. Sanmicheli and Giulio Della Torre, either individually or as collaborators,
made the strongest statement about the nature o f this new type o f villa at Fumane.
Sanmicheli’s project for the Villa Soranza paved the way for the later extravagances o f
Palladio, themselves subsequently surpassed by seventeenth and eighteenth-century
behemoths.1 Nevertheless, the former offered Renaissance Verona powerful visual
inspiration to explore antiquity and select its best remnants for use in dynamic m odem
structures. The liberal but rational appropriation o f antique forms that Sanmicheli
exhibited in his work had an intriguing counterpart in the ideology o f the villa rooted, as I
have argued, in the curriculum o f the state university at Padua. The Villa Della Torre, and
its unattributed but less coherent siblings, reveal the influence o f Sanm icheli’s
architecture, o f Vitruvius, and o f Navagero and N avagero’s Spain. Navagero’s ideas
about villas and agriculture made their way to Verona thanks to his friendships with the
Della Torre and Fracastoro. Furthermore, the dedication o f his posthumous edition o f his
letters from Spain to a Veronese Marchese, Lepido Malaspina, suggests that a group o f
Veronese villas such as the villas owned by the Malaspina fam ily embody the a ll’antica
spirit o f learned famiing, which he championed. In this chapter I will discuss how the

1 Wolfgang Lotz argued for a close kinship between Palladio and Sanmicheli, claiming that “the
true heir o f Sanmicheli was to be Palladio: without him, Palladio’s development cannot be imagined.” (75).
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management o f the D iocese o f Verona by Gian Matteo Giberti, Bernardo Navagero, and
Agostino Valiero reveals the influence o f Navagero’s villa ideology.
One o f the most critical developments in early modem Italy was the vigorous
response o f the Papacy to the Protestant movement in Europe. The bishops o f Verona
played important roles in the development and implementation o f reform policies drafted
by the Tridentine Council.2 The group o f intellectual prelates who held this See during
the Cinquecento was similarly active in the reassessment and development o f the
Veronese territory. Although a full treatment o f this development is beyond the scope o f
this study, for reasons that w ill become increasingly clear the country houses and
appurtenant lands held by the Veronese bishopric reveal their close connection to the
development o f villa culture in the Renaissance Veneto. An investigation o f the diocesan
rental properties supports this statement. First, the investment in land holdings as w ell as
the careful management o f these agricultural enterprises clearly connects the bishopric
with contemporary Venetian practice. Second, the active government o f the Provincia di
Verona, which resulted in tremendous revenue from the bishops’ agricultural properties
stands in marked contrast to the type o f villeggiatura favored by papabile Roman
cardinals who constructed luxurious country homes in Lazio in the second half o f the
Cinquecento.3
Veronese bishops escaped occasionally from the pressure o f Counter-Reformation
policy-making. Retreat, from responsibility or to a villa, was increasingly attractive to the
highly regarded and active men elected to the puiple and stationed in Verona. Thus, the

2 Cyriac K. Pullapilly, “A gostino Valier and the Conceptual Basis o f the Catholic Reform ation,”
H arvard Theological R eview 85, no. 3 (July 1992): 307ff; Laven, 214-216.
3 Coffin 1979, esp. Ch. 2: “The Vacation Retreat o f the Church Dignitary,” 23-62.
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expansion and refinement o f their intramural retreat in the essentially rural northeastern
comer o f the city deserves our attention. The aforementioned sixteenth-century bishops
o f Verona, Giberti, Bernardo Navagero, and his nephew Agostino Valiero, enjoyed the
use o f a residence located on the agricultural slopes across the river from their urban
palace, which came to be known as the Nazaret. Although the Nazaret is contained within
the belt o f walls that ring Verona, its immediate neighborhood is decidedly rural and
gives the impression that the bishop’s weekend retreat was a “country” house. Clearly the
bishop’s retreat underscored the consistency o f villa patronage at the highest levels o f
Renaissance society. In this chapter, I w ill argue that the Nazaret’s use during the
Counter-Reformation reveals an important development in Episcopal villeggiatura,
which responded to or allayed potentially negative criticisms such a retreat could
engender in an atmosphere increasingly inhospitable for absent pastors. The identification
o f this Episcopal villa as the administrative center o f a sprawling diocese suggested that
the Nazaret was more than a retreat and, as a result, the bishop’s frequent visits may have
been understood in light o f the evolving role o f the villa patron in the sixteenth-century
Veneto. Indeed, a later description o f the Nazaret claimed that the “beautiful vineyard
would amaze every pilgrim” from Verona, a statement that firmly situated the Nazaret in
the realm o f the villa.4
The men elevated to the cathedra o f Verona are easily linked to Andrea Navagero
and his circle. His nephew, Bernardo, had followed in his footsteps as a Senator and
ambassador for the Venetian Republic. Later in life, he capped an illustrious career when
he was nominated as a Cardinal, assigned to Verona to the certain approval o f the

4 Adriano Grandi, Le B eiiezze d i Verona (Verona: Bortolamio Merlo, 1617), 3r.
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Venetian government, and burdened with the role o f papal legate to the Tridentine
Council. One o f his best-known predecessors, Gian Matteo Giberti had also served as a
papal representative to the Council, although ill health forced him to surrender his duties
and retire to the comfortable suburban villa, the Nazaret. Cardinal G iberti’s friendships
with Pietro Bembo, dating back to their time as secretaries to Pope Leo X in Rome, with
Girolamo Fracastoro, his personal physician to whom Giberti gave a villa on Lake Garda,
and with Francesco Della Torre, his long-time secretary and right-hand man, leave no
doubt about his exposure to the type o f villa favored by Navagero’s circle, and suggest
that Giberti’s own circle would have been instrumental in the transformation o f Veronese
villa into a center o f learned farming akin to the Navagero prototype.
Giberti’s relationship with Bembo, Fracastoro and Della Torre can account for the
acceptance o f Navagero’s concept o f the villa in the Cardinal’s intellectual circle.
Clearly, Fracastoro’s villa at Incaffi was one place where we have already seen the effect
o f the new idea o f the villa as the intellectual engine behind the productive agricultural
enterprise that would sustain the Venetian republic for the next two centuries. W e have
also noted the familial ties established between Giambattista Ramusio and a branch o f the
noble Della Torre family that culminated in the placement of his son Paolo in the home o f
Conte Raimondo Della Torre, where Paolo was educated alongside Raim ondo’s sons and
where his acceptance among the m ost influential families o f Verona, perhaps, inspired
the Venetian cittadino to consider him self a natural nobleman. Paolo’s later involvement
in the publication o f Andrea N avagero’s letters from Spain indicates that he had the
m anuscript in his possession for some years after his father’s death and during the period
when the two Della Torre villas at Fumane and Mezzane were laid out and constructed. It
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is also likely that Bernardo Navagero heard first hand from his uncle about the Spanish
gardens that so amazed Andrea. The fam ily also had a hand in the publication o f material
gathered and translated by Andrea regarding the fantastic lands across the Atlantic.
Andrea’s brother, Bartolomeo, applied for and was granted a privilege to print the
vernacular editions o f Oviedo and Pietro Martire, manuscripts that he inherited from
Andrea upon his death at Blois in 1530.3 The intricate web o f family and institutional ties
between the members o f Navagero’s circle and m any o f the elite in Veronese society
helps to explain why there is a group o f Veronese villas, which is quite different from
others built for their contemporaries in Vicenza and closer to Venice. Whereas Palladio’s
massive, columnar porticoes screamed wealth and excess to bargemen on the Brenta,
m any Veronese villas seem to play the role o f casa di villa with conviction, country
houses that revel in their pastoral situation through their visible integration with their
gardens, orchards and farmland.
Supporting a Bishop: Agricultural Income in Counter-Reformation Verona
Cardinal Gian Matteo Giberti arrived in Verona in 1528, more than three years
after being named Bishop o f Verona. The delay in his taking over the see was a result of
the invasion o f Italy and siege o f Rome by the m ercenary anny o f the Holy Roman
Emperor.6 As a m ember o f the papal secretariat for more than twenty years, Giberti
represented the insiders who directed papal policy, and his appointment, as Bishop o f
Verona apparently did not sit well with m any members o f his new flock.7 Giberti’s strong

5 Marino Sanuto, I D iarii (Venice, 1879-1903) 52, col. 590.
6 Alessandro Serafini, “Gian Matteo Giberti e il Duomo di Verona: 1. II programma, il contesto,”
Venezia Cinquecento: Studi di storia dell'arte e della cultura 6, no. 11 (1996): 76-77.
7 Giberti is mentioned as a member o f a sodalitia or ‘fellow ship’ in Rome modeled after similar
ancient gatherings by Pierio Valeriano in a lecture on Catullus given at the University o f Rome in 1522.
The list o f names: Sadoleto, Goritz, Mellini, Colocci and Blosio; represents a significant group o f important
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voice for the aggressive reformation o f the clergy and the Catholic Church signaled a
change in the tenor o f church oversight that threatened to muzzle dissent and force
n

independents into unwilling compliance with Roman directives. Giberti’s deep personal
commitment to the faith struck a resonant chord in the discussion over personal piety and
church practice.9 The new Cardinal put his finely honed communication skills to work
even before he arrived in Verona and charmed apprehensive citizens into accepting their
new spiritual leader. In an interesting comment on Giberti’s career, his secretary,
Francesco Della Torre, claimed that the Cardinal was
like a Christian Socrates, as his last act was completely heroic. I truly hope
that, like Xenophon who wanted to describe a perfect Captain and, thus,
wrote the life o f Cyrus, I will follow his example, so that one who wishes
to find an example o f the perfect Bishop.... will come to know the dignity
o f Bishop Giberti. 10
Giberti was bom in Palermo to a Genoese father.11 He received a strong classical
education and entered into a career in the service o f the Church rising in the ranks o f the
Catholic bureaucracy where he served as one o f Pope Leo X ’s secretaries alongside
Pietro Bembo and Jacopo Sadoleto. Bom in Sicily and the child o f an international
businessman, Giberti seems to have avoided the difficult choice that faced his counterpart
Bembo when political pressures forced Venetian nobles to choose between church and
state. Bem bo’s whole-hearted embrace o f his Venetian citizenship in his address to the

Roman humanists, and Giberti’s inclusion in that group suggests that he had achieved elevated status
among intellectuals during his years as a papal secretary. [Vat. lat. 5215, f. 176r-v cited by Julia Haig
Gaisser “The Rise and Fall o f Goritz’s Feasts,” Renaissance Quarterly 48, no. 1 (Spring 1995): 43.
8 Giberti, according to one historian, was “an exemplary model” o f the new bishop o f the CounterReformation. Charles L. Stinger, The Renaissance in Rome (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press, 1998), 135.
9 Giberti’s imprisonment and suffering at the hands o f the Germans who sacked Rome in 1527
must have underscored his dedication to the Church and the Papacy.
10 Francesco Della Torre to Benedetto Ramberti, 8 M ay 1544. Lettere Volgari di diversi
nobilissim i huomini.. (Venice: Aldus Manutius, 1564), Vol. 2: 35.
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Senate on Pope Leo’s behalf forces us to recognize the difficult position in which
members o f the Roman Catholic administration found themselves when Papal ambitions
collided with the territorial designs o f their birthplace. In contrast, Giberti did not
completely avoid such trouble, but his position in the extra-national republic o f letters
allowed him more freedom to ponder the long-term ramifications o f Papal decisions
without the constant fear that his input would impact negatively upon his own
government.
The high standing the Sicilian-born humanist achieved in Rome as a sought-after
dinner companion found itself duplicated in Verona where initial opposition slowly
melted away and Cardinal Giberti became the center o f a dynamic circle o f well-educated
i ^

and witty Veronese.

Although his successful stewardship o f Verona was interrupted by

the demands o f the recently establish Council o f Trent, Giberti’s reign was marked by
refreshing retreats at the Veronese Bishop’s villa, the Nazaret, just north o f the city and
pleasant gatherings at the Cardinal’s palace on the banks o f the Adige. Located on the
shoulder o f a hill, the Nazaret enjoyed a commanding view o f the city, the warming rays
o f the sun in winter, and a cool breeze in summer. [Figure 5.1] For Giberti the Nazaret
was the true reward for his years o f service to the Church that culminated in his
nomination to direct the Tridentine review o f Catholic practice. His preference for the
suburban residence was made abundantly clear when he bowed out o f his leadership role

11 Pino Simoni, “Appunti sulle opera a stampa del vescovo Veronese G. M. Giberti,” Sludi Storici
Luigi Simeoni 43 (1993): 147.
12 Ibid., 149. Annamaria Conforti Calcagni reiterates the idea that Giberti created a “corte” in
Verona frequented by the Della Torre, Agostino Giusti and the Malaspina: “II Giardino del ‘500: Dal
“Sacro B osco” di Bomarzo al Giardino Giusti di Verona,” Civiltd Veronese 1, no. 2 (Feb. 1985): 43.
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in the Council. Giberti returned to Verona citing ill health.13 He did not return to the
Bishop’s palace, however. Instead, he ensconced him self in the Nazaret where he could
be assured o f fresh air and good company.
Giberti’s attitude toward the country reflected the contemporary appreciation for

villeggiatura among the high clergy. Moreover, as one o f the small number o f secretaries,
Giberti would have enjoyed visits to papal villas. Pope Leo X de’ Medici, Giberti’s
patron, loved the villa life. His taste for an admittedly sanitized rural experience had its
roots in the Medici acquisition o f ex-urban retreats such as those illustrated in the birds’
eye view s painted by Giusto Utens for the Gran Salone o f the fam ily’s villa at Artiminio
(c. 1590).14 [Figure 5.2] Even if Grand Duke Ferdinando I commissioned these paintings
after expensive renovation and alteration to the houses and grounds o f every family
property, the frescoes’ idealized picture o f healthful yet luxurious country life expose a
commitment to villa life that dated back to the mid-Quattrocento investments o f Cosimo
il Vecchio in the Mugello. Giberti’s retirement to his Nazaret follows the model o f his
Medici patron. Significantly, his activity as Bishop o f Verona and his long-standing
friendships with Bembo and Fracastoro indicate that the simple explanation, namely the
transfer o f a spirit o f Tuscan villeggiatura to the north, might not be the whole story. If
w e consider the emphasis placed by Cardinal Giberti on the overhaul o f church properties
under his purview, w e see a landowner intent upon the improvement o f his agricultural
possessions with an eye to maximizing incomes. This sort o f land management echoes
the attitude o f contemporary Venetians and Veronese more than it does that o f Giberti’s
Roman clerical colleagues. It is impossible to document the full extent to which Giberti

13 A claim proven by his unfortunate passing several months later.
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involved him self in the business affairs o f the bishopric. Nevertheless, the diocesan
archives reveal a conscientious effort to inventory church property including land used
for farming and pasturage.15 In addition, as a proponent o f clerical reform, Giberti
epitomized the dedicated and active pastor whose annual review apparently coincided
w ith a tour o f the bishopric’s extensive holdings. The record o f Giberti’s process through
the Veronese tells us that he took advantage o f the chance to visit with friends, sharing a
convivial meal or stopping overnight before his entourage moved on to the next church
property.16 In these tours we see this Veronese bishop participating in a hybrid
villeggiatura. On the one hand, his visits to the villas o f the provincial elite are in keeping
w ith the better-known and standard retreat o f the Florentine or Roman Renaissance. On
the other hand, his inventory o f diocesan properties echoes the active patronage o f the
new class o f Venetian villa owners. The obvious demand for a close accounting o f church
property required the careful inventory carried out for the Cardinal. Moreover, the
bishop’s reliance on his personal physician, Fracastoro, who valued the rural retreat for
health reasons, inspired the form er to take a more active role in this necessary inventory.
In any event, Giberti’s pastoral villeggiatura in the Veronese countryside certainly
introduced him to the hybrid country house that had become the center o f an early
m odem effort to improve on nature, a center that transformed the Venetian villa from a
commodious retreat into a laboratory for learned farming.

14 Daniela Mignani, Le ville M edicee di Giusto Utens (Florence: Arnaud, 1993), 9.
15 Episcopal records in the ASVr such as the M em o Vescovile delineate the incomes and
expenditures o f the diocese.
16 Some archival records o f Episcopal visits: Visile P astorali, stored in the Biblioteca Capitolare,
Verona have been transcribed and edited: Antonio Fasani, “Aspetti pastorali nelle visite di Gian Matteo
Giberti alia D iocesi di Verona,” in E rem iti e P astori della Riforma C attolica nell ’Italia d el '500: Atti del
VII Convegno d el Centro d i Studi, (Verona: Avellaniti, 1983).
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Situated on a shoulder o f a hill, the Nazaret afforded residents with spectacular
views, an admirable quality in a villa and one we have heard discussed at length in the
descriptions o f the Veronese villa o f Incaffi rebuilt by Fracastoro. Although we cannot
ascribe the siting of the Nazaret to Giberti, his close friendship with the Veronese
physician revolved around healthful villeggiatura. When G iberti’s health became a
concern, Fracastoro attended to the Cardinal not as the physician to the Council o f Trent,
but as a close personal friend and m em ber of the intellectual inner circle o f Giberti’s
Verona. Fracastoro’s Consulto survives and offers us a frank assessment o f Giberti’s
•

•

•

physical condition.

17

•

•

According to Fracastoro, his friend was in extremely poor health.

His “saintly” dedication to the care o f his diocese and his labor as one o f the architects of
church reform was apparently taking its toll on Giberti.18 The prescription delivered by
Fracastoro - with a strong admonition to follow this advice or suffer the consequences o f
long hours, poor diet, little sleep and stress - was a healthy dose o f country life and
physical exercise.19 The renowned physician recognized that there would be little
improvement in Giberti’s health if the Cardinal did not develop better habits. Fracastoro’s
connection o f stress and diet with poor health makes it quite obvious that he attributed his
own good health to his use o f a country house much as his contemporary, Alvise
Com aro, would do in his treatise on long life. Comaro, discussed in the first chapter as an
advocate o f land reclamation and rural living, had been pushing his agenda in Padua and
Venice for decades and his ideas are echoed in Fracastoro’s advice to Giberti.
Unfortunately, Giberti’s retirement to the Nazaret, after less than six months in Trent,

17 Francesco Pellegrini, Un consulto di Gerolamo F racastoro p e r Giovanni M atteo Giberti
Vescovo di Verona (Verona: R. Cabianca, 1934). The original consulto survives in the BCV.
18 Ibid., 15-16
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proved too late. But his choice o f the Episcopal villa as the best place to try to recuperate,
and his gift to Fracastoro o f the full use o f another country house owned by the Bishopric
at M alcesine on Lake Garda, are evidence o f his appreciation for Fracastoro’s efforts and
suggest that he agreed with his doctor that activity and the superior atmosphere o f the
countryside was the best medicine available to an overworked and overtired clergyman.20
The Nazaret, as a hillside suburban retreat, is not exactly similar to the villas o f
Navagero, Bembo and Ramusio. As a healthy haven conducive to convivial gatherings
and as an extroverted structure that looked over the domain of its patron, this Episcopal
suburbano compares m ore favorably to the early Villa Medici at Fiesole, Pope L eo’s
Villa M adama and the villas constructed in the second half o f the sixteenth century in
Frascati. Giberti’s personal fondness for the villa speaks volumes about his attraction for
a comparatively rural setting despite or maybe because o f his long career as an
administrator in Rome. Giberti was fortunate, o f course, that his cure already possessed
several country properties. O f those the Nazaret was doubly blessed with comforts and
proximity. It remains to be seen if the agricultural villa registered at all with Giberti. That
he understood the value associated more and more with advanced farming and land
improvements is clear from his careful assessment o f church properties in annual
inventories. If the Nazaret itself did not feature a botanical collection and its patron did
not kilt up his cassock and plant his own garden, it did serve as a base o f operations in the
management o f the Veronese holdings o f the church. Generally speaking, Giberti and
Fracastoro represent two sides o f the same coin as villa owners. Both men earned
distinction as brilliant and productive intellectuals. The stage for much o f their career

19 Ibid., 63 (41r).
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was, by necessity, an urban one; but they both preferred their country houses. So much so
that Fracastoro’s friends found him there more often than in Verona, while Giberti
surrendered a prominent position at the center o f the Tridentine conference for a chance
to sit and relax or maybe take a brief walk on the grounds o f the only villa he had ever
owned.
The residences enjoyed by Giberti as Bishop o f Verona exhibit features common
for urban palaces and suburban retreats. The continuous alteration o f the fabric o f the
Bishop’s Palace and the Episcopal villa reveals the hands o f men who occupied the seat
before and after Giberti. [Figure 5.3] O f those who preceded him as Bishop, Cardinal
Lippomani and Cardinal Barbaro rearranged the interior layout, renovations visible in the
sealed Gothic windows and the opening o f rectangular windows more in keeping with
Renaissance tastes. [Figure 5.4] After Giberti, a two-story arcaded loggia was installed
along the North side o f the cortile o f the palace. [Figure 5.5] Currently glazed, the loggia
created a visibly penetrable screen between the courtyard and the walled garden to the
rear o f the palace that sat between the structure and the bank o f the river. The poor
preservation o f this garden makes it difficult to correlate the space with changes in garden
style and function. The gate from the street leading directly into the garden, however, is
rusticated and at the very least participated in the association o f rusticated masonry with
garden spaces just as it m ay have done in the earlier town houses designed by Raphael
and Bruno.
The Nazaret was also remodeled on multiple occasions. [Figure 5.6] M ost o f the
alterations to the building fabric appear to have been carried out after Giberti became

20 Ibid., 13.
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Cardinal. With almost no documentation concerning the changes, the frescoed coats-ofarms o f Giberti’s successors: Bernardo Navagero and Agostino Valiero, which were
painted on the Southern exterior wall o f the villa just beneath a top-floor loggia or open
porch suggest that the m ajor renovation was completed by 1600 when Valiero was
Cardinal. [Figure 5.7] The current use o f the Nazaret as an orphanage and private school
has transformed the gardens o f the suburbano into a graveled interior court and playing
fields for the school-age residents o f the complex.21 Similarly, the transform ation o f the
interior into living quarters, classrooms, a dining hall and administrative offices makes it
difficult to recover the plan o f the Episcopal villa. The most salient feature o f the
Nazaret, in a study o f contemporary villa design, are the two loggias that look South and
East over the rugged hillside above Verona and across the city toward the Bishop’s
Palace and the Cathedral. [Figure 5.8]
Pastoral Visits and Villeggiatura
One o f the successors to Giberti was the Venetian ambassador and senator,
Bernardo Navagero.22 A nephew o f Andrea Navagero, Bernardo followed in his uncle’s
footsteps in government service holding posts in Rome, Constantinople and London.
W hile bailo in Constantinople, Bernardo was fully involved in the Venetian effort to keep
trade flowing from the East.2-’ His Roman embassy coincided with the election o f a new
pope and his lengthy report to the Great Council is one o f the most detailed accounts o f a

- 1 This author would like to thank the director o f the orphanage, Don Giacomo, and his students
for their gracious hospitality on several visits to the Nazaret. Indeed, a very eager group o f teenage
residents directed my attention to the studio where I had the opportunity to study the series o f landscapes
discussed in this chapter.
■" For the only extensive biography o f Bernardo Navagero see: Federici.
23 Roberto Boschini, Gli A m basciatori veneziani da Solimano il tnagnifico (Venice: Edizioni del
Leone, 1998), 47.
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papal election from the early m odem period.24 A keen observer and wily diplomat,
Bernardo earned the respect and trust o f his peers at home and abroad. The high regard in
which he was held was made abundantly clear when he was appointed to fill the position
of Bishop o f Verona and elevated to the crimson at the same time even though he was not
a cleric.23 As his predecessor Giberti had been an advocate o f a reformed clergy, it is
something o f a surprise that a non-priest had received the bishopric. Indeed, the often
tumultuous relationship between the Roman papacy and the Venetian Republic almost
drove the Republic into the arms o f the Protestant north when the heavy hand o f Papal
policy threatened to impinge upon the autonom y so much a part o f the Venetian psyche.26
The recognition by the pope in Rome that a prototypical Venetian nobleman, and one
who as a bailo and ambassador exhibited a deep attachment to his birthplace had earned a
place among the leaders o f the church was an acknowledgement o f common ground.
Bernardo’s appointment appears to have been an olive branch extended toward the still
powerful state whose position guaranteed a Catholic Italy. Bernardo, whose career can be
described as decades o f smoothing ruffled feathers, became a visible symbol o f the
fundamental agreement reached between the Roman pontiff and the oftentimesrecalcitrant republic.
As Bishop o f Verona, Cardinal Navagero inherited Giberti’s mantle as a key
member o f the Tridentine council.27 His short church career warrants only a brief
mention. The formulation o f church policy would continue for decades after N avagero’s

24 Francesco Giannetto, II problemo della pace veneziana: azione politica in corte di Roma di
Bernardo Navagero (Ferrara: Edizioni Messina, 1957).
25 Federici, 111.
26 Lane, 394-395.
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death and his nephew and successor as Bishop o f Verona, Agostino Valiero, would
influence the Counter-Reformation in the next few decades when he became an important
leader in church re-organization. Bernardo, however, deserves real consideration as one
o f the bright lights o f mid-century Venetian diplomacy. Similarly, as an author, his

History o f the Turkish Wars is considered to be one o f the best accounts o f an early
modem conflict, and his report on the papal election o f Pope Paul III, which he delivered
to the Great Council, is a fascinating explanation o f the twists and turns that ultimately
resulted in the plume o f white smoke that signaled to the breathless Roman people and
Europe that the latest heir to St. Peter had been chosen.

A well-educated and cultivated

man, Bernardo owned a city palazzo in V enice and several country properties in the
Veneto.

90

On becoming Bishop he inherited the use o f the palace in Verona and the

suburban Nazaret. Unfortunately there is no proof that Bernardo used the Nazaret as
frequently as did Giberti. Similarly, there is no documentation that makes it easy to date
the alterations made to the Nazaret such as the addition o f two exterior loggias and the
arcade facing the courtyard. Navagero’s coat-of-arms, however, was painted on the south
wall o f the Nazaret alongside that o f his nephew and great-nephew, both o f whom
followed Bernardo as Bishops o f Verona. In addition, a fresco cycle painted on the walls
o f a stucliolo or library in the Nazaret offer a tantalizing hint that Bernardo Navagero had

27 Pullan 1971, 592. Pullan discusses Cardinal N avagero’s role in the debate over the propriety o f
interest earnings for m onies contributed to the Monte di Pieta from the Church’s agricultural lands, and
their ultimate use for the benefit o f the community.
28 Bernardo Navagero, R elazione di Rom a, 1558, BN M , Ms. It. VII, 392 (7610) cc. 123-154.
29 A SV , D ie d Savi, b. 164, f. 1100: “Estimo o f Zan A lvise Navager fu del R mo Cardinale.” This
declaration lists a town house and garden in Padua, property in Garzo (territorio d ’E ste), in Legnano under
P iove di Sacco (Treviso) and 140 campi with a “casa da patron et brolo” located “in villa de Manerbe
territorio V eronese.”
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inherited not only his sense o f duty from his uncle but also Andrea N avagero’s love for
the country life. [Figure 5.9]
The Nazaret studiolo features a fireplace marked with the arms o f several
inhabitants o f the Bishopric. [Figure 5.10] Casual observation makes clear that the
current arms have apparently been applied over previous. The scenes that ring the room
are ideal landscapes that show urban and rural scenes complete with city walls, town
gates, winding caraways and country houses. Enjoying the country house (and maybe the
mule ride to and from Verona) is a bearded Cardinal. [Figure 5.11] The crimson robes
and pilgrim ’s hat make it abundantly clear that this is a Cardinal. But which one?
Contemporary portraits o f the Bishops o f Verona, not all o f whom were Cardinals, ring
the audience hall o f the Bishop’s palace that is located behind the Cathedral. [Figure
5.12] The fresco agrees with other images o f Gian Matteo Giberti that show a well-fed
and clean-shaven balding man with a serious or thoughtful countenance. Bernardo
Navagero, to Giberti’s right in the frescoed frieze, has a long and full gray beard that
distinguishes him from the four men who occupied the Bishop’s throne after Giberti’s
death. The two Valieros, Agostino and Alberto, sport less facial hair. A gostino’s short
beard featured a bearded jaw line and mustache while Alberto wore only a mustache and
goatee. Since the gold and scarlet eagle impresa surmounted by the red pilgrim ’s hat on
the mantel provides a terminus ante quem for the painted decoration o f the studiolo it
appears that the frescoes were in place during one o f the Valiero reigns as Bishop. The
presence o f the arms alongside Bernardo’s on the outer stucco wall o f the villa confirms
their association with the building. In any event, the fresco on the fireplace indicates that
the small room was used and enjoyed by either Agostino or Alberto Valiero. But the
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small image o f the mule-riding Cardinal suggests that another cleric has been depicted in
the pleasant landscapes visible through the screen o f fictive architecture adorning the
room. If the bearded Cardinal is a portrait o f Bernardo, two issues are raised. Either
Bernardo commissioned these decorative scenes or he served as a model for the
archetypal villa-loving clergyman. In either case, Bernardo is linked to the renovation and
use o f the Episcopal country house.
The fresco cycle in the studiolo underscores the transformation o f the simple
country retreat into a proper villa. At issue is which type o f villa was the Nazaret in the
sixteenth century? The complex o f small basilica-planned church and residence appears
to have more in common with those country houses built near urban centers as
convenient getaways. G iberti’s use o f the Nazaret makes it abundantly clear that the
Episcopal villa was first and foremost an attractive and healthful alternative to the much
larger urban palace.
The concept o f villeggiatura had fully penetrated wealthy society by the middle o f
the Cinquecento. The simple pleasures of a conversation along a musical watercourse or a
meal in the cool shade o f a pergola or leafy oak permeate letters, poems and prose
composed by and for the Italian elite. The splendid villas constructed for the high-ranking
prelates in Rome epitomize the wholesale adoption o f the pastime by moneyed
churchmen; and the comparatively humble Nazaret built around 1418 and loved by
Giberti served for more than one hundred years as a comfortable retreat for the Bishops
o f the northern city.
The increasing attention paid by Giberti to the income-producing properties
scattered across his diocese provides the main reason not to accept that the Nazaret was
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an old-fashioned retreat with absolutely no link to the new agricultural or botanical
laboratories popular in the Veneto. The discrete nature o f the parcels owned in the
province by the church m ade it abundantly clear to the Cardinal and his secretary
Francesco Della Torre that regular surveys o f the rents and produce must be performed.
Diocesan records from the 1530s show that Giberti combined the tour o f the bishopric,
the normal pastoral process that included a visit to each parish or church-owned
institution in the diocese, with an inventory o f church property.30 The inventories
produced look remarkably like the tax assessments used by the Venetian governm ent to
levy personal property taxes on residents. A careful reconciliation o f the diocesan books
paralleled the tenor o f the times since good clergymen were under pressure to prove that
their visibly luxurious lifestyle did not impose an oppressive burden on the general
population. Giberti’s country house obviously eschewed ostentatious display, limiting
alteration to the closing up o f lobed Gothic windows and the opening o f several balconies
or loggias toward the expansive views available to the hillside structure. The Nazaret is
important for our picture o f Veronese villeggiatura because it likely served as one hub for
the management o f the valuable lands fanned for the church alongside the Episcopal
palace in downtown Verona. Whereas the normal profit o f a hinterland devolves on the
urban center because the city serves as the marketplace for produce or livestock, the
increasingly grand villa had become a node that siphoned off some o f the profit in order
to clothe itself in a manner appropriate to the power o f the patron. As a satellite o f the
Episcopal palace, the Nazaret functioned as a suburban base for the head o f the diocese

30 eg. Fasani.
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and, thus, was the center o f the agricultural enterprise that had begun to pay benefits for
the church thanks to the land-improvement policies o f the Venetian Council.
During the Cinquecento, the pastoral process became a vehicle for a type of
villeggiatura peculiar to a prelate. G iberti’s mobile inventory connected the Bishop with
his flock. His presence reinforced his support o f Catholic refonn policy regarding the role
o f the priest. His survey guaranteed that church properties would support themselves and
the administration o f the diocese. His travels also introduced the Cardinal to the local
nobility. On many occasions Giberti lunched at or stayed over in villas owned by
Veronese citizens. The reasons for the visits varied, but the lack o f space in the
residences o f parish priests, and the close ties between Giberti and the Veronese
intellectual elite suggest that practical matters and entertainment kept Giberti’s secretaries
plates full. The frescoes o f the Nazaret do not show the Nazaret itself. The villa from
which the Cardinal emerges on his m ule has more in common with the latest all ’antica
country houses than it does with the Bishop’s own. [Figure 5.13] Perhaps this image
connects the nerve center o f the retreat, the studiolo, with the Cardinal’s travels across the
province as the lord o f an estate composed o f hundreds o f small and separate parcels o f
land. The Cardinal in the wall painting is in the middle o f his tour, having spent the night
or broken bread with one the wealthy locals who had welcomed him into Veronese
society. Giberti’s visit to the Villa D ella Torre a Fumane in 1530 and Bishop Luigi
Lippom ano’s “sumptuous dinner in the magnificent home o f Conte Giovanni Baptista
D ella Torre” in M ezzane in 1553 are ju st two examples o f the coupling o f business and
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pleasure that can be considered the extension o f the modem concept o f villa stewardship
to the overseeing o f a province or, in this instance, a diocese.31
Where does this leave Cardinal Bernardo Navagero? If his successor adhered to
the practice o f the pastoral process established by Giberti, then he would similarly
participate in the direct management o f the agricultural holdings o f the church. Since
Bernardo, unlike Giberti as far as we know, m ay have owned land between Verona and
Padua and was a m ember o f a family that had invested quite early on the terraferma, he
was thoroughly familiar with the rural countryside.32 His appointment as Bishop did not
require that Bernardo abandon either his personal holdings or his social and economic
ties to the capital o f the republic. We have little evidence about the state o f Bernardo’s
property, whether it was reclaimed land, cropped fields or pasturage, or what style o f
house was built as the casa di villa. Surely, Bernardo benefited from the increasing profit
generated by agriculture; but his responsibilities to the state seem to have left him little
time to involve him self in the day-to-day operations the way his uncle had. Bernardo’s
active role in the intellectual community in Venice and Padua, moreover, suggests that he
stayed current and was well situated to contribute to the spread o f a positive image o f the
noble farmer fundamental to the persona of his uncle.

31 On Giberti see: Sandrini, 13 and Fasani, 600. On Lippomano see: Luigi Lippomano:
Visitationum Libri Diocesis Veronensis annorum 1553 et 1555 (Verona: Archivio Storico Curia Diocesana,
1999), 246.
32 According to a document in the Venetian archives, an heir o f Cardinal Bernardo Navagero
owned a villa in Manerbe. The formula o f the declaration suggests that the statement was given by
Bernardo’s son, but it is difficult to determine the true relationship. A SV, Decima , Dieci Savi, b. 164, f.
1000: Zan A lvise fu del Rmo Cardinale. “In Villa de Manerbe Territori Veronese. Una poss0" de carnpi
centoquaranta inca con casa da patro et brolo tier al putt all parte M eneghin M ontagnolo,...”
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The vita attiva: Images o f the Country) Life from the Nazaret and the Episcopal Villa
C hapter T h ree in troduced the villas o f three m en w ho were am o n g N a v a g e ro ’s
closest friends. O f th e three, P ietro B em bo sh ared N a v a g e ro ’s rank, R am u sio h is sense o f
responsibility to th e republic, and F racastoro had stood at his side in b a ttle a g a in st the
L eague o f C am brai. T he four m en w ere all p ro d u cts o f th e U niversity o f P a d u a and
played leading roles in the intellectual give and take th a t characterized intense and
inquisitive V enetian hum anism . T h eir analyses o f p oetry, aesthetics and natural
philosophy contributed to the m etam o rp h o sis o f dry, p ed an tic hum anism into a voracious
and flexible h y b rid o f h u m an ism akin to th o ro u g h ly m o d e m scholarship. T h e V illa
B em bo and the V illa R am u sa ex h ib it the app licatio n o f a m uscular, ev o cativ e ru sticatio n
as an all 'antica fram e o r setting suitable for th eir w o rk in g villas and b o tan ic al gardens.
T heir sim ple resid en ces sat in fro n t o f or am idst a landscape dedicated to scien tific study
o f rare o r im ported flora, in im itation o f N a v a g e ro ’s v illa on M urano. N a v a g e ro ’s foreign
service and u n tim ely d eath d enied him the o p p o rtunity to b u ild either a su itab le casa

domenicale or any farm structures at his V illa Selva. T hus, h is lost villas add little to the
discussion about the ap propriate form o f the villa b u ild in g s o f the n e o -rep u b lican country
house. Sim ilarly, F ra c a sto ro ’s v illa at Incaffi n o rth w est o f V erona provides little
additional info rm atio n a b o u t villa style. N ev erth eless an d m o st significantly, his use o f
the villa as a hom e base fo r scientific research in astronom y, hydrology, clim ate and
m edicine suggests th at the co n cep t o f the villa as lab o rato ry m ade an e a sy leap from
V enice to h e r provinces. F ra c a sto ro ’s Incaffi em braced the agricultural m arv el o f the
fertile V eronese, lo o k in g out o v er the valleys and th e plain like a proud, do tin g parent.
A ll in all, F racastoro took h eed o f N a v a g e ro ’s ad ap tatio n o f the pleasure v illa and m ade
his m ain residence a h a v e n fo r his intellectual frien d s an d a hotbed o f research.
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Giberti, as the new Bishop o f Verona and a well-known proponent o f clerical
reform, was charged with a leading role in the re-assessment o f doctrine.33 His close
friend, Fracastoro, was named as the physician to the council; undoubtedly due to his
previous service as Giberti’s doctor and his international fame as a medical theorist.34
Fracastoro’s involvement with Tridentine reform was clearly minimal, and his unusual, if
not unorthodox, writings on the soul and on the nature o f the heavens might have
prompted his dismissal from his position i f they had ever become as widely read as his
more engaging work on epidemic disease. What is pertinent about Fracastoro and the
Council is his contact with the leaders among the Roman curia. Fracastoro and Bembo
represent a group o f intellectuals responsible for the opening up o f channels of
communication that fostered the exchange o f ideas between the republic and the rest o f
Italy. The friendship between these m en and the builders o f better-known villas and
gardens closer to Rome makes it more likely that concepts o f villa function and country
house style current in the Veneto would have been shared with their colleagues,
particularly since the men detailed to the Council gladly accepted invitations to nearby
villas to escape the tense atmosphere.35 As a result, the latest and most fashionable villas
in Northern Italy had frequent opportunities to impress and charm the next generation o f
villa building prelates.

33 Penelope C. Brownell, “La gifura di committente del vescovo Gianmatteo Giberti: II
rinnovamento cinquecentesco della Chiesa di S. Stefano,” in Veronese e Verona, Sergio Marinelli, ed.
(Verona: Museo di Castelvecchio, 1988), 53.
34 Pellegrini 1953, 16.
35 The villa o f Cardinal Ludovico Beccadelli at Pradalbino near Bologna was a very popular
retreat for members o f the patron class, particularly clerics. Furthermore, Beccadelli’s villa, located as it is
midway between Venice and Rome might mark a transfer point for ideas about villeggiatura between the
two regions.
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Fracastoro’s attachment to his villa was so well known that the Holy Roman
Emperor, Charles, made a point o f visiting the famous physician and author at Incaffi.36
Not much is known about the imperial stopover, but the emperor’s detour through the
Gardesana suggests that Fracastoro and his villa had captured the imagination o f his
contemporaries. What we have neglected to discuss regarding Fracastoro and the villa
culture o f the early m odem Yeneto is the potential confusion caused by his almost full
tim e residence at Incaffi. Apparently, the physician retained at least the use o f a town
house in Verona where he occasionally saw patients in his capacity as a prominent
doctor. Fracastoro spent so little time in Verona that it seems unfair to equate his
movement between Verona and Incaffi with the normal pattern o f villeggiatura.
Fortunately, Fracastoro’s strong friendship with Giberti prompted the Cardinal to give his
personal physician full use o f one o f the Bishop’s villas, a property called M alcesine
located on the shore o f Lake Garda. The reason for this might have been that poor health
and heavy responsibility made it impossible for Giberti to make the trip to Malcesine.
Almost no information survives about Malcesine. But this villa does help us fit
Fracastoro’s lifestyle into the accepted pattern o f villa use in the Cinquecento. With the
use o f a waterfront villa, the physician could continue to make his own country house a
residence and a base o f operations yet could also participate in the process o f going to a
country house on a regular basis. In other words, he had both a villa and a retreat, and the
pair o f country houses follows the evolving pattern that distinguished between the new
type o f villa introduced in the Veneto and the traditional villa. Fracastoro’s two ex-urban
retreats satisfied a need for quietude suitable to both work and rest. The transformation o f

36 Vita d i Girolamo Fracastoro, 1953, 16.
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a family farm into a captivating but comfortable research center suited the experimental
physician as a potentially profitable agricultural enterprise and the splendid countryside
provided a backdrop or framework for the serious business o f natural philosophy and
theoretical epidemiology. M alcesine alleviated the pressure caused by the transfer of
typical urban activity to the country. The less than impressive ornamentation of
Fracastoro’s Incaffi and the complete loss o f its gardens limit direct comparisons to
Navagero’s M urano botanical garden or Bem bo’s Paduan villa. The spirit o f investigation
and the appropriation o f a l l ’antica motifs common to his friends’ villas was alive and
well on this hillside in the Veronese hinterland where Fracastoro welcomed clerics, poets
and emperors.
Giberti had introduced Verona to the concept o f the personally and visibly
involved shepherd. His annual pastoral visits rem ind us o f the careful assessment o f land
owned by the diocese and the commitment o f the bishop to the self-sufficiency o f his see.
In other words, Giberti envisioned a diocese run like a villa with the residence o f the
bishop subtly recast as the casa padronale. The pleasant Episcopal palace incorporated
features typical for country houses even though it stood directly behind the Cathedral in
the city o f Verona. Its interior courtyard w as graced by the presence o f a two-story loggia
that separated the center o f the palace from a garden beyond on the bank o f the Adige.
Subsequently, Cardinals Navagero and Valiero heeded Giberti’s lesson that the spiritual
needs o f the faithful would be met by a bishop who traveled among them.
In fact, Valiero’s philosophy and theology expressed the fervent desire in postTridentine Italy for a less high-handed and distant clergy. The investment o f time and
energy in the pastoral visit, particularly when the bishop’s process was punctuated by
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stops at the charming villas owned by members o f the Veronese nobility as well as those
case domenicali owned by the church and administered by employees or tenants. The
concept o f the Episcopal palace as the center o f a diocesan villa might appear
inappropriate on the surface, especially during a tense period o f thrust and parry among
hard-liners and reformers in the Catholic Church. The decoration o f the audience hall o f
the Episcopal palace, however, carried out by one o f the m ost prominent Veronese
landscape painters justifies this conflation o f the administrative unit with the fashionable
and profitable working villa. [Figure 5.14]
Domenico Brusasorzi worked in Verona and the Veneto for m ore than twenty
years. Trained by his father, Agostino Riccio, Domenico m ade his mark as an expert
landscape painter responsible for the settings and backgrounds o f fresco cycles painted by
the Brusasorzi firm in the choir and sacristy o f S. Maria in Organo.37 [Figure 5.15]
Brusasorzi’s vivacious and atmospheric landscapes are alive with figures and
architecture, which settle comfortably amidst the rugged mountains, rushing rivers and
swaying trees o f a strikingly real Veronese. Throughout his career Domenico continued
to paint remarkable landscapes. He has been confirmed as the author o f the fresco
decoration o f the Episcopal audience hall and has been identified as a likely candidate for
similar landscapes in the loggia o f the Villa Del Bene at Volargne. [Figure 5.16] Finally,
the landscapes that adom the studiolo o f the episcopal villa, the Nazaret, have not been
attributed. Seldom mentioned in discussions o f villa culture, the delightful series o f views

37 The numerous contributors to M a e stri della pittura Veronese, Pierpaolo Brugnoli, ed., (Verona:
Museo di Castelvecchio, 1974), disagree about the attribution o f the p a e sa g g i in the Choir o f S. Maria in
Organo. There is also little consensus about other landscapes attributed to Bmsasorzi in and around Verona.
However, arguments in favor o f N icolo Giolfino or Giovanni Francesco and Giovanni Caroto are not
convincing because the styles o f the landscapes that were certainly painted by Dom enico and that o f
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o f country houses, rural life and clerical villeggiatura bear all the hallmarks o f a
Brusasorzi landscape and should be considered part o f the artist’s legacy as the leading
interpreter o f the character o f Veronese and the state o f villa culture in the province.
Agostino Valiero commissioned Brusasorzi to redecorate the vast, rectangular
grand hall on the first floor o f the urban episcopal palace.38 The program for the audience
hall affirms the brilliant and dedicated stewardship o f the 108 bishops o f Verona through
the dramatic transformation o f the hall into an open loggia in which the procession o f
bishops stand as a group o f proud and sensible shepherds, looking out across the verdant
and beautiful landscape o f their see. To effect the sense of a historical community, the
sequence o f bishops’ portraits are arranged in groups that appear to stand on a balcony
high above the floor o f the hall. [Figure 5.17] They ring the room in a second story
above the Active architecture o f the loggia so that Brusasorzi’s inviting landscapes
dominate the experience o f the occupants o f the hall while the Bishops o f Verona look on
with perpetual approval o f their flock and their diocese. Unlike m any fresco programs,
Valiero permitted Brusasorzi to make the most o f his talents as a landscape painter with
the simple and explicit rendering o f the relationship between a bishop and his cure made
manifest in the stacking o f a portrait cycle over a spectacular series o f truthful
landscapes.
The landscapes in the Nazaret reflect a similar understanding o f the role o f the
bishop in the church as it had been presented in the decorative program for the episcopal
palace’s audience hall. In both commissions, Valiero imagined the modem bishop as the

landscapes painted by Giolfino and the Caroti are different and those in the Nazaret studiolo and the loggia
o f the Villa Del Bene exhibit all the hallmarks o f Brusasorzi’s other works.
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patron o f a large disparate community bound together by social, spiritual and economic
ties. The convenient icon of a successful and paternal administrator was the padrone o f a
villa. Brusasorzi’s audience hall laid out the principle o f a paternal bishop whose
management style focused on the care o f the province or diocese which the painter, with
the apparent approval o f Valiero, defined as the agricultural lands ringing the city,
cathedral, palace and grand salone. Transferred to the edge o f the city, the experience o f
the patron o f the Nazaret was more credibly bound up with the mythologized or
generalized villa owner. Thus, Brusasorzi’s landscapes present the process through which
the bishop - or cardinal in this case - acted as the chief executive officer o f what we
might think o f as the largest villa in the entire province. O f course, the details o f profitgenerating agriculture are sublimated into a larger landscape o f commodious villas,
winding roads, and the rivers, mountains and trees drawn with such compelling
verisimilitude. Although the soft contours o f Brusasorzi’s landscape tempt viewers to
lose themselves in his frescoes, the main message o f placing the bishop as a m em ber o f
the group o f villa owners comes through quite clearly.
The studiolo o f the Nazaret and the audience hall o f the episcopal palace offer a
convincing argument that the vita attiva championed by Cardinal Valiero had become
enshrined in his image o f the successful bishop. Furthermore, this archetypal bishop
satisfied the spiritual needs of his flock through his continuous personal involvement in
their daily lives. As an heir to the vigorous Giberti and to his diplomat uncle Bernardo,
Valiero inherited a tradition of pastoral visits that the Venetian prelate realized was best
understood as a peculiar sibling to the villeggiatura popular throughout Italy. Young

38 Giuliana Ericani, “La stagione preveronesiana e la pittura di paesaggio a Verona,” in Marinelli,
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Agostino Valiero served as Bernardo’s secretary for a number o f years and had played an
active role in the Paduan intellectual community. His understanding o f the function o f the
villa, as a proponent o f the Paduan neo-Aristotelian active life, clearly reflected the trend
toward the physical and intellectual commitment o f the padrone to the improvement o f
the landscape o f the country house that this dissertation has characterized as learned
farming. The landscapes Valiero commissioned for both the urban and suburban
residences, which he enjoyed as bishop o f Verona announce that the ideal bishop and his
diocese were bound together by the same ties that inextricably linked the learned farmer
and his villa.
In the great tradition o f nepotism in the Catholic Church, sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century Verona found itself inextricably linked to Venice when Bernardo
Navagero was succeeded as Bishop and Cardinal by his secretary and nephew, Agostino
Valiero. Agostino’s nephew, Alberto, followed his uncle as Bishop. As a result, the
diocese and its properties remained in the hands o f a family that remained active in
Venetian intellectual life for almost a century. We have already noted that Bernardo’s
career as a diplomat provided him with a passport to move freely about Europe, mingling
with the wealthy and influential. His collegial relationship with the reigning pope and
acquaintance with m any o f the most powerful Cardinals made his transition from
Venetian senator to prelate surprisingly simple despite lingering tension between Rome
and the republic during the height o f reform activity in the West. Venice, oftentimes a
haven for recalcitrant and vocal opponents o f the status quo, could not count on Rome to
support her increasing dominance over the Padana; but the efforts o f its representatives,

29; Zannandreis, 107.
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including Navagero, to reassure Rome that Venice stood firmly against the dangerous
anarchy o f Protestant religious practice paid off as the papacy and the republic came
together as partners in the re-evaluation o f the Catholic faith. Navagero’s biretta surely
came as a reward for his hard work and also conveyed to the Senate a message o f
conciliation from the normally high-handed pontiff. Bernardo Navagero’s nephew
stepped directly into his shoes, bringing the intellectual energy o f a Padua-trained
philosopher to bear on the administration o f Verona and the examination o f clerical
responsibility and personal piety that stood at the center o f the contentious debate.
Agostino Valiero wrote a great deal about the difference between the active and
the contemplative life.39 The theological implications o f his treatises do not concern us at
present; but it is important to recognize the Aristotelian leanings of a graduate o f the
University o f Padua.40 In Chapter One we examined the faculty of medicine at Padua and
the strong Aristotelian tradition passed on to every student, even if the student chose
neither to m ove on to medicine nor to finish his studies. Aristotelian natural philosophy,
in other words, provided a lowest common denominator for Venetian intellectuals.
Conventional wisdom would have accepted, therefore, the premise that open-minded
examination offered the best hope for the advancement o f knowledge. Similarly,
Aristotelian natural philosophy justified experimentation, or better yet, the actual
examination o f physical reality. Although a crude generalization of Paduan
Aristotelianism, the Venetian penchant for exploration and the rising tide o f scientific
inquiry fomented by Padua graduates and faculty suggests that in the early modem

39 Logan, 1972,61-62.
40 Ibid. Logan argues that Agostino, who was a lecturer in philosophy at the School o f the Rialto in
V enice in 1558, “was a leading exponent o f a Thomist Aristotelianism.”
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Veneto university level philosophy either trickled down into normal daily life or
legitimized an instinctive inquisitiveness associated with a city brimming with welltraveled merchants and seamen.
The debate over the relative merits and benefits o f the active and contemplative
life dates back to the early days o f monasticism. Petrarch updated the comparison and
launched humanists on a mission to finally determine a winner in the race. O f course,
Petrarch’s Janus-like approach to the issue (revealed by the fact that a sweaty climb
offered him a chance to really think) confused his readers and m ade it all but impossible
to come out wholly in favor o f one or the other.41 Neo-platonists like Ficino gave weight
to the contemplative side o f life 42 However, as a practicing physician and astrologer
Ficino’s career made it abundantly clear that retirement and repose - the key to
contemplation - could be enjoyed best as the antithesis of work itself. The natural
opposites: motion and rest, otium and negotium, labor and intellection, found themselves
at the center o f the discussion about the purpose o f the country house. Ficino’s patron,
Cosimo de’ Medici, seemed to sum up once and for all the unequivocal association
between the villa and the contemplative life.43
Chapters Two and Three composed a picture o f a Venetian country house that did
not give itself over to pleasurable idylls. The members o f the Venetian ruling class
coupled the concept o f a villa with the administration o f the now valuable terraferma so
that rest and relaxation was largely incidental to the acquisition o f property, the
construction o f the casa domenicale and the regular commute from the city to the

41 Nauert, 22-23.
42 Copenhaver and Schmitt, 144.
43 Coffin 1988, 9.
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country. The spread o f this idea across the Veneto was rapid for two reasons. First, the
demands o f the capital city for agricultural products guaranteed profits for landowners
with easy access to the m ajor rivers. Second, the collegial relationship among graduates
o f the only university in the Veneto made it increasingly likely that Veronese, Bresciano
or Vicentino landowners matured alongside Venetians.
The end result o f Venetian expansion and governance was a nascent homogeneity
or at least an easy familiarity among the upper classes. M oving between Venice, Padua
and Verona, Cardinal Valiero operated in a late Cinquecento Veneto partial to
philosophical debate and agricultural income. His affirmation o f the active life for clerics
shifted the church away from theological fine points and toward the vigorous direction o f
the community o f the faithful. This process followed exactly the path o f the villa in the
sixteenth-century Veneto. The role played by Valiero in the codification o f the vita attiva
indicates that his great-uncle Andrea Navagero’s approach to villeggiatura and the
increasing profitability o f the agricultural property held for the bishopric represented
different faces o f a well-rounded active life. Valiero’s impassioned plea for an active
clergy harmonized with the Venetian belief that the leading citizens o f the republic had
always shouldered the yoke o f the defense and increase o f the state. This argument has
focused upon the intellectual, economic and social milieu that legitimized the widespread
development o f the Venetian mainland provinces. Recent Venetian legislation enacted to
defend the nobility and the senate against new money appears reactionary compared to
the forward-thinking administration o f the Italian provinces. The potentially enervating
constraints did not completely eliminate social mobility, a fact proven by the eventual
elevation o f the Comaro and the Ramusio to noble status. Indeed, the proscription against
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manual or mechanical labor for noblemen can also be seen as tacit approval for serious
investment in land. Consequently, Paduan - and thereby Venetian - Aristotelian natural
philosophy contributed to the breeding o f generations o f wealthy men armed with at least
a rudimentary knowledge o f physical science, an education that conveniently jibed with
the government’s support for the bonificazione o f the Veneto.
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Conclusion
This dissertation has examined a number o f aspects o f the history o f the Venetian
villa. In particular, my research documents Andrea Navagero’s influence on the nature o f
villeggiatura in the sixteenth-century Veneto. Although the initial impetus for this study
was the evaluation o f Navagero’s descriptions o f Islamic Spanish gardens and their
influence on the Renaissance garden, aspects o f his work, letters, and villas have forced a
further reevaluation o f Venetian villa life and its sources. Among the more significant
results o f my research on their impact are: a recasting o f the early m odem Venetian
approach to the past, a recognition o f a scientific component in villa agriculture, a
discussion o f the importance o f a rustic vocabulary for certain villas, a transmission of
the ideal o f learned farming to provincial nobles, and a subsequent exercise o f villa
ideology in the service o f the Counter-Reformation in Verona. The powerful image
Navagero created o f a fniitful and refreshing Moorish landscape did, indeed, reinforce the
importance o f water within the garden. M ore importantly, his firm belief that a profusion
o f ideas about gardens and agriculture offered by these and other sources could be
integrated by him and his colleagues into the tradition o f villa patronage.
In his letters from Spain, Navagero praised the “M oors’” gardens and their
scientific approach to agriculture. Similarly, while there, Navagero received and
recounted news o f discoveries in the Americas and carried home to Venice exotic
specimens and wonderful tales o f the New World. His receptive attitude indicates that
Venetian intellectuals were increasingly willing to expand the realm o f authorities,
m ainly the autori antichi, beyond its traditional classical boundaries. In the case o f his
villas, N avagero’s interest in the historical world beyond Greece and Rome supported his
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transformation o f the villa garden into a locus for learned farming. Navagero’s adept
synthesis o f this expanded antique with villa culture and the development o f the Venetian
mainland influenced not only his immediate circle o f friends, but also the titled nobility
o f the province o f Verona and a number o f bishops o f Verona.
This study o f N avagero’s villas has also shed new light on theories o f landscape
design and, maybe more importantly, their relationship to Raphael’s approach to
architecture. As explained in Chapter Two, although his villas and their gardens are now
lost, we now have a better understanding o f Navagero’s thoughts about the creation o f a
beautiful garden. In Fracastoro’s dialogue On P oetiy, Navagero’s understanding o f the
method o f writing good poetry is set out. His explicit rules for the author declare that
poetry was the direct result o f the poet’s open mind in his search for beauty. The
selection process described by Navagero suggests that the remarkable fascination with
foreign places and strange plants exhibited by him in his letters reflected a poet’s broad
interests. In other words, N avagero’s interest in Spanish gardens and American fauna
eventually contributed to his creation o f a more beautiful villa or garden when he
successfully introduced those new elements he fancied into his composition. The creative
process described by Navagero echoes his similar archaeological interest in the past and
reinforces the bond between poet and architect as kindred spirits who learned by
collecting impressions from ruins and remnants o f Rome and the other M editerranean
civilizations. As we have noted, Raphael’s design process appears to have been quite
similar to Navagero’s. First, this similarity should remind modem scholars o f the
classical and early m odem paragone between art and poetry. Second, it becomes clear
that for the first time, N avagero’s well-documented relationship with Raphael can be
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connected to the artist’s development o f a m ore scientific approach to antiquity, an
important element in his evolution as an architect that has been usually ascribed to the
artist’s contacts in Papal Rome.
The theoretical kinship discovered between Raphael and Navagero raises further
questions about the importance o f developments in Renaissance architecture for the
Venetian villa. Among these was the development o f a style suitable for the laboratory
villa. One o f Navagero’s closest friends, Pietro Bembo, built a villa and garden that
offered visitors a vision o f the refined rustication appropriate for this type o f villa. The
analysis o f Bem bo’s villa in Chapter Three reveals his important role in the transmission
o f the Roman Renaissance architectural aesthetic, particularly the innovative approach to
classical architecture developed by their friend Raphael, to the Veneto. The rusticated
facade o f Bem bo’s villa in Padua exemplified the latest developments in monumental
residential architecture. The bugnated or bum py columns o f the ground floor loggia are
based on Raphael’s virile Roman architecture. In Bem bo’s villa, however, the colonnade
makes a more explicit link between the “rustic” vocabulary and the agricultural nature of
the entire villa, even if this particular villa’s lands consisted o f a substantial but still
comparatively small botanical garden located behind the house.
M y study o f Bem bo’s residence in Padua also revealed that his villa and garden
can now be connected with Jacopo Bonfadio’s description o f a garden as a “third nature.”
Garden historians have regarded Bonfadio’s adaptation o f a Ciceronian concept as the
m ost apt characterization o f Renaissance garden theory. Unfortunately, no historian has
ever made a case for situating Bonfadio in the actual landscape o f Renaissance garden
history. This study o f Bem bo’s suburbano indicates that his contribution to garden theory
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w as a direct result o f his b rie f blit p leasant asso ciatio n w ith B em bo and his resid e n ce in
B e m b o ’s P aduan villa. T herefore, the fo rm e r’s argum ent that the garden sits b etw een
nature and art, o r m ore sp ecifically G o d ’s creation and the things shaped b y m an,
reflected his exposure to currents o f co n tem p o rary th in k in g in P adua. Sim ilarly, h is
enjoym ent o f th e sp len d id garden designed for P ietro B em bo b y his architect and lifelo n g
personal assistant, N ic o la B runo, p ro v id e d B o n fad io w ith a m o d el o f a p a rad ig m atic
“ third natu re.”
C hapter O ne p resented a case fo r the ch aracterizatio n o f farm ing as a n oble
pursuit. First, N avagero and his circle view ed ag riculture as a p rim ordial and in h eren tly
n o ble art, a classificatio n o f fa n n in g rein fo rced b y six teen th -cen tu ry authors like
A gostino G allo w hose w o rk drew u p o n classical treatises. F o r N avagero, h o w ev er, the
recognition o f a sim ilarly erudite and intellectual approach to farm in g in Islam ic lands
ju stifie d the careful study o f the landscape o f M u slim Spain. S im ilarly, th e d isco v ery o f
the N ew W orld w ith the bountiful splendors o f islands such as H ispaniola an d the
m agical floating garden city o f T enochtitlan in M exico indicated that these p rev io u sly
unknow n p laces and p eoples had som ething to o ffer V enetian villa ow ners. A lth o u g h th e
m o st im portant new cultivar, m aize or Indian com , o n ly slo w ly transform ed the
terra ferm a , m en like G iam battista R am usio circulated accounts o f th e advanced
agriculture and fabulous plants seen by E uropeans such as G onzalo Fernandez d e O viedo.
M oreover, the appearance o f N ew W orld plants in V en etian gardens indicated th at the
e a rly m o d em garden could no longer b e understood as a recreation o f a R o m an prototype.
T he co n n ectio n b etw een b otanical sciences and m ed icin e cannot b e o v erstated as
an influence on the shape o f the early m o d em V enetian garden. A student o f n atu ral
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philosophy, Navagero collected and cultivated a variety o f rare specimens, a discipline
governed by successful acclimatization or the storage o f dried specimens, in his exquisite
Murano garden. The funding o f a massive botanical garden for the faculty o f M edicine at
the University o f Padua by the Venetian Senate and the creation o f a position as lecturer
in botany in the medical school there underscored the value o f the garden and its plants to
the practice o f medicine. The steady growth in private botanical collections that pre-dated
the foundation o f the government institutions, most notably Pietro Bem bo’s garden to the
rear o f his renovated suburbano, initiated the metamorphosis o f the giardino segreto and
herbal into a living thesaurus o f flora. The collections - both the more encyclopedic
organized gardens and the smaller beds planted with exotica - performed two functions.
First, they were more easily controlled microclimates suitable for the introduction o f
foreign imports to the Veneto. Second, the botanical garden offered its patron a chance to
carry out experiments in scientific agriculture under the specific aegis o f medical research
or the general umbrella o f natural philosophy. The patron’s role in the planting or
maintenance o f their new botanical gardens found support from current definitions o f
farming and medicine as sister arts. If natural philosophy could be crossed with the pre
historic practice o f plowing, seeding and harvesting, then a noble villa owner could
justify his fascination with New World tubers, sub-tropical grains, and European fodder
crops.
The patrons o f the villas discussed in Chapter Three were recipients o f
Navagero’s letters detailing the splendors o f Spain and the New World, and they enjoyed
the comforts and produce o f his gardens during his lifetime. Considering the close
relationship between Bembo, Ramusio, Fracastoro, the Della Torre brothers, and
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Navagero, the sharp focus on scientific agriculture or botany in their villas makes sense
in the wake o f Navagero’s detailed presentation o f the value placed by Muslims on the
intense cultivation o f the landscape o f Spain. Based on trends in Renaissance Venetian
historical analysis and on the practical conflation o f all sorts o f ruins and rem nants into
one category: the antique, I argue that Venetians considered the Islamic world under the
classical umbrella. The incorporation o f historical Islam into the population o f antichi
helps make sense o f the striking juxtaposition o f all'antica architecture with garden
spaces and features borrowed from Islamic monuments.
What sets this group of villas apart from the conservative type refined in the
Quattrocento is their increasingly intense agricultural identity. By no means did this
preclude any influence for ancient Rome. The prototypical villa developed in the Roman
period featured a balance between comfort and cultivation. Many accounts o f Roman
villas argued for the retention of farming as the appropriate business o f the villa owner.
During the period best known for villa building, however, even the Romans had begun to
distance themselves from labor at their villas. Venetians like Navagero looked askance at
the degraded state o f the later Roman villa, choosing instead to model their own
investment properties perhaps after the simple, working farm complexes described by
Cato. The mean and uncomfortable situation the reactionary Cato enjoyed, however,
offered little attraction to well-read monied Venetians. V arro’s villa provided a possible
alternative to the excess o f the imperial villas and the squalor o f the republican
farmhouses. As a champion o f the agricultural villa, Navagero could have simply
recreated V arro’s fascinating complex. He clearly cherished Roman ideas. He also may
have attempted to imitate the dramatic forms he saw at Hadrian’s Villa during his trip to
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Rome. Neither o f these villas, however, reflected the fundamental principles that he
associated with villa life. For Navagero, the simple structures o f his villas served
principally as backdrops to the serious business o f botanical study and occasional
philosophical debate. Therefore, he constructed villas that blended all’antica architectural
forms w ith a landscape that reflected his encounters with an easily historicized Islam and
the first fruits o f the New World.
The learned farming practiced by Navagero and Ramusio proved economically
beneficial for the republic. It also provided nobles and cittaclini with a source o f capital
based solely on land ownership, more acceptable prim arily because o f social and political
proscription o f industrial or craft activities. The Padovano villas o f Ramusio and Bembo
and the Veronese villas o f Fracastoro, the M alaspina, and the D ella Torre were witnesses
to the transformation o f the Venetian economy fostered by the cultivation o f productive

villeggiatura. Furthermore, the new image o f the patron as a noble farmer was embraced
by a series o f bishops during the Counter-Reformation. In particular, Cardinals Gian
M atteo Giberti, Bernardo Navagero and Agostino Valiero, three men who played an
active role in the Church Reform movement o f the mid-sixteenth century, effectively re
characterized the relationship between the bishop and his diocese. For these bishops, the
prelate and his diocese were no longer sim ply shepherd and flock, but were also
understood as padrone and productive villa.
The Venetian attachment to villeggiatura is well documented by the large number
o f surviving villas and the extensive num ber o f painted images o f villa life. Navagero’s
influence on the practice o f villeggiatura extended beyond the simple transfonnation of
the country retreat into a scientific agricultural laboratory. Following Navagero’s lead, I
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have concluded that two interesting and noteworthy facets o f later sixteenth-century villa
culture were the result of Navagero’s affirmation o f the patron’s role in the hands-on
m anagement o f his villa. In the case o f a series o f Veronese bishops, the image of an
active padrone provided a model for the ideal bishop o f a reformed Church. The image o f
a bishop as the patron o f a large, productive villa satisfied the requirements o f the
Tridentine Council and eventually graced the Audience Hall of the Palazzo Vescovile in
Verona and the studio o f the Bishop’s retreat, the Nazaret.
In another case, Paolo Ramusio, the son and heir o f Giambattista, used his
increasingly valuable villa as support for his case that he, the son o f a secretary and a
noblewoman, was not a cittadino at all. According to Paolo, his noble blood entitled him
to the elevated status o f noble. His court challenge suggests that his activities as an author
and editor, his education in the household o f a Veronese noble, and his possession o f a
proper villa on the terraferma were clearly acceptable to the presiding authorities as the
types o f activities suitable for a noble Venetian. The decision in the case is not known;
but the simple statement that later generations o f Ramusios were nobile in tax
declarations indicates that Giambattista’s investment paid off over time. Furthermore, it
confirms m y contention that noble Venetians were permitted to actively work their villas
as participants in a long and respected tradition o f noble farming.
The changing nature o f villa culture in early m odem Italy is well studied. This
dissertation, however, has attempted to document the particular influence o f Andrea
Navagero and his circle on the country house and villa in the sixteenth-century Veneto.
Navagero earned a place in garden history based on his introduction o f the fantastic
waterworks o f the gardens o f Islamic Spain to Italian readers in the sixteenth century. In
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addition, we must recognize that his avid interest in the gardens which he had visited was
a direct result o f his previous engagement with the villa and scientific agriculture. Thus,
his villas and those villas now connected to Navagero reveal the influence o f his
characterization o f Muslim culture more than the influence o f the actual Islamic garden.
This is not to say that the all ’antica villa o f the Italian Renaissance was not understood as
a type based on ancient Roman models. In an intellectual climate conducive to a
relatively open-minded assessment o f historical precedents, however, Navagero grafted a
particularly attractive feature o f Muslim culture, that o f al-Andalus onto the hardy
rootstock of the revived Roman tradition. In the process, he created sub-species o f villa in
which the gardens served as a place o f scientific research that would eventually improve
the productivity o f the entire villa.
This new type o f villa exhibited its dedication to the original principles o f the
Roman villa with the choice o f a rustic vocabulary based on the antique. Although the
examples are extremely difficult to study fully, the landscapes created around these
rusticated residences surely incorporated references to the other historical landscapes,
including the Moorish landscape, in their plantings and use o f water. In short, the villa
continued to express the power o f the classical Roman prototype, but the Venetian villa
departed from and eventually surpassed its model with the judicious application of
lessons learned from non-Roman antichi.
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